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ating the treatment through documentation; (4) replicating the treatment with the materials, finishes, : 

features, and construction techniques that characterize the object; and (5) replicating the original object ; 

such that it can coexist with the original. Specific examples include the replication of decorative stencils 

or painting on walls and ceilings where multiple coats of paint exist over the original, and the replication 

of original elements such as wood trim or lighting fixtures when insufficient artifacts exist. 

Conservation is the process of maintaining and/or stabilizing the features or form of an object with the 

least amount of intervention. Some physical intervention may be required to ensure the continued 

integrity of the object/surface. Specific considerations include (1) using the object/surface as it was 

historically; (2) analyzing the object’s treatment of materials, finishes, features, and construction; (3) 

maintaining and/or stabilizing the object through the gentlest means possible; and (4) substantiating the 

treatment through documentation. Specific examples include the cleaning and maintaining of the Senate 

Chamber murals, the Senate Parlor ceilings, the Senate Lobby ceiling, and stone and marble in public 

spaces. 

* KK 
é 

With the preparation of this report, work in the Capitol has come full circle. In the early years of this 

century a team of worthy architects, engineers, artists, and craftsmen toiled together to build one of the 

most glorious State Capitols. Many years of inconsistent and unsympathetic changes and remodelings 

followed. In this decade another diligent team of professionals is reviving the past through a series of 

carefully planned restoration and rehabilitation projects. 

As one of Wisconsin’s major architectural gems, the Capitol is a tribute to the spirit of the people and 

the culture who had it built. Itis our continuing task to preserve this magnificent structure as a reminder : 

of the past and as a commitment to our future. : 

Charles J. Quagliana, AIA 

September 1995 
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INTRODUCTION 

__ he Wisconsin State Capitol is a superb example of American Beaux-Arts style. The 

OS J... i Capitol features four projecting wings with highly sculptured tympanums and Corinthian 
8 : columns. Surrounded by a balustrade, the dome sits on a drum with arched windows through 

, — : : which light enters the Rotunda. Groups of sculpture are placed at the drum’s base. The exterior is made 

iC — 9 pea a of white granite. The Capitol’s interior employs two axes embodied in two enfilades which intersect at 

- ie : eat ; right angles at the Rotunda, the building’s major space. If the building were cut in two, the elevation as 

P nes _ well as each wing’s plan would be essentially the same. The building is constructed of an exterior of 

: ) ae - : solid brick and stone masonry with an interior steel frame with a marble interior and features major 

re . - eo rooms and/or halls covered with vaults or domes. Additional adornment and decoration throughout the 

Oe dé building include large murals and mosaics.' 

_< & The Capitol was built using the finest turn-of-the-century materials, architecture, engineering, and art. 

Md ° Constructed in five phases beginning with the West Wing in Fall of 1906, the East Wing followed with 

» ry construction starting in 1909. In the Spring of 1910, the Central Portion was started followed by the 

’ 7 South Wing in December of 1910. The project culminated with the completion of the North Wing in 

1917. This phase approach spread the money expenditure of $7,203,826 over a period of many years 

and allowed temporary use of portions of the previous Capitol structure which survived the fire of 

a ih. February 1904. Following is a brief history of George B. Post, the Capitol Commission Competition, 

ee ee oof y the South Wing design and development, Post’s involvement with the design and implementation, and 

YA ene Hf the South Wing Restoration and Renovation project background. A complete history of the Capitol will 

yg : C be found in Volume | of the Capitol Historic Structure Reports. 

y George B. Post, Architect 

on & ‘ ( George B. Post, a leader during the late 1800s in skyscraper development and classical revival build- 

¢" 4 Pieper 2 ‘dl 4 i ings, was also a specialist in planning and structural design, and active in city planning and zoning. His 

rf } i / es ame ‘ j “ training as an architect in New York City in the 1850s with Richard Morris Hunt in the Beaux-Arts 
| a 3 say J ys ys — tradition prepared him with a solid foundation in historical architecture as well as the principles of design. 

. baa ea, : > The Beaux-Arts tradition also enhanced Post’s desire for grandiose and elegant interiors. Post’s signifi- 

as = ome a - ig : y Le : yo oo cant buildings include the Equitable Life Insurance Building (1868), thought to be the first commercial 
. ec ee "tee . ei ve — = came os ti : se building with an elevator; the Western Union Building (1873-75), often noted as the first skyscraper; the 

ee ee = a sal — tas New York Produce Exchange (1881-84), known for its cage construction; the Manufactures and 

ae THES GORE Ey CIC OO Li ete Liberal Arts Building at the World Columbian Exposition of 1893, the largest building in the world at the 

Figure 3 time; and the New York Stock Exchange (1901-04). Throughout his career he employed numerous 

This portrait of George B. Post (1837-1913) was painted by Edwin Howland Blashfield. artists, decorators, and sculptors to execute their work in his buildings. Among the most noted were 

ae ae of the American Institute of Architects Library and Archives, Washington, DC. Edwin Howland Blashfield, Daniel Chester French, Karl Bitter, Elmer Garnsey, and Kenyon Cox. On 
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28 November 1913 Post died at his home in Bernardsville, New Jersey. His sons and partners in the Judicial Department in the North Wing. The second and third stories were to contain the Legislative 

firm, James Otis Post and William Stone, took full control of the firm and completed the South Wing and Chambers and their Accessories, and the Department of Justice. The Ground Floor was to contain 

the remainder of the Capitol. store and work rooms, and minor departments. The principal story was to house the constitutional and 

more important departments. Other requirements included a service cellar and an attic over a portion or 

Competition all of the building.* 

By the early 1900s the state government realized the existing capitol did not meet its needs and began The design for the wing housing the Senate Legislative needs was dependent upon the placement of the 

plans in 1903 for an addition. The idea was abandoned due to the 22 February 1904 fire which de- Senate Chamber. After this placement the remaining spaces could be designated for the personnel and 

stroyed a majority of the capitol. A competition was held and the appointment of an architect was accessory offices. The Capitol Competition Program provided a guide to the preliminary designs and 

recommended to the Legislature. However, in 1905 the Legislature enacted a law for a new competi- resulting development drawings for these spaces. 

tion. The Capitol Commission Minutes reported that Lew F. Porter, a prominent Madison architect, was 

asked to prepare a program for this competition. Judge Marshall presented to the Capitol Commission Senate Chamber Design Development for the Competition 

the advantages of a building built in the form of St. Andrews Cross. By 20 February 1906, five archi- The Program indicated that the Senate Chamber was to be placed in the Capitol’s East Wing on the 

tectural firms were invited to participate. Those firms included Cass Gilbert of New York; Ferry & Clas Second Floor.‘ In addition: 

of Milwaukee; HC Koch & Co. of Milwaukee; McKim, Mead & White of New York; and Shepley The various departments of the State government for the housing of which the building is to be 

Rutan & Coolidge of Boston. Only three firms responded, so an additional four firms were invited. constructed will require, for their use and proper accommodation, rooms of the size and loca- 

These included Carrere & Hastings of New York, George B. Post and Sons of New York, Babb Cook tion relative to each other as indicated by the list on the following pages. The sizes given are 

& Willard of New York, and Peabody & Stearns of Boston. Two firms responded, and after review of approximately what is thought to be necessary for each department, but architects will be 

the five designs by Lew F. Porter of Madison and Daniel Burnham of Chicago, the design of George B. allowed to vary them slightly. Changes should not exceed 10% of the gross areas listed for each 

Post and Sons of New York was selected in July 1906 as having the most merit.” department, but they should preferably be larger rather than smaller. Changes in individual 
rooms in the department may vary 20% from scheduled areas. The various departments are to 

be located on the stories as indicated on the following list of the detailed requirements of the 
Design and Development departments as to number and size of separate rooms together with their relations to each 

The Competition Program specified only general requirements for each wing of the new Capitol with other.> 

placement of the Senate Chamber in the East Wing, the Assembly Chamber in the West Wing, and the Thus the Senate and Accessories were listed with a guide for the approximate square footage develop- 

ment. The Chamber and Lobby were specifically allotted 4,000 square feet.° Section VII explained 

5 briefly the “character of the building” in that the building was to be fireproof and modern in every 

respect with the usual equipment and convenience of buildings of this class.’ The Competition Program 

a terstee detailed departments, storage facilities, and accessory rooms with general requirements for square 

R O G R A M MARCH 10, 1906 footage on each floor, but left the placement for a wing assignment to the architect. The chamber was to 

be the primary focus of design as remaining spaces had more flexibility in placement. These instructions 

ssoeectnennense 1 provided the only guidelines as Post began preliminary design sketches for the Wisconsin State Senate 

Issued by the Wisconsin State Capitol Com- ji Camber 

mission, containing instructions to and informa- Figure# i Preliminary sketches of four major rooms ona yellow trace sheet show one room titled “Senate” 

tion for Architects subraitting Competitive Diet ? Renan 0b 6, configured as a space in what appears to be a north orientation as lettering is at the ed 

Plans preliminary fo the election of an specified all the general require- base.® Two additional rooms appear as rectangles and one room as an oval. The Senate shows paired 

Architect for the State Capitol Building. ments for the third Capitol to be columns on each room’s side. A large curved desk is placed at one end of the room with a smaller 

built on “Capitol Square.” rectangular desk behind. A center aisle is flanked with eighteen desks on a side. Each grouping of desks 

rar neony, Sie rasnea is arranged in four arc-like rows. It is not known if this sketch was developed further for the competition 
Society of Wisconsin Archives. 
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drawing as no drawing had been found as of January 1995, which indicates itis a competition plan for j | 
q Se 

the Second Floor. 
ee Ye) a5 

Anadditional architectural drawing included in this roll is titled “Wisconsin State Capitol—Second Floor mere 

Plan.” It is possible that this drawing resembled the competition drawing as this plan drawing was Te 

rendered with walls, door openings, staircases, furniture placement, marble floor pattern, and room titles ) 

characteristic of a developmental drawing. However, the Senate Chamber with a hemicycle configura- | 

tion is placed in the South Wing instead of the East Wing as directed by the Program. Seven openings 4 aNd . 

occur into either lobby or parlor areas. A major front desk is developed as is placement of thirty desks. | oO 1 

Fifteen desks in four rows flank each side of a center aisle. No use of columns is indicated. Interestingly io 

enough, the Supreme Court is placed in the East Wing and featured as a circle with four small circular o is) co 

spaces, which allows for passage to and from the lobbies. This drawing probably took place after 24 ra 

July 1906 as the Minutes of the Capitol Commission indicate that a resolution was adopted to instruct a @ 

the architect to put the Senate Chamber in the South Wing." g @ 

It would seem that Post’s ability to design the major rooms in a manner befitting the building was all that : fe Bold ) Figure 3 : 

was needed for that portion of the competition. The Minutes of the Capitol Commission and correspon- @) ¢ One, = Appearing ay yellow trace paper in the George B. 

dence from Lew F. Porter to the Capitol Building Commission indicated that th ose of the compe- ie i) ; Hee eee a ee mee ae 5 8a 
ae 8 fc cputy Pp (exe) eye) Mle) this sketch is the first in a series of designs for the 

tition was the election of an architect, not the adoption ofa plan. He went on to say that “when an fon fA meen | | Senate Chamber. 

architect is elected it will be necessary for him to redraft his design making such arrangements as may be Sketch: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

shown to be necessary to the convenience of the various departments. It is therefore wise to select a 

design from its general features rather than because of its detailed arrangement.”"! 

South Wing Construction Perttes 

Asa designer, George B. Post was actively involved in the plans and implementation for the Wisconsin ea eeecliel mt 

State Capitol from the beginning. Ina letter dated 23 August 1906 to Lew F. Porter, Capitol Commis- 1a Eq ao 

sion Secretary, Post stated: “I shall take the plan personally as I am anxious to see the lot and also to fa sagt 

meet the Commission, and there are many points which should be definitely settled before the measured eS : e br ai “ eae : 

drawings for the foundation plan are made.”? By 25 July 1907 arrangements were being made to 5 es ee "i ae each ai aay 

prepare the East Wing, South Wing, and Central Portion so the structural work could be put under ‘fo eae ee dd “yet metro ic ; 

contract," and by 29 August 1907 approximately one-third of the drawings for the finish of the South 4 " : 2 ioe oe poe 2 ri) ra i 

Wing had been completed.'* It is of interest that the New-York Historical Society contains not only the a a aay dod neal rst pt 

original architectural plans but also numerous developmental sketches and drawings which were done : D oa iB i ee ce 

for the Capitol. It becomes apparent that a considerable amount of time was spent developing spaces eee 

and/or decorative details before they actually became architectural drawings. Post continued to be re GaN ‘ ; 

involved on a regular basis until his death in 1913. This is evidenced by the numerous times he met with a = es Ei i : pa ok cee als; 

the Capitol Commission and the appearance of his signature on Capitol correspondence. Biiactil fieiteg Chamber in the South Wing but maintains a 

hemicycle configuration. 

Lrabing: a 8 of New-York Historical 

Society. 
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Senate Design Development After the Competition 

Asa result of correspondence between the Capitol Commission members and Post’s firm, the Senate 

Chamber was redesigned. It appears that a circular seating suggestion from Senator Vilas may have 

been the key to the room’s development. However, Post had originally planned a round room for the SS 

Supreme Court in an earlier developmental drawing and may have transferred the room configuration to ome = Feet 5 a 
‘ : cate A 2 5 aN ve SSE DP rete 

the Senate with Vilas’ seating idea. The third drawing of the Senate Chamber shows the room in the DEN vam ETE ae maz 
Sollee — Ss 

circular configuration, which is very similar to its present configuration.'° However, three large pilasters ee ‘a e # Ae 
, a : ‘ : : ae 5 Oeste) 

facing the inner chamber are featured with two smaller columns adjacent to each end pilaster. This au al a zit aS e c 4 a 

configuration does not allow passage from the Senate Chamber into the small circular vestibules. ie 6 2 3 es iS E ME 
ra A) Sree FE gas 

‘ in : ra cgo0 Fe Smeal 

The fourth drawing of the Senate Chamber shows the room in its present configuration as constructed. is ah ee ee 3 = 

ek : : ss : : : ae Oras. a 
It is this drawing which shows the original large circle of desks which George B. Post intended for the E SS ea ee casa 

RI TD Oa 
en a oa od La Ay t 

jcrcesai |= 3) 

: Figure 9 

iy ae io) fey Me C A final drawing, 518-3223 in the Post architectural 

) aX c plans, indicates all the intended furniture and 
a > ey | 

eae va a Mes a room configuration 

oe a Sketch: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

e} (ok | 

ic. i Feces, oe te ay 
Sees A third drawing shows the Senate e 4 ag se 

Se Ske Chamber as a circular configura- : oe 7 2 oO : mi 

0 5 ts es tion, but all door openings have not Py eae Me ) : Pere: Ss Hoe Ne US 
oD Se Ss a been finalized. & be STE ee 

Sketch: Joyce Inman Historic : ae n DD LN Rt 

| Interiors, Inc. i co pt ie 8 hae 

eae J ea 
Ve j 2 ———rt—“—SSOS 
a sey | | Deel 

ne Cee 
a A eee 
fe © ee 2 : ai eel 
\\ fo ~~ hoe Ok 

a of Pe 
~ ae ft Fe 
ee DES SS RE Figure 8 Oe a a 

gs Me as A fourth drawing indicates a eo ia | | Figure 10 

pees (eI nes, working design for furniture ee This 1909 preliminary sketch indicates possible 
ee arrangement. . rr room layouts for the Ground Floors west side. 

Sketch: Joyce Inman Historic 0 2 Photocopy: State Historical Society of Wisconsin 

Interiors, Inc. Co archives. 
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Senate.'® The blueprints show this circle appearing as erased. This drawing also features a small plat- foundation work of the South Wing was well underway.’ At the same time the construction of the 

form or bench on the front of the Clerk’s desk. The center chair in the row of five chairs on the Clerk’s Central Portion was also in progress with the steel superstructure of the Rotunda almost fully complete. 

desk is also different than the others. There are no elevations in order to understand this possible Construction progressed rapidly and by 9 September 1911 eighty percent of the South Wing was 

platform or bench, or the chair difference. erected.2? 

_ The fifth drawing of the Senate Chamber maintains the same configuration as the fourth drawing but : 

shows the Senators’ desks in two radial rows divided into sections.!’ In addition, all furniture is indicated Interior Construction 

for the chamber and for the parlor. It is this configuration which was implemented with few changes. The interior work progressed rapidly but slowed down in the fall of 1912 due to a marble setters strike. 

However, Lew F. Porter stated in a letter to Horace Flack 8 April 1909 that the size and details of the Porter wrote to Andres Stone and Marble Company asking them to provide more setters so the 

Senate Chamber had not definitely been decided upon.'* It becomes apparent that the room was still completion of the wing would not be delayed after 1 January 1913.*° The Senate was able to move into 

undergoing design changes. Even by 19 October 1909, Post’s office sent four schemes for Senate the legislative chamber for the 1913 winter session. However, temporary floors had been laid in the 

seating for the Commission to review.’ passageways and the chamber carpet was in place. An early photograph shows that the marble work 

was not complete. While Kenyon Cox began a contract to supply three mural paintings for the Senate 

Specific Floor Development Chamber on 18 August 1914,! the murals were not installed until 27 and 28 October 1915. The 

By 3 March 1909 the wing’s subdivision of rooms had not been assigned. Post's firm informed Lew F. decorative firm of Backs, Jenney and Tyler was directed to enter their contract,’ but they did not reach 

Porter that before the ventilation could be laid out to take care of each room, this subdivision had to the Senate Chamber until January 1916" so completed their work by 7 February 1916.5 Overall, the 

take place.” Porter responded with a letter dated 1 May 1909 and a sketch for the rooms in the West we _ oe Sele plans with few changes. Alterations to each room and/or floor is 

Side of the Ground Floor of the South Wing.” This sketch was prepared on some type of architectural i a es AN 

drawing paper in which the exterior walls, interior column and shaft wall placement, and interior public Although very similar to the other wings of the Capitol, the South Wing is unique in that it houses the 

walls and stairs are preprinted. Other lines as indicated are made in ink or pencil. From this sketch it Senate, one of the two legislative bodies, and contains all the spaces related to this body. The original 

might be assumed that while the preprinted walls were to be permanent, the interior walls for room occupants of the South Wing were the Tax Commission and Capitol Commission located on the Ground 

placement were still being worked on. These would only need to be worked out through the various Floor, the Board of Control and the Insurance Department on the First Floor, the Senate on the Second 

departments. Post wrote Porter again on 4 November 1909 that their office needed to know if any and Third Floors, and Assembly Committees on the Fourth or Attic Floor. 

other departments in the South Wing would be changed as this information was needed to complete 

interior drawings for the South Wing.” By 10 December 1909 Porter again wrote Post apologizing for Capitol Restoration Pro j ect B ackground 

the delay from the Board of Control and other departments in finalizing their room arrangements.” Also : f i , c 
in December 1909 the specifications for the Interior Finish of the South Wing, and Southeast and When the Capitol was poupletcd in 1917, it housed all of Wisconsin State ovement, The office gpd 

Southwest Corner Pavilions were sent out” and the bids were to be opened on 5 April 1910.” Inter- SUPDORLARAGHS EAUER et fhe building were specifically designed for their intended functions at the time. 
estingly enough, again on 3 October 1912 Porter wrote Post requesting a set of prints for the interior volies space was not assigned to individual legislators except for the leadership positions. However, as 

finish of the South Wing for his own use.” He specified that the prints should contain the modifications time passed and governmental space and operational needs changed, functional needs of the building 

with reference to the size of the committee rooms which were made to meet the wishes of the Senate. ee - SUE DON ee ee ee oat ae as Whe — a 
The design process between Post’s office and the departments to be housed in the South Wing appears being built and — the time it has been occupied since 1917. When the Capitol Commission pre- 

to have been a give-and-take situation over a period of years as the needs and specifics for each floor pared the Competition Program in 1906, they realized the necessity of looking to the future needs of the 
Bad oar eral orkea out! building. The addition of Section IX in the Competition Program stated: 

The building as provided for in this program is of adequate size only for the present departments 

Structural and Exterior Developments of the government and it should be so designed that additions when necessary to supply future 

By 11 June 1909 the South Wing structural drawings were complete except for the location of the boiler a ee a 

room.”’ Sufficient progress had been made by 1910 as Lew F. Porter wrote to the Post firm that the Thus from the beginning it appears that Post understood he must design a building which could meet 

future changes. Post was well conversant with the nonstructural clay tile system for walls, which allowed 
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for walls to be removed or added within a space. The use of this wall system in the Capitol aided Electrical Power Capacity study was done in 1986 to access future power needs of the building. Both 

renovators through the years as they could easily alter many interior office spaces. studies became part of the Guidelines. 

These space changes occurred as functional changes also took place in the building’s use. State govern- ji 

ment grew in the 20th century, and as different state agencies grew in size they relocated to spaces Capitol Master Plan 

outside of the Capitol. Their previous spaces were gradually assigned to legislators and their staffs. By The development ofa Master Plan was begun by a Legislative Advisory Committee in late 1986. 

the late 1950s all legislators and staffs were housed in the Capitol. Numerous remodelings took place to Several drafts were developed and revisions made, and by June 1987 a Master Plan for the Capitol 

accommodate the new occupants and their changing needs. However, along with the alterations, ele- was adopted by the Joint Committee on Legislative Organization. While the Master Plan floor plans 

ments were introduced which were not in character with the building such as dropped ceilings, metal schematically indicated a plan for each wing and floor, the plan was not intended to dictate a final layout. 

office system partitions, and suspended strip fluorescent lighting. In addition, skylights were covered It was intended to be a working plan, with the ability to change and evolve as time passed and more 

over and paint schemes were changed to reflect “modem” tastes. Original light fixtures were removed, became known about the building, site conditions, and the occupants’ needs. The 1987 Master Plan 

original furniture sold, and window air conditioners installed. By the late 1970s the building was showing determined that the building was to remain a working Capitol and not become a museum. Specifically, 

significant signs of age, especially in the mechanical, electrical, and telephone systems. By the early the organizations to be located in the Capitol were to have sufficient and appropriate space for the 

1980s these previous features were being phased out and remodeling attempts were made with some current and future needs of personnel and equipment, in a manner compatible with the high standards of 

resemblance to the original fabric and appearance of the building. However, standards of interpretation restoration work that should be maintained in the Capitol. The plan incorporated many of the recom- 

varied and in many instances substandard materials were used. A prominent example was the use of mendations from the 1980 Guidelines and directed that the public spaces be restored and office spaces 

plain sawn oak for trim instead of quarter sawn oak. renovated. One hundred thirty-two private legislative offices with adjacent staff offices would be pro- 

vided. All mechanical, electrical, and communication systems would be renovated to contemporary 

Guidelines for Restoration standards, and air conditioning would be added. All artwork would be conserved and most of the 

Realizing that significant utility improvements and interior changes were imminent in the Capitol and more gy A ONS sa a gt Gna oe 

major remodeling would be necessary, the Department of Administration developed Guidelines for A project of this magnitude required that the scope of work be done in multiple phases one wing ata 

Restoration in late 1980. This document outlined criteria for potential space use, interior and exterior time over a period of approximately ten years. This phasing would allow temporary relocation of 

architectural considerations, and recommendations for further study of the mechanical/electrical systems. building occupants to rental space adjacent to the square. 

_ Saat eae ed that Preseavapor vo eee lead ee Saat =e ona The Master Plan defined the scope of work in that it set the goals and guidelines. It attempted to 

-_ = Pre ea eee Teens en gees me efoasy the baiine A ; balance the needs ofa significant structure with those ofa functioning seat of government. Interpretation, 

interior, providing the grandeur, spatial sequence, architectural details, artwork, and symbolism associ- i ee : : Pee 3 
: f : : : investigation, and implementation were understood to be the responsibility of the restoration and reno- 

ated with this style of architecture frequently termed American Beaux-Arts. The fact that the public : 
f . vation team members. 

spaces have remained intact is a direct reflection of the respect and appreciation generations have had 

for these magnificent architectural spaces. 1987 South Wing Master Plan 

The document also recognized the contrast between the public spaces and the private offices/support The South Wing section within the larger Capitol Master Plan specifically detailed the space require- 

spaces. It understood that the office/support spaces had undergone constant change since the building ments for Senators and their staff, These requirements are as follows: 

was occupied, reflecting the needs and tastes of the occupants as times and government itself changed. Basement: 

This has been confirmed through recent research and is detailed in Chapters 3 and 5. i. ‘Btefftooin ioe San-eae-al Arie state 

. see . . . Ground Floor: 
Air Conditioning and Electrical Power Capacity Studies {... Ulized le ofhice dtocs fortili Al Scnatresndteninenati, 

A Capitol Air Conditioning study followed the Guidelines in 1985. This study investigated various a. Each Senator have a private office with separate adjacent room for staff. 

alternatives for air conditioning the building and upgrading the seventy year old mechanical systems. An b. Each office have minimum of one video monitor and keyboard. 

2. House twelve Senators. 
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First Floor: completion of the Capitol, governmental needs began to change and as a result the private spaces 

1. Utilized as office space for individual Senators and their staffs. changed also. By late 1980 Guidelines for Restoration was developed which was followed by the 
: 0 . oe & Eee cueing for staff. 1987 Capitol Master Plan. These studies attempted to guide the recurring physical changes in Capitol 

. Eachoffice have mini rd. : : UN R DISH Gtiae thitieen Senators: ci ay These introductory topics assist in laying the groundwork necessary for understanding the 

Historic Structure Report for the South Wing. 
Second Floor: 

1. Provide two rooms for each partisan caucus staff. 

2. Provide office for President of Senate. Notes 

3. P rovide office for Majority Leader and two offices for staff members. "Joyce Rae Inman, “Documentation of George B. Post’s Design for the Senate Chamber of the Wiscon- 
c ae ae . a Leader and 7 offices for ies Pirie sin State Capitol” (master’s thesis, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1995), 55-56. 

. Provide office for Sergeant-at-Arms and assistant outside of Chamber. 3 ‘ : : : ee : 
6. Chamber as traditional functions and business. "Minutes of the Capitol Commission, ser. 346, vol. 1 (Madison, Wis.: State Historical Society of 

7. Parlor as traditional functions and business. Wisconsin Archives, 1905-1917), 1-16. 

8. Public restrooms to remain. >Capitol Commission Competition Program, 10 March 1906, ser. 833, box 12 (Madison, Wis.: State 
Third Floor: Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives), 15. 

1. Provide space for Chief Clerk and staff. ‘Thid., 15,25. 

2. Provide space for two partisan caucus staff annexes. oe 
3. Provide space for four Senators and staff. Tbid., 17. 

Fourth Floor: *Ibid., 25. 

1. Hearing room Tbid., 28. 
2. Four offices on East Side: Co-chairs of committee with : ] : ; : 

a. Private office *Working drawing, roll 1, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings, George B. Post Architectural Collection 
b.  Staffoffices (N ew York: New- York Historical Society, and Madison, Wis.: Division of Facilities Development, State 

c. Separate conference room of Wisconsin, 1906-1916). 
3. Offices on West Side: Co-chairs of committee with Tbid. 

a. Private office ae : sa 
b. Staffoffices ‘Minutes of the Capitol Commission, 24 July 1906, ser. 346, vol. 1, 27. 

c. Separate conference room 

Round Rooms (Corer Pavilions) oem 
1. Utilized as office space for Fiscal Bureau. : 4 

These requirements were the basis of the needs for the South Wing before any design development Oe a oe | 

began. oe el 

The Wisconsin State Capitol, built using the finest “turn-of-the-century” materials, engineering and art by 2 eg ; a) aa nl adie 

the architectural firm George B. Post and Sons of New York, is an edifice exemplifying American - exer Gn foe Figure 11 
: : ies ies ; : be hie as The South Wing and Rotunda are Beaux-Arts style. While Post was given some specifics in his design development for the South Wing he bo Q a ee under construction. Part of the 

also had freedom to determine the configuration of the public and private spaces. The development of == ee fae oe oe egi4te iie Sais second Capitol which was damaged 
the Senate Chamber, as an example, evolved through several phases before arriving to the present ano Ne : Pl amy) | lad am bp firs: is shown ae nies 

circular shape. Departmental spaces appear to fluctuate as the design proce: tinued. After the oy we Ld Le eee Photo: Courtesy of New-York 
os 3 Ce a ee __. _ a \ pd a Historical Society. 
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"Lew F. Porter to Capitol Building Commission, 16 July 1906, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 21L_ew F. Porter to George B. Post, 1 May 1909, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, box 8. 

833, box 8 (Madison, Wis.: State Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives, 1903-1918). George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 4 November 1909, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, 

"George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 23 August 1906, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, box box 8. 

a 31_ew F. Porter to George B. Post, 10 December 1909, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, 

George B. Post and Sons to Lew F. Porter, 25 July 1907, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. box 8. 

iti il *4George B. Post and Sons to Lew F. Porter, 18 December 1909, Capitol Commission General Files, 

“George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 29 August 1907, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, box ser. 833, box 8. 

: Lew F. Porter to George B. Post and Sons, 28 January 1910, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 

Working drawing, roll 6, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 833, box 9. 

‘(Drawing 518-3233, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 26Lew F. Porter to George B. Post, 3 October 1912, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, box Pp 

"Drawing 518-3223, 16 October 1911, revised 23 December 1912, Wisconsin State Capitol Draw- . 
ings. 27George B. Post and Sons to Lew F. Porter, 11 June 1909, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 

'8]_ ew F. Porter to Horace Flack, 8 April 1909, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, box 8. ek od 
28 : are * 

George B. Post and Sons to Capitol Building Commission, 19 October 1909, Capitol Commission oe : ee to George B. Post and Sons, 29 December 1910, Capitol Commission General Files, 

General Files, ser. 833, box 8. Y . i 
29 : : : ai 

2°George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 3 March 1909, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, box 8. pete bae — Testa abomtonytoayek-Dorter, 9 September O11, CapitohCoamis 

3°George B. Post to Andres Stone and Marble Company, 1 January 1913, Capitol Commission Gen- 

eral Files, ser. 833, box 8. 

3!Minutes of the Capitol Commission, 18 August 1914, vol. 2. 

a _ *Lew F. Porter to J. A. Van Cleve, 28 October 1915, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, 

Peay box 11. 

He nee . Minutes of the Capitol Commission, 24 August 1915, vol. 2. 

, 4_ew F. Porter to Andres Stone & Marble, 5 January 1916, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 

833, box 2. 

ane 35Lew F. Porter to Andres Stone & Marble, 7 February 1916, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 
Capitol Master Plan 833, box 2. 

36Capitol Commission Competition Program, 30. 

sii slactarah tpi Cleave Figure 12 

us a = ‘iia The Capitol Master Plan, developed in 1987 and 

adopted by the Joint Committee on Legislative 

Organization, was intended to be a working plan to 

si guide Capitol restoration/renovation projects. 
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Chapter One 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

f l he Wisconsin State Capitol, as a superb example of Beaux-Arts architecture, was built be- 

tween 1906 and 1917. Designed by George B. Post and Sons of New York, the white granite 
Tis = | | q i : w 7 * z Fue l it coin 7 four proj aa wings with highly sculptured ate ae columns, 

LL eS ? : Df Ik a a | i eS and a dome which sits ona ul with groups of a the drum’s base. A variety of marbles and 

Xx i * yl aS a ae ¥ pens ey % a. oan 8 : Eo as stones adorn the interior along with large murals and mosaics. 

a : a aa NN 5 a = -_ “SR ageamied George B. Post, a leader during the late 1800s in skyscraper development and classical revival build- 
eg ~ | oe ae [i _ “r ~ Log St. 4 ings, was also a specialist in planning and structural design. Post’s most significant buildings included the 
eo : i — . re ae oS 3 | Western Union Building (1873-75), the New York Produce Exchange (1881-84), the Manufactures 

ae al Le jy ~~ Ri and Liberal Arts Building at the World Columbian Exposition of 1893, and the New York Stock 

— oo Say ee pa Ey 2 o~ : ce oe Exchange (1901-04). He was known for employing noted artists, decorators, and sculptors for his 

[a ef it. id bon oS) . . : * buildings. Among the most noted were Edwin Howland Blashfield, Daniel Chester French, Karl Bitter, 

i Wh, eee i ff tom. a <n oe Elmer Garnsey, and Kenyon Cox. After Post died in 1913, his sons James Otis Post and William Stone 

ne a : caste eetheee : be at NG el i Oa Pref oe ey eo The South Wing and the major legislative space, the Senate Chamber, continued development from 

es et of . a aff 3 . 8 . ; foo 1906 through 1910 when the foundation work began. Through this period Post worked continually with 

= CY A ye fies ; ; tae Pe a cae the Capitol Commission and state departments to determine space allocations. Although the Senate held 

eS A s nana’ ie Sw . , dl . session in the partially completed Senate Chamber in January 1913, South Wing interior work continued 

é: 8 ~at a : a ei ne 7B ‘ : through 1916. When the Capitol was completed in 1917, it housed all of Wisconsin State government. 

: Saggy ht i id pf i , : os | Government needs changed as time passed, which also impacted on the functional requirements for the 

ee - ae oe ct | Capitol. Many remodeling projects were undertaken from 1917 through 1986. Post’s use of the 

P , 3 : i in : ae c nonstructural clay tile system for walls allowed for easy removal and addition of walls throughout the 

i : i : |. . | building. This changing of walls altered many interior office spaces, and many “modern” elements such 

Pei a a a ree Pe a as dropped ceilings, metal partitions, and new paint schemes were introduced. As alterations continued, 

‘ > 2 5 Ree ve oe he : ~~ » atrend toward using materials more sympathetic with the original fabric began. Realizing that more 

» oe Pe ° y * he S a : = a improvements and interior changes would continue, the Department of Administration developed 

ce A 4 : ee. NU _— >. & Guidelines for Restoration in late 1980. This document was followed by studies for air conditioning 

and electrical power. As a result of these efforts, a Capitol Master Plan was adopted. This plan set 

ost goals and guidelines for the Capitol’s future restoration. It was intended that the Capitol Master Plan 

Saale Me taped ge bea working guide and that changes would occur as more information became known.. 
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Methodology have been reviewed not only by the contemporary architects but also by many engineers and contrac- 

Due to the magnitude of the Capitol and the scope of the restoration and renovation project, it was Nea 4 reo ge ee » ea eaeponie - few remndetaei ee aaa ; documents, held in storage in the Capitol Basement, were examined. Few documents exist because the essential that a team approach be used. The team approach allowed numerous firms and contractors, ; : ae ; Hts : fee, : : CEE, : Capitol work order records for small remodeling and repair jobs were destroyed in the 1980s as part of state employees, and individuals with expertise in a variety of restoration and rehabilitation experiences 3 i = A : : : : ies a Capitol housecleaning effort. to participate. The team consisted of architects, engineers, construction managers, Capitol staff, interior 
designers, decorators, and conservators. The high levels of expertise of the team members have resulted Architectural and historic research was conducted at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives, 
ina detailed scrutiny. A standard preservation methodology of comprehensive survey, documentation, the New York Public Library, the libraries of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, the Legislative 
research, and analysis was used. Reference Bureau, and the New-York Historical Society. 

Survey and Documentation Analysis 

The comprehensive survey was complex and included completing pre-established survey forms, includ- Analysis included evaluation, appraisal, and interpretation of the information gathered during the surveys 
ing an examination of materials, and an inventory along with tagging existing materials, finishes, and and research. Determination of the key issues included evaluating the historical and architectural signifi- 
components. All rooms were photographed from a minimum of two angles. In addition, specific charac- cance of each space and identifying the space’s integrity and context. These were evaluated concur- 
teristics of each room were photographed, including original architectural elements, remodeling efforts, rently through use of research and documentation findings such as original design intent, originaland ~ 
and damage to specific elements. Measuring the Capitol by means of a computer aided drafting system transitional use, original and transitional occupants, original and transitional materials, furnishings and 
(AUTOCAD) became a priority. Completion of the plans created information and a base of drawings furniture, and extent of remaining elements in each space. Three levels of the composite scores were 
for wall and building sections, and a series of surveys which could extensively document the size and established: “good,” “better,” and “best.” This method assisted in identifying spaces which should have 
location of every individual component and its existing conditions. The survey also included a subjective high consideration for restoration within the overall preservation plan, and those which could be easily 
evaluation of the materials, finishes, and components by documentation in a written and graphic system altered. This identification became a basis for a preliminary plan of action. 

including the measured drawings. The second phase of analysis involved assessing the impact of the proposed Capitol Master Plan in 
The original plans and archival documents for the building indicated that extensive color and stencil work contrast to the developing overall preservation plan. The third phase specifically addressed the recom- 
was done in the staff and legislative office spaces, depending on the space’s function and the occupants’ mendations that will take into consideration aspects of design development. 
status. ee a reconnaissance field probe for decorative finishes was determined to be appropriate Overall, the final analysis depended upon the three operations of recon ding, research, and intermediate 

before an intensive field probe would take place. analysis, which were codependent. As survey and research tasks were undertaken, an ongoing analysis 
A direct use of the surveys will be the formation of the construction bid packages for the South Wing. was also taking place which allowed for the interdependent tasks to refocus for maximum quantitative 
Drawings and a book identifying each item for the selective removal process will accompany each and qualitative results. 
component type. 

Historical Research 
Research ae saa fo Significant spaces, government employees, contractors, firms, individuals, and dates which influenced 
For contemporary planners and designers to propose the most accurate and feasible plan for preserva- the design development and continuing history of the South Wing were documented. Significant spaces 
tion ofa building, it is essential to have an understanding of the original planning for the building and of include the Senate Chamber, Senate Parlor, and Senate Lobby. Government employees included those 
the actual construction. Therefore, the research included both architectural and historical research. figures who by their position as a department head or Senator affected the history of the State of 
Architectural research provides the information for the base on which restoration and renovation deci- Wisconsin. The determining factor for inclusion in this research was a minimum service to the State of 
sions can be made. In addition, this information provides the clues for future design when on-site visual Wisconsin of twenty years or service beyond the Senate in a position of more authority in the state or 
investigation reveals no trace of the original design. Historic research pertaining to individuals reveals the federal government. Contractors, firms, and individuals include those who made a significant impact on 
historical significance of the users, their activities, and events within the Capitol spaces. Post’s plans the implemented design during the construction of the Capitol. Significant dates include starting periods 
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for contracts, implementation dates, and other dates which gave an idea of the Capitol’s construction Exterior railings include the decorative bronze railings on the First Floor balconies and the accessible 
progress and remodeling efforts as the years passed. These were compiled from correspondence, plans, entry railings at the pavilion. 

contracts, remodeling drawings, financial records, and other miscellaneous information relating to the 

Capitol. Interior 
The analysis of the Senate Chamber, taken from Inman’s thesis “Documentation of George B. Post’s The interior section discusses the original design elements, the alterations, and existing conditions in the 
Design for the Senate Chamber of the Wisconsin State Capitol,” compared the three stages in the South Wing. Each floor’s spaces are addressed through an analysis of public and private spaces. Public 
development of the design of the Senate Chamber: the original design intent, the original design imple- spaces are defined as spaces always available to the visitor and occupant without inquiry and are 
mented, and the existing conditions. Discussion included spatial configuration and treatments for three recognized by the complex variety of design elements, decorative finishes, and materials. Private spaces 
areas of the Senate Chamber. Additional speciality areas included the spatial configuration and treat- are defined as those spaces which are primarily offices, corridors, and toilet room spaces and are 

ments of the Senate Parlor and Senate Lobby. generally more simply designed as compared to the public spaces. 

Significant departments and department heads included the State Board of Control; the State Board of Each floor discussion is followed by a summary of each room detailing the specific original conditions 
Health and Vital Statistics, with an emphasis on Cornelius A. Harper, M.D.; the Tax Commission; and the current conditions. In addition, comprehensive surveys examine these components: borrowed 
Insurance Department; and Lew F. Porter, the Capitol Commission Secretary. lights, brass grills, brass room, ceilings, decorative finishes, doors, door hardware, fire hose cabinets, 

Detailed information of events concerning the South Wing construction from 1906 to 1917 are listed in furniture, light fixtures, marble, radiator enclosures, interior railings, and wood trim. Each survey looks at 
the timetable. Until the 1960s changes were minimal and were matters of updating. After the 1960s the the types of each component, how the component is integrated on each floor, and the procedure for 
government was changing at such a rapid speed that renovations, remodelings, and replacements were documentation and recording. 
taking place ona need and demand basis without regard for the building as an entirety. 

Basement Floor 

Exterior The original Basement spaces included the public corridors, the women’s rooms, and the open mechani- 

The exterior addresses the facade, the windows, and the bronze railings of the South Wing and South- en Sauneat Se Sore zayiion eet aie sarge areas, Thepublic comridgrs a in PGRN aud ; although the function as passageways now includes a seating area for snack shop patrons. The women’s east and Southwest Pavilions. The facade summary is descriptive and not a report of a detailed study, ey i : ees aru trance rattngercaut fern comprehensive surveys. rooms have been converted ip z snack bar and storage feolities. Ane mechanical space in both the 

wing’s Basement and the pavilion spaces have been subdivided into small storage areas and workshops. 
The exterior of the Capitol is White Bethel Vermont granite, chosen for its durability and white color. 

True to Beaux-Arts style the exterior is a large grandiose composition, very symmetrical in appearance. Ground Floor 

It fetus pinieciing decades, multi-story columns, and a rusticated ground story which are typical The Ground Floor was originally designed with a large corridor leading to the rotunda and office spaces 
characteristics; The definition of the attic floor by means of a setback, the enriched mouldings and for the State Board of Health and State Tax Commission. While the public corridor has remained 

famed pandows, and ite free-standing stabpary. also are important composition elements. The four virtually intact the offices have undergone various transformations. A 1985 major floor remodeling 
wings terminate in portico composed of Corinthian columns supporting pediments. These pediments provided office space for legislators and staff. As little original fabric existed from previous remodelings, 

feature papums es contain groups of satan by some of America’s most distinguished sculptors this 1985 remodeling reinterpreted the original fabric from drawings and remaining fabric. The Ground 
of fhs era including Bitter, Weinman, and Piccirilli. The pavilion features an exterior grand stairs witha Floor private spaces have been completely reconfigured. 
carriage porch below. These stairs lead to the primary or First Floor of the Capitol. A colonnade of 
leony columns supports an entablature with balustrade and each pavilion is capped with a shallow First Floor 
granite dome. 

The First Floor was designed with a large corridor leading to the offices for the Board of Control and 
The windows are the original cherry wood windows in which twelve basic window types, all double Insurance Department. By 1951 almost fifty percent of the floor’s private spaces had been remodeled 
hung with an operable upper and lower sash, are used. Detailed descriptions with dimensions of each into smaller spaces and by 1992 almost ninety percent of the private spaces had been remodeled. The 
window type on each floor are given including a summary of the conditions and history of repairs. 
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remodeled offices display a variety of alterations. Numerous materials from past remodelings with a Brass Room 

wide variety of styles and quality exist concurrently in office spaces. The brass room (BSES) contains a variety of original light fixtures that have been removed or replaced, 

contemporary locksets and cylinders, door knob sets and self brackets, sections of brass railings, 

Second Floor original escutcheon plates, two brass drinking fountains, and miscellaneous items. Many light fixtures 

The Senate Chamber, Senate Parlor, Senate Lobby, and committee and staff offices were designed for have been disassembled to component parts which makes it difficult to determine how many are stored 

the Second Floor. The Senate Chamber, Senate Parlor, and Senate Lobby have been maintained as or the exact types. 

historically preserved spaces with few alterations. The remaining non-public office and corridor spaces 

on both sides of the wing have been altered, although the east side has had more alterations than the Ceilings 

west side. The original ceilings were plaster on clay tile, plaster on metal lath, and plaster on vaulted brick. The 

ceilings in the public spaces are the original ceilings which possess the highest degree of detail and/or 

Third Floor decorative finishes. The ceilings and coves in the private spaces vary from a high degree of detail to a 

Three gallery spaces, centered in the wing, overlook the Senate Chamber. The circulation layout for the bia aoe = Penrcove. EN Cellthigs Lg Boe ise which include suspended coe! ae 

galleries and the five original committee rooms and clerks offices remain close to the original design on eee ges See ee a Hes ee ere arene — 

the Third Floor. Original walls still exist despite the addition of metal stud and drywall partitions, mov- systems. Each ceiling type was documented to dimensions, light fixture locations, layout, and condition. 

able partitions, suspended ceilings, viny] tile, data/electrical lines, and paint which have changed the 
appearance of the spaces. Decorative Finishes 

Decorative finishes include those finishes on the ceilings in the public spaces and those finishes on the 

Fourth Floor ceilings and walls in the private spaces. The original design intent by Mack, Jenney and Tyler was 

ae : ‘ aa? divided into five class descriptions with Class I having the highest level of decoration and being repre- 

bt peeps guia og oie en. ect eae pine ates mae : sentative of decorations in a Legislative Chambers oe fee Stair Galleries. All rooms were given a 

ptt ene 9 ae sol ied —— glass eee be eee prcamnical class description ranging from I to V, with V representing private spaces such as toilet rooms. 
space for fans. The remainder of the floor includes committee rooms and a lecture hall. The committee 

rooms have been divided into staff/legislative offices, and the skylights above the secondary staircases Hee 

have been closed. The lecture hall shows the addition of a reconfigured dais and an additional ceiling. 
The four basic types of doors used were wood, leather, wrought iron, and metal. The wood doors were 

Comprehensive Surveys a eo = quarter sawn white oak, generally with a a stile and rail ah 

- with and without glass lights. Leather doors were used at the entries to the Senate Chamber and in 

ae various offices. Wrought iron doors were used at the Senate Lobby entry. Metal doors were used in the 

The borrowed lights include all wood framed openings with translucent lights, either in a series or Basement. Of these types over 300 doors exist with the majority being part of the original construction. 
adjacent to a door. All lights were surveyed and catalogued with an inspection for scratches, gauges, All doors were surveyed for their condition. 

and finish deterioration of the wood, and the type and condition of the glass panel. 

Door Hardware 

tte Two basic sets of hardware, a Wisconsin Coat of Arms escutcheon plate and a flat plate with cham- 

The grilles are a combination of the original solid brass and brass plated cast iron grilles designed for the fered edges, form the basis for 120 varieties of hardware and over 10,000 individual pieces in the South 

building and grilles installed during various renovations. The grilles were individually surveyed including Wing. Over thirty-two types of escutcheon plates, ten types of door knobs, and fourteen types of 

all dimensions, type, and condition. locksets, and many other hardware varieties exist. Individual sheets were prepared for each door for 

surveying purposes. All hardware types were entered including type and existing conditions. 
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Fire Hose Cabinets Railings 

The original design for storing fire hoses was a decorative cast brass bracket with a bronze badger. The The interior metal railings, with the exception of the Fourth Floor and Southeast Pavilion accessible 

brackets have been replaced with brass cabinets or quarter sawn white oak cabinets which housed the ramp railings and a handrail in a Third Floor office, are the original railings. The electro-plated railings, 

fire hoses, the control valves, and the threaded nipple for hooking the hose to the standpipe system. Fire with a floral/vegetative design, give a tracery appearance and contribute to the integration of natural light 

code has since required the removal of the fire hoses. throughout. The railings are used in the stair galleries, secondary stairs, and Senate Chamber. Recent 

: railings have been added to aid accessibility. 

Furniture 

The original furniture, custom made for the Capitol, consisted of ten categories organized by like de- Structural 

scriptions. The furniture was integrated with the interior architecture and featured detailing influenced by The South Wing structural system consists of a steel frame of columns and beams at the interior of the 

the Arts and Crafts movement, Renaissance Revival, and Classical styling. Furniture types A, B, C, G, building and load-bearing brick and granite masonry around the exterior. The interior steel columns bear 

and K were used in the South Wing. Oak was the primary wood for most rooms, with mahogany in the on rectangular spread concrete footings reinforced with steel grillage I-beams. Exterior load-bearing 

President of the Senate, staff office, and Senate Parlor, and French walnut in the Senate Chamber. The walls bear on unreinforced concrete foundation walls below grade. Concrete foundation walls bear on 

original furniture is currently being documented under a larger Original Furniture Survey Project and will continuous unreinforced concrete spread footings. The typical floor is composed of a concrete slab 

be addressed in Book IV-Furniture and Furnishings of the entire Wisconsin State Capitol Historic poured over flat clay tile arches. Clay tiles arches span between steel beams. The clay tile arches also 

Structure Reports. encase the steel beams and provide fire protection. The interior steel columns are comprised of built-up 

latticed channel sections or I-shaped steel sections. Columns are encased in concrete and/or brick for 

Lighting Fixtures fire protection. The roof structural system consists of steel trusses spanning 30 feet east-west down the 

The original fixtures, custom made for the Capitol, were incandescent types at 100V-DC. They were a center of the South Wing supported by a steel frame and a concrete slab/flat clay tile arch roof on each 

combination of simple and ornate brass with glass globes, chandeliers, brass post lamps, wall sconces, side of the trusses supported by a steel frame and load-bearing masonry around the perimeter. 

and hanging pendants. During the Capitol’s conversion to altemating current the fixture sockets were The Southwest and Southeast Corner Pavilions’ structural system consists of a combination interior steel 
replaced with AC rated sockets. The majority of the original light fixtures for the Ground through the frame of steel beams and steel columns and load-bearing brick and granite masonry around the perim- 

Third Floor still exist in the public spaces with some modem additions. The private spaces have had eter of the Pavilions. The interior steel columns bear on rectangular spread concrete footings reinforced 

new fixtures installed although some original fixtures exist. with steel grillage I-beams. Exterior load-bearing walls bear on unreinforced concrete foundation walls 

below grade. Concrete foundation walls bear on continuous unreinforced concrete spread footings. At 

Marble the Round Rooms, the floor system is composed of a concrete slab poured over flat clay tile arches. At 

The three basic stone types, with many varieties from the United States and all over the world, used in all other areas beyond the Round Rooms, the structural system consists of a concrete vaulted slab 

the South Wing include granite, limestone, and marble. The design includes a palette of colors and stone supported by Steel-I beams. The I-beams are supported by load-bearing masonry walls or steel 

types for the more significant public spaces such as the Senate Chamber, Senate Parlor, and Senate columns. The roof structural system consists ofa concrete dome supported by steel rib-I beams sup- 

Lobby. More neutral colors are used as standard pavers in the public and private corridors. The marble ported by load-bearing masonry walls. 

survey included making a map of all the stone in the wing and recorded the dimensions, damage and 

condition of the grout. Wood Trim 

The majority of the wood trim relates primarily to the private spaces such as the corridors, offices, and 

Radiator Enclosures legislative hearing rooms. Wood trim in the public spaces is limited to door trim assemblies, and addi- 
The radiator enclosures, made of a wood frame, incorporate the brass grilles and conceal the cast iron tional treatment may take the form of an elaborate pediment. A special public space where wood trim is 
radiators. The enclosures are found below each window opening and are made of quarter sawn white featured is the Senate Parlor. Three types of wood used are the original quarter sawn white oak and 

oak except for the President of the Senate office, Staff Office, and Senate Parlor. The existing condi- mahogany, and recently installed plain sawn white oak. The wood trim was surveyed and categorized by 

tions vary from floor to floor as many have been refinished, some components have been replaced, and profile type, wood species and condition. 
others have sustained damage. 
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Building Systems even through the function and the assignment of the space have changed significantly over the years with 

Building systems includes the original and existing conditions regarding HVAC, plumbing, electrical, fire Hhesgididion/dismantlementof valle 

protection, central clock, and vacuum systems. HVAC Controls 

Ventilation The automatic temperature regulation system was a pneumatic air system. This also included humidity 

The ventilation system served as a constant volume air system which drew in fresh supply air through a ee ner pe Sante Ponsee ofie bot water tank 
filtering chamber and tempered the air through a steam preheat coil. The supply apparatus or ventilation The HVAC controls are still served by a pneumatic air system. All of the diaphragm valves operating the 
unit used two large centrifugal fans located in the Basement. Located between the tempering coils and existing radiators have been replaced. The air compressors have been replaced and have been modified 
air filtering chamber was a steam heated evaporative type humidification unit. In conjunction with the to supply compressed air to all wings for HVAC controls. The original air tank still remains in service. 
ventilation unit an exhaust system composed ofa single double intake centrifugal fan was located on the Most of the pneumatic lines have been replaced and rerouted. The Energy Conservation Project in 
Fourth Floor. 1979 added an Economizer Cycle which operates control dampers in the return and outside air ducts 
Fiesheaansetving the ventilation unit was avenlinto the buillding atthe base bfthetdimont dheCObecra- a A “a ventilating unit. The hot water tank has been replaced and new controls have been added to 

tion Deck level. At the Observation Deck level, fresh air entered at two louvers and was conducted to rvisienteittis gl eo 
the Basement supply fans through two masonry vertical shafts located on the west side and east side of ‘ 
ddaciatas: Plumbing 

ye em hii : : PP pik The plumbing system is composed of an ice water system, a domestic water system, two drainage 
The building’s original ventilation system serving the South Wing, for the most part, is still in use today. systems (rain water conductors and waste and soil), anda fire suppression system. 
Through the years, miscellaneous projects have enhanced the maintenance of the present system and 

extended the service life. Replacement of the air filters from the original cheese cloth linen frame to the The ice water system provided represents the main potable water source distributed throughout the 
present automated fiberglass roll filter has simplified maintenance. The evaporative humidifiers have been Capitol. The plumbing fixtures used for the drinking water system were ornamental fountains and half 
replaced with an injection steam manifold system currently used today. Electric motors serving centrifu- moon shape fountain basins. The domestic water services cover the hot and cold water lines. The 
gal fans eventually were replaced during the conversion of DC to AC technology. The most significant domestic water was supplied by direct pressure from the Capitol Heat and Power Plant which entered 
enhancement to the ventilation system was implemented in 1979 under the Energy Conservation the East Wing’s Basement and were routed beneath the Rotunda to the individual risers near the struc- 

Project. This project consisted of modifying existing controls and operation of the ventilation unit by tural columns of each wing. The risers served the upper floor toilet rooms, composed of several types of 
adding economizer controls and ductwork to reduce outside air requirements during cold weather fixtures to facilitate the men’s and women’s toilet rooms. Rain Water Conductors were unified together 
conditions. What remained intact through the years were the original centrifugal fans, tempered coils, by a perimeter drainage system in the Basement ceiling. The soil and waste drainage was an extension of 
unit housing, outside and exhaust louvers, and approximately 90% of the main distributing ductwork for the return ice water and domestic water services which collected the sanitary waste from each fixture. 
supply and exhaust. Sanitary waste risers were distributed near the structural columns close to the location of similar fixtures. 

The drinking fountains in the public areas were located in a common location where the waste riser 
Steam could collect several waste lines into one riser. 

The heating of the South Wing was serviced by 5 inch high pressure and 12 inch low pressure steam Most of the original plumbing work has been renovated through the years. The 1968 Plumbing Renova- 
lines located in the Basement. The function of the high pressure steam line was to serve mechanical tion Project replaced the ice water system, domestic water services, drainage system, rain water 

equipment such as pumps, humidifiers, and the domestic hot water drum. The low pressure steam line conductors, and waste and soil lines. The potable water system serving the South Wing is currently 
was to serve the tempering heating coils and perimeter radiators heating system serving Ground, First, served by the Madison City Water Department. Other services such as the sweep/vacuum pump and 
Second, Third, and Fourth Floor plans, including the Southeast and Southwest Pavilions. evaporative humidifier no longer exist. Water connections to this equipment have been removed. The 

The building’s original steam distribution system remains in current service as it did 82 years ago. The -_ plumbing agi — with - current plumbing codes. Other issues such as handicapped 
pasate Ee io E facilities have been incorporated into the public restrooms. steam distribution system still is able to adequately serve and maintain the comfort level of its occupancy, 
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The ice water system was renovated before the major 1968 Plumbing Renovation Project. The original system, data system, clock system, and computerized voting machines. The first remodeling project in 

ice box, coils and pumps have been dismantled for some time. The renovation work no longer shows 1925 upgraded the telephone system. In 1929 an access and buzzer system was installed in the prohibi- 

the remains of the original ice water system. Today’s ice water system relies on refrigeration equipment tion office. In the 1970s the Security Surveillance Television System, covering the rotunda and exterior 

which circulates city water through the evaporator and distributes it to the drinking fountains. The heat areas, and the new sound systems were installed. In 1975 a computerized voting system was added to 

from the city water is cycled through the evaporator where it is air cooled. In the Basement near the the Senate Chamber. 

pump pit, two ice refrigeration machines provide the service to the drinking system. The drinking system 

continues to serve many of the original drinking fountain basins. Lighting 

The rain water conductors, a part of the 1968 Plumbing Renovation Project, replaced most of the The original light fixtures were incandescent type at 110 DC voltage. The fixtures were a combination of 
vertical risers serving the perimeter roof gutters and drains. These new conductors still remain in the simple and ornate brass chandeliers and brass post lamps with glass globes. 
vate aati ae = soil lines were also replaced during the renovation of the major plumbing The majority of the original light fixtures remain in the public spaces although some have been replaced 

Wels occured an c by modem fixtures. The light fixtures in the private spaces are a combination of original and modern 

? , although replacement fixtures are predominant. 
Fire Suppression 

The fire suppression system included an exterior fire protection loop and an interior fire protection riser Elevator 

system. The enterion loop was Goeiginc to EnEne? i fire _ oe perimeter of the site. The interior riser The original electric elevators installed remain although the doors have been replaced. 

system was designed to combat potential fires within the building. 

The original fire suppression system has been renovated over the years to the extent that the only Vacuum 

ii: part oe the system remaining is the perimeter ME loop system that circles the Capitol. This The original vacuum system was a reciprocating piston type through which dust-laden air was filtered by 

De ee section may oS been removed as well. on Is on are a ae ee of the fire water. The system is no longer being used. It is not known how much of the original piping is still in 

Suppression system remaining from the 1968 Renovation Project. The existing fire suppression system place or has been removed through remodeling projects. The small door caps, at which the vacuum 
does not meet current codes because of the lack of fire protection sprinklers throughout the Capitol. machine was attached for use, are still evident. 

Electrical i Code Analysis 
The original system consisted of an extension from the East Wing and included four sets of feeders. The Cae ene te pres ees qed eh: 
feeders served a General Electric switchboard which included a light bus bar, a power bus bar, anda f Bie gee sk mo ees, BY mene Boone Tee eb t a Mk aes OVER 5 med 
whet rasigheb asthe and expertise to determine area requirements, fire resistance, and egress patterns. Few codes existed 

throughout the nation, and Wisconsin adopted its first building code in 1914, eight years after construc- 

In 1934 the original bus bar and knife switch system switchboard was replaced with a new 120/208V, 3 tion had started on the Capitol. Although the Capitol was not built following any specific codes, it was a 

phase, 4 wire, 300 K VA-substation. In 1958 the project to convert from D.C. power to A.C. power premier example of modern fireproof construction with clay tile, plaster walls and ceilings, and steel 

was started and continued until May of 1963. This included replacing existing D.C. motors and branch framed floors. While heating, ventilating, and air conditioning codes were nonexistent, ventilation was 
panelboards on each floor. A remodeling project in 1964 added receptacles in office spaces. In 1970 accomplished by both natural and mechanical means. Large operable windows and roof skylights 

the Ground Floor was remodeled to include a new underfloor duct distribution system for power/ allowed for air exchange. Egress and circulation patterns were numerous although some inconsistencies 

telephone, data cabling, and floor outlets. occur. Post’s structural specifications for the Capitol indicate stringent material strength properties for 
steel and extensive testing of steel used for beams and columns although no structural codes were 

Communications adhered to. As the Americans Disabilities Act-Title III Public Accommodations and Services Section 

The original communication equipment covered a watchman’s clock system, telephone system, second- went into effect in 1992, the Capitol was designed without a body of rules which might have guided the 

ary clock system, and telegraph wiring. The existing systems consist of a telephone system, sound designer in this aspect. 
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The development of more exacting standards for the safe design of buildings has led to an increase of Committee of the wing’s condition. Areas of significance were earmarked and recommendations were 

codes. By evaluation of contemporary codes the Capitol does not comply in many areas. A preliminary made by which the proposed floor plan could be reworked. This approach which evaluated the rooms 

building code study was performed in 1988 and as a result the Legislature passed legislation in 1989 by astandard measurement allowed the restorationists and the Senate Committee a more realistic 

exempting the building from the Wisconsin Building Code. This was done such that innovative means picture of the conditions room by room. This process has educated all involved about the history of the 

could be used to provide for safety without submitting to extensive, damaging alterations to the building South Wing, providing a more informed basis to formulate recommendations and make decisions. This 

fabric or physical appearance. Although exempt from the codes the team of restoration architects and balanced analysis approach assisted in determining a more precise overall preservation plan for the 

engineers are versed with the current Wisconsin State Building Code consisting of the New Building South Wing and Southwest and Southeast Corner Pavilions. 

Code, the Historic Building Code, and the Existing Building Code for structures prior to 1914. The 

architectural approach for compliance especially concerns fire safety, egress, and accessibility through Recommendations for South Wing 

the American with Disabilities Act-Title III Public Accommodations and Services. Structural compliance hi IR ¢ 

addresses live load capacity and fire safety. In addition, the engineering approach for compliance Architectural Recommendations 

examines plumbing, automatic sprinklers, heating, ventilating, air conditioning, life safety and electrical General recommendations included the development of drawings, documentations, surveys, and a 

issues. This section is accompanied by a floor by floor analysis of the Wisconsin Building Code for historic structure report and are further defined as follows: 

Chapters 51, 52, 54, 160, 161, ADA guidelines, and the existing 1992 egress plans for each floor. 1. Detailed drawings of the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions as presently 

existing, including plans, sections, and details are to be developed. 

Evaluation of Significance 2. The history and occupants of the building are to be documented. 

To determine an overall preservation plan which would include facets of restoration, renovation, reha- a en: : : 
ius : Dee 3 ; ; 3. The building’s interior is to be documented and surveyed. Specific components include probe 

bilitation, conservation, and replication many considerations were determined. The approach to evalua- 4 i : : 
¢ icine. ie : ae oe work to establish the chronology of decorative finishes; a comprehensive survey and documenta- 

tion and analysis utilized by the team was called “Evaluation of Significance.” This approach was an : eee ' : 
: : ~— eee cake tion of all building components such as grilles, hardware, doors, wood trim, marble, fixtures and 

analysis of four codependent factors: architectural significance, historical significance, architectural cust nea anni ; cama sacred Cogn ey 

context, and architectural integrity. Architectural significance analyzed the manner in which the finishes, S D ee Tee $ oer ae ea ay , Hien Oy OE OeS SO Arete 
: : 2 : : : : original furniture when possible; all original materials or components should be documented, 

details, materials, and spacial configuration were designed and implemented to make the spaces unique. cuca full dif sear d a ee 4 
eee : , r , r . 

Historical significance addressed the history of important events or individuals occupying these spaces. a ee eee ee al cerenear teste. 

Architectural context examined each space’s significance in relation to its original setting. Architectural 4. Interior space treatment should include a restoration of all public spaces to original condition ora 

integrity examined the historic and transitional building fabric in regard to remaining original finishes. The recreation of original conditions. Alterations to public spaces should be minimal. All significant 

team analyzed each factor for each space in the South Wing by the use of composite plans developed non-public spaces which have retained a high degree of integrity and where context has not been 

from the original plans and from transitional plans. For purposes of generating the composite plan at the lost should be restored. The Capitol Master Plan should be amended as necessary in these 

final analysis the architectural and historical significance factors were combined. Each factor was given a areas. All other non-public spaces should be rehabilitated to conform to the Capitol Master 

ten point rating and in the final analysis the ratings for each space were added to give an overall rating. Plan. 

ba ceed pl see se gs ee tg (gi cog a ar as a 5. Exterior treatment should include a comprehensive survey of the South Wing and Southeast and 
composite plans were hatched with three gradations to indicate room areas with significance ranging Seri uect BaiTliafie 

from “best” to “better” to “good.” In order to receive a “best” rating with the darkest degree of hatching ‘ 

aroom must have a rating of 2] to 28 points. A “best” rating indicated that this was a space which must 6. A interior and exterior photographic record of the South Wing and Southwest and Southeast 

be saved. A “better” rating with a medium degree of hatching was determined by a score of 13 to 20 Corner Pavilions should be made for archival purposes. 

— and como = room should be saved ae A “good” a s a degr = one 7. A disposition policy should be developed in regard to all original and non-original materials or 
received ep nee from : . 12 and was ie for pa A This final rating assisted the team in components with potential for reuse or salvage. This policy should include documentation, 

ne a a cosine of each space and in ete howa cjg ee be treated. As tagging, removal, and storage designation procedures. A policy should be developed in regard to 

aresult of this evaluation a consistent system was used to inform the preservationists and the Senate all original and non-original materials or components with no potential for reuse or salvage. This 
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policy should include documentation and site removal procedures. This policy appears at the end 9. Television lighting should be studied to determine how it can be incorporated with minimal 
of this report and may be referenced for specific details. impact on the appearance of the Senate Chamber, Senate Parlor, Joint Finance Hearing Room, 

8. AHistoric Structure Report should be completed for the South Wing and Southeast and South- eee 
west Pavilions. 10. The existing wired services including data, telephone, commercial television cable, and in-house 

closed circuit video systems should be replaced with new wiring along with horizontal runs 
Treatment of Spaces routed through a new underfloor raceway system. 

Due to the complexity and the variety of conditions found in the Capitol it is necessary to employ more 11. The Hearing Rooms should be equipped with sound monitoring systems which allow voice 
than one approach in the proposed treatments. These approaches for preservation, rehabilitation, rebroadcast from the Hearing Rooms to the Press Room. 
restoration, renovation, replication, and conservation follow the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for : cps eee Pe ; ; 
the Treatment of Historic Properties 1992 as closely as possible, and are listed in the Foreword. 12. Wireless hearing impaired sound systems should be provided in each Hearing Room and in the 

Senate Chamber. 

Interior Mechanical Recommendations 13. The Senate Chamber should have a new sound system which will improve the clarity of ampli- 
General recommendations for the interior mechanical systems including heating, ventilating and air fied speech. 

conditioning, sanitary waste and vent, fire protection, storm sewer, power, lighting, communications, 14. Fire protection should be studied including alarm devices, smoke and heat detectors, space 
data, security and clocks are further defined as follows: compartmentalization, “islands of safety,” and fire dampers. 

1. The heating, ventilating, and air conditioning system should consist of a constant volume reheat 15. The security system should be studied including video and door/window monitoring. 
air distribution system and a hot water perimeter heating system. 

16. The clock system should use the system utilized in the North and West Wings. 
2. Humidification of the building should be accomplished through the central air distribution system 

by central steam injection humidifiers located in the air handling units, and humidity levels are — die ees ‘oa Summary monitored in the return air system. 
oak ae nae f nie a — Itis realized that while the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Historic Structure Report is 

: b i ais : er © a ae ate yi ee ie le ones complex and quite extensive, it is not possible to have included every individual aspect or component. 
ee morvand controllers with pneumatic valve and damper actuators, Addendums and appendixes to the report will contain information as it is found. Areas which need 

4. The horizontal piping runs in the sanitary waste and vent system in the Basement should be additional study include a comprehensive decorative finishes probe study, a comprehensive artwork 
reworked along with the new heating, ventilating and air conditioning duct and piping. conservation study, and an exterior condition study. 

5. The fire protection mains in the Basement are to be rerouted and minor improvements made in 

the fire standpipe system. 

6. Modifications to the storm sewer system are to be limited to minor relocation of piping. 

7. The electrical system in the Capitol is to be completed and a concealed underfloor electrical 
Taceway system is to be used to allow for routing of power for convenience receptacles and for 
voice and data wiring. 

8. Original light fixtures should be used wherever possible. New light fixtures should be designed to 
complement the building’s style. 
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Chapter Two 

METHODOLOGY 

—— _ _ S| : he Wisconsin State Capitol exists as a premier architectural structure for the State of 
: ' i. ia : 4 7 - : Wisconsin. As a structure with not only a significant historical background but a con- 
. os . 4 _ : 2 - tinuing viable presence, the task for restoration and renovation was not to be taken lightly. It 

ny 7 ee _ oe : : was important that every facet of the building be understood so that the restoration and renovation 
| CC = process be done accurately and as efficiently as possible. Due to the magnitude of the Capitol and the 

io i 3 _ FF _ A = scope of the restoration and renovation project, it was essential that a team approach be used. The . ae | | | Pip team approach allowed numerous firms and contractors, state employees, and individuals with expertise 
8 ——, : 3 | _ 7 ais. ina variety of restoration and renovation experiences to participate. The team consisted of architects, . : Pond 7 a a . : 2 _ | EL atte engineers, construction managers, Capitol building facilitators, interior designers, decorators, and 

| eo So 4 — _ : | cote lin, conservators. The high levels of expertise from the team members has resulted in a detailed scrutiny of 
|. 2 aa eat. 3 sada << tap Evie Fe (ery Cero oe 

4 i 7 oy n\y : ny ‘ i 2) & A EY Ps “4 Astandard preservation methodology of comprehensive survey, documentation, research, and analysis 
es ay ok | : ~ = ies ‘ \ i “ oe a rey was used, followed by a design development phase, which could then be followed by the production of 

& a B} _— 5 a bf 3 — a ‘ | E al : : : = — i construction documents. While survey, documentation, and research appear as independent steps, they 
ot : / re yy a if 4 . os ae . yi : a ee = - i ] ee te are frequently accomplished concurrently and each process aids another. 

Qe | j b ‘ Wes ok ae ay Us Ro a es one es The comprehensive survey, which is sometimes known as an inventory, furnishes the basic data on 
J deg iy . ase i olf Se . LS As : megs te Py which the later preservation actions are based. The team realized that the more complete the information 

a f : : if a : a o \ y - ™ oe gathered, the more valuable the survey would be as a tool. This comprehensive survey was complex 
a cat | : Le rf _ - oe! oan ee: - ra and —_— completing preestablished survey forms, including inventory and tagging of existing materi- 
= aoe pf Fe ay a Od : als, cies and pane This also —— pens aes during the ay iar a 

ee, a examining materials, measuring, and recording the existing conditions, and conducting preliminary ee oe ee probes to reveal original and transitional decorative finishes. The survey also included a subjective 
\ oe a — a4 evaluation of the materials, finishes, and components by a written and graphic system of recording eo Ee ee Ne BE ‘ fcindemte wanted cate Ce eC rr survey wee ag The team was able to ae ar the information for pee oe 

i  _C minting ota aunt be written and graphic form, including the measured drawings. This documentation is important, not only 
for the present, but for future use. In this way, future generations will understand the Capitol’s condition 

—— Dee : , before any restoration/renovation work was done. Research includes both architectural and historical 
sas 7: re omnacers sate traplaycesinend tndieicvals wide variety of research. Analysis is the step before design development which includes an evaluation, Ns and 
Photo: Charles J. Quagliana, AIA interpretation of all the information gathered during the surveys and research. Analysis will be discussed 

at the end of this chapter. 
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/ = » _ The South Wing was systematically examined to discover the existing conditions through the compre- 

/ | - ' hensive survey and documentation, the changes which occurred through the years through research, and 

i _ the historic intent through design development and implemented design through research. Existing 

i _ _ . conditions were determined by an extensive on-site observation survey, including measurement, visual 

c _ _. _ . investigation resulting in comprehensive surveys, and photographic documentation of the building. 

/ : | i. . : , _ _ Changes throughout the years were gleaned from remodeling and renovation documents. Historic 
| / ’ sali ' _ research primarily —— on a oe for the building and significant people, including 
ae | - : photography and an examination of Post’s original plans. 

Hi ae = Comprehensive Survey and Documentation 
| an > ae : The comprehensive survey and documentation were done on site or as field research. This information is 

: ee a | vital to a comprehensive understanding of the existing conditions in the South Wing. Existing conditions 

% es : aay L were defined as: the actual configuration of the room, specifically whether it had remained the same, had 

: = been divided or no longer existed; and the actual interior finishes and/or furnishings/equipment. When 

: : || | practical the state of the finishes was listed. Existing conditions were determined by an extensive on-site 

4 . Figure 14 observation survey system which included measurement, visual investigation resulting in comprehensive 
. a | AutoCAD was the chosen system to enter all build- surveys, preliminary field probes, and photographic documentation of the building. It is specifically 

: ae eases rerne fe er important in the site research to be cognizant of whether additive or subtractive changes have been 

made. Additive changes are those changes which can easily be removed without damage to the original 

: ; a historical fabric. Subtractive changes are those changes in which original fabric has already been re- 

moved and different materials or nothing exists in that space. Throughout the site research process, all 

- Ay a investigations looked for additive and subtractive elements so they would be familiar with the building’s 

) actual condition. By studying the actual spaces, determinations could be made whether original fabric - 

ei should be removed or retained and restored. 

i . 

y q : Building Measurement 

: > | ay . Detailed construction drawings and specifications by George B. Post and Sons exist for the entire 

/ 7 | 4 yo. 5 - building. The documents’ clarity and detail indicate, by the standards of the 1900s, few design decisions 
| i ' | | | i | a 7 " : were left to the contractors. It is not known if any extensive measuring system had ever taken place to 

| ' | ’ - | _ 1 . o confirm the building’s final conditions when construction was complete in 1917. In addition, no single 

: % - e i re comprehensive record has been maintained that documented changes and alterations to the building 

po : ee, Ge ‘ from 1917 to 1990. It also was not known how reliable the Post drawings were when compared to 

(ee) : actual construction. Therefore, measuring the Capitol became a priority and the task was approached 

fu “le Figure 15 with the understanding that these measurements would be relied upon. The original drawings would 
es . | The building was measured and those measurements serve as a cross-check. 

wo were entered directly into a 486 notebook computer. 

Accuracy was increased as the staff could check 
measurements on-site. 

: : Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Computer Aided Drafting System Completion of the floor plans and reflected ceiling plans created information and a base of drawings for 

Among the requirements to produce building documents was that all measurements were to be entered two major procedures for the completion of the building’s fabric documentation: (1) wall and building 

into a Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) system. AutoCAD was chosen for the system. Obtaining field sections could be drawn as part of the documentation procedure with typical major wall section, 
measurements proceeded with handwritten measurements in the field. Normally, hand measurements are transverse, and cross-sectional views of the building; and (2) using accurate measured floor plans, a 

recorded in the field on grid paper, delivered to a drafter or CAD operator in the office, and then series of surveys could be made which extensively documented the size and location of every individual 

entered into the computer. This method was employed for a few days. A change was made through component. 

bypassing the handwritten measurements and entering the field measurements directly to a 486 note- 

book computer in the field. The measurements were saved on a disk each day and entered into the Drawings 
mainframe computer system without operator entry of data. Accuracy was increased by allowing the The major constructed drawings included floor plans and reflected ceiling plans. By using these two 
field computer to confirm whether spaces and closed measurements did, in fact, close out while the staff plans, sections were drawn which gave a third and different way to look at the building. Two types of 

was on site. Corrections were immediate and return trips to verify measurements were almost com- sections were developed. First, overall transverse and cross-sectional drawings were developed by 
pletely eliminated. Early in the process it was determined that one-eighth inch accuracy could be main- 

tained in most measuring circumstances. The opportunity to measure the building so closely allowed the 

Post drawings to be set aside during the measuring period. The original drawings were used to check — ; ee 
construction differences between what had been measured and what was drawn originally. While the : ] : ; 2 | 
original drawings were quite accurate, the measured conditions were the most reliable. a A .. — oe 

Plan Drawings — — - a / 
A specific sequence of measurement followed in which all wall locations and structural features regard- — er ee | ad 
ing the building’s plan layout were first recorded from floor to picture rail height rather than the four-foot | te ae 4 <= = i Zé ae 

wall height typical of plan drawings. All rooms which appeared to be original construction, or may have . a ah es . oe ee _ © re All disks of the building's plans 
been constructed later of the same materials, were treated as historic fabric and closely measured. = : ee ae 7 se ee . — =m were transferred to an office com- 
Comparisons with older plans confirmed whether or not walls were original or part of a subsequent - oe ee e ; f- Cd puter network where all plans were 
remodeling. Due to the computer field usage, it was possible to dimensionally and geometrically close " Zt : é a 4 2 Sap te ae 2 ae, 
out each space before moving on to the next space. ; Aa) EE hoo: Kahler Slater 

Oncea significant amount of measurement data accumulated and each floor plan began to take shape, ss aeeccicarcememamenta’a ee es areca 
disks of the plans were transferred to the office computer network and enhancements were introduced 3 , a oo ] Ga a ; 
to convert the simple measured plan layouts to more readable drawings with colored layers and line = — |. . i. 

; ell C= 

Reflected Ceiling Plans Ve 06m™mlté<“C 
The completed floor plans were copied to new files and converted to reflected ceiling plans. A second se fe 
Sequence of measuring recorded all ceiling features above the picture rail level, including all moldings : . : —— . — oo 
and decorative plaster treatments. Careful effort was made to account for all minor variations in plaster 7 : _ / / >. ea, 2 4 Ficure 17 
trim profiles and wood moldings. Hand measurements and profile gauges were used to determine all — — . ie “ D ee scaegs waxed wie 
profiles. All trim and profile types were recorded and saved in the computer system for future use. — | ng” mented the size and location of 

- ee <4 every component surveyed. _ et | Photo: Kahler Slater 
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which Post’s original drawings could be checked for accuracy. Through this process it was discovered marbles, simple stencils for the walls, and less elaborate ceiling cove moldings and light fixtures. The 

that Post’s drawings had an extremely high level of accuracy. Second, specific sections for rooms were public chambers also have a high degree of decorative finishes through elaborate marbles, decorative 

drawn for areas of question. This allowed for clarification of specific details. All drawings were done by grillework, artwork, and ornate ceilings. The private spaces follow a similar pattern with offices or 

CAD and are available as appendix material. hearing rooms of more importance having more elaborate wood trim, decorative stencil work, and 

ceiling coves. A specific example is the President of the Senate office, which has mahogany wainscot- 

Surveys ting, door, and door trim rather than the quarter sawn white oak used elsewhere in the wing. Rooms of 

Intensive surveys for each room in which each individual component and the interior finish was recorded less importance used plainer ceiling coves, little or no decorative stenciling, or wood trim. The storage 

in detail were conducted as far as was possible and practical under the project conditions and time vaults, for example, had a chair rail or picture rail. Regardless, each space was surveyed in close 

available. It is of interest that the Capitol interior finishes vary from floor to floor and room to room. The ee and each surveyed item was handled as if it were original fabric and unique relative to its installa- 

public areas in the lower floors have the greatest amount of detail in use of various marbles and pattern tion. This approach continued from large-scale to small-scale items within the building. 

configurations, ceiling cornices, decorative finishes, and light fixtures. The upper floors used plainer A form, including a quarter-inch scale floor plan of each room, was created to document specific 

components of each room, including space for notation of peculiar or interesting items. In addition, 

specific forms as part of the construction documents were developed for the following: (1) decorative 

ai — — brass or finished metalwork grilles associated with the mechanical system, including physical dimensions, 

bg 2 2 - o : — : supporting hardware and frames, type, and physical condition; (2) doors by dimensional characteristics, 

 ... — type, function, and condition; (3) door hardware by function, type, condition, and a cross-reference 

ae . 7 _ a we _ location with its companion door; (4) borrowed lights by physical dimension and condition; (5) marble 

Le s = - — s for each piece and condition for walls and floors; (6) wood trim, casework, and radiator enclosures for 

| <_< sures; and (7) ceilings for physical condition, type, height, cove layout, light fixture, and ceiling grille 
: —“—C— : : Fiat 

hl OR Be locations. Specific surveys for cove profiles and wood trim will be done after occupants have vacated. 

— F.C eeach room and each individual 
| component of the interior finishes, : Brass Grilles 

: —- _ . ’ ao en Ne a All the brass air supply and return grilles in the South Wing were thoroughly catalogued. A majority 

et Photo. Kahler Slater were found inaccessible without a ladder; therefore, the grille surveys were done in conjunction with the 

ceiling surveys. Each grille was specifically identified by size and condition for reuse in specific locations 

2 within the project. 

ee Toots 
er : | _— All the doors were thoroughly cataloged and surveyed. Each door was assigned a type and approxi- 

— hm ce )) ‘ 7 mately 52 door types exist in over 300 doors. Two elevation drawings were prepared, one for each 

i TS eS . door’s side. Condition and repair notes were written on the drawings by the use of individual symbols. 

of” a <d ff a Each door was assigned a tracking number to remain with the door through the removal and restoration 

Sate uae é : 4 OF aE e 19 Door Hardware 

Pere Sine oS ae toad A custom tracking system utilizing a data management program was developed for the door hardware 

~~ s Photo: Kahler Slater survey. An individual sheet was prepared for each door which included information for item type, 
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existing conditions, potential storage and repair, and contractor comments. Over 10,000 pieces of looked the same, but subtle differences of the knobs and other components became apparent when a 

hardware will be kept track of through this system. detailed survey of each item was completed. Due to the Capitol’s North Wing restoration project, DFD 
é architects knew that identifying and keeping track of the different doors and the respective companion Brass door knobs with the State Seal were found on doors for prominent offices as well as on doors for fying é ping , 2 : D ; sets of door hardware were essential to effective reuse. Each door was surveyed by marking and rooms which acted as support spaces. At first glance, the knobs and other hardware components i f : ’ : 

cataloging each piece of door hardware as to function, how the hardware pieces fitted together, condi- 

ee Ss ee Sait: Pa 
‘ i po se PO) PS eee 
‘ io oe Sew ei E peda reread a 

Wile Sees he eS Fok Lo — 

: J : =. fe Bie a a Oe | | Se. Be 

al a MM 

a |. We eel CCéFFiguirre 22 . SS +. Figure 20 _ fo co ie a Door hardware was surveyed by function, type, 
e. | _ =. Doors were surveyed by dimensional characteris- yt ES == =| ~_~—Cséonddiition, and a cross-reference location with its 

—CCOE een 0 1 eet iamee | F— companion door. ee Photo: Kahler Slater Photo: Kahler Slater 

: : po eo ‘ Ste rr 

Oe a Sr — rr—~—~”—.—C—CiCOS 

| _tséFFigure 21 6 AS § 
a O_o t—t—__ All decorative brass and finished Fh hLhOUCUT Oee 
. Cs rrr—™—”—“i—eS metalwork grilles were surveyed for —  rti<C—~—O—™s—sSNCCi‘(‘CRCOC?COOCSFiguiree 23 

rrrrsSS—™ere Physical dimensions, supporting ' : y 26h iThe door hardware survey in- 

rLr—~—~—r—~———CCdCC © physicat condition. | FF F=g ge well as fancy escutcheons. ee Photo: Kahler Slater noe i eee, §=— Photo: Kahler Slater 
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2, - a 7 tion, the preservation work required on each piece, and whether the hardware should remain with its 
LD See - ' original door. Thirty-five types of escutcheon plates, for example, were catalogued. The degree of 

| we | a ie hr ad ; complexity for the hardware survey was very high due to attendant differences in locks, knobs, hinges, 
oe a - oh door types, and the specific uses for each door and hardware set. 

eS = ee | Figure 24 The borrowed lights were surveyed and cataloged. The types included all wood framed openings with 
© : SL ee Lo ee Bvery marile pice was surveyed wood framed sashes either in a series or adjacent to a door. The survey included an inspection for 

ae i | -t Sor size, location, type, and condi- scratches, gauges, and finish deterioration of the wood, and the type and condition of the glass panel. 
cl Ie | tion. All toilet room accessories 

me Lo | were counted according to type, 
ey UL : function, size, and condition. Marble 
lo : Photo: Kahler Slater A similar approach was taken with the marble floors and walls as with the doors. All in-place marble 

was dimensionally located on plans and interior elevations, identified stone-by-stone by types and 

Serr—— = cataloged as to condition. All marble was inspected for damage and condition, and all mortar joints 

— a i éé=é | Where marble was not apparent, Post’s plans were studied to determine probable locations. Marble 
= : : : ee ; ; ; i -_ a.  . _ a existence was field verified by lifting carpet tiles, and in some cases, scraping away leveling agents. 

- : — — a Existing flooring was peeled back to determine the amount and content of the flooring below. Carpet 
a — — and sheet tile over original marble floors existed in some spaces. A marble condition survey book was 
a —. . ; Figure 25 created as a graphic illustration for all existing marble and as an identification tool for all work to be 

oF _ 7 The marble survey included marble performed including cleaning and repointing, 
a * ll in both public spaces and private 
_. i spaces. The round brass nozzle is : Slee a one of many outlets for an internal ee 
=. = a vacuum system no longer in use. Post’s original plans and specifications indicated that all wood trim was composed of quarter sawn 

pA Photo: Kahler Slater white oak. The wood trim was studied to determine if in fact it was quarter sawn white oak. The usable 

mrp reemeenn er ere ace lineal footage was documented along with condition and location within each room. The original draw- 
SS oe ings for the radiator enclosures were very reliable. Using the original drawings for each room, the So — : ig} Ty ig ig 2 

ES — : construction of each component and it’s condition was verified. Twelve different types of enclosures 
=== : SS : exist, all sharing a similar construction method. Minor water and sun damage, as well as minimal “daily 
SS = ag use” scars are apparent on each unit. 

Se Ceilings Moi Ae a, ee 2 ee OO The complex makeup of original plaster and added suspended acoustical tile ceilings were surveyed and 
= documented. Due to the Capitol’s tall ceilings a large step ladder was used to reach the many ceiling 
Oe fe Figure 26 4 types. Surveys of the ceilings took place after regular business hours in order to not disrupt the tenants. ' . === Quarter sawn white oak radiator age i : re sre ne . S 0 Bieo ere! werd sipeenines In many cases original molded plaster ceilings exist above modern day suspended acoustical tile ceilings. 

A ee a a = location, type, and condition. Every floor, and in some rooms within each floor, the plaster ceilings were different. 
io - Sos Photo: Kahler Slater 
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ion ‘ Te 

Allrooms were photographed from a minimum of two angles and in many rooms all walls were photo- = eg a 

graphed. In addition specific characteristics of each room was photographed including original architec- 3 ——— 

tural elements, remodeling efforts, damage to specific elements. The specific surveys were also docu- aoe oo, ; 

mented by photographs of each type of architectural element, typical conditions, and damaged areas. : —— : . 

While representative photographs appear in this body of material, all photographs for each room and : | 

each survey are placed in the appendixes. ' i _ [ 7 : i 
3 H NESE NERC 

Decorative Painting and Decorative Stencil Finishes Probe Research oF re ro 

The original plans and archive documents for the building indicated that extensive color and stencil work | i) ly / St vq é 

was done in the staff and legislative office spaces, depending on the space’s function and the occupants’ | ae = on : 

A reconnaissance field probe for decorative finishes was determined to be appropriate before an -— | o 

intensive field probe would take place. Extensive research accompanied the planning of the reconnais- _ | i - | Figure 28 
sance field probe work for the South wing. Three specific steps were used: (1) the original plans and = BR |= = Elaborate architrave cornices of quarter sawn 

subsequent remodeling plans were reviewed to determine where original walls existed; (2) the original oa. | a tt ee appeared seh on 
i ves , ee — oo the First Floor and were part of the wood trim 

occupants and function of each room was studied to determine the space’s original character and as kez? = —— “~~ Sees pore) 

= ee ey { ” Phojo Kahler Slater 

er C¢ el 
a rr——CiC;wsSOUSC‘sC a 
et dy 

2 : : : iS YY ree i ee oS ‘ 
rr ao UL ‘ ok 

en) _ a faz ye 

Paces 6 | eo -Figure 27 os, oat oo , §83=—- The wood trim survey included an examination for 
ey Q in seme’ Borrowed lights, the translucent glass panels framed — ea hee) = architectural details, physical dimensions, location, 

ig aE tees in quarter sawn white oak, were examined and eer me a Meee | and condition of wood. Conditions of wood trim 

i= ( documented for amount remaining, size, location, ‘4 om 8 varied from excellent to poor with severe damage to 

een «= and condition. ge a the finish and/or wood. 
— | (Photo: Kahler Slater a Photo: Kahler Slater 
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significance. By determining the space’s original character and significance a level of decoration was struction phase will assist the contractor in any repair and restoration procedures, and with the reinstal- 

predicted which may have been applied. A specific example is that the Commissioner for the Insurance lation of salvaged items. 

Department room would most likely have been more elaborately decorated than the Deputy 

Commissioner’s office. The research helped to determine where the most decorative areas might have Architectural and Historical Research 

been located; (3) Finally, the proposal of Mack, Jenney & Tyler, the original decorative finish contractor : ie : : 590 

to the wing, was studied to determine the proposed class level of decoration for each room. Their pitied! aa is vital to a comprehensive understanding ae histonic structure. For cone . 

proposal gave each room a class rating from I to V. Class I was the most elaborate. Only spaces of ay Eo dee Pee oo ae sa pie Jor restoration of a building, 

highly decorative quality, such as the grand staircases and legislative chambers, received sucha rating. t rm Sie P ee oF Cage es of the original planning for the a - oo eT ag 
Bathrooms, closets and elevator shafts were examples of spaces on the other end of the scale that ie ae MSH ON TE the base on which restoration and on pepe cae be made. In 

received a class V rating. The class ratings for II and III are less clear why a space was given a higher ae Ae eae P evn en ee es sie ie oe wie ae Loe pe 

rating than the other. Also, as decorative work was uncovered in the North and West Wings, the —— oo = ee = pauym tomdrvaiinis reveals te mistorical sipatticetice of 

designated class rating for the individual room did not always match the description as stated in Mack, ee ee 

Jenney and Tyler’s original proposal. It may be assumed that the South Wing might also have these Architectural and historic research included archival, photography, and review of architectural plans. 

discrepancies. Historical research was conducted at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives and Visual and 

Asa result of these three methods, 30 rooms rated a high priority to determine if original decorative Set sa eee 8 — sek ee a 3 oan 

work existed on the walls. Two factors, the determination of the significance of decorative work and the Shae sates Kailtocited ttt sence 3 vegetal so aoe Dae te the oe Nag 

decorative work found through the reconnaissance probe survey, would assist in the determination of ial Be EU nn ye ig AME 

which original walls should remain and which might be removed. The specific probe study will be i 

discussed in Chapter Five. Archival 

Use uf Surveys Books and Periodicals 

A direct use of the surveys will be in the formation of the construction bid packages for the South Wing. a Fe ae ane - : aie . aia slg 

Drawings and books identifying each item will be developed for the selective removal process. Each ia oan: pees: in er ee penis ae 

item will thus be properly removed, tagged, and stored for re-use. Additional books in the new con- decige, a el Giles, ae ae aaete “ey sa a res pane Cee ee 
was studied for sections on clay tile. The Brick Institute of America was helpful in supplying names of 

companies which supply current clay tiles. Additional materials studied to gain insight regarding the 

: Capitol were preservation briefs and publications from the National Trust for Historic Preservation, 

>’ oF . EEE a insfonmiahon Irom GOvenimneht Services ASSOetNGH ll Gaia ao  -. 4 ee _ ture publications to study the wood species used in the Capitol, and previously written historic structure 

Ff. = reports. Specific places where books and periodicals were searched were the New York Public 

: _ Hy Sy _ - Library, the State Historical Society of Wisconsin Library and Archives, the University of Wisconsin- 

A eS - Madison Libraries, and the New-York Historical Society Library. 

, _ oo u . \ Figure 30 New York Public Library 

ee ea 5 ee Te | The ceiling survey, while document- The New York Public Library has the only complete set of the Sweets Catalogs (1913 to current) 

ri = _. | | | ae Ge oe besides the Sweets Company. The early Sweets Catalogs were reviewed to understand the materials 

~~ — wt pripinal cefinig intact above sus: used during the time period in which the Capitol was built. Many companies’ advertisements made 
a Oe pended ceilings. reference to their products being used in the Capitol. Specific topics were paint, decorative finish paint, 

Tenet Saoninennemeenennanen ee 2 Photo: Kahler Slater 
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granite, cement and masonry, plaster and specialty plasters, time system, furniture, wrought iron, 4 / ee ii 

bronzework, ironwork, elevators, and thermostats. . v7 ies Se [10o" GueeeE 

Additional searches at the New York Public Library included looking at professional magazines for |. Material (Glass, Plastic): LASS 

articles about George B. Post. Because many articles were not in condition to be copied, it may be wm. .4 Frost Type (Clear, Etched, Painted, Opal): 

possible they can be voice recorded at another time. = re 

In addition, searches for textile periodicals from 1910 to 1920 for carpets used in the Capitol were ee nty & Size (Enter NONE if Applicable): Nowe 

made. Limited information was found. Pr cis Tipo (ia, thes Patd, Opa Peewee 
/ Qnty of Cracked or Broken Panes: | 

. _ = iy * 

7 Lames: Se 

- - = = a : Type: A- LAMP 

7] | — Paint Specs (None, Light, Heavy): Nose. 
‘~ . ne | 
oe 
_ a ~ Type of Attachment to Wall or Ceiling: WALL. FLA: 

eon CC oo) Reconnaissance field probes for Missineanbroken Parts: NOME 

ee == patterns. 
ee, sf @222<. ~~ ~=~Photo: Division of Facilities E Se = a ee ie 

Packaging Instructions 

— | -—  ° «| [;KAHLER SLATER OMR Tar eee Sw RARRUINTEOIENGINEERSIING| |) @[Eaeiauaneeeren' | 

—_—_ |. - WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL FIXTURE-ROOM 

SS Feo, RENOVATION AND RESTORATION eee 
i i Figure 32 SOUTH WING - NEW CONSTRUCTION MAIN CORR IDOE” 
ea —— ers—“s—OCS—OOSO ject Now tate of Wisconsin Project No: 919268 ee aa 
-. ,. & & &§& .-..... = The original decorative patterns AS Proc Nowe ——v—/ 

F * 4 eee i oo - ., beneath lay ers of p aint. Figure 33 

- _. — . i _ Photo: Joyce Inman Historic The survey form used for the light fixtures is typical of the many forms developed for the surveys. 
ee Interiors, Inc. Form: Affiliated Engineers, Inc. 
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— ; ee eR The State Historical Society of Wisconsin Library and Archives 

Diese ee Soe ete Sse The State Historical Society of Wisconsin (SHSW) Archives contains the past records and files kept 

Tae eta mace oes during the design and construction of the Capitol. These files consist of Capitol Commission Correspon- 

eee cgeites see dence, Capitol Commission Minutes, Capitol Contracts, Specifications, and Financial Records. The 

bal So eee ie correspondence is organized alphabetically by date with both incoming and outgoing letters in seventeen 

sae ae a ewer cara! | boxes. The letters discuss — design issues, and decisions. By reading through the correspon- 

me oe ao eo dence, a strong understanding of the work, problems, and decisions that took place during the construc- 
SES ie oe ree PS er tee Wie Peseat : . vas : ‘ 

i Sects soree eee tion of the Capitol was developed. All the original contracts were studied. These are organized alpha- 
we i r i i i issi i eee ae betically in three file boxes. The contracts state who implemented the work, which commission paid for 

as ese ee the work, the work location, and in many cases a detailed list of work involvement. Four volumes of 

: Bae ie financial records kept during the construction of the Capitol contain the payment records for the con- 

a. SoS | fs ie tractors. The financial records are listed in chronological order. The entries list the contractor, the 

 oceae mr ececeon, (NE Sood amu L amount paid on the particular date, and a brief summary of work completed since the last payment. 

Pass cvs! “ec These records indicate work accomplished, any changes made for the work, and the dollar amount 

_ de p Q fe . a oo Figure 34 : Rae listed on the original contracts. The Minutes list chronologically by date the actions of the Capitol 

oe ee 7 ee ] Bees Gaicicg, 4 suppliers enialen beginning: at Commission from 1905 to 1917. The Minutes are an additional source to document Capitol Commis- 
aa Lp eee f. _ the turn-of-the-century, advertised products used : gy : q 3 ie. 

ee coo A te _ by architectural firms and building contractors. sion activities. These archival sources assisted in the development of a broad knowledge of activities 

eee SS Note the Wisconsin Capitol in lower left corner. during the Capitol construction. These files and records provided a clear understanding specifically of 
6 Photo: Kahler Slater what work was done, how and when it was completed, the contractor, and the contract’s dollar 

amount. A list of all the files held by the SHSW Archives is placed with the bibliography. 
peengyens 

es Re erie University of Wisconsin-Madison Libraries fh 
bc a s i : Pee : . : : 
Be ee yneny a . ; Architectural magazines from the period of the building’s construction were studied to glean information 

Pike ce Stereo ae about building standards and practices. Advertisements in these magazines frequently proved interesting 

eunpreneie sa So =e _ as they would indicate that their product had been used in the Capitol. 
ae Ce 

ee —“i—i—Cs—sO—O_ actor i i ea | A The New-York Historical Society Library 

| ee : — The New- York Historical Society contains seven rolls of the original Post drawings, including the 

Se | ee ba sketches and developmental designs for the Capitol, job books, ledgers, and photographs. Copies of all 

[a original drawings and specifications were obtained from this facility. These drawings included architec- 
— . it ~~. tural, plumbing, mechanical, electrical, structural, and furniture/furnishings drawings. The South Wing 
—  t—“—~SSSS : drawings were examined and specific information regarding the Senate Chamber development was 

oes CU | _——SSCSSpeecriailty items, such as elevators, which were Photographs 

ee b ened oc 4 in new buildings, were featured The Visual and Sound Archives-Iconography at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin contains 
-— i i= = ~~~ ihithe Sweets Catalogs. , ae SC CsiPhoto: Kahler Slater general file photographs of the Capitol and name files of individuals. All photographs filed as general 
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Capitol photographs were examined for specific views of the South Wing. The methods used to search 

for interior views of the Capitol were varied. 

Through archival research, a significant amount of information was learned about the original decorative 

contractor, Mack, Jenney and Tyler. Their decorative proposal assisted in understanding the different 

levels of decorative work applied to the building’s spaces. During December 1993, a preliminary paint : 
probe examination of the South Wing interior rooms was undertaken in order to have an idea of the 

accuracy and extensiveness of the levels of decorative work. The original and intermediate colors and 

stencil patterns were found under numerous paint coats. This preliminary probe is addressed in this 

chapter and will be discussed more extensively in Chapter Five-Interiors. However, to have a more _. 

complete comprehension of these spaces and an additional verification of the decorative paint schemes, : : — oS 
a search for photographs throughout the Capitol history, especially the early years, was undertaken. It : 7 _ . es ee Z 
was hoped that, in addition to the decorative work, original furniture, room layouts, carpets, and win- - eS : Q a 7 S | 

dow treatments would be discernible. In this way, the photos would give a clearer understanding of the Cl lerrt—N ‘ 
original interiors. : 3 : a) Be I Q 7 

— eo FO 

Since the area of highest significance in the South Wing is the Senate Chamber and Parlor, a list of a CS j 

Senators was compiled from the 1913-1930 Bluebooks. The name files in the iconographic archives 7 : L ‘a ea 
were searched, but only portraits were found. No interior photographs of Senators’ offices in the South \ Pi — _ 
Wing were discovered. A second attempt to recover Senators’ photographs was made by sending ym 
letters to local historical societies around the State of Wisconsin with a list of Senators who served from , Bi a eet — Figure 36 

1913 to 1930 from each district. Portraits of the men were received but no photographs of any interior <a : CoS Information gleaned through historical research at 

spaces of the South Wing. _ pe . Tr the State Historical Society of Wisconsin was 
ese §£ fF XS entered into a database program ona laptop com- 

A list of individuals who served as heads of boards and departments which were housed in the South 0 : Kew | BP BO puer. Inf ormation was sorted according to topic. 
Wing between 1913 and 1930 was compiled from the Bluebooks. This list consisted of the heads of the ——— Oana ee eneipinent 
Board of Health, Tax Commission, Insurance Department, and Board of Control. The name files in the 

iconographic archives were searched again, but only portraits of the men were found and no interior ; 
photographs of any departments or offices. : 

The University of Wisconsin-Madison Archives and the Legislative Reference Bureau were searched. : 
The University of Wisconsin-Madison Archives contained only a couple of folders on the Capitol, — 
consisting of mainly exterior shots before, during, and after construction. The Legislative Reference y t : — - 
Bureau had only a few folders with mainly exterior photos of the building. — ae — _ : 4 : — 

By chance, the Iconography and Visual Sound staff found a series of photos that were taken throughout Lo Q ee 7 , & ae Figure 37 
the Capitol in 1937. Two photos ofa Third Floor committee room in the South Wing were discovered. | _ — “ _ - a | Contracts, specifications, financial 
To date, this is the only photo documentation discovered from the early years in the South Wing of the \ -_ _ . | y records, and Capital Commission 
Capitol. : 7 - _ ‘ ee -. . : Correspondence were examined at 

a ge the State Historical Society of 

gs se —  # . ———  . Develo, pment 
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y - a Review of Architectural Plans 

Ae \ Br tre an Review of Post’s Original Plans 

Ae py. - , Pete n emanien Post’s plans have been serine not only by the contemporary architects but also by many engineers 

= : ae ora he, ‘ : and CASIO, The oueil plans are precise and complete. The thoroughness with which they were 

. pa cAI a COL drawn indicates that few design decisions were left to the contractors. 

ener a) * A Remodelings and Renovations 
ENE ecm, eS April 18, 1917. 
WSS): wy A few remodeling and renovation documents, held in storage in the Capitol basement, were examined. 

CAT i ey In addition, small plans of each floor which indicated current rooms and doorswings were also re- 

viewed. A microfilm collection, although not complete, which is housed by the Division of Facilities 

Mr. Lew F. Porter, Secy, Development has been searched. This division also has sets of small-scale plans of the Capitol indicating 

State Capitol Commfacion, the remodeling project from the 1950s to 1985, which were reviewed. Few documents exist because 

Madison, Wis. ; the Capitol work order records for small remodeling and repair jobs were destroyed in the 1980s as 

Dear Mr. Porter:~ : part of a Capitol housecleaning effort. 

We beg to advise yeu that te make 5 window draperies 

as per sketch which you let me have, for the Senate parler, using Analysis 

Ee oe wadhe yieched, tonekevcn, Sagne rene The final analysis depends upon the three operations of recording, research and intermediate analysis 
special all cilk fringe made as sample that was also submitted by which are codependent. These steps are important because without documentation and research no 
you, with the lambrequin put up on a frame ao specified; curtains meaningful analysis can be made, and without an adequate analysis the documentation and research will 
dined and interlined and trimmed as shown on sketch, with tie-back have served little purpose or have any significant value. 

= saa ae a : : par : : =I ‘7 a c E * c oS - re es research laid the ground work oe the eas while os site a provided the missing 

: ee ae ; links. An important step was to gather all of the information along with the guidelines of the master plan 

to achieve a suitable common ground from which the construction documents can spring. The majority 

OP POST Lathes eabel te apdotel Wkete | of information gathered during the site research strengthened what had been learned during the historical 

Oe ee ee cage toss Erivate ‘Reception Room, hut we : research. It was important that as survey and research tasks were undertaken, an ongoing analysis was 
PHAN 10 (sit) 6 Sov pebicct you te oles thig matter as 2er\y as | also taking place which allowed for the interdependent tasks to refocus for maximum quantitative and 

ioe ; a qualitative results. A specific example is the historic research done on the decorative firm Mack, Jenney 

We are holding the sketch until we hear from you. | and Tyler. This research assisted a preliminary probe survey done on the South Wing walls. 

u ee ee ee a eee Upon ee of ninety percent of the survey and i results the final analysis began to be 

= : me t accomplished. This analysis relates to diagnosis, evaluation, and the eventual development of the overall 

ee a Je preservation plan. This final analysis involved three distinct phases: (1) determination of the key issues 

: = \ me i |v gee related to the appropriate diagnosis and evaluation which would result in solid recommendations for the 

South Wing; (2) assessment of the impact of the proposed master plan in contrast to the developing 

Figure 38 preservation plan; and (3) development of the recommendations for each space based upon the previ- 
A letter from Gimbel Brothers to Lew Porter, Capitol Commission Secretary, was typical of the h undreds ous phases. 

of letters contained in the correspondence files detailing daily accounts of the Capitol construction 

process. 

Photo: State Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives 
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Determination of the key issues included evaluating the historical and architectural significance of each f THE WESTERN UNION. TEL EGRaE GOMPAN) wd 
space, and identifying the space’s integrity and context. These were evaluated concurrently through use ee Semin Sr ESIn mela cnoieintnee pone! ence 

of research and documentation findings such as: original design intent, original and transitional use, ee x LACM ee : Ee 

original and transitional occupants, original and transitional materials, furnishings and furniture, and extent Be RB ae os i cee ey Cone 

ofremaining elements in each space. This overall evaluation used a numerical rating scale from one to ee oe oe a ee 5 ee ao 

ten, with one being the lowest and ten the highest for each category. Each element was evaluated and : ee ce : se . ee 
given a numerical score based upon the findings. A composite score for each area was calculated. Ce gp agure 9 

: : ; 99 ESTORIL aS Ren eS Rep gO EN naa Gee ISOC y i 
Three levels of the composite scores were established to categorize and define the levels of “good”, ee az me eh oe. fi o 2 “ — Bi i : a : eA PR NSS Se SUE RR aks Bok eae soem eo ne Eas te ae Te ‘elegrams relaying information ee « ’ 25 CARPET “SENATE CCHANDER SALE SHADE’ OF CATUSUN AS TAOSEUal Y-RHMRER. OP better,” “best.” Specific examples might include remodeled vault spaces or other supporting spaces. ae ee ie oe i about finishes. Telegram advises 
Better spaces typically occurred when integrity and context had been diminished but some significance ee ee a ee Porter that Senate Chamber carpet 

remained. The best spaces usually retained high integrity, context and had a high level of significance. ee. eo ee te oe sae & _ color is crimson. 
Examples include most public spaces such as corridors and the Senate spaces as well as individual ae Ae ee Bee ae ae, see 

sibs KGa ei elie aC Ente a POF CRN ER eee SUN ORRIN isconsin Archives 
office areas. 

This method assisted in identifying spaces which should have high consideration for restoration within the . oe i Nig 

overall preservation plan, and those which could be easily altered. This identification became a basis for i i . u a | : Q , iE ome 

a preliminary plan of action. ee 

The second phase of analysis involved assessing the impact of the proposed master plan in contrast to ree | A vo = ey 
the developing overall preservation plan. Factors impacting the proposed spaces such as potential I . | 2. 

removal of hazardous material, locations of existing and proposed mechanical/electrical systems, struc- nae a ae : 4 
tural system capabilities, coordination of mechanical and electrical with architectural systems and i A f\ a ho Figure 40 
potential restoration of decorative finishes were examined. This examination occurred among the team wes es oo = 4 Architectural plans and sketches 
members as well as reviews with the Senate Leadership as occupants and the State Capitol and Execu- fe eee —CC were reviewed at the New-York 
tive Resid len tecnica as di ‘ A ‘ =  . —.-r—~— Historical Society. Due to limited 

~~ = ; s alterna ives ae leveloped as discussions continued and compromise often r ee _ —  S- copying facilities, audio descrip- 

occurred. This examination also led into design development. ee _ . tions were often employed. 
fs Photo: Kahler Slater 

The third phase specifically addresses the recommendations which will discussed in detail in Chapter 

Ten. The recommendations will take into consideration aspects of design development which will include a= ee a 

1. the coordination of Mechanical, Plumbing, and Electrical Systems with Architectural plans; a = —hrse_ECLCR _ 
—rrs—eO ae  ###- 

2. the integration of owner-furished research results into design, including historical, architectural, rrr—“_ONNCUN ot 

3. the Preservation treatment plans for the preservation, conservation, and restoration of public i. _ _ | | 
spaces and the rehabilitation, renovation, and replication of office and support spaces. — " = | Figure 41 

The State Capitol is a magnificent American Beaux-Arts structure with form and finish that could never ae gy — oe . _ ee cu oo be Fyolicited without th di f fort. Th Oh ne axes ee Re — | Iconography Division at the State 
19) ed without the expenditure of great effort. The recent growth in historic preservation interest =—es = : os . a Historical Society of Wisconsin was 

has made it clear that buildings such as this one, although not representing the recent and most popular CT — = | avaluable resource for photographs 
trends in architecture and construction, do represent the best of an earlier era. While still functional, safe _ _— of the Capitol. 

and useful to the present time, age and needs of its users, the structure must be respectfully preserved _ | Photo: Division of Facilities 
i oo ee SC CDeevelopment 
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a ———a es ae E and adapted to new uses. The function of the spaces must be improved while respecting the conditions 
- | _ =. a under which the original work was done and preserving the important artistic and architectural features 

eee 4 : oe a to every degree possible. The effort to finely detail every aspect possible of the building assists to create 

Se Ohl 4 . | .— q and preserve the original fabric while creating a new fabric in some spaces, identical to the original, with 

a #9. | the same sense of quality and design. This will allow for the intended function for contemporary legisla- 
rt—“‘—OOOC—C— — . re F 
 #a-e* re tive needs as the original was intended for the 1917 office spaces. 

& ee _ Photographs, records, and drawings 
2 ase pO : 

_— eg =~ ne eo were examined and analyzed with 
. a - each other to determine accuracy of 

= o oe — the buildings original conditions. 

Po eee Development 

|. og i ii3-§ 

: —_ , = = za | | 

Figure 43 

Joint Finance Committee Hearing was held in 1937 in the South Wing on the Third Floor, end 
room. This photo is the only one found to date of offices or hearing rooms. Note original furniture, 

light fixtures, clock, and window shades. 

Photo: Courtesy of State Historical Society of Wisconsin. Lot #4922 WHi(W635)31304 
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Chapter Three 

SS. TF, oe. a4 Ce a9 ignificant spaces, government employees, contractors, firms, individuals, and dates which influ- 

a. 2h © hrt—it~—SS r—C~s=™ eo _ +t 4 enced the design development and continuing history of the South Wing are documented in this 

rr r—CC—=EE Le . a + chapter on historical research. Significant spaces include the Senate Chamber, Senate Parlor, and 
= So oa _ _ _ 4 Senate Lobby. Government employees include those figures who by their position as a department head 

ree le oo : 7 | i or Senator affected the history of the State of Wisconsin. The determining factor for inclusion in this 
a | | - is | research was a minimum service to the State of Wisconsin of twenty years or service beyond the Senate 

= 2 C me - e¢ ent | - ina position of more authority in the state or federal government. Contractors, firms, and individuals 
4 = L | Jee include those who made a significant impact on the implemented design during the construction of the 

— Pe _ a A i Capitol. Significant dates include starting periods for contracts, implementation dates, and other dates 

C—O eNO ee eee eee which gave an idea of the Capitol’s construction progress and remodeling efforts as the years passed. 

rs a eee er re i : These were compiled from correspondence, plans, contracts, remodeling drawings, financial records, 

5 ee igs  — : aoa” a —< a See and other miscellaneous information relating to the Capitol. Reproductions of the original linen drawings 

ie — ‘ i. = é a a for the Basement through the Fourth Floors are at the back of the Chapter for architectural, heating and 
Es Sienna | eg — ilating, electri d the riser diagram for the plumbing work a es! Fe tim BES = ventilating, electric work, and the riser diagram for the plumbing work. 

cs _ ca, : . : o = 

- V4 Ld : > Significant Spaces 
2 i  » 2 od Senate Chamber 

: so : & ee a Pe The following analysis of the Senate Chamber, taken from Inman’s thesis “Documentation of George B. 
ee : :  «<« «| 3 : : : Ree. : 

> = _ | _ oe Post’s Design for the Senate Chamber of the Wisconsin State Capitol, ’ will compare the three stages in 

f, fo «= 22 a . = _.. the development of the design of the Senate Chamber. The original design intent of the chamber area as 

a ee - ; ~ =a . indicated on original architectural drawings refers to the original plan or scheme for this area. The 

Me — i. gf Ri - re original implementation refers to the scheme as constructed. The present condition will indicate the 

This discussion includes the following topics for each of three spaces of the Senate Chamber: spatial 

Figure 44 configuration, lighting, ceiling treatment and finishes, wall treatment and finishes, floor treatment and 

The Wisconsin State Capitol, Senate Chamber, 1913. Note the marble work had not been finished , finishes, and furnishings. ag spaces analyzed will be the Senate Chamber, adjacent ea (antecham- 
the decorative stencil pattern had not been done for the gallery, and the murals are not in place. bers), and the gallery. The circular passageways and the small telephone/closet rooms will not be 

Photo: Courtesy of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin (Whi (X3) 39248) discussed as they are supporting spaces but not contained within the Senate Chamber area. The original 

architectural drawings are located in the New-York Historical Society Architectural Division in New 

York, New York. Copies of these drawings are filed with the Division of Facilities Development for the 

State of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. Reference to the architectural drawings refers to both the 

original drawing and to the copy of that original drawing. 
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Room Configuration loggias (antechambers) appear trapezoidal. The public gallery areas are directly above the loggias. Pp 
The legislative working area for the Senate is located on the South Wing’s Second Floor. The original Remaining spaces are utilized as circular passageways and telephone/closet rooms. These smaller rooms 
area on the plan for the Senate Chamber is a rectangle, although the four sides appear almost equidis- are not discussed in this section. The Senate Chamber space in this study specifically refers to the inner 

tant. By use of pilasters and columns, the resulting inner chamber area is circular. The three adjacent circular area. The original spatial configuration for the Senate Chamber, loggias, and galleries remains 
intact without alteration. Measured drawings by Kahler Slater Architects, Madison, Wisconsin, con- 

firmed this in 1992. 

One On One Org Lighting 

é — a —o i The current lighting is consistent with the original intent indicated by the drawings. The original intent for 

= i 3 ti ig lighting included natural light in addition to electrical ambient and task lighting. Natural light was filtered 
ian ii u Ty see 

; t A i In through an exterior skylight and then through a large leaded glasswork which functioned as an interior ( vo 8 
Ne = oN Ael skylight.' Supplemental electric lighting was located in the ceiling cornice and above the leaded glass. 

i fa YTS Sixteen fixtures were incorporated in the soffit below the upper cornice.” Original plans indicate hanging 

i eee» apparatus for electrical fixtures above the leaded glasswork.} Additional task lighting fixtures would be a o a g g 
es & : e : placed on specific furniture casepieces located in the chamber.* 
eat rd He ea ‘ 

a ; # 1 The existing lighting conditions in the Senate Chamber include the original natural light source and sixteen 

bien eS, g & ee) down lights on the soffit’s plaster ring. These down lights have been referred to as “ring of pearls” 
Gee eay, Pas Kemere! Be Ce lighting. Four rows of fluorescent lighting fixtures have been installed above the leaded glasswork to & ss We Si ra -3 ig = — nee a a eee Cree ae : | sar D nex @ al ; provide additional light on cloudy days or during evening use. These fixtures are installed in close 
ea ca proximity to the leaded glasswork, and the fixtures’ resulting shadows give a railroad track appearance. 
OE Figure 45 ne ss oe a i aa Ls) a CAD drawing of Senate Chamber, 1993, courtesy of Originally, the President’s desk was fitted with two 3-lamp (single globe) desk standards.° Historic 

MW F bee Kahler Slater, Madison, Wisconsin: a, Senate photos reveal these standards were installed. The light standards for the President’s desk have been 
Paap ss =F Fer Seas Chamber; b, west loggia; c, east loggia; d, north removed and are currently in storage. 

loggia; e, lobby; f, parlor; g, telephone/closet; h, 

circular passageways. Five 1-lamp standards, or desk lamps, were specified for the clerk’s desk placed in front of the 

President’s desk.° The electrical plan for the Second Floor indicates diagrams for these standards.’ 

oe Photos from 1913 to 1967 show these lighting standards were never installed. There is no indication 

oo ee oe a fe from records that they were ordered. Electrical floor outlets have been modernized. 

wee a o 38 4 fy fo No original lighting was designed to illuminate the three large murals of “The Marriage of the Atlantic ee i oe es 
- Be ot ay ( See, —— and the Pacific” on the Senate Chamber’s south wall. Recessed floodlights were installed in the 

, PN Ss eS entablature’s soffit to illuminate the dais area, and these also light the murals to some extent. ee 
ce . IS i Lif Leaded glass work in Senate Came 
ee a i a> se eye ae Chamber ceiling shows shadows The ceiling was originally designed to be composed primarily of two treatments: a leaded glasswork 

wr 4 = fee gS . Ss ag of fluorescent lighting which is with copper grillwork (diameter of 28' 5") functioning as a skylight, and a perimeter of decorative 
eo Me 5 pee Ne a nos Seen mless gee plaster (annular ring of 6' 11~”) on the soffit.’ The perimeter is composed of a plaster interlacement 

ca = oot Photo: Joyce Inman Historic band and sixteen coffered panels centered with a single rosette. 
a : Interiors, Inc. 
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The original leaded glasswork’s preliminary designs were done by the architects in 1909 and 1911. | d Se ee s 

Further design and implementation was carried out by M.T . Lamb of New York City in 1910. This ee f i os Sl Fe J : eee ? el 

work was composed of diverse pieces of translucent stained glass in assorted hues. Arranged in sixteen se ies a oe ~* ‘ / ‘ ~ Se 4 

repetitive pie-shaped sections, the glass was held together by a metal framework. (eS Ta : a oe ‘ j a 4 \ 4 Pe 

The original plan and implementation for the chamber ceiling treatment remains with few changes. | ag oe co nee 4, ; i ~ cs oe me } ¥ a z 

Various pieces of glass in the leaded glasswork have been replaced with some regard to color match. (eek — f ie > al ss \ / ee : Der pe og 

Other glass replacements are not harmonious. Reglazing will be needed in some areas. The metal | kee. me Ne a: € : =x: VE oe fe a: 

framework remains in good condition but needs repair in minor areas. ,\ ene ee os : si a 7X x oe “ a a 

The Senate Chamber skylight, also called “leaded glasswork,” was technically examined by Light Haus, ee J. é \ ae ae 3 2 ‘ ee a 

Art Glass Consultants on 13 September 1988. This examination and report was accompanied by a ee, ee fg copia. — ‘ ee | 

sketches detailing areas of repair. This report explained the technical difficulties arising when glass pieces nn Sn ‘ a oe unmas geld Oneal 

A ventilation grill in the soffit below the entablature above the President’s desk is in its original place. 4 A ee a 
The brass grill is in stable condition but is tarnished. oo - eS ' ff oe a oo 

i fe ee hlmUmhlULU 
Plasterwork — Ps wae el 
The decorative plaster model work was performed by Donnelly and Ricci of New York City in 1910." : . oo i. — ek 7 . 2 i 

The implemented plasterwork was carried out by McNulty Brothers Company of Chicago.” This | i B _. a ; a ee 

plasterwork was white when installed. The decorative plasterwork remains in good condition except for a . 2 Fee ae | 

possible minor patching and repairing, which will be more apparent upon close examination. s . : eee | - : d : ' | 

Color schemes were determined by the decorative firm Mack, Jenney and Tyler of New York." As | ; : | oa : ‘i 4 a mG pte Pi | ee 

Kenyon Cox’s murals were being installed 27-29 October 1915 prior to the decorative work, Mack, | Ls : ee i Rg at ee | 

Jenney and Tyler were asked to have their work conform to Cox’s.'* The decorative work was to be P ee i x 5 cis 7 eric et 7 i 4 i oc o 

started in the Senate Chamber in the late fall of 1915 and completed in 1916.'’ However, the firm did ee ll ae ll ale 

not reach the Senate Chamber until early in 1916. Mack, Jenney and Tyler indicated that their base me 7 . a 2 [_ === _ eo = _ ena oN c. 

work would include four coats of lead and oil paint on all plaster surfaces. Decorating in color with Z ae oy, J i 4 — — a Bey : i” 

restrained use of dull gold would conform to the architectural treatment and the purpose for which each C dl a . : x os _ gw oo 7 = “ a 

room was designed. Their proposal states that Class I work would be used in the Senate Chamber and Py rs - 2 . _. >. . _ = 73 

“4s the work of the highest type and is to be the equivalent of the decoration already finished in the ] oad 3 - i aD — —. _. = , : . 

Assembly Chamber and adjacent rooms. This class provides for much variety of color and such use of : | a3 Ja | So oo . oe “ a — # 

gold leafas may be desirable.”!* The original architectural ceiling plan shows the decorative plasterwork ff eZ fe | ———s | : > . p 

darker than adjacent areas." It is presumed that these darkened areas were a guide from the architect Ve ee ( 

to the decorators as to the specific areas to be treated. Field probe work will determine the original he hes Senate Chamber, 1991. 
Photo: James A. Potter, AIA. 

esi i 
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es ; color scheme and use of gilding. This information will be needed to know the scope of the repainting, 

ee regilding, and cleaning necessary to restore the original scheme. 

oS — 

oe = = — Decorative metal, marble, decorative plasterwork, decorative work, and murals comprised the intended 
i ee lr Figure 48 and implemented treatinents for the Senate Chamber walls. — Fe .. ——  r— ee z ‘ 
> a | Columns and pilasters with 

| | ee... | oT Ty Ce Corinthian capitals in Senate 
| | — | Chamber also shows gallery railing. Metalwork 

om _ Note the gallery’ plain painted wall Original plans indicate that Hecla Iron Works of Brooklyn, New York, carried out the work for the 
oe — | .-- and the modern light fixtures in : Sat, i ; 5 ia ‘ , ad rrr st 7 ght fi : decorative cast bronze ventilation grillwork pieces in 1912.'* All the original bronze grillwork remains ; a both She Ba ag see dae. Nani it : _ Photo: Joyce Inman Historic intact but is in a tarnished condition. 

SN Interiors, Inc. 

f — So ESET 4 ee rr ° 
—— Uhm 7. @ th : Figure 51 

oo a . & ; ~~. Sergeant-at-arms desk is original to i Se . . ] 7 : Figure 40 oe ; - fo chamber. Desk has been placed'on a 
. - — ; LULL : —r—S—OCSCS : . Te a idosioncd re se Scene in the Senate Chamber shows  .. .. . a | higher dais than originally designe 

rt t—_" rriginal senator's desk and replace- fe a, «24 movable blocks give the desk 
a Lrt~—“—~w~™—~—~—~—SseCOCC—C——_L._ ment chairs and file credenzas. os SC SCsaaddditional height. 
= rt~—~—~——CUTTCCC «Photo: Joyce Inman Historic oo ee (Photo: Joyce Inman Historic 

— | : a .  - 
—— rr””t”t~C~S~—swsrSi“a“CiCOSOCSCisCiésS2:srsts  r——=™ - rr 
2 OS a — ee _ | = -_. —— lll 

_ a —S—~S—— : | i. - FC i .lrtrtrsr~—~—~si—Os—SS c S....rmrmrmrmrmrmrmrm—~—~—smOOOO ti<“‘COCONOCOCN 

rr —s—eB c=, , at . a. | (le - | ###@| eee UT COPigure 52 a a DP Cg. Resolving bookcase was originally Co |... rr— : —r—“ —“*”R‘REREREEERE—C"="§=éRE.. a —“isrssSSC , = a. oe ge. _ | . ... a ‘| —_&_ designed for placement behind each eo . -....)hmr™rté<“—SO__ oe Lie tO | Senator for papers and books. The 
( - —_—_. Figure 50 ome _— . a bookcases are scattered throughout 

oC — i=) Senate President's desk and chair : . | __ the Capitol and the number remain- 
i. a 4 | are original to the chamber. — fF ing is not known. | FF Photo: Joyce Inman Historic i p= Photo: Joyce Inman Historie eo ee, Interiors, Inc. 6 — Interiors, Inc. 

ORE aii, SS Allnate Merwe d Bhat WA 
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Constructed of Italian Tavernelle Fleuri marble, the walls reveal a soft cream yellow tone, with a great : i 4 8 el . ) i 

deal of texture but very little veining.'? The columns and pilasters, made from a French Escalette marble, 4 ‘ U P — ~ . | 

show a generous amount of veining and coloring. These marbles were supplied by Andres Stone and : 4 4 FS a 

Marble Company of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.” Between each set of pilasters is a pedimented doorway 1 a | os | | 
to the circular entrances. Also constructed of Italian Travernelle Fleuri marble, the doorways feature a 4 os P : . . ff : | | 
pediment with a plain tympanum anda raking cornice. The doorhead, directly below the horizontal a 6 @ | - | . 
cornice, is decorated with a carved festoon cradling an hourglass. All marble work remains but needs q : a : / a. | 

cleaning. Regrouting may be needed in minor areas. a a a | 7 | eg 

The decorative finish work was determined by the firm Mack, Jenney and Tyler. The specifications were ' , a ae % 4 pe 

for Class I work. The original architectural section for the walls reveals the decorative plasterwork was a yy a i : Figure 53 
to be darker than adjacent areas.”! This suggests some type of decorative treatment was expected in . rf -  ~=sCThe Senate President’s chair is a mix of Renais- 

these darkened areas. The horizontal panels between the eagles were left empty on the architectural a ys : é i Tone ake dee ees oe 
+ 20 . . sae : . aya: : = oo carved with fasces topped with an acorn knob 

section.” The decorative work consists of gilding in the main cornice, gilding and oak leaf motif panels | © Vrs a Es sith b teat mouh The Cee rad panne 

painted freehand over an applied pounce pattern and gilded eagles on the frieze of the entablature, and > | |. Wisconsin coat of arms with the Wisconsin 
gilding on the Corinthian capitals on both the pilasters and the columns. Close examination will deter- - Badger on top. 

mine the extent of the cleaning, regilding, and repainting necessary to restore the original scheme. Loud sere rece dneentiistoric Parone Ic. 
speakers have been surface mounted on two of the oak leaf panels. Repair to the wall and the pattern 

may be needed when the speakers are removed. nny 

E 
Murals @ s e re fz 

Behind the dais, between the freestanding columns and pilasters, are three panels containing mural . epee apres Clerks’ Revolving Reporters? eae 

paintings by Kenyon Cox. Each mural is eleven feet six inches by seven feet two inches. The three eae ee ee es 

murals together form one composition, representing “The Marriage of the Atlantic and Pacific,” sym- — << 

bolic of the opening of the Panama Canal.” These murals were installed by Cox. The three murals SC Re (Cc) c 
remain in the paneled areas. Close examination will determine the extent of the cleaning, conservation, ai oa 

and touch-up needed to return the murals as close as possible to their original condition. Cusaae as oat Se aes 

The murals were examined by Perry C. Huston of Fort Worth, Texas, on 30 August 1994, from the — ' ’ — 

floor under normal room lighting conditions. These murals appear to be painted on canvas which has c Le fia : 

been affixed to the wall with white lead. Access to the middle mural’s lower portion allowed solubility . sea 
tests of the surface film. This film is thought to be polyurethane, and all murals appear to be yellowed ce ae on eae Coie ee 

and darkened. However, after removal of a discolored film, other films were discovered which could ne : ake 

not be identified because of the upper varnish film. All the murals appear to be structurally sound. The im 

entire surfaces of all the murals were not examined closely and as a result a completed examination is 2 Figure 54 : 

needed to determine the actual extent and condition of the original material. This examination will also Senator's Desk Revolving Clerk's — sean feet ee eee 
Plate 9. Sketch of fabs es ainsi eneeene drawings acd tural drawings and B eee 

otoecapiis Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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determine the extent of restoration needed. However, it appears the paintings are nearly pristine and that ers of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The carpet and desks were in place by noon of 8 January 1913, when 

compensation for discovered losses will be minimal.”° the Senate met for the first time in its new chamber.” 

e The existing red carpet is a replacement carpet with a short nap and is glued to the concrete floor. This 
oor : ; : J: a 

carpet presently extends into the circular passageways. Removal of the carpet will verify if the original 
Carpet was the original intent and was implemented for the floor covering for the Senate Chamber. Felt, marble floors in the circular passageways remain and ascertain their condition. The existing condition of 

used for sound deadening with a carpet liner, was used under the carpet, which covered the concrete the concrete floor in the Senate Chamber will be determined when the present replacement carpet is 
Mes. ee ; x : : 

floor. A Victoria Plain Wilton red crimson carpet” was used in the room and the loggias (antecham- removed! 

bers), but did not extend past the doorways.”’ The carpet was supplied and installed by Gimbel Broth- 

_ “ eee  . . —=SlC 4 a a Cua <2 tae Cl 
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Figure 55 Figure 56 

Wisconin State Senate, about 1915-25, from a scrapbook of the State Capitol assembled by John Wisconsin Senate in session, 1934, by Lyman, from the Diemer collection, courtesy of the State Historical 
S. Donald, former Wisconsin Secretary of State, courtesy of the State Historical Society of Wiscon- Society of Wisconsin (Whi (D487) 24651). 

sin (Whi (X3) 39253). (Note: Photograph has been incorrectly dated. Capitol Commission General 

Files indicate that by 3 January 1913 the greater share of the marble work was completed. By 12 

September 1913 the marble setters were on strike. As Kenyon Cox's murals were implemented by 29 

October 1915, the photograph was probably taken in 1913.) 
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The originally designed furnishings for the Senate Chamber included thirty-three desks, thirty-three os . OO i ne 

revolving chairs, and thirty-three revolving bookcases for the Senators. Additional items included the i ice ee : a all se a ee “ y 

President’s desk and chair, the clerk’s desk, two sergeant-at-arms’ desks, a clerk’s reading stand, five ee eee ’ 

clerk’s chairs, and one center table. Furniture was designed by the architectural firm and implemented E ul Raat Si a a 5 
by manufacturing companies.” The Senators’ desks were manufactured by E.T.R. Matthews Brothers : ee - “ A a 

Manufacturing Company of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in 1912.°° The remainder of the furniture was Pes ee ee ae ~ 4 ft 

manufactured by the Wollaeger Manufacturing Company of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, beginning in August eee —~ oh J . 
1912.3! All pieces occupying the Senate Chamber were constructed from European Walnut.” —— sean Sie ~ as . q EE 

The Senators’ desks as designed and implemented remain in the Senate Chamber. The desks are .* ; 4 — 3 a 4 ‘ o : o ‘ Fe . a | 
arranged in sections of four desks and seven desks in two rows in a partial circular fashion, which was | 4 : err x. i ES “ ae oe . ee -— 74 a 

the original implemented configuration.» Fitted with a keyed slant top which lifted to reveal an interior . le 
storage area, each desk acted as the primary office for the Senator because private legislative offices .. ig Tt - ae) — a | Ae - — a 
were not part of the original Capitol design. Resembling a cube with recessed panels on the front and | — oo. cl ae 7 a rs Cine \ ot) 4 Se | 

side, an applied molding is used to separate one desk area from another. Ink wells are recessed in the - _ | — . rte is * - a Peay) itt ro a a eee ie ™~ 4 

applied molding. Each desk front and each section’s ends are ornamented with leaf and dart molding, a Ss s x : era a — - ” : a 
leaf molding, and carved leaf bosses. A microphone has been installed on each desk in the inkwell hole. oo we = med a 2 / ava a < a ] oo : ; : ‘ a 4 a 

Each desk appears to have been numbered with gold leaf. The desk tops show stained areas, and —. el + lili a a - a 

pieces of veneer on the front rail are missing. The desks have been oiled and kept in good repair, but | _ 4 aaa | a ” _. 2 — oS a : 
have not been refinished. A steam leak from the third floor in 1982 resulted in water dripping on the _ | : _ Ag eau ae . 4 _ - _ : - 7 Co . 
desktops causing some bleaching.** Constant exposure from the sun’s ultraviolet rays has resulted in _ +. _ . 7 4 . Lio 17 - : a a _ : _. Co 
additional bleaching of the top surfaces of all furniture pieces. _ a . “ 4 a — . . a 4 . _ : e _ 7 

Center Table < aed gt ett OS a oc — ee 

A center table (5' 0" in diameter) was designed and placed in the center of the circle created by the i eae fiat mar ese ie “ sei cia ao — r— 
Senators’ desks. Photos indicate that periodically four chairs were taken from the loggia area and ‘ i. cong Se " ye Uo , 

placed around the table. Manufactured from the architect’s original plans, including a full-scale drawing — en asi ‘ia cee ll nah is ee ; fa £ “ 

for profile details, the center table features a heavily grained top with a leaf and dart ornament on the — , Om a al é Pe a; « i ss es ao 

echinus molded edge.** Four decorative leaf bosses, identical to the Senators desks’ decorative bosses, eee ema 4 M , be : : - : — — 

were placed on the table apron above each table leg. The pilaster table legs with recessed panels are < . : oy : Pe = ii ees 

joined to the undercarriage. The center table remains in good condition in its original position. The top s “ A ~ : ao eS 

has been refinished and additional attention currently is needed. - ~~ a a ja aa 

Senator’s Chairs 

Photographs show the original Senators’ chairs were designed and implemented as revolving armchairs Figure 37 

with barrel backs and a round seat. The seat and back were upholstered with what appears to be Br ones Record 42-(Seplembar 1917): 34). 
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leather in a hue close to the value of the walnut. A strip of gimp at the edge of the upholstery was held in Revolving Bookcase 

place with round-headed decorative tacks. The original chairs have been replaced with contemporary As designed and implemented, the top and lower level of a revolving bookcase were used by the 
leather chairs. Senators for their papers and books.** The bookcase features a chamfered top surface. Each side is 

open except for three squared spindles. The bookcase was placed directly behind each Senator’s desk. 

Presently, an undetermined number of revolving bookcases are scattered throughout the Capitol and are 

not used by the Senators. Four-drawer (two drawers on top and two on bottom) formica veneered file 
—_— cabinets now serve as credenzas for storage. These casepieces were placed in the chamber sometime 
ne after 1963 as the photograph of the beginning legislative session in 1963 shows the revolving bookcases 

; . oe still in use. Each credenza is placed directly behind a Senator’s desk. 

; i ee . Clerk’s Desk 

=a ts : : 2 The clerk’s desk, originally designed and implemented as a radial arc to accommodate five people, 

a . Po displays eleven recessed panels flanked by pilaster ends.*’ Each panel, though plain sawn, has a pro- 
4 * nounced grain pattern. Between each panel is a carved fasces.** The rear elevation consists of drawers, 

| oo (. = doors covering pigeonholes, and kneeholes. The desktop reveals minor touch-up and filled areas. Pitting 
| : 4 Ce : i ' a and cracking of the wood surface are apparent. It is not apparent where the original wiring for the 

a | clerks’ lamps was located as the desk has been retrofitted with additional electrical wiring for telephone 
oS A) —. and computer.” The clerk’s desk remains and functions as originally planned. 

8 <> oe 23S—ti‘<Cssti‘ié~@Fgree:«SS8; 
i Mages) Senate Chamber west loggia, or antechamber, ; 
7 | : : “ outside the ring of columns originally provided Reading Srand. 

| : space for news reporters. Designed as a seating The reading stand, which serves as a lectern on the clerk’s desk, is original to the room. Although not 
= grea for invited guests on the east side, and an designed with the original room furniture, the need for it was soon discovered.” The reading stand has 
. — inf oaee CONVENE: Bee Or the north side, all the been retrofitted with a computer monitor. The keyboard is stored below the desk in a kneehole area. 

spaces’ functions remain similar to the original 

. ~— intent. 

: Photo: Kahler Slater Clerk’s Chairs 

The originally designed and implemented five clerks’ revolving chairs were similar in design to the 

. ee Senators’ chairs except the crest rail was straighter. This resulted in the back’s upholstery appearing to 

7 : ——— : 8 havea more trapezoidal configuration. These original chairs do not remain in the Capitol. At present the 

a oS” clerks are using modem secretarial chairs with upholstered seats and backs. 

; s 3 _ #Figure 59 The two originally designed and implemented sergeant-at-arms’ desks, similar in design to the Senators’ 
a | FD eke Bae clare merora- desks, were placed on the dais with the front of the desks against the outer pilaster.” This arrangement 
3 ede ae — ‘ive brass ', tO an sn a 2 | oy eh i a 4 a Be ae A et a opnibe caused the sergeants to sit with their backs to the President. By 1931 photos show the desks turned 

_ | ‘ ‘ a i | ___ and brackets, are in each loggia 180 degrees and moved with the front of the desks against the inner columns. Presently, these two 
bo i . P| space. Note the original wall desks face toward the chamber, and a platform has been constructed to raise the desks higher. This 

a Co fay sconces are in place but the ceiling platform is covered with carpet to blend with the surrounding area. In addition, square blocks are used 
pe - bh r BS fixture has been replaced. 
ok ‘ : bs m8 Photo: Kahler Slater 
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under the desk feet if more elevation is required. The sergeant-at-arms’ desks remain, and one desk has Hang << i ‘i Su i 

been fitted with telecommunications equipment. ep - — — 

Sergeant-at-Arms’ Chairs em mE oe - : _ i 

The two original sergeant-at-arms’ chairs were identical to the Senators’ revolving chairs. These chairs : Se hege = ey : 
do not exist in the Capitol. The sergeants currently use chairs identical to the Senators’ present chairs. L or q 7 | | 

President’s Desk a a fl . 

An additional platform was originally designed and implemented to be placed on the dais to elevate the 9 P gk =f 
President’s desk. This configuration remains and is covered with the same carpeting as the Senate = i = = faa . 
Chamber. The President’s desk has a breakfront configuration with a serpentine front.” A border of a | ee ; 
anthemion ornament decorates the frieze below the desktop. Each side of the desk features recessed £ = 4 
panels. The original desk remains in use for the President. Two holes which were cut originally for the ait = — : ; 
lamp standard’s electrical wiring remain and are now covered with wood blocks. : ie : E ¢ / | 

rg a a / pF igure 60 
President’s Chair a lee zie : c One of the three galleries provided for the Senate 

The President’s chair is a mix of Renaissance Revival designs. Originally designed and implemented in fi me fC | Chamber guests shows a plain painted wall and 
the style of a throne chair, this seat of honor has more attention and detail than other Senate Chamber — si fo _ 7 a sane, 
furniture pieces. Models 527 and 526 for the chair’s upper back and arm ornament details are indicated 

on the architectural drawing.” The chair’s stiles are carved with fasces topped with an acom knob finial seauaeunerinies oe ote 
with a leaf motif. The back panel is surrounded with a carved water leaf molding with a top band of egg a ge —_— 

and dart molding. The crest rail features a Wisconsin coat of arms with the Wisconsin badger on top. Me — or ——— ee 
Acanthus leaves ornament the curved arm supports. The seat and back panel, upholstered in leather, are i. > ——— = = — 
finished with leather gimp and decorative brass tacks. The President’s chair currently remains only as a on” es ba Ved ei “a 

decorative furniture piece. It has been placed against the south marble wall between the United States ") iteretecariiiens 1 e 
and Wisconsin flags, which are additional floor items. The chair remains in stable condition. The original a “rab ie 
finish has been cleaned, but not refinished, and the arms show bare wood. The back brown leather Fo mt ‘ = : =< Sea Oh 
panel appears to be the original and shows some horizontal stress marks. However, the seat covering a oe y a 3 As 
has been replaced with a light brown leather-like material. The President currently uses a chair identical | | -— 8 
to those used by the Senators. oo oa aoe . a _ i : 

An additional item designed in great detail by the architects was spittoons for the Senate Chamber. : 7 = 
These were made of brass and had a “W” inscribed in an ornamented water leaf pattern ring. An early lil a Ten 
photo, taken before the chamber’s completion, shows use of what may have been temporary spittoons. ma = ee oe Fo iL 
The spittoons were commonly placed behind the Senators’ chairs. The spittoons are no longer a furnish- 4 =a nn % = | 

ings piece.“ Although wastebaskets are indicated on other Capitol room plans, none appear in Senate A _ _ ota eS - ae 

a eee Ne iter fom the back of the gallery looks out past 
— |. sf © the marble columns into the Senate Chamber. 
Co SCsphoto: Kahler Slater. 
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Loggias (Antechambers) Ceiling 

Room Configuration The originally designed and implemented ceiling was to be constructed of plaster with a plaster cornice 

The three loggias (antechambers) are adjacent to the main area of the Senate Chamber. These loggia perimeter. The specific cornice moldings with indicated ornamented areas were shown on the architec- 
are directly beneath the gallery spaces and appear trapezoidal. tural drawings.” In addition, rows of omamentation were specified for the perimeter of the flat ceiling. 

There is no indication from architectural plans for ornamentation around the ceiling fixtures. 

Lighting The existing ceiling appears original as it is not smooth throughout and cracks are apparent. Close 
The originally designed and implemented plan for lighting included eight surface-mounted ceiling fixtures examination will determine ifit is original or has been replaced. Decorative designs are in place around 
and six wall brackets to be distributed among the three loggia areas.’ Each ceiling fixture had five lights the ceiling’s perimeter and the light fixtures. The original color scheme for the decorative designs and the 
with a fourteen-inch crystal semicircular globe with a rough surface interior. Three ceiling fixtures were plaster cornice will be determined by a probe analysis. 
placed in the east and west loggias, and two ceiling fixtures in the north loggia. Each loggia had two wall 

bracket fixtures with two lights each. It is not clear from the architectural drawing whether round lamps Walls 

were used or globes over the lamps.“ Estimates from Mitchell Vance and the Capitol lighting schedule“ The wall area was designed and implemented of Italian Tavernelle marble. All marble work remains but 
and the Second Floor plan for electric work** show the three reporters’ desks in this area each to be needs cleaning. Regrouting may be needed in minor areas. Decorative metal, wood, and glass are also 
fitted with a one-light electric desk standard. There is no indication that these desk lamps were ever used in the loggia area. The ten originally designed and implemented bronze metal grills (registers) 
ordered, and they do not appear in early photographs. The original ceiling fixtures have been replaced remain. They are in good condition except for being tarnished. 
with modem fixtures. The original wall-mounted bracket fixtures remain. All fixtures are tamished and er P . i close examination may show a need for rewiring. All woodwork and door frames are original as designed and implemented. They are faced with quarter 

sawn white oak and stained a medium brown. Each loggia area features a pair of swinging doors which 
open into a lobby or hallway. Transparent oval glass insets are placed in each door’s upper half. Each 

door is covered with a very heavy brown leather, and large brass button tacks are used as a border on 
7 : the door’s edge and the oval inset. The wood area around the glass insets is stained a medium brown 

—— and varnished. Early photographs show that some type of signage was lettered on the glass insets. 
4 . Hardware for the doors included a brass kickplate, decorative push plate, pivot hinges, and doorstops. 
a : The original brass push plate remains. It is highly decorative and features the state’s coat of arms. All the 

original items composing the doors and doorways remain. The woodwork and door frames are in 

excellent condition. The leather door coverings are scraped in some areas and the edges are worn. 
Some punctured holes exist in various areas. A few brass buttons are missing. While the original hard- 

, x ware is intact, it is quite worn, scratched, and tarnished. The glass insets of the north and east doors 
s ce mh Sy ce have been relettered. The west doors’ glass insets have worn lettering placed on a translucent area 

y C Pe ee facing the hallway. Both appear to be the original. 

We ae 2 The floor covering in this area was originally designed and implemented as an extension of the covering 
Ee in the main area of the Senate Chamber. Currently, the replacement carpet in the main area of the 

, Se ee . Senate Chamber extends into these loggia areas. 

po - ao oe . ae A short nap modern carpet has been glued down 

f cf ss 4 over the original floor in the Senate galleries. 
pm ee Photo: Kahler Slater. 
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Furnishings sion was made for exit lights.** The original fixtures have been replaced, and two additional fixtures have 
Different furnishings in each of the three loggia identified the functions of the three areas. The west side been added in each gallery. Modern exit lights have been added. 

was to function as a news reporters’ space, the east side as a seating area for invited guests,°! and the 

north side as an informal conversation and conference area just off the main lobby.” 

The west loggia originally was planned with two large tables (42" x 108") placed against the marble 

wall. Each table was to be surrounded by five armchairs. However, financial records indicate that the si 
French walnut round table used as a center table was placed in the chamber in lieu of the two tables : — 
which had been omitted.** Adjacent to the inner chamber’s columns and pilasters, three reporters’ : So 
desks were designed and implemented. Each desk has front-recessed panels and acanthus leaf detail on ; Bee 
the stiles. In plan the desks appear trapezoidal. Each desk was to accommodate three chairs identical to oe 7 : & 

the other armchairs in the area. These reporters’ chairs feature a leather seat and back with gimp held in re oe a 
__ Place by decorative brass tacks. The slightly rounded crest rail tapers to arms ending with two volutes. ; OO 

The four tapered legs are slightly splayed. The reporters’ desks are the only remaining pieces of furni- eer 8 

The north loggia’s original design included the use of four leather upholstered settees. A diamond shape ,_ 
configuration in the upholstery appears. Brass tacks were to be used on the settees’ skirts. Two settees : a ee . : : | 

were to be placed against the angled walls and two settees adjacent to the lobby wall. The Wollaeger oe i) . : ._ : 

Manufacturing Company page in the financial records shows that the total amount paid to the firm would — — Dr Pee - 

have included the settees, but physical evidence is missing as to whether they were implemented.“ At . Bee - “UP FF 
present, a few metal chairs are used for seating in this area. - _ Phe 4 ed A . 

The east loggia’s space provided a seating area for invited guests. Four rows for thirty-six chairs were oo. | : sl ea Mw ce : ‘ aS _. 
originally configured. These chairs were identical to the reporters’ chairs used in the west loggia. A et ee :  . 
conflict occurs with the furniture specifications from Wollaeger Manufacturing and with the furniture floor eo 4 . a tc <a a . : 
plan of the architects. Wollaeger Manufacturing indicates that fifty-one chairs were needed for the loggia isl Te tt 
areas.* The architects’ drawing shows a total of fifty-five.°° Financial records show that fifty-one were . os r = i a ote ee ag | 
bought.* It is not known what actual chair configuration was used or how many chairs still exist. This : Bi. - - Z g ey. . a / \ : e . “ ; ie = fo 7 : : . : 9 
space is currently used for portable news cameras, and a few metal chairs frequently occupy this space. 2 ey Lor th At : Ul 

Three areas are designed for public viewing of senate proceedings directly above the loggia areas of the i ne : 3 : 2. < 2 : : — “ o _ - - — tials tout Rae ance nents daiety boot: The dollars lial by ne pcre ar aaecary oe Se _ = 5 _ = - a ao] - : . 4 : : ; : Sees 

stairs from the second to the third floor. ee ‘ oo 

Lighting Figure 63 
One 5-lamp single globe ceiling fixnre was ea nd eRe es, aires The original decorative stencil design in the Senate galleries remains under many layers of paint. The 

floral stencil was gold leaf on a dark red burgandy background. 
Each globe was specified to be crystal with roughed inside dishes for better light refraction. No provi- Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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Ceiling Furnishings 

A plastered ceiling, cove plasterwork, and flat decorative scheme were originally designed and imple- No architectural plans reveal any designed furnishings for the gallery areas. Correspondence indicates Pp 'y design ip. Ty P' 
mented for this area.® The ceiling plan indicated darkened areas for some type of decorative scheme. that opera seats were originally investigated.“ Early photos reveal that straight-back chairs were used. 

Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s proposal indicates that ClassI work would be used in the gallery . Presently, Presently, thirty people can be seated in modem upholstered theater seats in each gallery area. gallery Y; gallery 
the ceiling has been painted a beige tint and reveals no decorative scheme. The cove plasterwork has 

some moldings which appear gilded. Close examination, including a probe analysis will determine the Senate Parlor 

original decorative scheme. Minor repair of the plaster may be needed. The Senate Parlor was designed as an elegant gathering space for senators, constituents, lobbyists, and 

visitors with regard to legislative business and proceedings. This room has a special striking character 

Walls with the use of mahogany paneled walls, marble faced fireplace, and a floor of various marbles. 

The original material designed and implemented for the gallery walls was plaster. Early photographs Bs deen ; ? ; 

reveal that the Senate Chamber and Senate Gallery were used before any decorative treatment was 1 ing gti hla li leeds * 9 bd econ aid ga ei eel ge a 

applied. Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s proposal states that Class I work would be used in this area. Photo- = — P =i Hi lar hd butaad deh ae ies id ec ce isl 
graphs from 1917 show that an overall diaper pattern with a large motif was repeated on a rectangular sin Capitol-Official Guide and History in 1917, relates the central panels feature figures representing 

grid. Currently, the gallery walls are painted a brown tint. A probe analysis done in the summer of 1993 pe yl shag Sepcguee o> oe sa oe i ee ea See 
revealed that the original diaper pattem still exists undet five coats of paint ® This rectangular grid Knowledge, Strength, and Forethought.® This original decoration was painted on the plaster ceiling by 

pattem consisted of large and small floral motifs in gold leaf placed on a deep burgundy red ground decorators Mack, Jenney and Tyler of New York. Holst went on to say the cornice was done in an 

Se ae ‘ elegant gold border effect and was glazed down to harmonize with the soft tones in the color scheme. 

A decorative cast-iron electroplated railing with a wooden handrail was originally designed and imple- i . , 
mented by the architects for the gallery’s front." This railing, which remains, is designed in repetitive The ceiling was technically examined on 30 August 1994 by Perry C. Huston of Fort Worth, Texas. 

sections. Bach tania seetion! qth whlonal pouotatie groin iu highlighted ; pissgliahae wait This examination was reviewed from the floor and thus was limited. Mr. Huston indicated that the ceiling 

flanked by sections with fasces centered in smaller cartouches. Below the railing is a metal ornamented ha tes hap ha uid pg: ie nol ain ade a ibelbeon pd 
frieze with wave molding punctuated with rosettes, The center palmette section in the north gallery was surface which would need to be removed. Other projected work on the fine art panels included consoli- 

designed to hold a clock. Hecla Ironworks of Brooklyn, New York, constructed the decorative metal cating and. Pass Hons Dhisiers, Iolny Ane ipa, mad nsrniakiing. sane picrough teport throught 
workin 1912. The cast-iron railing remains in place but is tamished. The railing’s height was extended examination from a scaffold would reveal all the details which would need to be considered. 

by placing an additional metal railing on the wooden handrail’s top in a manner unsympathetic to the The mahogany paneled walls are placed below an elaborate plasterwork frieze. These walls are punctu- P symp: P 
original. The original clock has been replaced. The present clock’s interior works are exposed. ated with decorative wall sconces and mahogany pilasters topped with Ionic capitals. A fireplace, 

All doors and door frames are constructed of quarter sawn white oak and stained a medium brown. All SSE Le RE SO rrr TE eae La OE en Pena eReecd 
wood lied bien! Mataile teytffl a thesecat awoteeha vemuriase A close Geamitiltion willdetecinine if the at each end of the parlor. The parlor’s south side has five floor-to-ceiling windows placed between the 

5 = 66 

wood has had additional coats of finish. All existing hardware is original. All hardware is scratched and SDT Peer 

tarnished. The room is divided into uneven thirds visually by the use of wooden columns with Corinthian capitals 

and by the rectangular floor patterns in stone and marble. A variety of Gray and Pink Tennessee, Verde 

Floor Antique, Tavernelle, Red Lyonaise, and Red Numidian marbles form borders around larger rectangles 

The original designed flooring for the gallery tiers is indicated on the architectural drawings as maple. of White Rutland Vermont marble. Originally, three large red rugs with dark borders were placed over 

The current flooring consists of a modern tightly woven carpet. Removal of this carpet will indicate if the the White Rutland Vermont marble. 

original maple floor was implemented. The floor is in good condition with minor cracking and missing grout. The marble survey may be refer- 

enced for a detailed analysis of each section. The current area rugs are replacements. 
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whales uti sis ie ah i te i ae originally implemented. The freize ae aad cs a E = ee ' how the ceiling is divided. An 
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iv os a never implemented. —— ————— . = ——_—smarbie base surrounding the room. 

Photo: Kahler Slater eae 32 Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Senate Lobby Composed of fifteen decorated panels, the themes relate to Rome and Greece as many symbols from 

Second in the transition spaces from the rotunda, the Senate Lobby (232S, 233S, and 2348) provides this classical iconography are used. In addition a moulded plaster cornice and soffit surrounds the 
a setting which is dignified yet grandiose. The highly ornamented ceiling is the space’s primary feature. ceiling’s perimeter. The walls are composed of Kasota limestone and Pike and Red River Granite 

pilasters. A variety of Gray and Yellow Sienna marble, white Rutland marble, Athens limestone, and 

Verde Antique marble are used to form the patterns on the floor. Finishes include leather covered doors 

and quarter sawn white oak doors and trim which open into adjacent spaces. 

ye The lobby ceiling was technically examined in 1988 by Anton Rajer, Art Conservator. Rajer indicated in , : - jie — Report of Te echnical Exami nation of Senate Vestibule that “the paint medium of the panels appeared 
; 5 Giger urns to be vehicular oil, executed directly on the plaster ceiling. Four of the fifteen panels have oil-on-canvas 
: <=  . 3) aeeagemal sy inserts and there is extensive gold leaf decoration on all panels.” He went on to say “approximately two 

Be ae ra ‘Size 23 aN percent of the original painted surface have already been lost, another twenty five percent ineptly 
pe. el as a a = i repainted and at the current rate of degradation another three percent will be lost within the next few 

| ; , 4 aa - eee f ~ b2 A years.” Rajer’s report includes individual examination reports on all fifteen panels and this report serves 
‘ v4 4 = ee a 7. as an appendix to Book IV. 

[ ‘4 Ee ‘s s Fr \ Se , a The walls remain in excellent condition with minor chips at the two to three foot level where carts 
al AG : 4 > é I 4 passing have caused minor chips. The grout in the joints have minor cracking and in some places has 

al " a8 i 1 cd a , _) become dirty. The marble floor overall is in good condition with scattered cracking, minor staining and 
af SO gouging. The wood doors closest to the elevators have sustained considerable damage. Leather doors 
ues <x at "e - ies - ee have tacks missing and the leather needs reconditioning. The iron doors are in good shape but need 

il Sy er reconditioned. The marble survey will define the condition of each piece specifically as will the surveys 
a oe - ee o sok Figure 70 for doors. 

BA = ae ip at Close up view of perimeter of Senate Parlor ceiling 

i gin noc. pea. ae” ema, me ceen rans and Pvler's alee Significant Government Employees Neg € a Pi Ht es tive painie g, and plaster cornice work. 3 ‘ ae 
oe ae Pas oo “Photo: Kahler Slater Critical to a state government’s strength are the talents and abilities of those men and women who serve 

faithfully and with honor in the legislation of state laws and in conducting state business. The following is 
~~ ES wa | alist of significant Wisconsin Senators and their accomplishments. These men and women were signifi- 

: — .. . cea — cant to the South Wing due to their service as Senators in the Senate Chamber, which is located on the 

so South Wing’s Second Floor. The significance of these individuals was determined by serving a minimum 
Pn Sadeped=de.1= (aw ab «tan Gal fan Gow Gh of twenty years or more, or upon leaving the Senate, serving Wisconsin or the federal government in a 
BR tigen siecle theirs position with more authority. 

See Senators 
- tt -< _. ee ped) William A. Bablitch 

he eG i > 7 c Close-up view of one area of Born Stevens Point, March 1, 1941. Graduate Pacelli High School; attended University of Wisconsin - 
ee oe Denaie Parlor ceiling shows Stevens Point; Bachelors of Science University of Wisconsin - Madison 1963; J.D. 1968. former 
fe allegorical painting by Mack, ca 7 a hee 

Rai 2) ies Ie cap a Jenne. ond ae practicing attorney. Served in Peace Corp. 1963-65. Portage County District Attorney 1969-72. 

ia eee Photo: Kahler Slater Elected to the Wisconsin State Senate 1972-1980. President pro tempore 1983; Majority Leader 
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i a See 1981; Assistant Majority Leader 1973. Member of Legislative Leaders Foundation Board of Directors. 

2 3 BS of 5) eee S Served on National Conference of State Legislatures’ Executive Board and Midwest Council of State 

7 cm) 4 & - ak sree od Governments’ Governing Boards. Biennial committee assignments: 1983 - Senate Organization; Labor, 
| 2 Business, Veterans A ffairs and Tourism; Judiciary and Consumer A ffairs; Legislative Council. 1981 - 

Ee ad Lam eo / Special Committee on Reapportionment; Joint Committee on Legislative Organization; Interstate 
- he oz ote: Cooperation Commission.; Joint Committee on Employment Relations; Education Communication 

ff fo pre Board. 1979 - Legislative Council Committees on Constitutional Bail Revisions, Legislative Oversight, 
: le ea Municipal Collective Bargaining Process, State Employment Relations, 1977 - Legislative Council 

aa | a 4 Tf "7 Committees on Court Reorganization and on Domestic Violence; Tax Reform Commission; 1975 - Joint 
Hi ft ait — a ! 4 i ; ‘i i | E to = L Fiancee; Interim Study Committee on Campus Funding and Faculty UW System; 1973 - Agriculture 

Ua 4 ie a : and Rural Development; Judiciary and Insurance; Legislative Council Committees on Collective Bar- 

 ~S = | _ walls. A variety of patterns with gray and yellow oe ee eee 
_ <a : els siena, white Rutland, and Verde Antique marble ref wee 

re Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. : i ae Ve - » aN wai 

F eS. OM 

Se | EE Maar! a2 
|. oma es. Ye ae ll The Senate Lobby ceiling panels 
| Ne. a f.. hrm E |e were made of vehicular oil, applied | a ie 2 = af i a oe a i a Ue directly on the plaster ceiling. 

So as , oe alae Photo: Joyce Inman Historic 

eT a ede a + Interiors, Inc. 

ee Wieser ss ie a ; Me a ok 

——ae | Oo : : : : - x Figure 75 

erie |lU os —— Vp. An example of the panels in the 
1. . ba po = : een 5 : Senate Lobby also illustrates how 

a, Lk | | . Figure 73 — 3 es : _ _ the panel's decoration wan inte- 
. i q A. The Senate Lobby s ceiling, composed of fifteen — . ~ : ; <i _ grated with the pendant light 

ik —— 1 ee decorated panels, is the space’s primary feature. =—. «<4 i < o ce fixture. 
Be a 7 i a i Original light fixtures remain. =. Pe ae Photo: Joyce Inman Historic 

i cee ee = Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. eee ee sInteriors, Inc. 
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gaining Impasses in Public Employment, Insurance, and Lobbying Laws. Elected to Supreme Court Walter John Chilsen 

April 1983.7 (Republican). 29th Senate District. Born Merrill, Noy. 18, 1923. B.S. Lawrence Univ. 1949; attended 

Northwestern Univ. Full-time legislator and communication consultant. Former TV news dir. World War 

John James Blaine Ti veteran Army Air Force 1943-45. Mbr. VFW; D.A.V.; K. of C.; Wis. State Rural Dev. Council (vice 

(Republican) was born May 4, 1875, ona farm in the town of Wingville, Grant County, Wisconsin; chp., exec, com. 1973-76) Former mbr. Marathon Co. Workshop for Handicapped (co-founder, mbr. 

attended common school and was graduated from Montfort High School, Montfort, Wisconsin; at- of bd.); Wausau Chamber of Commerce Hwy. 29 Task Force; elected to Senate 1966-1989. Minority 

tended Northern Indiana University at Valparaiso, Indiana, and graduated from the law department on Leader 1981; Assistant Minority Leader 1979, 1975; Maj. Caucus Chp. 1971, 1969; Maj. Caucus 

June 2, 1896; practiced law in Montfort, Wisconsin, one year, after which he removed to Boscobel, Secy. 1969. Biennial committee assignments: 1989 - Education, Economic Development. Financial 

Wisconsin, where he practiced law; served as mayor of Boscobel four terms and as member of the Institution and Fiscal Policies; Science, technology, Communication and Energy; Council on Alcohol and 

County Board of Supervisors of Grant County four years; elected to the State Senate in 1908 and Other Drug Abuse (since 1977); Transportation Projects Comn.; Women’s Council (also 1987); Legis. 

served in the session for 1909 and 1911, but was not a candidate for reelection; in 1912 was alternate Council (also 1975-81). 1987 - Economic Development, Financial Institution and Fiscal Policies; 

delegate to the Republican National Convention in Chicago; in 1918 was elected Attorney General; in Labor, Business, Insurance, Veterans and Military Affairs; Select Com. on the Regulation of Gambling; 

1920 was elected delegate-at-large to the Republican National Convention at Chicago, and in the Legis. Counc. Com. on Child Care Regulation (sec.) 1985 - Jt. Survey Com. on Debt Management 

November election of 1920 was elected Governor on the Republican ticket, receiving 366,247 votes.* (since 1979); Jt. com. on Finance (resigned 7/17/85, also 1979, 1977); Aging, Banking, Commercial 

Credit and Taxation (eff. 10/8/85); Agriculture, Health and Human Services (eff. 10/8/85); Select Com. 

Allen J. Busby on Radioactive Waste; Legis. Coun. Coms. on Juvenile Offender Disposition (also 1983), on Lobby 

(Republican) was born March 6, 1900 in Chicago, Illinois; graduated from West Allis Central High Law Review, on Municipal Collective Bargaining Law; Gov.’s Task Force on UW Management Flex- 

School, Milwaukee State College (B.A.), and the University of Wisconsin (1922; M.A., 1925; J.D. ibility. 1983 - Administrative Rules; Labor, Business, Veterans Affairs and Insurance; Tourism and 
1928); attorney in 1933; formerly school principal, teacher; member of West Milwaukee Business and Revenue (eff. 5/24/83); Council on Child Labor; Rural Caucus (co-chp). 1981 - Senate Organization 

Advancement Association, South West Allis Advancement Association, Masons; former member (also 1979, 1975); Jt. Com. on Employment Relations; Jt. Com. on Legis. Organization (also 1979); 

Surban League of Municipalities; served as village attorney 1932-67; assemblyman 1931, 1935; Spec. Com. on Reapportionment; Legis. Council Coms. on Native Amer. Study (since 1975), on 

Senator 1937-1971; coauthor 1951 Rosenberry Apportionment Act; instrumental Milw. County Public Health Needs. on Elderly Abuse; Educ. Communication Bd. (since 1973). 1979 - Jt. Com. on 

Expressway Comm. law, Criminal Code, Family Code, judicial system reform. Committee assignment; Audit; Legis. Coun. Coms. on Care of the Mentally Ill (also 1977), on UW Sys. Enrollment Funding 

1969-Judiciary (chm. since 1959); Legislative Procedure (since 1957); Council for Home and Family Formula. 1977 - Agric., aging and Labor; Legis. Coun. Com. on Library Laws. 1975 - Agric., Human 

1967 and Judiciary Com. ; 1967 Legislative Council’s Adv. Com. on the Probates 1965 - Legis. Services, Labor and taxation; Urban Affairs; Legis. Coun. Com. on Public Liability of Local Govt. 
Council’s Judiciary Com. (vice-chm., also 1963); 1950-Legis. Council’s Commercial Code Com.” 1973 - Agric. and Rural Development (chp.); Health Educ. and Welfare; Legis. Coun. Coms. on 

Education, on Liability of Health Professionals. 1971 - Agric. (chp.); Educ. (vice chp., mbr 1967); Adv. 

John J. Cashman Com. on Kerner Report (chp.); Legis. Coun. Adv. Com. on Health and Social Services Laws. 1969 - 

(Progressive) farmed and lived on the land in Kewaunee County that his father purchased from the Labor, Taxation, Ins. and Bkg. (vice chp.); Legis. Coun. Adv. Com. on Health and Social Services.” 

government. He was born in the of Franklin, was educated in the public schools, Valparaiso University 

and the Chicago Law School. After teaching in Kewaunee and Brown Counties he became an inspector ae 

for the united States Bureau of Animal Industry at Chicago in 1901. From 1903 to 1919 he served in (Republican) born Tn. of Merton, Waukesha County, July 20, 1896. Educ. in county schools and has 

the United States Bureau of Revenue and then returned to the farm. Senator Cashman was one of the always been a close student of farming and farm problems. Owns and operates modern 300-acre dairy 

LaFollettes delegates to the National Republican Convention at Cleveland in 1924. He served as a farm, which has been Dempsey family homestead since early pioneer days. Served on Waukesha 

regent of the University for six years. He was elected to the state senate 1922-1 945.7 County Board, was town chm. and has held various school and township offices. Elected to Senate 

1934-1969. Vice-chm. Jt. Com on Fiance and Jt. Survey Com. on Tax Exemption; mbr. Jt. Legis. 

Com. to visit State Properties; mbr. State Building Comm..; served Mental Health Adv. Com. Legis. 

Council Public Welfare Com. (chm.) and its State Adv. Council for home and Family 1965-67; served 
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on Sen. Com. on Committees (chm.). Board on Govt. Operation, Legis. Council Taxation Com. 1961, | aoe CS Ze x ee = _ ee 

Agriculture Com, 1959,” a os - oe v4 . Pm : S : ,. 3 _ “—< : 

| rs | / ie —_— eo = = 
Susan Shannon Engeleiter oa 7 = i | fae. \ 4 sa _ : | 

(Republican) Born in Brookfield, March 18, 1952. Graduate Brookfield Central High School; Bachelor , 7 : : a = fs) . : 9 : ili ais 2 - 

of Science University of Wisconsin Madison 1974; J.D. 1981. Legislator, attorney. Former teacher. af oe, é ye UA ae (4d moo r se) i 

Elected to Assembly 1974, 1976; elected to Senate in April 1980 special election reelected through oa ae ‘ a a S| i : iM 

1988; Assistant Minority Leader 1983. Biennial Senate committee assignments; 1987 - Economic = ‘ sey vA ‘ <—e , 4 ne yi 

Development, financial Institution and Fiscal Policies; Senate Organization; senate Rules; Joint Commit- EC ” 4 < 5 / ‘ : yp — yA 

tee on Employment Relations; joint Committee on Legislative Organization; Disability Board; Legislative | 2 ¥ a fl : Ls _ “ 

Council; Governor’s Commission. on Welfare Reform. 1985 - Strategic Development Commission.; i ee (6) eee - . 

Legislative Council Committees. on Law Revision, on Mental health Issues. 1983 - Labor, Business, sisucieinaesieiidcenammtacacaeaicaiions am coos 

Veterans Affairs and Insurance; Aging, Financial Institutions and State Institutions; Joint Survey Com- | | , a / oo : v 

mittee on Tax Exemption; Legislative Council Committee on Interstate Banking. 1981 - Aging, Business Oe ~~ ! a 7 : Lo. : | YN : 

and Financial Institutions and Transportation; Special Committee on Reappointment; Uniform State 4 ce ee i. 8 . ee 

Laws Commission.; Legislative Council Committees on Economic Development, on the Prosecutorial i a — a : — } hos = . oe = : - Se 

System and on Sexual Assault and Abuse, 1979 - Legislative Council Committee on Community oe = i a oe | ee r ae 4 < ; 

Correctional Programs. assembly committee assignments: 1977 - Commerce and Consumer Affairs; oe i f as : A . = - rg | 3 Ae 

Engrossed Bills; Local Affairs. 1975 - Education; Legislative Council Education committee and sub- e - aN ‘ ‘ ee e , “ | , 2 fm es, s \ fees) : 

committees on Truancy; special Committee on Income Factor in School Aid Formula.” ogee ce y Bg ae ‘* a. ‘ 4 : 

Bernhard Gettlemen Us Cy : De i ‘a 4 ; : s > . 

(Republican) was born as Chicago, Il, on December 23, 1889. He received his education in the com- , td me | . 

mon schools of Milwaukee. Senator Gettlemen is president-treasurer of the National Soap and Prod- PSS. — am ray 

ucts Company. He has served in the Milwaukee County Sheriff’s department both as motorcycle oe - A pi i , ee : 

officers’ chief and as undersheriff. He was elected a delegate to the Republican National Conventions of rk. . * = : a fi aa 

1932, 1936, 1940 and 1944. He was elected chairmen of the Wisconsin delegation in 1936 and in _ a Ue 4 . Be... x B 
1940. From 1917 to 1918 he was a member of the assembly, and from 1923 to 1934 of the senate. He 2 ._c * . er re Ss (< p= 5 

Walter Samuel Goodland i ee a —f, Ree seul 
(Republican) was born at Sharon on December 22, 1862. After his graduation from high school at ad : 2 e a s a “a ad 

Appleton he attended Lawrence College for one year. He was admitted to the bar in 1885 and prac- a oo 5 ee \ Pe | 7} 

ticed law for a few years before entering the newspaper business. He was mayor of Racine from 1911 - — i) a i 

to 1915. In 1912 and 1928 he was a delegate to the Republican National Convention. From 1900 to 

1933 he was the publisher and editor of the Racine Times-Call. In 1933 Mr. Goodland retired from the Figures 76-84 

newspaper business and is now operating his farm in Racine County. He served two terms in the Senate Top row: William A. Bablitch, John James Blaine, Allen J. Busby 

and was elected Lieutenant Governor in 1938 and re-elected in 1940 and again in 1942. Because of the Middle row: John J. Cashinan, Walter John Chilsen, Chester E: Dempsey 
Bottom row: Susan Shannon Engeleiter, Bernhard Gettelmen, Walter Samuel Goodland 
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death of Governor elect Orland S. Loomis on December 7, 1942, Lieutenant Governor Walter S. police traffic services; observer on council on workmen’s compensation. 1969- observer on workmen’s 

Goodland became acting Governor on Jan. 1, 1943.” compensation advisory com. 1967 - highways and legis. council’s highway adv. com. (secy.).”® 

Walter G. Hollander Gerald D. Kleczka 

(Republican), 18th Senate District. Born Fond du Lac county, Sept. 8, 1996; Grad. Omro High School, (Democrat) Born Milwaukee November 26, 1943. Graduate Don Bosco High School; attended UW- 

Legislator; retired farmer, insurance agent. Mbr. Fond du Lac county bd. 1938-66 (chm. 1953-66); Milwaukee. Former legislator, Medic in Wisconsin Air National Guard 1963-69. Member Holy Name 

elected to Senate 1956-1975. Biennial committee assignments; 1975 - jt. com. on finance (senate chm. Society; Wilson Park Advancement Association; Wilson Park July 4th Association; Milwaukee Society 

1963-73); bd. on govt. operations (since 1963, chm. 1967, 1965, 1963); legis. council (since 1967, of Polish National Alliance; Polish Association of America; South Side Businessmen’s Club; 19th 

secy. 1971, vice-chm. 1969, chm 1967) 1973 - interstate coop. com. and comn. (also 1971); legis. District Democratic Unit; Former member AFL-CIO; Milwaukee County Democratic Council; delegate 
procedure (also 1963-73); jt. com. on employment relations (also 1972 chm.); legis council’s adv. com. to Democratic National convention State legislative service: Elected to Assembly 1968-72. elected to 

to natural resources com. on perpetuation of Canada goose flock, special com. on preserving agric. and Senate 1974-82. Assistant Majority Leader 1977, 1983 - Joint Committee on Finance. Elected to U.S. 

conservancy lands, special com. on review of performance and program audit procedure, special com. House of Representatives in April 1984 special election; reelected in November 1984.” 

on town govt. incorporation and public utility tax distribution study com. (chm.); claims bd. (since 

1963). 1971 - com. on coms. (also 1969); legis. programs study com.; state capitol and executive Robert P. Knowles 

residence bd. (also 1969, 1967); legis. council’s special com. on county home rule; adult educ. center (Republican) 10th Senate District. Born River Falls, Feb. 25, 1916, B.S. UW-River Falls 1938. Full- 
council. 1967 - task force on local govt. finance and org.; gov.’s task force on med. educ. 1965 - time Legislator; formerly real estate, insurance. World War II vet.; army air corps 1941-45. Received 
contingent expenditures; legis. council’s local govt. com. 1963 - com. of 25; county bd. representation Citizens Conf. on State Legislatures’ 1974 Legislative Leader Award. Dir. and past pres. Nat’! Conf. of 
com. (chm.).”° State Leg. Leaders; mbr. adv. bd. Eagleton Insti. of Politics, US Adv. Comn. on Intergovtl. Relations. 

Coun. of state Govt. Com. on Intergovtl. Rel.; elected to Senate 1955-1975. Sen. pres. pro term 

Robert W. Kasten Jr. 1967-73; sen. maj. Idr. 1963, 1965. Biennial committee assignments; 1975 - jt. com on revisions, 

(Republican) Born in Milwaukee, June 19, 1942; Graduate Choate scholar; Bachelor of Arts University repeals and uniform laws (also 1973); audit; Minn.-Wis. boundary area comn. leg. adv. com. (also 

Arizona 1964; M.B.A. Columbia University graduate school of business 1966. Vice-president and 1971, 1969, 1967). 1973 - jt. fiance; jt. com. on leg. org. (vice-chm.; chm. 1971, 1967; mbr. 1969, 

director of a shoe manufacturing firm. Air national guard 1967-72. Director Wisconsin Society for the 1965); leg. procedure (chm. 1971, 1969, 1967) comn. on interstate coop. (mbr. since 1963, vice-chm. 

Prevention of Blindness. regional director Milwaukee Coalition for Clean Water; member Toastmasters 1967); leg. council (also 1971, 1969, 1967; chm. 1963); disability bd. (also 1971); jt. com. on employ- 

International, National Audubon Society, Milwaukee Council on Alcoholism, 11th Assembly District ment rel. (also 1972); leg. council’s special com. on educ. program review project (chm.), spec. com. 

Republican Club, North Shore Republican Club, Republican party of Ozaukee County, Wisconsin on review of performance and program audit procedures, and spec. com. on Wis. guaranteed higher 

Federation of Young Republicans; past director Mequon-Thiensville Jaycees. Jaycee of the Year Award education plan.® 

1971, former president Columbia University Graduate Business Association, alternate delegate to 1972 

Republican National Convention, delegate Republican State Convention 1969-72, past state chairmen Warren P. Knowles 

Young Wisconsin Voters for the President Elected to Congress 1974.” (Republican) born River Falls, Aug. 19, 1908. Educated River Falls graded and high schools. Received 
B.A. in 1930 from Carleton College (Minn.); in 1933 LL.B. from University of Wisconsin Law School. 

Casimir Kendziorski Since 1933 a practicing attorney. Veteran of World War II; served as lieutenant in Navy aboard USS 

(Democrat), 3rd Senate District. Born in Poland, Dec. 3, 1898, elected to assembly 1946, 1948; Nevada; participated in invasions of Attu. Normandy, and southern France. President of Wisconsin 

elected to senate in 1949 special election; reelected through 1973. Secretary Democratic caucus. Alumni Assn. 1952-53; member of many veteran organizations of several civic, fraternal and conserva- 

Biennial committee assignments; 1973 - transportation (also 1971 and interim highway committee, 1969 tion clubs. Delegate to Republican National Convention 1948, 1956, 1960 and 1964. Served on 

and interim committee and chm. on mass transit). 1971 - council on traffic law enforcement; council on county board 1935-40. Elected to State Senate and served in session from 1941 through 1954. 

highway safety and 4 subcommittees on motor vehicle inspection, drivers licensing, traffic court and Republican Senate Floor Leader 1943, 1945 (released from active duty in Navy to serve during 1945 

session), 1947, 1949, 1951, 1953. Author and sponsor of bill creating Legislative Council; served as its 
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first chairman. Author of 1949 act creating State Building Commission and authorizing long-range state : : ——e— 
building program; author of laws creating the Hospital Survey and Construction Act. Aeronautics _ ’ «i = ve 7 4 ™ i : 
Commission, and of various aviation measures. Member of Judicial Council 1952-55. Elected Lieuten- . 7 a ae on ; a = | 

ant Governor 1954; re-elected 1956 and 1960. He was elected Governor in 1964; re-elected 1966.*! . : rl a OO 

ey a a =F BOO Clitora Kruger A mete) He 
(Republican), 12th Senate District. Born Madison, June 24, 1918, Grad. Merill High School; attended Le “y — |) | > fa * 7 
commercial college. Salmon. Mbr. Lions; Farm Bureau. Alderman 1945-46; served in Senate 1947— x 4 a | », -F a 4 _ 
1955; re-elected in 1956. Minority Leader in 1979, 1977, 1975. Biennial committee assignments; 1981 @ a = 4 =. eZ 
- Agriculture and National Resources. 1979 - Senate Org. (also 1977, 1975); Jt. Com. on Leg. Org. : ‘ A —. < | : 
(also 1977, 1975); Jt. Com. on Employment Relations (also 1977, 1975); Legis. Council (mbr. since Eh a [ 4 
1969) and its Coms. on Juvenile Correctional Facilities (also 1977), on Mining (also 1977), on Munici- : 

pal Collective Bargaining Process (co-chp. 1977), on State Employment Relations (also 1977); Disabil- : oO = : 
ity Bd. (also 1977, 1975); Interstate Coop. Comn. (also 1977, 1975). 1977 - Legis. Council Coms. on e — : ; ¢ ad . Se 

Fiscal Estimates and Definition of Deaths. 1975 - Natural Resources (mbr. since 1957, chp. 1957-73); - f oe ee : - a b. 4 
Interstate Coop. Comn.; Sen. Select Com. on Mining Development; Leg. Coms. on Solid Waste Mgt., Sn 5 ay ae A a of 
on Nat. Resources (co-chp., also 1973, 1971) and its Subcom. on Septic Tanks (chp.) 1973 - Agric. ' ae Fy ¥ e — , ~ ct it X ° - i ~- 

and Rural Development; Legis. Procedure (since 1957); Legis. Counc. Coms. on Employee Protection i , ae ao ’ a [ — Po : ) « : s Ng 
Business Closings, on Mineral Taxation, on Recreation Industry and on Wetland Legislation.” ¢ = Os Ae ml a haat — Lo << \ oat oe 

es ib : a : : oo _ we _ \ ek | 

Reuben LaFave ‘ws a yi we 4 
(Republican) born Oconto, Educated public schools; Railroad Auditors Schools. Real estate broker, —_ | 2 i. , ra a | 
Served in Coast guard. Chairman Sportsmen’s Conserv. Congr.; pas pres. Northeast Wis. Conserv. — saa eae Mi 
Council member Kiwanis, Wis. Service Assn., civic assns. Awards; Mil. Sen. Outstanding Achieve- ssn one oo se a 
ments in conservation Field 1953; 256 Wis. conserv. clubs’ Mr. Conservation 1960. Served on county Roe 5 a = 4 
board. Assemblyman 1951-57; chm. Conserv. Com. Senator 1956-1975. Chairmen Sen. Contingent . , ‘ VS » we _ =f 
Expenditures Com. Jt. Admin. Rules Com., 1957—59 interim chm. Conservation Com. Vice-chm. : oe wae eo i. Po 8 
Interstate Ports Comn., Menominee Indian Com. Member Jt. Retirement Systems Survey Com.; Sen. ae. ve _ _— ge ‘ r¢ Lor : an 
Highways Com. Legis., Procedure Com. 

laa Po eo } Ny 4 y | Sa 2 

(Democrat) Born Des Moines, Iowa; Graduate North Side High School; Bachelor of Science Marietta _ / ms a ined” J E ~o ae 
college 1963; Master of Science Stanford University 1964, Ph.D. Columbia University 1967. Assistant € ° i — fii 
professor chemistry and ecology University Wisconsin Parkside; formerly in chemistry research work. KA | 4 A _ 
Member Council on Economic Priorities, Lake Michigan Federation, Southeast Wisconsin Coalition for 10 ub y0 
Clean Air, Wisconsin Ecological Society, Wisconsin Environmental Decade, Wisconsin Resource Figures 85-93 
Conservation Council Wilderness Watch; also American Federation of Teachers, Federation of Ameri- Top row: Walter G. Hollander, Robert W. Kasten Jr., Casimir Kendziorski 
can Scientist, society for Social Responsibility in Science. Elected to senate 1972. Biennial committee Middle row:. Gerald D. Kleczka, Robert P. Knowles, Warren P. Knowles 

Bottom row: Clifford Krueger, Rueben LaFave, Douglas J. La Follette 
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assignments: 1973 - urban affairs; appointment by governor to work with Upper Great Lakes regional in Government (state chair 1976-80). Elected to Senate1976, reelected 1980, 1984. Biennial commit- 

commission. to develop model off-the-road recreation vehicle legislation. Elected secretary of state tee assignments: 1985 - Economic Development; Transportation Project Commission. 1983 - Joint 

1974.* Committee on Finance, Joint Survey on Retirement Systems; Retirement Research Committee Legisla- 

tive Council and its Committees on Condominium Issues and on Interstate Banking 1981 - Legislative 

Melvin R. Laird Council Committee on Correctional Services. 1979 - Education and Revenue; Legislative Council 

Born in Omaha, Nebraska on September 1, 1922. Educated at Carleton College, B.A. Senior Counse- Committee on Environmental Health and on Legislative Oversight; State Capitol and Executive Resi- 

lor for National and International Affairs, Reader Digest. Formally Secretary of Defense 1969-1973; dence Board. 1977 - Agriculture, Aging and Labor; Audit; Tax Reform Commission. Lieutenant 

Counselor to the President for Domestic Affairs, 1973-1974; Legislator, 1946-1969. Elected to 83rd Governor.** 

Congress, 1952; reelected to next eight Congresses. Member of House Committee on Appropriation; 

Chairmen of House Republican Minority; Member of Republican Coordinating Committee; Vice Jess Miller 

Chairman, Republican National Platform Committee, Chairman, 1964. Published Several political (Republican) Born 1884 in Town of Eagle, Richland County. Educated in public schools; Farmer and 

science and governmental affairs books. Awards; numerous awards and honorary degrees, including the Auctioneer. Has held a number of public offices; chairmen of Town of Eagle, chairmen of County 

“Medal of Freedom” highest award of the United States. Highway Committee, County Mediation Board and County Republican Committee. Elected to Senate 

from 1938 through 1962. Chairmen of Senate Committee on Highways; member Senate Committee on 

James Earl Leverich Committees, Legislative Procedure Committee. Member of Legislative Council; chairman Legislative 

(Republican) born ona farm in Town of Angelo, Monroe County Dec. 6, 1891; still resides there. Council Highway Advisory Committee.” 

Graduated Sparta High School, Madison College, Univ. of Wisconsin Agric. Short Courses. Is a dairy 

farmer, fruit grower, farm co-op leader. For many years bank vice-pres.; pres. co-op, creamery assn. Gaylord Anton Nelson 

and livestock shipping assn. Served as school clerk; town clerk and chairman; member county board. (Democrat) born Clear Lake, June 4, 1916. Educated in Clear Lake graded and high schools. Re- 

State Board of Vocational and Adult Education. various other state-wide agric. and dairy coms. Elected ceived B.A. in 1939 from San Jose State College, California; in 1942 LL.B. from University of Wiscon- 

to Senate 1934-1965; Chairman Sen. Agric. Com.; member Com. to Visit State Institution, interim sin Law School. Practicing attorney since 1942. Veteran of World War II; served 46 months in Army. 

Conservation Com. Interstate Cooperation Comn., Sen. Legis. Procedure Com.* Member of American Legion, Veteran of foreign Wars, Eagles, Leif Ericson Society. Attended Demo- 

cratic National Conventions of 1952, 1956, and 1960; in 1952 served as chairman of Wisconsin 

Gerald D. Lorge delegation. elected to senate in 1948; reelected 1952 and 1956. In 1951 chosen Democratic Floor 

(Republican), 14th Senate District. Born Bear Creek, July 9, 1922; married; 5 children. Grad. Bear Leader; in 1953 Assistant Democratic Floor Leader. Member of Joint Committee on Fiance 1951, 

Creek High School; J.D. Marquette University 1952. Legislator, attorney. Veteran; served in U.S. Joint Committee on Revision, Repeals and Uniform Laws 1953, 1955 and 1957. Member of Senate 

Marine Corps in South Pacific during World War II. President of Natl. Conference of Insurance Legis- Committee on Education and Public Welfare 1953 and 1955, on Conservation 1957. Vacated his 

lator 1973-74 (former vice pres. and present member of Executive Com.); chairman. Justice and Law Senate seat when elected Governor in 1958; reelected Governor 1960 t become the first Wisconsin 

Enforcement Com. of the Midwestern Council of State Governments 1970-72; elected to Assembly two-term Democratic Governor since 1891. Author of major state government reforms creating the 

1950 and 1952; elected to Senate in special election 1954; reelected to 1983. most senior member of Department of Administration.” 

Wis. Legislature (1983 is 17th session). Biennial committee assignments: 1983 - Judiciary and Con- 

sumer Affairs; Interstate Cooperation Commission. Legislative Council.*” Frank E. Panzer 

(Republican) born Town of Hubbard, Dodge County, Sept. 1, 1890. Educ. Oakfield High School. 

Scott McCallum Retired farmer; bank director; former school teacher and telegraph operator. Member Elks, Rotary, 

(Republican) Born Fond du Lac, May 2, 1950. Graduate Goodrich High School; Bachelor of Arts Masonic Order, Eagles and Moose. Elected clerk of school district in 1920-30, town chairman 1925— 

Malcalester College 1972; Masters of Art John Hopkins University 1974. Full-time legislator, property 66, chairman Dodge County Board 1940-66. Elected to Assembly 1931; Senator 1935-1969; Senate 

manager and developer. Formerly YMCA program director, legislative aide to United States congress- President pro tempore 1947-65; President pro tempore emerius 1967. Chm. Senate Agriculture 

men. Member Wisconsin Special Olympics (board of director); Rotary. Former advisor YMCA Youth Committee; member Interstate Cooperation Commission, Jt. Survey Com. on Retirement Systems, Ret. 
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Research Com.; served on National Resources Com. of State Agencies, Legislative Council Labor ,- Uh . 2 | Kile. / 

Com. and Highway Advisory Com., Jt. Com. Legislative Organization 1965. Has served on all major : . - . NN : a , os . 

(Republican) 6th Congressional District. Born Marinette, May 28, 1940. Graduated Goodrich High : — au 4 = ES on. a eo : - \ be 

School; B.A. Harvard College 1962; J.D. 1965; attorney; former Peace Corps volunteer, White House . @ View os _— A Po 4 io Ee 

aide; member Fond du Lac County Bar Assoc. (former treas.); Y.M.C.A. (former bd. mbr.); State Bar = "| Fa \ — @ pe wen ’ y i — 
of Wis.; former chp. Fond du Lac County Cancer Crusade. Elected to Wisconsin Senate 1972 and { ‘ ~ igs <— boty, Lo EB 

1976. Biennial committee assignments: 1979 - Human Services (also 1977); Jt. Com. on Audit; Jt. ‘& a Ve 4 oe ae a Pa 
Survey Com. on Tax Exemptions (also 1977). 1977 - Commerce; Governmental and Veterans A ffairs on 1a is Aas ss 

(also 1973); Legis. Co. Spec. Com. on Solid Waste Mgt. (vice-chp. mbr. 1975). 1975 - Audit; Educa- sere ammtnaancesessacmserwrmaics cee 

tion; Council on Drug Abuse (also for 1971). 1973 - Industry, Labor, Taxation and Banking (vice- «A i 0 _ 8 — o Ain 

chp.); Urban A ffairs; Legis. Co. Spec. Com. on Wis. Guaranteed Higher Education Plan; Education 2 4 ae - je —_— 

Comm. of the States; Council on Emergency Govt. Elected to U.S. House of Representatives in April be ee ae a. aot _ _ | — j . © 

3, 1979 special election. Committee assignments: Education and Labor.” Ce Seems Pa re : ON ARS | 

, 7c? te... UF lhe 
Fred Risser ll [at _ ., —_-._— 

(Democrat) 26th Senate District. Born Madison, May 5, 1927; Attended Carleton College (Minn.); 4 4 ; {.. oe ae oa A. ia 

UW-Madison; B.A. Univ. of Oregon 1950; LL.B. Univ. of Oregon 1952, Attorney. World War II aa oe 4 4 a —— hn 4 
veteran; Navy. Member; Oregon, Wisconsin, and Dane County Bar Assns.; State Legislative Leaders ys. : .‘'~ | Ba 

Foundation (bd. of dir.); NCSL (past mbr. Nat’] Exec. Com.); CSG (Natl. Exec. Com. mbr., Midwest- @ : e 

ern Conf. chp.); elected to Assembly 1959-60; elected to Senate in 1962 special election; reelected to saga — — ey 

present. Assistant Minority Leader 1993 (eff. 4/20/93, also 1965); President of Senate (1979 to 4/20/ ees : a 

93); Sen. Pres. Pro Tempore 1977, 1975; Minority Ldr. 1967-1973. Biennial committee assignments: , oe - ££ eS ‘ ~~ «| - )6hO 

1993 - Senate Organization (chp. 1987 to 4/20/93, also chp. 1977-81, mbr. since 1967); Jt. com. on a4 . : . £ y oo aT ~~ a4 _ os 

Legis. Org. (co-chp. 1977 to 4/20/93; mbr. since 1967); Judiciary and Insurance (eff. 4/20/93); State oo os - —_ | 2 _ 
of Wisconsin Bldg. Comn. (vice chp. 1971 to 5/19/93, mbr. since 1969); State Historical Society Bd. ~~ Pe is pd > oo ee - 

of Curators (since 1983); State Capitol and Executive Residence Bd. (co-chp. since 1989, mbr. since wee . ; jj oo So : af 7 ee Mf 
1983); Legis. Coun. (chp. 1987, 1983, 1971, vice chp. 1989, 1985, mbr. since 1967); Historic Sites bg bal , -_ Sm a i : aed 

Found., Inc. (vice pres. since 1989, mbr. since 1984); Wis. Sesquicentennial Comn.; State Bond Bd. a . io a yer ee 

(vice chp. to 5/19/93, also mbr. 1969); Jt. Com. on Employment Relations (co-chp. 1979 to 4/20/93, — i — ae 
mbr. since 1973); Senate Rules (since 1987); Disability Bd. (since 1971) 1991 - Legis. Coun. Com. on : y yi 7 F | ~~ Nel yo 

State Collective Bargaining Process (chp.) 1989 - Urban Affairs Environmental Resources, Utilities and Es Po - ‘ Ny 7 “ | : 

Elections (chp.); Jt. Com. on Debt Management (co-chp); Adv. Com. on the Capitol Master Plan (co- ene ae to eee ya 

chp.). 1987 - Select Com. on the Regulation of Gambling; Com. on the Management of the Yahara Figures 94-102 

Watershed; Wis. Bicentennial Com. on the Constitution; Legis. Coun. Coms. on Law Revisions (co- Top row): Melvin R. Laird, James Earl Leverich, Gerald D. Lorge 

chp. since 1979), on Surrogate Parenting (co-chp.) on Uniform Anatomical Gift Act (vice chp.). 1985 - Middle row: Scott McCallum, Jess Miller, Gaylord Anton Nelson 
Bottom row: Frank E. Panzer, Thomas E. Petri, Fred Risser 
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Legis. Coun. Com. on Mental Health Issues (chp.). 1981 - Legis. Coun. Coms. on Adoption Laws Milwaukee Public School System. 1969 - Legislative Council’s Age of Majority Study Committee. 

(vice chp.), on the Prosecutorial System (vice chp.), on Legis. Oversight (also 1979, 1977). 1979 - Elected to United States House of Representatives 1978. Committee assignments; 96th Congress - 

Legis. Coun. Coms. on State Employment Regulations (co-chp., also 1977), on Determinate Sentenc- Judiciary; Standard of Official Conduct. 

ing (vice chp. also 1977), on Mun. Collective Bargaining Process (also 1977). 1977 - Legis. Coun. 

Com. on Definition of Death (chp.). 1975 - Legis. Coun. Coms. on Criminal Penalties (chp. since Conrad Shearer 

1971), on Recycled Paper (chp.), on Insurance Law Revision (since 1969). 1973 - Legis. Coun. Com. (Republican) was born in the town of Somers, Kenosha County. He received his early education in the 

on Preserving Agric. and Conservancy Lands. 1969 - Judiciary; Legis. Coun. Judiciary Com. 1965 - Jt. rural schools and was graduated from the Kenosha High School and the Milwaukee State Normal 

Fiance (also 1963, Assembly chp. 1959).”° School. He taught in the rural schools of Kenosha County, the Kenosha College of Commerce, and the 

Milwaukee public schools. For seven years he was employed at the Kenosha Post Office as a letter 

Martin J. Schreiber carrier and postal clerk, and since 1907 has been the secretary-manager of the central office of the 

(Democrat): Born Milwaukee, April 8, 1939, Grad. Milw. Lutheran High School, studied at Valparaiso Kenosha Industries. Senator Shearer served his city as alderman from 1913 to 1919 and as a member 

Univ., urban affairs UW-Milwaukee 1960; LL.B Marquette Univ. 1964; grad. studies UW-Milw. of the Kenosha Park Commission from 1919 to 1923. He was amember of the assembly from 1923 to 

Attorney, Member State Bar of Wis.; Nat’l Conference Lieutenant Governors (executive board chp. 1927 and in 1928 was elected to the senate, he was reelected through 1947. Senator Shearer was 

1972-1973); Wis. Community Care Organization; elected to Senate 1962 for unexpired term; re- chairman for three sessions of the Committee on Agriculture and Labor, and in 1943 he served on the 

elected 1964 and 1968. Dem. Caucus Chp. 1967 and 1969. Senate committee assignment; 1969 - Committee on Education and Public Welfare. Senator Shearer was elected president pro tempore in 

Educ. (also 1967) and Jt. Interim Com.; Labor, Taxation, Insurance and Bkg, (also 1965 and Jt. Interim 1941, 1943 and 1945.%° 

Com.); Bd. on Gov’t Operations; Legis. Programs Study Com.; Legis. Council’s Adv. Com. on Uni- 

form Consumer Credit Code and Insurance Laws Revision Com.(chp., also 1967). 1967 - Jt. Com. on Carl W. Thompson 

Legis. Org. Subcom. on Staffing and Com. Procedure. 1965 - Gov’s Com. on Eminent Domain; (Democrat) 16th Senate District. Bom Washington D.C., March 15, 1914, Graduate Stoughton High 

Children’s Court Center Com. 1963 - Conserv.; Public Welfare; Gov’s Comn. on Status on Women, School, Ph.B. UW-Madison 1936. LL.B. 1939. J.D. 1966. Legislator, attorney, real estate broker. 

Legis. council’s Judiciary Com. and State Fiscal Situation Com. (vice-chp.); elected lieutenant governor WWII veteran: Army 1942-46. Member V-F.W.; Amer. Legion; Rotary; Sons of Norway. Mbr. Dem 

1970; reelected 1974. Wis. Nursing Home Ombudsman. Gov’s Council for Consumer A ffairs (chp.), Nat’1 Com. 1946-56; pres. elector 1948; del Dem. Nat’! Conv. 1952 and 1956. Severed as alderman, 

Wis. Amer. Rev. Bicentennial Comn. (chp.), Legis. Council’s Insurance Laws Revision Com. (chp.) city atty.; elected to Assembly 1953-59; elected to Senate in 1959 special election, elected through 

Interstate Coop. Comn.; Affirmative Action Executive Commission (chp.); served as Governor July 1983. Biennial committee assignments: 1983 Health, Education, Corrections and Human Services 
1977 to Jan. 1979.% (chp.); Aging, Financial Institutions and State Institutions (eff. 5/24/83); Committee on Committees; 

Labor, Business, Veterans A ffairs and Insurance; Jt. Survey Com. on Debt Management; Council on 

F. James Sensenbrenner, Jr. Housing (also 1980) 1981 Human Service (chp., also 1979, 1977); Agriculture and Natural Resources; 

(Republican) born Chicago, June 14, 1943; Graduate Milwaukee Country Day School 1961; A.B. Education and State Institutions; Reapportionment; Legis. Coun. Coms. on Correctional Services (vice 

Stanford University 1965; J.D. University of Wisconsin Law School 1968. Attorney; former assistant to chp.) and on Medical Assistance. 1979 Agriculture, Labor and Local Affairs; Aging, Business and 

ex-Senate Majority Leader Leonard and to the late Congressmen Younger. Member Shorewood Men’s Financial Instit. and Transportation; Legis. Coun. Coms. on Care of the Mentally Ill. on Community 

Club, American and Wisconsin Bar Association, Friends of Museum, Riverredge Nature Center, Correctional Programs, on Highways.” 

Milwaukee Forum; former member Whitefish Bay Jaycees. Elected to Assembly 1968-1974; elected to 

Senate April 1975 special election; reelected 1976. Assistant Minority Leader 1977. Biennial Senate Merrit F. White 

committee assignments; 1977 - Review of Administrative Rules; Education and Revenue; Senate (Republican) was born Aug 26, 1865, at Winneconne, and was educated in Winneconne public schools 

Organization; Urban Affairs; Special Committee on Personnel Board; Bicycle Coordinating Council. and at Oshkosh State Teachers College. He has been a merchant and a traveling salesman, but is now 

1975 - Governmental and Veterans A ffairs; Legislative Council’s Special Committee. on Recycled retired from business. He was a member of the Senate in the sessions of 1911 and 1913, and has been 

Paper. Assembly committee assignments: 1975 - Elections; Judiciary. 1973 - Special Committee. on amember from 1923 to 1933. Senator White was village president and member of the county highway 

Telephone and Electricity Rate Disparities; Council on Child Labor. 1971 - Joint. Committee on the committee for twelve years and school board member fro eighteen years.” 
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(Democrat) born January 9, 1917 in Madison. Educated Madison public schools; Bachelors of Art Ts es oe : ‘ en. x : e Pe : EN \ 
University of Wisconsin 1938; LL.B. George Washington University, Washington D.C. 1944. Graduate ve | , | : _ C Ss oS ea 

work in public administration University of Minnesota, American University, National Institute of Public (@ atin 1 " 4 : % : | fa 4 = y : Me 2 

Affairs. For 3 years administrative analyst United States Bureau of Budget; administrative consultant to \e : E & g | J { ite ¥ - oS: ei i a 

United States State Department 1949. Practicing attorney since 1944. Member and chairmen Madison yee ef . —_ {oo ca 

Housing Authority 1945-50; member National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials, : , eee 7 A sd ~ \ “a \ f = 
Mayor’s Committee on Madison Metropolitan Development, American Society for Public Administra- : . a A b c = Lo . 4 bi — 

tion, local, state and national bar association. Award Outstanding Young Man award for Civic Service in \. yh N : a. bee Re - : J bs S 

Madison 1947. World War II veteran; in coast guard 1942-1945. Elected to senate 1956. Appointed ba a : oO -_ Fi. P : . ‘ a : . 

to the Supreme Court May 1962, to fill vacancy caused by the death of Chief Justice Grover L. . — Fr. Uk C Bee ON 

SS ey Le Cea at [Ay (2X f™ 
(Democrat) born Milwaukee, November 18 1912; Ph. B. Marquette University 1936; graduate work = a . be _ a ed = \ 
in education; honorary doctorate degree Marquette University 1966, Averno College 1969, Sogang 2 i <a ; < « a Go a fp a vs os = LS eS 
University, Seoul, Korea 1974, Alliance College, Pennsylvania 1975, Jagiellonian University, Cracow, aN a 5 —— - — 2 Cae I. ) oe oo 

Poland, 1975, University of Notre Dame 1979. Former teacher, church organist, choir director. Air ae | o | — ee - — f 7 .. £3 a ee 
Force Reserves 1956-65. Member Wisconsin St. Committee. for Millennium of Poland’s Christianity; a - ae | -_ ee ~<s tit . ip oS — ~ << = jo 

Marquette University Alumnus of the Year 1979; AMVETS’ Silver Helmet Award 1965; Georgetown oo Be \G > eae i CUT 

University’s Center for Strategic Studies; Japan-American Friendship Committee.; Milwaukee Soc., : : 4 \ A _— ea y ee 
PNA; Polish American Federation; Polish Association of Americans; Polish Roman Catholic Union; : : : j : 4 j . 2 an NS = SA : . GS 

~ honorary member Alpha Sigma Nu, American Legion; delegate to 1960, 1964, 1968 Democratic : Sota ce Soe — 

Conventions, Elected to State Senate 1942; reelected 1946. Elected to United States House of Repre- eo 

sentatives 1948. Committee assignments; 96th Congress - Foreign Affairs (chairmen, also 95th Con- te be 

gress, member since 81st Congress) Select Committee on Intelligence (also 95th Congress). 93rd te 7 - - ee 4 \ . 

Congress - delegate to 14th General Assembly of the United Nations; congressional advisor, United = E i = 

States Delegation to 1973 Sessions of Committee. on Disarmament; member Committee. on Organiza- oR oe ™ . — z of 

tion of Government for Conduct of Foreign Policy.' a : 4 nage ee 

Significant Departments and Heads a“ . 2 see 
State Board of Control ‘~ aig a % 

The State Board of Control was one of four departments originally housed in the Capitol’s South Wing, cs 

located on the First Floor on the wing’s West Side. The Board of Control’s Business office was entered L g 

directly from the main corridor on the First Floor. Behind the Business Office was an Accountant’s 

Room, Secretary’s Office, Stenographers’ Office, Board Room, and Library. Figures 103-109 
Top row: Martin J. Schreiber, F: James Sensenbrenner, Jr., Conrad Shearer 

The Board of Control was developed in 1891, taking over the State Board of Supervision that was Middle row: Carl W. Thompson, Merrit F. White, Horace W. Wilkie 
developed in 1881. Prior to 1881 the state institutions were managed by local boards. Bottom row: Clement J. Zablocki 
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When the Board of Control originally moved into the Capitol upon completion of the South Wing, their In 1960 the Department of Public Welfare moved its general office from the Capitol into 1 West Wilson 
responsibilities were varied. The 1915 Blue Book states that the Board of Control had full supervision Street Office Building. 

ape ane os ee Saying ae ramon: The department heads of the Board of Control while it was housed in South Wing of the Wisconsin 
¢ Wisconsin State Hospital for the Insane, Mendota State Capitol included Ralph E. Smith, 1913-15; J. O. Davidson, 1915-21; Elizabeth Kadin, 1921— 
* Northern Hospital for the Insane, Winnebago 25; John J. Hannan, 1925-40; R. T. Everhardt, 1940-44; Herman A. Kloppman, 1944-50; and 
+ Wisconsin School of the Deaf, Delavan William D. Stovall, M.D., 1950-60, who was head when the department was moved out of the Capitol. 
¢ Wisconsin School of the Blind, Janesville 

: oo el hoe Pye hes State Board of Health and Vital Statistics * Wisconsin State Prison, Waupan 
* Wisconsin Public School for Neglected Kids, Sparta The State Board of Health was located on the Ground Floor’s West Side of the South Wing. The State 
¢ Wisconsin Home for the Feeble Minded, Chippewa Falls Board of Health Commissioner’s Office was entered from a short corridor off the main corridor. A 
* Wisconsin State Reformatory, Green Bay minor corridor connected the Commissioner’s Office with the Stenographer’s Room, the Statistician’s 
. Wisconsin State Tuberculosis Sanitarium, Wales Office, and the State of Board of Health’s Business Office. The Board of Health’s vaults were located 
> Hospi) i Coming insane, Taycheeian : : on the east side of this minor corridor. * Southern Home for Feeble Minded and Epileptic, Union Grove 

* Wisconsin Workshop for the Blind, Milwaukee The following is a description of the State Board of Health and Vital Statistics when it was first housed 
This board also had supervision of the following? in the Capitol at the time ihe South Wing was eosleted, The Board of Health had fy Pesnision of 

the health of the state’s citizens. It collected records of births, deaths, marriages, accidents, and di- 
* Thirty-five county asylums for the chronically insane, including installation of a uniform system of vorces. The Board made sanitary inspections of causes of diseases and acted in an advisory capacity to 

: en in regards to the Milwaukee Hospital for the Insane and the six county citizen apd local oFieiple neeeaiine detuame, yates sapplics, sewmentlimorsl, apdbeating gad ventilat- tuberculosis sanatoria, similar to the supervision exercised over the county asylums with the ing of public buildings gedinstistions, The Boer prescribed and enforced quarantine rules and con- 
exception of the uniform accounts and records demned and abated conditions causative of diseases. The State Board of Health also recommended 

* Inspection of all the poorhouses, city prisons, jails, workhouses, police stations and lockups, and textbooks on hygiene and health; enforced plumbing regulations; inspected hotels and restaurants; 
condemnation of any such place as the board saw fit enforced rules relating to the sanitary care of schools, the location and operation of slaughterhouses, and 

* Inspection ofall private industrial schools, hospitals, and sanatoria the transportation of the dead; and established the standards for training schools for nurses. The Board’s 
* Commission in lunacy with full power to transfer insane persons from One institution to another laboratory examined sputum, puss, tissues, cultures, and spinal fluids for the diagnosis and prevention of 

cence : nose ona agp ne — Ore oe — parole eae ae pon fe aete Pricon diseases. It distributed free literature on the prevention and control of communicable diseases, infantile 
ad Sees ee of Consortia, apd oniis wn auiboulty Son iirtiae eee diseases, sanitary disposal of creamery waste, and the construction of residential sewage disposal plants Reformatory and Industrial School for Boys 

+ Administration of the probation laws, the law of sterilization of defective, and the care and treat- and outhouses. 
ment of indigent children who are crippled or deformed The 1915-42 Blue Books indicate that the State Board of Health and Vital Statistics was housed in the 

* Supervision of state aid to dependent children or “mothers pension law”!”! Capitol from the time the South Wing was completed until 1942. When the (address?) new Wilson 
The 1940 Blue Book also stated that in 1939 the regular session of the Wisconsin Legislature enacted Street State Office Building was completed in 1942 (?), the Board of Health moved from the Capitol 
Chapter 435, which reorganized the welfare activities of the state and abolished the State Board of into the new office building. 

Control, the Public Welfare Department, and the State Pension Department, and transferred these The heads of the State Board of Health while it was housed in the South Wing were C. A. Harper, 
agencies and personnel to the newly constituted State Department of Public Welfare. On 1 November M_D., 1913-15 and 1923-42 (when the Board moved out of the Capitol), and William F. Whyte, 
1939 the State Department of Public Welfare came into being and the Board of Control was abol- 1915-23. 
ished.'” Until 1940 the Board of Control was located in the original rooms on the West Side of the : Rte neOe, i ‘ y 
South Wing’s First Floor. After the reorganization in 1939, the new State Department of Public Welfare Comelius A: Harper, M_D.; was significant indrvidtial to the Capstols South Wing duce iusiengihef 
was housed in these First Floor rooms in the South Wing along with the Public Welfare Building. service as the Board of Health Department Head and due to his accomplishments in the area of health. 
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He was the head of this board for the entire time it was housed in the South Wing of the Capitol and Heads of the Tax Commission while it was housed in the South Wing of the Capitol were Nils P. Hauge, 

continued heading the Board even after it had moved into the State Office Building. Before his education 1913-21; Thomas S. Adams, 1921-23; Thomas E. Lyons, 1923-27; W. J. Conway, 1927-29; 

to become a doctor, he was a teacher and farmer in Hazel Green, Wisconsin. An interesting fact is that Edward L. Kelley, 1929-33; W. J. Conway, 1933-40; and Elmer E. Barlow, 1940-42, when the 

he left his home in Hazel Green for the first time when he took the train to Madison for his university department was moved from the Capitol. 

entrance exam. Harper began his medical studies in 1885 at the age of twenty-one and attended the 

University of Wisconsin and Columbian Medical School in Washington, D.C. While studying at Insurance Department 

Columbian University, he worked for the War Department. Prior to his appointment, Dr. Harper had The Insurance Department was the final of the four main departments which were originally housed in 
been in private practice in Madison. Governor Robert M. LaFollette appointed Harper as the Secretary the South Wing of the Wisconsin State Capitol. The offices were located on the First Floor, East Side of 
of the Board of Health in 1901. Harper replaced Dr. U. O. B. Wingate of Milwaukee and the office the South Wing. Directly off the main vestibule one would enter the large Insurance Department Busi- 

which was residing in Milwaukee. ness Office. On the south side of the Business Office was the Deputy Commissioner’s Office anda 

In 1930 the State Medical Society established its Council Award to honor its professional men who had minor corridor leading to the Commissioner’s Office, Library, and Actuary’s Office. This minor corridor 
served public health needs unselfishly and with outstanding distinction. Dr. Harper was one of two men could also be entered from a minor vestibule that was entered from the south side of the main vestibule. 

to first receive this award in 1930. He served as the head of the Board of Health for four decades. In On the north side of the Business Office a minor corridor led one to the Proofreader’s Room and 
1945, on his eighty-first birthday, he was recognized as the dean of all state health officers.!° Stenographer’s Room. Also, on the north wall of the Business Office one could directly enter the 

Insurance Department’s vault. 

Tax Commission The following is a description of the Insurance Department’s responsibilities when they originally moved 

The Tax Commission was located on the East Side of the South Wing’s Ground Floor. From the main into the Wisconsin State Capitol when the South Wing was completed. 

corridor one entered a vestibule area which connected to a minor corridor. Adjacent to this minor 

corridor along the outside wall were the Tax Commissioner’s Office, Chairman of the Commission’s 

Office, Inheritance Tax Office, Librarian’s Office, Stenographer’s Office, and Tax Commission Business 3 

Office. At the end of the corridor was the Secretary’s Office, and along the inside wall of the corridor - «= : 

were three vaults. fr. aS 

The following is a description of the Tax Commission’s responsibilities when they originally moved into Fri‘ ae 

the Capitol upon the completion of the South Wing. The 1915 Blue Book states: A .~ sae 

The Tax Commission supervises the administration of the assessments and tax laws; makes the vo : oT - j ; | 

state assessments; assesses railroads, street railways, telegraph, sleeping cars, express, freight i». 
line and equipment companies, forestry lands, corporation income taxes; passes upon applica- i i 
tion for reassessments and upon appeals for re-equalization of counties; gives advice and Nae / 
assistance to local assessors; boards of review and all local officers in assessments and tax . y , 
matters; supervises the work of the assessors of incomes and the administration of the inherit- ee - 4 
ance tax laws; collects municipal finance statistics; audits books of municipalities and installs [eh O 

systems of accounts for these; compiles and publishes income, inheritance and general property oe a3 | 
tax laws, and biennial reports giving a synopsis of the work of the commission.' u < a. (4 2 

According to the 1915-42 Blue Books, the Tax Commission was housed in the Capitol from the time : _ J ye fo 
the South Wing was completed until 1942. The Tax Commission then moved from the Capitol into the r f [Fe _ f y j Figure 110 
new office building at 1 West Wilson Street. | [ 7 | of Cornelius A. Harper, M.D. was head of the State 

| 2 FF 2 Board of Health for over two decades. Photo 

Ff Ff , courtesy of State Historical Society of Wisconsin 
Ff fe. (EW 902 H 29). 
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The 1915 Blue Book states: State Board of Control First Floor $ 360.37 

The Insurance Department’s function is to administrate the law for supervision and regulation of State Bonet of Kontzel Ground E : aA AR 
: y 5 : : ae a paates ‘ Tax Commission Mr. Reynold’s Office 1822.22 

the business of insurance, including the organic, admission and annual licensing of domestic, ed 
: ; ae a gs : : : Tax Commission Basement and Upper 847.25 

other states and foreign corporations, associations, societies, Lloyds and inter-insurers and their State Board of Health Ground Fl 

agents; valuation of policies and certificates of life insurance; filing and approval of policies, and Sete are eine ut Soe ee ae 556.46 

rates and reserves for insurance; examinations, winding up of insolvent companies, and the 

making and publishing of annual reports; also the supervision of insurance companies stock and Kenyon Cox 

sale; collection of insurance Ss taxes and fees; collection and distribution of fire depart- Kenyon Cox, primarily known as a muralist, began his career in 1877. His previous work with George 
ments dues; calculation of inheritance taxes, management of the state insurance fund for public : ee : bers ; 

a i ec os B. Post included decorations in the Manufactures and Liberal Arts Building for the World’s Columbian 
buildings and the state life fund for life insurance and annuities.'° shor Ws : : . 

Exposition in 1893. His contract work for the South Wing regarded the mural “The Marriage of the 

According to the Blue Books from 1915 to 1962, the Insurance Department was housed in the Wis- Atlantic and the Pacific” in the Senate Chamber. Cox entered into a contract for the mural work, which 
consin State Capitol from the time the South Wing originally opened up until 1964. In 1964 the depart- was composed of three sections, on August 18, 1914 for the sum of $12,000.00. This contract was 

ment was moved out of the Capitol to the new state office building, Hill Farm State Office Building. later extended to November 1, 1915. The murals were installed in the Senate Chamber on October 27- 

The following were heads of the Insurance Department while it was housed in South Wing of the 28, 1 ai ae pos SB Peek this interpretation of the murals which is taken from The Wisconsin 

Wisconsin State Capitol: Herman L. Ekern, 1913-17; M. J. Cleary, 1917-19; Platt Whitman, 1919- Capitol Official Guide and History: 
25; W. Stanley Smith, 1925-27; O. H. Johnson, 1927-29; M. A. Freedy, 1929-33; Harry Mortenson, The three panels are to be taken as one picture, symbolizing the opening of the Panama Canal. 

1933-40; Morvin Duel, 1940-50; John R. Lange, 1950-56; Paul J. Rogan, 1956-60; and Charles In the center, America enthroned, blesses the union of the two oceans. The Atlantic, typified by 
Manson, 1960-62, when the department was moved out of Capitol. the figure of Neptune, places a Ting on the finger of a goddess with a steering oar, who repre- 

sents the Pacific. Below two children support the shield with the arms of the United States. 

Firms. and ivi l In the side panels Peace and Commerce welcome the nations of the world to the ceremony. To 

Cc ontractors, S Individuals the right, behind the Atlantic, Peace welcomes France with the artist’s palette, Germany, with 

Andres Stone & Marble Co. the book of Science, and Great Britain. A muscular boatman drags at the barge with gilded 

_ Andres Stone & Marble Co. was the contractor for the stone and marble work for the interior finish of fiaerebea fo Be eee ae eee aria attributes Stead, estes J — 

the South Wing and the Southeast and Southwest Pavilions of the Wisconsin State Capitol. Fred ae sa fi . eh me aia ae ne rene " ae Se poet 
F ‘ g : lays besi : 

Andres, as president of the company, was directly involved with the Capitol work. Their office and plant e aS es Mas galt a ene. Ree e 

was located on the corner of Keefe Avenue and Richard Street in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The South Additional information regarding Cox will be found in Book Ten-Art Work and Decorative Finishes. 

Wing contract for Andres Stone & Marble Co. was dated 30 April 1910.'° 

Donnelly & Ricci 

Art Metal Construction Company Donnelly & Ricci were contracted to make models and duplicate casts for the interior finishes of the 

The Art Metal Construction Company were the contractors for supplying and installing the large vaults South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions. Their office was located at 451 West 54th Street, 

in the South Wing of the Wisconsin State Capitol. Their title included manufacturer of steel office New York, New York. Donnelly & Ricci’s contract for the South Wing work was dated 1 April 1910. 

furniture and bronze and steel interior equipment. Their main office was located in Jamestown, New They did models for the plasterwork, stone and marble work, carpentry work, and iron work. These 

York, and they also had an office located at 708-710 Republic Building, Chicago, Illinois. The contract models and casts were then given to the appropriate contractor to use for the actual work. 

for the South Wing work was sated 25 February 1 ee named Mr. voip i in charge of The following is an itemized cost of models for the ornamental work in connection with the stone and 
overseeing the work on the South Wing. The following is a list of vaults they supplied in the South Wing marble, plaster, iron, and carpentry work for the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Comer 

and the cost of each vault.'” oe : : ae 
Pavilions, including a duplicate cast of each model. 
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Plasterwork The office was located in Madison and their contract for the South Wing work was dated 22 April 

Upper cornice and soffit Senate Chamber $ 45 1910. 

Sunk panels and rosettes of cornice Senate Chamber 60 . : heey ors 
MT coriice SendteGhamhen 45 The following are some examples of the type of work J. H. Findroff did with direction from George B. 

Frieze and architrave of cornice Senate Chamber 30 Post and Sons. These are change orders which took place while the construction was going on.' 

Corinthian cap to columns Senate Chamber 60 1. Substitute maze wire glass in ceiling lights. 

Corinthian — Peers Senate Chamber 50 2. Install two additional small doors complete in ceiling of second floor corridors. 

Gallery comice and ceiling : Senate Chaniber 20 3. Install one additional radiator box at window between piers “d” and “e” in room 117. 

Blosoenind anoldings under galleries Senate Chamber i 4. Install oak and glass screen and counter for the post office on the second floor. 

Comice and soffit : Senate Lobby 25 5. Install platform for the presidents’ and clerks’ desks in the senate Chambers. 

Comice and ceiling molding Senate Parlor 30 6. Install one additional door and trim between rooms 21 and 22 on the ground floor. 

eas eas Senate Parlor 125 7. Change the inner vestibule doors in the SE and SW pavilions, ground and Ist, from straight to 
curved doors. 

Sotuntit bases Senate Chambers 20 8. Install a paneled oak counter separating the public space from the working space in the office of 

Fe xine a ss a = Commissioner of Insurance on the 1st floor, similar to the special counter which was installed in 

Frieze, panels, and moldings for corner doors Senate Chambers 35 the Business office of the Deparserem et AU amMED Oe FE. 

Cornice and pediment for door to ‘J 

corridor and lobby Senate Chambers 30 Gimbel Bros. 

Bracket, frieze, and architrave to corridor Gimbel Bros. were contracted to order, cut to size, sew, and install the carpet for the Wisconsin State 

and lobby : : Senate Chambers 40 Capitol. They had offices in Milwaukee, Philadelphia, New York, Berlin, and Paris. From the corre- 

a a oranie doors er 40 spondence, all rooms above the Ground Floor in the South Wing were carpeted. It is also known 

Cap molding of wainscot Seite chambers 25 through the correspondence that C. A. Harper, State Health Officer, requested green rugs for the Board 

Marble mantel Senate Chambers 20 of Health Offices on the Ground Floor of the South Wing. However, the green rugs could not be 

Letters over door . Main Stair Hall furnished for four or five months. Consequently, the Board of Health decided to go with the brown rugs 

Carpentry Work which they could receive much sooner than the green. The same brown rugs were used in the rooms in 

Corinthian caps to columns Senate Parlor 30 the Southwest and Southeast Corner Pavilions. It is also known through the correspondence that the 

ee ke oo, Board of Health had six rugs of the following sizes: 6x 128", 39" x 5', 10°6" x 11', 5°3" x 876", 1579" 
‘ornice, moldings, and cap wainsco' enate Parlor 1 ty Jou 

Ornament over saat Senate Parlor 20 Walteaw cients 

Ornament over mantel shelf Senate Parlor 35 
Kiefer-Haessler 

Iron Work : ‘ : : : 
Kiefer-Haessler was the hardware contractor for the West Wing of the Wisconsin State Capitol. From 

ee paar a. , . the correspondence and contract it is concluded that Kiefer-Haessler supplied and installed the hard- 

Topresi iar adi joining Corinthian caps a ies : 5 ware for the entire Capitol. Their plant was located at 433 and 435 Milwaukee Street, Milwaukee, 

Top registers for sides of mantel Senate Parlor 40 Wisconsin. A. L. Kiefer was the president and Herman F. Haessler was the secretary/treasurer. In” 

correspondence from Herman Haessler to Lew F. Porter dated 8 June 1911, itis stated the company 

J. H. Findroff was directed to proceed with the work of furnishing hardware for the South Wing of the Wisconsin 

ee Fgh 5s Bettas to ae the carheate) work ofthe tmtovior finish of the South Wasa etek State Capitol. In correspondence from Herman Haessler to Lew F. Porter dated 14 November 1912, it 

Southeast and Southwest Pavilions. Mr. +E Findroff himself was in charge of overseeing “m project. inatated shat tiny.seqpested pay nett fet an bentonre ati ad on Sane oe ne 
Cae ° State Capitol."" 
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Haul Automatic Clock Co. the electrical work of the South Wing. Their contract was dated 14 February 1912. Paul F. Harloff was 

Haul Automatic Clock Co. was the company who manufactured and installed the original clock system in charge of the work. Their office was located in Madison, Wisconsin. A letter dated 29 January 1912 

for the Wisconsin State Capitol. Their office and factory were located at 1507-09 North Maplewood from Lew F. Porter to Harloff Pence Company states that the Capitol Commission accepted their 

Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. They were the sole manufacturers of A.L. Haul’s Pneumatic Clocks." proposal for the electrical work for the South Wing for a sum of $14,000.""* 

Hecla Iron Works Mack, Jenney and Tyler Decorators 

Hecla Iron Works did the interior ormamental iron work for the South Wing of the Wisconsin State Mack, Jenney and Tyler Decorators from New York City received the contract for the majority of the 

Capitol. Their contract for the South Wing work was dated 24 February 1912. Their office was located decorative work for the Wisconsin State Capitol. An examination of their proposal, contract, and letters 

at 118 North 11th Street, Brooklyn, New York. Ina letter dated 13 February 1913 to Hecla Iron of correspondence shows that Mack, Jenney and Tyler did all decorative finishes from the Basement 

Works, Lew F. Porter states that during the progress of the building no one contractor had furnished Floor through the Fourth Floor in the South Wing. This included all the decorative work in the Senate 

less trouble. The work was very well done and of better quality than similar work. A letter dating 16 Chamber and Parlor.'"* 

February 1912 from Porter to Hecla Iron Works states that the Capitol Commission accepted the 

proposition to furnish the ornamental iron work for the South Wing for $40,000." Matthews Bros. Furniture Company 

Matthews Bros. Furniture Company, a prominent Milwaukee furniture manufacturing company, was 

Harloff Pence Company founded in 1857 by brothers Eschines P. and Alonzo R. The firm grew to become one of the largest 

Harloff Pence Company was the electrical contractor for the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest manufacturers of furniture in the Northwest such that by 1892 the factory plant was valued at $75,000 

Pavilions of the Wisconsin State Capitol. They supplied all the labor and material to entirely complete and the production at $125,000. The company employed over 250 cabinet makers and laborers and its 
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business extended from Maine to Colorado. In the art of interior decoration of houses with fancy wood Wer Penner Reps Gt eet eee eke ie 

designs the company had a large trade all over the company. Matthews Bros. supplied the senators’ ; _ - he, eo a 

: Ttenteed eset cof Matelefer. tke orcamenthl work in connestion 

desks for the Senate Chamber after Andrews Company resigned from the contract. Matthews Bros. with the e@ens and “marble. pimeter,- fren and caxpenter work for the 
116 South Viag.aad Beuthenst and Southwest corner pavilions, inaluding 

contract with the state for the amount of $2584 for 33 desks was dated 26 September 1912.''® The = duplicate-wast of. esok model. 

factory was sold in 1913 following the death of E.P. Matthews. By 1930 the firm had changed its WR ee ennrmapinns PLASTER WORK inns : 

specialization to custom interior woodwork.” nas pres. “LI 
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Modern Steel Structural Company was the contractor for the structural steel work for the South Wing sks dni “ o a " “ Ss 60-5 

and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions of the Wisconsin State Capitol. Their contract was dated 30 204 —Coriathien cap tu pilasters 2.00.20... cceeeeee eee “ vs 

January 1909. Their office was located in Waukesha, Wisconsin. A letter dated 18 March 1911 from 201 Gallary reccmice, arn> elling 5 aiarmmenge sss <8 7 fi Aa 
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Mueller Company was the heating and ventilation contractor for the South Wing and Southeast and eet — ee i Ae 
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Sree ee i pace rere ener: McNulty Bros. of Chicago 

Bee Re ae Batt MA at. , span test ges 
: tae meet Zz “‘%®. Gee, i, CGO COANE Looe McNulty Bros. of Chicago was the contractor for the masonry work for the interior finish of the South 

’, BE. ase ee se wig iiekravonie Comninion op. CL nseee DINE Gary secs Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions of the Wisconsin State Capitol. Their contract was dated 

i wonne DSK Ct. -_prmsident, nd ip hie acl aR Disa Matar Oh, tn ime ee REY throat. 20 April 1910. McNulty Bros. also did some plasterwork for the South Wing of the Capitol.'° 

i | fiawe axoemtou thii“ooatract en the part of The Stave, ant iain party of the second prot aew+-—-—berenaia ot 

j - a erhand-end sont hae caused this contract to be executel.on its part by its prosident and secretary, 3 

| sa NES cond alned. ee M. T. Lamb Art Stained Glass 
TX Te eREsENer or 2 

! Peg, tS. Ll es i ei M.T. Lamb did the leaded glasswork for the interior finish of the South Wing of the Wisconsin State 

feecescenttccseentes seceteseseeneser ss SS ea rrprosdon™ | Capitol. His studio was located at 44 Bergen Street, Brooklyn, New York. M. T. Lamb’s contract was 
| si TT SMART ECT Rte arte int PRE uae Che inne dated August 1910."! 

poet ‘ 2222: BOND | 7 hae ee Mitchell Vance Company 

| Alien io Tipexe ae Thae i Pheaka 20 wien, (lor hee. Mitchell Vance Company supplied the electric fixtures for the South Wing of the Wisconsin State 

AG Bante BRA rs: DP acrad GFR Sei ee eee eee ies Capitol. A letter dated 25 January 1912 from George B. Post to Lew F. Porter states that Mitchell 
; as principal. and a - 2 arcs Com Befsa 9 ae at Alla G0 Conte T Pp ote S Z 

I S facto we fg fi MOG ata tem oho pe me so he Vance Company’s proposal was accepted for the electric lighting fixtures for the South Wing and 

| “as'srciy, are bed “nnd fiemby bow cn Rie At Wipes tes Gordle atacand CML erie eee meee Southeast and Southwest Pavilions for a cost of $25,287.81.!” 
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| oe Cloak ae iis rk whe. Lede hens gin ait ta. oe ie i which in his opinion should dominate such a body. ; 
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Figure 115 

The contract from the State Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives for the ornamental ironwork of the 

Wisconsin State Capitol with Hecla Iron Works, 17 June 1912, included building, furnishing, erecting 

and completing all necessary work. 

pn tt et 
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Individuals emphasis on energy conservation during the 1970s directed some of the changes. The 1980s continued 

with numerous projects including: the replacement and renovation of windows; roof and skylight project; 

Lew Porter replacement of Senate Chamber and Senate Parlor carpeting; handicap toilet facilities project; installa- 

Lew Porter, a prominent Madison architect, became the secretary of the Capitol Commission during the tion of handicap doors and ramps; and the development of the Master Plan. Due to the development of 

years of the Capitol construction from 1906-1917. Porter was associated with A.D. Conover architec- the Master Plan and the preceding restoration and rehabilitation projects in the North Wing and West 

tural firm from 1887-1899. He supervised the construction of large public buildings including Science Wing, the South Wing survey and documentation began in 1994. Additional information may be refer- 

Hall and the Gymnasium on the University of Wisconsin campus at Madison. Other works included the enced from the timetable which is divided into decades with major projects listed by the year. 

Dane County Courthouse, the residence of the dean of the college of agriculture, and many private 

buildings and homes. Porter’s office was also a training ground for other young architects including 1900 

Alvan Small, Louis W. Calude, John Flad, and Frank Lloyd Wright. When the second Capitol burned in 1906 Capitol Commission selected George Post to design the Wisconsin State Capitol. 

1904 Porter was instrumental in settling a controversy over the placement of the new Capitol. Asa 1304 Rkabinhien sgpiad is thet ati Gel to put Senate in South Wing 

result he began a long term relationship with George B. Post and Sons, the contractors, and laborers for ; 

the new Capitol beginning with the competition in 1906. A more complete reference regarding Porter 1907 One-third of drawings for finish of the South Wing completed. 

will be placed in Book I- Comprehensive Summary.'”* 1908 Senate Chamber redesigned. Suggestion for circular seating thought to be key to development 

ofroom. 

Timetable aay ’ 
1908 Contract let for the fabrication of steel work for the South Wing. 

The early 1900s found the Capitol Commission busy with writing a competition program and selecting 

George B. Post and Sons as the architects for the third Capitol on the site. Post began the South Wing Working on heating & ventilating of South Wing. 

drawings early but design changes were still being considered in 1909. In 1910 interior bids were Four schemes for Senate seating. 

opened and construction on the South Wing began. By 1911 the South Wing was complete to the attic 

floor and design work for the furniture began. The Capitol work from 191 Case 1913 was concen- AUpReCERERLE qm C-CMNO! cited to He ene 

trated on the South Wing with an emphasis that the Senate Chamber be ready for occupancy at the The size and details of the Senate Chamber not definitely decided upon. 

opening oop in 191 2 Due to Geom Post’s geyh ip November 1913 the Capitol ke finished 1909 Staircase from Senate lobby to galleries omitted. 

under the direction of his sons, James Otis Post and William Stone Post. Although occupied, work 

continued in the South Wing especially with Cox’s murals being installed and Mack, Jenney, and Tyler’s 

decorative work implemented. The building construction was considered complete in 1917 although not 

all design work had been implemented. _ nt 

New updates and modernization continued to be implemented in the Capitol during the 1920s and See 4 

1930s with such items as new handrails on the Ground and First Floor stairs, electric lights and ventila- ay , 

tion fans installed above the Senate Chamber skylight, updated telephone system, remodeling of : on . ait oi i / 

restrooms and walls painted by WPA workers and Capitol staff. This trend continued in the 1950s with 4 Pore A t rt fr ig ‘ —— 

shops added in the basement, a replacement carpet for the Senate Chamber, modemization of the em OLS US aa 

elevators and the change from direct current to alternating current in the electrical system. ith iat el wa Ioe tsetse eee Powis 

Major remodeling, installation of new elevators, and a plumbing renovation took place in the 1960s. In E yo The South Wing pediment was 

addition the murals in the Senate Chamber were conserved, the Senate Gallery railings modified, and << — . _ —. = es oi ned ang carved by Adolph 4 ‘ 
c f r : Se preom na ro 2) oy einman. These figures symbolized 

gallery carpet and upholstery was changed. The 1970s had numerous projects including a remodeling of ees ‘es * on ee “the virtues and traits of charac- 

the Ground Floor, new sound system, removal of skylights, and renovation of the heating system. An oe aed ( ’ P 4 re P } ter.” 
ee Po Coa on 4 ; Photo: Kahler Slater 
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1910 1912 Revolving bookcases approved to be placed next to Senator’s desks. 

1909 South Wing structural drawings compiled except for location of old boiler room. 1912 Carpet laid in the Senate Chamber was the same crimson red as in the Assembly. 

1910 The layout for the general grounds designed. 1912 Senate Parlor required three rugs, same as the rugs in the Assembly Parlor. 

1910 Interior bids for South Wing opened. 1912 One hundred opera chairs required in the Senate galleries. 

1910 South Wing construction began. 1913 Toiletrooms for Senate completed. 

1910 Mahogany specified for Senate Parlor and adjoining rooms. 1913 George Browne Post died. 

1910 Contract let for furnishing, erecting, and finishing of the South Wing and Southeast and South- 1913 South Wing construction completed. 

een 1914 Kenyon Cox to provide three paintings for the three panels in the Senate Chamber. 

1910 Models furnished for interior finish of the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions. POLS Sigler onde ie flit ame rom NUE, Purtitune Go, hlvtommkees 

191)... Bghty Bement of souih Prime Eres 1915 Contract let to Mack, Jenney and Tyler. 

’ 1911 South Wing reached roof level, soon to be enclosed. 1919: "Cone ahitingypitingilace. 

1911 Specaficationss fhe tieatiaie arnt yeutilating sentout, 1916 Mack, Jenney and Tyler work in the Senate Chamber completed. 

a rn 1917 Wisconsin State Capitol construction completed. 

1911 Drawings and specifications for furniture for South Wingsent out. 1919: vAifthitects frosNew!Yodk male the finalinspectiots 

1911 Post wrote to Porter stating there should be three paintings in the Senate. 1920 

1911 Architect working op the desian of he PENUTE. 1922 New handrails added to Ground and First Floor stairs. 

1911 Senate dissatisfied with the arrangement of the Chambers and insisted on individual desks. £598 ies iits Wildeed th MGT lth Sone eh ainBee 

1911 Drawing for the furniture about finished and decision must be made on Senator’s desks. 1926, .Aubmnalicealety elevaios locks installed. 

1911 Commission desired the use of landscape in the Senate mural instead of figures. 1998” "felgphbab Bylaw pasted: 

1911 Drawings received from the architects for South, East, and West Wing furniture. 1929 "Ventilation find installed above the Senate uleylights. 

1911 Post stated that curtain would work better than landscape in the panels. 1909: | Boseer yates inatilled Seater Prabihition Donactnent. 

1911 Electric lighting fixtures scheduled for the South Wing. 1930 

1912 Special lighting fixture ordered for the Senate Parlor. 1930. Buzzer system installed in the Board of Health Department. 
1912 Commission excepted plan for seating in the Senate. 1935 | Capitobpdeninieinalh 

1912 Contract issued for wood furniture for the South Wing. 19500 Ihddntewoctenbens ecdmadolnd: 

1812 1 aneae SEL Rere era nee 8s a 1939 Basement painted by WPA workers and Capitol staff. 

1912 Contract let to construct, build, erect, and finish all (thirty-three) Senate desks. 
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1940 1970 

1945 Marble in South Wing entrances repaired. 1970 Remodeling work done on all of Ground Floor. 

1948 Acoustical work (rubber tile floors) done in the Capitol building. 1970 Television cameras and monitors added. 

1950 1970 Window security project begun. 

1951 Architectural plans revised. 1970 Sound system added. 

1951 Shops in basement added. 1972 Hallway and circular entrances repaired and repainted. 

1953 Newcarpet (reported first replacement) installed in the Senate Chamber. 1972 Stencils on the ground hallway and circular entrances restored. 

1956 Senate balcony repainted. 1973 Skylights removed/deck water proofed. 

1958 Elevators modernized. 1975 Newsound system installed. 

1958 Rewiring of Capitol building for air conditioning begun. 1975 Computerized voting machine installed. 

1960 1975 Elevator doors refinished. 

1960 Meters installed for heat exchange. 1976 The Senate Parlor redecorated. 

1962 Carpet in Senate replaced. - 1976 Skylight repair work done. 

1963 Rewiring of Capitol building completed. 1977 Toilet Room 247S remodeled. 

1963 Hydraulic freight elevators added. 1978 Capitol remodeling project. 

1964 Majorremodeling done on Ground, First, Second, Third, and Fourth Floors. 1979 Heating system renovated. 

1965 Ornate elevator doors, grill work, and gears removed. 1979 Energy conservation and ventilation changes implemented. 

1965 Fournew elevators installed. 1979 Skylight repair project. 

1966 Conservation of murals in the Senate. 1979 Joint Finance Hearing Room remodeled. 

1966 Elevator doors refinished. 1979 Major leak occurred in Senate area—steam line leak on Third Floor causing damage in Senate 

1966 Architectural plans revised. a eas 

1966 Passenger and freight elevators added. pi 

1966 Twonewelevators added. Le wlicg Tet te nd con 

1968) “'Setiate galley railings rerodeled. 1982 Windows replaced and renovated. 

1968 Senate galleries recarpeted and reupholstered. a 
1968" Phimbiig renovated. 1982 Roofand skylight project. 

1984 Second Floor Senate area remodeled.



1984 Senate carpet replaced. on the floor or ona furniture piece. A “bracket” fixture indicates placement on the wall. A “dish” refers 

to a ceiling globe. 
1984 Barrel vaults between skylights and roof painted black. yh 

5Mitchell Vance Company Specifications and Estimate on Lighting Fixtures, 18 December 1911, 

1985 Ground Floor South Electrical feeder system renovated. Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 837, box 2; Drawing 518-1654, [date unreadable], Wisconsin State 

1985 Asbestos Abatement project. opie caring: 
Ibid. 

1986 Hearing Room 318SW renovated. 
™Drawing 518-1115, 10 November 1911, revised 23 August 1913, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 

1986 Small arch in South Wing repaired. 
8M. T. Lamb Contract and Bond, August 1910, Capitol Building Contracts. 

1987 Master Plan ad 4 , ‘ : 
aster Planadonted °Drawing 518-1104, 15 December 1909, revised 25 October 1910 and 22 September 1911; Drawing 

1987 Senate Parlor carpeting replaced. 518-1144, 2 March 1911, revised 26 May 1914, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 

1987 Revolving doors repaired. 0] ight Haus, Art Glass Consultants, to Dale Dumbleton, Bureau of Building Management for the 

Capitol, received 26 October 1988. 

1989 Primary electrical and emer; stems renovated and ired. 
eee ee SRE CEE DR? "Donnelly and Ricci Contract, 29 April 1910, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 837, box 1. 

ae le eee ere McNulty Brothers to George B. Post and Sons, 26 June 1910, Capitol Commission General Files, 

1989 Handicap doors and ramps installed. ser. 833, box 13 (Madison, Wis.: State Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives, 1903-1918); Capitol 

Building Specifications, ser. 834, vol. 1 (Madison, Wis.: State Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives, 

1989 Ground Floor exit doors replaced—South, East, and West Wings only. 1906-1917), for Mason’s Work. 

1990 Mack, Jenney and Tyler to Capitol Commission, 8 June 1914, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 837, 

box 2. 
1990 Handicap toilet facilities project for Ground Floor. 

: 14. ew F. Porter to J. A. Van Cleve, 29 October 1915, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, box 

1993 Elevators repaired and upgraded. 11; Lew F. Porter to Kenyon Cox, 7 October 1915, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, box 

1994 South Wing survey and documentation. ; 3. 

; 'Tbid. 
1995 South Wing survey and documentation. } 

‘Mack, Jenney and Tyler to George B. Post and Sons, 8 June 1914, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. g P’ 
Notes 837, box 2. 

Drawing 518-1104, 15 December 1909, revised 25 October 1910 and 22 September 1911, Wiscon- 
'M.T. Lamb Contract and Bond, August 1910, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 837, box 2 (Madison, ine hcede te. ‘ eae 
Wis.: State Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives, 1907-1916). Original contract wording refers to t 

this as a “work” in lieu of panel or skylight. '8Hecla Iron Works, 24 February 1912, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 837, box 2. 

Drawing 518-1116, 10 November 1911, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings, George B. Post Architec- '°W. O. Hotchkiss Esq., State Geologist, to James Otis Post, 18 January 1915, Capitol Commission 

tural Collection (New York: New-York Historical Society, and Madison, Wis.: Division of Facilities General Files, ser. 833, box 9. 

Development, State of Wisconsin, 1906-1916). 20Lew F. Porter to Colleager Manufacturing Company, 15 October 1912, Capitol Commission General 

3Drawing 518-1106, 15 December 1909, revised 15 May 1912, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. Files, ser. 833, box 12. 

‘Mitchell Vance Company, the original lighting contractors for the South Wing, used the term “light” in all 21Drawing 518-1144, 15 December 1909, revised 25 October 1910 and 22 September 1911, Wiscon- 

correspondence and contracts to indicate the number of lamps or bulbs used by a fixture. In this report sin State Capitol Drawings. 

the term “lamp” will be used to refer to a bulb. The term “standard” will refer to a fixture placed either 2Tbid. 
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2 Wisconsin State Capitol Guide and History (Madison, Wis.: Department of Administration, State of **Tbid. Fasces, a symbol of Roman derivation, consisted of a bundle of rods bound together around an 

Wisconsin, 1991), 36. ax with the blade projecting. Carried before Roman magistrates the fasces was seen as a symbol of 

241 ew F. Porter to J. A. Van Cleve, 29 October 1915, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, authority. This motifis seen throughout the Senate and Assembly chambers. 

box 11. It may be possible that a first retrofitting of electrical wiring occurred when the Capitol changed from 

*5Perry C. Huston to Charlie Quagliana, 5 October 1994 direct current to alternating current. Additional retrofittings have added the telephone and computer 

é t é wiring. 

nLewE, Oe ol es ? ae Lp Joi, Cap Pammnission Gracral eee pal ie “Wollaeger Manufacturing Company to J. H. Gormley, 10 January 1913, Capitol Commission General 
box 7; Gimbel Brothers to Capitol Commission, 8 November 1912, Capitol Commission General Files, Files, ser. 833. box 13. A full scale detail of the readine desk. dated 16 Jan 1913. is with the 

ser. 833, box 4; George B. Post and Sons to Lew F. Poster, 17 October 1912, Capitol Commission ay OSU Cle ae cs aoe i 
General Biles ‘oie 833. box9 original architectural drawings in the New- York Historical Society. 

i ; ; 5 41 : i . . : . 

2"Drawing 518-1144, 15 December 1909, revised 25 October 1910 and 22 September 1911, Wis- sh idence ils shu 2 veep acta 
consin State Capitol Drawings. “Drawing 518-3223, 16 October 1911, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 

8Lew F. Porter to Andres Stone and Marble Company, 8 January 1913, Capitol Commission General Detail drawings, rolls 1-7, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 

so In 1994 the Capitol Buildings and Grounds Division had two spittoons in storage. 
29) + = i 7 { 1 Bs 2 Drawing 518-3223, 16 October 1911, revised 23 December 1912, Wisconsin State Capitol Draw: 4SDrawing 518-1654, [date unreadable] and drawing 518-1115, 10 November 1911, revised 23 

eet August 1913, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 

3°Matthews Brothers Manufacturing Company, 26 September 1912, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. py : : : , i 
837, box 2; Matthews Brothers Manufacturing Company to Wisconsin State Capitol Commission, 14 orang 918 1054, ie re er eee Pavan. 

January 1913, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, box 13. 4Tbid. 

3!Wollaeger Manufacturing Company, 9 August 1912, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 837, box 2; 48Drawing 518-1115, 10 November 1991, revised 23 August 1913, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 

Ub pace imeem ah ae Ciarenarunart ‘e SaaS. “Drawing 518-1104, 15 December 1909, revised 25 October 1910 and 22 September 1911, Wis- 
ture at the Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis., in correspondence to author 18 May 1994 ee ae ee 

identified wood samples from the President’s desk, a senator’s desk, and the clerk’s radial desk as Drawing 518-3233, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 

ne oe) Papien seem is ola Kase ve Pein, Peeian, or Circascian Walia >!George B. Post and Sons to Lew F. Porter, 4 May 1909, Capitol General Correspondence, ser. 833, 

*Ibid. Furniture schedule accompanies contract. box 8. 

Drawings 518-3223 and 518-3224, 16 October 1911, revised 23 December 1912, Wisconsin State Drawings 518-3233 and 518-3223, 16 October 1911, revised 23 December 1912, Wisconsin State 

Capitol Drawings. Capitol Drawings. 

*Dale Dumbleton, Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, Wisconsin State Capitol, interview by 53Capitol Commission Financial Records, 16 October 1912, ser. 835, vols. 1-4 (Madison, Wis.: State 

author, Madison, Wis., 20 June 1994. Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives, date of collection), 128. 

*“Detail drawing, roll 6, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. *Tbid. 

**Lew F. Porter to George B. Post and Sons, 10 September 1912, Capitol Commission General Files, 5>Wollaeger Manufacturing Company Contracts, 9 August 1912, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 837, 

ser. 833, box 9; Lew F. Porter to George B. Post and Sons, 23 September 1912, Capitol Commission box 2. 

ee ek leaks gedecouie Pte Coat alee Ce ee S6Drawings 518-3233 and 518-3223, 16 October 1911, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 
57Thj 

*7Drawing 518-3223, 16 October 1911, revised 23 December 1912, Wisconsin State Capitol Draw- 7 

ings. *Drawing 518-1116, 10 November 1911, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 
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Drawings 518-1104 and 518-1106, 15 December 1910, last revision 15 September 1912, Wisconsin *'The Wisconsin Blue Book 1968 (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau). 3. 

State apie Drewiass, ©The State of Wisconsin 1981-92 Blue Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference 
A probe analysis was performed 28 July 1993 by Mike Bath and Joyce Inman to determine the Bureau), 44. 

csiginalaant ® The Wisconsin Blue Book 1975 (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau), 80. “Drawi . ‘ j , , 
ee “The State of Wisconsin 1973 Blue Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau), 

°Hecla Iron Works Contracts, 24 February 1912, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 837, box 2. 64. 

®Drawing 518-1149, 28 February 1911, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. *° Wisconsin Men of Achievement, Bicentennial Edition, 1776-1976 (Milwaukee, WI: Hoover 

“Lew F. Porter to Ford, Johnson and Company, 23 November 1912, Capitol Commission General 5 iii Dias ain ii na trai 

Files, ser. 833, box 4. 86The Wisconsin Blue Book 1964 (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau), 32. 

Christian Holst, The Wisconsin Capitol: Official Guide and History, ed. Christian A. Holst (Madi- *’The State of Wisconsin 1983-1984 Blue Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference 
son, Wis.: M. F. Blumenfeld, Superintendent of Public Property, 1917). Bureau), 48. 

*Gimbel Brothers to Lew F. Porter, 18 April 1917, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, box 4. 88The State of Wisconsin 1985—1986 Blue Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference P’ g 

®’The State of Wisconsin 1983-1984 Blue Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference se 
Bureau), 10. ©The Wisconsin Blue Book 1964 (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau), 30. 

The Wisconsin Blue Book 1921 (Madison, Wis.: State Printing Board), 237. The Wisconsin Blue Book 1962 (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Library), 3. g 

©The Wisconsin Blue Book 1970 (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau), 23. *' The Wisconsin Blue Book 1968 (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau). 27. 

"The Wisconsin Blue Book 1944 (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Library), 27. The State of Wisconsin 1979-1980 Blue Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference 8 

"The State of Wisconsin 1989-1990 Blue Book (Madison: Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference ee a 

Bureau), 78. The State of Wisconsin 1993-1994 Blue Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference 

” The Wisconsin Blue Book 1968 (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau), 32. Beek 
rf : ‘  wnahiis y aah 

Tate af Wiscamin 1987--1908 Milse Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Levislative Reference Bu- r The State of Wisconsin 1977 Blue Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau), 

reau), 86. 3 
# : A ‘ ane : Sen as 

™The Wisconsin Blue Book 1952 (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Library), 28. ime Wisconsin 1979-1980 Blue Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference 

a é : eee : pe : 
The Wisconsin Blue Book 1944 pAndisan, Wite.: Wasconsin Logiclative Reterence lima} 15 The Wisconsin Blue Book 1946 (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Library), 32. 

aa : : =paeenen : nee 
ne Stateof Wisconsin 1975 Blue Book (Madison, Wie:: Wisconsin Legislative Refercare Barca), "The State of Wisconsin 1983-84 Blue Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference 

: Bureau), 52. 
a i 4 nee : eee 
an State of Wisconsin 1973 Blue Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau), The Wisconsin Blue Book 1933 (Madisoti; Wis : Wiscotisin Legislative Reference Libtary), 221. 

: a : ee 99 . . is Wi ‘ et : 217. 

*8The State of Wisconsin 1973 Blue Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau), Ce 

26. 10The State of Wisconsin 1979-1980 Blue Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference 

State of Wisconsin 1985-1986 Blue Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bu- feet 
reau), 14. 101 The Wisconsin Blue Book 1915 (Madison, Wis.: Industrial Commission of Wisconsin), 374. 

®°The State of Wisconsin 1975 Blue Book (Madison, Wis.: Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau), 1 The Wisconsin Blue Book 1940 (Madison, Wis.: State of Wisconsin), 141. 

40. 
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103Rred Holmes, ed., Wisconsin Stability, Progress, and Beauty, vol. 2 (Chicago: Lewis Publishing Martha Kilgour, “Lew F. Porter, Architect,” The Journal of Historic Madison, Inc. of Wisconsin 2 

Company, 1946), 453, 459, 462, 470. (1976), 29-35; Wisconsin Necrology 16 (1916-18), 240-41. 

1047he Wisconsin Blue Book 1915 (Madison, Wis.: Industrial Commission of Wisconsin), 373. 

105 The Wisconsin Blue Book 1915 (Madison, Wis.: Industrial Commission of Wisconsin) 375. 

106 Andres Stone & Marble Co. Contract, 30 April 1910, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 837, box 1. 

107 Art Metal Construction Company Contract, 25 February 1916, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 837, 

box 1. 

'08Donnelly & Ricci Contract, 1 April 1910, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 837, box 1. 

109J_ H. Findroff Contract, 22 April 1910, Capitol Commission Contracts, ser. 837, box 1. 

Noy H. Findroff Contract, 22 April 1910, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 837, box 1. 

‘Herman Haessler to Lew F. Porter, 14 November 1912, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, 
box 6. 

'2] ew F. Porter to Haul Automatic Clock Co., 14 January 1913, Capitol Commission General Files, 
ser. 833, box 5; Haul Automatic Clock Co. to Lew F. Porter, 18 January 1913, 15 January 1913, 27 

January 1909, 24 January 1908, and 2 December 1907, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, 

box 6. 

'31_ew F. Porter to Hecla Iron Works, 16 February 1912, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, 
box 5. 

"41 ew F, Porter to Hecla Iron Works, 16 February 1912, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, 

box 5. 

'SMack, Jenney and Tyler to George B. Post & Sons, 8 June 1914, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 
837, box 2. 

"Matthews Brothers Manufacturing Company, 26 September 1912, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. ; 
837, box 2. 

"David A. Hanks, The Decorative Designs of Frank Lloyd Wright (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1979), 
209-12. 

"8Modem Steel Structural Co. to Lew F. Porter, 18 March 1911, Capitol Commission General Files, 
ser. 833, box 7. 

Mueller Company Contract, 20 January 1912, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 837, box 2. 

°M{cNulty Bros. of Chicago Contract, 20 April 1910, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 837, box 2. 

21M. T. Lamb Art Stained Glass Contract, August 1910, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 837, box 2. 

George B. Post to Lew F. Porter, 25 January 1912, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 833, box 

q: 

23 dolf A. Weinman Contract, February 1910, Capitol Building Contracts, ser. 837, box 2. 
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REPRODUCTIONS OF ORIGINAL LINEN DRAWINGS 

Basement Through Fourth Floors—Architectural 

Basement Through Fourth Floors—Heating and Ventilating 

Basement Through Fourth Floors—Electric Work 

Basement Through Fourth Floors—Plumbing Work 
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Chapter Four 

his chapter addresses the facade, the windows, and the bronze railings of the South Wing, 

and the Southeast and Southwest Pavilions’ Exterior. Exterior doors will be discussed in the 

ee cere ee ee sneiieieiaicoeeiaeaeneeatiaeiieataaaaeeniieaiieaireenaaa t door survey in Chapter 5. These are the only portions of the exterior envelope to be included I stldeoject : ee —rr—Sr—~—“‘“CCiCS:si‘(‘ (;‘;éSCiS*tis'iCUizCizsésWC sts in the South Wing Renovation and Restoration project’s scope. 

FS. i—~S ayo oF te — — os -— ee —=—S—e The exterior of the South Wing, Southeast and Southwest Pavilions will be explored in detail in Book 

— S i —rrrS—srs——=<Ssr”sz‘ ROOMS Eight—Exterior of the Capitol Historic Structure Reports. The history research, condition survey, 
— - lel \ i rr documentation and scientific research for that book will be undertaken prior to the anticipated work. 
”T”—OSaAOS == a r”—“ OOOOCO—C—C—C—O—COC—C—C~C~OCOCOCiCC;: : : : : ‘ ‘ ii. _ ett eS : — = The exterior work is separated from the South Wing Renovation and Restoration project for two — = EE et “i re =  . ‘ep gs pro) 

a AW Y, a ME. aS Ey a =—™e  . reasons. The primary reason is the exterior is assumed to be in good condition at this time, but that 
COC a enna ia aa a at some remedial work will be necessary within ten years. This assumption is based upon the results of a OR - ‘ . 2 any: o 1Y p 

— < tN EY tet a oe hee 3 — detailed study of the West Wing, Northwest Pavilion and Dome undertaken by Wiss, Janney, Elstner 
le veo ys ; Ea ae oa ’ Bi 2 is : Oe ws yi Vee ig u, sxe atl ieee “ 8 i Associates, Inc. of Chicago, Illinois, in the summer of 1993. Results of the intensive survey revealed that 

| oe oS 4) VE EES BEN Job A Pin ms 4h A we gee the granite is weathering well and that only minor problems are apparent in caulking, mortar and flashing ee A ¥ oe ee aia o “4 NS Ye Pag 

REL : +n or: : _ 4 F erage ee Ny Able 7 The second reason is the exterior can be done as a separate project except for the windows, doors and 

eee a eee = ey a |S 4 2 he a eed bronze railings. They are included with the South Wing project because these are the only elements to 
eee Te 1 1 ieee : be affected by the interior project. Doors and windows will be restored since the interior casings, trim 

i ey Vine | hy a a | | . " - a Py and hardware are part of the interior scope of work. The bronze railings are included as the only 
| eae eee P. Boh e Ef ’ ’ ’ | 2 ae eo a *t exterior ornamental metals located above ground level and may easily be included with the conservation a a a" er 1 | : oo “ a! mT - . | ‘ = lid ri | y x 4 yy q 4 1 a . | a ea of interior ornamental metals. 

Loe a E TR xterior 
ae : . rs Le — fies 

: + — os ‘aii The exterior of the Capitol is entirely White Bethel Vermont granite, chosen for its durability and white 

color. True to Beaux-Arts style the exterior is a large grandiose composition, very symmetrical in 
é ni 117 appearance. It features several projecting facades, multi-story columns and a rusticated ground story 
 aetagiedd which are typical characteristics. The definition of the attic floor by means of a set back, the enriched Gretchen Pfaehler, photographer i r 4 i a 

moldings and framed windows and the free-standing statuary also are important composition elements. 

The four wings terminate in porticos composed of Corinthian columns supporting pediments. These 

pediments feature tympanums which contain groups of statuary by some of America’s most distin- 

ished sculptors of the era including Karl Bitter, Adolph Weinman and Attilio Piccirilli. gul Pp’ ig Pp 
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Ea CFigure 118 ete se nese Nak eam A 
Ce. oe ti ie Z s aaa * 
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ae — = oe Bay nai ; eee eK s = ‘ ‘i f- - a i. . fe Weinman. — TT ee 
a 4 & ~ oR Oe — 4 . = 5 
3 C 4 a om Photo: Kahler Slater : _ . 4 x e ny = nae ae : ee 

Ga regener renee core a ern ae | = a ‘ Pt = ‘ a 

se |) ee i oo ea a | cm eee 

aes oe — if eo ee 8 OCFigure 121 
Sse i c— —rt—~—“a—— Pca ete a any pasa The wing's end facade shows the rusticated Ground 

ae “eh... Ot one Rss aH Ba eee @ Floor, the three differing window types, the columns, 
Rae teregeice een = oe & eee See ee. a Sa ene ba 5 
Se Fk . . idk areactaneratiaoa 4 and the pediment below the dome. 

ee testi‘ ai‘ CG i — Ol §— Photo: Kahler Slater 

si ; ee | ©. Ff Gl Ye aes Te 

welt oe me me me ae = The main facade is organized in P Ay eae 

rece es 6 ie | oe Lg il eet even three sections: base, middle, and ae ~~ 
see ee a is 0 Se eee top. These stories are topped by an rr ee 
pee ser pe tan : Pe ye ee SN Ra: | a Mie : 
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ee ee ee ee fF | | Pee 

oe a i SS - 3. 
: ; C—O et ke onc cae tes fF ffi 

er —e coe CUULECE wf Figure 122 
we ee  . Figure 120 oe hh TC * A close detail of the six Corinthian columns on the 

oe ee : : * cA i ee a ok —— oe This close-up of the Ground Floor ne a oe P & wings end shows how the columns are put 
OS OR. ; : Is th diti ee hin: Vy d the First Fl 3 Sr rustification reveals the condition 4 ee IS Li oe “ together. The columns extend from the First Floor 
CRE : Ba . ee 7 ce te ar ‘ - 

A ee of the granite. ee oie through the Third Floor. 
aati eat = : Photo: Kahler Slater aaa ee eee = Photo: Kahler Slater 
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The pavilions feature an exterior grand stairs with a carriage porch below. These stairs lead to the a | iS : a | 

primary or First Floor of the Capitol. A colonnade of Ionic columns supports an entablature with > Ip iE : \ 

balustrade and each pavilion is capped with a shallow granite dome. x aN wings | VEE i 

ee a 
The South Wing is 125 feet wide, 85 feet high and 87 feet long. The main exterior walls of the wing are z : - oe A cy . J 

four stories high. The exterior wall of the Fourth Floor is inset from the main walls by 20 feet. : ray . 

' oa 
The facade is organized in three sections: base, middle and top. The courses of granite at the base have Xe at t ay = 

deep reveals. This rustication emphasizes the horizontal coursing. Each ground floor window, in the 4 es s = = 

base, is surrounded by a shallow arch and a decorative projecting keystone. Above the Ground Floor is o Ps) So = a oe 

abelt course. This projecting band separates the base from the middle section. vo : “Gn & 

The middle portion of the facade included the First, Second and Third Floors. The granite walls have a — : % < 

brush-hammered finish and are laid up in a running bond pattern with minimum width joints. The First ‘ i Figure 123 ; 

Floor windows are surmounted by a triangular pediment. The taller Second Floor windows have a : oo Ps < oat ae i ee as ee : a s 

curved top portion. They are surmounted by a round arch with ornamental carving and keystone above ae < — “— ‘ Vermette af croup represents thé theme 

the window head. ~~ “Faith” as each member bows in obedience to 
: divine and civil law. 

The Third Floor windows are much smaller and are paired rectangular units. Each pair of windows is : oC Photo: Kahler Slater 

recessed, creating a pier between the windows in each bay. 

The upper portion of the facade is separated from the middle portion by a projecting comice. Above oS Ge 

the cornice is a balustrade that extends across the full length of each side of the wing. The balustrade hie Uk ee 
consists of groups of eight balusters set between piers, with a stone coping extending across the balus- / A “ i Khe og op 

ters. A continuous base course extends below the balusters. fas Gy . - / Liv 

The Fourth Floor or attic of the wing is set back approximately 20 feet behind this balustrade. The : : : | ig fy Wi eo r 7 i ia - 

Fourth Floor wall is a single story high and terminates in a parapet with a simple coping. ee if ee ee 

Atthe end wall of the facade, the division of the facade into three portions, the finish and jointing of the ie ae 
stone and the window arrangements are similar to those in the side walls. Each flanking end of this end son le in 

wall is set back for the full height of the wall, from Ground to the top of Third Floor. A pediment domi- ie ee 
nates the upper portion of this facade. It is supported by six Corinthian columns that extend from the | io af ie: i 2 

First Floor through the Third Floor. The pediment consists ofa raking and horizontal cornice, including fe i yy. E 

modilions, dentils, frieze and a central sculptural group within the tympanum. The entablature, consisting ee be is = 
of the architrave and cornice, extends above the third floor on either side of the pediment. The balus- eb i . c L . = 

trade is similar to that of the side facades. : Sj = i a oo q ie 

- so - ee : i a 4 re Figure 124 

en i, = . Le. P= ‘The Southwest statuary group, also by Karl Bitter, 

= = #- represents “Strength,” both physical strength and 

Wo Photo: Kahler Slater 
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— ale = ey Southeast and Southwest Pavilions 

7 \ 1 . Po A pavilion is located at the intersection of each pair of building wings. The Southeast pavilion is located 

: \4 te re at the juncture of the South and East Wings and the Southwest Pavilion is located at the juncture of the me (a : 4 ie. J g J 

me \ ul a South and West Wings. 

Cie) © ce Ee : ns 
; E ’ by =—-_— i 4 Ateach pavilion the entablature, balustrade and a portion of the soffit and roof of the pavilion are 

™ . ) Po hs supported by solid granite curved beams spanning between the four Ionic columns. The portions of the 
2 \p A roof and soffit adjacent to the building wings are supported by the walls of the wing. The columns rest — ear Rerre eT i) ig Wing: PP yy 8 

, a a %. PRESETS F upon a granite terrace. The entablature consists of the architrave and cornice above the Third Floor. The 

\z SS Tie domed roof of each pavilion is composed of doubly curved granite pieces. 

& sy | - is j ae 

om, ; \ ee Each pavilion features an exterior grand stairs with a carriage porch below. These stairs lead to the 
a mae, Se ; 3 j i 
- . ee Eat On terrace at the First Floor level of the Capitol. The terrace is composed of curved granite paved deck 

- oh CaN with flanking curving balustrades with granite caps. The stairs are supported by a granite clad base and 
/ ee Ee 8 Eranite cap! pp y a gran: 

ae Wigs have balustrade railings at each side. The exterior description of the South Wing, and the Southeast and 

Cc oS ee Southwest Pavilions is a modification of the Wiss, Janney, Elstner report on the West Wing. 
| o v 2a ba eae 

4  eeepeeeees.. Figure 125 
27% z ag or Reece § A close-up of the rusticated Ground Floor, with its 

~ = ee ae a Rie §— deep reveals, emphasizes the horizontal coursing. 
60) Tied ES = Photo: Kahler Slater 

ee a —. a i age 3 ey 

eee EE een ae 

ae a aoe 

_ @ i 7 ee | ri 

ina: 1 ee oa 
ae Ee aaa Figure 126 Ss i oo _ ry << 

ee 2 ~—A Ground Floor exterior entrance on the wing's end i _ it @ | Figure 127 
ane We ee me | is tucked under a keystone arch and is flanked by 2 — = ee . | . . The Southwest Pavilion features Ionic columns, 

Qe... ae ornate pedestal light fixtures. gS a & | stopped by a domed roof with a balustrade. 
fee eee ona : Photo: Kahler Slater ie. See Le Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Windows windows are set within a granite reveal, with a faux arch, raised keystone and a decorative carved 

The windows of the Wisconsin State Capitol are the original cherry wood windows designed for the exanitepanel abaya ie an 

building. At the time of construction they were of the highest quality and are comparable in style and 

design to other buildings of the same period. 

Description 

Twelve basic window types are used in the South Wing. All the windows are double hung with an — - 4 GO ee eee 

operable upper and lower sash. The sash rides in an extruded aluminum track and is connected to i he es 

concealed counter weights with a light gauge metal chain. The sashes are constructed with cherry wood. =. @ : é a ae - mr 4 

The interior of the sash has a clear varnish finish. eg y ee | — j 

The exterior trim is a combination of different wood types. The exterior stop pieces and trim returns to i... Vie : A? ee dp 

the granite are poplar and the sill is a yellow pine. The frames are painted on the exposed portions only, NE eae yy 

the unexposed surfaces have been left unpainted. There are eye hooks in the exterior jamb to provide a ar SG Ag 

connection point for the window washers. The interior trim is almost exclusively quarter sawn white oak. uma a y 

The exceptions are the Senate Parlor and the President’s office which have African Mahogany. y- ae = Ss | 7 

Ground Floor ; 3 Pa ra : ; 

The Ground Floor windows are six panes over six panes, with both the upper and lower sashes oper- P 7 4 4 | . ; 

able. The dimensions of the window is 3'-6" by 5'-6". The top rail of the upper sash is curved with a 4 a a 3 7 O Q 

radius approximately 5'-6". The windows on the south elevation are slightly different than the east and I oo 23 : | a | p i 

west sides in regard to the granite detail surrounding the windows. 3 L | i 2 7 a 4 rae 

Tire Hisar é a er 4 ey | r 3 - Tl 7 lower pavilion windows have curved sashes 

oo ood glass. 
The First Floor windows are six panes over six panes. Both sashes are approximately square with an a ee = Photo: Kahler Slater 

overall window dimension of 4'-6" by 8'-0". The windows under the pavilions on the east and west 

elevations are slightly narrower than the other Second Floor windows. On the exterior the windows are a a 

topped with a granite pediment and surrounded with a reveal. The south elevation windows are similar ao oe. ave = > 

in appearance to the east and west elevations although there is a size difference. The south elevation ee ub lt... ed 

windows are 4'-6" by 9'-10". eae ee ee ee ee af es a See 

Second Floor ra a fe ee 4 a cB | 3 me = | : WEE 

The Second Floor windows are eight panes over seven panes. The bottom sash is approximately square ifn a =. 2 a a | | Bai 

in shape with a large center pane flanked by three panes on either side. The top sash is rectangular. ue Pebatat tel F i ey t | tees : A isle oe Figure 129 

From the exterior the upper sash appears curved at the top but it is actually square and passes into a fag me Mm ! be Beer | As There are 140 windows in the South 

arched pocket. The large center pane has a curved top with seven panes surrounding it. The overall ee i Berea | a aa we ee ee se ae & = Wing. All the Ground Floor win- 

dimensions of the Second Floor windows are 6'-0" by 11'-8" to the top of the arch. The windows under ic RR ae ot 2. een SH a ae a e obscured except ote in 

the pavilions on the east and west sides are slightly narrower than the other Second Floor windows. The 2 wil an oe F is cme peta Pie ae pees aie: - ler Stnter 
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Third Floor On the exterior the window is set in the granite reveal. There are no other decorative elements on the 

The Third Floor windows are two panes over two panes. Both the bottom and top sash are approxi- granite except for a lintel above the window. The windows on the south elevation are similar to the east 

mately square in shape, with one muntin dividing the sash vertically in the middle. The overall dimensions and west elevations. 

of the window is 3'-0" by 4'-0". 

Fourth Floor 

The Fourth Floor windows are two panes over two panes. Both the bottom and top sash have one 

ee rrr rye i i ividi i i f i i i is 3'-0" af Ma muntin vertically dividing the sash in the middle. The overall dimensions of the window is 3'-0" by 5'-0 

ee ou a 
oe eres oo ea ee oe _ : ; ae : 
es ma. : are oo The pavilions are located at the intersection of the wings near the rotunda. The pavilion windows are 

— = Po ee p fer yan 4 similar in size and shape to the other windows on the respective floors. The primary difference is the 

” F | og a = | — ig & = = sash, glass and frames are curved. The curve matches the shape of the exterior wall of the pavilion with 

SS an approximate radius of 15'-0". 

¥ a _ ie. -— iG Condition 
ss errr C= i : j i 
f _. — a — lar In general the windows are in good operating order with no apparent operating defects. There are areas 

ee pat - fs a  . al where the window materials are deteriorating on the exterior as well as some minor deterioration on the 

Ne enna See interior. 

4 a . it 4 co The deterioration on the exterior includes cracked and peeling paint on the sills and sashes. The painted 

2 eee 3 ial i. Le sealant joints where the frame meets the granite and the sill meets the granite are peeling. The silicone 

Gu A a> te eet a Figure 130 base glazing compound is failing at a number of locations. The failure is limited to the bottom portion of 

We Srey ae _—-The south elevation shows the transition of window the glass panes. 
Sr ae ee Sa — a J types and integration of the granite columns and 
eam Crm Fo i ie window. More notable areas of deterioration are in the stile and rail joints of the sash. Cracks are forming along 
Sane eeher ee NN Photo: Kahler Slater the bottom rail and along the stile. The cracks are up to 1/16" and show signs of rust staining. 

a fi : 2 bam? s 
a tf ' I Pe Although there are not many records available it appears through visual inspection the work on the 

| ut Po e oe 4 windows from the original construction to 1982 was limited to general maintenance. This work included 

| ad - eae ne ee 4 inserting steel pins at the style and rail joints to provide added stability to the sash. Besides the addition 

ay - | Le L . - oe a Y oe oe of the construction pins it appears the only other work involved was painting and glazing compound 

| | : il VW Figure 131 It became apparent in 1982 that the windows were in an advanced stage of deterioration. The sashes 

| | | COs oo: The aluminum window tracks were were becoming loose in their frames allowing the wind to pass through them. In response to the drafty i | | 7 So weer 2 ee a. eS installed during the last window iti ae wink ‘ | Es ctall ust Soci ve ind: ents 

ee restoration in 1983, Note the Conga Cates ceca ee > inal rice Bata i nae 

eS eee Photo: Kahler Slater 
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— A te | This Ground Floor window is located under the ih Oo ee a Figure 134 

eee es ti ree 4 F First Floor pavilion entry. A decorative keystone BE erat OE Se ea This window provides light and ventilation to a 

@ ee og fe ey oY was not included in the design. Be ka ges te me <r e small office under the pavilion stairs. 
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—  —“‘“‘“*#CCzC«éséCééiCid4Q..CUSFFigurre: 133 2 ee This First Floor window is located at the south end 
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za ot. a A Figure 138 bos [ ee 4 — ia SS | 4 Ve | The Third Floor windows are ee et — ee. eee i i oe En 2 Ba : : ib ena . grouped in pairs. 
hae © hein ; nme Photo: Kahler Slater 

a ra 

so. l—lmlmUmmtt™r™rt~—~—~SCOC — Figure 136 a S : oe hl ] 
2 es The windows at the First Floor in the east and west ea gS 7 | 
a ee ee : elevations have a granite pediment and consoles. aes Panam a a ow li. } 

enon geen emcee pg momma Photo: Kahler Slater pean ead — )CUY 

en = | 

oe ee - Fo iy ee | \ 
ee eee ee SS (31S a igure 

ns cee a | oo SESE i Be e 

Sea Rec | ee) i ee The Fourth Floor pavilion win- 
woe a Se Sle dow sashes have a radius which 

ll ee _ Le. COC -  _F matches the curve of the wall. 
co : me Photo: Kahler Slater 
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foe oa i a rC—s Steel construction pins were used in 
Se ee Figure 137 Co = the last window restoration. When 
eg The arched Second Floor windows have a relief with ee —e——_ exposed to water, they rust and f CU —— ee 
‘ee center decorative keystone. FF r—S=—C EC*C“#RES . split the sash. 
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Various proposals were studied at this time including removing the cherry wood sash and replacing it . <A mma 

with a anodized aluminum double pane replacement window. These proposals were partly driven by the : ST terrae = a ee iy 
energy crisis of the late 1970s and early 1980s. Fortunately the decision was made to preserve the Ba Pr cist 

° bo - Ses: > — . : fe 
Recent Window Restoration | 4 | , . = 

The major work included installing an anodized aluminum track system and integrating a nap weather- — = | ‘ : . nea 

stripping. The sash repairs included replacing rotten component pieces with a matching cherry wood to i . _ Cs 
species. The windows were stripped, and repainted on the exterior with a Pratt and Lambert oil base | — [oe : ee 

paint system. The interiors were also stripped, and varnished with Pratt and Lambert stain and varnish.  - ——— a - 
The work on the frames and sills were done in place. The sash was removed and brought first to Klein — : . - - 
Dickert a Madison paint contractor for stripping and then sent to Lang Brothers, a Milwaukee wood- i LC : : a 

working shop for the wood repair. After the wood repair the sash was returned to Klein Dickert for ee | ie ; 
painting. The sash was returned to the Capitol for reinstallation by Lang Brothers. a . i . i : 

No other work on the windows of the Capitol occurred until 1992 when ongoing deterioration was a see te : 
noted on the sashes, frames and sills. The steel replacement pins used for the 1982 restoration and the aS Figure 14] ! 

Ro 4 iy —rr—  —“i—i—ses—s—s—s—s—s—s—s—s—s—._.._ The Fourth Floor windows are located at the roof pins inserted over the years to repair the window sashes appeared to be causing the current deteriora- rr Op aEE: 
tion of the sash joints. The pins were originally inserted in the joints as a dowel to reinforce the mortise ee 7 ee [4 Photo: Kahler Slater 
and tenon joint. The metal dowels expanded at a different rate then the cherry wood and caused the 

paint seal to break. With a break in the paint water had an accessible path into the wood and the steel [oy eee 

dowels. Once exposed to the water the steel dowels began to corrode and expand, the expanding metal _—_— ™ 
in turn caused the wood to crack further and allowed even more water to enter and soak into the joints. Lv : Se * a 7. 

Other areas of the windows where deterioration was noted included the sills and paint failure especially << ‘ soot eq — i . 

the severe paint failure on the sealant joints. The paint on these joints has cracked on most of the = fae = —— 7 \ es ; 
windows. This is caused by a breakdown of the adhesion of the sealant material and the paint. _ an 

a 

Kahler Slater, a Madison , Wisconsin architectural firm prepared a visual inspection and construction e wis a 3 
documents for the North Wing and West Wing windows. The following is a description of the system : a : | oe : = — P 

developed by Kahler Slater for the these wings of the Capitol. The window survey system required not a nei ns 7 
only a method which would provide an archive of current conditions but also a way to track the multiple i ; oe | L 2 a | _ 
pieces of the windows through the restoration process. In addition the system would need a method to . 4 a = io a 
systematically study each component of the window by listing its current condition and detailing the Pe - a oe ee 
proposed work. joes 
The following system was implemented. Each window was drawn in an axonometric elevation. This jo) | 4 i | Figure 1420 
drawing was used to document existing areas of deterioration. This elevation will also be used as a base So ee During the previous window restorations the sash 
drawing to provide the necessary information to do the restorative work. _ eg 8 i 1 | | had to be removed and brought to the shop. This 

-— ££ © 2. | replacement panel provided security and insula- 

ee ee tion. 
imams 2 Photo: Kahler Slater 
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During the West Wing window restoration the windows were removed from the grounds by Wood cherry wood dowel. All cracks and rotted wood were removed and replaced with Abatron, a wood 

Bauer and Rather, and brought to Klein Dickert for stripping and repainting. A temporary panel was epoxy. The frames, sash, and sill were stripped, and repainted with an oil base prime and two top coats 

designed to be inserted in the window track after the sash was removed for restoration. The panel of a latex prime. The sashes were returned to the Capitol and installed by Wood Bauer and Rather. The 

provided an insulated and security barrier. All of the metal dowels were removed and replaced with a U.S. Forest Service, Forest Products lab provided helpful information on wood species, paint system 

and suggestions on wood epoxy systems. Due to this system and experience recommendations for the 

South Wing windows restoration may be similar to the North and West Wings. 
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i Axonometric drawings were used to document the 

: a : condition of the windows. 
2 : Drawing: Kahler Slater 
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Exterior Railings eS (a ee ee Co 

The exterior railings are located in two different locations in the South Wing of the Wisconsin State eel 

Capitol: the balcony located at the First Floor windows and the accessible entry at the South East ie. | a — a | ie a 

Decorative Bronze Railings . oe _ i 
=i | — Se 

The original decorative bronze railings at the First Floor balcony designed for the building are located ee 

a f the large Cori ‘ Jumns. The raili : abe oat ea dhol Figure 145 
between the bases of the large Corinthian columns. The railing feet are set in oversized pre-drilled holes ——— a i= “ee the brivinal dacarmive bedeee 

in the balcony’s granite floor and do not attach to the columns. Molten lead was poured in the hole to oe = —— '--f- ——— ~—srailings at the First Floor balcony 
secure the railings. _——— ae i ae a oa a — are located between the bases of 

Se ithe large Corinthian columns. 
The balcony railings are 2'-10" from the floor to the railing cap and 6'-0" wide with a 1'-6" return é Photo: Kahler Slater 

towards the building. The vertical rails, set in a bronze bar stock at the base and head, are 6" on center 

and run the full length of the railing. The vertical rails are 2'-6" long. The top rail’s design includes a : Toe er el eee 
circular and semi-circular bronze section each with a 4" diameter. The assembly is banded and has Be re pst es ee a : ; 
decorative rivets. eee : a hue e a5 

I OS BR one rates ert olin CE anes, 
The exterior railings are in good condition, retaining the typical greenish appearance associated with ee aes = BR feta | | 1k | gee 

aged bronze, although signs of minor deterioration are showing. As bronze ages it normally forms a = ion Se SP 8 3 , ta = & eS Bt | 

greenish film of oxidation or a patina. The patina provides a protective coating over the metal and ae i| ae i pe E | ie bs ES | Ss I r did H 7 ae : 

usually prevents deep deterioration. There are areas on the railings where the deterioration is penetrating el a I As ae ie ei e ] 3 ey 4 es 4 ri ~~ | 
deeper into the metal. These areas have taken on a blackened appearance. When the blackened areas b %. ‘| \ ey ey ‘at aaa) P | Figure 146 

are removed, the bronze is left pitted. ~~ . i tal (eyaaead ig | | : The balcony railings are 2'-10" 
oo Le err a from the floor to the railing cap and 

: ‘ Pen ‘ : : E - Ui Bo ee ae en ad Ne Lana . Len The restoration for the West Wing railings included power washing with water and a mild chemical 2 & Sa me — C80" wide with a I'-6" return 

detergent. A fier cleaning the railings were lightly buffed and finished with a series of protective coats of _ yi ce — | _ towards the building. 
: E ip : a é eee > ss = Photo: Kahler Slater 

hot and cold waxes. This restoration procedure was done as a test for the remaining exterior railings and 

bronze work. From this test it was recommended that future maintenance should include a yearly ieee ee 
A : ; 2 : 4 < : ea Pears ie anaes Sage, inspection and rewaxing at five year intervals. This previous work will help determine future restoration OO ee Ae 
procedures for the South Wing railings. > Xs aoe c ZS a Pte x 2 

Accessible Entry Railings age Ape Cares fe ane, 

The railings at the accessible entry at the south east pavilion were installed during a 1990 renovation. ME nen meen = on — on - ; a = - < — 
The railings at the Ground Floor accessible entry are steel and painted gray with an oil base paint. The “a Ne Aer cP Be Me. a 

railings, set in the concrete curb running adjacent to the accessible ramp, appear to be set in holes Ln) 5 ore Et Sd ‘. i 
formed in the concrete with a quick set grout filling the remaining of the void. The railings are utilitarian in Sere ie eee ed Figure 147 # 
desi ith ; 5 ee ee RO et ee Se the railings where the 
esign, without any decorative styling. y . a = vo 4 et == Ge deterioration is penetrating deeper 

i Q y , ies : 8 8 ec @ —into the metal have takenona 
< Ce i Be Be ee 8 CCD lackened appearance. 
a Py f ed © SG = Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Chapter Five 

INTERIOR 

r | “J he following sections are an exploration of the original design elements, the alterations, and the 

existing conditions in the South Wing. Each floor’s spaces are addressed through an analysis of 

& public and private spaces. Public spaces are defined broadly as those spaces which are 

aa = \ An rw el nee always available to the visitor and occupant without inquiry and are recognized by the complex variety 

| | \ LE 9 SS J | of design elements, decorative finishes, and materials. Private spaces are defined as those spaces which 

zt | l | ll <= yy) )| | | are primarily offices, corridors, and toilet room spaces and are generally more simply designed as 

el X Lies il (| I WN A, Jame conaparest to - public apes: The ae = discussions are followed by panei of 

SS Ae \ ania Yj \ x . LO | original —— as built and the survey conditions in 1992 for each space. The selective removal 

re FE CY» rs i — \\ KAN number is a guide to the architect and contractors for the restoration/rehabilitation work. In all original 

| Y; ie co 1 ay NY = | oe the decorative finish listed is Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s class intent. Detailed probe work will 

| * f} i7 AL AN Ay verify the actual finish implemented. As the South Wing furniture is being studied under a separate 

/ ) ¢ Uf Gy mm LX\\ =| 4 project, the original furniture conditions for these surveys are listed as “none.” 

= Ty F — LL SA —-> ail n The comprehensive surveys specifically examined borrowed lights, brass grills, brass room, ceilings, 

| | | [ i 0 =a | | i | decorative finishes, doors, door hardware, fire hose cabinets, furniture, light fixtures, marble, radiator 

le is ee ee ZL lWNe ST a f enclosures, interior railings, and wood trim. Each survey looked at the types of each component, how 

la ib GX CT WN i) Z| | the component was integrated on each floor, and the procedure for documentation and recording. 

| \\ Kt KY, i] | Asall the walls were constructed in a consistent manner this description is as follows: The six inch 

| » an Zp ee a | ee > os original interior office walls, consisting of a4 inch clay tile, had an inch of plaster on each side. When 

a << eee He ! adjacency to a marble corridor occurred the clay tile was placed against the marble and an inch of 

nS S S N2 : la} IT nV ei U4 Ny ecm plaster applied. Exterior walls were designed with an air space between a two inch clay tile and the 

| | | i poe + Zy / y] | | brick exterior. One inch plaster was applied on the tile’s interior side. Vault walls, for fire safety pur- 

al I: EB SS Fall L poses, were constructed with two-four inch clay tiles with an one inch air space between the tiles and 
i | — SS - {SS Ss oO ae ! — one inch of plaster applied on both sides of the clay tile. All plastered surfaces were painted and many 

ete Sane = [ rooms featured stencil decorations. 

In addition each discussion focuses on the amount of change that occurred through time and the degree 

Figure 150 of impact these changes had on the original fabric and the function in regard to space or component. 

Reflected Ceiling Plan of Senate Chamber. The degree and reason for change varies from floor to floor. A floor such as the Ground Floor has little 

daken from Kahler Slater autocadd drawings remaining original elements such as walls, floors, ceilings, and finishes. The Second Floor, location of the 

Senate Chamber and the Senate Parlor, remains largely unchanged through eighty four years of use. 

These spaces exist well documented and preserved. The majority of the floors contain changes in which 

additions have been made to the original floor plan, original fabric and design elements. Some changes 

have been made with little damage to existing walls or ceilings and could be easily reversed to the 

original conditions. Other changes are not reversible. 
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SOUTH WING—BASEMENT 
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Basement 

The Basement areas to be discussed are (a) public areas, which include the corridors and women’s 

rooms, and (b) private areas, which are the mechanical area and the Southeast and Southwest Corner 

Pavilions. The condition and changes of the floors, walls, ceilings, and decorative finishes will be ad- 

; Piling wr dressed. Although numerous changes have been made in the Basement’s function, the original fabric has 
Z - ee . . a . Z we ai not been greatly sacrificed. The location and evolution of the snack shop and vending areas (B1S, B2S, 

f <a ws B4S, B6S, and B7S) is a good example. 

- fee ee . Ur | — . 8. The public areas of the Basement originally included the corridors (B1S and B2S), women’s ante room 

i Le : a oo : . 14 oo  « (B4S), women’s retiring room (B6S), and women’s toilet (B7S). The snack shop is currently located in 

CS eae | a fo we the original women’s rooms. These Basement areas have a high degree of integrity with regard to 

1 a eC ert Corridors 
We i boi — | 7. Ce The public corridors (B1S, B2S, and B17S) existed originally as elaborate marble passageways to the 

= a ie _ . a — | =. Basement rotunda cafeteria. They have retained their Kasota stone walls and marble and stone floor as 
Noe ee ee j a oo constructed in 1913. The original ceiling included a plaster cornice and moulded soffits. Small changes 
ay va ( re oe = | fe Po po oe included painting the ceiling and regrouting the marble. The major change in this area was the addition of 
eh tee gee i a oreo U6] elm two doors at the north end of corridor B1S. This corridor is currently used as seating for snack bar 

f — as s . Or rae a CO) og patrons and the transverse corridor (B2S) is used as a vending area. The marble floor and wall panels 
NN “ if fee ys © Linen \ 7 a - aye will require little repair and light maintenance to restore them to their original condition. 

Nee © Ee" Jy (ere Se By cee: ee : é r zr ee Le: if \ Sae. ce Vawre i . ~oe y Women’s Ante Room, Women’s Retiring Room, and Women’s Toilet Room 

e : si ’ Aw ‘ <f Bape a : oh BY js | i if . {t i A The snack shop currently is located in what originally was a women’s ante room (B4S), women’s 
an. .- eal oe 5 2 : |) eile retiring room (B6S), and women’s toiletroom (B7S). The ante room and retiring room originally had in eh an ea 8 

ji. : Vv (a Na a Ae plastered walls with a plaster cove, picture mould, and chair rail. The concrete floor had a tack strip 
Figure 151 around the perimeter to which carpet was attached. The women’s toilet room was originally composed 

Currently the Basement marble corridor serves as a seating area for the snack facility with ice cream ofa marble floor, marble wall panels, marble toilet partitions, and plain cove ceiling. 
parlor seating and marble topped tables. This area historically served as one of the main entries into the dol War zi 
Basement Rotunda. The quarter sawn white oak double doors with side lights shown in this photograph The oe COO ea ae women’s toilet were altered to accommodate ‘ snack barin.t7 70, 
were added later when the Basement was developed primarily as a service area. The majority of the Two toilet fixtures were removed in 1987 because the east wall of the women’s toilet room was moved 
marble finishes are original. to create a larger storage space south of the room. 
Photo: Kahler Slater 

Gretchen Pfaehler, photographer. The snack shop management currently uses Room B7S as a storage room and private toilet facility. This 

area retains a portion of original marble elements. The floor area has had ceramic tile laid over the 

existing marble floor. The remainder of the snack shop area (B4S) has vinyl composite tile laid over the 

concrete floor. All the original marble sink, wall panels, and toilet partitions remain intact and in fair 

condition. 
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Private Spaces function as a carpentry shop, paint shop, lumber storage, and various other storage areas. The north- 
Mechanical Area west corner was lowered in 1989 to accommodate the required electrical substation and piping. 

The original area south of the marble corridor (B2S) was designed as an open space with partitioned 

areas for maintenance personnel and equipment. No room number was originally assigned to this large Southeast and Southwest Corner Pavilions 

open space. Additional partitioned spaces within this open space include two air filter chambers (B12S The Basement’s southeast round room (B19S) and a multi-sided room (B20S) were originally designed 

and B13S), a storage vault (B3S), a pump pit (B14S), two toilet rooms (B9S and B10S), two elevator as storage vaults. Due to the location and materials used, these storage rooms presumably acted as 
equipment areas (B15S and B16S), and two small corridors (B8S and B11S). The floors, walls, fireproof storage vaults. Original finishes included painted plaster and concrete walls, and concrete 
ceilings, and finishes varied throughout these specific areas. The room surveys will detail these. floors. A dramatic alteration occurred in the 1950s. Openings were made in the foundation walls to 

The majority of changes in the mechanical areas were based on functional needs. An original small provide direct access re he mnpchemeeelimee to the wer and east bonuses. ed eh This 

women’s toilet room (B9S) has been completely removed, and an original men’s toilet room (B10S) has ee fo the gated ees witha on pees ee ends we 

been enlarged and changed to a women’s toilet room. These changes were probably made to accom- peers West Wings. 

modate Capitol staff. 

The remaining open area south of the marble corridor (B2S) has been gradually defined by maintenance iii 

personnel’s functional needs. Partition walls and metal fencing divide shop areas and separate electrical mean 5 i | ae red me EPR 
stations. The storage vault exists as it did in 1910 although the stairs leading to the Ground Floor were le is Ns | ie 2 - j 

removed in 1970 and a door was added on the Basement Level. Only a few additional partition walls a tee te one id s \: Hy , aT | oy i 

make the space different than the original. The access to the air tunnel (B14S) and the air handling Sy | bw | te ol 
i ee ¥ eg Ge 

chambers (B12S and B13S) have remained in their original locations since 1910. The partitioned areas Pe. Ce ‘ ibe a ar 4 get 

ee fl RPM Mime lg Be pup ne 2148) ie original 
ee ho OP io, “Fao | bf 42_~ pit from the 1912 plans used for 
sg ee Oe fo 4 _ Ears, oe oe 
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Comprehensive Survey Survey results in 1995—Room B2S 

This survey comprehensively looked at all rooms on this floor. Rooms are often grouped together due to cs nc hinesing 

similarity in function or finish treatment. See the front of the Basement section for the original floor plan. eae: eich: a leon 

Small periodic changes from 1910 to 1992 are shown in the plans following the comprehensive surveys. Ceiling: moulded plaster 

For additional detailed information regarding each room, see the Appendixes. The room numbers for Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

selective removal correspond to the surveys in the Appendixes. Tom: none 

Furniture: none 

Public Spaces Equipment: vending machines in B2S 

; Unique features: floor panel remains 

Corridors Room number for 

The public corridors were originally composed of the stair corridor (B1S) and a corridor (B2S) provid- selective removal: B40S 

ing access to elevator service on both ends of the corridor. The corridor (B17S) leading to the Base- 

ment rotunda and the private corridor (B18S) encompassing the rotunda will be addressed in Book Private Spaces 

V—Central Portion. Rooms for Women 

The majority of the historic fabric remains in these areas. An on-site observation and a study of the The women’s rooms in the Basement Level were originally composed of the women’s ante room (B48), 

original floor plan indicate the materials used. cloak closet (B5S), retiring room (B6S), and women’s toilet (B7S). The original women’s toilet retains 

the original marble wall panels, marble floor covered by ceramic tile, and sinks. 

Corridors B1S and B2S 

Original condition in 1910 Rooms B4S, B5S, and B6S 

Floor: marble and stone we foes dy 
0 1 conditio: 1910 

Walls: Hauteville base, walls of Kasota stone, plaster cornice and soffits ae itu cement with tack strip (B4S and B6S); cement (B5S) 

moulded Walls: plaster 
Decorative finish: Class III Decomave iia: AAW 

_* Paes oe. ak Ceiling: plaster and plain cove 

Ti ig Gees poccnes ban Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

ae i none Trim: picture mould, chair rail, wood base 
umiture: none Fumiture: none 

Equipment: ara : Equipment: none 
Unique features: floor access panel in marble floor Unique features: Resin ROS had HaNdeinile 

eae results in 1995—Room BIS oa Survey results in 1995—Room B4S 

oor marble ta ae Floor: concrete and vinyl composition tile 
Walls: Kasota limestone Walls: plaster 

Decorative finish: eer 1 Decorative finish: none 

sa vas P vas Ceiling: plain cove plaster 

Gee Guarier sawn white Oak Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

an non : Trim: picture rail, chair rail, wood base 
Furniture: ice cream parlor chairs and marble top tables Paniiture: snack shop equipment 

Exuapenent: rr Equipment: snack shop equipment 
Unique features: none Unique features: meals 

Room number for Rouniniinberfor 

selective removal: B39S RAseaerehis val: BSS 
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Survey results in 1995—Room B5S Tam: none 

Floor: concrete Fumiture: none 

Walls: plaster concrete base Equipment: restaurant equipment 

Decorative finish: none Unique features: 2x4 plywood wall dividing toilet from sink area 

Ceiling: plaster plain cove Room number for - 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak selective removal: B6S 
Tom: none 

Fumiture: shelving Southeast Corner Pavilion 

Ce ee eye dog uses room during day. The Southeast Corner Pavilion area was composed of two rooms: a round room (B19S) and a multi- 

Room number for sided room (B20S). These rooms were originally designed as storage areas with limited access. The 

selective removal: B4S changes in these areas mainly include additional partitions and doors. 

Survey results in 1995—Room B6S ? 
Floor: concrete and vinyl composition tile Rooms B19S and B20S (assigned) 

Walls: plaster Original condition in 1910 
Decorative finish: none Floor: concrete 

Ceiling: plain cove plaster Walls: unfinished concrete 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Decorative finish: none 

Tom: picture rail, chair rail, wood base Ceiling: open to structure 

Fumiture: snack shop equipment Doors: none 
Equipment: snack shop equipment Trim: none 
Unique features: moder sink Fumiture: none 

Room number for Equipment: ° unknown 

selective removal: B7S Unique features: none 

Survey results in 1995—Room B19S 

Room B75 Floor: concrete 

Original condition in 1910 Walls: plaster and exposed concrete 

Floor: marble Decorative finish: none 

Walls: meadow gray marble wainscot with base and wainscot cap Ceiling: plaster 
Decorative finish: unknown Doors: metal 

Ceiling: plain cove Tom: none 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Fumiture: heavy metal shelving for brass storage 

Trim: marble Equipment: none 
Furniture: none Unique features: none 

Equipment: toilet facilities Room number for 
Unique features: none selective removal: B11S and B12S 

Survey results in 1995 Survey results in 1995—Room B20S 

Floor: concrete, marble, ceramic tile Floor: concrete 
Walls: plaster and marble wall panels Walls: plaster and exposed concrete 

Decorative finish: none Decorative finish: none 
Ceiling: plaster Ceiling: plaster 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Doors: metal 
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Thm: none Survey results in 1995—Room B10S 

Fumiture: office furniture, storage racks, work table Floor: concrete, marble and ceramic tile 

Equipment: shop equipment, sand pile Walls: ceramic tile and marble 

Unique features: none Decorative finish: none 

Room number for Ceiling: plaster 
selective removal: B13S, B14S, and B15S Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tom: quarter sawn white oak 

Mechanical Area Fumiture: Cael | ; " 

The mechanical area, designed for Capitol staff, is composed of several small areas and a large open Sareea a oe ‘OOOH now 

space. These small areas include a women’s toilet (B9S), men’s toilet (B10S), storage vault (B3S), one room. 

elevator service rooms (B15S and B16S), two corridors (B11S and B8S), two air filter chambers Room number for 

(B12S and B13S), and pump pit (B14S). The large open space was not originally given a room num- selective removal: B10S 

ber. 

Storage Vault 

Toilet Rooms The storage vault was originally designed to be used by the department directly above and was ac- 

The single-occupancy toilet rooms for men and for women were designed and treated identically. cessed by a stairway descending from the ground floor. This vault, with double walls, provided fireproof 

Rooms B9S and B10S nena 

Original condition in 1910 Room B3S 

Floor: mueller gray marble 

Walls: meadow gray marble wainscot with base and wainscot cap Original condition in 1910 
Decorative finish: unknown Floor: cement floor and base 

Ceiling: plaincove Walls: plaster 

Doors: _ quarter sawn white oak Decorative finish: unknown 
Tim marble Ceiling: Plaster 
Fumiture: none Doors: a 
Equipment: toilet facilities Tom: oe 
Unique features: none Fumiture: oe 

Equipment: storage 

Survey results in 1995—Room B9S Unique features: Stairs leading to ground floor vault have meadow gray marble 
Floor: concrete, marble and ceramic tile treads, cast iron risers and strings, pipe rail, and balustrade. 
Walls: ceramic tile and marble 
Decorative finish: none Survey results in 1995—Room B18S 

Ceiling: plaster Floor: concrete 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Walls: Plaster 
Tam: quarter sawn white oak Decorative finish: pone 
Fumiture: none Ceiling: plaster 
Equipment: urinal, toilet, lavatory, marble toilet partition Doors: metal 
Unique features: The common wall has been removed and the two rooms are now Tom: pone 

one cont Fumiture: metal shelving 

Room number for Equipment: custodial cleaning equipment 

selective removal: BOS Unique features: no sign or original staircase 
Room number for 

selective removal: B18S 
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Survey results in 1995—Room B19S Decorative finish: none 

Floor: concrete Ceiling: plaster 
Walls: plaster Doors: metal 

Decorative finish: none Tom: none 
Ceiling: plaster Fumiture: metal shelf 
Doors: metal Equipment: elevator motors and controls 

Tom: none Unique features: wall access panel 

Fumiture: desk, miscellaneous office equipment Room number for 
Equipment: none selective removal: B9S 

Unique features: Room has become an office; has movable partition walls. 

Room number for Corridors 
selective removal: B19S é ( c ‘ 

Two corridors (B8S and B11S) exist at the base of stairways from the Ground Floor. These corridor 

Bieter Gee spaces flow into the large open area. 

The two elevator service closets provided access to the elevators on both sides of corridor B2S. Rooms B8S and BUS 

Rooms B15S and B16S Original condition in 1910 

Floor: concrete 
Original condition in 1910 Walls: plaster 

Floor: marble Decorative finish: unknown 
Walls: wire screen partition Ceiling: plaster 
Decorative finish: none Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Ceiling: open to structure Trim: none 
Doors: wire screen Fumiture: none 

Tam: none Equipment: manhole cover, slop sink 
Furniture: none Unique features: none 

omsipasnat soi Survey results in 1995—Room B8S 

Floor: concrete 
Survey results in 1995—Room B15S Walls: plaster 

Floor: concrete Decorative finish: none 

Walls: plaster Ceiling: plaster 

Decorative finish: none Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Ceiling: plaster Tom: none 

Doors: metal Fumiture: none 
Tom: none Equipment: slop sink 
Fumiture: metal shelf Unique features: none 

Equipment: elevator motors and controls Room number for 
Unique features: wall access panel selective removal: B41S 

rial eee a Survey results in 1995—Room B32S 
Floor: concrete 

Survey results in 1995—Room B16S Walls: chain link 
Floor: concrete Decorative finish: none 
Walls: plaster Ceiling: plaster 
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Doors: chain link Fumiture: none 

Trim: none Equipment: filters 

Fumiture: none Unique features: hole in floor 

ipment: electrical 
; 

Cie. features: Has been divided into three separate spaces. ee RASHES hae eee 

Room number for — Nas 
Ee emwal: B3S alls: Tou gh coat plaster 

So Decorative finish: none 

Survey results in 1995—Room B33S Ceiling: plaster 

Floor: concrete Doors: metal 

Walls: plaster Tom: none 

Decorative finish: none Fumiture: none 

Ceiling: plaster Equipment: air filters 

Doors: metal Unique features: pit that goes into subbasement 

Tam: none Room number for 

Fumiture: wood shelves selective removal: B21S 

a 9 er Survey results in 1995—Room B13S 
Unique features: secured storage 
Blt ember for Floor: concrete 

ide removal: Walls: rough coat plaster 

Decorative finish: none 

Survey results in 1995—Room B46S Ceiling: plaster 

Floor: concrete Doors: metal 

Walls: plaster Tom: none 

Decorative finish: none Furniture: none 

Ceiling: plaster Equipment: air filters 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Unique features: pit that goes into subbasement 

Thm: , none Room number for 

Fumiture: none selective removal: B22S8 

Equipment: none 

Unique features: Became corridor. Pump Pit 

— A pump pit exists in the large open space on the back side of corridor B2S. 

Air Filter Chambers Room B14S 

Two air filter chambers exist adjacent to each other in the center of the large open space. Original condition in 1910 
Floor: concrete 

Rooms B12S and B13S nae cn et serial 

Original condition in 1910 Ceiling: plaster 

Floor: concrete Doors: iron 

Walls: cement plaster Tom: none 

Decorative finish: unknown Fumiture: none 

Ceiling: plaster Equipment: none 

Doors: iron Unique features: iron ladder 

Tom: none 
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Survey results in 1995 Tom: none 

Floor: concrete Fumiture: none 

Walls: pipe railing Equipment: large floor buffer and wood shelving 

Decorative finish: none Unique features: none 

Ceiling: none Room number for 

Doors: none selective removal: 

Pic aes Survey results in 1995—Room B23S 

fae ele as Floor: concrete 

Unique features: none _ ee 
4 i Decorative finish: none 

Room number for Ceili nak 

selective removal: B44S Doais: | 

Tom: none 

Large Open Space of Mechanical Area Fumiture: office furniture and shelving 

Original condition in, 1910 Equipment: slop sink with marble wall, paint supplies 

: Unique features: paint shop 
Floor: concrete Room number for 

he someeee selective removal: 
Decorative finish: unknown 3 

Ceiling: plaster Survey results in 1995—Room B24S 

Doors: none Floor: concrete 

Tom: none Walls: plaster 

: Fumiture: none Decorative finish: none 

Equipment: manhole covers Ceiling: laster Pp 

Unique features: old artesian well Doors: metal 

3 Tom: none 
Survey results in 1 995—Room B16S Haneiiire: shelving 

Floor: concrete , 
Walls: a Equipment: none 

peeve finish: are Unique features: part of paint shop 

Ceti 1 ms Room number for : 

isles: ne selective removal: 

Tom: none Survey results in 1995—Room B25S 

Fumiture: none Floor: concrete 

Equipment: low running duct in ceiling Walls: plaster, exposed concrete foundation walls 

Unique features: Governor’s storage room Decorative finish: none 

Room number for Ceiling: plaster 

selective removal: Doors: metal 

; Tom: none 
Survey results in 1995—Room B17S eee: racks 

Floor: concrete Equipment: a3 

ok finish: po Unique features: furniture and lumber storage 

Celi: a wit Room number for 

Wedlne. P selective removal: 
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Survey results in 1995—Room B26S Fumiture: none 
Floor: concrete Equipment: electrical 

Walls: plaster Unique features: Floor has been lowered two feet. 

Decorative finish: none Room number for 

Ceiling: plaster selective removal: 

ig _ Survey results in 1995—Room B43S 
Tom: none 

f Floor: concrete 
Fumiture: plan racks, wood table tops 

Ea é sp Walls: plaster 
tease : : Decorative finish: none 

Unique features: archival drawing storage Caw: aaa 

Room number for f 
: Doors: none 

selective removal: . Tom: none 

Survey results in 1995—Room B28S Fumiture: tables and chairs 
Floor: concrete Equipment: water softeners, marble storage 

Walls: chain link Unique features: custodial break room 

Decorative finish: none Room number for 

Ceiling: plaster selective removal: 

eg oe Survey results in 1995—Room B44S 
oa see Floor: concrete 

Fumiture: metal shelves ; 
Batman: oe Walls: plaster 

- k Decorative finish: none 
Unique features: light bulb storage s eis 
Room number for F : : Doors: none 
selective removal: i Tom: none 

Survey results in 1995—Room B29S Fumiture: none 

Floor: concrete Equipment: motors, well, cistern, pump 

Walls: plaster Unique features: storage 

Decorative finish: none Room number for 

Ceiling: plaster selective removal: 
Doors: metal 

Tom: none 

Fumiture: built-in wood shelves, work benches, miscellaneous office furniture 

Equipment: carpenter’s equipment and tools 

Unique features: carpenter’s shop 

Room number for 

selective removal: 

Survey results in 1995—Room B30S 

Floor: concrete 

Walls: chain link 
Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: plaster 
Doors: chain link 

Tom: none 
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BASEMENT PLANS 

1913-1980 Transitional Plan 

- 1980-1992 Transitional Plan 

1992 Existing Conditions Plan 
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Geeabere dren g eet a) pete ae ae ice FE pdpee | pecicisinnccey Two toilet stalls ond toilet partitions were removed. 
nS ag renter eta paooes ee Ete eee [8109 Fy sad Ao Marble wall panels were relocated. New ceramic tile 

seemaaonr ny Tere oe eee aie Sees SERS] Bee eee eee was installed over the original morble floor. Double 
sue — = en mel SS [acccccs saloon type doors removed and single hollow core 
See a] Sep Ee door installed. 
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Ground Floor 

The original Ground Floor, designed with an elaborate entrance lobby and corridors which lead to the 

rotunda, also featured offices for the State Board of Health and the State Tax Commission. This floor 

has undergone various transformations from Post’s original floor plans. These changes primarily oc- 

curred due to changes in the floor’s use and function. The total removal and alteration of many original 

elements became a viable option in order to maintain a modern functional work space. From 1910 to 

1980 little regard was paid during remodelings and redecorations to maintain the building’s historic 

oe Res a fabric. The reconfiguration of all the office and vault spaces flanking the Main Corridor as well as the 

/ : : _ addition of two marble entrances on either side of the north end of the central corridor are two ex- 

a i : : amples. By 1985 the loss of original building fabric in nonpublic areas was virtually complete. The 

. . : ' : pone planning process for remodelings began to shift in 1985 with a major floor remodeling. This remodeling 

* ) : 4 : . a . provided office space for legislators and staff. Reinterpreting the original fabric from drawing records 

» : : / son “® : . and small portions of original walls and finishes resulted in changes more sympathetic to the original 

be i a : | This section will discuss the original plan configuration and original room treatments plus various changes 

- : ro : i 1a | : f ae and the existing conditions in the public and private spaces. The public spaces to be discussed include 

fo :  -— Entrance Doorways (12AS, 12BS, and 12CS), Entrance Lobby (12S), Main Corridor (31S), Stair 
: : A | : F Halls (25S, 26S, and 27S), Stair Corridors (24S and 28S), and Southwest and Southeast Pavilions 

: : ie : (37SW and 37SE). The private spaces to be discussed on the East Side of the wing include Hearing 

: / i am 5 Room and Commission (2S), Commissioners (3S and 4S), Secretary (5S), Business Office Tax Com- 

4 ‘ mission (6S), Lobby (30S), Storage Vaults (10S and 11S), Stenographer (7S), Coat Room (98), 

3 ‘ Men’s Toilets (8S and 1S), Corridor (29S), Stair Corridors (24S and 288), Stair Landing (34S), and 
_ 4 Closets (6CS, 8CS, and 28CS). The private spaces to be discussed on the West Side include State 

: 4 Board of Health Offices (17S, 18S, 19S, 21S, 20S, and 22S), Lobby (32S), Corridor (33S), Storage 

7 i 3 Vaults (14S, 15S, and 16S), Stenographer (13S), Men’s Toilet (23S), Stair Landing (35S), and Closets 

oe _—— «= (24CS, 17CS, 32CS. 

oF 28 Public Spaces 
: Oconee) Soca oo The Ground Floor’s public spaces, including the Entrance Doorways (12AS, 12BS, and 12CS), 

Figure 175 Entrance Lobby (12S), Main Corridor (31S), and Stair Halls (25S, 26S, and 27S), all led in a progres- 

The main corridor, as third in a series of transitional spaces from the exterior, is placed between sion of different spacial configurations and decorative treatments to the grand rotunda. This progression 
sets of marble columns. Geometric patterns of various marbles and stone in the floor, Kasota stone of spaces was also differentiated by varying light levels, which aided in making the arrival at the rotunda 

walls, and a ceiling with a decorative cornice and patterned perimeter highlight this space. climactic. 

Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

Entrance Doorways 

The Entrance Doorways, configured as one round and two square spaces, provide an airlock between 

the out-of-doors and the entrance lobby. Two doorways (12AS and 12CS) have an exterior set of 
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oa : doors and an interior set of doors. The middle Entrance Doorway (12BS) was fitted with a revolving 

— o c Srcseaemaas | ~<.. door instead of the interior set of doors. Originally these small rooms had coffered ceilings, Kasota 

Sp Skee | limestone walls, marble and stone floors, and doors of quarter sawn white oak. 

fll = Fe 

wee | es The Entrance Lobby (12S), as the second in the series of progressional spaces, maintains a rectangular 

ae ae | oe configuration perpendicular to the main corridor. It was originally designed with a plaster ceiling with a 

4 as Pr a decorative treatment, Kasota stone walls, Napoleon marble moulded base, and marble and stone 
ft Nee ns ck t::t*” 

eS ee ae floors. 
a LS eee , 

 . = o CC Main Corridor 

a i —  — oe co The Main Corridor (31S), third in the progressional spaces, is a long rectangular corridor leading from 

ve é : Ss %y =. the Entrance Lobby and passing the Napoleon marble columns to the Stair Corridor. This corridor was 

ae S, “ oo. designed with a plaster comice, decorative painted ceiling, Keene cement pilaster caps, Kasota stone 

Ps e . Td orkid schicalds fedl the coitior leading dh walls, marble and stone floors, and a Napoleon marble moulded base. 

oy “. _ the rotunda. Fifth and last in the series of transi- 
o * tional spaces, this space is flooded with light from 

the arched barrel vault skylight above. 

Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

= @ a 3 a _ 

oe ee 2 | La ‘a 
it _. . ‘Ae. ie bee 

Teal = | le ee 
as Ot of oe i ae 

- a4 “a U6 - i a 28 ale = 

eC uni _ x 2 OT oor A RRR 

ee a 2 =| ee 

ice xe - @ l24 (88 
i oS . — S oe Be "Ek. . bel | 

. ) ee al : __ The interior revolving door provides an airlock from oe - | + sC~Figure 178 

oe i the out of doors. Fitted with ornate brass hardware, eo — i : Cast in bronze, the building directory provides a 

the quarter sawn white oak door is original to _ __ listing of major offices in the Capitol. Below is an 
the space. oe ss —— outlet for the original internal. vacuum system. 

ES es Photo: Kahler Slater a oe “Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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Stair Halls materials, which may give clues to the original plan constructed. The room treatments appear to have 

Three Stair Halls (25S, 26S, and 27S), as fourth in the progressional spaces, begin at the Roseal marble been the same regardless of the plan used. Due to uncertainty of which plan was implemented, the 

columns marking the end of the main corridor, and pass the secondary staircases to the Corridor Belting rooms will be treated as a group. 
the Rotunda. These Stair Halls were also designed with decorative treatments on the plaster ceilings, 

plaster cornice, Keene cement pilaster caps, stone walls, and trim with a moulded Hauteville marble Commissioners, Business Office Tax Commission, 

base. At the south end of two Stair Halls (25S and 27S) are two drinking fountains of Athens stone. Secretary and Stenographer, and Librarian 
The East Side office rooms (2S, 3S, 4S, 5S, 6S, and 7S) were designed for commissioners, inheritance 

Stair Corridors and income tax investigators, a business office, stenographers, anda librarian. Plaster ceilings featured 

The stair corridors (24S and 28S), adjacent to the stair halls, provide access to the secondary stair- moulded plaster coves. Ceilings were suspended except for Rooms 5S and 6S. The ceiling in Room 7S 

cases. These spaces were designed with a plaster ceiling with moulded cove, plaster walls, and stone 

and marble floor. 

Alterations and Existing Conditions 

The ceilings in the main public areas remain as implemented. The plaster cornice mould and the cove Soe : : : ) 8 ee 2 — eS 

details have not been altered from the original. The decorative painting has been altered from the original oo ere corre 

either through color changes or simplification of detail. In some areas touch-up has been done. The a SS 
— painting shows deterioration and will require gold leafing and repainting in areas. Plaster : Stitt — aia. 

The polished, soft-toned yellow, Kasota limestone walls have weathered well over eighty years and will | 4 ay ne ‘ ae ak Figure 179 

require little more than cleaning and a certain amount of joint repointing. Two doorways were added on — — eS pn aS nop = “2>% — A decorative stencil-work with 
either side of the corridor walls at the north end of the Main Corridor. Similar materials and profiles ae a. ee Tice Core 
were used in the recreation. _ |__| Main corridor pies mae 

- ss — =~ Plaster work forms the cornice 
The floors in the corridor public spaces were composed of various types of marble and limestone laid in - — a _ 4 ce ee meine ihe Rey aeresions . 
patterns. The original marble floors remain and exhibit the wear typical through eighty years of constant bo gk OE i cree Inman Historic 

use. Refer to the Appendix for a comprehensive survey of the marble condition, layout, and marble LI re 

types. — ae 

Private Spaces—East Side i ea gene cmaatan cheese 
The East Side of the South Wing was designed for the State Tax Commission with a bank of offices ee gee 2 As 3 Be SE Ee eS 
next to the exterior walls. These offices would be able to receive large amounts of natural light through ee a ee 
the windows. Storage vaults and other accessory rooms requiring low light levels were placed inside the oe oe _. 
wing on the backside of the Main Corridor. Two original Post plans exist for the layout of this wing’s 4 oe | : ao : : ; : : 
side. Although similar in design, one plan has five office rooms next to the exterior and a marble floored ee eo ee 
corridor extending almost the full length of the wing between the offices and the storage vaults. The ee 4 : oe eT a <i : e | . Figure 180 

other plan has seven office rooms, and the corridor does not extend the full length of the wing. Due to aoe oe ; a a Custom cast bronze light fixtures 

previous renovations and remodelings it is not known which original plan was implemented. It may be rr —“eke are original to the corridor. 
: ‘ ; : oe ag : _—rr~—t—“‘“aOOC—C—SSFC~—“‘CSCO Photo: Joyce Inman Historic 

possible during selective removal of the South Wing that some original fabric exists behind newer Lo. - re : Interiors, Inc. 
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a , . — 

— — 4 _ 

oe 7 —_ 
errr _ ae an 

ial ceoter — eal ff Jad 3 i eae Figure 183 
ar Ske wre’ eI me” + «© An arched cove, only originally used in the 

a — re le arn Stenographers’ offices (7S and 13S) was de- 

oo _ Figure 181 —_— ae signed to be relatively simple as compared with 

go An Athens stone drinking fountain, placed in a se : other plaster ceiling moulded coves in the adja- 

2 niche, is the focus of each end of the stair halls. | . cent spaces of the same offices. 

bo Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. = Photo: Kahler Slater 

ie tT oe a | : : 

rrr _ Figure 182 — 

SO  ———T_ CLA Stair hall, facing toward the rotunda, illustrates -. | 
ee recessed and projecting walls, and various marble — 7 Figure 184 

ge patterns. The original light fixtures are in place. —— _ ~—~—__ This photo shows the main corridor. 

oc ee rec os Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. oe . e222 «Photo: Kahler Slater 
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was arched. Plaster walls had quarter sawn white oak picture moulds, chair rails, trim, and base. While Closet (32CS) differed in having a suspended ceiling. These rooms were accessed by leaving the Main 

floor treatment is not indicated, there is no indication for marble and/or stone. It may be assumed that Corridor through double doors and entering into a Lobby (32S) which continued as a Corridor (33S) 

the treatment was to be cement with a wood tack strip, which is characteristic of other office rooms. adjacent to the West Side rooms. 

Lobby and Corridor Lobby and Corridor 

The previous rooms were accessed by leaving the Entrance Lobby (12S) and/or the Main Corridor The Lobby (32S) and Corridor (33S) both featured suspended ceilings with plain coves, quarter sawn 

(31S) through double doors and entering into this Lobby (30S), which continued as a Corridor (29S) white oak picture mould and chair rail, plain Napoleon marble base, and marble and stone floors. Room 

adjacent to the East Side rooms. The internal lobby and corridor both featured suspended ceilings with 22S in the northwest comer of the wing was accessed through Room 21S or the Corridor (33S) and 

plain coves, quarter sawn white oak picture mould and chair rail, and marble and stone floors. had an additional door into the Stair Corridor (24S) next to the Men’s Toilet (23S). 

Storage Vaults, Coat Room, and Men’s Toilets Storage Vaults 

Two Storage Vaults (11S and 10S), a Coat Room (9S) and Men’s Toilets (8S and 1S) complete the Three large Storage Vaults were placed on the backside of the Main Corridor and adjacent to the State 

rooms in the interior of the East Side. The Storage Vaults had plastered ceilings with plain coves, and Board of Health interior lobby and corridor. All three Vaults had plastered ceilings with plain coves, and 

cement floor and base. Both Vaults were accessed through iron vault doors behind a wood door from cement floors and base. Iron vault doors existed behind wood doors. Storage Vault 14S was accessed 

the Corridor (29S), although Vault 11S hada set of stairs which led to the basement level vault. The only through Room 17S. Vault 15S was assigned to the Board of Control on the First Floor and was 

Coat Room (9S) had a suspended ceiling with a plain cove, plastered walls, and McMullen gray marble accessed from a set of stairs leading from Storage Vault 127S directly above. Vault 16S was accessed 

floor and base. The interior Toilet (8S), although not labeled for men, featured toilets, lavatories, urinals, from Room 22S. 

and a small Closet (8SC). The other Men’s Toilet, accessed from the Stair Corridor, featured the same 

McMullen gray marble floor, base, and wainscot cap; Meadow Gray marble wainscot; and a sus- Men’s Toilet 

pended plaster ceiling with a plain cove. The Men’s Toilets (23S and 1S) were tucked in the comers next to the Corner Pavilions and the 

secondary stairs. Both featured suspended ceilings with plain coves, Meadow gray marble wainscot 

Private Spaces—West Side walls with a McMullen gray cap, and McMullen gray marble floors and base. Marble sinks and floor 

The West Side of the South Wing was designed for the State Board of Health ina similar manner as the mounted urinals surrounded by marble were used. 

East Side of the wing with a group of offices (17S, 18S, 19S, 21S, 20S, and 22S) next to the exterior 

walls. The Storage Vaults were placed in the interior of the wing in a similar configuration to the East Alterations and Existing Conditions 

Side. A primary purpose of the Ground Floor restructuring in 1985 in the private spaces was twofold: (1) a 

desire to consolidate and aesthetically accommodate electrical, data, and telephone systems, and (2) the 

State Board of Health Offices need for more efficient offices for the legislators and staff. The 1985 floor plan consisted of suites in 

The first office (17S) on the West Side was accompanied by a Stenographer (13S), small Closet which a legislator’s office was preceded by a staff office. By the 1980s improvements to communica- 

(17CS), and adjacent Office (18S). The ceilings differed in the spaces with a plaster ceiling and moul- tions systems and increased computer and attendant data systems use had created an ever growing 

ded cove in Rooms 17S and 18S. The Stenographer’s Office had an arched plaster ceiling with plain need for electrical power and communications wiring in work areas. The First Floor currently features 

cove. The Closet had a suspended ceiling, and wood base and trim. All other rooms had quarter sawn how wiring on the Ground Floor was possibly accommodated prior to 1985. This included surfaced 

white oak picture rails; plastered walls; and quarter sawn white oak base, trim, and chair rail. No mounted wiring along walls and floors with little regard for appearance or integrity of the building fabric. 

indication is given for the floor although it might be assumed that the floors were cement with wood tack Previously these numerous cables were stapled and nailed. Runs of data and telephone cable were 

strips. These rooms were accessed through double doors from the Entrance Lobby. frequently placed along walls, attached directly to wood casings and trim, and snaked around doors and 

The remaining rooms (198,205, 21S, 22S) featured plastered ceilings and moulded coves; quarter through plaster — The Lat walls a often not patched ane poring holes for as wire. To 

sawn white oak picture rails; plaster walls; and wood base, trim, and chair rail. Room 22S and the bia — pigs ay = tii Se sap aa ila gg one ne eee he oo 
finished materials and concrete toppings were removed and new runs of electrical ducts and conduit 
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were laid within the floor in 1985. New concrete toppings were poured and carpet laid. The marble that Previous alterations between 1910 and 1951, and the 1985 restructuring led to the demise of several 

was removed was warehoused for future use in other repairs and remodelings throughout the building. marble floors and a toilet room from the original plans. By the end of the 1980s remodeling, the only 

The exception to the new floor was the older Men’s Toilet, Room 1S, where the marble flooring still original marble floors existed in the public corridors, both toilets near the rotunda, and a portion of an 

exists although the room has been altered. electrical closet adjacent to a men’s toilet room. The electrical closet floor, although damaged, remains 

due to the relocation of urinals in the original men’s toilet room. 

Few original walls or wall fragments exist on the Ground Floor in the current Legislator-Staff areas. The 

an i 1985 remodeling and prior smaller remodelings resulted in the removal of many original walls which 

a a ia : _ : A - a f Q - remained in these spaces. The few remaining original wall fragments retain little historic fabric with any 

: : c 7 " i a oe iad significance. In addition, interior walls were removed or altered extensively. The Vault walls (11S and 

/ a a Pe ee 15S) and stairs were demolished to accommodate the new 1985 floor plan. Two wall fragments remain 

' a i ii ay Lo 7 from five original Vaults due to their adjacency to the marble-finished Entrance Lobby walls (12S). 

I : ] ; ou pa C a ; i Alterations included the removal and addition of door openings to suit changing office needs and elimi- 

: a. So ye pe ut 4 nation of all borrowed lights that transferred light to interior corridors. Only the glass panels in the 

; q eae rr interior entry doors remain in the Ground Floor configuration. 

| i ii. ; a a 4 The radical changes in office configurations over the years, and especially in 1985, resulted in the loss of 

ie fo a iG Ve es all original ceilings. All ceilings in the new suites were recreated with coves which were an interpretation 

ae = , et ae of two original historic cove types. This recreation was designed to create a hierarchical as well as visual 

= a aot ro. Wa a consistency that historically existed within the wing. The two cove types were differentiated by their 

aye eae ~ co ¥y —— Figure 185 location in the wing and the degree of plaster detailing. The staff offices have a simple radius cove with 
2 Fars e ‘ aoe ao | i This small room (223BS) was created off the mens no ceiling plaster mould and are lower in height than the legislator’s exterior offices. The exterior offices 

it a Z ely > i : rags . ‘ a oti peri np asm dialing . e have a moulded radius cove with an interior moulding framing the ceiling’s perimeter. 

4 eo Hy yes } About one quarter of the original toilet room marble The radiator enclosures are the only original finish that remains in the office suites. The enclosures remain 

4 5 is wy : : dag: r . ah ae ne intact and are generally in good condition as detailed in Post’s drawings. Similar in construction to other 

s 2 Patou Rakion Sluice enclosures in the South Wing, the enclosures consist of a single unit of quarter sawn white oak stool that 

slides horizontally under the base of the window. The front section is also of quarter sawn white oak, 

_H a = itt ces usually with three paneled sections. The radiator cena have retained ot crag Dass = in 

e 1 i We : : (oe | This photo illustrates the tacking both the stool and the floor. Most of the door and window hardware remains in use as it did historically. 

Se tS pi : =) and hanging of the additional Walls, although not original, are composed of clay tile and painted plaster with no decorative stenciling. 

Sie oe f _ ere wiring required for the Legislative The office finishes and fixtures for the office suites were standardized during the 1985 remodeling with 

Aes. ma | ~  __—_—Afices. The wiring was often hung an established historic precedent interpreted from photographs, drawings, and existing examples. Many 

ea ee with clips which were screwed hardware variations were eliminated in the 1985 remodeling with the recreation of historic hardware 
| ee Bee ad . directly into the original quarter 

ob : eg EE UAUIite Ceram aerenclosure types such as the Wisconsin escutcheon plate and door knob. 

mise = : , i aS 7 mS : : : : = 1 =e f oe at both - = a a the 

ow oe Le — _ historic radiator enclosures, most The 1985 remodeling resulted in a strong consistency between all the legislators and staff offices in the 

ae +e: — ae ee a at os ae remain in suites and the hierarchy between them. This developed hierarchy was an interpretation from existing 

LULU aaa Kahler Slater precedent in other wings as well as historic research of all the nonpublic spaces within the Capitol. This 
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historic appearance is limited to the private offices as all the public spaces remain original. The exception a — Lo 

is the addition of the brass fire extinguisher cabinets added near the janitor’s closets. This latest remod- Pe | | Le 

elling provides the appearance of a restoration of historic fabric. However, the reality is very little — - : . < Cc - 

original historic fabric remains on the Ground Floor behind the public corridors. oe 2 ‘d Cc - 

Comprehensive Survey es } 

This survey comprehensively looked at all rooms on this floor. Rooms are often grouped together due to | } i 

similarity in function or finish treatment. See the front of the Ground Floor section for the original floor : foe! | i ' { I i 

plan. Periodic changes from 1910 to 1992 are shown in the plans following the comprehensive surveys. gee ; i me | a | 

Each original space references the original room number. Spaces resulting from room divisions have corsa a. 7 . a ’ 1 ie i ‘ 

been assigned a number on the transition plans for referencing. Due to the large number of additional $ = i ae BB g gs I Pe a Higure 137 : : 
2 ‘ ee : a Ss Pe Due to past major remodelings on the Ground 

spaces, anew number has been assigned for the selective removal survey, which is also referenced. For re » i Pg —)) ymeeey, yO ri Floor, almost all of the ceilings were removed and 

additional detailed information regarding each room see the survey appendixes. [ [crepe pie | fe, i vecreated in a profile similar to the original ceil- 
ete in, oe Je | hs | ings. This photo illustrates the most detailed office 

oe SS eee 
The public spaces on the Ground Floor include the Entrance Doorways, Entrance Lobby, Main Corri- ‘ Soe : A eo type a a typical in va Line ae 

dor, Stair Halls, Stair Corridors, and Southwest and Southeast Pavilions. ‘ i ‘ flanking the east and west exterior sides of the 
wing. 

Bierce Doorways : ct Kahler Slater 

Rooms 12AS, 12BS, and 12CS os — 

Original condition in 1910 a. E 

Floor: marble and stone 4 ea i 
Walls: stone (12AS and 12CS); quarter sawn white oak panel (12BS) - . 

Decorative finish: MIT Class II | 

Ceiling: paneled (coffered) in 12AS and 12CS; plaster in 12BS (12BS has =| 

revolving door) S| 7 : I 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak c ge Lilk 

Fumiture: none Whe iad 

Equipment: none bee cl di | 

Unique features: bronze threshold to exterior doors — 1 |) 

Survey results in 1995—Room 12AS Cae : , i. ~Ss*Figure 188 

Floor: marble __e ig: _ it This cove type was recreated during the 1980s 

Walls: limestone = = 5 remodeling from Posts drawings for the Ground 

Decorative finish: none Hee ; | | : Floor corridors. This type is formed from a 

Ceiling: plaster, coffered i E 7 ' } : simple radial curve just above the picture rail. 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak | d j Due to the hierarchical location and ceiling 

Tim: eels C / height, this cove type has no ceiling mould. 

t “ e Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Heating: none Survey results in 1995—Room 12BS 

Furniture: none Floor: marble 

Equipment: none Walls: limestone 

Unique features: none Decorative finish: none 

Room number for Ceiling: plaster 

selective removal: 228 Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Tam: marble 

Heating: none 

& ies: Fumiture: none 
Equipment: none 

Unique features: revolving door in Room 23S 

eee Room number for 

oo oo selective removal: 23S 

: iE ad coe Survey results in 1995—Room 12CS 

oe = Floor: marble 

| a Walls: limestone 
pee ae eg ee Decorative finish: none 

|) Tae Y Bee Ceiling: plaster, coffered 
| ee it | / ae Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
ia ie ae oF j Tam: marble 

ap i a ce je Figure 189 Heating: none 

ee These quarter sawn white oak double doors were Fumiture: none 

a 1: — added during the 1980s remodeling to provide Equipment: none 

fee S access to Room 88S. Originally this area served as a Unique features: none 

i | twice men’ toilet room and was accessed from an interior Room number for . 

| erga! ~——s corridor through a coat room (9S). A similar set of selective removal: 24S 
J HAR -— doors were created at the opposite side of the 

oi : , —~ Pe \ corridor into Room 16S. Entrance Lobby 

a Photo: Kahler Slater 

Room 12S 

& Me E Original condition in 1910 

| j == : Floor: Napoleon marble moulded base, marble and stone floor 

Lah — = : : Walls: Kasota stone walls 

= = ; sa Decorative finish: MIT Class II 
> eo 3 ———————— Ceiling: plaster with moulded cornice 
— i. yy a ao a L- Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

; - a ‘él S L Figure 190 Dats nutty 

8 | ‘ : An original quarter sawn white oak pa Mang ———— 

— % L three-paneled radiator enclosure is es 

: : & a typical of the original enclosures Equipment: oe 

< existing on the Ground Floor. These Unique features: none 

: enclosures were refinished during 

- 7 E rf en the 1980s remodeling. 

ba Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Survey results in 1995 Stair Halls 

Floor: marble 

Walls: limestone Rooms 25S, 26S, and 27S 

ae - ce Original condition in 1910 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Floor: marble and stone floor, moulded Hauteville base 
Tim: eisible Walls: anti stone wall and trim, plaster cornice, stone pilasters and 

; eene cement caps 

. na Decorative finish: MIT Class I 

Equipment: aie Ceiling: plaster with plaster cornice 

Unique features: original brass wall sconces and ceiling fixture si ee 
Room number for Tam marble 
selective removal: 54S Heating: LES 

Fumiture: none 

Main Corridor Equipment: marble drinking fountains 
Unique features: none 

Room 318 Survey results in 1995—Room 25S 

Original condition in 1910 Floor: marble 

Floor: Marble and stone floor, Napoleon marble moulded base Walls: limestone 

Walls: Kasota stone walls, plaster cornice, Keene cement plaster caps Decorative finish: onceiling 
Decorative finish: MIT Class II Ceiling: plaster 

Ceiling: plaster with plaster cornice Doors: none 
Doors: leather Tom: none 
Trim: marble Heating: none 

Heating: none Fumiture: none 

Fumiture: none Equipment: ; none 

Equipment: none Unique features: marble drinking fountains 
Unique features: none Room number for 

selective removal: 49S 
Survey results in 1995 

Floor: marble Survey results in 1995—Room 26S 

Walls: limestone Floor: marble 

Decorative finish: onceiling Walls: limestone 
Ceiling: plaster with decorative finish Decorative finish: onceiling 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Ceiling: plaster 

Tam: marble door trim Doors: none 

Heating: none Thm: none 

Fumiture: building directory Heating: none 

Equipment: none Fumiture: none 

Unique features: cornice/ceiling perimeter, original brass wall sconces, original ceiling Equipment: none 
fixtures Unique features: marble drinking fountains 

Room number for Room number for 

selective removal: 53S selective removal: 50S 
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Survey results in 1995—Room 27S Survey results in 1995—Room 28S 

Floor: marble Floor: marble an marble base 

Walls: limestone Walls: plaster 

Decorative finish: onceiling Decorative finish: stencil decoration (date unknown) 

Ceiling: plaster Ceiling: plaster 

Doors: none Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Trim: none Tom: quarter sawn white oak 

Heating: none Heating: none 

Furniture: none Furniture: fire extinguisher cabinets 

Equipment: none Equipment: none 

Unique features: marble drinking fountains Unique features: none 

Room number for Room number for 

selective removal: 51S selective removal: 528 

Stair Corridors Southwest and Southeast Pavilions (Round Entry Rooms) 

Rooms 24S and 28S Rooms 37SW and 37SE 

Original condition in 1910 Original condition in 1910 

Floor: meadow gray marble plain base, marble and stone floor Floor: marble and stone 

Walls: moulded cove, plastered walls with stone returns Walls: stone 

Decorative finish: MST Class II Decorative finish: MIT Class I 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove Ceiling: plaster “pastiglia” 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tom: marble and quarter sawn white oak Tom: quarter sawn white oak 

Heating: none Heating: radiators behind grilles 

Fumiture: none Fumiture: none 

Equipment: brass fire hose bracket Equipment: none 

Unique features: none Unique features: curved doors to match curve or room 

Survey results in 1995—Room 24S Survey results in 1995—Room 37SW 

Floor: marble and marble base Floor: marble 

Walls: plaster Walls: limestone 

Decorative finish: stencil decoration (date unknown) Decorative finish: onceiling 

Ceiling: plaster Ceiling: plaster with decorative finish 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tom: quarter sawn white oak Tum: marble door trim 

Heating: none Heating: none 

Furniture: none Fumiture: none 

Equipment: fire extinguisher cabinets Equipment: none 

Unique features: none Unique features: none 

Room number for Room number for 

selective removal: 48S selective removal: 45SW 
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Survey results in 1995—Room 37SE Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor 

Floor: marble Unique features: none 

Walls: limestone Room numbers for 

Decorative finish: onceiling selective removal: 5S, 6S, 10S, and 12S 

Ceiling: plaster with decorative finish 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Secretary 
Tum: marble door trim 

Heating: none Room 5S 

Fumuiture: none Original condition in 1910 
Equipment: Tee Floor: concrete with tack strip; one fourth of room has marble floor 
Unique features: handicapped automatic opening door and ramp Walls: plaster 

Room number for Decorative finish: MIT Class IV 
selective removal: 57SE Ceiling: moulded plaster cove 

A fs Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Private Spaces—East Side Tm: wood base, wood trim, picture mould, chair rail 

The East Side private spaces on the Ground Floor include the Hearing Room and Commission, Com- Heating: radiator 

» missioners, Secretary, Business Office Tax Commission, Lobby, Storage Vaults, Stenographer, Coat Fumiture: office 

Room, Men’s Toilets, Corridor, Stair Landing, and Closets. : Equipment: none 
Unique features: borrowed lights 

Hearing Room and Commission, and Commissioners Survey results in 1995 
Floor: concrete and carpet 

Rooms 2S, 3S, and 4S Walls: plaster 

Original condition in 1910 a ae tt ith 

Floor: concrete with tack strip = : i oeermne ek 

Walls: plaster : aur ; 
Decorative finish: MIT Class Ill ao ca priests njaonabigen 
Ceiling: moulded plaster cove, suspended ceiling 14" in clear ss ea 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak 5S : 
Thm: wood base, wood trim, picture mould, chair rail Repeinent: electrical ductworicindeetiior 

Heating: BigtSinr Unique features: none 

Pentre: office Room number for 

Equipment: ae selective removal: 15S 

Unique features: Rooms 3S and 4S have borrowed lights Business Office Tax Commission 

Survey results in 1995 

Floor: concrete and carpet Room 6S 

oma : 5 plaster Original condition in 1910 

Decorative finish: ea Floor: concrete floor with tack strip 
Ceiling: plaster with cove Walls: plaster 

a quarter sawn white oak Decorative finish: MBIT Class Ill 
Tam: quarter sawn white oak Ceiling: moulded plaster cove 

oo , AS Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

ai office Trim: wood base, wood trim, picture mould, chair rail 
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Heating: radiator Room number for 

Fumiture: office selective removal: 14S 

Equipment: none 
Unique features: fire hose bracket Storage Vault 

Survey results in 1995 Room 10S 

Floor: concrete and carpet 
Walls: plaster Original condition in 1910 

Decorative finish: none Floor: cement floor and base 

Ceiling: plaster with cove Walls: plaster 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Decorative finish: MST Class V 

Tam: quarter sawn white oak Ceiling: plain CONE 
Heating: none Doors: iron 
Fumiture: office Tom: es 

Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor Heating: eS 
Unique features: none Fumiture: none 
Room numbers for Equipment: none 
selective removal: 16S, 17S, 20S, and 21S Unique features: none 

Survey results in 1995 

m7 Floor: concrete and carpet 

Walls: plaster 

sine ta Decorative finish: none 
Original condition in 1910 Ceiling: plaster with cove 

Floor: marble and stone floor, Napoleon marble plain base Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Walls: plaster Tam: quarter sawn white oak 
Decorative finish: MST Class II Heating: none 

Ceiling: plain cove, suspended ceiling 30" in clear Fumiture: ! office 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak, leather Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor 
Tom: wood picture mould and chair rail Unique features: none 
Heating: none Room number for 
Furniture: none selective removal: 11S ‘ 

Equipment: none 

Unique features: none Storage Vault 

Survey results in 1995 Room 11S 

Floor: concrete and carpet 
Walls: plaster Original condition in 1910 
Decorative finish: none Floor: cement floor and base 

Ceiling: plaster with cove Walls: i plaster 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Decorative finish: MIT Class V 
Tom: quarter sawn white oak Ceiling: plain cove 
Heating: none Doors: es 
Fumiture: office Tom wes 
Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor Heating: none 
Unique features: none Fumiture: none 
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Equipment: none Room number for 

Unique features: Stairs have meadow gray marble treads, cast iron strings and risers, selective removal: 18S 

pipe rail, and balustrade. 
Coat Room 

Survey results in 1995 
Floor: concrete and carpet Room 9S 
Walls: plaster 
Decorative finish: none Original condition in 1910 

Ceiling: plaster with cove Floor: McMullen gray marble floor and plain base 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Walls: plaster 
Tim: quarter sawn white oak Decorative finish: MIT Class V 

Heating: none Ceiling: plain cove, suspended ceiling 14" in clear 
Fumiture: office Doors: quarter sawn white oak full size and dwarf 

Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor Tam: marble 
Unique features: none Heating: none 
Room number for Fumiture: none 
selective removal: 16S Equipment: none 

Unique features: clerestory borrowed light 

Bee pher Survey results in 1995 

Floor: concrete and carpet 
Room 7S Walls: ae 

Original condition in 1910 Decorative finish: none 
Floor: concrete with tack strip Ceiling: plaster with cove 
Walls: plaster Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Decorative finish: MIT Class TV Tom: quarter sawn white oak 

Ceiling: plain cove, arched ceiling Heating: none 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Fumiture: office 
Tom: wood base, wood trim, picture mould, chair rail Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor 
Heating: radiator Unique features: none 
Fumiture: none Room number for 

Equipment: none selective removal: 7S 
Unique features: arched ceiling 

Men’s Toilets 
Survey results in 1995 

Floor: concrete and carpet Room 88 and 18 
Walls: plaster 
Decorative finish: none Original condition in 1910 

Ceiling: plaster with cove Floor: McMullen gray marble floor 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Walls: McMullen gray base and wainscot cap, meadow gray marble 

Tom: quarter sawn white oak wainscot 
Heating: none Decorative finish: MIT Class V 

Fumiture: office Ceiling: plain cove, suspended ceiling 14" in clear 

Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor Doors: quarter sawn white oak full size and dwarf 
Unique features: none Tom: marble 

Heating: radiator 
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Furniture: none Room number for 

Equipment: toilet facilities selective removal: 7S, 118, 14S (original room has now become three rooms) 
Unique features: Room 8S has clerestory borrowed lights. 

Stair Landing to Basement 
Survey results in 1995 

Floor: concrete and carpet Room 34S 
Walls: plaster 
Decorative finish: none Original condition in 1910 

Ceiling: plaster with cove Floor: meadow gray marble platform and base 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Walls: : s plaster 
Tom: quarter sawn white oak Decorative finish: 

Heating: none Ceiling: plaster 
Fumiture: office Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor Tom: marble base 
Unique features: none Heating: BES 
Room number for Fumiture: mane 
selective removal: 7S Equipment: a 

Unique features: cast iron treads, stringers, risers 

— Survey results in 1995 

Floor: marble 
Room 29S Walls: plaster 

Original condition in 1910 Decorative finish: none 
Floor: marble and stone floor, Napoleon marble plain base Ceiling: plaster 
Walls: plaster Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Decorative finish: M5ST Class III Tom: quarter sawn white oak 

Ceiling: plain cove, suspended ceiling 30" in clear Heating: none 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Fumiture: none 
Tom: wood picture mould and chair rail Equipment: none 

Heating: none Unique features: none 
Furniture: none Room number for 

Equipment: marble drinking fountain selective removal: 1S 
Unique features: borrowed lights 

Closet 
Survey results in 1995 

Floor: concrete and carpet Room 6CS 
Walls: plaster 
Decorative finish: none Original condition in 1910 

Ceiling: plaster with cove Floor: cement and base 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Walls plaster 
Tom: quarter sawn white oak Decorative finish: 

Heating: none Ceiling: plaster k 
Furniture: office Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor Tom: tbe 
Unique features: - none Heating: pone 

Fumiture: none 
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Equipment: none Closets 

Unique features: none 

Survey results in 1995 
Room 28CS 

Floor: concrete and carpet Original condition in 1910 

Walls: plaster Floor: marble 

Decorative finish: none Walls: marble and plaster 
Ceiling: plaster Decorative finish: MIT Class V 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Ceiling: suspended ceiling 30" in clear 

Tam: door trim only Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Heating: none Tom: marble 
Fumiture: none Heating: none 

Equipment: electrical Fumiture: none 
Unique features: none Equipment: slop sink, electrical panel 

Room number for Unique features: none 

a moval: vai Swerve)tesutts in 1995 
Closet Floor: marble and marble base 

Walls: plaster 

Room 8CS Decorative finish: stencil decoration (date unknown) 

Ceiling: plaster 
Original condition in 1910 Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Floor: cement and base Thm: quarter sawn white oak 
Walls: Ree plaster Heating: none 
Decorative finish: Fumiture: fire extinguisher cabinets 
Ceiling: plaster Equipment: none 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Unique features: none 

Tam Tone Room number for 
Heating: none selective removal: 4S 
Fumiture: none 

Equipment: none Private Spaces—West Side 

Unique features: ue The West Side private spaces include the State Board of Health Office, Lobby, Corridor, Storage 

Survey results in 1995 Vaults, Stenographer, Men’s Toilet, Stair Landing, and Closets. 

Floor: concrete and carpet 

Walls: plaster State Board of Health Offices 
Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: plaster Rooms 17S, 18S, 19S, and 21S 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Trim: door trim only Original condition in 1910 
Heating: none Floor: cement with tack strip 

Fumiture: none Walls: plaster 
Equipment: electrical Decorative finish: MST Class III 
Unique features: none Ceiling: moulded cove 
Room number for Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
selective removal: 8S Trim: wood base, trim, chair rail, and picture mould 
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Heating: radiator Survey results in 1995—Room 21S 
Fumiture: none Floor: concrete and carpet 

Equipment: none Walls: plaster 

Unique features: Room 21S has borrowed lights; Room 17S has fire hose bracket. Decorative finish: none 

Survey results in 1995—Room 17S aoe ens foal 

Floor: concrete and carpet Tim: : 
im: quarter sawn white oak 

Walls: plaster Heating: none 
Decorative finish: none Romine nines 

Ceiling: plaster with CONE Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Unique f \ 

: 5 nique features: none 
Tom: quarter sawn white oak Reannbe for 

Heating: ene selective removal: 38S 
Fumiture: office 

Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor State Board of Health Office 
Unique features: none 

Room number for Room 20S 

selective removal: 26S 
Original condition in 1910 

Survey results in 1995—Room 18S Floor: cement with tack strip 

Floor: concrete and carpet Walls: plaster 

Walls: plaster Decorative finish: MIT Class IV 
Decorative finish: none Ceiling: moulded cove 

Ceiling: plaster with cove Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Tum: wood base, trim, chair rail, and picture mould 

Tom: quarter sawn white oak Heating: radiator 
Heating: none Fumiture: none 

Fumiture: office Equipment: none 

Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor Unique features: borrowed lights 

Unique features: none d 
Roomiitimber for Survey results in 1995 

Ssieciveremoval: 285 Floor: concrete and carpet 

Walls: plaster 
Survey results in 1995—Room 19S Decorative finish: none 

Floor: concrete and carpet Ceiling: plaster with cove 

Walls: plaster Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Decorative finish: none Tim: quarter sawn white oak 

Ceiling: plaster with cove Heating: none 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Fumiture: office 

Trim: quarter sawn white oak Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor 

Heating: none Unique features: none 
Fumiture: office Room number for 

Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor selective removal: 34S 

Unique features: none 
Room number for 

selective removal: 328 
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State Board of Health Office Survey results in 1995 

Floor: concrete and carpet 

Room 22S Walls: plaster 

A Decorative finish: 
Original condition in 1910 Celling: ee bias sled 

oa ae Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Decorative finish: MST Class III a ogg ea 
Ceiling: moulded cove, suspended ceiling 14" in clear Fumi se ae 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak See ‘ 
Tom: wood base, trim, chair rail, and picture mould meee — ductwork under fino 

dl son Room number for 
_ . a Room number for 

os f nine selective removal: 30 and 31 (original room has now become two rooms) 

Survey results in 1995 Corridor 
Floor: concrete and carpet 

Walls: plaster Room 33S 

Decorative finish: none qwe Original condition in 1910 
Ceiling: plaster with cove Floor: marble and stone floor, plain marble Napoleon base 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Walls: plaster 

Tam: quarter sawn white oak Decorative finish: MIT Class IV 
Heating: oes Ceiling: plain cove 
Fumiture: office Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor Tim: wood picture mould and chair rail 
Unique features: none Heating: none 5 
Room number for Fumiture: none 
selective removal: 39S and 40S (original room has now become two rooms) Equipment: marble drinking fountain 

Lobby Unique features: borrowed lights 

Survey results in 1995 
Room 32S Floor: concrete and carpet 

Original condition in 1910 — eae i 
Floor: marble and stone floor, plain marble Napoleon base Ceili g 1 ith 
Walls: plaster Siew : tagape: Bi bee ae D ive finish: TS: quarter sawn white o 

aan j — ery oe ie Tom: quarter sawn white oak 
Ceiling: plain cove, suspended ceiling 30" in clear Heati ae 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak, leather Fumi sl eit Tim: t tes 5 

. asnontipactane maa Ghat all Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor 
S nee Unique features: none Fumiture: none Ws 5 

Peeters: a Room number for eb 

Unique features: aa selective removal: 33S and 31S (original room has now become two rooms) 
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Storage Vaults Survey results in 1995—Room 16S 

Floor: concrete and carpet 

Rooms 14S, 15S, and 16S Walls: plaster 

i ish: 
Original condition in 1910 Dene ai as ith 

Floor: cement floor and base Coline: REE 7 Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Walls: sooner? Tim: quarter sawn white oak 
Decorative finish: MIT Class V Geition: 

sea 4 “ eating: none 
Ceiling: plaster with plain cove Pudi: fice 

i — wet Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor 

tae ‘ egy Unique features: none 

F eae: ee Room number for 

ae ike selective removal: 35S 
Equipment: none 
Unique features: Room 15S has staircase with marble treads and platform; cast iron Stenographer 

stringers and risers. 

Survey results in 1995—Room 14S Boom 138. 

Floor: concrete and carpet Original condition in 1910 
Walls: plaster Floor: cement with tack strip 
Decorative finish: none Walls: plaster 

Ceiling: plaster with cove Decorative finish: MBIT Class III 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Ceiling: plain cove, arched ceiling 
Trim: quarter sawn white oak Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Heating: none Tom: wood base, trim, chair rail, and picture mould 
Fumiture: office Heating: radiator 

Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor i iarniiiites note 

Unique features: none Equipment: none 
Room number for Unique features: none 
selective removal: B29S 

Survey results in 1995 
Survey results in 1995—Room 15S Floor: concrete and carpet 
Floor: concrete and carpet Walls: plaster 

Walls: plaster Decorative finish: none 
Decorative finish: none Ceiling: plaster with cove 
Ceiling: plaster with cove Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Trim: quarter sawn white oak 
Tom: quarter sawn white oak Heating: none 

Heating: none Fumiture: office 
Fumiture: office Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor 

Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor Unique features: none 
Unique features: none Room number for 
Room number for selective removal: 258 
selective removal: 30S, 31S, and 33S (original room has now become three rooms) 
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Men’s Toilet Survey results in 1995 

Floor: marble 

Room 23S Walls: plaster 
Te ton in 1910 Decorative finish: none 

Original condition in Ceiling: plaster 

Floor: McMiulicn gray maple , Doors: quarter sawn white oak Walls: McMullen gray base and wainscot cap, meadow gray marble Tim quarter sawn white oak 

5 k Es Heating: none 
Decorative finish: MIT Class V Ruane: none 

Ceiling: suspended ceiling 24" in clear, plain cove Exntipaient: aR 

Doors: copes Sewn inte Gak Unique features: none 
Tom: a Room number for 

Heating: ee selective removal: 438 
Fumiture: none 
Equipment: toilet facilities Closet 
Unique features: none 

Survey results in 1995 Room 2405. 
Floor: marble Original condition in 1910 
Walls: marble wall panels, plaster walls Floor: meadow gray marble plain base, marble and stone floor 
Decorative finish: none Walls: moulded cove, plastered walls with stone returns 

Ceiling: plaster } Decorative finish: MBIT Class II 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove 
Tam: quarter sawn white oak Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Heating: radiator Trim: marble and quarter sawn white oak 
Fumiture: none Heating: none 
Equipment: two toilets, three urinals, three lavatories Fumiture: none 
Unique features: partial toilet stall ADA accessible Equipment: brass fire hose bracket 
Room number for Unique features: none 
selective removal: 42S 

Survey results in 1995 
Stair Landing to Basement Floor: marble and marble base 

Walls: plaster 

Room 35S Decorative finish: stencil decoration (date unknown) 
is ea Ceiling: laster Original condition in 1910 acre ie sawn white oak 

Floor: meadow gray marble platform and base Tim: Ff quarter sawn white oak 
. ss plaster Heating: none 

Decorative finish: Fumiture: fire extinguisher cabinets 
ane pat : Equipment: none Doors: quarter sawn white oak Uni : 

. nique features: none 
‘ne marble base Room number for 
me noe selective removal: 41S Fumiture: none 

Equipment: none 
Unique features: cast iron treads, stringers, risers 
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Closet Survey results in 1995 

Floor: concrete and carpet 
Room 17CS Walls: plaster 

Original condition in 1910 Demagve a ee ith 

Floor: cement floor and base coke Dee) Ae ak 
Walls. phiste? a quarter sawn ea iis 

Decorative finish: MIT Class V Heating: _— ne eens 

Ceiling: suspended ceiling 30" in clear hicidieen office 

pent one ris se ha Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor 
one ne Unique features: none 

Fumihme Os Room number for 

Eauenee oo: selective removal: 298 

Unique features: none 

Survey results in 1995 

Floor: concrete and carpet 

Walls: plaster 

Decorative finish: . none 

Ceiling: plaster with cove 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Tom: quarter sawn white oak 
Heating: none 
Fumiture: office 

Equipment: electrical ductwork under floor 
Unique features: none 

Room number for ; 

selective removal: 29S 

Closet 

Room 32CS 

Original condition in 1910 

Floor: cement floor and base 
Walls: plaster 
Decorative finish: MIT Class V 

Ceiling: suspended ceiling 30" in clear 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tam: quarter sawn white oak 
Heating: none 
Fumiture: none 

Equipment: none 
Unique features: none 
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GROUND FLOOR PLANS 

1913-1951 Transitional Plan 

1951-1966 Transitional Plan 

1966-1980 Transitional Plan 

1980-1992 Transitional Plan 

1992 Existing Conditions Plan 
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4 DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES 
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feos al 34s tee 8 One toilet stall was enlarged for handicap accessibility. 

Cy fish 35S | et 34s Sax > Sy Salvaged and/or new marble wos used to create the 
Cee aes os Zs passe new loyout. Entrance door was changed to swing into 

pe A Te. AT TAs | room and open to the north. Door into closet 1AS was 
G / Basa sees beg \ ~ removed and wall was patched. 

ey Ee ) Gesy Eee 1AS, 34S 
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. Ue ee Pe First Floor 
oe 1 | : a The First Floor of the South Wing was originally designed as a business and accounting floor. The main 

SST eee ee c offices were the Board of Control and the Insurance Department Business Office. By 1951 almost fifty 
gi ot ee — - - - percent of the floor had been remodeled into smaller spaces, and by 1992 almost ninety percent of the 

nd LSS SSS pcnem a oe oo spaces from 1910 had been remodeled in some manner with the exception of the public corridors and a 

7 . cone manasa eg : 7 | ee | The First Floor private office spaces in 1992 display a variety of alterations. Numerous materials had 
a) eee : Ww Se r L ; / asia 7 been used in past remodelings with a wide variety of styles and quality. These remodelings appear to 

es _ wees ; ri | have been more concerned with current styles and inexpensive methods than the appropriateness for the 
gaan £2 ~*~ fF Fe . ie building. A typical example is Room 114S, which was designed as a lobby for the Board of Control 

ij =] : , g Pd | es : : ‘| : 7 a : office. Looking in one direction one observes a metal partition butting against a drywall wall with plain 

fee So ls i. sawn oak trim. A 180 degree tum features an original quarter sawn white oak door and door frame, 
fe zz (ewe et ee | th ie borrowed lights and transom, quarter sawn white oak trim, and marble plinths. Behind layers ofadded 
pba : ii | a ‘ : b lhc P : i tity 4 inappropriate finishes and styles remnants of original fabric have been found. This section will discuss 
- : a , ia . as A i : ? i pe Ee : i oo ac both the public and private spaces, and original and nonoriginal fabric on the First Floor. The public 

is fa i | i f i : Ee ) fe Ls | | spaces include Main Stairs, Stair Corridors, Transverse Corridor, Stair Galleries, Main Corridors, 
Ly id l e isc: > Ve ] i ie : | ] 8 ; ee : ’ sa ee Corridor Belting Rotunda, and Southeast and Southwest Comer Pavilions. The private spaces on the 

Ll : ae ae i i a . fo i a Lo : . il : East Side consist of Insurance Department Business Office, Proof Reader, Stenographer, Library, 

q : ‘3 5 Pesan Te ] : aie i 7 i ii _ Women’s Coat Rooms, Storage Vault, Toilets, Corridor, and Closets. The private spaces on the West 

hi io : a | ae : r i : Hl a Side are Accountants, Stenographer, Secretary, Board Room, Board of Control Lobby, Storage Vault, 
i i . Hy eee | i | : i Corridor, Toilets, and Closet. The private spaces on the Wing’s End include Library, Commissioner, 

’ ok ee : | a — Deputy Commissioner, Actuary, Coat Rooms, Lobby, Toilet, Corridors, and Closet. Room numbers 

| if - LF es refer to the original Post plans. Original room divisions and additional room numbers are referenced 
a L ‘ ee r — = see : _ from the transition drawings and will be noted in the comprehensive survey for the First Floor. 

a meme = Public Spaces 
i ra oo. : oo | rrr : The First Floor is accessed from the Capitol’s interior from the outer corridor surrounding the rotunda 

'} _ oe . a or from the First Floor rotunda around the central balustrade. The First Floor’s public spaces include 

DO ——E the Stair Corridors118, 1215, 1238), Star alles (120S and 122), and Main Corridors (1265 
7 _ eta ii = 3 and 129S). The Corner Pavilions (140SE and 139SW) are situated in the angle between the South and 

i Within the South Wing public spaces the transition from corridor to corridor is precise and each space is 
Figure 191 designed to be slightly different from the preceding space. The differences in design are accomplished 

The main corridor terminus, with the original marble and stone floors, stone walls, and light fixture, through varying floor marble patterns, ceiling decorations, wall treatment, and lighting. 
shows one of three quarter sawn white oak entrances leading to private spaces. Opaque glass in doors, 
side lights, and transoms transfer light into space. Plaster ceilings with ornate molded cornices give 

additional grandeur to the space. 

Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 
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The Stair Galleries, adjacent to the secondary stairs and grand staircase and first in the series of transi-  — Sa 

tional spaces from the rotunda, included a plaster ceiling with decorative stenciling, plaster cornice, : << we, ee 

Kasota limestone walls, and marble and stone floors with moulded marble bases. In addition, stone es Be 

pilasters and some type of cement caps were used. 1 ee / 

ES ee tb .e hULL CU 

ET eeFEeREU | ChlLlr | Ee 

of ra ened a a be i | _ Figure 194 

_ . a 1 DLUmUmUm-LUrUC™~—~—C—CCL. Marble drinking fountains are integrated into the 

Fe a P a i rrr—~C i —s ||| _ ends of the stair corridors. The fountain basin is 
oo Z A =i a _ — _ | | | shaped from one piece of stone, then drilled to 

4 por es] =... ~ ~~—=~—_~—sw receive ‘the plumbing piping. A stone framed 

. wae 4s We ect, \ specialty marble centered over the fountain 

es «he : © provides a focal point. 
—= i 6 ia ar oe _ Photo: Kahler Slater 
i ri. Bea. 

iirc | «| Figure 192 peer 

ig ee —~alustrade and stairs are original elements. | ee 
es Photo: Kahler Slater - i fy 

fy Pera eme stom ern © Figure 193 a> 
* § % Wy ie iccrmeonmncemmmmcmmemmmmmneneuncess Photo shows one of four exterior we ‘ } - 

ob ob i) ee ee Strand staircases at the corner 7 / iotn ik 

eta ti a © & © ££ = the First Floor. Granite balustrade . . ‘ 
tee nt | eal a & = = and stairs are flanked by brass ce Ane 
ear. WP Fo te & ; jf light fixtures at the top step.  . oy 

ee rt i ta |. | “Visitor enters through three story a. x | cece 
Be re Ss ii ‘aig high granite columns with Ionic 1s - 

pes ee 3 capitols. Doors are curved to i po ~=~—COFFigure 195 
a | ee ee are 5 he * — match the arch of the interior - ret _ | ~~—~—~—~._— Ftture probe work on the decorative painting on the 

eS <a ot ee ~~ rooms. Access to the Ground . is a . — : grand staircase ceiling will determine if the 
irre a. Floor is provided behind the . co — © pattern and/or colors are original. Note original 

a — - Se oe < : stairs. | | j brass wall lights on the Kasota stone walls. 

: Soe = Photo: Kahler Slater n i =. Photo: Kahler Slater 
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The Stair Corridors, second in the series of spaces, featured plastered walls with decorative stenciling/ Room 1075S features a platform which has raised the floor six to eight inches covering the original wood 

ainting. At the ends of the Stair Corridors next to the elevators are large marble drinking fountains and base trim. The sleeper system developed for supporting the platform may have been strengthened by P 8 eper sy’ pporting the p: 
framed wall panels of a foreign marble. attachment to the adjoining walls. Originally, all the wood radiator enclosures were built in at all the pan 

er oP ectebias thrbuigh the middle of the wing tenminiating in an octagonal shace with thres windows. The front panel of the enclosure was removable to allow access for maintenance, typical of 

ornate wood entrances into different offices. Each entrance features a set of double doors, double ag erator enosua ee cor eaition: a pee bas been a 
ile rid 9 fall thatisom and peditnent, ‘all in quarter sawn white oak: Otiginal cdtridor through the removable top. The platform was constructed directly in front of the enclosure and is 

elements include a plaster ceiling and cornices with decorative stenciling, Kasota limestone walls, and a an ie wate fac: 1 eee ee or attach eset Wale ey tl the platformis 

marble and stone floors with moulded marble bases. i aa 

The original ceilings and walls remain in all areas. On walls where decorative painting was used it is bs mals m pos oe bee mais Pe mieinal aati se ipipscotting, rt ite 
Epnoyma that multiple costs of paint and various stenciling patterns have been used through the years. A platform installation, the wainscotting has been badly nicked, scratched, and gouged. The room’s need 

thorough probe investigation will indicate what was original. The original floors, doors, and accompany- ee ~ samp 8 ind i regs ine ee einal wa ; 
let nerts remai Telephones, outlets, switches, and audio/video wiring have been tacked, stapled, and screwed into the 

i wood trim. Frequently, holes were drilled or bored into the wainscot for the wiring. The original wood 

ae Snaces column wraps have been cut in various areas to accommodate different electrical devices. These cut 

: P ; areas are now covered by electrical plates and covers. The plastered walls remain although the decora- 
The East Side private spaces included the Insurance Department (107S), Proof Reader (1058S), Ste- tive stenciling has been painted out. The original counter has been removed and discarded to accommo- 
nographer (106S), Library (108S), and accessory rooms such as Women’s Coat Rooms (102S and date a change in spatial needs. 

1048S), Women’s Toilet (101S), Men’s Toilet (103S), Storage Vault (1258S), Corridor (1248S), and aa ; ; ‘ 
Closets (132CS, 123CS, and 107CS). The West Side had Accountant (117S), Stenographers (1158 eae cnn te ener ch tab ina 
and 116S), Board Room (1138), Board of Control Lobby (1145), and accessory rooms such as With the platform addition no accommodations were made for double swing leather side entry doors. 

Storage Vault (127S), Corridor (128S), Women’s Coat Room (1378), Toilets (1318 and 1358), and These doors were removed and quarter sawn white oalcchagmgaitiesaameygariueeers ieeiallosiy 
Closet (119CS). The Wing’s End was designed with a Library (1128), Commissioner (109S), Deputy their place The es were required to immediately step up six inches when entering the room from 

Commissioner (110S), Actuary (111S), and accessory rooms such as Entry (1338), Coat Rooms these sides. The floor is currently carpeted. 
(1375S, 136S, and 1348S), Lobby (1308S), Toilet (118S), Corridors (128S and 1328S), and Closet 
(109CS). Men’s Toilet Room 

Originally designed as a Men’s Toilet Room (103S) with marble wall panels, this room also featured a g Pp 
East Side large borrowed light above the lavatories. This borrowed light was placed in the common wall between 

The Insurance Office (107S) was the primary room on the South Wing’s East Side. This room was the Men’s Toilet Room and the Coat Room (1045S). The Toilet Room and coat room was altered to an 

designed with a plaster ceiling with a moulded cornice and a wood picture moulding. Original plastered oftive duane te 1970s 5 oe pee)! feature typical ae ee 
walls featured decorative stenciling above quarter sawn white oak wainscot. The cement floor was intact. The marble floor exists below glued-down carpet tile. The radiator does not have an enclosure, 

designed with a wooden tack strip around the room’s perimeter by which the carpet was attached. the interior window sill is marble, and the window head does not have an ornate wood cornice. How- 

Upon entering the room six bay spaces were created by use of four columns faced with wooden panels ever, the south and east walls of Room 103S have been completely changed. The borrowed light has 
of quarter sawn white oak with a decorative moulding cap. Other wood trim included the windows. been removed and the door connecting the Toilet Room and the Coat Room has been moved to the 

panels, jambs, and heads. Two of the six bays were sectioned off from the remainder of the room by a center of the wall. The west wall of Room 103S also had a borrowed light to Corridor 1245S that no 

wood furniture casepiece acting as a counter. The floor in these two bays was composed of marble with longer exists. The marble wall panels and the plumbing fixtures were removed. When the conversion to 

a marble base. The remainder of the room was cement with a wood tack strip. The ceiling has been an office occurred, no wood base, chair rail, or picture rail was added to match the other offices. A 
covered by the addition of a twelve-inch square metal pan ceiling. It is not known what the condition of metal pan ceiling was added about a foot lower than the existing plaster ceiling. Plaster was added to 

the original ceiling is the walls to create a finished wall surface. 
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a a Anelectrical chase was added at the northeast comer of the room, typical of other remodelings 

> — “14: ‘ a : 

meee ee throughout the building. Surface-mounted plug mould and outlets were installed in numerous locations 

— -— throughout the room. The accompanying wires for modern office equipment were fed through walls and 

a : ee OOO EEE eee 

=e ea at 6hE)ltC<“<—tsLSSS' 

tae aU le 

ve Ve | rl = Figure 196 | | | | | | = | i - 

ce p(y lg i Wis Room 1075S, originally the Insurance Office, now oa] = a | tie 

a | i i / ro houses the Joint Committee on Finance. Quarter } fe ot | Et | 

aN i] (i o \ sawn white oak full height panels topped with a cap pe et oa ol le 

a LE creo floor he ler sate hich cen } a lee 
iN) ff pis ee ay to each column. Original quarter sawn white oak © ee | — | — — 
( th i ad ——— : wainscot is continuous on the rooms perimeter. : eh —- . — 

: £4 Photo: Kahler Slater ie fi Lf : > 
4 eS ' F By 

— 
ps : i i Figure 198 

8 | . Co in 26 ON i i Photo of south door at the platform in Room 107S 

L)hF—TTe—EC Ol ° oe — ho u shows location of platform in relation to door. 

CL oe i ee .llt—iaS : "Installation of platform caused two doors to be 

.. al -. |. “ | obstructed. A 6" level change is experienced when 

JSS i pe _ >, using either door. 

orm (agar ~ , if 1 al | oe Figure 199 

ye “Ss Agat Pa ee he | he - Front panel of radiator enclosure 
i LLUFee a “ = a in Room 1078S is obstructed by the 

; , - Eee | , installation of the platform. Top 

le ys Figure 197 se ‘wa | a stool is often used as a credenza 

C : / | Araised platform with ramp access in Room 107S > tte ty Lo oo blocking brass grille and air 

 i.._s§ —.—=———..__ leads to the committee style casework. Right fore- ——— oc ll 7 : ». circulation. Electronics were 

i ~—rrt—“__ — _ ground shows the brass fire extinguisher cabinets Me . .-. Coe At installed with little regard to 

a —rti‘i‘i—r—S—r—S——CiCCCOadked in the 1960s. ——  .  . ..& &}.. | existing fabric. 
(ee __ Photo: Kahler Slater eee le Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Proof Reader’s Office 

Room 105S was the Proof Reader’s office, which featured the original ceiling with plaster moulded sca a _—— 

coves; a cement floor with a tack strip for the carpet; plastered walls with decorative stenciling; quarter — - 

sawn white oak chair rails, picture rails, paneled jambs, and heads at the windows; and paneled doors esis 

with borrowed lights and transom. This room now includes the original Coat Room (1045S) adjacent to i - Lo ie ee 4 - 

the north. The coat room’s south wall was removed prior to 1951. The original plaster ceiling of each E S| iE | 

room still exists with a moulded plaster ceiling higher than the flat plaster ceiling by approximately two i oe a en — : - | 

and one half feet. A twelve-inch square metal pan ceiling was added to the ceiling of the original Proof <a pe Hf b an oa 4 - | _ 
Reader’s Room within the original plaster ceiling moulding. Carpet tiles exist over a layer of viny] tile : : : . EF - | 

placed over the original cement floor in the Proof Reader’s Room and over the original marble floor in i Ts ead oe 
the original coat room. The original corridor door, borrowed lights, and transom remain as well as the oe i eciace Re | 
window’s ornate wood comice. Electrical and data lines are apparent on the floor, on the walls, and o ea 5 | . = 

Stenographer’s Room ion © | a ae ip i 

Room 1068S was designed as a Stenographer’s Room and remains relatively intact from the original. - ae E pene mens toilet room, Room 103S is now a 
The plaster walls, ceiling, wood door, frame, transom, borrowed light, window cornice, and brass grilles ee private office. Basic window trim, marble sill, and 
are original. No additional ceilings or partitions have been added. Two leather clad doors, the original Ba gill >, exposed radiator are original elements. 
carpet, and lighting fixtures have been removed. Original decorative work has been painted out. , we Photo: Kahler Slater 

Storage Vault Ps 

Room 1258S was designed as a large Storage Vault with entry only from the Insurance Department oo G2 
Business Office (107S). This area for document storage had a cement floor and base, and plaster walls 7 - S oat 
and ceilings. Typical of other Storage Vaults, the entry was a series of two openings. The first opening a : a. Ee 
was a quarter sawn white oak paneled door. The second was a set of iron doors. In the 1980s, mov- . « ae 

able partition walls divided the Vault into three separate rooms. Hollow core doors in metal frames were = z 4 
installed with the partitions. An additional doorway from the Corridor (124S) has been added. Except ee il a 
for the new door opening, the original clay tile and plaster walls, and cement floor and base are still _ ao Lf 
intact. The iron doors have been removed. The original plaster ceiling remains above a metal pan ceiling a , 
added in the 1960s. a = a 

Library | ip 
The Library (108 S), in the extreme southeast corner, was designed with a plaster ceiling and moulded a fi | i . 

Cove, quarter sawn white oak picture rail, chair rail, window trim, paneled jambs and heads, and a . oo | gE Figure 201 
cement floor with a wood tack strip. This room maintains the moulded cove and picture rail. | ad = | A portable partition wall in Room 1058 divides half 

fg po of the borrowed light from the door opening. Metal 
ay : LS) a | i | pan ceiling was added within the plaster ceiling 

. | a if a molding. Parabolic plaster molded cove still exists. 
le oe a Photo: Kahler Slater 
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South End 

_ : Se 8 S| The Commissioner (109S), Deputy Commissioner (110S), Actuary (111S), and Library (112S) main- 

_ i : L | taina similar configuration of the rooms’ original layouts and intents. All rooms were designed with 
— = b= We q = ; : : ; ; : i : 

ee nh Pe te i plaster ceilings with plaster cornices, quarter sawn white oak picture rail, wainscot, window trim, 

- ieee os 7 ie aneled jambs and heads, and cement floors with wood tack strips. Plastered walls with decorative 

Ee ee Tt pl UE i stenciling existed above the wainscot. 
rrr 2 OR see | 

ia ' s i as Currently, the plaster ceilings with plaster cornices and picture rail are intact in the Commissioner _ earmnnane 2 ee 8 P 
“Ew ° : ry ) 202 : a ; (109S), Deputy Commissioner (110S), and Actuary (111S). The wood door, frame, borrowed light, 

A ee es = Canin? Clee and transom between the Actuary (111S) and Lobby (1308) still remain. Large metal brackets were 
oo oo & 7 a ‘ 1098S, reveals original quarter sawn i ; dition of h seat if 
- os i endl white oak wainscot plaster cornice, attached to the wainscot and base in order to carry the large addition of heavy electrical lines, resulting 
&£ ee eee, wood doors, and trim. 

a CU ioe Photo: Kahler Slater 

i .=rC oe PY 

A Lo tb bs > Cl i 

_ LS a | — . a ; ei 5 : 

- Uo — ~—COOriginally the Deputy | Pee \ oe B Figure 205 
fie > tga ee | Commissioner s Office, the room 6 SBP te The computer system wiring be- 

’ f P ‘ pies SS |. ‘maintains much of its original Ae Se ees tween rooms was frequently accom- 

se! ee eet | = fabric, including quarter sawn ae Ne eeteesees, plished by boring holes in the walls 
i - ge ee | white oak trim and wainscot. 4 Je oe to accommodate the runs. 

. aon Y 4 Photo: Kahler Slater 2 S ae ee = Photo: Kahler Slater 

Se ro Co CL ie ee ———e. be ee — rr—“—O—OCiCdsSsisS —s—s—=R 

— Oe coe i an Ul 

een S30 me ‘ j | | 7 ff | | L 

DocaGearReccomaaaeeeteceee ee : , o aa = = hl tti‘<éi‘i“aesSCCCigure 206 =e oak iF ee —— ae oe one a a a ee Le The original borrowed lights 
a <i Sa typical room view reveals that the new | “<"* HE 2. ff | |. 4 

i Re > computer systems installation used the ~ ae ei : pe — 3 a wood trim between re . 
ERs Sean awe nn onena chee Teen C ee men r most economical method of installation, i. Lo oS ON ri and 1178 still remains. The glass eo ae — A A nel a oo oe a ee h b laced 

lr. : re OY level. a 3 a &. ap 4 BE — a with painted plywood veneer. 
oO ~*~ Photo: Kahler Slater ~ ae ee ei (.. Photo: Kahler Slater 
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in severe damage to the woodwork. The original three leather doors between the three rooms have — #2 

been removed and replaced with quarter sawn white oak doors. A modern carpet exists on the floor. a -— eS 

The Library (112S) is now composed of two rooms (112S and 146S). The dividing wall and metal pan ee a rt~—C 

ceiling, added in the 1950s, covers the original plaster cornice ceiling and picture moulding. The bor- ee hr : 

rowed light between the Library and the Coat Closet (134S) was removed and replaced with a wood eam — — 
. 5  .rtrt—“—i—sOOOsisOCOCOC‘i‘“‘ SSC 

door and frame in the 1950s. Modern electrical and data run have been placed for convenience regard- mei _ —_ . 

ee cm —— i 
Lobby and Corridor  . 

This small Lobby (130S) and adjacent Corridor (1328S) were designed to provide access to the Actu- . _ . y i) ign P .. 
ary (111S), Deputy Commissioner (110S), Commissioner (1098), and Insurance Department Business 5 ee 

Office (107S). These two areas had plaster ceilings with plaster cornices, quarter sawn white oak | : [ See 

picture rail, chair rail, and wood trim. Floors were of marble and stone with a marble base. The Lobby parr | 
(130S) maintains the moulded cove and picture mould. ; rt f = =. # a a | 

A Se e 4 Senate page/staff blazer storage and copy room 
Se oe occupies a former women’ toilet room. Fragments 
Se | of the marble floor is all that remains. 

oS *% tis Photo: Kahler Slater 

~<a. AAT 
22 : ee | . 

es | s og 

EB Few 207 eee. 
] os El Pa. = 4 free-standing room air conditioner has been = lee oe en a Wood partitions with an acoustical tile ceiling cover 

a La {=~ = __ installed in the corner of a former storage vault ae t Lae } | alloriginal elements in an original women’ coat 
i : A a (Room 1278S). p = . _ moll 

 ~=—s~Photo: Kahler Slater d |. Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Sasa —- = The Board of Control Lobby (114S) originally was designed as a large open lobby leading from the 

ceeceensm ce ee octagonal space in the Main Corridor to the rooms on the West Side of the wing. It featured a plaster 

- | CS 2 ) ceiling with moulded cornice, soffit, and quarter sawn white oak picture rail. Walls included quarter 

: bo | 7 . . sawn white oak wainscotting, plaster with decorative stenciling, and columns faced with quarter sawn 
: = : a0 ..  . : white oak panels and decorative caps. This room also had a full wall of oak trimmed borrowed lights. 

; : 7 2 a 4 a 8 i The ornate marble floor featured rectangular patterns of a wide range of stones and marbles. 

/ i LS : | re a Alterations through the years have included the addition of movable partition walls composed of three 

ee different kinds of materials, hollow core residential type flush doors within metal frames, and a sus- 
Pa a ow pended acoustical tile ceiling over the detailed plaster ceiling. Remnants of the original moulded cornice 

. as | > | - i i a . ] are badly damaged. The north and south walls are not intact. The doorway’s large cornice and transom 
+o — = Nercee So i : 4 has been altered, but not damaged, to accommodate the suspended acoustical tile ceiling. The quarter 

bal ee : 7 cae sawn white oak wainscotting and column panel no longer exist. 
i | a - Carpet tile currently is in place on the floor. At various locations the carpet tile was removed, and by 

4 A | hed A u ye i a a a cuangltenn Pie oder gently scraping through glue and leveling agents the original marble floor was discovered. The marble is 

a | - i... entranced door is abiun aitequarty shu wiie oak badly damaged. In many instances where walls were removed the floor was patched and the patching 

med yi borrowed lights and transom with translucent glass. material feathered over the marble. Often walls were added on top of the marble and secured by nails, 
— a Photo: Kahler Slater bolts, and/or mortar. 

: - ae oN Board Room 

FU ye SN The Board Room (113S) in the southwest corner of the wing, was accessed from the Hall (128S) or 
oT hk froma small Entry (133S), both adjacent to the Board of Control Lobby. It was designed with a plaster 

| . | ceiling and cornice, quarter sawn white oak wainscot, picture rail, window trim, paneled jambs and 

- a : a | heads, and cement floor with wood tack strip. 

20 a oe Hl In the 1940s the room was divided into two rooms (113S and 140S) and a Corridor (1445). The type 
< ee = | ‘ x of ceiling used in the rooms between 1940 and 1950 is unknown. The walls added in the 1940s did not 

a . a ie penetrate the original ceiling but were built to the ceiling’s underside. Perhaps a second ceiling was 

i. Ml. - C 7 a installed to hide the transition. The original plaster cornice ceiling still exists above a metal pan ceiling 
_. . >} | Po ay Har installed during the 1950s. In the 1970s an additional suspended acoustical tile ceiling was added to the 

z oe — Lo p : ie u small Corridor (144S). The metal pan ceiling was not removed. The wainscotting of the Board Room 

] t still remains on the four original walls but exists in three separate rooms. The windows, trim, and pan- 

. ; a eg : : S eled opening remain. 

a — 3 I oe ee Ss quarter sawn white oak borrowed Stenographers and Secretary 

|r. yg gett | Ff _ lights grouping was originally placed in the wall Designed for Stenographers (1158) and a Secretary (1168), these two rooms maintain much of the 
ennai - | int aialegt Ot oi Sapam original ceiling, walls, floor, and finishes. These included a plaster ceiling and moulded cove with quarter 

: 7 1] ld been installed. F ‘ : a Gee : : 
Photo -Kahice Slater sawn white oak picture rail; chair rail; window trim with paneled jambs, heads, and doors; and a cement 
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floor with wood tack strip. A door was added to link the two rooms in the 1980s. The borrowed light Grand Stairs 

between = peantery (l 1 a the apnea ( 1 178) was solange up with veneer pee and righted condiiian in 1910 

painted. It is unknown if the original glass remains within the wood trim frame. Both rooms still have Hinge meadow gray marble treads and risers 

their original doors, frames, borrowed lights facing the Hall (1288), transoms, and plaster ceilings. Walls: Hauteville marble string and rail, balusters of “Dougherty,” Marble 

Hawkins County 

Accountant’s Room Decorative finish: MST Class I 

The original Accountant’s Room (117S) was designed with a plaster ceiling and moulded cove; quarter poe casi 

sawn white oak picture rail, wood base, and chair rail; and cement floor with wood tack strip. This Tim: : ea 

room was divided into separate rooms in three phases. In the 1940s it was divided into three rooms Heating: Rohe 

(1178, 1418S, and 143S) anda Corridor (1428). In the 1960s a second division split the large room Fumiture: none 

(117S) into two smaller rooms (117S and 1458). In the 1980s a separate corridor was added to join Equipment: none 

the electrical closet to the Main Corridor. Even with these additions the original plaster ceiling remains Unique features: none 

intact with some damage. In the 1980s an additional suspended acoustical ceiling was added in the Survey results in 1995 

corridor. Floor: meadow gray marble treads and risers 

Walls: Hauteville marble string and rail, balusters of “Dougherty,” Marble 

Storage Vault Hawkins County 

a ; : 19 Decorative finish: MIT Class I 
The original Storage Vault (127S) was designed with a cement floor and base, plaster walls and ceiling, Ceiling: plaster 

and staircase leading to the Ground Floor Vault. The staircase, with marble treads and platform, and 

iron stringers and riser with a metal pipe railing, was removed in the 1970s. The original double iron 

doors do not exist today. Ductwork and a lay-in acoustical ceiling system have been added with 2 x 4 me ; 

lay-in fluorescent fixtures. The Vault’s south wall was completely removed as was the plaster ceiling. LO a 2 

The Vault exists as amaze of movable partition walls constructed of different materials such as simulated ce 

wood veneer and orange fabric panels. . oe : 

Four private Toilets and one public Toilet Room no longer exist from the original plan. Except for the | 

public corridor and the remaining toilet rooms, marble floors have either been removed or covered with oo oo ee 

carpet and/or tiles. The rooms that have not changed have experienced significant abuse through the _ 2 = ie 

removal of doors and ceilings. Also, the addition of mechanical and electrical equipment has created law -—— wee 
numerous holes in ceilings and walls, and the trim is poor because it has been used as tack strips or : a 5 : | | a 7 as 

bulletin boards. oe hCUl os 

Comprehensive Surveys 4 i. Sr, 
Public Spaces oy a ce 

The First Floor public spaces consist of Grand Stairs, Stair Corridors, Transverse Corridor, Stair Dae 

Galleries, Main Corridors, Corridor Belting Rotunda, and Southeast and Southwest Comer Pavilions. : : i _. a0 ing 
igure 

| i / e The original Board of Control Lobby has been 

eee, §8=— reconfigured with movable partitions, hollow 
| __ core flush floors, and acoustical tile ceiling. 
Sn Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Doors: none Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Tom: marble Tom: none 

Heating: none Heating: none 
Fumiture: none Fumiture: none 

Equipment: none Equipment: fire extinguisher cabinet 

Unique features: none Unique features: none 

Room number for Room number for 

selective removal: no number assigned selective removal: 152S 

Stair Corridors Transverse Corridor 

Rooms 119S and 1238S Room 1218S 

Original condition in 1910 Original condition in 1910 

Floor: marble and stone Floor: marble and stone 

Walls: plaster walls, Athens stone moulded cove, meadow gray marble Walls: stone walls, plaster cornice, stone pilasters, Keene cement base, 

base moulded Hauteville marble base 

Decorative finish: MBIT Class III Decorative finish: MST Class I 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove Ceiling: plaster with plaster cornice 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Doors: none 
Tom: marble and quarter sawn white oak Tam: marble 
Heating: none Heating: none 
Fumiture: none Fumiture: none 
Equipment: fire hose bracket Equipment: none 
Unique features: Stairs have meadow gray marble treads, riser, platform, and wall Unique features: none 

ome. Survey results in 1995 

Survey results in 1995—Room 119S Floor: marble 

Floor: marble Walls: Kasota stone 
Walls: plaster Decorative finish: on ceiling only 

Decorative finish: stencil pattern Ceiling: plaster with stencil decorative finish, moulded decorative cornice 

Ceiling: plaster Doors: none 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Tam: marble base and marble balustrade 
Trim: none Heating: none 

Heating: none Fumiture: none 

Fumiture: none Equipment: none 

Equipment: fire extinguisher cabinet Unique features: original light fixtures: wall—sconces, ceiling—torchere 

Unique features: none Room number for _ 
Room number for selective removal: 150S 

selective removal: 1448 

Survey results in 1995—Room 123S 

Floor: marble 

Walls: plaster 

Decorative finish: stencil pattern 
Ceiling: plaster 
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Stair Galleries Main Corridors 

Rooms 1208 and 122S Rooms 126S and 1298 

Original condition in 1910 Original condition in 1910 

Floor: marble and stone Floor: marble and stone, Hauteville moulded marble base 

Walls: stone walls, plaster cornice, stone pilasters, Keene cement base, Walls: stone walls, plaster cornice 

plain Hauteville base Decorative finish: MIT Class II 

Decorative finish: MIT Class I Ceiling: plaster with plaster cornice 

Ceiling: plaster with plaster cornice Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Doors: none Tom: marble 

Trim: marble Heating: none 

Heating: none Fumiture: none 
Fumiture: none Equipment: none 

Equipment: none Unique features: none 

pee shares: ee Survey results in 1995—Room 126S 

Survey results in 1995—Room 120S Floor: marble 
Floor: marble Walls: Kasota stone 
Walls: Kasota stone Decorative finish: onceiling only 

Decorative finish: onceiling only Ceiling: plaster with stencil decorative finish, moulded decorative cornice 

Ceiling: plaster with stencil decorative finish, moulded decorative cornice Doors: none 
Doors: elevator Tom: wood trim and marble base 

Tam: none Heating: none 

Heating: none Furniture: none 
Fumiture: none Equipment: speaker, floor mats 

Equipment: none Unique features: original sconces and ceiling fixtures 

Unique features: original light fixtures: wall—sconces, ceiling—torchere; marble Room number for : 

drinking fountains selective removal: 1538S 

Room number for 
; ‘ Survey results in 1995—Room 129S 

selective removal: 1498 ele Get le 

Survey results in 1995—Room 122S Walls: Kasota stone 

Floor: marble i Decorative finish: onceiling only 

Walls: Kasota stone Ceiling: plaster with stencil decorative finish, moulded decorative cornice 
Decorative finish: on ceiling only Doors: quarter sawn white oak; double doors with borrowed lights, 

Ceiling: plaster with stencil decorative finish, moulded decorative comice transom, pediment with gabled cornice and brackets 

Doors: elevator Tom: wood trim and marble base 

Tom: none Heating: none 
Heating: none Fumiture: trash receptacles, coat racks 
Fumiture: none Equipment: speaker, bulletin boards, floor mats 
Equipment: none Unique features: original sconces and ceiling fixtures 
Unique features: original light fixtures: wall—sconces, ceiling—torchere; marble Room number for 

drinking fountains selective removal: 154S 

Room number for 
selective removal: 1518 
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Corridor Belting Rotunda Southeast and Southwest Corner Pavilions 

Rooms 138S and 140S Rooms 140SE and 139SW 

Original condition in 1910 Original condition in 1910 

Floor: marble Floor: marble 

Walls: Kasota stone Walls: Kasota stone 

Decorative finish: MIT Class II Decorative finish: MST Class II 
Ceiling: decorative plaster cornice Ceiling: stencil on plaster and relief plaster 

Doors: none Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tom: marble Tom: marble base and quarter sawn white oak door casins 

Heating: none Heating: hidden radiator in wall chase supplies air through grille to room 

Fumiture: none Furniture: unknown 

Equipment: none Equipment: none 

Unique features: none Unique features: unknown 

Survey results in 1995—Room 138S Survey results in 1995—Room 140SE 

Floor: marble Floor: marble 
Walls: Kasota stone Walls: Kasota stone 
Decorative finish: stencil pattem on ceiling Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: decorative plaster cornice Ceiling: stencil on plaster and relief plaster 
Doors: none Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tom: marble Tom: marble base and quarter sawn white oak door casing 
Heating: none Heating: hidden radiator in wall chase supplies air through grille to room 
Fumiture: none Fumiture: smoking butts receptacle, plastic trash receptacle, no smoking signs 

Equipment: none Equipment: none 
Unique features: none Unique features: statue “Genius of Wisconsin” by Helen Mears; original light fixtures 

Room number for and wall sconces 

selective removal: 1478S and 1488 Room number for 

Survey results in 1995—Room 140S enemy conn 
Floor: marble 
Walls: Kasota stone Survey results in 1995—Room 139SW 

Decorative finish: stencil pattern on ceiling Floor: marble ° 
Ceiling: decorative plaster cornice Walls: Kasota stone 
Doors: none Decorative finish: MST Class II 
Tom: marble Ceiling: stencil on plaster and relief plaster 
Heating: none Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Fumiture: none Tom: marble base and quarter sawn white oak door casing 
Equipment: none Heating: hidden radiator in wall chase supplies air through grille to room 

Unique features: original mail chute Furniture: smoking butts receptacle, plastic trash receptacle, no smoking signs 
Room number for Equipment: none 
selective removal: 155S and 156S Unique features: statue “The West” by Vinnie Ream Hoxie; original light fixtures and 

wall sconces 

Room number for 
selective removal: 146S 
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Private Spaces—East Side Proof Reader, Stenographer, and Library 

The East Side private spaces on the First Floor include the Insurance Department Business Office, R 105S, 106S, and 108S 

Proof Reader, Stenographer, Library, Women’s Coat Rooms, Toilets, Storage Vault, Corridor, and Or ' a 

Closets. Original condition in 1910 

Floor: cement floor, wood tack strips 

Walls: picture mould 
Offi Insurance Department Business Office Picnrebdlve this: MIT Class TV 

scuapagianit te cau hite oak, leath Ors: u: white oak, leather 
Original condition in 1910 Tom: chair rail, window trim, paneled jambs and heads, architrave 

Floor: marble and stone floor, meadow gray marble base (as you enter cornice 

room); cement floor, wood tack strip (behind counter) Heating: radiator 

Walls: moulded plaster comice, picture moulding, wainscot Fumiture: none 

Decorative finish: MIT Class IT Equipment: none 
Ceiling: plaster with plaster cornice Unique features: Rooms 105S and 106S have borrowed lights. 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak, leather 

Tom: wood wainscot and trim, paneled jambs and heads hp. lng cal et 
Heatin : Floor: marble threshold, carpet over marble 

ig: radiator Walls: eater 
Furniture: built-in counter sue : P 
Equipment: ae Decorative finish: none 

Unique features: wood panels and caps on four columns ae cn caaieeke eg iets eet 

Survey results in 1995 Tom: quarter sawn white oak 

Floor: marble threshold, carpet and carpet over marble in ~ of area Heating: radiator 

Walls: plaster and quarter sawn white oak wainscot Fumiture: office 
Decorative finish: none Equipment: none 

Ceiling: plaster soffits, acoustical ceiling tile Unique features: wood cornice over window, borrowed lights with transom 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Room number for 

Tom: quarter sawn white oak, window cornice, wood paneled columns selective removal: 103S 

Heating: radiators with quarter sawn white oak enclosures i 

Fumiture: large plain sawn oak radial desks, variety of chairs, testimony desk, = oe somales te 1792 See 
folding tables os _ 

Equipment: microphones, fire extinguisher cabinet, speaker system, audio feed 4 five finish: ania 

access for the press oe ao cr 
Unique features: ised platf lic light fixtures, hearing impai a iq eS. raised platform, parabolic ligh s, hearing impaired speaker Aas. BAGG exwunditecds 

outlet, brass grilles 3 : 
Rearinamber for Tom: quarter sawn white oak 

selective removal: 110S oe pesos 
Furniture: office 

: Equipment: none 
Unique features: wood cornice over window, borrowed lights 

Room number for 

selective removal: 104S 
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Survey results in 1995—Room 108S Survey results in 1995—Room 102S 

Floor: carpet Floor: marble and marble threshold 

Walls: plaster Walls: plaster 

Decorative finish: none Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove Ceiling: plaster 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tom: quarter sawn white oak Tam: marble base 

Heating: radiator Heating: none 

Fumiture: office Fumiture: none 

Equipment: none Equipment: electrical 

Unique features: cornice over windows Unique features: none 

Room number for Room number for 

selective removal: 112S selective removal: 100AS and 100S 

Women’s Coat Rooms Toilets 

Rooms 104S and 102S Rooms 101S and 103S 

Original condition in 1910 Original condition in 1910 

Floor: McMullen gray marble Floor: McMullen gray marble 

Walls: marble base Walls: McMullen gray marble base and wainscot cap, meadow gray 

Decorative finish: MIT Class V wainscot 

Ceiling: plain cove, suspended ceiling Decorative finish: MIT Class V 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak full size and dwarf Ceiling: suspended with plain cove 

Tam: marble and quarter sawn white oak Doors: quarter sawn white oak dwarf 

Heating: none Tom: marble 

Fumiture: none Heating: radiator 

Equipment: none Fumniture: none 

Unique features: clerestory borrowed lights Equipment: toilet facilities 

Survey results in 1995—Room 104S = Soy 

Floor: marble threshold, carpet over marble Survey results in 1995—Room 101S 

Walls: plaster Floor: marble 

Decorative finish: none Walls: marble and plaster 

Ceiling: flat plaster, moulded cove with metal pan inset Decorative finish: none 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Ceiling: plaster 

Ton: quarter sawn white oak Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Heating: radiator Tom: marble base 

Furniture: office Heating: radiator 

Equipment: none Furniture: none 

Unique features: wood cornice over window, borrowed lights with transom Equipment: three toilets and three sinks 

Room number for Unique features: none 

selective removal: 103S Room number for 

selective removal: 100S 
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Survey results in 1995—Room 103S 
‘Gomidar 

Floor: carpet over marble, marble threshold 

Walls: plaster Room 124S 

Decorative finish: none ne Pe 
ee Original condition in 1910 

on Fete etoile Floor Athens stone floor 
aap sie Walls: plain Napoleon marble base, picture mould 

peatiip: eaiaiar Decorative finish: MST Class III 

F a ce Ceiling: plain cove suspended ceiling 

hh t: ine Doors: quarter sawn white oak, leather 

pepe Titre chair sedi 
Unique features: none Hidatiig: ae 

Room number for us “a a 

selective removal: 102S acy 
Equipment: none 

Storage Vault Unique features: marble drinking fountain, borrowed lights 

Survey results in 1995 

Room 1255 Floor: marble with carpet 

Original condition in 1910 Walls: plaster 

Floor: cement floor and base Decorative finish: none 

Walls: plaster Ceiling: plaster 

Decorative finish: MIT Class V Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Ceiling: plaster Tom: marble, wood chair rail and picture rail 

Doors: iron Heating: none 

Tam: none Fumiture: trash receptacles 

Heating: none Equipment: marble drinking fountain, framed wood access panel 

Furniture: none Unique features: none 

Equipment: none Room number for 

Unique features: none selective removal: 1258 

Survey results in 1995 Closets 

Floor: carpet 

Walls: plaster Rooms 132CS, 123CS, and 107CS 

Decorative finish: 
nae wt Original condition in 1910 

Ceiling: plaster and metal pan Floor : 

Doors: hollow core and quarter sawn white oak W. alls 3 ne: 

Heaig: ae Decorative finish: MIT Class V 
BeStine. Gree Ceiling: suspended plaster 

ee Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Equipment: none io bei 

Unique features: none Heatine: 
Room number for ae . i 
selective removal: 106S, 1078S, and 1088S (original room has now become three ae | 

a Unique features: coat hooks 
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Survey results in 1995—Room 132CS Private Spaces—West Side 

eae cement The West Side private spaces include Accountants, Stenographer, Secretary, Board Room, Board of 

Receive finish: Rae Control Lobby, Storage Vault, Corridor, Coat Room, Toilets, and Closet. 

Ceiling: suspended plaster 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Accountants 
Tam: none 

Heating: none Room 1178S 

Fumiture: none Original condition in 1910 
Equipment: ne Floor: cement floor, wood tack strip 
Unique features: wood shelves Walls: moulded cove, picture mould 
Room number for Decorative finish: M5IT Class TV 
selective removal: 116S Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove, some suspended 

Survey results in 1995—Room 123CS Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Floor: stone Tam: wood base and chair rail 

Walls: plaster and marble Heating: radiator 
Decorative finish: none Fumiture: office 

Ceiling: plaster with plain cove Equipment: none 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Unique features: borrowed lights 

Tom: marble and quarter sawn white oak Survey results in 1995—Room 1175 (first of two rooms) 
Heating: pone Floor: carpet 
Fumiture: poet : Walls: plaster 

Equipment: slop sink, electrical panel Mecortive fitish: none 

Unique features: noe Ceiling: plaster moulded cove, metal pan ceiling and acoustical ceiling tile 
Room number for Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
selective removal: 1018 Thm: plain sawn white oak wood base and chair rail, painted picture rail 

Survey results in 1995—Room 107CS Heating: ote 
Floor: vinyl tile Fumiture: plastic trash receptacles 
Walls: plaster Equipment: wood access panel into shaft 
Decorative finish: none Unique features: shares wall with Room 1388 in which borrowed lights framing 

Ceiling: plaster exists; painted plywood in openings 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Room number for 
Tim: vinyl base selective removal: 1328 

Heating: nove Survey results in 1995—Room 117S (second of two rooms) 
Fumiture: BORE: 2 : i ° Floor: viny] tile and carpet 

Equipment: TV, VCR, microphones, water pitchers, and miscellaneous equip- Walls: plaster 
ment for hearing room 107S Decorative finish: none 

Unique features: sound control room for 107S Ceiling: moulded cove with metal pan 

Room number for Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
selective removal: 1098 Tim: plain sawn white oak wood base and chair rail, no picture rail 

Heating: radiator 
Fumiture: office 
Equipment: none 
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Unique features: Room 1388S shares wall with Room 132S in which borrowed lights Furniture: office 
framing exists; painted plywood in openings Equipment: none 

Room number for Unique features: borrowed lights, transom 

selective removal: 1388S, 139S, 1408S, and 141S (original room has now become four Room number for 
rooms) selective removal: 137S 

Stenographer and Secretary Board Room 

Rooms 115S and 116S Room 113S 

Original condition in 1910 Original condition in 1910 
Floor: cement floor, wood tack strips Floor: cement floor, wood tack strip 
Walls: picture mould Walls: plaster cornice, picture mould, wood wainscot 
Decorative finish: MJTClassIV Decorative finish: MIT Class II 

Ceiling: moulded cove Ceiling: plaster with plaster cornice 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Trim: chair rail, window trim, paneled jambs and heads Tom: paneled jambs and heads, window trim 
Heating: radiator Heating: radiator 
Fumiture: none Furniture: none 
Equipment: none Equipment: none 
Unique features: borrowed lights Unique features: none 

Survey results in 1995—Room 115S Survey results in 1995—Room 1138S (first and second of three rooms) 
Floor: carpet and vinyl tile, marble threshold Floor: carpet 
Walls: plaster Walls: plaster and some quarter sawn white oak wainscot 
Decorative finish: none Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: moulded cove plaster ceiling Ceiling: plaster moulded cornice covered by metal pan covered again by 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak acoustical ceiling tile 
Tam: quarter sawn white oak wood base and chair rail, painted picture Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

rail Tom: quarter sawn white oak wood base and chair rail 
Heating: radiator Heating: radiator 
Fumiture: office Fumiture: office 
Equipment: none Equipment: none 
Unique features: borrowed lights, transom Unique features: none 
Room number for Room number for 
selective removal: 1298 selective removal: 126S and 127S (original room has now become two rooms) 

Survey results in 1995—Room 116S Survey results in 1995—Room 1138S (third of three rooms) 
Floor: carpet and viny] tile, marble threshold Floor: carpet 
Walls: plaster Walls: plaster and some quarter sawn white oak wainscot 
Decorative finish: none Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: moulded cove plaster ceiling Ceiling: plaster moulded cornice covered by metal pan covered again by 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak acoustical ceiling tile 
Tom: quarter sawn white oak wood base and chair rail, painted picture Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

rail Tam: quarter sawn white oak wood base and chair rail 
Heating: radiator Heating: none 
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Fumiture: file cabinet Tom: marble base, plain sawn white oak base and plain sawn white oak 

Equipment: fire extinguisher cabinet and electrical panel chair rail 

Unique features: oak plywood closing over original door; original opening of quarter Heating: none 

sawn white oak remains Fumiture: office 

Room number for Equipment: electrical panel 

selective removal: 1288 Unique features: Some original plaster comice ceiling exists above acoustical ceiling 

tile; room exists from three previous spaces. 

Board of Control Lobby Room number for 

selective removal: 1258S 
Room 1148S 

Orignial Cdiidition in 1910 penser 
Floor: stone 

Walls: moulded plaster cornice and soffit, picture mould, meadow gray Oem HESS ; 

base, wood wainscot and trim Original condition in 1910 

Decorative finish: MST Class II Floor: cement floor and base 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cornice, soffits Walls: plaster 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Decorative finish: MST Class V 

Tam: quarter sawn white oak and marble, quarter sawn white oak Ceiling: plaster 

wainscot Doors: iron 

Heating: none Ton concrete base 

Furniture: none Heating: none 

Equipment: none Fumiture: none 

Unique features: borrowed lights Equipment: none 

Survey results in 1995—Room L14S (first of two rooms) Unique features: Stairs have marble treads, riser, and platform. 

Floor: carpet over marble Survey results in 1995 

Walls: three types of partition walls Floor: carpet 

Decorative finish: none Walls: plaster and two types partition walls 

Ceiling: plaster cornice behind dropped ceiling Decorative finish: none 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak and wooden hollow core (metal and wood) Ceiling: acoustical ceiling tile (no plaster) 

Tom: marble base at door Doors: flush metal 

Heating: none Trim: quarter sawn white oak base and chair rail, vinyl base 

Fumiture: none Heating: none 

Equipment: none Fumiture: office 

Unique features: maintains original door pediment Equipment: none 

Room number for Unique features: none 

selective removal: 1258S Room number for 

Survey results in 1995—Room 14S (second of two rooms) selective removal: 135S and 136S (original room has now become two rooms) 

Floor: carpet over marble 
Walls: plaster, north wall partitioned 

Decorative finish: none : 

Ceiling: plaster and acoustical ceiling tile 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak and hollow core 
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Corridor Coat Room 

Room 1288S Rooms 137S 

Original condition in 1910 Original condition in 1910 

Floor: Athens stone, marble Floor: McMullen gray marble 

Walls: picture mould, plain marble base Walls: plaster with marble base 

Decorative finish: MST Class III Decorative finish: MST Class V 

Ceiling: plain cove, suspended ceiling Ceiling: plain cove, suspended ceiling 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tim: chair rail, wood trim Trim: marble 

Heating: none Heating: none 

Fumiture: none Furniture: none 

Equipment: marble drinking fountain, telephone booth Equipment: none 

Unique features: borrowed lights Unique features: none 

Survey results in 1995—Room 1288S (first of two rooms) Survey results in 1995 

Floor: marble with carpet Floor: carpet over marble 

Walls: plaster, partition boards (two types) Walls: plaster and two types partition walls 

Decorative finish: none Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: plaster and acoustical ceiling tile Ceiling: acoustical ceiling tile (no plaster) 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Doors: flush metal 

Tam: marble base, plain sawn white oak wood base and chair rail; vinyl Tom: quarter sawn white oak base and chair rail, vinyl base 

base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail Heating: none 

Heating: none Fumiture: office 

Furniture: metal coat rack, metal shelving Equipment: none 

Equipment: copy machine, built-in electric water cooler Unique features: page staff blazer storage, copy machine 

Unique features: original borrowed lights Room number for 

Room number for selective removal: 1338 

selective removal: 131S 
Toilets 

Survey results in 1995—Room 128S (second of two rooms) 

Floor: carpet over marble Rooms 1318 and 1355 
Walls: plaster and two types partition walls 
Decorative finish: none Original condition in 1910 

Ceiling: acoustical ceiling tile (no plaster) Floor: McMullen gray marble 

Doors: flush metal Walls: meadow gray wainscot and McMullen gray marble base and 

Trim: quarter sawn white oak base and chair rail, vinyl base wainscot cap 
Heating: none Decorative finish: MIT Class V 

Furniture: office Ceiling: plain cove 

Equipment: none Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Unique features: none Tom: marble and quarter sawn white oak 

Room number for Heating. none 

selective removal: 1348 Fumiture: none 
Equipment: toilet facilities 

Unique features: Toilet area is elevated 6". 
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Survey results in 1995—Room 131S Closet 

Floor: marble 

Walls: plaster Room 119CS 

etme ome maa Original condition in 1910 
’ Laan : Floor: cement 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Walls: inate 

oe : vee Decorative finish: MIT Class V 
Sas ane : Ceiling: suspended plaster 

Hennes: — Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Equipment: none Tae Aone 

Unique features: none Hee ee 
Room number for Fumi ae ae 

selective removal: 1188 Eqibnent “ne 

Survey results in 1995—Room 1358 (first of two rooms) Unique features: coat hooks 

Floor: marble A 
Survey results in 1995 

an plaster Floor cement 
Decorative finish: none W: alls: 1 

Ceiling: laster ; orci 
D Pi P Decorative finish: none 

Ti sa ee b Ceiling: suspended plaster 

nas Soren Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Heating: none Tim: Se 

Fumiture: metal shelving Heating: none 

Eaunppent none Funes none 
Unique features: sanitary waste capped off at floor Equipment two electrical panels, concrete slop sink 

Room number for : ; 
: Unique features: wood shelves 

selective removal: 1218 
Room number for 

Survey results in 1995—Room 135S (second of two rooms) selective removal: 1458 

Floor: marble on 

Walls: plaster Wing’s End 
Decorative finish: none The Wing’s End consists ofa Library, Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner, Actuary, Entry, Coat 

Ceiling: plaster Rooms, Lobby, Toilet, Corridors, and Closet. 
Doors: none 

Tom: marble base Z 

Heating: none et 

Fumiture: electric water cooler 
Equipment: typewriter Room 112S 

Unique features: none Original condition in 1910 

Room number for Floor: cement floor, wood tack strip 

selective removal: 1228 Walls: plaster cornice, picture mould 
Decorative finish: MIT Class Ill 

Ceiling: plaster ceiling, plaster cornice 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Tom: wood base, window trim, paneled jambs and heads, chair rail 
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Heating: radiator Room number for 
Furniture: none selective removal: 113S 

Equipment: vos : Survey results in 1995—Room 110S 
Unique features: paerodiighs Floor: carpet with padding 

Survey results in 1995 Walls: plaster with quarter sawn white oak wainscot 

Floor: concrete Decorative finish: none 

Walls: plaster Ceiling: plaster moulded cornice 

Decorative finish: none Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Ceiling: plaster and metal pan ; Tom: quarter sawn white oak chair rail and base, painted picture rail 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Heating: radiator 

Tim: quarter sawn white oak and plain sawn white oak Fumiture: office 

Heating: radiator Equipment: none 

Fumiture: office Unique features: none 
Equipment: none Room number for 

Unique features: wood cornice over windows, transom over doors selective removal: 1178 
Room number for k 

selective removal: 123S and 124S (original room has now become two rooms) sunny menmeets 177) Room Te : : 
Floor: carpet with padding 

Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner, and Actuary Walls: plaster walls, quarter sawn white oak wainscot 
Decorative finish: none 

Rooms 109S, 110S, and 111S Ceiling: plaster with comice 
ire Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Original condition in 1910 Tam: quarter sawn white oak base and chair rail, painted picture rail 
Floor: cement floor, wood tack strip Heating: eta 
Walls: plaster cornice, picture mould, wood wainscot Fumiture: otlice 
Decorative finish: M5T Class II Equipment: se 

Ceiling: plaster, plaster cornice Unique features: borrowed lights and transom 
Doors: leather, quarter sawn white oak Room number for 

Tom: paneled jambs and heads, window trim saentive tenioval: 1198 
Heating: radiator 

Fumiture: none Entry 
Equipment: none 
Unique features: Room 111S has borrowed lights. Room 133S 

Survey results in 1995—Room 109S Original condition in 1910 

Floor: carpet Floor: Athens stone and marble 
Walls: plaster with quarter sawn white oak wainscot Walls: picture mould, plain marble base 
Decorative finish: none Decorative finish: MIT Class III 

Ceiling: moulded cove, plaster Ceiling: plain cove, suspended ceiling 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tom: quarter sawn white oak chair rail and base, painted picture rail Tom: chair rail, wood trim 

Heating: radiator Heating: none 
Fumiture: office Furniture: none 

Equipment: none Equipment: brass fire hose bracket 

Unique features: none Unique features: none 
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Survey results in 1995—Room 133S Room number for 
Floor: carpet over marble selective removal: 1258 
Walls: plaster, north wall partitioned 
Decorative finish: none Women’s Toilet Room 

Ceiling: plaster and acoustical ceiling tile 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak and hollow core Room 136S 
Tom: marble base, plain sawn white oak base and plain sawn white oak Original condition in 1910 

p chair rail Floor: McMullen gray marble 
Heating: none Walls: plaster with marble base 
Fumiture: office Decorative finish: MIT Class V 

Equipment: electrical panel Ceiling: plain cove, suspended ceiling 
Unique features: Some original plaster comice ceiling exists above acoustical ceiling Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

tile; room exists from three previous spaces. Tim: quarter sawn white oak and marble 
Room number for Heating: none 
selective removal: 125S Fumiture: none 

ipment: toilet facilities 
— a 6" raised area for toilets 

Room 134S Survey results in 1995 
=e Wawa Floor: carpet over marble 
ne ie aU Ere wold Walls: plaster and two types partition walls 

W. alls: Ose titrdadiilehs Decorative finish: none 
sb : Frey astern off Ceiling: acoustical ceiling tile (no plaster) Decorative finish: MIT Class V sé ene Aushnetal 

Ceiling: plain. cove, suspe med —_ Trim: quarter sawn white oak base and chair rail, vinyl base Doors: quarter sawn white oak Heating: ee 
Tom: quarter sawn white oak and marble Furniture: ell 

—.. “i Equipment: heating unit for service elsewhere 
et Unique features: page staff blazer storage, copy machine 

oe cn ae ; Room number for 
ein —— selective removal: 1338 
Survey results in 1995 

Floor: carpet over marble Lobby 
Walls: plaster, north wall partitioned 
Decorative finish: none Room 130S 

Ceiling: plaster and acoustical ceiling tile Original condition in 1910 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak and hollow core Floor: marble and stone floor 
Tom: marble base, plain sawn white oak base and plain sawn white oak Walls: plaster cornice, picture mould, plain Napoleon marble base 

chair rail Decorative finish: MOT Class III 
Heating: none Ceiling: suspended ceiling 
Fumiture: office Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Equipment: electrical panel Tim: chair rail, wood trim 
Unique features: some original plaster cornice ceiling exists above acoustical ceiling Heating: none 

tile; room exists from three previous spaces Buiture: aes 
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Equipment: none Room number for 

Unique features: borrowed lights selective removal: 1438 

Survey results in 1995—Room 130S Corridors 

Floor: carpet with padding over marble, marble threshold 

Walls: plaster Room 132S 
Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: plaster Original condition in 1910 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Floor: Athens stone 
Tum: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail Walls: picture mould, plain marble base 

Heating: none Decorative finish: MST Class II 

Furniture: office Ceiling: plain cove, suspended ceiling 

Equipment: none Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Unique features: double doors with borrowed lights, transom, pediment with gabled Tom: chair rail, wood trim 

cornice and brackets Heating: UES 

Room number for Fumiture: ELL 

selective removal: 120S Equipment: pone 
Unique features: brass fire hose bracket 

oad Survey results in 1995 

Floor: marble 
Room 118S Walls: plaster 

Original condition in 1910 Decorative finish: none 

Floor: McMullen gray marble Ceiling: plaster 

Walls: meadow gray wainscot and McMullen gray marble base and Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

wainscot cap Tom: marble base 

Decorative finish: MST Class V Heating: none 

Ceiling: plain cove Fumiture: none 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Equipment: electrical panels 

Tam: quarter sawn white oak and marble Unique features: none 

Heating: none Room number for 

Fumiture: none selective removal: 115S 

Equipment: toilet 
Unique features: none Closet 

Survey results in 1995 Room 109CS 

Floor: ceramic tile, marble threshold 
Walls: ceramic tile, plywood panels Original condition in 1910 

Decorative finish: none Floor: cement 
Ceiling: plaster Walls: plaster 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Decorative finish: MIT Class V 

Thm: none Ceiling: suspended plaster 

Heating: none Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Fumiture: none Tom: none 

Equipment: electrical and computer Heating: Hobs 
Unique features: none Fumiture: none 
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Equipment: none : 

Unique features: none 

Survey results in 1995—Room 109CS 

Floor: cement 

Walls: plaster 
Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: suspended plaster 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tom: none 

Heating: none 

Furniture: none 

Equipment: wood shelves 

Unique features: none 

Room number for 

selective removal: 1148 
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Os FIRST FLOOR TRANSITIONAL PLANS | 

se 1913-1951 Transitional Plan 
ec 1951-1966 Transitional Plan 

ey 1966-1980 Transitional Plan 
Bee : 1980-1992 Transitional Plan | 
4 1992 Existing Condition 
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<fiiest 4 Get AN AN RS E5 door. 
NG pena a PH | — — Fa Bey e290} 105S, 124S 
eect up me ——4 —— = ak (Real A wall was removed to create a larger room. The 
pe eceen a4 Ses (735) 1 IN Men's coat room was eliminated. The marble floor 

Wr eeeiaass bs | | — O1OIO PS) of the coat room was covered over with rubber tile. 
O} eS i 5 Sama) MME fe A B.ED C) The plaster ceilings were patched. 
es, Eee OO oN. ou. BR Ss ie] PS 107S 
ey | | BEES oss EES The original counter top was removed. Wood column Ss sseeewn Need 1038 fe 9 P 
es Se o i ane et | casing were repaired. Marble floor at public area was B fesccceceneee dps ciel becca covered with carpet. 
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eas ee Wall with borrowed lights dividing corridor 128S was 
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ey 155s Pett EES on, Rubber tile installed. 
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ee ee eee eee pn o2z4 6 16 24 installed metal pon ceiling. All carpet was removed ] ee (i285) See ai ] | aguvclbbarstlecetaied: 

Seana a ee pemeeeee All plumbing fixtures were removed. The marble wall 
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eye: Pr a ce PS Tots } Quarter sawn white oak door and trim was removed 
San 7cspe Nt res. | ES eae Raed and the wall was patched. 

ae eee ees Gees I ————4 Sees ARR a 107S, 119S, 123S, 144S 

@ al 1438 Fe ae {119CS] a Same _[iz3cs} eo Bre K New brass fire extinguisher cabinets were installed. 

*| Eee Se om | ee ee poe 1” 110S, 111S 
pee) | Yaseen 2 oconeyeaoes ben Leather clad door and quarter sawn white oak frame 
ey |] Be Hea | was removed and the wall was patched. 
Se ey [ee Seer (LI | eee 112S, 134S, 146S 
patients SS pa ovo a New clay tile ond ploster wall wos added to create 
ceed eat = cess ae oa a ee Shee | two offices. Borrowed light between 134S and 146S 
Seireaeeeesen| = pcs prereset was removed and replaced with a door. Metal pon ceilings 

eee I= Hohe 06s be | | were added below the original plaster ceiling in rooms 
zo pies See 112S and 1468. 
eB pe Sagres 117S, 145S 
preseason fitats oes es . e @ a ee secscoheceocecencre A clay tile and plaster wall was added to create two 
=e P<) offices. Metal pon ceiling installed in the 1940's was 
WEES Hl oltered, 

SORT OS, BOO ” 120S, 122S 
eae ieee ete foe eee 8 F Elevators were modernized. Original iron work doors 
ey “Te rl | removed and new doors installed. 

ped = Se Q 135S, 1478 
i a |_| nie ; IT All plumbing fixtures, marble wall panels and marble 

Peon 116s [dee f= Teen eee yo toilet partitions were removed. A wall with a door 
oe 0 peste ese cess oe was added. Marble floor and base remain. ieieneoeh Dn fea al i Solel 143s cen eeeseeneanen| ssvvcvescobosfeccccsecsseceees 00022. 9. 29.8.. a ls s 

eee eM OCONEE egal oes ae ae ae a Wall with a door was added to make area a private 
| i etstedc ere AGN a eee Siete See ae rors] | | office. 
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9 eaeeetnin : = E> wg Q 103S, 124S 
LY 9 cA oe — — By g ee All plumbing fixtures, marble wall panels, marble toilet 

=] ——H — — — partitions and marble base were removed. The marble a == tH Ez : : () is a SS So ie cy floor remains below carpet tile. The door that was 
of Ties [TE] ES Sh PTH J Sb added in the 1940's was removed and patched. The 

UH === teas ed fas] | JS Beir [o_o o} clerestory type windows in the south wall were 
ses = ee —— os ont ak Xiois] F] removed and a door was added in it's place. A metal 
Eee Ea cee — = cence |= TM pan ceiling was added below the existing plaster 

et ee Pt ii9s |e ey a see a23s iss ceiling. 

Cy acerca nesopead- Fa Ea cage does fees (O10 ) 
KA PSEeEe oy eee toeel | FFL 7 fescsh aaa apes KZ 105S, 106S, 108S, 109S, 110S 

Eas Eee A) ES Peed om Le tog eee Leather clad doors were removed and replaced with 
f eee we od Sts ee a ssi 1058 Eas / quorter sawn wiite cols. dopreveng kam. Hoses Aen Acs far caeanrk fi2zis] soccer | Heh eigen | 107s 

[peceveveereseeedi eves Bec ccere seo 94s. seine e.90 $999.06 || * Sse lee eb secesenees 

tie oe ete eee eee see ceeneeee| Lt BE ae Platform, casework, acoustical ceilings and fluorescent 
See [nea ds cere) reece =e lighting installed. Room changed from an open office 

eles cme es eed Fi g et ho Re area to the Joint Committee on Finance Hearing Room. 

Sd Eee a | Sa 1148 
Li eter ence re dieroe) © Retceesienee see areas Seen erred ae ee | | Original lobby space expanded. To the South, the 
LES Fm aa eenaeeeenny SR eae 1058 Belet entry room and coat closet with marble base and 
seg 3 See eer cpa a Mate beerreerereare clay tile walls were removed. To the North, a small 
Ee Be SO eee) eee eee eey Women's Toilet and coat room with clay tile walls, 
cacti | [tna 1278 banana PR espana fo ammeae marble wall panels, marble toilet partitions and 

I i Soc cn ce ced) ESSSSSSB8898 OO” ated ner emacs eee | | plumbing fixtures were removed. A smattering of 
Sef 1558 fee oe FEE (aes) | Reet ges aa original plaster ceilings with molded cornices remain 

Eeceurtereri pies Neca ea ae yep ee ee above a suspended acoustical tile ceiling. Below the Re etter aes y een tea BH TSh eaeuieeni Eee carpet tile and rubber tile lays o aigture of marble 
ae ge See Pea) | and stone floors. 

Ti 2 Bee eee te teed || Original marble janitor slop sinks were replaced with WoT 16S [foo ae aT eR concrete slop sinks. 
torres neal tied Ramanan eee eae iaieunicannncnccnn ep econ 
Ed EG Ea aR ee IS 8 1258 
ee OE ee ey ae ea i Quarter sawn white oak door and trim was added. 
SST TT eae Pe ote eee Original iron doors were removed. 

eee Sto a bles noc L118S | Co eee eee Baie eecmeg The cost iron stair with marble treads was removed, 
See SSS Geriatr aaraeeacaeece meaner the floor structure was filled in. Original iron doors 
Se ae 8 87! were removed. 
Hiceccci ete eed| meen tee eames ae— rs] Peace eM een 130S, 147S 

T SE] Eee [L135S [please Fas pase ae AT] A new door was installed joining the lobby with a i 
ss To tee Sd eee 7 | | a iipeeaeih papa connecting corridor. 

2130 ee ao [| feeeeiemes 1435, 1485 
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One toilet stall was lengthened for accessibility. 

5 =: i i ie saloon type door and frame was removed. 
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electrical closet. Marble floor remains 
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mae Second Floor 

s t oN yey. Hi — ; a a The Second Floor of the entire capitol was designed to house the large chambers for the legislative and 
eA ee LR 5 é — — aera ci sas 3 i 

a Sk we es ee judicial branches of state government, with the remaining spaces serving as supporting spaces. The 
iS \ 2 . el a 4 7 |. Senate Chamber, Senate Parlor, committee rooms, and staff offices occupy the Second Floor of the 

Of get YS aa 
— r.' “<@ fe aN 48 ae Ji : \ 1 i The Senate Chamber, Senate Parlor, and Senate Lobby have been maintained as historically preserved 

ome S <f oo ast a | BS \ a of L Fe ae spaces with few alterations. The remaining non-public office and corridor spaces on the east and west 
Noe =.) " iT hal a ee a «At oN - fee sides of the wing have been altered. Similar to the 1985 remodeling process on the Ground floor, the 

— i os tt nt, he, we So. OlGlttCia Second Floor was remodeled to facilitate the incorporation of new electrical, data and telephone wires 

Cee me =e te EE i as well as to accommodate the Senate’s new space needs. 

errr oa  geapremammme This section will discuss the public and private spaces on the Second Floor in relation to the original 
ee Se ee | co design elements of each space and the existing conditions during the 1995 survey. Lighting fixtures will 

"ee amin | be addressed in Chapter 6-Building Systems. The public spaces include the corridor (2208), galleries 

emenne a ee oo (219 and 2218S), stair corridors (218S and 222S), the Senate Chamber (238S), Senate Lobby (2328S, 
a PGs en ee ee 2338, and 234S), Vestibules (226S, 227S, 231S, 235S), Antechambers (2378, 239S, and 240S), and 
ee Re ees Parlor (209S). While the Senate Chamber, the Senate Galleries, the Senate Lobby, and the Senate 

so a ~~. eee Parlor are included in the public spaces for the Second Floor this discussion is in Chapter Three due to 
a | eee — ——— the historical significance and the research carried out for these spaces. The private spaces on the East 
i ie ie ee | Side include a Senate Committee Rooms (208S and 2058), Chairman and Clerks Room (2068), 

pat ee ie" pe : | — en Men’s Toilet (204S), Women’s Toilet (201S), Women’s Retiring Room (203S), Women’s Coat Room 
eRe. ES i 7 x a ; Lo _ | ea i 4 sg (2028), a corridor, closets, telephone rooms, and a small lobby. The private spaces on the West Side 

rey eee e fee ia include the Senate President’s Office (210S), President’s Staff Office (211S), Document Room (2128), 
wee fC ia fm of ee Chief Clerk’s Office (2138), Sergeant at Arms (214S), Coat Room (2158), Men’s Toilet (2168), 

L. — =. z o = : , . : corridor (2178) to the Round Hearing Room (2428S), a corridor, private toilet, closet, and telephone 
Seas = ——— a ; a a be rooms. Additional spaces addressed are the two round rooms originally called the Southeast Corner 

. mio rae 4 om Pavilion (244SE) and the Southwest Corner Pavilion (242SW). 
ae A bee 4 er q - OR 

mee. OEP ERE SSSR EAS TT ee 

esopesoemnennnemunncnmncneneneti a. 8 ee | ss s = : The public spaces addressed in this section include the corridor, galleries, stair corridors, and vestibules. 

pees — i ee Es —=k EN The Senate Chamber, Antichambers, Senate Parlor, Senate Galleries, and Senate Lobby were ad- 

av, a _— = se 2 — oo dressed in Chapter Three on Historic Research due to their historical significance, although a brief room 

a = = description with the comprehensive surveys will be included. The public spaces, retaining a high degree 

Figure 213 Corridor 

Tie ve iA Sater One Perak ag? ete Features Kaos pieesione wate, Wares Rea. The corridor (2208), at the top of the grand staircase, is the first in a series of spaces designed to lead a Granite engaged columns, a decorative ironwork entrydoor, and flanking windows. S } ae: ‘ 
Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. person from one specific space experience to another before arriving in the grand Senate Chamber. This 
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8 iy hl Figure 216 

Be es en ate . 2 rn eae 
—— lr. Decorative ironwork doors lead from the corridor ee o— — access to the Third Floor. Decorative iron railings, 
[a la... eS into the Senate Lobby. Ironwork coordinates with SS oo marble floor, treads, and risers are original ele- 

6 ie _ A decorative railings on Third Floor. a : — St ments. 

oe Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. =e ee ee. Photo: Kahler Slater 
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2) emer worm ieee al - 2=Ei(‘iOCOCOCOwOC—C—C—=C*C .._sCOFigure 217 
Be nicotine Cpe idors linki 
Cer: ge ere ESRC SREP IOS 

acct cmentettenceeee,  p mere 215 6 EC Citthe secondary stairs, and the stair corridors. A 
rer eee A “grand stairs,” made entirely of meadow gray 8 ps i. . unique feature to this space is the glass floorlights, 

7. - - marble treads and risers, and Doughtery brown i L . — COS~sts__ surrounded in marble, which pass natural light 
_ ; ‘ i i _ gs i ._ F 
. balusters, flanks each side of the corridor. 2. / * _ through to the First Floor. 

bof eerie ye ane ; “ a ma see Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc.  eccccemcwmmmmememls = Photo:Kahler Slater 
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space maintains a grand appearance as designed originally with Kasota limestone walls. The elevation plaster ceiling with cove and decorative painting, Kasota limestone walls, and a marble pattern on the 

adjacent to the grand staircase is divided into three bays defined by Pike River Red Granite pilasters floor. The vestibules remain as designed except that the marble floors have been covered with carpet. 

with Ionic capitals extending with a decorative guilloche pattern in plaster. These three divisions with the 

space above the corridor combine to form an immense arch which features decorative plaster eagles Senate Chamber, Antechambers, Senate Lobby, Senate Galleries, and Senate Parlor 

and culminates with skylights in the barrel vaulted ceiling. A large pedimented doorway, flanked by These spaces remain as originally designed except for minor alterations and are discussed in Chapter 
Wausau Red Granite columns with Corinthian capitals, displays the Senate Lobby entrance door made Three-Historic Research. 

of decorative floral ironwork. The ironwork decorative motif is also repeated and coordinates with the 

stair corridor railings and the Third Floor iron railings. On both sides of the granite columns are smaller Private Spaces 

ironwork doors covering windows with Hauteville and light Siena marble insets above. Above the grand East Side 

doorway is a large Siena marble plaque with the words “SENATE” carved and gilded. The pediment 

with a decorative frieze and cornice is topped with a large Wisconsin Badger. The semicircular elevation Senate Committee Rooms #1 and #2 

behind the Wisconsin Badger is designed with decorative painting and seven cartouches decoratively These two large rooms (208S and 205S) were originally designed for Senate Committee use. They 

painted. The corridor floor is composed of Athens limestone, White Rutland marble, Gray and Yellow originally featured a plaster ceiling with moulded cove. Trim included quarter sawn white oak moulded 

Sienna marble with a plain Hauteville marble base. As the original Post plans did not indicate a name for picture rail, wood base and trim. Walls were painted and a decorative finish applied. Floors were 

this space, the term “corridor” has been assigned for ease in referencing. cement with a tack strip for carpet application. 

The grand staircase space is composed of two staircases which flank the open corridor space from 

Ground Floor. The staircases are made entirely of marble with balusters of Dougherty Brown from 

Hawkins County, and treads and risers of Meadow Gray. 

Stair Corridors i ee 
The side stair corridors (218S and 222S), accessed from the First Floor or the elevators, is next to the ae hl 

secondary stairways and was designed with plaster ceilings and walls with decorative stenciling and 3 — ed 

painting, Meadow Gray marble on the floor and plain base, and the treads, risers, and platform. Small — _ _ . 2 . 

accessory closets (218CS and 222CS) to serve janitorial needs exist in these spaces. — - : oo a. : oo 

Galleries a . Ff 
The galleries (219S and 221S) served as corridors linking the rotunda and the stair corridors from the a (_ _ _ ' 

secondary stairs to the main corridor in front of the grand pedimented Senate Doorway. These galleries — i [_ ] | : 

were designed with three consecutive coffered ceilings with a decorative plaster cornice, Kasota = ‘ a ~ a | i 
limestone walls with a plain Hauteville base, and Pike and Red River Granite pilasters. Composed of : a i ly _ A pas | ‘ | 
Athens limestone, White Rutland and Yellow Sienna marble in rectangular patterns, the floor also _ i |: . | [ 
displays translucent glass floorlights. These floorlights aid in transferring natural light from the vaulted aa  . — | \ 

stair halls and from the galleries’ light fixtures. An additional feature is the Hawkins Brown Dougherty a : © : | / a 
marble balustrade which allows one to overlook the grand staircase. 4 eo | ; The small circular vestibules from the Senate 

i a & i | Chamber to the Senate Lobby or Senate Parlor 

Vestibules || remain as designed with Kasota stone walls, leather 
j : : | clad doors, and a decorative painted ceiling. Carpet 

The vestibules (226S, 227S, 231S, and 235S) were designed as small passageways leading to the | covers the original marble floors. 

Senate Chamber from either the lobby or the Senate Parlor. These circular spaces originally had a _ | Photo:Kahler Slater 
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ee | Fr Chairman and Clerks 

' ee Fi i L . 7 [ i A suspended ceiling flush with the bottom of the girders was designed for this room (2068). Additional 
: ' . - — : features included a plain plaster cove, picture mould, wood base, trim and chair rail. A wood tack strip 

eg i — Men’s Toilet 

pl — The Men’s Toilet room (204S) featured a suspended plaster ceiling with a plain cove, walls witha 

a i < Meadow Gray marble wainscot and plaster above, and McMullen Gray marble floor, base and wain- 

ie 4 ; scot cap. 

i Wee ee Women’s Toilet 

4 j : . | | ] & This room (201S) was designed with a suspended ceiling with a plain cove, walls with a Meadow Gray 

Be a | | =f marble wainscot and plaster above, and McMullen Gray marble floor, base, and wainscot cap. 

ame — Sa ee ~—sCatta and telephone runs have been placed Women’s Retiring Room and Coat Room 

Lf ~ aa fe around the existing radiator enclosures and the Both rooms (203S and 2028S) were designed with a suspended ceiling with a plain cove. The retiring 

Soa al - ; 1980s replicated COLES AG iene room had plastered walls, chair rails, wood base, picture rail, and a cement floor with tack strip. The 
pcre g 4 — ——  ~along the west side of the South Wing. 

5 — ©. SsPhoto: Kahler Slater coat room had plastered walls and McMullen Gray marble floor and base. 

een eee Corridor, Closets, Telephone, and Lobby 

— _ ae The corridor (223S) provided access to the toilet rooms from the Senate Lobby or the stair corridor on 

ee ” the east side of the wing. It featured a suspended plaster ceiling with a plain cove and picture mould, 
Se 7 plastered walls with a quarter sawn white oak chair rail, wood trim, and an Athens limestone floor with 

Baa 
oo Both closets (207S and 202CS) have suspended plastered ceilings with plain coves, plastered walls, 

oe : and cement floors and base. 

Ty : rs | ir The two telephone rooms (225S and 236S) on the east side of the wing were accessed through the 

| | | Gs | cy circular vestibules from the Senate Chamber or from either of the Senate Committee Rooms. These 
i I | | | rooms were treated identically with suspended ceilings with a plaster cove and picture mould, Kasota 

| jones | | i EGE limestone walls, and a stone and marble floor. 

| Es | HOOF 
| _ ' w : i This small lobby (224S) precedes the chairman and clerks room which is adjacent to both the Senate 

a fe 3 Committee Rooms. It was designed in the same manner as the chairman and clerks room with a sus- 

| ys “ L. rl Pc | ay | | Figure 220 pended ceiling flush to the bottom of the girders. Additional features included a plain plaster cove, 
I \ i oy Yt yc This office, 2068, located in the southeast corner picture mould, wood base, trim and chair rail. A wood tack strip was placed in the cement floor. 
| oare - m= ~~. ~— of the Second Floor, has replicated quarter sawn 

de hee ee ‘2 4-< .. — white oak trim, original ceiling soffits, and brass 
Soe . ise grilles. 

cl a me Photo: Kahler Slater 
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East Side Changes wainscot, McMullen Gray marble floor, base and wainscot cap. The staff office (211S) was finished in 
The largest degree of change took place in 1984 in the non-public areas on the Second Floor’s east the same manner as the Senate President’s Office. 

side where floors and walls were removed. Slated to be completely removed during the 1984 remodel- 

ing, several portions of the floor topping and marble floor tile were left intact due to the depth of the Document Room, Chief Clerk and Sergeant-at-Arms 

existing concrete floor topping and the degree of difficulty required for removal. The protection of these These rooms (212S, 213S, and 214S) were all designed with a plaster ceiling had a cove mould and 
floors during the 1984 remodeling construction phase indirectly allowed for the preservation of original picture mould. Painted plastered walls with decorative stenciling also had a chair rail, wood base and 
marble flooring for the east side toilet rooms and a corridor on the west side. It is likely that the six inch trim. A cement floor was provided with a tack strip. 

topping poured around the marble floor at corridor (Room 223S) during the 1984 remodeling saved the 

marble. In general the 1984 remodeling did save several original elements. Coat Room 

Because of the Senate’s space requirements and accommodations the 1984 remodeling removed all the The Coat Room (215S) was designed more simply than the other rooms on the West Side. A plaster 
remaining original remaining interior office walls. The demolition of these walls began with the removal of ceiling with a plain cove was used with plaster walls. McMullen Gray marble was used for the floor and 

the toilet rooms in 1910-1951 and then again during 1966-1980 when the offices were enlarged. base. 
Interestingly enough the original construction methods of clay tile and plaster were retained for the 

remodelings. The only construction variation was the addition of a seven inch wall, instead of the tradi- 5 I 
tional six inch wall, between the Democratic and Republican Caucus lounges on the wing’s east side. ae | : : 

The ceilings also went through a great number of changes. Specific examples include changing the ; a real : 
plaster ceilings in Rooms 201S, 202S, 2038, and 204S to match the other existing office coves when a tier |" ale se — = 

the toiletrooms were removed. Subsequently the plaster was covered with acoustical ceiling tile. The : E se > ft i oo wr - 
1984 remodeling made an attempt to recreate the original historic fabric in these areas. Despite the | ; et — I a) | 
increased amount of mechanical servicing, all of the soffits were maintained at the original depths created a Es ‘ oe — f 4 A ae o ot 221 Meee 

Replication of historic wood trim profile as well as historic door and window hardware has occurred as ine ‘ a fi ail o — ™— | oo remodeling in the 1980s, although 
well as the replication and acquisition of historic lighting fixtures such as the sconces in the Democratic wei Ea | lw. Nal lees ee ae ee ener ee 
and Republican Caucus lounges. The radiator enclosures are the only remaining original finishes in all the -* fee See | _ >. a Pha to: a hler Slater 
East side offices. 

Although the elimination of the majority of original fabric was complete, the 1984 remodeling did make a Se 
a sympathetic attempt to reconstruct the original fabric of the building through the recreation of cove = - = SS j @ 
types, wood profiles and hardware. This attempt facilitated linking the office spaces to the Senate a : [= 2 eS — 
Chamber and Senate Parlor as historically preserved areas. 7 : —— . 7 - = [ea > 

Senate President’s and Staff Office a “ie Hit = ie a " Data and telephone lines are The Senate President’s Office (210S) was originally designed as a more elaborate space and has “ ey bled fey ie by placed across the original radia- retained its original function. The ceiling had a plaster comnice and picture mould. Walls included plaster J > a a me 2 ee wm f at 7 : tor enclosure despite the removal 

walls with decorative finish above the mahogany wainscot and base. The floor was cement with a wood =a fe = : : ee * . : ie a oh - - i 

tack strip. A private toilet was provided for the President of the Senate with access only from this office. {~ — iin the 1980s. This toilet room also had a suspended ceiling with a plain cove, plastered walls with Meadow Gray (ee ee Photo: Kahler Slater 
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oy Ll =e - Figure 223 ewe OCF 225 
& = 6hF A replicated plaster ceiling with moulded cove “| ene | ~——«sST*he plaster ceiling with moulded cove shown in 
ke pa z 5 i ; sales ft —mUmU and plaster moulding frames the pendant light : a ___ Office 2088 is a replication. The wall sconce and 
. rss—‘(CwsOC aw fixture. - | ____ pendant fixture visible are original light fixtures. 
ae Ee - Photo: Kahler Slater (~~ Photo: Kahler Slater 
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== a ue | Ah) fg cun | Figure 226 “ ae NES cs po ie OG : : . . . leo =< F - es eu i} wet. This borrowed light and transom configuration is 

lee —_ fa ii ee, =~. pical of Second Floor offices adjacent to the 
le | fe | _ Figure 224 i — secondary corridors. These borrowed lights were 
ih _f Stair corridor shows the addition of the fire : : aitwere : — designed to provide indirect lighting into the Fp i : Bye IS 8 P 
' i extinguisher cabinet, bulletin board on door, and es : _ corridors adjacent to the offices flanking the 

. new paint and stencil work as evidenced by the | ' 45% _ exterior of the building. This door retains the 
' < Be ie, aT « of a | Ve paint probe. eS Se —_ a original casework and original translucent glass. 
I aa ee | a P. ee ———. e Photo: Kahler Slater ad E Po) Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Men’s Toilet 
the beams which are used to cantilever the Senate Galleries at the east and west sides of the Senate 

The Men’s Toilet room (216S) featured a suspended ceiling with a plain cove, walls with a Meadow Chamber. 
Gray marble wainscot and plaster above, and McMullen Gray marble floor, base and wainscot cap. 

Senate Parlor and Chambers 
Corridor and Corridor to Hearing Room The Senate Chambers and Parlor spaces are discussed in Chapter Three as historically preserved areas 
Corridor 2298 led from the west side of the Senate Chamber, the Senate President and staff offices and within the South wing. Interior finish changes will be minimal in order to incorporate the new systems 
continued as Corridor 217S to the Southwest Round Hearing Room. These two corridors featured a and necessities required by Senate Leadership to make these functional work spaces. 
suspended plaster ceiling with a plain cove and picture mould, plastered walls witha quarter sawn white 
oak chair rail, wood trim, and an Athens limestone floor with a marble base. 

Telephone Rooms 

The two telephone rooms (230S and 228S) on the west side of the wing were accessed through the 
circular vestibules from the Senate Chamber or from the long corridor (229S). These rooms were 
treated identically with suspended plaster ceilings with a plain cove and picture mould, Kasota limestone —  —i—s—C Ce | 

West Side Changes : Pe ae ES = — . 
The offices and the round room on the South Wing’s west side have had a lesser degree of change than | | od | | _ | a 
the wing’s east side. The only drastic changes occurred in the northwest corner where a corridor linking ' i ioe . | Oh hh Figure 227 
the round room to corridor 217S is now part of the toilet rooms. During the 1964-1965 remodeling the / m“ i | : _ L ihe sommcnet Tomne fears oan : |? att | shows some of the alterations men’s toilet (Room 216S) was divided into two toilet rooms. As a result the corridor that led past the ae | l | _ | | made to improve the room's men’s toilet room was closed off as a closet for the round room at 242SW. The remaining southern i . Lo k e F : os 2 L function such as the incorpora- 
Portion of the corridor was incorporated into the two new toilet rooms (Rooms 216S and 2438). a ioe ~ —— pam 10" Of acoustical panels between he <uee er ! ae ] the window and the original wall In addition to the removal of the corridor boundaries, the marble flooring in the corridor was altered to al : _ sconce light. 
incorporate marble tile in the existing toiletroom field pattern. Although Athens stone, a typical corridor Photo: Kahler Slater Stone type, was utilized alongside the pattern in the toilet room it does not match the marble type typical seas enebliaimatir aaa ec vince a nd) a 
in all toilet rooms. The Athens stone is a more porous limestone than the marble and as a result shows ho io [ Ws So 
more wear and staining. Originally the toilet room cove and the corridor coves were similar. When the ; | : ' - oo S. i. . 4 Le ceiling was patched an attempt was made to maintain a uniform cove along with the curved soffit. oe a A = 308: 7 
Additional finishes such as quarter sawn white oak door and door trim, and a transom were added to Hy : / a ee 
complete the toilet rooms after they were divided. The most significant addition was the marble sinks . ' _ ail | 0 2 ie along the east wall for the new men’s toilet in Room 216S. L : ies ate _ 
Few significant changes occurred to the historic fabric in the offices. The only apparent change is the : | _) E Co “ se ure : 2 : * otimae ie moving of a partition wall between 205S and 206S. The soffits were maintained in this area due to the rie i | sriginally existed in the private Placement of two-two foot deep beams within the structure of the floor above. Although the original Po ee ———SCsoilet room for the President of the Post architectural drawings do not indicate this detail the structural drawings do. This beam placement a 4 is < Co Senate, 210CS, the wood also occurs on the wing’s other side at approximately the same location. These soffits are used to hide ao —— UD cabinetry has been added. OS Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Ce aaa Comprehensive Survey 

ae : ps ane Public Spaces 

1 4 | Senate Chamber 

Ce ou or i. on : Original condition in 1910 

— : le E Hie ali Walls: Italian Tavernelle marble 

- | This “dwarf” door originally occurred primarily a. 1 _ - 
a A 7 - | | between toilet rooms and coat rooms and y a 4 | 

oo F (2485) between the vestibule and the toilet room. UU 
ee El Photo: Kahler Slater 

6h Cl Pr] 

.. ~~. LS © This) new footed radiator enclo- 

rrr cr (found in the South Wing. 
rrr—“—C——r—~—CS—CS Si a oe Photo: Kahler Slater 

a ee 
—,rrr—“OOOOSCS UWUD.|-|©—©—-—©——C—CUrUrUCUC—C™COC— 

5 ‘El @ = : At = # #+&;&232&~= i : ha |. The original borrowed light and 
| aoe i el rp Clr Bio. | | transom entry with the original 

: | a ss |. This Southwest Corner Pavilion was traditionally | iL . _ | a | . | Southeast Corner Pavilion with 

p= TNE ' eet used as a hearing room and currently serves as L Ll oy ie | | acoustical panels added during 

| i — L —_—" |) = —Sn Office. The original plaster ceiling and i | —r—e i. ‘ : | i | | the 1980s remodeling. These 

ey = moulded cove with wood trim still exist. Numerous Tt |e a | | panels were placed on the origi- 
a a 4, on changes, due to the increased need for telephone o_o” = a | & nal plaster wall and framed with 

a) a. <-> La data and electrical in these areas, are evident. re eT ae | 2) ee, §2— quarter sawn white oak to dis- 

f | Note the rounded marble base. r ae ee Pe guise the edges. 
ea Photo: Kahler Slater eS 2 ME Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Furniture: see Chapter Three Antechamber 
Equipment: see Chapter Three 

Unique features: see Chapter Three Room 239S (West) 

Survey results in 1995 : Original condition in 1910 
Floor: replacement carpet Floor: cement floor with tack strip, red carpet 
Walls: Italian Tavernelle marble Walls: Kasota stone 
Decorative finish: painted finish Decorative finish: Class I 

Ceiling: see Chapter Three Ceiling: plaster with moulded cornice 
Doors: see Chapter Three y Doors: leather clad 
Tim: see Chapter Three Tim: marble base, quarter sawn white oak 
Furniture: see Chapter Three Furniture: reporters’ tables 
Equipment: see Chapter Three Equipment: none 
Unique features: see Chapter Three Unique features: decorative marble cornice and frieze with brackets over doorway 

a oo Survey results in 1995 
ee el: — Floor: cement floor with tack strip, red carpet 

Antechamber Walls: Kasota stone 

Decorative finish: decorative paint, finish to be determined 
Room 2375S (East) Ceiling: plaster with moulded cornice 

Doors: leather clad 
Original condition in 1910 Trim: marble base, quarter sawn white oak 

Floor: cement floor with tack strip, red carpet Fumiture: bookcases, three original reporters’ tables, assorted chairs, occa- Walls: Kasota stone sional table 
Decorative finish: Class I Equipment: none 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cornice Unique features: decorative marble cornice and frieze with brackets over doorway Doors: leather clad Room number for 
Tim: marble base, quarter sawn white oak selectiveremoval? 226S 
Fumiture: none 

Equipment: none Antechamber 
Unique features: decorative marble cornice and frieze with brackets over doorway 

Survey results in 1995 
Se 

Floor: cement floor with tack strip, modern red carpet Original condition in 1910 
‘Walls: Kasota stone Floor: cement floor with tack strip, red carpet 
Decorative finish: decorative paint, finish to be determined Walls: Kasota stone 
Ceiling: plaster with moulded cornice Decorative finish: Class I 
Doors: leather clad Ceiling: plaster with moulded cornice 
Tim: marble base, quarter sawn white oak Doors: leather clad 
Fumiture: assorted chairs Trim: marble base, quarter sawn white oak 
Equipment: computer outlet Furniture: none 
Unique features: decorative marble cornice and frieze with brackets over doorway Equipment: none 
Room number for Unique features: decorative marble cornice and frieze with brackets over doorway 

orl: sige Survey results in 1995 

Floor: cement floor with tack strip, modern red carpet 

Walls: Kasota stone 
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Decorative finish: decorative paint, finish to be determined Telephones 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cornice 
Doors: leather clad Rooms 225S, 2308S, 2288, and 236S 

= ee Taree sawn white onk Original condition in 1910 
‘urniture: stacking chairs 

“ae ae Vials Caserien te 
.. — - decorative marble cornice and frieze with brackets over doorway Decorative finish: Chas Wie cin 2 

; : Ceiling: plaster cove with plain cove 

a ae Doors: quarter sawn white oak and leather clad 

Senate Parlor Tim: marble and quarter sawn white oak 

Furniture: none 

Room 209S Equipment: telephones, electrical panels 

Unique features: none 
Original condition in 1910 

Floor: marble and stone with three area carpets Survey results in 1995—Room 225S 

Walls: mahogany Floor: stone and marble 

Decorative finish: Class I on ceiling Walls: marble 

Ceiling: plaster Decorative finish: none 

Doors: leather clad Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

Tom: marble base, mahogany door and window trim Doors: quarter sawn white oak and leather clad 

Furniture: none Tum: marble and quarter sawn white oak 

Equipment: radiators Furniture: metal file cabinet 

Unique features: two fireplaces with ornate marble mantels, nothing placed over Equipment: electrical panel, fire extinguisher cabinet 

mantles, mahogany fluted columns Unique features: none 
Room number for 

Survey results in 1995 selective removal: 214S 
Floor: marble and stone with area carpets 

Walls: mahogany Survey results in 1995—Room 230S 

Decorative finish: decorative paintings, finish on frieze but date unknown Floor: stone and marble 

Ceiling: plaster with decorative paint Walls: marble 

Doors: leather clad Decorative finish: none 

Tom: marble base, mahogany door and window trim Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

Furniture: variety of settees and chairs, occasional table, original large table Doors: quarter sawn white oak and leather clad 

Equipment: radiators, speakers, lights on dimmer switches Tam: marble and quarter sawn white oak 

Unique features: mahogany fluted columns, ornate marble mantels, portraits hung Fumiture: two chairs, counter top 

over mantels, drapes Equipment: two wall mounted telephones 

Room number for Unique features: none 

selective removal: 2158S Room number for 
selective removal: 225S 

Survey results in 1995—Room 228S 

Floor: stone and marble 

Walls: marble 

Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 
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Doors: quarter sawn white oak and leather clad Room number for 
Thm: marble and quarter sawn white oak selective removal: 216S 

<a — ree : haa Survey results in 1995—Room 2278 
Equipment: electrical panel, copier, fire extinguisher i 

: Floor: carpet over padding over stone and marble 
Unique features: none 
R Bers Walls: marble 

he 2285 Decorative finish: decorative finish 

= A Ceiling: plaster with plain cove and picture mould 
Survey results in 1995—Room 236S Doors: leather clad 

Floor: stone and marble Tom: marble 

Walls: marble Fumiture: none 

Decorative finish: none Equipment: none 

Ceiling: plaster with plain cove Unique features: none 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak and leather clad Room number for 

Thm: marble and quarter sawn white oak selective removal: 2278S 

Fumiture: metal file cabinet, metal coat rack Survey results in 1995—Room 231S 

Equipment: none ; 
Unique features: sips Floor: carpet over padding over stone and marble 

Room number Ey. bbe a vs 
ee: removal: 2188 Decorative finish: decorative finish 

i Ceiling: plaster with plain cove and picture mould 

Vestibules Doors: leather clad 

Tom: marble 

Rooms 2265S, 227S, 2318S, and 2358 Fumiture: none 
oe Equipment: none 

; Original condition in 1910 Unique features: ae 

Floor: stone and marble Rooutnunber for 

Walls: marble selective removal: 2248 
Decorative finish: Class II on ceiling : 

Ceiling: plaster with plain cove and picture mould Survey results in 1995—Room 235S 
Doors: leather clad Floor: carpet over padding over stone and marble 

Tim: marble Walls: marble 

Fumiture: none Decorative finish: decorative finish 

Equipment: none Ceiling: plaster with plain cove and picture mould 

Unique features: Doors: leather clad 

i Tam: marble 
Survey results in 1995—Room 226S Fumiture: NOE, 

i carpet over padding over stone and marble Equipment: none 

a. marble Unique features: none 
Decorative finish: decorative finish Recenniiabestor 

Ceiling: plaster with plain cove and picture mould eleenie eave 2198 
Doors: leather clad 
Thm: marble 
Furniture: none 

Equipment: none 
Unique features: none 
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Senate Lobby Lobby (Senate) 

Rooms 2328 and 234S Room 233S 

Original condition in 1910 Original condition in 1910 

Floor: stone and marble Floor: stone and marble 

Walls: marble pilasters Walls: marble pilasters 

Decorative finish: Class I on ceiling Decorative finish: Class Ion ceiling 

Ceiling: moulded plaster cornice and soffits Ceiling: moulded plaster cornice and soffits 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak and leather clad Doors: no quarter sawn white oak doors, leather clad doors only 

Tom: marble base Tom: marble base 

Furniture: none : Furniture: none 

Equipment: marble drinking fountain Equipment: none 

Unique features: ornate ceiling Unique features: decorative iron doors, marble window sill, decorative iron window 

Survey results in 1995—Room 232S arc 

Floor: stone and marble Survey results in 1995 

Walls: marble pilasters Floor: stone and marble 

Decorative finish: decorative painted ceiling Walls: marble pilasters 

Ceiling: moulded plaster cornice and soffits Decorative finish: ceiling touched up, minor repair 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak and leather clad Ceiling: moulded plaster cornice and soffits 

Tom: marble base Doors: no quarter sawn white oak doors, leather clad doors only 

Furniture: none Tom: marble base 

Equipment: bulletin board for public notices, marble drinking fountain Furmiture: tall clerk’s desk with slanted top 

Unique features: ornate ceiling Equipment: none 

Room number for Unique features: decorative iron doors, marble window sill, decorative iron window 

selective removal: 2228 coverings 

Survey results in 1995—Room 234S —— conan ie 
ieee ig ostivg palpi selective removal: 2218S 

Walls: marble pilasters Stair Corridor 

Decorative finish: decorative painted ceiling 

Ceiling: moulded plaster cornice and soffits Rooms 2188 and 2228 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak and leather clad 
Tam: marble base Original condition in 1910 

Furniture: office desks and chair Floor: stone and marble 

Equipment: marble drinking fountain Walls: meadow gray marble, plain base 

Unique features: ornate ceiling Decorative finish: Class I 

Room number for Ceiling: moulded cove 

selective removal: 220S Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tim: marble and quarter sawn white oak 

Fumiture: none 

Equipment: none 

Unique features: Stairs have meadow gray marble treads, risers, platform, and wall 

strings. 
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Survey results in 1995—Room 218S Survey results in 1995—Room 2188S 

Floor: stone and marble Floor: stone and marble 

Walls: meadow gray marble, plain base Walls: stone walls and pilasters, marble engaged columns 

Decorative finish: stencil pattern Decorative finish: Class I 
Ceiling: moulded cove Ceiling: barrel vault glass 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Doors: decorative iron 

Tim: marble and quarter sawn white oak Tim: marble base 

Furniture: none Furniture: none 

Equipment: brass fire extinguisher cabinet Equipment: none 

Unique features: Stairs have meadow gray marble treads, risers, platform, and wall Unique features: Stairs have meadow gray marble treads and risers, Hauteville 

strings. marble strings and rails, balusters of Hawkins Brown Dougherty 

Room number for marble. 

selective removal: 242S Room number for 

Survey results in 1995—Room 222S ies ier — 
Floor: stone and marble Gallery 

Walls: meadow gray marble, plain base 

Decorative finish: stencil pattern Rooms 2198 and 2218 
Ceiling: moulded cove 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Original condition in 1910 
Tim: marble and quarter sawn white oak Floor: marble and stone floor, transparent glass block insets 

Fumiture: none Walls: stone walls and pilasters 

Equipment: brass fire extinguisher cabinet Decorative finish: Class I 
Unique features: Stairs have meadow gray marble treads, risers, platform, and wall Ceiling: plaster cornice 

strings. Doors: none 

Room number for Trim: plain Hauteville marble base 

selective removal: 2028 Fumiture: none 
Equipment: none 

Corridor and Grand Staircase Unique features: floor lights 

Survey results in 1995—Room 219S 

a Floor: marble and stone floor, translucent glass block insets 

Original condition in 1910 Walls: stone walls and pilasters 

Floor: stone and marble Decorative finish: Class I 

Walls: stone walls and pilasters, marble engaged columns Ceiling: plaster cornice 

Decorative finish: Class I Doors: none 
Ceiling: barrel vault glass Tam: plain Hauteville marble base 
Doors: decorative iron Furniture: none 
Tom: marble base Equipment: none 
Fumiture: none Unique features: floor lights 
Equipment: none Room number for 
Unique features: Stairs have meadow gray marble treads and risers, Hauteville selective removal: 245S 

ine strings and rails, balusters of Hawkins Brown Dougherty Surtigiaosidinin-1995——Room 2246 

4 Floor: marble and stone floor, translucent glass block insets 
Walls: stone walls and pilasters 
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Decorative finish: Class I Ceiling: plaster with decorative cornice 

Ceiling: plaster cornice Doors: none 
Doors: none Tom: marble base 

Thm: plain Hauteville marble base Fumiture: none 
Fumiture: none Equipment: mail chute 

Equipment: none Unique features: none 

seat: featncs: Soxhene Survey results in 1995 
oom number for 

selective removal: 2018 — p eslieybaua 
Walls: Kasota stone 

Corridor Decorative finish: alterations to ceiling decorative treatments 

Ceiling: plaster with decorative cornice 

Room 241S Doors: none 
Tom: marble base 

Original condition in 1910 Furniture: none 
Floor: marble and stone Equipment: none 

Walls: Kasota stone Unique features: none 
Decorative finish: Class II Room number for 

Ceiling: plaster with decorative cornice selective removal: 200S 

Doors: none 

Trim: marble base Private Spaces—East Side 
Fumiture: none 

Equipment: none Chairman and Clerk’s Room 

Unique features: none 

Survey results in 1995 pe vig iy 

Floor: marble and stone Original condition in 1910 

Walls: Kasota stone Floor: cement floor with wood tack strip 

Decorative finish: alterations to ceiling decorative treatments Walls: plaster 

Ceiling: plaster with decorative cornice Decorative finish: Class II 

Doors: none Ceiling: suspended plaster ceiling with plain cove 
Tom: marble base Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Furniture: none Tom: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, and picture rail 
Equipment: none Furniture: none 

Unique features: none Equipment: radiator 

Room number for Unique features: borrowed lights 

imate bi Survey results in 1995 
Corridor Floor: carpet tile over concrete 

Walls: plaster 

Room 243S Decorative finish: none ae he aan 

Oricinel conitiden ix 1910 Ceiling: meee plaster ceiling with mou! cove and soffit with plain 

Floor: marble and stone Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Walls: Kasota stone Tim: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, and picture rail 
Decorative finish: Class II Fumiture: office 
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Equipment: none Equipment: none 

Unique features: borrowed lights Unique features: none 

— auimber for Survey results in 1995 
selective removal: 211S 3 

Floor: carpet tiles over concrete 

Closet Walls: plaster 
Decorative finish: none 

Room 207S Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove and soffit with plain cove 

Wy bare Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Original condition in 1910 Tim: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, and wainscot; painted 

Floor: cement floor with wood tack strip picture rail 

Wels : : plasies Furniture: conference table and chairs, large vinyl easy chairs 

Decorative finish: Class V Equipment: fax machine, servery 

Ceiling: suspended plaster ceiling with plain cove Unique features: none 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Room number for 

Tam: cement base selective removal: 208S (original room has now become two rooms) 

Furniture: none 
Equipment: radiator Survey results in 1995 

Unique features: borrowed lights Floor: carpets tile over concrete 
Walls: plaster 

Survey results in 1995 Decorative finish: none 

Floor: carpet tile over concrete Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove and soffit with plain cove : 

Walls: : : plaster Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Decorative finish: none “ : , ; Thm: quarter sawn white oak base and chair rail, painted picture rail 

Ceiling: suspended plaster ceiling with moulded cove and soffit with plain Furniture: conference table chairs, large vinyl easy chairs 

COve Equipment: fax machine, servery 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Unique features: 

Tam: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, and picture rail Room number for 

Fumiture: office selective removal: 2098 (original room has now become two rooms) 

Equipment: none 

Unique features: borrowed lights Senate Committee Room No. 2 

Room number for 

selective removal: 211S (Rooms 206S and 207S have now become one room) Room 208S 

Senate Committee Room No. 1 Original condition in 1910 

Floor: cement floor with tack strip 

Room 205S Walls: plaster 

es ees Decorative finish: Class II 

riginal condition in 1910 Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove 

Floor: cement floor with tack strip Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Walls: : : plaster Thm: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, and picture rail 
Decorative finish: Class II Furniture: none 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove Equipment: none 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Unique features: none 
Tam: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, and picture rail 

Fumiture: none 
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Survey results in 1995 Doors: quarter sawn white oak and leather clad 
Floor: carpet tiles over concrete Thm: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, and picture rail 

Walls: plaster Fumiture: none 
Decorative finish: none Equipment: none 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove and soffit with plain cove Unique features: none 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Room number for 

Thm: quarter sawn white oak base and chair rail, painted picture rail selective removal: 2108S 

Fumiture: office 

Equipment: electrical panel, radiator Women’s Coat Room 
Unique features: none 

Room number for Room 2018 

selective removal: 212S (original room has now become two rooms) Original condition in 1910 

Survey results in 1995 Hor: McMullen gray marble 
Floor: carpet Walls: plaster and McMullen gray marble and wainscot cap 
Walls: plaster Decorative finish: Class V 

Decorative finish: none Ceiling: suspended plaster ceiling with plain cove 
Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove Doors: quarter sawn white oak, swinging saloon door 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Trim: marble base, quarter sawn white oak 

Tim: mahogany wainscot, wood base and chair rail, painted picture rail Famiture: none 
Furniture: office Equipment: toilet fixtures 
Equipment: none Unique features: borrowed light 

Unique features: He Survey results in 1995 
Room number for Floor: carpettiles over concrete 
selective removal: 213S (original room has now become two rooms) Walls: plaster 

Decorative finish: none 

oe Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove 
Room 2248 Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tam: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail, painted picture rail 

Original condition in 1910 Furniture: office 

Floor: cement floor with wood tack strip Equipment: radiator 
Walls: plaster Unique features: none 

Decorative finish: Class II Room number for 

Ceiling: suspended plaster ceiling with plain cove selective removal: 205S (original Rooms 201S and 202S have now become one 

Doors: leather and quarter sawn white oak room) 
Thm: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, and picture rail 
Furniture: none Women’s Toilet 

Equipment: none 

Unique features: borrowed lights Room 202S 

Survey results in 1995 Original condition in 1910 

Floor: carpet tiles over concrete Floor: McMullen gray marble 
Walls: plaster Walls: plaster 
Decorative finish: none Decorative finish: Class V 

é Ceiling: suspended plaster ceiling with plain cove Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 
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Doors: quarter sawn white oak Women’s Retiring Room 

Thm: marble base, quarter sawn white oak 

Furniture: none Room 2038S 

ment ballet figpees Originél condition in 1910 
Unique features: borrowed light a. tole in eager 

Survey results in 1995 Walls: plaster 

Floor: carpet tiles over concrete Decorative finish: MIT Class V 

Walls: plaster Ceiling: suspended plaster with plain cove 
Decorative finish: none Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove Trim: quarter sawn white oak 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Furniture: none 

Tam: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail, painted picture rail Equipment: none 
Furniture: office Unique features: borrowed lights 

Betas. teqaeter Survey results in 1995 
Unique features: none : 

Floor: carpet tiles over marble over concrete 

aepin peveber for te Walls: plaster 
selective removal: — Rooms 201S and 202S have now become one Decorative finish: pani 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove, soffit with plain cove 
Closet Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tam: quarter sawn white oak base and chair rail, painted picture rail 

Room 202CS Fomitue: ca 
: ator 

Original condition in 1910 eet ests 

Floor: cement Room number for 
Walls: plaster selective removal: 206S 
Decorative finish: MIT Class V 

Ceiling: plaster, plain cove Men’s Toilet 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Tom: cement base Room 204S 

. mito Original condition in 1910 

Unique features: none ning Pree fare 
Walls: plaster and McMullen gray marble and wainscot cap 

Survey results in 1995 Decorative finish: Class V 
Floor: concrete Ceiling: suspended plaster ceiling with plain cove 

Walls: plaster Doors: quarter sawn white oak, swinging saloon door 
Decorative finish: none Tom: marble base, quarter sawn white oak 
Ceiling: open to structure Furniture: none 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Equipment: toilet fixtures 
Tam: concrete base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail Unique features: borrowed light 

. s aaa Survey results in 1995 
ape telephone equipment panels, electrical panels, wall access panel Floor: Beige le Gace marble tin partial ccncwete 

nique features: none 

Room number for oon : : Blastet 
selective removal: 204CS ee rai 
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Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove, soffit with plain cove Ceiling: suspended ceiling with moulded cove 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tim: quarter sawn white oak base and wainscot, painted picture rail Tom: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, picture rail 

Fumiture: conference table with chairs Furniture: none 

Equipment: radiator, base cabinet with sink (servery) Equipment: radiator 
Unique features: none Unique features: borrowed lights, transom lights, wood pediment 

Seat saan Survey results in 1995 
selective removal: 207S : Floor: carpet tiles over cement 

Corridor Walls: plaster, acoustical fabric panels 
Decorative finish: none 

Room 223S Ceiling: suspended ceiling with moulded cove 

ree Hi Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Original condition in 1910 Tum: quarter sawn white oak base and chair rail, painted picture rail 

Floor: marble and stone Furniture: section desks to form circle, office chairs, reproduction chairs 
Walls: plaster with marble base Equipment: Antibes 

Decorative finish: MIT Class I Unique features: borrowed lights, transom lights, wood pediment, new quarter sawn 
Ceiling: suspended plaster with plain cove white oak radiator enclosures 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Room number for 
Tom: quarter sawn white oak and marble selective removal: 251SE 
Furniture: none 

Equipment: none 
Unique features: borrowed lights Private Spaces—West Side 

Survey results in 1995 Chief Clerk’s Office 

Floor: 

Walls: Room 213S 
Decorative finish: 

Ceiling: Original condition in 1910 
Bde Floor: cement with tack strip 

Thine Walls: plaster 
Furniture: Decorative finish: MIT Class I 
Equipment: Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove 
Unique features: Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Room number for Tim: quarter sawn white oak 

selective removal: Original room has now become part of Rooms 206S and 2078S. Fumiture: a 
Equipment: none 

Unique features: borrowed lights 

——— Survey results in 1995 

Floor: stone and marble 

ioe ke Walls: marble pilasters 
Original condition in 1910 Decorative finish: ceiling touched up, minor repair 

Floor: cement with tack strip Ceiling: moulded plaster cornice and soffits 

Walls: plaster Doors: no quarter sawn white oak doors, leather clad doors only 
Decorative finish: Class II Tom: marble base 
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a Furniture: office Thm: marble base 
i Equipment: radiator Furniture: none 

: Unique features: decorative iron doors, marble window sill, decorative iron window Equipment: radiator 

7. coverings Unique features: transom above door 

Room number e 2 Survey results in 1995 

on selective removal: aoe Floor: concrete and marble with carpet tiles 

7 Sergeant at Arms Walls: : Plaster 
Decorative finish: none 

| Room 214S Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Original condition in 1910 Tam: marble base 

Floor: cement with tack strip Bunntre: office 

Walls: plaster Equipment: radiator 
Decorative finish: MIT Class If Unique features: transom above door 
Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove Room numberfor 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak selective removal: 2378 
Tom: quarter sawn white oak 

Fumiture: none Men’s Toilet 

Equipment: none 
Unique features: borrowed lights Room 216S 

Survey results in 1995 Original condition in 1910 
Floor: stone and marble Floor: McMullen gray marble 

‘Walls: marble pilasters Walls: McMullen gray marble and wainscot cap, meadow gray wainscot, 

Decorative finish: ceiling touched up, minor repair plaster 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove Decorative finish: Class V 
Doors: no quarter sawn white oak doors, leather clad doors only Ceiling: suspended ceiling with plain cove 

Thm: marble base, painted picture rail Doors: quarter sawn white oak and saloon door 
Furniture: office Thm: McMullen gray marble base, quarter sawn white oak 

Equipment: radiator Fumiture: none 

Unique features: decorative iron doors, marble window sill, decorative iron window Equipment: toilet fixtures, radiator 

coverings Unique features: borrowed lights 

Room number for 
. i Survey results in 1995 

selective removal: 236S Floor: marble 

Coat Room Walls: marble wainscot, cap, and base; plaster 

Decorative finish: none 

Room 215S Ceiling: suspended ceiling with plain cove 

Oriei ‘Ginos Doors: quarter sawn white oak and saloon door 

riginal condition in 1910 Tom: McMullen gray marble base, quarter sawn white oak 
a McMullen gray marble Fumiture: none 

plaster ipment: toilet fixtures, radiator 
Decorative finish: Class V ae features: nee 

Ceiling: plaster with plain cove Room number for 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak selective removal: 239S (original room has now become two rooms) 
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Survey results in 1995 Corridor 

Floor: marble and stone 

Walls: marble and plaster Room 217S 

Decorative finish: none Siu Sa les 

Ceiling: suspended ceiling with plain cove Original condition in 1910 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak and saloon door Fier: Athens stone 

Tim: McMullen gray marble base, quarter sawn white oak ii ‘ : sag 

tare: none Decorative finish: Class II 

Equipment: toilet fixtures, radiator Ceiling: suspended plaster ceiling with plain cove 

Unique features: 4" step up to urinals Rows: mony. ; 

Room number for Thm: quarter sawn white oak chair rail and picture rail, marble base 

selective removal: 2415S (original room has now become two rooms) Fumiture: none 
Equipment: none 

Entry to Room 216S 
Unique features: borrowed lights 

yt Survey results in 1995 
(No original room number) Fiber fate 

Original condition in 1910 Walls: marble wainscot, cap, and base; plaster 

Floor: McMullen gray marble Decorative finish: none 

Walls: plaster Ceiling: suspended ceiling with plain cove 

Decorative finish: Class V Doors: quarter sawn white oak and saloon door 

Ceiling: suspended ceiling with plain cove Tam: McMullen gray marble base, quarter sawn white oak 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak and saloon door Fumiture: none 

Tam: McMullen gray marble base, quarter sawn white oak Equipment: toilet fixtures, radiator 

Fumiture: none Unique features: none 

Equipment: none Roomnumber for 

Unique features: transom over door selective removal: 241S (original room has now become two rooms) 

Survey results in 1995 Survey results in 1995 

Floor: McMullen gray marble Floor: Athens stone 

Walls: plaster Walls: plaster 

Decorative finish: none Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: suspended ceiling with plain cove Ceiling: suspended plaster ceiling with plain cove 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak and saloon door Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tom: McMullen gray marble base, quarter sawn white oak Tom: marble base and painted picture rail 

Fumiture: none Fumiture: none 

Equipment: access panel Equipment: none 

Unique features: transom over door Unique features: transom over one door 

Room number for 
Room number for 

selective removal: 238S selective removal: 240S (original room has now become two rooms) 
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a KE Survey results in 1995 
Be Floor: vinyl composition tile and carpet tiles over cement and marble 
Bet, Room 2298 Walls: plaster ee’ : 

Decorative finish: none 
wk on io Iikene stone Ceiling: suspended ceiling with moulded cove 

Bere i. Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Be Be ae . Ul Trim: quarter sawn white oak base and chair rail, painted picture rail, 

C cil n g ‘ suspended plaster ceiling with plain cove Fecndinanee oe base 
Doors leather clad and quarter sawn white oak RO . pers 
ane quarter sawn white oak chair rail and picture rail, marble base ee Soa Bite: none Unique features: used as press room 

er Room number for : 
Pee fe ieee Be terowed lights selective removal: 248SW 

5 a is results in 1995 President’s Room 
r ia oor: carpet tiles over Athens stone 

Walls plaster Room 210S 
0 ecorative finish: none ad ee a Original condition in 1910 

‘i Ceiling: suspended ceiling with plain cove and intermittent soffits Risor cement with tack strip 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak doors and leather clad doors Walls: plaster 

, P ‘Thm: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail, painted picture rail Decorative Gish: Class I 
bs Pastore: nee Ceiling: plaster with cornice and suspended ceiling with plain cove _ Equipment: 1 al if ak ‘ood 1 ee electrical panels, speakers, wood access panels ibered mahogany 
ae eae ae Tim: mahogany base, wainscot, chair rail, and picture rail 
am Room number for raha 

selective removal: 2348 o. need ia : Equipment: radiator 
Mg : Unique features: use of mahogany instead of quarter sawn white oak Corner Pavilion 8 

; P 7 ; Survey results in 1995 
Pe: Room 242SW Floor: concrete with carpet 

Original condition in 1910 eral pae plaster 
fe Floor: marble and cement with tack strip wip eens MONG : Be". Walls: plaster Ceiling: suspended ceiling with plain cove 
me Decorative finish: Cl Doors: mahogany 
ie Ceiling: ee ceiling with moulded cove Tam: mahogany door trim, quarter sawn white oak base and chair rail, 

E eS yi Doors: quarter sawn white oak a pte | i 
na per Trim: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, and picture rail; marble aie Pere 
a base — : ae eS ocdiare: ae a cra none 

si Equipment: radiators -iguranezie ae 
nes Unique features: marble floor for high traffic area to counter, borrowed lights, ee ara Se ee ee 

= transom lights, wood pediment 
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Survey results in 1995 President’s Staff Office 

Floor: concrete with carpet 
Walls: plaster Room 211S 

Decorative finish: none teres tee ins 
ey : ; Se 2 : Original condition in 1910 

Ceiling: ys with cornice and suspended ceiling with plain cove, decora- Floor: McMullen gray marble 

i a e Walls: McMullen gray marble wainscot and cap, plaster 

Tom: mahogany base, wainscot, and chair rail; painted picture rail as “ani a la ; ‘ 
arniine: ae Ceiling: plaster with cornice 

Foo ane cake Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Unique features: drapes lear ee. tay — 

ee ears ue toilet fixtures, original marble lavatory supported by two stainless 
selective removal: 231S (original room has now become two rooms) : 

steel front legs 

Toilet Room Unique features: borrowed lights 

Survey results in 1995 

Room 210CS Floor: concrete with carpet 

Original condition in 1910 — ee 
Floor: McMullen gray marble Decorative finish: none except on cornice 

Walls: McMullen gray marble wainscot and cap, plaster Ceiling: decorative cornice 
Decorative finish: Class V re ee oe 

Ceiling: suspended plaster ceiling with plain cove Tim: mahogany wainscot and base, painted picture rail 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Furniture: office 
Tom: marble base Equipment: ae 
Fumiture: Peete Unique features: borrowed lights 

Equipment: toilet fixtures, original marble lavatory supported by two stainless Room number for 
steel frontlegs selective removal: 2328 

Unique features: 6" step up into toilet room 

Survey results in 1995 

Floor: McMullen gray marble 

Walls: McMullen gray marble wainscot and cap, plaster 

Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: suspended plaster ceiling with plain cove 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Tom: marble base 

Furniture: none 

Equipment: toilet fixtures, original marble lavatory supported by two stainless 

steel front legs 

Unique features: Original lavatory has base cabinet added to front and small marble 

counters added to each side of basin. 

Room number for 

selective removal: 229S 
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Ad 5 Third Floor 
4 : : / The public spaces for the Third Floor include the Senate Chamber galleries, corridors, and lobbies. The 

three gallery spaces for the Senate Chamber are the main attraction on the Third Floor. Centered on the 
_ ~ = plan and overlooking the Senate Chamber, the three areas are highly prominent. The circulation layout 
— remains original as built with five committee rooms and five clerks offices completing the original floor 

a —ti“‘<i‘ OU? i. on plan. Although the original walls still exist, the addition of metal stud and drywall partitions, movable 
oe 8 > A of partitions, suspended ceilings, viny] tile, data/electrical lines and paint have changed the appearance of ~~ © — the spaces. Despite some original elements missing, the original fabric as a whole remains intact below 

/ 2 UU : : a 4 Zn? ——— ae > ~~ and behind many additions. However, the remaining original fabric shows the heavy use and abuse yy fr é g Vee ‘ y a g : “= =— sustained throughout the years. 
i ( of a, | y y a e 2 Every circulation space has retained its original marble floor and base as when the building was first 

© f ‘ vo A : FF : yy / - a ea built. The north and south corridors have been covered with carpet and the remaining marble floors are 

— a a | it £2 <— access panels, fluorescent light fixtures, and fire alarm bells. 
3 ¢ ‘ : oe : z . : } Z : f 3 : | 4 a The Third Floor of the South Wing could have been considered the committee room floor because half 
a we [| tf.lUrhlUe ay of the private rooms were committee rooms and the remainder were adjoining clerks’ offices. It appears 
ae — a “ CS . : | a E a the private spaces have experienced a great amount of change, but they also contain a large amount of 

mr praca the original fabric. The observation survey revealed eighty-five per cent of the original plaster walls, 
/ _ a / _ : : 7 : _ So ceilings, wood base, chair rails, and doors remain. 

zacnaea sa = : - _ = = Bo a _ : _ : All committee rooms now consist of smaller offices. If a committee room had three window openings it 
— Co ; - : 2 | i was typically divided into three offices; if two window openings existed, then two offices. An exception 

— ll . . : _. - : to this pattern is the configuration of rooms 336S, 344S and 306S in what was originally Room 306S. 
—— A tS Originally designed as a committee room with two window openings it was divided in half in the 1970s. 
oe io. Co so In the 1980s one of the rooms was divided by the use of a movable partition material. The addition of 

a ae ea : : . Ff at! the partition wall destroyed the original wood radiator enclosure. The Third Floor demonstrates how a 
she RY Ran — _ typical floor was changed to accommodate the needs of the occupants without regard for the original 

; ms 3 Pee a —— / ie : | surroundings. Removing the additive layers results in finding much of the original fabric and layout, 
se Ig ee cas — ee although notin the original condition. 

Public Spaces 

Figure 233 The public spaces on the Third Floor consist of the approach to the Senate Galleries and the interior 
Double doors from the stair galleries provide an entrance to the Senate Galler- corridors and lobbies adjacent to the Senate Galleries. The approach is composed of the corridor which 
ies’ corridors and lobbies. The stair galleries which overlook the grand stairs surrounds the rotunda and leads past the Southwest Corner pavilion, the stair corridors adjacent to the 
have ornate vaulted ceilings, decorative metal railings, and embellished bronze stairwell, and the stair galleries which overlook the grand staircase. The stair galleries were originally * 
a Bie GPRS BIRDS designed with an ornate vaulted ceiling of pastiglia plaster, stone and plaster walls, and Athens stone and 

Gretchen Pfaehler, photographer 
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Ghee el Figure 236 
ee i Figure 234 oo The lobby (330S) has remained unchanged from its 

Se ———— | ~~ ~=——sST he view from one stair gallery across the grand  .. ome original condition of Athens stone floor tile, marble 
fd | foie ‘|| Stairs to the other stair gallery illustrates the a ae. — base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail, and plaster 

ee ner ween eee complexity of the spaces design. Marble, plaster- : ceiling cove. The built-in seating is specific to the 
4 ee te a a a ° ope. - i ii ee ee = —S _~_work, decorative railings, and ornate light fixtures : gallery lobbies. Changes are the reupholstering bao ak 4 4 < : i i i ea Ge —~—~C~S~*~té~—SsTccom bine with thee color palette to create a magnifi- ‘ of the seating with vinyl from leather, and the 

te ee C—t~sSCSC~CséCeentt paacee.. ce addition of egress signs to meet building code. 
oe a aes §=§=6Photo: Kahler Slater : b = Photo: Kahler Slater 

f — rte i — i 
i ce CO r—— i 
he ——_— 

i _ ee 
, = ee F gg. lrts~—~—~——<ast—S . ee 
PC ee be Ll 7 

_—_— — aoe | 

— a : | | ae 

ating rr _ AS L ; poe: me | o 

a. f: & <i I a Figure 237 
— tL #j| 7 o4 we i . = C Little change has occurred from the original detail- 

—h6r err emcChUCUC fF 3 - ts, ] ing of stone floor tiles, marble base, quarter sawn i LE i SS — VM ’ / | i 4 . 

oe rc Cr CON . Figure 235 a : =] Oo white oak trim, and simple plaster cove. The marble 

, a ; | The secondary stairs, made of marble treads and - =o. | ~=d—Lm@G drinking fountain is typical of the fountains in the 
om CS risers, are linked one floor to the next by the deco- : _ Capitol. The trash containers have been added 

2 ; ae A = ap . — . — r—™— " p y. 7 i CS —~—sSOttive iron railing. — _. through necessity. 
_—r—( Se = Photo: Kahler Slater - .rt—t—“‘aO—O—~—C Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Meadow Gray floor. The floor’s stone and marble were arranged in rectangular patterns which sepa- i : 

rated each space from another. The interior lobbies and corridor to the Senate Galleries had a sus- } | i — 2 : 

pended plaster ceiling with a molded cove, quarter sawn white oak picture rail, chair rail. The floor was ; i i ; / 

Athens stone and Meadow Gray marble with a marble base. Marble drinking fountains were placed at | | i | 

each end of the long corridor. = i ' 1] Ti 

Private Spaces i Ee aan i 
Bast Side , ae i 

Chairman and Clerks Office ‘ae | 
Room 3048S, originally a chairman and clerks office, was originally designed with a plaster ceiling witha . | : | } i 

plain cove, quarter sawn white oak picture rail, chair rail, base and wood trim, and a cement floor with ri D | ai Fr cteametta eS 
tack strip for carpet. Although this space changed to a staff office it has retained the original walls, i yo Li a | Hf p 4, i 

plaster ceiling picture rail, chair rail, base, borrowed lights and radiator enclosure. A duct chase with a ] a _ | i! Es “hs Figure 238 : 

metal access panel was added in the northeast corner to accommodate electrical and data lines to the / Viee i aa at —_ cane NACHE te a aon 
floor’s east side. These electrical and data lines were accessed to the entire floor by placing continuous i : | a / wind eaniihed OROGTRE TF niOIOE Calne 

runs on the outside wall. A typical method to access wires to rooms in secession consisted of construct- 5 See ee . | has been sacrificed because of this division and 

ing a4" diameter hole in either the plaster wall or the wood base and stringing the wires through. The q — a i F | @ simple oak panel has replaced the original 

ae penn ots electrical and data lines have been strung around and over door frames on all the walls ae : = — “ fet ae a ter 

within the space. 

Originally a committee room (305S), designed with a plaster ceiling with a plain cove, quarter sawn _ — a 

white oak picture rail, chair rail, base and wood trim, and a cement floor with tack strip for carpet, this a 

space has become three offices (3058, 334S and 335S). The two dividing walls are composed of | 

metal studs and drywall with vinyl base, hollow metal door frame and flush, hollow core wood doors. , | 

All three rooms have viny] flooring below the carpet squares. The original wood base, chair rail and ; | 

picture rail still exist on the east and west walls, and the north wall of 334S and south wall of 335S. A ae ' : a 
twelve inch square metal pan ceiling has been installed directly to the original plaster ceiling in all three ' i : il 

rooms. The original four inch cove is visible. The original three panel borrowed lights adjacent to the : | Fi igure 2 3 9 pee 
corridor (320S) has been removed. Data and electrical lines continue through the room and have been : a) eo St A ast oe + and 

attached to the radiator enclosure. € Senate Committee Room into an office (3368). A 

Senate Committee Room #4 hrm added to disguise the division of the room and to 

Also designed as a large committee with a plaster ceiling with a plain cove, quarter sawn white oak : ; . _ Lo . - _— eS ee ton es he on 
picture rail, chair rail, base and wood trim, and a cement floor with tack strip for carpet, Room 306S 4 eis ee served as a committee room. Little change has 
has been divided into three offices (3068, 336S and 344S). Originally this room had two windows for occurred to the wood trim and borrowed lights 
the space but due to the new partitions these windows serve three rooms. The new dividing walls are . —_ ies Rap Onas day Net ne te. he. 

composed of metal studs and drywall, and the other wall is a movable partition without wood base, Phowo’Kahler Slater 
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ss chair rails or picture rails. The door between 336S and 306S has a hollow metal frame and flush hollow 

. ee = core door. All three rooms have viny] tile below the carpet squares, and metal pan ceilings are attached 

EEE to the plaster ceilings. The original wood base, chair rail and picture rail still exist on the east and west 

- uy walls, the north wall of room 336S, and the south wall of room 344S. The movable partition wall 

= : 7 r { - I divides the original three panel borrowed light which does not appear harmed. The surface mounted 

_ | 1 i data and electrical lines, attached to the radiator enclosure by the window, continue through the room 

| | Le | a L a a : and on to the next room through a hole in the plaster wall or the ceiling. 

5 Poe A i * i i Chairman and Clerks Office on the Southeast Corner 

es = La ay Al | : ay fi}. % Room 307S, originally a chairman and clerks office, is now a staff or legislative office. This room retains 

, t ) ; | | = Bore) its original plaster walls, ceilings, wood base, chair rail, picture rail, doors, door frames and radiator 

=> fl , LS ay — . ce | Ficus 20 enclosures. Surfaced mounted electrical and data runs are evident on all walls. 
— By ' Me 4 og aaa’ ( Closet 310S was opened and a stair placed in 311S 

be 2 | ~ Bima. 4 50 the two rooms could serve each other. Currently Women’s Toilet and Coat Room 

ne —* Of te oe pee ese i The toilet room (301S) and Coat Room (302S) was designed with a suspended plaster ceiling with 
- cn offices in the South Wing with an eclectic mix of plain cove with plaster and Meadow Gray marble wainscot walls with McMullen Gray marble floor and 

2 — ee yy) = __ furniture. In the lower right hand corner is an wainscot cap and remains close to implementation. The plumbing fixtures have been upgraded, and the 

4 . _. be a Sen aie er revolving bookcase. coat racks in the women’s entryway have been removed. An additional plaster ceiling was added to 

: hide the additional electrical and HVAC in the ceiling. 

ae End of Wing 

Chairman and Clerks Room and Senate Committee Room #5 

The wing’s end was originally designed with a small room for a Chairman and Clerk (3108), and a large 

— = ee 7z Senate Committee Room (3098). These two rooms originally had plaster ceilings with plain coves, 

o _ | | oe a . i quarter sawn white oak picture rail, chair rail, base and wood trim, and a cement floor with a tack strip 

i / ( 2 : i : for carpet. Both rooms had small closets (309CS and 310CS) with suspended ceilings, plaster walls, 

: / 3 - ] | | ; - | and cement floors with cement base. Two small passages (322S and 321S) were placed at the ends of 

i oe i | i : : both the West and East Senate Galleries which provided access to the corridors on both sides of the 

: / : : or ‘ wing and to the wing’s end rooms. These passage corridors were also designed to pattern the larger 

= | i : a e corridor with suspended plaster ceiling, plaster walls, and stone and marble floor. Although these 

B a : —— | - passages were on the same level with the Senate Galleries, it was necessary to ascend two steps to 

: Ze —— a < - . access this passage from the corridors. 
a er A2OCstiéig:<244d/2 
ae = oe ». _ This original three panel quarter sawn white oak The original large Committee Room # 5 has been divided into four offices (337S, 3388S, 339S, and 

Be radiator enclosure has a quarter sawn white oak top 340S) and a connecting corridor (309S). Survey conditions indicate the three dividing walls are com- 

. 4 aa . which slides into the frame. The wiring tacked at posed of metal studs and drywall extending as high as the suspended acoustical tile ceiling. Wood base 

ni on - gee the foot of a ee closure ee eee and chair rail was added but quarter sawn white oak was not always used. The entire plaster ceiling for 
Se : systems wiring installation throughout the South 

ae 1 F Wing. the original committee room remains intact albeit with numerous holes. The corridor (309S) provides 

a “ Photo: Kahler Slater access from one side of the wing to the other. 
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The chairman and clerks office is now a staff or legislative office. This office retains the original plaster Sa - | 
walls, ceilings, wood base, chair rail, picture rail, doors, door frames and radiator enclosures. Surfaced Se 
mounted electrical and data runs are evident on all walls. The back wall in the closet in room:310S was e aT - aan a 
removed in order to link 310S with 311S. Metal and wood stairs were built to overcome the 1'-6" Bye eg ,_ ac | 
change in floor elevation. | 

West Side of Wing lq Pa Fc 
Chairman and Clerks Office in Southwest Corner of Wing a as if, 
Room 311S, originally designed as a chairman and clerks office, is now a staff or legislative office. This ne) T = ! 

room retains all original plaster walls, plaster ceiling with plain cove, wood base, chair rail, picture rail, | 2 ~ ee 
doors, door frames and radiator enclosures. Surfaced mounted electrical and data runs are evident on te j ot p- 

cea —— e inet gf Although this window and radiator enclosure are 
Senate Committee Room #6 and Assembly Committee Room Ss SS (Oiginal, many alterations have been imposed. The : : 4 : ; _ 1. ve  £ %— wiring is visible on the floor as well as the addition The middle of the west side had two large committee rooms each designed with a suspended plaster vasa | Se ofa pencil sharpener on the chair rail. Damage 
ceiling with plain cove, quarter sawn white oak picture rail, chair rail, wood base, and wood trim, and nn ae) : — may have occurred to the wood finish from the 
cement floor with wood tack strip for carpet. The large Senate Committee Room #6 (312S) is now two a ee : 7 adhesives used to attach items to the quarter sawn 
offices (312S and 341S). The two rooms are divided by a partition wall of metal studs and drywall from = : Ce wit one 
the floor to original plaster ceiling. Original plaster walls, ceiling, wood base, chair rail and picture rail i 
exist on the east and west walls, the north wall of room 3415S, and the south wall of room 312S. Data scsi aitie ceeneec oman: 
and electrical lines dissect the rooms. The original three panel borrowed light has been removed. The - ee  . 
Assembly Committee Room (3138) has become Rooms 3138S, 342S and 343S composing three is ee te 
offices. One partition wall is metal studs and drywall, the other is a movable partition. The drywall ee oo oe pa Sa ee 
partition has a wood base and chair rail but is not made from quarter sawn white oak. Original plaster ‘ a8 i | ake Pee: t 
ceiling, walls, wood base and chair rail exist on the east and west walls and the north wall of room 343S ‘ee | foo a nd 
and the south wall of room 342S. Data and electrical lines continue to run through these rooms. TT eae! Ce | / Pe] | 

Chairman and Clerks 4 | : —n 

The Chairman and Clerks Room (314S) was originally designed as the Senate Committee Rooms with ii | i Seat Fi 243 ie : : : : ‘i Ranke i Pee oS a igure a se ia ls ee gees ceiling pn plain coe, quarter sawn — oak peat rail, chair rail, oa and ae eo ‘These windows aretecal of UNAM Floor wintons 
wood trim with a cement floor with tack strip for carpet. A unique feature includes borrowed lights on = ir Sameiea occurring on the floor’s south end. They are slightly 
either side of the door which remains. 3 \ aoe | co |... longer and lack the soffit above the double hung 

pf melee ee o ri =) pair of windows. Because of the greater amount of 
Freie tl ee jel _~ _ height the radiator enclosure was slightly different 

ion al Yo 6 a. in that the brass floor grill was included in the three The toiletroom (315S) was designed with a suspended plaster ceiling with plain cove with plaster and a else paneled front. Other changes to this window are 
Meadow Gray marble wainscot walls with McMullen Gray marble floor and wainscot cap and remains ‘| additions of a window air conditioning unit and 
close to implementation. The plumbing fixtures have been upgraded. An additional plaster ceiling was a 3 ie 3 ii SHEDOR Fa ag Dene ne.) Tee 
added to hide the additional electrical and HVAC in the ceiling. bao ae Phote: Kaltee Wlier 
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F | A large number of the original brass fire key boxes and grilles, wood doors and trim, borrowed lights, 

f clay tile and plaster walls remain such that the floor can be considered to retain a high degree of it’s 

2 , iy i original integrity. However, the addition of data and additional electrical runs has changed every room 

XX - appearance, and clocks, speakers, thermostats and carpet are not original throughout the floor. 

\\) 26 hChU| CU Oe 
»*\)hUhUL CU] Cee : 
Se of oo Comprehensive Survey 

BR woes 7 i i ld Public Spaces 

a ome Ul Rooms 3288S, 329S, and 331S 
ol oe | UU Original condition in 1910 

lt , ud OOF: map! 
: a | Walls: plaster, plaster cornice 

gr aa Decorative finish: Class I 
rr | | Ceiling: plaster with plaster cornice 

yl a A e Doors: quarter sawn white oak in Rooms 3288S and 329S 
_ EA igi <= Tim: wood base 
i oo The corridor (309S) shows the changes to an Fumi 

| a acoustical tile ceiling, fluorescent lighting, and SETS pone 
2 2 / | : j carpet tiles. Equipment: none 

be a Photo: Kahler Slater Unique features: none 

Survey results in 1995—Room 328S 

— >. ~~ he a : —~ lk. | : ; 
= 9 ;  . “ Decorative finish: none 

o— o oo , Ceiling: plaster with decorative cove 
eS ... Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

S Se st a — - ‘ 

i i _ i Figure 246 
— : Hi pe a 8 

—_. | i | ae re The southeast round room has all 
eo fap i —r—“‘“a_OOSOests Cs ‘the original finishes such as the 
alo oo <— FF ee ao) plaster ceiling and cove, wall 

ee _ 1 | ~—Sssconces, pendant light fixtures, and 
 —r—r—r———es—Ser—SF—hFFCmhOrrUm ‘ a Ff p : . 

i CO ae Figure 245 | ft : — quarter sawn white oak trim and ee ee BCS ob i tl ; ; 
re cei oe NR ET — This toilet room (3155S) shows the original marble | i windows. The acoustical panels 

 —ee—“_“_O—__ ‘ : ok ; ee 
a OO COCtC~C(C*~*éCToilet room fixtures and stone floorring. The plaster avi 6h Ui lg fs oomee@eeeg framed on the wall have been 

ee _ — ceiling has been altered from the simple plaster tft Eo L 4 added to reduce noise when the 
FO oe ~~ cove to a drop ceiling with fluorescent lighting. tt | _ 5 | (00m serves as a committee hear- 

ww fie — _~—~—.__ Other toilet room accessories such as the paper | | Pl a oo i ing room. The furniture shown has 
es oo : 2» — dispensers, trash cans, and soap dispensers have — ES 2 Lt Ol 2] i been added with the exception of 

i : ~~ been added to the marble wall panels to meet Sey blo to) CCE: tne GUGIEGT AEWA Mert A 
: —  —hErtéi“—seC—€W—~tFOuilding codes. cw eo FG Ee leather chairs in the background. 

| ES  CséP»hotoo: Kahler Slater Oe ee Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Tom: quarter sawn white oak base, door trim Tom: quarter sawn white oak 

_ Fumiture: theater seats Furniture: none 

Equipment: speakers, outlet device for hearing impaired, grilles for heating Equipment: none 

Unique features: marble columns with Corinthian capitols from chamber and decora- Unique features: iron railings 

ene Survey results in 1995—Room 317S 
Room number for 

selective removal: 3498 Floor. peshie 
: Walls: plaster and Kasota stone 

Survey results in 1995—Room 329S Decorative finish: decorative painted finish 

Floor: wood floor under carpet Ceiling: groin vault 

Walls: plaster Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Decorative finish: none Tom: marble base, quarter sawn white oak and decorative metal railings 

Ceiling: plaster with decorative cove Furniture: none 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Equipment: elevators 

Tom: quarter sawn white oak base, door trim Unique features: iron railings 

Fumiture: theater seats Room number for 

Equipment: speakers, outlet device for hearing impaired, grilles for heating selective removal: 341S 

Unique features: marble columns with Corinthian capitols from chamber and decora- Survey.results in 1995—Room 3185 

tive iron railing 

Room number for Figas neaele 
Deeopeive Gaia. 3548 Walls: plaster and Kasota stone 

‘ Decorative finish: decorative painted finish 

Survey results in 1995—Room 3315S Ceiling: groin vault 

Floor: wood floor under carpet Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Walls: plaster Tim: marble base, quarter sawn white oak and decorative metal railings 

Decorative finish: none Furniture: none 

Ceiling: plaster with decorative cove Equipment: elevators 

Doors: none Unique features: ironrailings 

Tam: quarter sawn white oak base, door trim Room number for 

Furniture: theater seats selective removal: 302S 

Equipment: speakers, outlet device for hearing impaired, grilles for heating : 

Unique features: marble columns with Corinthian capitols from chamber and decora- Corridors 

tive iron railing 

Room number for Room 3258S 

selective removal: 351S Original condition in 1910 

zi Floor: stone and marble 

Stair Gallery Walls: picture mould, chair rail, meadow gray marble base 

Rooms 317S and 3188 —. ee 

Original condition in 1910 Doors: none 

Floor: stone and marble Tom: quarter sawn white oak and marble 

Walls: stone and plaster walls, plain marble base Furniture: none 

Decorative finish: Class I Equipment: none 

Ceiling: vaulted ceiling, plaster Unique features: none 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
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Survey results in 1995 Tam: quarter sawn white oak and marble 

Floor: marble Furniture: none 

Walls: plaster Equipment: drinking fountains 

Decorative finish: none Unique features: none 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove Sapiey Kenants EOS 

Doors: none Hise oa 

Tom: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail, painted picture rail Ww: alls: ‘betes 

canal we Decorative finish: none 

Unique faeaes: ‘ne Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove 

Room niles te for Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

: Tom: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail 
selective removal: 346S Eocene: Koos 

Room 324S Equipment: drinking fountain 
Unique features: arched glass transom 

Original condition in 1910 Room number for 

Floor: stone and marble selective removal: 347S 
Walls: picture mould, chair rail, meadow gray marble base 

Decorative finish: Class II Stair Corridor 

Ceiling: moulded cove 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Rooms 316S and 319S 

a ca ii Original condition in 1910 
Equine inking teeaiaihe Floor: stone and marble floor, stairs have marble treads, risers, platform, 

Unique features: none ae 
= Walls: meadow gray marble base 

Survey results in 1995 Decorative finish: Class IL 

Floor: marble Ceiling: moulded cove 

Walls: plaster Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Decorative finish: none Tam: quarter sawn white oak and marble 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove Furniture: none 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Equipment: brass fire hose bracket 

Tom: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail Unique features: none 

Se re Sid hiieessin —o in 1995—Room se os 

Unique features: arched glass transom W: alls: plete 

ee 3458 Decorative finish: stencil on walls 

. Ceiling: plaster 

Room 326S Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tom: marble base 
Original condition in 1910 Fumiture: none 

Floor: stone and marble Equipment: fire extinguisher cabinet 

Walls: picture mould, chair rail, Meadow gray marble base Unique features: none 

Decorative finish: Class II Room number for 

Ceiling: moulded cove selective removal: 339S 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
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Survey results in 1995—Room 319S Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Floor: marble Tom: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail and picture rail 

* Walls: plaster Fumiture: built-in bench 
Decorative finish: stencil on walls Equipment: fax machine 

Ceiling: plaster Unique features: none 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Room number for 

Tom: marble base selective removal: 348S 

Furniture: none 

Equipment: fire extinguisher cabinet Belting Corridor 
Unique features: none 
Room number for Rooms 3328S and 3348 

selective removal: 3048S Original condition in 1910 
Floor: marble 

oy Walls: plaster with marble base 

Decorative finish: Class II 

shoes 9308 eet 9275 Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove 

Original condition in 1910 Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Floor: stone and marble Tam: quarter sawn white oak and marble 
Walls: meadow gray marble base Fumiture: none 

Decorative finish: Class I Equipment: none 

Ceiling: moulded cove Unique features: none 

oo aa tise sn Survey results in 1995—Room 332S 
Tom: picture mould, chair rail 

Furniture: built-in bench ia ee 
Foniede ee Walls: plaster 

Unique features: none ronal ear 
Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

Survey results in 1995—Room 330S Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Floor: marble : Tam: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail, plained picture rail, 

Walls: plaster : quarter sawn white oak door trim 

Decorative finish: none Furniture: none 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove Equipment: none 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Unique features: original ceiling fixture and wall sconce 

Tom: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail and picture rail Room number for 

Fumiture: built-in bench selective removal: 342S 

ae Oe Survey results in 1995—Room 334S 
Unique features: none 

Room number for ag — 

selective removal: 3528S Welk anti 
Decorative finish: none 

Survey results in 1995—Room 3278S Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

Floor: marble Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Walls: plaster Tom: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail, plained picture rail, 

Decorative finish: none quarter sawn white oak door trim 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove Furniture: none 
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Equipment: mail chute Furniture: none 

Unique features: original ceiling fixture and wall sconce Equipment: none 

Room number for Unique features: borrowed lights 

selective removal: 301S Survey restilts'in 1995 

Private Spaces—East Side Floor: marble 
Walls: plaster and marble 

Southeast Pavilion Decorative finish: pone 
Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

Room 335SE Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tim: quarter sawn white oak door trim, marble base 
Original condition in 1910 Fumiture: chair 

Floor: concrete with tack strip Equipment: none 

Walls: : plaster : Unique features: none 
Decorative finish: Room number for 

Ceiling: suspended plaster with moulded cove selective removal: 305S 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Thm: quarter sawn white oak Chairman and Clerks 
Fumiture: none 

Equipment: radiator Room 304S 

ee ners: Baerowed hairs Original condition in 1910 
Survey results in 1995 Floor: cement floor with wood tack strip 

Floor: carpet tile Walls: plaster 
Walls: plaster Decorative finish: Class II 
Decorative finish: none Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Tim: picture mould, chair rail, wood base, wood trim 

Thm: plain sawn white oak base and chair rail, painted picture rail Furniture: none 
Furniture: conference room Equipment: radiator 

Equipment: radiator Unique features: borrowed lights 

Unique features: original wall sconces Survey results in 1995 

Room number for Flos carpet tiles 

selective removal: 356SE Walls: plaster 

Women’s Coat Room Decorative finish: ee 
Ceiling: plaster with small cove 

Room 302S Doors: quarter sawn white oak ; ‘ 
Tom: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, painted picture rail 

Original condition in 1910 Furmiture: office 

Floor: McMullen gray marble Equipment: office, radiator 

Walls: McMullen gray marble base Unique features: borrowed lights 

Decorative finish: Class Vv Room number for 

Ceiling: plain cove selective removal: 308S 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tom: quarter sawn white oak and marble 
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Senate Committee Room No. 3 Survey results in 1995 

Floor: carpet tiles over tile 

Room 3058S Walls: plaster and drywall 

Original condition in 1910 vere yconaly Oe EN 
Floor: cement floor with wood tack strip ee Pe Ba 
Walls: plaster Doors: quarter sawn white oak and hollow Oe o 

Decorative finish: Class I Tam: eo sawn white oak base and chair rail, painted picture rail, vinyl 

Ceiling: plaster with plain cove ti 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Suction: f aE. ing. 24 

Tim: picture mould, chair rail, wood base, wood trim me Se aoe 
Rarities ee Unique features: borrowed light 

iver: an Room number for 

Unique features: borrowed lights selective removal: 313S (original room has now become three rooms) 

Survey results in 1995 Survey results in 1995 

Floor: carpettiles over tile Floor: carpet tiles over tile 

Walls: plaster and drywall Walls: movable partition 

Decorative finish: none Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: plaster, metal pan Ceiling: plaster, metal pan 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak and hollow core Doors: quarter sawn white oak andhollow core a 

Tim: quarter sawn white oak base and chair rail, painted picture rail, vinyl Thm: quarter sawn white oak base and chair rail, painted picture rail, vinyl 
base base 

Furniture: office Fumiture: Office ' 

Equipment: office, radiator Equipment: office, radiator 

Unique features: none Unique features: borrowed light 

Room number for Room number for nm 

selective removal: 309S, 3108, and 312S (original room has now become three selective removal: 314S (original room has now become three rooms) 

— Survey results in 1995 

Senate Committee Room No. 4 Floor: carpet tiles over tile 
Walls: movable partition 

Room 306S Decorative finish: none 

ae aie: Ceiling: plaster, metal pan 

Original condition in 1910 iW 3 Doors: quarter sawn white oak and hollow core 

A vibes floor with wood tack strip Tim: quarter sawn white oak base and chair rail, painted picture rail 
: peste Fumiture: office 

orative finish: Class II Equipment: office, radiator 
Ceiling: plaster with plain cove Unique features: 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak RoGataninherfor 

picture mould, chair rail, wood base, wood trim selective removal: 315S (original room has now become three rooms) 
‘umiture: none 

Equipment: radiator 

Unique features: borrowed lights 
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Chairman and Clerks Ceiling: plaster 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Room 3078S Thm: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair and picture rail 

Fumiture: none 
Original condition in 1910 Equi a See nae Ree 

Floor: cement with wood tack strip Unique ce betas ogling 

eu finish: bee —— 
Celine: plaster widiginin bore selective removal: 311S 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Passage 
Tom: picture mould, chair rail, wood base, wood trim 

Fumiture: none Room 3218S 

Equipment: radiator 
Unique features: ne Original condition in 1910 

Q Floor: Athens stone 

Survey results in 1995 ; Walls: picture mould, plain base of meadow gray marble 

Floor: carpet tiles Decorative finish: Class I 
Walls: plaster Ceiling: plain cove 
Decorative finish: eae Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Ceiling: plaster with small cove Tim: chair rail, picture mould 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Fumiture: none 

Thm: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, painted picture rail Equipment: brass fire hose bracket 

Fumiture: office Unique features: none 
Equipment: office, radiator 
Unique features: none Survey results in 1995 

IRbom number for Floor: marble covered by carpet 

selective removal: 316S Walls: plaster 
Decorative finish: none 

Corridor Ceiling: plaster 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Room 320S Tom: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail, painted picture rail q 
Fumiture: none 

Original condition in 1910 EB E : oo . 
Floor: Athens stone a. fe L —oo — 

Walls: picture mould, plain base of meadow gray marble re oe fish = 

Rerontive finish Flags a selective removal: 317S 
Ceiling: plain cove 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Private Spaces—West Side 
Tim: chair rail, picture mould 

Fumiture: none Southwest Pavilion and Closet 
Equipment: heating grilles in ceiling 

Unique features: borrowed lights Rooms 333SW and 333CS 

Survey results in 1995 Original condition in 1910 
Floor: marble covered by carpet Floor: concrete with tack strip 
Walls: plaster Walls: plaster 
Decorative finish: none 
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Decorative finish: Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Ceiling: suspended plaster with moulded cove Tam: marble 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Furniture: none 
Tom: quarter sawn white oak Equipment: radiator 
Fumiture: none Unique features: none 

Sqejewent: ne Survey results in 1995—Room 315S Unique features: borrowed lights Floor: are 

Survey results in 1995—Room 333SW Walls: plaster and marble 
Floor: carpet and carpet pad Decorative finish: none 
Walls: plaster Ceiling: two plaster ceilings 
Decorative finish: none Doors: quarter sawn white oak, plastic laminate 
Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove, plastic egg crate and acoustical ceiling Tom: quarter sawn white oak door trim, marble base 

tile Fumiture: none 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Equipment: toilet and trash receptacles 
Tom: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, painted picture rail, window Unique features: urinals on platform 

sill Room number for 
Fumiture: none selective removal: 337S 

ee ee Survey results in 1995—Room 301S Unique features: none 
Room number for cog spas 
selective removal: 344SW si y oreo nnaeer 

Decorative finish: none 
Survey results in 1995—Room 333CS Ceiling: two plaster ceilings 

Floor: carpet Doors: plastic laminate 
‘Walls: plaster Tam: marble base 
Decorative finish: none Furniture: none 
Ceiling: open to structure Equipment: toilet accessories, radiator 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Unique features: none 
Tom: quarter sawn white oak base Room number for 
Fumiture: none selective removal: 306S 
Equipment: electrical panel 
Unique features: none Corridor 
Room number for 

selective removal: 344AS Room 3238 
F Original condition in 1910 

Holle Floor: Athens stone 

Rooms 301S (Women’s) and 315S (Men’s) esta finish: eee eee pga hese of spgadow gray mathe 

Original condition in 1910 Ceiling: plain cove 
Floor: McMullen gray marble Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Walls: McMullen gray marble base and wainscot cap, meadow gray Tom: chair rail, picture mould 

wainscot Furniture: none 
Decorative finish: Class V Equipment: heating grilles in ceiling 
Ceiling: plain cove Unique features: borrowed lights 
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Survey results in 1995 Senate Committee Room No. 6 

Floor: marble covered by carpet tiles 

Walls: plaster Room 312S 

Rn ironic sess ic Original condition in 1910 
on paren i iigaane Floor: cement floor with wood tack strip 
carn : . 3 ‘ Walls: plaster 

Tam: clan sawn white oak door trim, marble base, chair and picture Tan ee Rech: Class II 

: Ceiling: plain cove 
Furniture: none : : : , Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

pret aoeed Cceeaiaee Tom: picture mould, chair rail, wood base, wood trim 

Room number for oat ala 

selective removal: 3328 Wiles fonteres: forced lites 

Passage Survey results in 1995 
Floor: tile and carpet tiles 

Room 322S Walls: plaster and drywall 
Original condition in 1910 Decorative finish: 28S i ipa! 

Floor: Athens stone Ceiling: plaster with plain cove and acoustical ceiling tile 

Walls: picture mould, plain base of meadow gray marble Doors: quarter sawn white oak : 5 E 
Decorative finish: Class I Tom: quarter sawn white oak and plain sawn white oak base and chair 

Ceiling: plain cove é rail, painted picture rail 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Fumiture: office , 
Tim: chair rail, picture mould Equipment: office, radiator 
Furniture: none Unique features: none 

Equipment: brass fire hose bracket Room number for os 
Unique features: none selective removal: 3308S and 331S (original room has now become two rooms) 

Survey results in 1995 Assembly Committee Room 
Floor: marble 

Walls: plaster Room 313S 

~~ i cb . rere ith plai Original condition in 1910 
acai P a ea eles Floor: cement floor with wood tack strip 

Tim. Cad UGB RU aaven white cal tain. chatrrall picts vail _ ee =i ee ase, quarter sawn 0; , chair rail, p Denes ania Class II 

Havent: Ll Doors: cE white oak 
edit: co Tom: picture mould, chair rail, wood base, wood trim 

selective removal: 326S oe . ae 

Unique features: borrowed lights 

Survey results in 1995 

Floor: carpet tiles 

Walls: plaster and drywall 
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Decorative finish: none Decorative finish: Class II 
Ceiling: plaster with plain cove and acoustical ceiling tile Ceiling: plain cove 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Tam: quarter sawn white oak and plain sawn white oak base and chair Tam: picture mould, chair rail, wood base, wood trim 

rail, painted picture rail Furniture: none 

Furniture: office Equipment: radiator 
Equipment: office Unique features: Room 314S has borrowed lights. 

ein aR she Survey results in 1995—Room 314S 
— — — Floor: carpet tiles selective removal: 333S (original room has now become three rooms) Walls: ghater 

Survey results in 1995 ; Decorative finish: none 
Floor: carpet tiles Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 
Walls: plaster, drywall, and movable partition Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Decorative finish: none Tim: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, painted picture rail 

Ceiling: plaster with plain cove and acoustical ceiling tile Furniture: office 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Equipment: office, radiator 
Tom: quarter sawn white oak and plain sawn white oak base and chair Unique features: borrowed lights 

rail, painted picture rail Room number for 

Furmiture: office selective removal: 336S 

Pex “ eee Survey results in 1995—Room 311S Unique features: none A 
Floor: carpet tiles 

jae a ate Walls: plaster selective removal: 334S (original room has now become three rooms) Deateative finish: ane 

Survey results in 1995 Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 
Floor: carpet tiles Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Walls: plaster and movable partition Tom: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, painted picture rail 
Decorative finish: none Furniture: office 
Ceiling: plaster with plain cove and acoustical ceiling tile Equipment: office, radiator 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Unique features: metal stairs 
Tam: quarter sawn white oak and plain sawn white oak base and chair Room number for 

rail, painted picture rail selective removal: 329S 
Furniture: office 
Equipment: office Wing’s End 

Unique features: none 
Room number for Senate Committee Room No. 5 

selective removal: 335S (original room has now become three rooms) 
Room 309S 

Cheimmnand aks Original condition in 1910 

Rooms 314S and 3118 eam ae Boos yh wood "eae? 
Original condition in 1910 Decorative finish: Class II 

Floor: cement floor with wood tack strip Ceiling: plain cove 
Walls: plaster Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
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Tom: picture mould, chair rail, wood base, wood trim Survey results in 1995 
Furniture: none Floor: carpet tiles 
Equipment: none Walls: plaster and drywall 
Unique features: none Decorative finish: none 

Survey results in 1995 wine sap on 
Rose Seappt iles Tim: quarter sawn white oak and plain sawn white oak base and chair Walls pinetek cane sicy eral rail, painted picture rail Decorative finish: none telenic: eee 
Ceiling: plaster with plain cove, acoustical ceiling tile Feeigenens f srehds 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Unique features: ‘ies 
Tom: quarter sawn white oak and plain sawn white oak base and chair esiawiber for 

rail, painted picture rail : : . 22 aie office selective removal: 3238S (corridor) (original room has now become five rooms) 

Equipment: office, radiator Survey results in 1995 
Unique features: none Floor: carpet tiles 
Room number for Walls: plaster and drywall 
selective removal: 320S (office) (original room has now become five rooms) Decorative finish: none 

Survey results in 1995 : ea ae eee sepa: hy 
— ee Tam: quarter sawn white oak and plain sawn white oak base and chair Walls: plaster and drywall rail; painted picture rail 
Decorative finish: none ae a fice 
Ceiling: plaster with plain cove, acoustical ceiling tile Bualent Siiie: vation 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Biiatestittiasis: ahies : : Tom: quarter sawn white oak and plain sawn white oak base and chair ei fonts “i 

rail, painted picture rail : : ve Farniias office selective removal: 324S (office) (original room has now become five rooms) 

Equipment: office, radiator Chairman and Clerks 
Unique features: none 
Room number for Room 310S 
selective removal: 321S (office) (original room has now become five rooms) 

é Original condition in 1910 
Survey results in 1995 Floor: cement floor with wood tack strip 

Floor: carpet tiles Walls: plaster 
Walls: plaster and drywall Decorative finish: Class II Decorative finish: none Ceiling: plain cove 
Ceiling: plaster with plain cove, acoustical ceiling tile Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Tim: picture mould, chair rail, wood base, wood trim Tom: quarter sawn white oak and plain sawn white oak base and chair Furniture: none 

rail, painted picture rail Equipment: none 
Furniture: office Unique features: none Equipment: office, radiator : Unique features: re Survey results in 1995—Room 314S 
Room number for Floor: carpet tiles 
selective removal: 322S (office) (original room has now become five rooms) Walls: plaster 

cae etn al ie ierobeny nares = TO 
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Decorative finish: none Tom: none 

Ceiling: plaster with moulded cove and acoustical ceiling tile Furniture: none 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Equipment: none 

Thm: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, painted picture rail Unique features: none 

Fumiture: office 5 
i e office Survey — in 1995 

at : Floor: carpet tiles 
Unique features: metal stairs added 

Walls: plaster 
Room number for E sia 

selective removal: 3258 ee ri 
Ceiling: plaster 

Closets Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tam: none 

Room 309CS Furniture: wood shelves 

Equipment: none 
Original condition in 1910 Unique features: metal staircase 

Floor: cement floor and base Room number for 

Walls: plaster selective removal: 328CS 
Decorative finish: Class V 

Ceiling: suspended plaster Room 321CS 

sine —— Original condition in 1910 
Tom: none 

: Floor: cement floor and base 
Fumiture: none 
Equipment ei Walls: plaster 

Uni le . oy Decorative finish: Class V 

q ; Ceiling: suspended plaster 

Survey results in 1995 Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Floor: concrete Thm: none 

Walls: plaster Fumiture: none 

Decorative finish: none Equipment: none 

Ceiling: plaster Unique features: none 

— cra or RRP ; Survey results in 1995 

- pc Floor: concrete 
Fumiture: metal shelves W: alls: ppm 

Equipment: access ladder, telephone board sae : P 
: Decorative finish: none 

Unique features: access to crawl space above chamber Bi 
Ceiling: plaster 

Room number for : 
: Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

selective removal: 319S : 
Tom: none 

Room 310CS Fumiture: office a 
Equipment: electrical switch gears 

Original condition in 1910 Unique features: none 
Floor: cement floor and base Room number for 

Walls: plaster selective removal: 318CS 
Decorative finish: Class V 

Ceiling: suspended plaster 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak ; 
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Room 322CS Equipment: none 

Original condition in 1910 Linge ae oy 

Floor: cement floor and base Syonnenner a 
Walls: plaster selective removal: 353CS 

Decorative finish: Class V Room 327CS 

Ceiling: suspended plaster 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Original condition in 1910 

Tam: none Floor: cement floor and base 

Furniture: none Walls: plaster 

Equipment: none Decorative finish: Class V 

Unique features: none Ceiling: suspended plaster with plain cove 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Survey results in 1995 Trim: none 

Floor: concrete Furniture: none 
Walls: ; plaster Equipment: nae 

Decorative finish: oe Unique features: none 
Ceiling: plaster 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Survey results in 1995 

Tim: none Floor: concrete 

Fumiture: none Walls: plaster 

Equipment: none Decorative finish: none 

Unique features: none Ceiling: plaster 

Room number for Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

selective removal: 327CS Tam: none 
Fumiture: metal shelves 

Room 330CS Equipment: none 

Original condition in 1910 nes ae ao 

Floor: cement floor and base io ee 4 
Walls: plaster selective removal: 350CS 

Decorative finish: Class V Room 302CS 

Ceiling: suspended plaster with plain cove 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Original condition in 1910 

Thm: none Floor: cement floor and base 

Fumiture: none Walls: plaster 
Equipment: none Decorative finish: Class V 

Unique features: none Ceiling: suspended plaster 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Survey results in 1995 Tim: none 

Floor: concrete Fumiture: none 
Walls: wut plaster Equipment: none 

Decorative finish: aad Unique features: none 
Ceiling: plaster 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Survey results in 1995 : 

Trim: none Floor: concrete 

Furniture: metal shelves, metal file cabinets Walls: plywood panels 
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Decorative finish: none Equipment: two electrical panels, slop sink 

Ceiling: open to structure Unique features: none 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Room number for 

Tom: none selective removal: 303CS 
Fumiture: none 

Equipment: electrical panels 

Unique features: none 

Room number for 

selective removal: 307CS 

Janitor’s Closets 

Rooms 316CS and 319CS 

Original condition in 1910 

Floor: cement floor and base 

Walls: marble and plaster 

Decorative finish: Class V 

Ceiling: suspended plaster 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tom: marble 

Fumiture: none 

Equipment: slop sink and electrical panel 

Unique features: none 

Survey results in 1995—Room 316CS 

Floor: marble 

Walls: plaster 
Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: plaster 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tam: marble base and wainscot 

Fumiture: none 

Equipment: two electrical panels, slop sink 

Unique features: none 

Room number for 

selective removal: 340CS 

Survey results in 1995—Room 319CS 

Floor: marble 

Walls: plaster 

Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: plaster 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Tim: marble base and wainscot 

Fumiture: none 
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THIRD FLOOR PLANS 

: | 1913-1951 Transitional Plans : : 
1951-1966. Transitional Plans 

1966-1980 Transitional Plans 

: 1980-1992 Transitional Plans : 
: . 1992 Existing Conditions ‘ 
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KS : Se, EE 
| FEN Gas] =U] L7 pee 
Jaa et fsa DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES 

x) hg Ser ee : : 3505S, 3545S, 346S 
a \ eee Ce ae Gee ly) O Two metal stud and drywall walls with hollow core 

3 \ Bd Wx eT’ : doors were installed to create three offices. Metal 
. Se }—__-—f | ——_—— Eee > ; pan ceilings were installed below the original plaster 2 WE SS | eS SS Sr : ceilings with plain coves. Carpet tiles were installed 

KS ‘i S|: | — ea 3 = over the rubber tile floor. 
‘ CS res Ss | — the rubber tile f 

fe Pers el er Lis) (8) (3) (ares) p= A [oO -O} - OBS Rape Se eee] nee || 3025] ie A metal stud and drywall wall with a hollow core 
= O IE poset PM coe Saer ee XR ( O a door was installed to create two offices. Metal pan 

mh (sissy | ween 319S }: f ae ceilings were installed below the original plaster ceiling 
ae, ooeaespe\ees ee reve ey? with plain cove. Carpet tiles were installed over the [oo 5) ae | gle Penns 10/010 ith plai Corpet til inst 

oe eh a re) fa) re Fal ve Me rubber tile floor. 
bokeo et] C d Eat Be. Aleve EM shirssan 309S, 337S, 338S, 339S, 340S 

TT Ife PU [ee i rf Four metal stud and drywall walls with plain sawn 
4 fl oie eee ee Pinaceae tata | : : oak doors were installed to create four offices and 

i Recs Il alee ee » | it one corridor. Metal pan ceilings were installed below 
Hees bese eel |] the original plaster ceiling. 
Saas Serie o es eee | 312S, 341S 

oe on B PNA a = aT Metal stud and drywall walls were installed to create 
Fess appa two offices. Original borrowed light to the corridor is 
ae periesee: {3245 ] ti removed. Metal pan ceilings were installed below the 

1 pee ee Heel sass Feed Ul original plaster ceiling. Carpet tile installed. Pious yd Yee a eae 313S, 342S, 3435S Le HS ue_ [Peeing S315 pray sap a | f : 
See) 4 reer " “* BEES Two metal stud ond drywall walls were installed to 
peu Re ee ae pee Ry [sa75) see create three offices. Original borrowed light is removed. 

} Het 313s [ets ee AX Sm KN [3275] cee i Metal pan ceilings were installed below the original 
poceeeeeeen ere ¥ eee iling. 

| PE a a x OF... Ors as ened oss Fast plaster ceiling 
Er eeraeet oh po Be “Pl [petite 316CS, 319CS 
acne eed oe ee EO oa = BE Bee Original marble janitor slop sinks were replaced with 

; | ee feet) Re es xy seep | te slop sinks. 
Wcemeneeecreed fl 3295 pr = : Gi 528s | aM wcsececnsenesneteoed concre % 

| Gee] Pom f- \ GER eee | 323S 
Diced pecmeey ~. VERE eid S408 Hy (i Corridor is altered by the removal of the borrowed 
Peete Eeawowey ARRAS eeaaneeced Ol lights. 
Ee PRC: REE, a ea 328S, 329S, 331S 
Hien aM re O: O Ie fi: Se Senate Gallery railing’s modified. Opera seating is 

| ae: : Bees EEE | 1 ‘Tinie reupholstered. 
Helsaisheaie Feed : RBS eee 3365 ad SSSSW 
ee Ge ME at cog Ont: Femme i Acoustical tile panels added within the plaster molded 
GENES TES: 20) all RE ffi feces cove ceiling. Pendant fluorescent lights added. Heating 

[ Ee he \ '@B eto) tea ee | 33<hzstem renovated, new radiators installed below windows. 
Fee) FEES CC. Bae Pestana » i 
Hse Ete x .-. j by: Wess ccorcnenee Heating system renovated, new radiators were installed 
tcc eed | Petseee .- : RL eetie rccerengeeaaanaant ery below the windows. AE BEES Git | (eed Ml the wind 
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Si SSO Feretttetdosose peter 
‘ Sahay Eaareeraemeerera O 301S, 3502S 
OW | : / Original saloon type swinging door was removed. 

Ss EE S539 =f ESA i Qi f = Metal access panels installed into adjoining plumbing 
S Ys Micetsconeeenee aa I a PS See A 3 J 9 

. ae rccnecccage iS ES — i i Se - chase walls. 

O NS ZF PS =} Blee a eZ O: 3045, 3145 
= Fisbeadnnndeset sed up pels B (5) (+ P= vue Sey a Added mechanical chase in northeast and northwest 

per seca teense ose sete | ahaa ae eee = corners respectively. 
“© oo ea Te a] re ll ot 305S 

on Reverse [ st6s [PN Sey Diss Fara O Sete Original borrowed lights were removed and a quarter 
one. a Ae ae ! Pad Mfc se go oak door installed. 

ciamenccecerd eee lk eezifaa . 
Pit (——alpeccc Tee iesidh cana removable partition and an additional suspende eaten yee aul C —) EEE A bl tit d dditional ded 

| ieee ee | ele eee eet || ES | acoustical tile ceiling was installed. The quarter sawn 
ft) Pesa( 3145 fen | OG Peoverceie vate || Rees white oak radiator enclosure was altered. 
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She es see a a seed aa Resoeocr metal railings were added to overcome the change 
Smad oY. ITE ag Somedienteyecmmenny rf in floor elevation. 
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peer || ae “ed \ EASE 323S 

| ee Se Spe oN oe eT ae | | Corpet tiles were installed over the marble floor. 
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Fourth Floor 

The original Post drawings called the Fourth Floor, the “attic,” typical of Beaux-Arts and Classical : 

styled buildings. Approximately half the plan consists of utilitarian uses such as the plenum space be- 

tween the Senate Chamber leaded glass ceiling and its skylight at the roof above, the plenum between 

the South Wing grand staircase’s barrel vaulted leaded glass ceiling and its skylight, the mechanical 

a iS space for fans and the toilet rooms. The balance of the floor space includes committee rooms, a lecture 

: : i hall and circulation space. Changes that occurred on this floor include the division of the committee 

So Ll rooms into staff/legislative offices and the closing of small skylights above the secondary staircases and 

& . | committee rooms. Cumulative changes have been made in all rooms which have affected the context. 

- =. oe Public Spaces 
L cca E : ee a — - / Access to the Fourth Floor is gained by the secondary stairways or the elevators. Upon entering the 

D4 c iC > . : 2 _ - : / a floor the corridors lead to all other rooms without the use of a large lobby. 

| oe yl rrr ] -— . o The stair corridors (413S and 414S), adjacent to the secondary staircases, lead to the round corner 

| < ee a  . pavilion rooms or to a small transverse corridor in the middle of the wing. As the stair corridors flank the 

— = i 7 —_ y barrel vaulted leaded glass ceiling of the grand staircase, borrowed lights with quarter sawn white oak 

=e Fr trim carry natural light into the corridors. An additional skylight was designed over the secondary 

a po = oS : ~~ — le _ staircases to transmit light into the space. The stair corridors step up two steps to smaller corridors 

; 7 hia joe, ; _ | (410S and 412S) on either side of the wing. The small corridors are connected by a narrow transverse 

<= ht at ; ‘ he i ; ( 7 corridor (4118). All corridors were originally designed with plaster ceilings and plaster cornice, plaster 

— a / a? i | walls, chair rail, marble and stone floors with a plain meadow gray marble base. The transverse corridor 

: _ * = : -— ##@ ee | _ & (4118S) and the corridor (409S) leading to the rooms on the west side of the wing differed with the use 

— os ~~ — . — _ = “a ee of a suspended ceiling with picture rail and plain ceiling cove and a floor of Athens stone. At each end of 

_ . . | os = . - / a , : : S - nn Jt e the transverse corridor are drinking fountains. The corridor leading to the Southwest Corner Pavilion is 

ee - _ _ | 3 : > - _ : 2 . 418S. Originally Post’s plans did not indicate any titles for these corridors, therefore titles used in similar 

Sr—~—“ CS CL configurations on other floors have been used for ease in understanding and comprehension of the floor 

layout. 

Figure 247 

This stair corridor is typical of Fourth Floor corridors in finishes and the areas it accesses: the pavilion, The main circulation spaces have changed very little. In the 1980s ramps were added to make the entire 

the fifth level stairs, and pavilion roof. The stairs shown on the right serve as a secondary stair to every floor more accessible. The ramps, constructed of plywood, viny] tile and metal handrails, stabilized by 

floor below. The marble floor tile and base are original. The skylight has been covered for energy being bolted to the concrete structure under the original marble floor. Although functional and necessary, 

Eonscreation aad 6. getline tewened f Ce ae the ramps are not aesthetically pleasing to the space. Skylights located over the staircases to supplement 
Photo: Joyce Inman Historic Interiors, Inc. 

the electrical lighting and ventilation were closed-in during the 1970s, and the loss of natural light made 

the stairs dark. Original skylight wood framing and casing remains. 

. 
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: : fs 5 : i —_ —rrti‘Ci™_—O—On ZL This large assembly room (403) filled the entire end of the wing and originally was designed witha ane ee i 2 
plaster ceiling with plain cove, picture rail, chair rail, wood base and trim, and a cement floor with a tack —— ; ___ 7 
strip for carpet. This room also featured a prominent use of borrowed lights in the ceiling. The room’s | ea | ae L 

| CC oe =e ee ___ Figure 250 
: A | z ee ae Hand base as well as the quarter LUD - Sy a ee sawn white oak used in door poe -  —r—=s . ce 

: ll titi—CS construction and casings are  - ii..}3}37§7=7=~=;%©™=—hm ; we | s i & : -™.... illustrated. The marble drinking Ear ee fountain is a typical ype located fl ff en — throughout the Capitol. fF} $f faa te 3 : Photo: Kahler Slater 

is He . oo ’ - 

...}. | |©=F§=———.rrtrt—™—~—~—r—™ ; ; Pl Ue Mee = igure 251 aD _ 2 / —ri‘_ | Figure 248 : i } a] e The shorter window is ypical of the CC rhe accessible ramp shown on the right side is not Bo —_ — attic” orkourth Moor This is due = rti‘aiseO—.—..._—_—UCOCCCC CC OUriginal. The borrowed lights shown on the < > a to the lower ceiling height and the 
a —_C  —sramp’s right side provide an indirect light source wis = (i oO yews 

photo: Kahler Slater Sa a Se J Photo: Kahler Slater 

- - -. 8h Sa es ——s—“‘“ ee > 
Sm TT eet CPigure 252 a i Me a —Ci‘éCAn original stage ft inside the niche / — ene — a  —r—_—___ re ee i! — J oo F = i at th e Nort ‘h wa I] of Room 4138S. 

aaa = rl i _strssts—sSCiCrsSC ised] IS) tis arched stage was constructed O88 | = b aU a eh rr—— Figure 249 ee 88 Space. Original skylights in 
oo —....mrmlmr,rmrmrr~— Due to both mechanical and — Pr] the large lecture room (4138) ee supposed energy needs the 

8 oe TE Teen : a FF <8 original skylight was covered. ' yo Cs along the eastern side of the - -_ Le Note the joint at the middle Al | F i eee Se | | i; Fourth Floor still exist above the CS rt. ceiling level is the original sky- aa a ' Ei ] ee | i] drop ceilings and fluorescent 

ee SCohoto: Kahler Slater = : gL Photo: Kahler Slater 
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center has a rectangular grid of nine ceiling lights, with each light framed with quarter sawn white oak. vo | 
Each far side of the room also displays a set of three ceiling lights framed in like construction in the i 7S ny ; - rea 
center of a suspended ceiling. Two accessory closets (417S and 403CS) also were placed at the south & Se < é 

: ee ‘ : u Es end of the room, with 417S designated as a tank room for drinking water. oo a» i a | 

The Assembly Committee Room Lecture Hall remains almost the same as when it was first built. During . Sinan ie | We | 
the 1950s partitions were added to the room’s west end only to be removed in the 1960s. The fresh _eN i Va ’ alae ia rH : vA ; 
water tank, originally stored in the closet, was removed in the 1950s. Three ceiling lights were closed off ae ra A els 
in the 1970s but not completely removed. Built-in casework and a dais was added in the 1970s utilizing UGS: — ep as — 
araised reconfigured stage. The center portion, with the largest ceiling light, has a two by four plastic Wa Se axa a Kae ee 
egg crate grid ceiling with fluorescent pendant fixtures installed above. Metal pan ceilings were added to “y \s “nS ga pe 8 aps 
each end of the room directly below the suspended plaster. Yy ‘ SS Me A WS ; 

; NO Re 

| eee ver, SN \ Je b 
Senate Committee Room i y ; , \\e 4 

The east side of the wing was designed to feature a Senate Committee Room (402) with direct access \ y < thes Ay Figure 253 
from the transverse corridor. This room also had access to the large lecture hall at the wing’s end. 4 Ka af oon ‘oy in Ce osed Ba eetn — wr oe a ff y i 4 sari: ¥ % ey ee lent itself for use as a mechanical space for the Original features included a suspended plaster ceiling with plain cove, picture rail, chair rail, wood trim a * oe 4 fo TEA D building systems. 
and base, and a cement floor with a tack strip for carpet. A unique characteristic of this room is the NOE EA Photo: Kahler Slater 
three sets of borrowed lights in the ceiling which allows for natural light to be transmitted into the space. 
These sets are composed of three ceiling lights in the center of the room flanked by aset of two ceiling i. we 
lights on each end of the room. All the lights are framed with quarter sawn white oak. |. Of}! 

Twice the east committee room has been divided into smaller offices. The three original ceiling lights are Dl 2 | : 
concealed. In the 1970s metal pan ceilings were installed approximately 8" lower than the original vex [ bar rr 

Assembly Committee Rooms i OO 
Two additional Assembly Rooms (406S and 4075S) for the floor were placed on the west side and also  - CC - Adie 
featured the same interior finishes as the other two assembly rooms with a suspended plaster ceiling with 7 : - a EN LF / 
plain cove, and quarter sawn white oak picture rail, chair rail, wood base and trim, and a cement floor | 4 ; 4 | Pais | with tack strip for carpet. 

é 3 — a ag 

Men’s Toilet and Women’s Toilet +f * yal 
me P 5; ai. i nf hee, at Figure 254 In the wing’s center, close to the elevators and vessel Stairs are two toilet facilities, one formen | & Lu , ole ‘al it 11 Tive:capply ait fan in thie maansadl noapeed ee) ts 

(4088S), and one for women (4018S). These rooms also originally featured a suspended plaster ceiling i i. £ a _ on Ma! adjatent to the Senate Chenier skylicth The 
and plain cove, Meadow Gray marble wainscot, McMullen gray marble floor, base and wainscot cap. - | = ~ “= ~— additional communications systems in the back 

_ . | ic. ZZ _ _ right corner display the typical method of recent 

et <y Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Utilitarian Spaces The fan room has a new fan, motor, ducts and a concrete isolation pad. The original skylight and 

os " suspended plaster ceiling were removed in the 1960s which allows full view of the metal deck covering 

‘an Room and Senate Skylight Room the original skylight opening. 

The plenum space above the large leaded glass work ceiling in the Senate Chamber and above the : Tole : i 

Grand Stairs are not finished spaces. Fluorescent light fixtures were installed in the plenums in the 1960s ee oot: foo ae oealing Ages wae oi ie oe pence eee syne . 

to extend illumination during evening hours. Over the years ductwork has been placed in the plenums, are notin use but some original a ene a is a icheinovecc sates — 

often at odd angles, causing shadows to be cast on to the stained glass. The plenums are generally dark pont plass ee ee ses ee ae Soy a mi 

in finish and much of the natural and electric light intended to illuminate the leaded glass workis lost oe: fs maeeot oe ~ 7 papite =_ pad Hoot niet eigaial alinar ar ween 

before it reaches the glass. The fluorescent fixtures have been periodically upgraded as technology sawn white oak wood window sills are an poor condition due - damage from ES sun and misuse. 

: ear} Throughout the floor, including the hearing rooms and committee rooms, the radiators are exposed 

without a wood enclosure. 

Comprehensive Survey 

ies Ss . gS 
Public Spaces 

aa : _ C x f Gonidons 

ee ia Room 410S 

a : 8 1 | Floor: marble and Athens stone 

: a Walls: plain marble base 

| _ ae eS | | Decorative finish: Class TV 

— ., eee Figure 255 Ceiling: plain cove 
a gsr a = The quarter sawn white oak trim Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

en fer 0 chair rail and base board circum- Tim: picture mould, chair rail, marble base 

SS Soe ice 2 C(entting the room are original to the enim none 

elt (Ol f= (700m finishes. Alterations made Equipment: marble drinking fountain 
: rt—“i‘“i‘“‘“<CW:CSCT CS | include lighting and flooring. Unique features: Quarter sawn white oak bifold doors from Room 415S swing into 

oe Photo: Kahler Slater Room 410S. 

fl Survey results in 1995 

' j 
Floor: marble 

a : Walls: plaster 

7 
Decorative finish: none 

ay : Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

pecs Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

joer He Tim: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail, painted picture rail 

| ae a |  - y Figure 256 Equipment: marble drinking fountain, speaker 

mee — Cres a Only the sill projects from the Unique features: quarter sawn white oak bifold doors 
ore [ects | | a. le E. LT At opening in this window. The Room number for 

; ) “St eo , 2) pe ae radiator enclosure shown below eactiverenovel: 4338 

1 u ie — Te f = fe cat the chair rail has been altered 

ES from the ypical cast iron radiator 
— —“‘“‘“‘“<i‘i‘(i‘(‘(‘(‘(C‘ié‘ MS Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Room 411S Fumiture: none 

ee nova. Equipment: telephone 

vee Ie Unique features: quarter sawn white oak bifold doors 
Floor: marble and Athens stone fear 

ities : ; — selective removal: 431S 
Decorative finish: Class TV 

Ceiling: plain cove 

Doors: — Room 418S 
Tum: picture mould, chair rail, marble base Bis eas 
Furniture: none Original condition in 1910 

Equipment: none Bane, marble and stone 

Unique features: borrowed lights Walls: plaster . 
Decorative finish: Class II 

Survey results in 1995 Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

Floor: marble Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Walls: plaster Tim: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair and picture rail 
Decorative finish: none Fumiture: none 

Ceiling: plaster with plain cove Equipment: none 

Doors: Hehe Unique features: none 
Tam: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail, painted picture rail 
Furniture: none Survey results in 1995 

Equipment: none Flane marble and stone 

Unique features: borrowed lights Walls: : ; plaster 
Room number for Decorative finish: none 

selective removal: 432S Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Room 4128S Thm: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail, painted picture rail 

Fumiture: none 
Original condition in 1910 : ‘ Melis 

: tri h 1 
Floor: marble and Athens stone dy so - see sep epee 

Walls: plain marble base eae 

sia oe : flass IN, selective removal: 426S 
Ceiling: plain cove 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Room 420S 

Tom: icture mould, chair rail 
Furniture: a Original condition in 1910 

Equipment: marble drinking fountain Floor: marble and stone 
Unique features: none Walls: plaster 

Decorative finish: Class II 
Survey results in 1995 Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

Floor: marble Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Walls: : ‘ plaster Tim: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair and picture rail 
Decorative finish: none Baaiture: none 

Ceiling: plaster with plain cove Equipment: pone 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Unique features: mail chute 

Tom: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail, painted picture rail 
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Survey results in 1995 Decorative finish: Class [V 

Floor: marble and stone Ceiling: plaster with plaster cornice 

Walls: plaster Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Decorative finish: none Tam: picture mould, chair rail 
Ceiling: plaster with plain cove Fumiture: none 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Equipment: none 

Tom: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail, painted picture rail Unique features: borrowed lights 

Fumiture: none 
: : . ty Survey results in 1995 

Erion ni plug cet een Floor: marble and Athens stone 
Unique features: mail chute 

Room number for Walls: : ae 
selective removal: 400S as ee : 

Ceiling: plaster with plaster cornice and flat ceiling 

Stair Corridors Doors: quarter sawn white oak and screen door to roof 

Tom: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail 

Room 413S Fumiture: none 
Equipment: fire extinguisher cabinet 

Original condition in 1910 Unique features: wood with viny] tile ramp with metal hand rail 
Floor: marble and Athens stone Room number for 

Walls: plaster selective removal: 402S 
Decorative finish: Class IV 
Ceiling: plaster with plaster cornice Southeast and Southwest Corner Pavilions 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Tom: picture mould, chair rail, plain marble base Rooms 421SE and 419SW 

ae a Original condition in 1910 
Unique features: borrowed lights ae ite nisi aes ida 

Survey results in 1995 Decorative finish: Class II 

Floor: marble and Athens stone Ceiling: suspended plaster with plain cover 

Walls: plaster Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Decorative finish: none Tum: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail, picture rail 

Ceiling: plaster with plaster cornice and flat ceiling Fumiture: none 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak and screen door to roof Equipment: radiator 

Tam: marble base, quarter sawn white oak chair rail Unique features: borrowed lights 

Fumiture: none 4 
Equipment: feah extinguisher cabinet S “— results in 1995—Room 421 on - me — 

Unique features: wood with viny] tile ramp with metal hand rail ik. pr ee ee ae 

Room number for tutes : P 
selective removal: 4258 ae is 

é Ceiling: suspended plaster with plain cove 

Room 414S Doors: quarter sawn white oak, hollow core 

Thm: quarter sawn white oak base and chair rail, painted picture rail 

Original condition in 1910 Fumiture: conference table, various types of chairs, metal cabinet 
Floor: marble and Athens stone Equipment: marker board 
Walls: plain marble base Unique features: none 
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Room number for Private Spaces—Kast Side 

selective removal: 437SE 

Survey results in 1995—Room 419SW pe eeerene rete 

Floor: carpet tiles over vinyl composition tile 

Walls: plaster and movable partition walls Room fs 

Decorative finish: none Original condition in 1910 

Ceiling: suspended plaster with plain cove Floor: cement floor with tack strip 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak, hollow core Walls: plaster 

Tim: quarter sawn white oak base and chair rail, painted picture rail Decorative finish: Class TV 

Fumiture: office Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

Equipment: radiators Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Unique features: borrowed lights Tim: picture mould, chair rail, wood base, wood trim 

Room number for Furniture: none 

selective removal: 429SW Equipment: radiator 

Unique features: three skylights indicated as ceiling lights on Post plans 

Assembly Committee Room and Lecture Hall 
Survey results in 1995 

Room 403S Poe rs 
Walls: plaster 

Original condition in 1910 Decorative finish: none 

Floor: cement floor with tack strip Ceiling: plaster covered by metal pan 

Walls: j ; plaster Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Decorative finish: Class IV Thm: plain sawn white oak base and chair rail, painted picture rail above 

Ceiling: plaster with plain cove, main room at higher height metal pan ceiling 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Furniture: office 

Tam: picture mould, chair rail, wood base, wood trim Equipment: radiators 

Fumiture: none Unique features: none 
Equipment: exposed radiators Room number for 

Unique features: raised stage on north side of room; three skylights indicated as selective removal: 406S, 407S, 4098S, and 410S (original room has now become five 
ceiling lights on Post plans rooms) 

Survey results in 1995 Survey results in 1995 
Floor: carpet tiles Floor: carpet tiles 

Walls: plaster Walls: plaster 
Decorative finish: none Decorative finish: none 
Ceiling: plaster, metal pan and plastic egg crate Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak eh Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Tom: quarter sawn white oak base, chair rail Tam: quarter sawn white oak and plain sawn white oak base and chair 

Fumiture: built-in radial desks on reconstructed stage, folding tables, three rail, painted picture rail 

types of chairs Furniture: none 
Equipment: radiators, speakers, microphones, fire extinguisher cabinets, por- Equipment: none 

table air conditioning floor unit Unique features: none 

Unique features: Room number for 

Room number for selective removal: 408S (original room has now become five rooms) 
selective removal: 413S (middle of room), 4115S (east side of room), and 415 (west 

side of room) 
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Toilet Walls: plaster 
Decorative finish: none 

Room 401S Ceiling: plaster 

Original condition in 1910 — ieee oer 

Floor: McMullen gray marble Sia nie: Leg os b 

Walls: McMullen gray marble base and wainscot cap, meadow gray Sila: rene 

: : Nae nes Unique features: none 
Decorative finish: Class V ‘ 4 Rae rec tan 

ee eS rae selective removal: 412CS 

Thm: marble base and quarter sawn white oak door trim Janitor’s Closet 

Fumiture: none 

Equipment: toilets, lavatories, radiators Room 414CS 

Unique features: none 
Original condition in 1910 

Survey results in 1995 Floor: marble 

Floor: McMullen gray marble Walls: marble and plaster 

Walls: McMullen gray marble base and wainscot cap, meadow gray Decorative finish: Class V 

wainscot, plaster Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

Decorative finish: ae Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Ceiling: suspended plaster with plain cove Tom: marble base, quarter sawn white oak door trim 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Furniture: none 

Tom: marble base and quarter sawn white oak door trim Equipment: marble slop sink, electrical panel 

Furniture: none Unique features: none 
Equipment: toilets, lavatories, radiators 2 
Unique features: Done Survey results in 1995 

Room number for Floor: marble 
selective removal: 405S Walls: marble and plaster 

Decorative finish: none 

Closet Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Room 403CS Tom: marble base and quarter sawn white oak door trim 

an foal . Fumiture: none 

en eee? Equipment: two electrical panels, terrazzo slop sink 

a qoger Unique features: none 

we : pane Room number for 

a — Gas % selective removal: 403CS 
Ceiling: plaster 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Private Spaces—West Side 
Thm: concrete base, wood trim Corr’ 

Furniture: n/a 
Equipment: a Room 409S 

Unique features: none Original condition in 1910 
Survey results in 1995 Floor: marble and Athens stone 

Floor concrcle Walls: plain marble base 
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Decorative finish: Class IV Unique features: none 

Ceiling: plain cove Room number for 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak selective removal: 417S and 418S (original room has now become two rooms) 

Tom: quarter sawn white oak picture mould and chair rail, marble base 
Furniture: none Assembly Committee Room 

Equipment: none 

Unique features: borrowed lights Room 4078 

Survey results in 1995 Original condition in 1910 

Floor: carpet tiles over original floor Floor: cement floor with tack strip 

Walls: plaster Walls: plaster 
Decorative finish: note Decorative finish: Class TV 

Ceiling: plaster with plain cove Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Thm: quarter sawn white oak chair rail, painted picture rail, marble base Tam: picture mould, chair rail, wood base, wood trim 

Fumiture: portable metal coat racks Fumiture: none 
Equipment: none Equipment: exposed radiators 

Unique features: borrowed lights Unique features: none 

Room number for Survey results in 1995 
selective removal: 419S Floor: carpet tiles 

: Walls: plaster 
Assembly Committee Room Deccranve Ghich: at 

Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

ee Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Original condition in 1910 Thm: quarter sawn white oak wood base and chair rail, painted picture 

Floor: cement floor with tack strip rail 

Walls: plaster Furniture: office 

Decorative finish: Class IV Equipment: office, radiator 

Ceiling: plaster with plain cove Unique features: none 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Room number for 

Tom: picture mould, chair rail, wood base, wood trim selective removal: 4208S (original room has now become two rooms) 

ee sa drukewes Survey results in 1995 

Unique features: none Nes ii : Walls: plaster 

Survey results in 1995 Decorative finish: none 

Floor: carpet tiles 3 Ceiling: plaster with plain cove 

Walls: plaster Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

Decorative finish: none Tom: quarter sawn white oak wood base and chair rail, painted picture 

Ceiling: plaster with plain cove rail 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Fumiture: office 

Tam: quarter sawn white oak wood base and chair rail, painted picture Equipment: office, radiator 

rail Unique features: wood access panel in ceiling 

Furniture: office Room number for 

Equipment: office, radiator selective removal: 421S (original room has now become two rooms) 
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Toilet Survey results in 1995 

Floor: marble 

Room 408S Walls: marble and plaster 

Original condition in 1910 i a ’ ines with plain cove 

Floor: McMullen gray marble Q Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Walls: McMullen gray marble base and wainscot cap, meadow gray Thm: marble base, quarter sawn white oak door trim 

wainscot, plaster Fumiture: none 
Decorative finish: Class V f ; Equipment: two electrical panels, terrazzo slop sink 
Ceiling: suspended plaster with plain cove Undue feanires: none 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak ® : 

: : , Room number for 
Tim: marble base and quarter sawn white oak door trim eeaverenaval 424CS 

Fumiture: none : 
Equipment: toilets, lavatories, urinals, radiators Mechanical Area 
Unique features: none 

Survey results in 1995 Tank Room 
Floor: McMullen gray marble 

Walls: McMullen gray marble base and wainscot cap, meadow gray Room'417S ; 

wainscot, plaster Original condition in 1910 
Decorative finish: none Floor: painted concrete 

Ceiling: suspended plaster with plain cove Walls: plaster 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak Decorative finish: Class V 
Tom: marble base and quarter sawn white oak door trim Ceiling: suspended plaster ceiling with plain cove 

Furniture: none Doors: quarter sawn white oak 
Equipment: toilets, lavatories, urinals, radiators Tim: concrete base, wood door trim 
Unique features: none Furniture: n/a E 
Room number for Equipment: water tank with drip pan 
selective removal: 4228S Unique features: none 

Janitor’s Closet Survey results in 1995 

Floor: painted concrete 

Room 413CS Walls: plaster 
per eee Decorative finish: none 

Or mh condition in 1910 i Ceiling: suspended plaster ceiling with plain cove 
se mn afi Wa Doors: quarter sawn white oak 

ae ; Ipatple ang piasict Tim: concrete base, wood door trim 
Decorative finish: Class V pantie: metal shelving 

Ceiling: plaster with plain cove Eoecuent hone 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak Wioiaue features: none 
Trim: marble base, quarter sawn white oak door trim eae number he 

Fumiture: Wa : : selective removal: 4148S 
Equipment: marble slop sink, electrical panel 

Unique features: none 
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Fan Room Equipment: two metal ladders 

Unique features: metal railing around skylight, borrowed lights, two access panels, 

Room 415S Senate ceiling leaded glasswork, open steel trusses 

Original condition in 1910 Survey results in 1995 

Floor: painted concrete Floor: concrete 

Walls: plaster Walls: plaster 

Decorative finish: Class V Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: none, open to structure Ceiling: open to structure with exterior skylight above 

Doors: quarter sawn white oak bifold doors which fold out into Rooms Doors: quarter sawn white oak from fan room 
4108S and 412S Tum: concrete base, quarter sawn white oak at borrowed lights and 

Tam: concrete base, quarter sawn white oak wood door trim and bor- access panels 

rowed lights trim Furniture: none 

Furniture: none Equipment: one metal ladder, numerous fluorescent fixtures 
Equipment: mechanical fans and motors Unique features: one access panel, four access panels in floor to access Senate light 

Unique features: skylight and borrowed lights fixtures, open ductwork, metal railings around skylights, borrowed 

Survey cenit: tn 1008 lights, Senate ceiling leaded glasswork, open steel trusses 

: Room number for 

= ee selective removal: 435S 
Walls: plaster : 

Decorative finish: none 

Ceiling: none, open to structure 
Doors: quarter sawn white oak bifold doors which fold out into Rooms 

410S and 412S 
Tam: concrete base, quarter sawn white oak wood door trim and bor- 

rowed lights trim 

Furniture: none 

Equipment: mechanical fans and motors 

Unique features: borrowed lights 

Room number for 

selective removal: 434S 

Senate Skylight 

Room 416S 

Original condition in 1910 

Floor: concrete 

Walls: plaster 

Decorative finish: Class V 

Ceiling: open to structure with exterior skylight above 

Doors: none 

Tom: concrete base, quarter sawn white oak at borrowed lights and 

access panels 

Furniture: none 
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ee i FOURTH FLOOR PLANS 7 : 

oe | ee | 1913-1951 Transitional Plan : eee 
| : 1951-1966 Transitional Plan dee See 

: oe ee, 1966-1980 Transitional Plan oo 
| : 1980-1992 Transitional Plan : : : 

ae 1992 Existing Conditions Plan He “ue 
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SEAS. + OOEEESSSEBSSE. KAHLER SLATER TRANSITIONAL PLAN 

Lf) v o few DEBCITION OF CHEE 

CY ley Mel ey Ss Clay tile walls with quarter sawn white oak doors were 
GEE Ee — i = CE Sg ™§5 added to create four separate spaces. Two of the 
S Reece” <? 4! y Y iS S ececeremne as ]) original skylights were covered over. Original plaster 
Te 4) d 5 4 IS ae A ceiling ote PIGEDECOYS remains above the new metal 

4 p =— pan ceiling adde elow. 
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Borrowed Lights Ground Floor 

The Wisconsin State Capitol was built during a transitional period when providing the lighting fora te = eo i aa ao oe oo eit pbs — ee oat 

building was an integrated process. Electric lighting was still a relatively new technology which provided Coe - oie a sta 8 as a oe = a f is : ae 7 

alow and inconsistent lighting level. Therefore the integration of natural lighting and electric lighting in the Crowe | were ene ee private corridqron-ite east an ‘west side of the wing. These 

: ‘ é : E g 7 borrowed lights allowed light to filter in from the exterior windows into interior corridors. Ten replicated 
public and private spaces became an important aesthetic and functional design consideration. ; ; 

i borrowed lights as transoms exist. . 

The large leaded glass skylights over the grand stairs and the Senate Chamber allows natural light to 

filter down into the building’s central interior spaces. In addition, there are two borrowed lights flanking First Floor 

the large entry doors icading into the Sanat Chamber Labbs, fom the grand stairs which have clear There are twenty-nine borrowed lights on the First Floor, the original design included forty. Borrowed 

glass over Srmeental cast man ork designed i coordinate wih the doors. Unique floor lights are set lights were removed from the original men’s room and adjoining coat room when these were cea 

in the Second Floor in the stair galleries. These sixty-four floor lights are translucent glass panels ap- into offices. There were also borrowed lights which have been covered over. These originally separated 

proximately 12" square. They allow natural light from the skylight over the grand stairs to pass through 

the floor into the ceiling of the First Floor’s stair galleries. This section discusses the borrowed lights 

with wood trim, basically interior windows, which allow natural light to pass from the exterior windows Te ‘ 

of the outer offices into the interior corridors. _ ee s oe | 

Original Conditions sll Figure 257 

i i i i interior fini 
This borrowed light configuration is 

The borrowed lights were carefully designed to be an integral component in the overall interior finishes —— | Fe used to pass indirect light from the 

plan. The original borrowed lights are constructed of translucent glass and the same quarter sawn white  -. central barrel vault skylight above 

oak as the door casing, door jambs and exterior window trim. The outer trim piece on the door casing ae | : the grand stairs to the Fourth : loor. 

is a continuous piece which wraps around the door and is integrated with the chair rail and the bor- - | | : : Donte ill the paprowves Hates 
D : J - | ; these three panels have quarter 

rowed lights. The same casing profile is used for the doors and the borrowed lights. _ | i sawn white oak framing and 

| | / | | i translucent glass. The profile for 

Existing Conditions 
sf - i the casings remains consistent 

The original design of the South Wing included more borrowed lights than the current architectural Se Photo: Kahler Slater 

configuration. It appears the borrowed lights were removed as the floors were remodeled. Doors were 

often relocated to one side to provide more wall space for furniture. Most of the remaining borrowed a 

lights appear to be part of the original construction, although some have been added in subsequent Lo 

renovations. 7 = ie 

Basement tod a1 ae) = ___séiFigure 258 

There are two borrowed lights in the basement. These flank the entry doors leading from the vending beep ee This borrowed lights and pedi- 

area at the north end of the wing to the basement rotunda area. These borrowed lights and doors are ; al a A i : o ee : mone configynaron Cee o@ 
ee. ; : 4 Pa lie Ayes double door office entries at the 

not part of the original construction and probably were installed to create a separation between the 7 Ae es end of the First Floor main 

basement rotunda area and snack bar area. a E ft : corridor. The transoms shown are 

ee | LU operable and can be used for 

on oo J increasing air circulation. 
<< : : Photo: Joyce Inman Historic 

» — Interiors, Inc. 
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CO = the large accounting department space from the stenographer’s office. Although a new corridor has 

ne been built on the South Wing’s west side borrowed lights were not incorporated into the plan. 

o ; Second Floor 

. q There are twelve borrowed lights on the Second Floor located in the South Wing and five in each 

| 7 F pavilion. Originally there were twenty-one borrowed lights on this floor plus five in each pavilion. Two 

i Sees borrowed lights were removed when the men’s room was converted into two restrooms. Three were 

eo iy 7 iE i ’ ae C removed on the east side when an interior corridor was removed and the women’s retiring room was 
aa ee Hh converted into office space. Two borrowed lights flank four of the thirteen doors in this corridor. Along 
ie le | ae cue u ne with the two borrowed lights these doors also have a transom above the door. The borrowed lights 

oe aa Re : eo : appear to be in generally good condition. 

we i = Third Floor 
ee | There are seven borrowed lights on the Third Floor and two in each pavilion compared with the original 

hes Ti Be = Figure 259 seventeen lights plus two in each pavilion. There were six large committee rooms along the exterior walls 

pe Pec: — This borrowed light and transom configuration is on the east and west side of the wing which had three borrowed lights apiece. These six rooms have 

fi Al (used ie ae oe ae the interior secondary since been divided into thirteen offices. It appears that most of the borrowed lights were removed during 

— : Pap . = S . er offices. renovations when a conflict occurred with the new floor plan or entry doors. 

—— | _ Twenty four borrowed lights existed originally on the Fourth Floor plus two lights in each pavilion. There 

oe | were three borrowed lights which allow light to pass into the corridor from the light well between the 
ol oo decorative stained glass over the Senate Chamber and the roof skylight. Three borrowed lights were 

: . i o as placed in the fan room’s wall to give light to the transverse corridor from the fan room’s original skylight. 
_. se oe 2 L Original plans do not show any means of exchanging light from the Senate Chamber skylight area into 

a tT the Fan Room. Eighteen borrowed lights currently exist. 

| | LL _ : os a4 a y | The survey for the wood cased borrowed lights will include a careful inspection of all component parts 
ee = - : k - noting any scratches, gouges, and finish deterioration. Each borrowed light will be given an identification 
i ee Te a. number and a classification type. The types will include: (1) a transom above the door and two lights 

eo 2s : Hees flanking the door or a transom above the door and one light adjacent to the door; (2) a transom above 

| cot ee CO igure 260 the door; (3) lights or transoms ina series in a wall; (4) lights flanking a door and three lights above a 

Pe : | a PTA =e eo’ Waht temo leans eae ae single door or double door pediment; and (5) lights in a series on one side of a door. | 4 : ae door is used to provide indirect ligh ting from s is ” ; 

oD Ie oS ee = ilet or coat rooms. Although this room is not Other borrowed lights such as the Senate Chamber skylight, Senate Lobby windows, and the glass 
, —— currently functioning as a toilet room it can be fe eee : : ‘ 
, _ A - he ae documented from floor plans and finishes that lights in the Second Floor Stair Galleries were examined separately from the wood cased borrowed 
= — oe : Ze os this was the room’s original use. lights and were not included in the borrowed lights survey. 
(es : _ Photo: Kahler Slater 
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see % ee 
a _ =e ee . . : 

ae oe 8 + teh hCUU Rr lCUCU 
a | (of teehCU CU 

i _ : : ee . . SS. oo | 

Lee ; Figure 261 / a . — 
2) | tae pe @ A typical use of indirect lighting, the transom J : Figure 263 : y : 2 pew re rovides light into an interior office. As all other : This borrowed lights and pediment configuration ae — Ce : indirect lights it is constructed of quarter sawn at the Second Floor Pavilion uses a single door. A - ee i 4 ee eS a 

: L oot ees | white oak with translucent glass. : — The configuration is similar on the First Floor. 
Sat anth 4 : Photo: Kahler Slater : < Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Figure 264 ———,r—— 

ji igi} li is i 
| rrr ge a The lights were originally used to provide lighting 
| ew — ti‘__ Figure 262 <i Jrom the larger accountant’: office (1178) into the 
at wee. -—S—=—=—CZhis temporary partition wall, added in the oe a. ee adjacent secretary's office. This is the only space 
: — 2 ——a : =. 1970s, divided the borrowed light set which still ---—~—iS rT i 4 where this number of borrowed lights were used in 

: maintains its quarter sawn white oak trim and = i = os ________ this configuration. Currently located between two 
original translucent glass. LC an = Cl Be ds offices, they are filled with painted wood panels. 
Photo: Kahler Slater Stk oo i Photo: Kahler Slater 
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we cee maccaeente oes eee : 
eS, a Brass Grilles 
e ere 7 : 

f _ ft ee _ a | ow The grilles of the Wisconsin State Capitol are a combination of the solid brass and brass plated cast iron 

ee QQ — a4 | ] grilles designed for the building, and grilles installed during various renovations and alterations The grilles 
li rat ; al | ft fia are of the highest quality and are comparable in style and design to other buildings of equal quality. The 

: of = ne je — ie ut i original specifications, dated 20 January 1912, calls for a manufacture by Tuttle and Bailey or equally an 

ae : | os : [aa Ue alternate product to be approved by the architect. The grille designs were to be done by the architect or 

a. ge . baa i fae & | od be patterns approved by the architect. 

A eure 20s c fe . ¢ = : = i | 7 igure ti 3s * 

Ae Ee | Tpical decorative wall grilles in with tee vaueed ieks 
; ae Res aS ___, paca 110 the Ground Floor public spaces are There are a variety of grilles used in the South Wing, constructed in a wide range of shapes, sizes, and 

ee ——aEEE hl ed og ee wall. materials. About half are solid brass and the remainder are cast iron with a brass plating. All the original 
oe pS ae oto: Kahler er : + . . e - i ace grilles are either cast in brass or cast iron. The grilles installed during some of the recent renovations are 

a a , stamped brass. All the grilles have an antique brass top finish coat. 

. | \ ; | Radiator Enclosure Grilles 

o Popo. € os / The steam radiators in the Capitol have a quarter sawn white oak cabinet constructed around the 
ete : . we. : ‘ ; Pp q 

= y a sain tc grits Ma " outside of the radiator. To promote air circulation around the radiators, grille openings are placed in 

5 LL Te | different locations either in the lower face of the wood enclosure or in the floor directly in front of the 
ee radiator. The lower grille allows cool air to flow in from below the radiator to be warmed and then to 

r oe ee es Biscseiate es ies sae Ce ee ar In the Senate Parlor, the radiator 
inanimate is eee os EL = enclosure grilles mounted next to The grilles on the top and sides of the oak enclosure are secured with brass screws. They are fitted in a 

ee e a i pe are in a wood frame; rabbited joint the thickness of the grille which allows the grille to be flush with the wood surface. The 
Fe RR og. oe lacks ss Hie Hear ane floor grille is set on a steel angle which is set directly in the poured concrete floor. This grille was origi- 
- ™. ina cast steel frame. eS y Pa gt 
PN a ce Photo Ranier Slater nally secured to the steel angle with a threaded screw, although most of the floor grilles are currently 

: placed on the carpet without any attaching screws. 

rents = ie] | | The radiator grilles vary in size but are generally between seven to ten inches wide and thirty nine to fifty 

ee rrs—sS four inches long. 
ee 

s ee 
ee : ‘ : ‘ 

eS ae : io The wall grilles are generally solid brass, either cast or punched. The grilles are surface mounted on the 

oa mort Les 5 a oe wall, connected by brass screws to a cast iron frame in the duct. The frame is held in place by one inch 

8 =) i : od wide metal tabs extending beyond the end of the duct and bent over the outer edge of the frame. The 
ond ‘ siete oe 7. grille is screwed into the frame with the tab being sandwiched between the frame and grille. This simple 

ao fa  —(itss—~—~—CCS#R igure 2267 type of connection also supports the larger grilles, with some weighing more than fifty pounds. 
. eS — ~~2=—(U._._ Decorative grilles on the Ground 

 — i... .}©€©=€©=—=—=—hhssizi‘iCO”iéizCi#NCCOP( oor are integrated with the The grille frame serves a dual ose, it provides a transition from the duct to the grille and it also 
—””—”—”—OC—C—C—C—”—C—~—~O”C”—~—~<“‘O i—OCCCOCOSS oe re 2 gr 

C—O le base. houses the air control baffles. The baffles provide the opportunity for the occupant to customize the air 
SS COr—t—“‘i‘“_O—OONOOOONONCOiSsSsSs«sSs—S—<O—i—isi‘i‘Oss—~—“(“i‘ONSsC##CCC Photo: Kahler Slater i 

flow into the space. 
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The holes in the grilles are usually rectangular or square, although the grilles located in the larger more 
significant spaces have a higher degree of detail including curvilinear and abstracted floral and leaf 

designs. The overall shape of the wall grilles is rectangular or square. The dimensional variation range is 

numerous. The overall dimensions of the grilles usually varied in size with few exceptions. The sizes Seaaey 
range from seven by ten inches to fourteen inches by eight feet. errr toes See. 

ieee SF yncte yess yee 
Perret Tara 4 

Ceiling Grilles | Ris 
Bees The original ceiling grilles, although circular, are fairly similar to the wall grilles in regard to frame and — By ries aa : 
Pe ee ry hy if 

mounting details. All the ceiling grilles have a brass finish except recently installed ceiling grilles in the ee be ad Figure 268 
areas with suspended acoustical tile ceilings. These grilles are generally a light gauge pressed metal with 8 a hat grilles are ae in 
abaked enamel painted finish. Through visual inspection many original brass grilles can be seen above a oo cs S jase ee re 7? 
number of suspended acoustical tile ceilings. “ee PROS Kcr Slates 

Condition and History of Repairs and Maintenance 

In general the grilles are in good condition. There are various minor defects such as tarnished and errr. mg . 
corroded grilles. A small percentage of the grilles have chipped corners and cracked bars. The most 8 a eer RT pa 
severe defects appear on floor grilles. In most areas the grilles have been disconnected from the sup- Z Eh = pero hirer 4 Epc ebay 

s : : gy os ee porting frame and placed on top of the carpet. Without proper support, the weight of furniture and are Doro pte K ree | 
people walking on the grilles has caused the grill to bend inward. Fe Ki mare Pes Cen Ke “i fs — 

No maintenance records are available for the grilles. However, it appears through visual inspection the ey, =] Erie a ce a oe 
work on the grilles from the time of the original construction to present was limited to general mainte- in Se a E oF  . ; j : Safe 18 j 1 : Cee 58 _  rr—~r—C“‘C*;éCOWCwC nance. It is apparent through visual inspection which grilles are the original and which were installed in De Los cc Figure 269 
subsequent alterations. ‘ se Note the attaching screws in the 

Grille Restoration Survey Procedures ee 
As part of the South Wing restoration and renovation the grilles were individually surveyed. The survey : a 
included measuring the length, width, and thickness of each grille. The condition of each grille was noted a «< at S.C 
on the survey as was the type of metal, cast iron or solid brass. All survey forms act as an appendix to ss lt oe, oe, a 
this book. j + i — : a a * > ; - 7 ae 

Based on the experience of the West Wing restoration and the South Wing survey it is expected the om a a 
restorative work will be similar. During the selective removal phase the grilles were wired with an Pel a ee i A 
identifying brass tag, placed in a protective plastic bubble rap and stored in a secure place. pe a, a a i a onal od 

Pie a ng a ae a Figure 270 
ie ee ee oe oe Pe i oe F The original design of the ceiling 

Xap eee : sa et e a mounted round grilles included 

8 ee ee ee ee oa operable louvres behind the 

— =a Photo: Kahler Slater 
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gee Brass Room 
ee ft ae ae Ny Se, The brass storage room in the Wisconsin State Capitol is located in the southeast Basement corner 

ae 2 pee yy pie eS a pavilion. This room is approximately four hundred square feet and contains a variety of shelving. Ithas 

ie ae Rat Si He served as the Brass Storage Room since 1994. Prior to this the brass fixtures were stored in the base- 

Fi \ 4 ee ee.\ a =i bt ment of the West Wing and were relocated at the beginning of the West Wing. 

get ce ye. \)3 <=“ ay “hs 4 The brass room contains a variety of original fixtures that have been removed or replaced since the 

oo Le ae ee is) | Figure 271 
8 

BO “es ke aS a. ee nssitd are somewhat ora building was constructed. In addition to these fixtures there are also contemporary locksets and cylin- 

- “= ue, a ae Se 2 ny cin ance aa | mystery, having what appears to be ders. Other contemporary items include door knob sets and self brackets. 

eS ss... ee CI an art deco design motif not relat- ’ ; ; 

<—r—~—~r™r—~—~—~—CS==sdid nC; Ba as one dings . Te Wee Acursory survey was completed of the items in the brass room. The most abundant items are the 

® 5 a _ i . design. original light fixtures. These fixtures have been disassembled to their components parts, which makes it 

eS Photo: Kahler Slater difficult to determine precisely how many are stored or what the exact types are. It appears there are 

four types stored in this room. These include two types of globe fixtures which hung in the public 

oe a La hematin | ra hallways, candelabra wall sconces, torch wall sconces, and semi-spherical glass ceiling fixtures. 

ag — sei e A maa i : In addition to the lighting fixtures there are approximately ten sections of brass railings. They are con- 

4 ie. / at Auk 7 ey) structed with 1 1/4" brass pipe. The length of the sections vary between 1'-6" x 3'-3" and 3'-0" x 3'-3". 

eS ieee = | A dd There are approximately sixty original escutcheon plates stored in the brass room. Most of these were 

- ote ert - eae A La 3 —— removed from the doors during the North and West Wing Restorations. These plates are not being 

oe — Ge A = — reused because the turnbuckle and skeleton key, which operated the lock, is no longer necessary. 

| i fj | oe 3S ; he — Figure 272 There are two brass drinking fountains. The overall shape of the fountains is fairly standard design. 

UO IM BG eee es 
i 90 eth g J 

| Gu, ~~ ee Oe a Le =. — The brass room has an assortment There is a projecting semi-circular pool area attached at a right angle to what resembles a framed 

a EY — | Lo aoe es of items stored on metal shelves. bronze mirror. The decorative styling, which includes triangles and stylized leaves on the fountain, is 

pT Ge SN ee tS see ae ae bronze railing and unique to the building. The remaining items in the Brass room include a key cabinet, used by the lock- 

TT gre Se] oe : — globe light fixture. : aie k 

SS ae = Pi HOTA Kohler Slater smith, and three-five gallon buckets containing thousands of key: 

OO. > sess uae oS : 6 | ree mrs a Recs 

a ea} 3 : ie eee ae a 

of be ge N ey La b= C5 wae 

oe Ne 
1}. el. a 

=k ir ae eg V/, ia v epee ee ie tee = CUr”t—~—<“ SE 

aie ff S : ee a : lO 

~ 5 RE | ~~ cee $86 Figure 273 ais iS ee : ‘ ; i \ Figure 274 

— r | i lhCULUf i Ss re || Note the skeleton keyhole in these eae : a, _ These shelves hold a variety of 

a 8 sPhoto: Kahler Slater Naic : a Photo: Kahler Slater 
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The ceilings are an integral component of the interior finishes plan for the South Wing. The original 2 A > : 

ceilings were plaster on clay tile, plaster on metal lath and plaster on a vaulted brick as found in the ee Za = =a cae CC 
Third Floor stair galleries. The ceilings in the public spaces are the original ceilings which possess the : a 
highest degree of detail and/or decorative finishes. The exceptions are the public space on the Fourth : : 
Floor (attic) where the ceilings are very plain and the decorative finishes are unknown. In addition there 
are areas on the Fourth Floor where the skylights have been covered over and ductwork incorporated 
resulting in a change to the original ceiling. The private corridors which serve as the transition area from 

the public to private offices appear to have been designed as a functional circulation space only. The a eap | 
ceilings and coves in these areas are left utilitarian, with only a plain cove and flat ceiling. The ceilings in ys / 
the offices on the Ground, First and Second Floors are more elaborately detailed but not to the level of 4 
the public spaces. 2 

Additional types of ceilings were installed as energy conserving measures during the 1970s in the South ey 1] [. 
Wing. These include: suspended metal grid with acoustical panels, plastic egg crate, anda variety of | tems i fo oe z es ceil Id id sizes of other contemporary suspended ceiling panel systems. | gees a - oa e si as oO Tide aS lege aM at 

During past restorations in the North and West Wings the layering of ceilings provided an insight into the ed i. stair corridor. The ceiling mould is typically used 
physical history of the wing. Minor partition changes that have taken place over the years of the building | Lo ' . aa ee 2 ae ge Ce 
became evident when looking at the fragments left by the past wall constructions. In some instances in a 
the West Wiug renovation, evidence of walls being moved only a few inches became apparent when 2 ete fs Aa 
looking at the layering of the past plaster ceilings and coves. It is assumed that this same layering of ya —_ Ae 7 — Py 
ceilings may occur in the South Wing which will provide insights to the history of transformations in each “NaN . Ad : “ ‘ a NS 

room. Ns a 
A 

Construction Methods q ON a Nee ie 
The original ceilings in the South Wing are constructed in a variety of ways: (1) the ceilings and bulk- { ; . oO ke oL 
heads in the main corridor area are suspended plaster but because of the huge amount of weight there is C4 O e é 4 Ae Aa is : ‘ | 
a dedicated superstructure supporting it; (2) the ceilings on the Ground and First Floor Pavilion, and : Uva os “ 

Third Floor Stair Galleries are a speciality type of ceiling called “pastiglia,” a raised type of plaster; (3) Pe. ey A Re 
the office and corridor ceilings are either a three coat plaster on clay tile or a three coat plaster on metal \ ~~ ‘es 4 we — 
channels with lath suspended from the clay tile floor above. Contemporary ceilings include a variety of Ve ae — 
metal grids and drop in panels, and a direct application of ceiling tiles on existing plaster. sy Yo ‘ 

In most instances the wall to ceiling transition is made with a decorative cove. The lower floors, exclud- se Sf i aS : ce! ee” ace 
ing the Basement, have a more decorative “moulded cove.” In many places elaborate cornices are used. Pa RR Sr 
The Third and Fourth Floors have a rather unadorned cove and was labeled as a “plain cove” in Post’s 44 ao PS : = - : : a i shilkic babhof tomas 
drawings. The coves have a parabolic curve and vary in size. The plain cove on the upper two floors is awd oe Hai a a fale, a ed in the Senate Parlor, painted panels 
the smallest at approximately a six inch radius while the larger moulded coves have an approximate a Hf with allegorical themes were done. 
twelve inch radius. dd & Photo: Kahler Slater 
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' =e Public Areas 

: ; : Basement 

a te The public areas are located at the north end of the Basement. These spaces originally served as a 

lil Co | public circulation space to the restaurant seating area in the rotunda and lead to the women’s Ante, 

; onto 4 Retiring, and toilet room. The women’s room is now a snack bar and accessory storage. The ceilings in 

, ts OS A the corridors are a series of bays coordinated with the column grid and marble floor panels. There are 

Vw . a ee plaster soffits with panel reliefs at the pilaster lines. The ceiling height increases in-between the soffits 

Wo f f \ and are simply decorated. The grand stairs soffits have a simple border relief and central panel. 

oc | eS Ground Floor 

i | | | a a_i The main corridor has the original ceiling installed at the time of construction. This ceiling is divided into 

‘ if - Le a | / : ol : i aseries of bays coordinated with the proportions of the pilaster spacing. Designed in the Ionic order, the 

a | [ re & nl J. | ‘ ; design includes a rectangular profile at the wall junction, a continuous dentil which runs the full length of 

ai) | a: y : ee et : ; the corridor, and a floral band at the base of the cove. The cove is parabolic with an approximate 
ir . oe The groin vault exists only on the Third Floor 1 E " ; ft De ! f 

Fer = stair corridors. The groin vaults feature twelve inch radius. The underside of the secondary staircases are plain with a small relief on the perim- 

op ve a - © ‘“pastaglia,” a raised type of plaster, and are eter. Other horizontal ceilings in this space are suspended from the structure above. 

: ss _ | ___ decorated with gold leafing and painted canvas 2 ; im yoga de 
S _ — _spanels. The Southeast and Southwest Pavilions both have a raised plaster ceiling called “pastiglia” with a plaster 

: “5 Photo: Kahler Slater cornice. The small entrances into the round pavilion space has a suspended plaster ceiling. Both original 

ceilings remain. 

/~< | ——OOC—C The ceiling in the main corridor is the original ceiling installed at the time of construction. 

Ss ll - fa s The ceilings at the stair galleries and grand stairs lobby are coordinated with the floor panels and walls. 

NN NhCUMA CS The ceilings in these areas are decorated with art work, and the translucent floor lights from the Second 

Ne Floor are coordinated in this scheme. The underside of the secondary staircases are plain with a small 

a ; ; relief on the perimeter. Other horizontal ceilings in this space are suspended from the structure above. 

iim gf The Southeast and Southwest Pavilions both have a raised plaster ceiling called “pastiglia” with a plaster 
-— | i L cornice. The small entrances into the round pavilion space has a suspended plaster ceiling. Both original 

| CU ceilings remain. 

_ — 
oe — «tt 
di s {| . Second Floor 

| s : Healt: The majority of the ceilings on the Second Floor are plaster with moulded cornices. The Senate Cham- 

‘ — ‘, ber, Senate Parlor, and Senate Lobby are adorned with the original art work. Chapter Three-Historical 

CF igure 278 = ERE 3 Research and Decorative Finishes in Chapter Five may be referenced for further information. The 
os “ This decorative plaster cornice, highlighted in ie ae i ‘ oe hich inated with fl euiil-wld 
\ ™ gold leaf, is used to define the ceiling of the ceilings in the stair galleries are divided into bays whic! tine ited with floor panels and w: 

i —  &£«§ | Senate galleries. column grid. The bays are proportional to the spaces. The ceilings in the stair galleries are carefully 

ba : : Co ie Photo: Kahler Slater 
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integrated with the segmented rhythm of other components of the finishes plan. The walls, floor panels i Fah 
and ceilings all work together in a combined design. : . 7 _ r 

' The barrel vault ceiling, which comes prominently into view on the Second Floor, is a large heavy mass fe - 

of plaster with a decorative glass skylight. The plaster coffers are integrated with a web of support steel oe a - : 
suspended by wire cables from a dedicated steel truss superstructure. The underside of the secondary . 

staircases are plain with a small relief on the perimeter. Other horizontal ceilings in this space are sus- ee Py 
pended from the structure above. co FF : Ee 

Third Floor et pee Te 
The public spaces ceilings are the original ceilings. These ceilings include the stair galleries, Senate “a eo | . = | | i ‘ 7 L 

Galleries, Senate Gallery lobbies. The stair gallery ceilings have a brick groin vault support structure with |e 4 Ao | Hi LS A . 

araised plaster top coat called “pastiglia.” The Senate Galleries have a heavy plaster cornice molding i La | au . he 

around the ceiling’s perimeter while the Senate Gallery lobbies have a more simple molded cove. The a | : eral Loe 
underside of the secondary staircases are plain with a small relief on the perimeter. Other horizontal a : | |] ie Figure 279 
ceilings in this space are suspended from the structure above. In some cases there is a height difference el 1 | \ On the Ground Floor a large plaster moulded 
between ceilings in the same space. cide | cove is used to span the distance from the picture 

A a iF \ 4 rail to the ceiling mould. This particular one is a 

Fourth Floor ee hee a recreation. 
ba : ome. ~~ ~—- Photo: Kahler Slater 

The Fourth Floor public spaces are a combination of plaster on clay tile and suspended ceilings are 

Private Spaces i Siz 
Basement oe 

The ceilings in the private spaces are a cement stucco finish on the underside of the above floor struc- _ Ct SC 

ture. The vault space has a finished plaster ceiling and the fan room had a rough coat of plaster. Despite oo i . 2 
some patching the original ceilings remain. pi : f | 

The original plaster ceilings had a molded parabolic plaster cove with some ceilings suspended. The ol Vi a a es | 

storage vaults and coatroom had plain six inch coves. The secretary’s room on the wing’s end had i eee | add 

barrel vault ceilings. tees ma 

The ceilings in the private offices on the Ground Floor have been recreated with moulded parabolic [ lL! ie ap | d i 

coves with an approximate 12 inch radius in combination with flat soffits used to house new ductwork. 4 | a 4 f= | . ae ae i 

The only original ceilings remaining are the barrel vault ceilings in the secretary’s rooms. pons * a y he “a eee Figure 280 
| i haul if a Pe ee © In Room 1075, on the First Floor, dropped 
— hee —— Be si) fee) = ceilings and fixtures were added to the recessed 

may. (ES = i) cove area. 
1 i Photo: Kahler Slater 
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ee i 
ee Tapio: 
ee rrt—“‘“‘“‘ ‘(ROC ee us i : pe : 
oo 2 There have been several modifications to the ceilings on the First Floor since the original construction. 

ee oe a Originally a plain cove ceiling was used for the corridors on the east side and south of the Main Corri- 

oo UU ‘ dor terminus. The original Insurance Department Room (1078), which now serves as the Joint Commit- 

CU tee on Finance Hearing Room, has one foot by one foot suspended acoustical tile ceiling directly applied 

i e A to the original moulded plaster ceiling with cornice. Therefore the original condition of the entire ceiling is 

~~ The original Vault (127S) and Board of Control Lobby (1148), which now serves as the Senate Page 

a ‘ space, has a minimal amount original ceiling above a suspended acoustical tile ceiling. The original rooms 

te which composed the Commissioner (109S), Deputy Commissioner (110S), and Actuary (111S), still 

_ . » maintain the plaster ceilings with plaster cornice. The Library's (12S) plaster comice ceiling is covered 
——rti‘__OSOCO ‘ Ss 
|... ds by ametal pan ceiling. 

oo 8 Board Room (113S) maintains the original plaster cornice ceiling above the metal pan ceiling. The other 

. — library (108S) maintains the original plaster ceiling with molded cove. The remainder of the wing’s west 
 —r—SCsC - i ct 8 F ue, = z ‘ x 

a Be side offices maintain their plaster ceilings with molded coves despite remodeling with walls. When 
oo This degae shone Pompe EN ies Mein! at additional rooms were added within a room a suspended acoustical tile ceiling was added. 
a | ceilings were placed adjacent to the existing 

LL plaster coves and window casings.. 
ee woe Photo: Kahler Slater Second Floor 

All the offices have plaster ceilings with moulded coves with the exception of the President’s suite 

se = §= = 8 —  F (210S) and (2118). These two rooms have the plaster ceiling with plaster cornice. The corridor has the 

oo ~~ original plain cove ceiling installed at the time of construction. Minor modification of bulkheads have 
=o oo ae i - occurred in the corridor (2298). All original ceilings on the wing’s east side have been removed. The 

ss oe” original Senate Committee Room #2 (2088) has been remodeled and a replication of the plaster ceiling 

— 3 SS with plaster cornice has been added. Replication of the plaster ceilings with moulded coves have been 

rt— a a | added to the offices along the east side of the wing along with plain plaster soffits to house new me- 

 rrr—S—S—PS chanical ducts. 
| _ _ The Second Floor round rooms in both southeast and southwest pavilions have the original plaster 

Ll ceiling with moulded cove. These original ceilings were attached directly to the clay tile. 

1 | ff #2«3s*«F 
i uh — 8 uo e Third Floor 

| a 2 a | F A “plain cove,” with a six or eight inch radius, was designed for use with the plaster ceilings in the 

‘1 a. private corridors and offices. The ceilings are suspended to allow for mechanical duct clearances. All 
, } 8 — _ e a : Figure 282 original office ceilings are not in view and are now covered with metal pan ceilings in a majority of 

CO . ees kd 
de | cook foe | Due to the hierarchical level of the Second Floor, offices on the east side and suspended acoustical tile ceilings along the wing’s aa ice pan has been 

ee | the President's offices flanking the Senate adhered to the original plaster ceilings and suspended ceilings on the wing’s west side but the cove has 

eos Chamber have an elaborate cove with gold remained. The corridors’s plaster ceilings with plain cove are original and remain. 
es leafing on the plasterwork. 

Photo: Kahler Slater 
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The southeast and southwest round rooms have a suspended ceiling with moulded cove and remain. on — Cl ld a 

The Fourth Floor offices originally had plaster ceilings with plain cove in the offices and corridors. The ] co L Ost 
a LC = —  rrrr— J original ceiling in the corridor remains. The two original committee rooms on the west side have been a —rt—“‘i—iO—S—C—M ZL 

divided into four rooms. The original ceilings remain above the metal pan ceiling. On the east side the i -—.—=—~—GCtrtC—s swV/T_iCSXSWL*=SsKFKnFK 
large hearing room (402S) has the original plaster ceiling with plain cove. This room has been changed I -t - : : : . i] Lo re Fibaré, 283 
to a small corridor and four offices. Below the original ceiling an additional plaster ceiling with plain cove ee LS_CCZ/he round hearing room used the 
has been put in place. The four new offices have metal pan ceilings suspended below the original plaster. rer (| hndard moulded cove to join the 

; 1 ‘om 5B et wall of the ceiling while following 
The large Hearing Room, at the southern end of the wing, has an egg crate drop ceiling in the center part ao pe the circumference of the room. 
of the room. It is possible to look through the ceiling and see the original plaster ceiling and plain cove Photo: Kahler Slater 
adjacent to the now covered skylights. On each side’s bay the original suspended plaster ceiling with PUI ot SOOO cmap rence e1 . rece 

Six skylights were originally designed for the office spaces for the Fourth Floor. The structure through =. +  #&&.}. #3232 © 
the roof for these skylights remains in place. The borrowed light sashes composed of quarter sawn rt. I 
white oak remains although the translucent lights have been removed and are in storage. _ Lo , 

The southeast and southwest round rooms have a suspended ceiling with moulded cove and remain. ‘ me 
Additional ceilings have been applied. / 

‘ ee : - Fi igure 284 Toilet Rooms \ 4 = This metal pan ceiling detail 3 : : ! ect | ee 7) illustrates how the framework for Throughout the South Wing the toilet rooms have been designed with a suspended plaster ceiling with a ; e a Me oe thie irop tailing "Was insialiéd 
plain cove. When the toiletroom has remained with its original function the original plaster ceiling has | ee - below the original ceiling. 
been maintained. Frequently these ceilings are above an additional plaster ceiling which has been A Lp Photo: Kahler Slater 
installed to hide new electrical/mechanical work. When the room’s function has been changed modifica- Ae pean 
tions to the ceilings have been made to match the hierarchy of the adjoining offices. Pee SS \ 

Survey ee 
Each ceiling type was documented as to its height, type, location of light fixtures, layout and condition. SS ke 

The profile, radius of the cove, and construction components will be recorded when the occupants have — —— — =K3—‘<a<‘iéiés—~is;S 
vacated. In addition, physical pieces of the removed coves will be preserved and archived for future —_—_  _wBec § 
reference. | ae 2 ——CFigure 285 

Fe A suspended ceiling with lighting 
oe pe eee neal tc ae <: above was added over a hearing 

. room skylight in an attempt to 

; provide more consistent and even 
: lighting. 

Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Decorative Finishes Class V: Decoration of class V is plain paint, to be finished in four coats of lead oil paint, the last 

t to be stippled. Decorative Finishes in the South Wing include those finishes in the: (1) public spaces such as the ceilings ona Slik eon 
; in the entrance lobbies, main corridors, stair corridors, stair halls, the grand stairs, stair galleries, Senate shi ‘ o Group Description Chamber Lobby, Senate Chamber, and Senate Parlor; and (2) private spaces such as the ceilings and 00) f { aes walls in committee rooms, hearing rooms, offices, corridors, and lobbies. The o: riginal decorative finishes Mack, Jenney and Tyler divided the entire work into ten groups, A through K. A summary description 

were designed and implemented by the firm Mack, Jenney and Tyler of New York beginning in June ofeach group follows. 
1914 through sometime in 1916. This discussion will include Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s design proposal Group A: Main Rotunda, Main and Secondary Stairs, Galleries, Main Corridor on Ground, First, 
for the Capitol’s decorative finishes, and a summary regarding the existing conditions in the public and and Second floors, Restaurant, Barber Shop, North and South Stairs and Corridors to the Base- 
private spaces including the results of a reconnaissance probe in late 1993. The summary regarding the ment and rooms in the four Circular Pavilions on Ground and First Floor, and soffits of Carriage 
existing conditions are general in nature as the decorative finishes will be examined in depth at the time Entrances on Ground Floor. 
of the restoration of the South Wing. 

7 ‘ ene Group B: All rooms, offices, and minor corridors on Ground Floor not including Coat Room, 

Toilets, Closets, Vaults, and Elevator Shafts. Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s Design Proposal 

Mack, Jenney and Tyler organized their proposal for the decorative work for the Wisconsin State Group C: All rooms, offices and minor corridors on First Floor, not including Coat Rooms, Toilets, 
Capitol by assigning each rooma class level and organizing the rooms into various groups. The class Closets, Vaults, and Elevator Shafts. 
levels ranked from I to V, with I being the most elaborate decorative work. The arrangement for groups Group D: Supreme Court and Lobbies and all rooms in the East wing, Second and Third Floors, 
appears to have been done by placing rooms with similar importance, color, decorative style, and/or not including Coat Rooms, Toilets, Closets, Vaults, and Elevator Shafts. 
locati : ti —! 14 : ration, oF as a breakdown for pay mci eet aeee ee ree aes 7 Sid Groups E: All Rooms in West Wing on Second and Third Floors not already decorated, not includ- an amount of $174,642 was accepted on 29 September 1914. As the contract was signed on 2 Octo- : : 

oes ing Coat Rooms, Toilets, Closets, Vaults, and Elevator Shafts. ber 1915 for the proposal’s exact amount, it is concluded that the proposal was accepted. 

F: Ch id dall in South Wi Second and Third Fl t Four coats of lead and oil paint were applied to all plaster surfaces. The work level was divided into five ites eee 4g cea eid an neque aia lu , , , , ; classes. The class descriptions for the levels I, II, II, IV, and V are as follows: . 

Group G: All rooms and corridors on attic floors in East, South, and West Wings, not including 
' Class Descriptions Coat Rooms, Toilets, Closets, Vaults, Fan or Motor Rooms, Tank Rooms, Light Courts, Filing 

Class I: Decoration of class I is work of the highest type and is to be the equivalent of the decora- Spaces, and Elevator Shafts. 
tion already finished in the Assembly Chambers and adjacent rooms. This class ptovides for as Group H: All Coat Rooms, Toilets, Closets, and Elevator Shafts throughout the building, including 
much variety of color and such use of gold leaf may be found desirable. Retiring Room, Kitchen, and Butcher Shop in Basement. 

Class IT: Decoration of class II is of a somewhat simpler type, although still permitting of great Group J: All Vaults, Fan or Motor Rooms, Tank Rooms, Light Courts, and Filing Spaces through- 
variety and the use of gold leaf in ornamental borders and diaper pattern. It is work of this class out the building except in Basement. 
which we propose in the Executive Suite and rooms of similar importance. ; . fe . ‘ 

Group K: Entire North Wing with exception of the portions listed under Group A. 
Class III: Decoration of class IIT is still simpler and would consist of the use of not more than four hepa i an \ 
colors in one room and the borders of simple painted ornament with comparatively little gold leaf. abege QU. aubdivisionmay, bane, Deford to relate spaces : Bite ana fi een er This class is designed for secondary offices, minor corridors & minor committee rooms. decoreine style, and'os location, The mom snd spaces in Group A are high traffic spaces in the 

building and are similar in color and decorative style. The next groups (B-K) seem to be grouped 
Class IV: Decoration of class IV is the simplest. It consists of stripes and borders of not more than according to location, color, and decorative style and without order of importance from group to group. 
three colors in one room and the use of the simplest stencils where desirable. The entire North Wing is grouped as K because Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s proposal was written before 

the North Wing construction had begun. 
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Another possibility for the group ranking is an organizational method to arrange payments. The areas First Floor 

similar in decorative level or location were placed in a group in order to arrange a payment schedule. The main stair galleries were given a Class I rating which was to be work of the highest type with a 

The price for each group could possibly be related to the class levels and the amount of square feet per variety of colors and use of gold leaf as desirable. The ceilings above the grand stairs display hand 
each class level. The totals per each class level in each group were added in order to give the price for painted work in a variety of colors with applied geometric canvas panels with Greek figures. The main 
the group. These two possibilities are assumptions as it is not known why Mack, Jenney and Tyler 
subdivided the proposal into groups. 

Decorative Finishes in the Public Spaces ol eee 
The public spaces include a variety of decorative finishes in the entrance lobbies, main corridors, stair tie St 
corridors, stair halls, stair galleries, corridor belting the rotunda, and grand stairs. These finishes differ PS i 
from space to space, and from floor to floor. The decorative finishes discussed will be the ceilings unless a Re Co 
itis noted otherwise. Itis assumed that the majority of decorative finishes in these areas are original. 7. | ea 
Many of these finishes may include “touch-up” which has occurred through the years. An in-depth a |S ee yo. 
examination of all the finishes will occur prior to any restoration work. That examination will act as an a oS Be f yo 
appendix to this larger report. a —_— D 

Basement of ! & 
The Basement was given a Class III which was a simpler design consisting of not more than four colors - | I Som 
and borders of simple painted ornament with comparatively little gold leaf. The corridors to the Base- e. a fe 
ment were placed in Group A. The existing finish on the ceiling above the stairs leading to the basement oc ee ee Figure 286 

consists of a gold stencil fretwork around a small overall diaper pattern. This appears to be original but ye | ss : | The ceilings above the grand stairs display hand 
aclose examination and probe work will verify this. The existing ceilings in the public spaces in the - [. |= __ Painted work in a variety of colors with applied 
B ich: s ‘ lan be, Se ibe - : geometric canvas panels with Greek figures. These 
asement stair hall and corridor are painted a plain beige. . — ' decorative finishes were implemented by the deco- 

- 1 rative firm Mack, Jenney and Tyler. 
Ground Floor o == Photo: Kahler Slater 

All public spaces on the Ground Floor were given a Class Il rating by Mack, Jenney and Tyler. This 

decoration would have been a simpler type although it still permitted the use of great variety and gold ea” e ey i a. = 
leaf in ormamental borders and diaper patterns. Currently the perimeter of the entrance lobby’s ceiling on 7 Ms ae 5 eS of . . 
the wing’s end is a decorative stencilwork. This space leads into the main corridor in which seventeen OL ee ae Oe 2 

Wisconsin county names and the city of Madison are incorporated with the ceiling’s stencilwork. The Seed eee: : ee : Figure 287 
transverse corridor, the stair halls, and the corridor belting the rotunda include a decorative work ina ae Gi : Se : 2 z . > ~~ a The Senate Chamber Lobby ceiling 
light brown palette with gold. The Southeast and Southwest Pavilions have a red/brown and blue/green . — 7 hl not only displays typical Greek and 
palette. Decorative designs formed from “pastiglia,” a type of raised plaster, include fasces, the eagle 5 Ce fo. fo Roman motifs, but also incorporates 

d badger plus oth tative/floral motifs. Sixteen county seat names in each r e woven into oo ‘ ‘ : a. ae ee in. The an ger plus other vegetative/floral motifs. ” ty e: each room are woven <= SS aie i usdarW” andievolier Wisconsin 
these designs. These decorative finishes appear to be original but a close examination and probe work — . oe themes on many public ceilings 
will verify authenticity. The secondary staircases display a stencil pattern above the handrail which is — = Ss, re illustrates how the spirit of Wiscon- 
assumed not to be original. — = aa = ___sin was captured in the decorative 

ee ee SOSséPhotto:: Kahler Slater 
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- \s- a ee es corridor leading to the offices at the wing’s end shows a gold and light brown pattern in a stencilwork. 
ee ee The corridor belting the rotunda, with a green and brown palette featuring oak leaves, has a more a, 

complex and intricate pattern than on the Ground Floor. The stair galleries adjacent to the secondary <_— =s < staircases have a richer stencilwork with gold and burnt sienna. The secondary staircases continue to 
i —_— have only a stencil pattern above the handrail which is assumed to be non-original. The entrance lobbies 
| _ in the Southeast and Southwest Pavilion were given a Class II level. These ceilings have a complex and 
| e : — intricate pattern of decorations expressed through a variety of colors in an astrological motif accompa- 

| ae nied by vegetative/floral designs. These designs have also been worked in areas using a “pastiglia” 

i : | L | a ra il 7 The barrel vault over the grand stairs comes into view when ascending to the Second Floor. Here the 
4 i F —— 4 att } ee ; decorative plasterwork with guilloches, large eagles, cartouches, echinus and astragal molding, and 
| a ca : = = > rosettes are highlighted with gold with occasional areas of deep turquoise. Due to the previous restora- 
g E ; 4 ) ure 2 # 3 tion work in the barrel vault in the West Wing where the existing colors were found not to be the origi- F a e secondary staircases on the Second Floor have ae : : . ee I) | . | astenadl patlete Ground dha Wie ie senbitioart nal, it is assumed these present decorative schemes in the South Wing barrel vault are also not original. 

a Le 1s ee cae none en the paint layers over The stair galleries have a complex, intricate pattern using “W”, wheat, and other vegetative forms ina 
/ — : I oa (Bi 1 ae : brown palette. This pattern appears to be original. The secondary staircases continue to havea stencil 

pattern above the handrail but these areas also have a stencil pattern on the perimeter of the stair 
ra : : corridors’ walls. These patterns appear to be recent stencilwork. 

i | il Senate Chamber Lobby 
i | ] ee a i a ‘s : The highly ornamented ceiling is the space’s primary feature. Composed of fifteen decorated panels, the 

, IL. nee : wr themes relate to Rome and Greece as many symbols from this classical iconography are used. The 
SS j lobby ceiling was technically examined in 1988 by Anton Rajer, Art Conservator. Rajer indicated in 
fates “= : Report of Technical Examination of Senate Vestibule that “the paint medium of the panels appeared oa SSS e. : to be vehicular oil, executed directly on the plaster ceiling. Four of the fifteen panels have oil-on-canvas 

ate we inserts and there is extensive gold leaf decoration on all panels.” He went on to say “approximately two 

a percent ofthe original painted surface have already been lost, another twenty five peroentineptly mi ee repainted and at the current rate of degradation another three percent will be lost within the next few 
Poet 2 a | A years.” Rajer’s report includes individual examination reports on all fifteen panels and serves as an 
oe | i) _ appendix to Book IV. 

oe (3h 2 236 —SséSThee Senate Chamber Lobby ceiling is representative The decorative plasterwork around the leaded glass work in the Senate Chamber’s ceiling, and the 
—_ He oY i of the many decorative ceilings in the public spaces. adjacent cornice and architrave above the marble columns and pilasters were enriched and highlighted pap ee hU6U " »_ These ceilings coordinated in colors and patterns : : ’ . : + ee ae 7 ba is from one space to the next. Oy ites decorative — of — J — and Tyler. Post’s plans give a guide to the decorative firm 

; eee Photo: Kahler Slater indicating where mediums might be applied to the plasterwork to cause areas to recede or advance. The 
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horizontal areas between the plasterwork eagles were painted freehand over an applied pounce pattern Fourth Floor 

with an oak leaf motif. A technical examination of the decorative plasterwork around the leaded glass No stencil patterns are visible on the Fourth Floor. However, the stairs leading to the Fifth Floor does 

work, the cornice, and architrave will reveal whether the finishes are original. not have a wood chair rail and a pin stripe has been applied to divide the light color on the upper section 

Kenyon Cox’s murals, “The Marriage of the Atlantic and the Pacific,” while not considered a decorative of the wall from the shade on the lower section of the wall. 

finish, are important to the overall scheme of the finishes in the Senate Chamber. These murals are 

discussed in Chapter Three-Historical Research in the section regarding the Senate Chamber. Decorative Finishes in the Private Spaces 

The ceilings and walls in committee rooms, hearing rooms, offices, corridors and lobbies comprise the 

Senate Parlor rooms where decorative work was applied in the private spaces. Currently many stencil work patterns 

The original guide book for the Capitol states: exist in these areas on the top of recent wall paint applications. However, due to the experience gained 

nt 2878 nec i from previous restoration projects in the Capitol’s North and West Wings it was determined that these 
The ceiling decoration is, probably, the finest in this country. The work comprises four panels, decorative pattems were not the original. 

two central ones being allegorical, and on each end a decorative scheme in gold and color with 

acherub in each eine canons a = of garlands. ia two shins panels ssid vane ae with Reconnaissance Probe Survey 

— deseo sus sk oe eaiiiriiam ig oe oo rah Archival research uncovered very little in the way of historic photographs of individual offices within the 
salons. Surrounding these are six other figures representing Fidelity, Truth, Science, Knowledge, : : Aare Be : 
Siketigeh nid Forddiougtit South Wiig: Looking at he significance of asiginal eres space fayous am Ponte it was 

determined that possibly significant decorative work still existed under the existing paint. Some may 

The cornice is done in elegant gold border effect, glazed down to harmonize with the soft tones 

in the color scheme, and when the draperies for the windows are in place the room will be one 

of the most luxurious in the entire building. ! 

The ceiling was technically examined in 30 August 1994 by Perry C. Huston of Fort Worth, Texas. This es 

examination was reviewed from the floor and thus was limited. Mr. Huston indicated that the ceiling was , i. _ 

decorative with areas of fine art paintings. A polyurethane film had been applied to the ceiling surface , 

which would need removed. Other projected work on the fine art panels included consolidating and } y - ee 
setting down blisters, inlay and inpainting, and varnishing. A more thorough report through examination j f... a . 

froma scaffold would reveal all the details which would need considered. . . _- 
oo - 

Third Floor  . 
The ceilings in the stair galleries are formed as a groin vault with a raised type of plaster called “pastiglia” 

which has been gold leafed. A color palette with a red/browns and blue/greens with the gold makes the a ae : ; 

space especially striking. In addition Greek figures illustrating the themes poetry, art, oratory, philoso- { i | : a a) Lo 
phy, singing, and religion are depicted on the west stair gallery. Tragedy, comedy, mathematics, science, RL oO - AC. 

instrumental music and dancing are shown in the east stair gallery. These figures have been hand painted == ea mn CS. 
on canvas panels and adhered to the ceiling. A “pastiglia” treatment also extends to the wall surfaces. = a: [a A. 

The secondary staircases continue to have a stencil pattern above the handrail but these areas also have i S 4 : ————/- 

a stencil pattern on the perimeter of the stair corridors’ walls. These patterns appear to be recent 4 ee a Figure 290 

stencilwork. - 4 Le eae _ The secondary staircases show a stencilwork which 

a. ShUCUrt~t——~—~—SCSpeearr's too thee recent above the handrail. 
be oe Photo: Kahler Slater 
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eee have remained in areas which had not been extensively remodeled. Without adequate photographic 

Pretest: 13 records, probe work would be required to uncover and document original decorative finishes. As a 

See i woman te result a reconnaissance probe examination was developed to determine where decorative finishes might 

have occurred and what the design might have been. The locations and types of original and transient 

RE my decorative finishes and their relative significance in all non-public spaces was needed. This examination 

| i. _ aoe Ls was directed specifically toward spaces which were in question as to possible decorative finishes. 

i 

| : | Probe work uncovers original and transitional decorative finishes remaining on original walls and ceilings 

ae o 2 : 7 - | by using a method of chemically removing layers of paint. Due to the slowness of this chemical process 

Se this work tends to be time consuming, generates odors and usually requires moving furnishings. The 

| p > = of work also is highly disruptive to the rooms’ occupants and the adjacent spaces. In past restoration 

is = ~ i. Ee projects the probe work was undertaken when the wing was vacated. However, a limited window of 

ee. pe time was available during December 27 through 29, 1993, for a reconnaissance survey. 

ee eee ee snc ee et 

We ee ae Se Figure 291 The scope of work included Ground through Fourth floors in the South Wing. The probes would be 

Be gee 2 Probe work revealed two different sets of stencils as done on original walls that were tentatively scheduled to be removed in the Selective Removal Phase of 

ee indicated by “Generation no. 1” and “Generation the South Wing construction as indicated in the preliminary South Wing Plan of the 1987 Capitol 

Tr ried goose capers eee ca ro no, 27:4 the, Joint Hinanes: Bearing Regm 1075, Master Plan. Probes in the public spaces and hearing rooms would be left to a later date since these 
spe oT ; originally the Insurance Department Business P P Se 

a Office. areas are planned to be restored and would remain intact. A final and thorough probe work could be 

Photo: Division of Facilities Development completed by a consultant once occupants were moved out of the South Wing. The results of this 

reconnaissance probe survey would assist in determining which walls in the non-public spaces should be 

or 
ee oO 
i ees pcre 
a ee Extensive research resulting in three actions occurred with the planning of the reconnaissance probe 

Stencil Pater: Pi pico work: (1) the original plans and subsequent remodeling plans were reviewed to determine where original 

ne ; / walls still existed; (2) the original occupants and each room’s function was reviewed to determine the 

a a a a original character and significance of the space; and (3) the contract of Mack, Jenney & Tyler, the 

coe A original decorative contractors, was studied to determine what class level of decoration was intended 

fe eet for each room. 

iS \ mn After determining where original walls existed, identifying the original significance of the space, and the 

x cS ES Rano ae class rating given to each room by the original decorators, the necessary probe locations were deter- 

A SS ESD S mined and ranked in order of importance. Thirty one probe locations were identified, occupants were 

Pe ays . contacted, and a schedule was developed. 

é / 7 2 All probes were completed as scheduled. An information sheet on each probe is included as an appen- 

ee 4 dix to this report. An attempt was made to identify the colors found in each probe and the information is 

LI ae Re Figung: 392 indicated on the individual data sheets with a Pratt & Lambert color number. Small samples of paint 
Stencil pattern revealed for “Generation no. 2” for 4 6 f ° 

Room 107S. chips from each probe location were taken and saved for use in future cross section analysis. These are 

a Sketch: Division of Facilities Development 
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stored in the Capitol Paint Shop. In addition, the Joint Finance Hearing Room (113), had been probed eee 4 
in the past by Mike Bath, Capitol Restoration Painter. This probe (#13B) is included in the appendix pete oa 

Reconnaissance Survey Results ae eS 

Although Mack, Jenney and Tyler had assigned a class level to the rooms in the South Wing, the deco- _ - e oo — _ = 
rative finishes matching this description was not always found. In many cases the description was more . .—l—Fax atl . 

elaborate than what was uncovered. Generally no unique original decorative finishes were found. i 2 . : a : 2 
Spaces with unique decorative stencils which were known to exist were not probed. A general palette OS 3 
of greens and browns was found, and a brown color known as “Capitol” beige was found as a primer in ee ~ : 
all areas. Some transitional, or generational layers, decorative finishes consisting of various patterns in | co 
different generations were found in most rooms. Of these some had not been discovered previously in fo cone 

the Capitol. Further probe work is required in several spaces as noted on the individual data sheets. Mee Ee el 
Probe work and a complete documentation will be required in all spaces. Me eee et 

Backgrowid: Mie 

Sissment maeueeeee Tet Figure 293 
Probe work revealed two different sets of stencils on 

The Basement had been assigned Class V for the vault, retiring room and the toilet rooms. This indi- Pere ek ares Re meas rene the First Floor in Room 136S which originally was 
cated a plain paint coat was to be used with the last coat stippled. The retiring room was placed in ae : athe ees Demianent 
Group H and all other spaces in Group K. Currently this original paint coat has been painted out. ¢ 

Ground Floor 
The Ground Floor offices had a Class III or IV rating. According to the class description Class III pieslmas [Bo ae 
should have borders of simple painted ornament with comparatively little gold leaf. No stencils were Wrcnetaig. Gaal 
found and all walls were covered with mesh and a thin coat plaster from a past remodeling project. 8 ee 

First Floor a 

The First Floor offices had a Class Il or Il rating. Class II should have a great variety and use gold leaf re es 
in ornamental borders and diaper patterns. Stencils were found in most rooms, and no walls were found pen eng a 
with mesh and a thin coat plaster. The difference between stencil patterns in a Class IT space compared Sg a \ NZ, 
to a Class III space was minimal and in some cases the Class III rooms were more elaborate than the wo WA [> A ro aS 

Class II rooms. This did not hold true for most of the Class II areas on the First Floor. Some of the ee i cs YN | 

Class II areas did not have a stencil pattern. Wy) eA i> Ye NG 

Second Floor s | 

The offices and committee rooms on the Second Floor all had a Class I or II rating. Three probes were a | 
done in private office with Class II ratings. Simple stencil patterns were found in most rooms which did =i. Figure . 294 ‘ : ¥ 

_ hot meet the description given to the class, and some walls are covered with mesh and thin coat plaster = ae et heapasaad: Suascegors i Kine eas 
from a past remodeling project. wee Sketch: Division of Facilities Development 
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Dane ee ees Third Floor 

fribstonter, (ale All the committee rooms and chairman’s rooms on the Third Floor had a Class II rating which used a 
Locosiont BEES (onth walt . . . . : 

ergot arto variety of patterns and gold leaf in ornamental borders and with a diaper pattern. No stencil patterns 

were found on this floor. In addition no walls were found with mesh and thin cost plaster. 

Phute: 

oo = = = | 
[C =o k Fourth Floor 

hhh | S All the committee rooms and hallways on the Fourth Floor hada IV rating. No stencil patterns were 

| a i | found and no walls were found with mesh and a thin coat of plaster. 

ao _ | Summary of Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s Work 

| uae om Mack, Jenney and Tyler’s work at the Wisconsin State Capitol is somewhat of a mystery. They pro- 

te re vided an invaluable piece of information with their proposal as it was put together with great detail and 

ae ; description. However, after studying the proposal and the uncovered decorative work, the relation of 

ee ae see the two is not clearly evident. In some rooms the class description matches what was uncovered but in 

xi tnt aa most rooms the description of the class level does not match what was uncovered. 

eomsnended Farther andy Figure 295 ; : : ae rete 
nee oncom wh Area shows probe work on north wall of original In general all spaces with a Class I, Class IV, and Class V rating matching the description given. The 

Chief Clerk's room (2418S). Class II and Class III spaces are less clear. Class Il is described as “somewhat simpler than Class I, 

os Photo: Division of Facilities Development although still permitting of great variety and the use of gold leaf in ornament borders and diaper pat- 

terns.” Class III is described as “still simpler and would consist of not more than four colors in one room 

Donamese and borders of simple painted ornament with comparatively little gold leaf.” Rooms in these classes vary 

ie : greatly from one to another. In both Class I and Class III there are spaces with no stencil patterns while 

Se lr other spaces have fairly elaborate patterns. The reason for these differences is unknown. 
MIT Class Rating: Chass e oe as 

ee / Mack, Jenney and Tyler completed the decorative work for the Capitol in 1917. Itis believed they 

Cet a es were acquainted with George B. Post before his death as some memberships of professional organiza- 

: ae : : o he tions in New York City coincide. However, since their contract occurred after his death it may be 

ee _ s ea eG 2 : possible the decorative firm was better known to Post’s sons, James Otis Post and William Stone Post. 

2 vo = oe oe Both James Otis Post and Emest Tyler were active in the Society of Beaux-Arts Architects in New 
TO ee : , : : ; 

Ce LOL! ee ie York City, and this acquaintance may have led to the Mack, Jenney and Tyler contract with the Capitol. 

So oo Se ae ce 
| ~ : a 

eee 

/ oS i - / 

Cee 
Po ae 
eee ae Figure 296 

oe ; Outline of stencil revealed from probe work for 
- Chief Clerk's room. 

Be innesie Sketch: Division of Facilities Development 
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There are over three hundred doors in the South Wing and approximately fifty door types. It appears 8 
most of the doors are part of the original construction with notable exceptions on the Ground, First, and oo (repre : 
Third Floors. These doors were installed during the 1984 remodeling as evidenced by the use of plain ; [ee 
sawn white oak. There are four basic door types used in the South Wing: wood doors, leather clad | a 

doors, wrought iron doors and a small number of metal doors used in the Basement and at the Sixth : | 
Level. Both exterior and interior doors will be discussed in this section. os 

The wood doors for the South Wing are constructed using the highest grade quarter sawn white oak. Se c 2 P qj li a | % 

The wood was meticulously selected, stained, and finished to be an integral part of the interior finish r oO oe i | _ ie 

plan. The doors match the casing, jambs, base molding and chair rail in color, sheen and wood graining. : : 1 | 45% : 
No distinction exists between the wood doors in public or private spaces. i : — i Figure 297 

Post’s plan provided the opportunity for natural light to filter far into the interior spaces. The natural light i zy fe a. ‘ eo ee aoe 
plan includes skylights, floor lights, borrowed lights, and doors with glass lights. The doors specifically co oS ike | The wood panels are a multiple layer of crossed 
play a role in the integration of natural light into the offices and corridors. A glass light is the architectural 0 = grained plywood, with a finished quarter sawn 
term used to describe a glass window. These doors with glass are usually associated with borrowed “2 white oak face. 

lights. The doors allowed light to pass from the offices along the exterior of the building into the interior He smuetaanmersiorensas 
corridors. The glass type and size used in the doors also relates in glass type and size to the borrowed alist) na aal ee 

The wood doors are divided into two basic types: with and without glass lights. These two basic types Co a : 4 3 
are divided into a number of different varieties, each designed with a variation in dimension and style. - i ; Se 

Wood Door Design a ne — 
The wood door design is generally a standard stile and rail construction with two raised panel inserts. ca sf gee _ 

The doors leading from the corridors into the offices usually have a glass light in place of a wood panel Lo - me 0 5 
at the top and wood for the lower panel. The stile and rails are actually a composite assembly with a ae a. i ae! L 
laminated quarter sawn white oak veneer placed over a solid core. The edge band is a veneer glued to 3 y) i te “J i — 
the solid core. | : a i i 7 u 5 il a 

The wood panels are a multiple layer of crossed grained plywood, with a finished quarter sawn white a 5; 1 | 
oak face. These panels, some as wide as fourteen to sixteen inches, are faced with only two pieces of i. | : 

veneer, cut from sequential layers of the wood and placed in a book match configuration. The resultant | i - : 
appearance is a wonderful continuity of graining from one side to the other. a <— 

The panel design includes a three inch boarder cut ata slight angle decreasing in thickness towards the a , a 16 . ee an pei ee 
edge. The veneer grain of the boarder matches the grain direction of the face panel on all four sides. a i ‘ ge : : 7 panei eS i é a os o ries to the 

6 SsPhoto: Kahler Slater 
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os i Leather Doors 

me Se bs aah Leather doors are located at the entries to the Senate Chamber, Senate Parlor, and in some rooms. 

Xe © = a ( yy 4 : - q These tall doors, at approximately eight feet, are constructed with a maple wood core and a leather 

Bl \ 3 Lae reo BD covering. The leather is adhered to the doors by glue and has decorative brass tacks around the perim- 

Se tio < L E oy y eter and around the glass light. The double action door pivots on recessed pin hinges, located in the top 

— - : : pe — | es st Wrought iron doors are located at the entry to the Senate Chamber Lobby. These doors, over nine feet 
oo i : | a a a iy 1 i € high, are generally kept closed. The wrought iron work is decoratively designed including curves of 

ES L a im a | r : ; <= circular forms. The iron work is placed behind glass panels which prevent the transmission of sound 

ea 7 ree ay from the grand staircase into the Senate Chamber Lobby. The glass also prevents an unusual amount of 

ee Roe eg dust building up in the doors’ intricate iron work. 

eed ean aan ‘ en Metal Doors 

——— = = —— a a pws : = we a dotrs abe ested geile brated Metal clad doors are located in the Basement. These doors are wood core with metal cladding without 

ee ——Photo: Kahler Slater 

Exterior Doors 

8 >. | The main entry doors at the wing’s south end are the original doors installed at the time of construction. 
i... — - Made of quarter sawn white oak, the design is unique having three solid wood panels of equal size. The 

ce >. . ae panels are similar in construction to the other doors, but the panel veneer is designed differently. Each 
a 4a 2 panel is designed with four pieces of veneer, each cut in the shape ofa triangle. The doors are in good 

a - operating condition with an attractive finish. 

: . _ There are three sets of outer doors at the main entry. The central doors remain open and lead to the 

oe i revolving doors. There are two flanking sets of doors which are usually locked, with corresponding 

i - i interior doors creating a small vestibule on either side of the central and revolving doors. All the doors, 
- _ _ 8 = excluding the revolving doors, swing toward the exterior of the building. The revolving doors rotate ina 

| } counter clockwise direction with special hardware to allow the doors to break back in the opposite 

- direction during a emergency evacuation of the wing. 

| ' Southeast and Southwest Pavilion 

: a : 2 _ i = ie Oe a A vestibule located at the Ground Floor pavilion entry has three sets of exterior and three corresponding 
aa : _ : : ding throughout the mechanical spaces. interior sets of doors. The three sets of exterior doors were designed to be used in tandem with the 

Le Photo: Kahler Slater 
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adjoining door. The top rail of the door curves upward from the hinge side to the knob side and then 
curves down on the adjacent door from the knob side to the hinge. The glass light at the top panel oo ae 
follows the same curved line of the door. ; 4 ae ei) he 

The interior vestibule doors are uniquely designed with a gentle curve which continues the same wall line Es a ne i po 
as the pavilion. These doors also have a full length curved glass light matching the radius of the door. ee eee 

The original pavilion doors are in good operating order; however, the finish is dull with noticeable ener ~ oo le _ 
scratches and cracked panels. The eastern most door on the Southeast Ground Floor Pavilion is a : " 2 
equipped to provide accessible access, having automatic openers and two way communication with the ommens 4] I : i | gee 
Capitol police. - E ‘ . : 

A single quarter sawn white oak door leads to the storage area under the monumental stairs. This door mon < | | niall 
is in fair operating condition with a poor finish. 7 ——— 

a : 

The exterior doors on the First Floor Pavilion entries are similar to the Ground Floor doors. The inner Mia: < | al ' ‘ems Figure 301 
entrance doors follow the same radius as the exterior wall. Co Le The revolving doors at the wing's south end are 

i ai , nce nae cause neue S is the original doors installed at the time of con- 
; ee struction. Interior Doors fooen Photo: Kahler Slater 

Basement 

There were twenty two original doors in the Basement as compared to forty seven doors which cur- —  —rr— ee : 
rently exist. The change in the number of doors is due to the creation of additional rooms and storage i. ee ‘ 

The southern end of the basement has four original metal doors in the mechanical area. The remaining ee 
original doors are wood and are located in the corridor, and close to the grand stairs. These doors have - <4 8 _ 
wood on the upper and lower panels. The doors at the entry to the Basement rotunda, added prior to — «a - . a L : 
1980, have glass lights in the upper panels. | a a | ' 

fo . te The doors in the basement are generally in good working condition but are in need of general refinishing. : - | ro” _ yo ae : 
There are deep scratches caused by work carts and general use. The overall finish on the doors is dull — | ey oC 

Ground Floor i om a] | ll Hi a | 
In the original construction there were ninety-two doors compared to ninety-five existing doors on the tT | ue | ie _ 

Ground Floor. Although the number of doors are similar to the original number these doors have either die WU I a ae * = Figure 302 
been switched or replaced with new doors. The majority of the doors are a high quality replacement Cite ee The eastern most door on the Southeast Ground 
with panels of quarter sawn white oak. However, they are constructed with multiple flitches as com- ee — Cibo Pavilion is equipped to provide accessible aiatheonenate hich a nied in aly toro fitchesi antle book _ ‘ hr access, having automatic openers and two way pared to the orig) oors which appear to be construc ‘om only two Tiltches in a single boo! ee — |... communication with the Capitol police. 

er ee Photo: Kahler Slater 
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2 matched fashion. A significant change on the Ground Floor is the addition of two sets of new doors cut 
iB ee nn a Se _.—s«izi‘écjté#tC _ through the limestone wall at the northern end of the main corridor. The doors on the south end of the 

- ee corridor were originally double action leather doors. These were replaced with double wood doors. 
: : a ae ae One door remains in the fixed position and is opened only when needed for clearance. 

. gece Additional doors include the partition doors in the toilet stalls which were originally a multi-panel quarter 
| ye oe sawn white oak door. They were replaced with a plastic laminate door during a renovation. 

a F ea Ie C io Ley There were eighty-nine doors, with a combination of wood, metal, and leather covered, in the original 
a SS i ie | construction. The public corridor has not been changed since the original construction although the 
i “| a private office areas have been extensively remodeled. 

: | nl 5 5 | i 7 In the original construction there were six swinging leather doors which were used as communicating 
Te = _ doors between adjoining offices. The original floor plan shows that double action leather doors were 

i Z used between the Insurance Department Library and the Insurance Commissioner’s office, and a 
figures . : proofreader’s office, and between the Commissioner’s office, Deputy commissioner’s office and the | ___— A double door into an office is composed of quarter . Ea 

| sawn white oak with borrowed lights in the upper Actuary office. All the leather doors have since been removed from the floor. Other swinging doors 
‘ | _panels and a transom above the door set. included quarter sawn white oak paneled doors between the toilet rooms and coat rooms. 
Sea ae oe : Photo: Kahler Slater 4 Fs 

The First Floor had two large storage vaults, each with a double set of entry doors. The outer door was 
soe constructed of quarter sawn white oak, and the inner double doors were constructed with plate steel 

‘ — tt sss and a vault type combination lock. 

: od | There are currently eighty-one doors on the First Floor. The private corridor on the South Wing’s west 
Lo i side is a mix of original and replacement doors. The replacement doors are easy to determine due to the 

| eS lCFFigure 304 2. -__ The limestone walls were cut on 
(od a © Asingle office door of quarter sawn white oak — — ——é“‘C’™éCOCCOCOMOth sides of the main corridor for a 
eee” displays wear marks across the bottom rail. a, — oo —~~___2ew set of doors. 

Photo: Kahler Slater Se  eORPhoto: Kahler Slater 
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visual difference between quarter sawn white oak used on the original doors and plain sawn white oak oe _ 

used on the replacement doors. 
. 1 ssa oa oe 

The original vault space on the west side, now used by the Senate pages, and the east side’s vault space a ; 
have been divided into several offices, each using a office partition system. These spaces have wood eC j 
grained masonite doors which are commonly used in contemporary type office construction. - - Ie i 

In addition, the toilet stall doors have been replaced on this floor with a composite constructed door ee 

with a plastic laminate. Oo ———— 

Second Floor - fh 
The original Second Floor plan was similar in design to the existing floor plan. There has been minor a a a | a 
partition changes in the office spaces, but there has not been any significant changes on this floor in — wedi |) |. 
regard to the doors. : | it : . a : - 

All of the doors leading into the Senate Chamber are the original double action leather doors designed 7 
for the South Wing. These tall doors are approximately 8 feet in height. All of the private corridor, | Figure 306 
chamber and chamber vestibule doors are original with a few minor exceptions. One door has been : A few original quarter sawn white oak partition 
added for a new bathroom at the north end of the west corridor and two other doors have had the - 4 f doors os in the ‘eh ppg tet a dr a 
swing changed. Most of the doors in the private office areas have been either moved within the existing >. i referred ta these smaller doors as’ “dwarf doors. 

od =... Photo: Kahler Slater 

Third Floor  ———ri—“——O——<—Sa<sSsSs a 
Recent remodelings have lead to an increase in doors from fifty five originally to sixty three. The original  @2=—.——esOts=*# tt 
floor plan included five committee rooms, and five committee and clerk’s offices jointly used by both Ff a 
legislative houses. These large rooms easily allowed for remodelings which provided twenty offices to _ . ‘ 2 —. 

be used by the senators. Most of the original doors, as evidenced by the high quality quarter sawn white Bg Vas | | , a 

oak, were placed in new adjoining walls between the staff and senators’ offices, and for access from the Po ! a o 
offices to the corridors. Additional doors used were made of plain sawn white oak. 4 Le 

The doors are generally in good operating condition, but are showing signs of deterioration including: E Ss: : 2 oO 
scratches, gouges and darkening finishes. The lower panel in most of the corridor doors has been _ Po : 
removed and replaced with a metal louver to encourage an air exchange between the corridor and L a : pa 

There are currently forty-eight doors compared to forty-one which were installed at the time of South a i Be 
Wing construction. The Fourth Floor originally had four large committee rooms which were jointly used. po i = COFigure 307 : f eee : — 298 Boe . | ~~... Even small doors, such as this one accessing 
These rooms were divided into eight offices for senators, support staff, and a sergeant-at-arms support a | ee : _ _ electric panels, were made of quarter sawn white 
office. Thirty-one doors appear to be original. The lower panel in most of the corridor doors has been fe oak. 

- =. ™ Co Photo: Kahler Slater 
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ee Eee oe removed and replaced with a metal louver to encourage an air exchange between the corridor and 

ee ee office. The doors are generally in good operating order with cosmetic deterioration: scratches, gouges 

Ola MN a and darkened finishes. 

ie es. Survey 
| i Ce | A non-traditional door survey was developed to record the condition of the doors and to provide a 

ae 2 . ° gs . > te . . . 

: systematic approach to providing individual direction for removal and restoration. Because of the 

complexity of tracking over three hundred original significant doors, an identification tracking number 

: and sheet was prepared for each door. 

; : Two elevation drawings were prepared showing respective door sides. The condition and repair notes 

% Pen See were graphically entered directly on the elevation drawings. Individual symbols were used to record the 

= current condition of the doors and the specific repair instructions. Each door was assigned a tracking 

p number which will remain with the door throughout the removal and restoration process. The tracking 

; = number will be useful in integrating a computer data management system to coordinate the doors and 

s associated hardware. The survey, which will act as an appendix to this report, may be referenced for 

— Figue ss detailed conditions for each door. 
A typical door shows the gauges, scratches, and 

——r~—~—S marks from years of use. 
CLL lll Le Photo: Kahler Slater 

a ; q | i. : | | | { a 

all Fe yay —— 

. ee : A ypical corridor door shows the lower panel 
. ee 

replaced with louvers. 

ed Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Door Hardware | ct, | 

Most of the hardware used in the South Wing is the original hardware installed at the time of construc- } | — poo - ; 

tion. It is considered the highest quality and only comparable to other buildings of equal character. The a io 

cast bronze pieces, escutcheon plates, and door knobs are free of casting and material imperfections. i . ae | i : 

George Post’s reputation for using the highest quality hardware on his projects was known and dis- | ; ; let | a - 

cussed by Russell Sturgis, a well known architectural historian and critic, in “The Hardware of Orna- ae - a : Ae 

ment” in The Great American Architect Series of June 1898. ee 
Nie Ea ee 

Two basic sets of hardware, a Wisconsin coat of arms escutcheon plate and a flat plate with chamfered A DES AN Te 
edges, both manufactured by the Russwin Lock Company, form the basis for one hundred and twenty a i \ tee Hl Ei 4 A | a 

RE (bers Bet co 
varieties of hardware and over ten thousand individual pieces in the South Wing. There are over thirty- a Het ia By yi 

two types of escutcheon plates, ten types of door knobs, fourteen types of locksets, and many other er |) E leks = 

wer lal iH i ___ The custom cast Wisconsin escutcheon plate has 
The Wisconsin Coat of Arms Hardware _ i Te | : ae u S YT several different variations. These chamfered edge 

3 : ) x E ri i , Se Re ae push plates are designed to coordinate with the 
The Wisconsin escutcheon plate casting depicts a miner and a state militiaman flanking the E Pluribus —— ae : finass aush boceteot span te gas: light wn the 

Unum coat of arms. The state motto “Forward” as well as the Wisconsin Badger is also depicted. All eet : ie upper panel of the door. The two push plates shown 

these items are cast within a 2 inch circumference. The Wisconsin escutcheon plate is the prevailing style ‘pee. Gee are te nape on exterior double doors. 

used in the South Wing. The exceptions are found inside the closets, restrooms, the private nonpublic : ° ink ie anaes 

areas in basement and the fourth floor offices where the flat plate is used. 

Wisconsin Escutcheon Plate Ae oo. 

There are seventeen types of Wisconsin Escutcheon plates, varying in size from twelve inches to four- i te - ae : 

teen and one halfinches. The standard door hardware set includes this plate used in conjunction with the a PY Wear 
Wisconsin door knob, a lock cylinder, and Russwin lockset with access for a skeleton key. op 

The prominent types of plates include a knob and key set used for offices along the corridor, a knob «se Ve 
and tum buckle set used for adjoining offices doors, and a push plate variety used on the swing leather oA 7 a 

doors. | dp Hi 5 

Wisconsin Doorknobs i: ec 

The Wisconsin doorknobs are designed to be used with the Wisconsin Escutcheon plate. The knobs are at ie ; L — 

acast multi-piece unit connected to a grooved spindle, inserted into the escutcheon sleeve and through ea) * 

the lockset. There is a fractional dimensional difference between two types of knobs and the sleeve ee ee he 
Fee s ; 

dimensions. A Figure 311 
8 ae The flat Russwin plate maintains a high level of 

ay : quality with little maintenance since the original 
Flat Escutcheon Plate 3 fe installation. This type of plate was only used in 

aie ‘ ayes ‘ secondary or service areas. 
eae are - varieties of the a flat ae plate. They ), in size — and one ase oe a 'Phictos Kanter Slaier 

inches by eight to two and one half inches by nine and three quarter inches. The utilitarian design is 
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ee, — 6 060UmUmUmrtrt~—~—S without decorative castings. This escutcheon plate is used in conjunction with a modest knob. There is a 
SS ae so ; ' : : s : : : (eae oS _ zinc version of the Russwin plate, with a matching knob used on the interior side of the toilet rooms and 

- s Oi. G a age se 'e _ the interior side of the janitor closets. 

RRO ea ae 
Ewes Fis OWS ej it The locksets were manufactured by the Russwin Lock Company. As they have functioned well since the 

- | AH We AWE a a rs i i uy | SCCOéFFigurre 312 original installation they were probably a top of the line stock item. The inside of the locksets resemble 
oe HES ie El ee oan f i Lite i i ei i Lo oo The amount of refined detailing the workings of an intricate clock, with hundreds of tiny pieces. The locksets are designed to be placed 

Bees eee: ie i P os es visible " the Wisconsin coat of ina mortised cut out in the stile of the door. Two additional cutouts are made in the door face, one for 
Bee ee eee OP eee One i Feasiae. od the door knob and one for the cylinder. These locksets were used on every door. : Bear eed 1 St aT : | _ gives the hardware its high level of 

ete eS = quality. 

: eae = Photo: Kahler Slater Hinges 

i ee os There are four basic hinge types: the stainless steel spring loaded toilet stall door, the bronze interior 
ere eee 8 pune ts door ng, lena pte toe nak Wat Onl aoe senate PCO a Demet on — a : ye doors. These hinges are hidden from view as they are recessed into the door stiles. 

a, Strike Plat = La g <i Se ca 

iti There are eleven varieties of strike plates, most are the standard variety mounted in the door jamb. 
4 _ pS ts i Figure 313 Other varieties include a blank strike, three types of strikes for non-locking doors, a strike for a dead 

ae i ae This Norton door closure was bolt and back set, and chrome strike plates for toilet partitions. In addition there are specialty plates in 
sao a a 5 installed as a replacement for the the floor for the swinging doors and magnetic strikes used at the exterior doors. 

: ff original Russwin closure. In many 

: 2 2 cases the original Russwin mount- 
7 SS ing hole is still apparent in the door Miscellaneous Hardware 

CS casing and frame. 5 3 fi ; ‘ 
. 2 ee . : Pier Railep Slater Miscellaneous os include brass kick plates found on all leather doors and the Here doors, bronze 

casted “Push-Pull’ signs mounted on the exterior doors, and door grilles mounted in non-vented rooms. 
‘ : There are varieties of door holds and door stop. The most prevalent is the flip down. A dead bolt door 
——— ee ma hold is used on the Senate Chamber doors, and a spring loaded plunger type door hold is found on the 

eT of double action exterior doors and the leather doors. The four door closures are hydraulically controlled 

: oo Tig Figure 314 and were originally manufactured by the Russwin Company. Additional new closures include Norton fey ginally y ip 
os ft Many of the Russwin closures Door closures and LCNs. 

: : —° ; g originally installed in the South 

ee = Wing remain. There were variations Special hardware is incorporated in the revolving doors. Normally building codes do not allow revolving 
ee a = in the methods of installation of doors along an egress path. However, this special hardware allows the individual door leaf to break 

oe on : xo these hydraulic closures including . ¥ , eresnmib las 4 S 
2 : 8 th : back and pivot around the central hinge of the door despite which direction the door is pushed in an — ’ — Me e development of a free standing : ; 4 
a oo} oe St : mounting plate found in the janitor emergency. This provides a unobstructed path to the outside. 
2a oe aes closets to allow for the closure to be 

Fy = mounted on the non-hinge side of 
fe the door. 

OID Photo: Kahler Slater 
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The survey, restoration, and reinstallation of over ten thousands pieces of historically significant hard- 7 _ _ . 

ware required the development of a unique custom tracking system. The system developed required ; \ 
careful attention to detail and utilizing a data management system. Ss 

Individual sheets were prepared for each door. All the potential hardware types were entered on the = = ee - j 
sheets. The information entered included the item type, existing condition, where it will be stored, how ae e 
to repair it, and a final column for contractor comments. The sheets were composed with the File ee Ee ms 4 
Maker Pro software. This survey will act as an appendix to this report and may be referenced for any ee / Co 

individual hardware piece. -./ ™ 

Fe anal Beer ee a ie Figure 316 
ee — = AO a 
ee =  _~—siplacce of the traditional plunger type door stop. The 

oe  ,C—— Ce mounting holes are still evident at the base of the 
oe oo ee. = ~~ ~~ ~~ door stile from the original stop. 

ae ee, Photo: Kahler Slater 

oe ‘ yee NM oo : oe és 

Oi 

lS ee This bronze interior door hinge is shown in the ee we. Figure 317 
Se aT j typical method of installation with both faces of the lL a The original door stop had a plunger type mecha- 
Bie ee hinge recessed into the door casing and stile oe ._ ¢. nism activated by applying pressure on the top of 
a ; i=: i i h a i. 7 723&7«7373=F _ the plunger to hold the door in plac Pe Uhm insuring a flush fit. ee —_— “= ean Cle Ronee 2edh Hypiace, 

fob ee iB Photo: Kahler Slater oo Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Fire Hose Cabinets 

George Post’s design for fire protection included a state of the art standpipe system. This system 

provides a fire hose hook-up at 12 strategic locations in the South Wing to carry water, in a vertical 4" 

pipe, to all the floors. The pipe branches off at each floor and terminates with a valve and threaded 

nipple for the fire hose to attach. This system provides the occupants of the building and the fire depart- 

ment with a readily accessible high pressure hose to extinguish fires. 

\ Me | The original design included a decorative cast brass bracket with a bronze badger prominently placed 

es. ce on the front to hang the fire hose. During a 1960 renovation the badger fire hose brackets were re- 

[ee moved and replaced with ten brass cabinets, and two quarter sawn white oak cabinets. At this time 

ee each floor has two cabinets located at south end of the wing, housing the fire hose, the control valve, 

cena and the threaded nipple for hooking the hose to the standpipe system. Due to changes in the fire code all 

| i / O fire hoses were removed in 1990. The fire cabinets have remained in place and act as storage for fire 

: es pi, CC extinguishers. Each of these wall hung cabinets have an operable door with a continuous piano hinge and 

Ce Ld MY Fa a a glass light with the word fire in Roman Helvetica type face across the front. 

| eo : ae a | | Two of the fire hose cabinets are constructed of quarter sawn white oak; the remainder are constructed 

gid ae bog & | | | with 18 gauge brass sheet metal. The dimensions are 3'-8" high by 3'-0" wide and 10" deep. Most of 

; i. oe . o q ie ; the enclosures are placed 2'-4" from the floor. The cabinets are in operable condition although the finish 

a. 8 is heavily tamished. 

ee Figure 318 
| —rt—“‘i‘“_sS<sésés Brass cabinets replaced the badger cabinets during ; 

ee 2 19605 renovation. 
: —.. | Photo: Kahler Slater 

i 

1S Figure 319 
a i | The original brass hose brackets 
_ were designed with a bronze badger. 

~~ Photo: Joyce Inman Historic 
ee : Interiors, Inc. 
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Furniture 

The original South Wing furniture was comprehensively documented under the larger Original Furniture eo ad eo 
; ' 3 Bia y i i itol ing: ’ 

Survey Project completed in September 1995 by Diane Al-Shihabi, Jennifer Herbert and Sarah Stahl. re oi nee aes oe 

Tas re a joint venture among the Wisconsin State Senate, the Wisconsin State Assembly, State of Laer een 

Wisconsin Department of Administration, Division or Facilities Development, and the Environment, ch Re ieetee 

Textiles and Design Department in the College of Family Resources at the University of Wisconsin- Sa ee INVENTORY 

Madison. me T0OAK (1912) 
‘i MANUFACTURER / CONTRACT DATE 1 MAH (1912) 

WOLLAEGER 9-19-1910 

Information was obtained from the original furniture blueprints in the Post Collection at the New-York WOLLAEGER episi2 

Historical Society and the State Historical Society of Wisconsin archival collection of Capitol Commis- ROOM# AND OCCUPANT ORIGINAL ROOM SPEC. 
K Sik. r t f if : Bldg. Mgmt. Director, Dumbleton, Rim. 4V-EW, | pc., MAHL, Cl Ist Contract 

sion files which included Contract, Correspondence, Specification, and Financial Files. Data was Tene tC Bes Giese oa tte ee) SE EGeT Borla 

collectively summarized in a template format for each individual piece. Original blueprints were elec- Gece eecn hen aed Priv, Off, Rm.3 

tronically scanned and inserted into the templates. FISH & GAME WARDEN. Wi i. Of, 7 
eeinr once 

All existing original furniture pieces are being inventoried, documented, and photographed. Pieces are DRAW STATE BOARD OF HEALTH SW Brae ei 

identified as original by manufacturer’s inventory label, manufacturer’s escutcheons, wood type, wood Se eee ae 
cut, construction method, locks, and hardware. The inventory is entered directly into a database which Sol Po ie 
can sort the information by style number, description, wood, manufacturer, office, wing, building, photo Pa ; . 
frame, etc. The Capitol and twenty designated State office buildings were inventoried by August 1995. H = 7] 
All the furniture for the Capitol will be addressed in Book IX—Fumiture in the Historic Structure SiS tt 

Reports. AL OORT ESA mr A 
een DESK ENDS « 

Post’s Design Concept eee ore 

Post employed a holistic approach to the building and furniture design in which he totally integrated 

interior and exterior architecture, decorative details, accessories, and furniture. Design detailing indicates 
: ie a c 2 IG 

that he was influenced by the prevailing Arts and Crafts Movement, which emphasized quality compo- Sees ate ae Bae nea 

nents, simplicity, unity, and exquisite craftsmanship; and Renaissance Revival styles exhibiting classical CONDITION 

ornamentation. The furniture is not a specific style but an amalgamation of styles and influences, unified 

by wood type, construction, and detailing. It is custom-made in that sizes were designed to fit the PHOTO ROLL / FRAME. nee 

intended room, but not in the sense that each piece was a unique design to the Wisconsin Capitol. LE 38" x 72" x 32", actual existing 

. wl “ . . The desk i - EW hi Woll: the bo ing it is roll C-1, he there i: half 
Consistent with Beaux-Arts philosophy, Post embodied a systematic and orderly approach to the it aeais ea roll deak. Tao ales Ceameremens cating ce) soe the C fat top desks have 72" sb theve 

fi * : : . . . sas : : I Il. as 38" depth. The hei f this desk i . 32". It is believed to be a C-1 with the issing. Thi 
ture scheme which resulted ina hierarchy of designs with distinct classifications. The extent of en he coe the Pee ic had Snares a ee ie finish a eect sine It pity eWea 

detailing and quality of materials used were in direct relationship to the level of importance for the a C4 for its condition only because the roll top is missing. It can function very well as a flat top desk. 

intended user. PAGE 

The furniture was divided into ten major categories designated by letters A through K. Within each, 

pieces were organized by like descriptions and given individual numbers. Only types A, B, C, G, and K 

were used in the South Wing. Figure 320 
Survey form used in Original Furniture Survey Project 

Form: Division of Facilities Development 
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freeones opertle Ce ee ct Types A through C, primarily for non-public spaces, have simple silhouettes and a lack of classical Wisconsin State Capitol Wing: S,W q s : : : Original Furniture Research : ornamentation. Type A, designed mainly for clerks and business offices, and Type B, designed for 
FURNITURE TYPE ae . secretaries and ena to departments, have tapered legs, horizontal banding, and block feet which 

ac Tables were prevalent in the European Reform Movement as well as the American Arts and Crafts Movement. 
MATERIAL / WOOD TYPE eae . au aan Type C, designed for chiefs of departments, has long tapered supports and a prominent octagon motif. 

ae Itis of interest that the octagonal motif used on Type C pieces is found on furniture designed by Frank 
MANUF ACTURERJ CONTRACT DATE Lloyd Wright for his Oak Park residence in 1893. 

WOLLARGER, 8-9-7012 

ROOMY AND OCCUPANT SINAL ROOM SPEC. Classical detailing was incorporated into the furniture ops G ae K, be ie were used = public spaces. 
GAR Ren ENG, pe C4 tse Contract The Senate Parlor tables and the Senate President’s chair are a mix of Renaissance Revival styles. The 2p. Young, LNW, Epc, mn. 203 F " ¥ i hs 

ee a silhouettes and omamentation are mainly derived from European Renaissance designs. The fundamental 

a cea approach to their design still emphasized unification, quality components, and exceptional craftsmanship 
DRAWING ie ee stemming from the Arts and Crafts movement. Generally, the furniture wood type was consistent with 

Sergean at Avmns, Rix Zl the wood type on the walls. 

: Furniture Types 
ee teers ei é ; ? : shoritaren era : The following summary defines furniture categories and explains each type’s distinguishing features. 

ah These types were used in the South Wing and were manufactured by Wolleager Manufacturing Com- 

{ pany of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

TABLES CaM Type A—Clerks and Business Offices 
vers = : eee tt (oak—all wings) 

~ ow 2h. age 3a” . . : . : : ee Type A is the simplest of all the designs and the broadest furniture category with approximately 150 

designs. Supports of tables, desks, bookshelves, and umbrella stands are long and tapered with block 

feet. Handles are carved out wood with the appearance of awnings. Wood brackets, consisting of two 

curves on desks, and three curves on tables are used as a decorative detail. Veneers are 1/8" thick. 

REFERENCE TO FILE REFERENCE TO DRAWING Pieces used in the South Wing were oak. 
337, BOX 3, We S200 

CONDITION Type B—Secretaries and Assistants to Departments 
: (oak—all wings) 

PHOTO ROLL FRAME ENSIONS j : 14-5 pas par - S rt Type B pieces have tapered supports and block feet as do Type A pieces. Handles are brass as op- 
NOTES posed to wood. Wood brackets have two curves with a greater counter curve than type A’s. Pieces 

Gnily 3 pieces were found on the Application for Payment, yet five were originally ordered, They were lozated on the floor were used interchangeably with type A’s as there were no umbrella stands, waste baskets, coat trees, or 
plans in room 216 end 224 of the Assembly, and in roam 31 Lof the Library, none of which are listed on the Application. Ghia " : ; t r 

office seating in this category. There were 31 type B designs. Veneers were 1/8" thick. Pieces used in 

PAGE the South Wing were Oak. 

: Type C—Chiefs of Departments 
Figure 321 (oak—all wings; mahogany—Senate President) 
Survey form used in Original Furniture Survey Project ; : : : 
Form: Division of Facilities Development Type C furniture has long tapered supports and a prominent octagon motif. Handles are brass with a 

simple horizontal shape. Wood brackets are used as a decorative element and consist of three curves. 
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There were 73 type C designs. Veneers are 1/4" thick. Type C pieces in the South Wing were Oak with Wisconsin State Capitot Wing: W,S 

the exception of the Senate President’s furniture, which was Mahogany. Original Furniture Research Date 

Type G—Senate Parlor EURRETURE-TXER, oe “CHAIR, ASSEMBLY BEARER & 
SENATE PRESIDENT 

MATERIAL (WOOD TYPE QUANTITY 
(mahogany) OAK ORIGINAL, 5, UYENrony 

FRENCH WALNUT OAK ¢ 

Type G furniture consists of ornate Renaissance Revival tables and seating with a lack of omamentation. MANUFACTURER / CONTRACT DATE ee 

Chairs feature cabriole legs and leather upholstery. Davenports and davenport chairs were fully uphol- erence ie 

stered in leather and tufted. There were 9 type G designs. Veneers are 1/4" thick. Furniture in the ROOMé AND OCCUPANT ORIGINAL ROOM SPEC. 
Senate Parlor was Mahogany. Sense Chanter, - 80, Pye, EI WAL. Cl Bae Consrsee 

: t VISMELR dst. BL, Assembly Cmmieer, 1 po. OAR CE ASSEMBLY CHAMBER-WW, OAR, 1 po. 

Bid Comtrect 

SWING <i ialatag cess Type K—Senate Chamber aia ae ZOE 1 pe. ; 

(French walnut) z 
Stee, i 2 

Type K furniture is an combination of styles unified by wood type and construction. The President’s & @ 

chair has a Renaissance Revival silhouette. The revolving bookcases have the simplicity of Arts & } eee i 

Crafts. Senator’s and reporter’s chairs are scrolled but not as authentic Pillar and Scroll furniture which I 5 fee 

had flat surfaces as opposed to rich carving. There were 17 type K designs. Veneers are 1/4" thick. if 4 I 

Furniture in the South Wing Senate Chamber was French Walnut. i i 2M PRESIDENTS Chine. : 
ie aL ress 

The Senate desks were custom designed and were manufactured by Matthew Bros. of Milwaukee, i G s i ] 
5 ' 3 = a ~t 

Wisconsin, under a contract separate from all the other furniture. i] tweet [ily sone ty eee E 
4 : ir! $82 ‘ 
ee) Jie : 

5 cee ee LT [ace amessee | 

Typical Office Layouts v oo + I! i 
The original South Wing of the Capitol housed the Tax Commission, State Board of Health, Insurance if a ii aS 

Commission, Board of Control, and the Senate. The chiefs or administrators of each department had 

Type C furniture. A typical office contained either a roll or flat top desk, table, revolving desk chair, arm 

chairs, umbrella stand, clothes tree, waste basket, bookcase, and a davenport couch. With the excep- REFERENCE TO FILE REFERENCE TO DRAWING 

tion of the Senate President, the wood type was quarter sawn white oak. The Senate President had two Gunes ot 

offices, rooms 210 and 211. The private office, room 210, had a roll top desk, table, revolving desk SONDITION 

chair, arm chairs, davenport couch, davenport chair, umbrella stand, waste paper basket, and a ward- 
: ; ‘ PHOTO ROLL / FRAME DIMENSIONS 

robe. Room 211 had a flat top desk, table, revolving desk chair, arm chairs, umbrella stand, and a 1-18.19 

clothes tree. on 
r 3 -Subcontracted to Retti ng Puen, Ce. in Now, of 1916, 

The Senate Chief Clerk, being an assistant to the department, had a Type B roll top desk and table, Subcontucted to Milwaukee Chair Co. in October of 1912. 33, 20x 12. w-1912 REC). 
‘ F es 3 : x dina letter daied Oct. 11, 1912 from Wollasper to Lew Powter, tt was stated that Ge Milwaukee Chair Co. is making all 

with a type A revolving desk chair, arm chair, umbrella stand, waste paper basket, filing cabinet, and type G, K, and € chairs that were made in the former contract by Resting Furs, Co..) 
wardrobe. Leather back, upholstered seal, richly carved back. 

. PAGE 

Business offices and stenographer’s rooms were specified with Type A furniture. A typical business 

office had a flat or roll top desk for each employee, a table, revolving desk chairs, arm chairs, umbrella Figuré'322 

stands, and waste baskets. A stenographer’s office had flat top typewriter desks for each employee, Survey form used in Original Furniture Survey Project 

armless stenographer’s chairs, umbrella stands, clothes trees, and waste paper baskets. Form: Division of Facilities Development 
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Lighting Public Spaces 

ae 5 : Basement 
The original South Wing light fixtures were designed by George B. Post & Sons, 101 Park Avenue, 
New York City, New York in 1908. The Contract Drawing 518-1654, dated Dece mber 8, 1908, The Basement public spaces are a combination of corridor and stair hall. In these areas, the light fixtures 

included a fixture schedule for each room and a drawing of each fixture type. The original Contract consist of type EAE. 

Drawing was revised in January and August of 1910, July 1912, December 1913 and January and 

March of 1914. The original electrical specification for the South Wing and southeast and southwest Genunsitieor 

comer of the pavilions was prepared by George B. Post & Sons on December 16, 1911. The specifi- The ground floor public spaces are a combination of entrance lobbies, stair corridor, lobby, main 

cation covered switching and control of light fixtures, mounting and fixture brass sockets by Edison Co. corridor, corridors, and stair landings. In these areas, the light fixtures consist of ten different fixture 

The proposal by the Mitchell Vance Company of New York City, New York was accepted on January types: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, N, O, and Q. 

25, 1912 to supply the light fixtures for the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Corner Pavilions 

for the sum of $25,287.81. First Floor 

The fabrication process for these ornate brass fixtures has remained almost the same as when the Ths dim floor public Spates ee ve asian —_ aie sande cause 

fixtures were originally made. A clay model is approved by the Architect, after which a sand casting corridor and hall, and niches. In these areas, the light fixtures consist of six different fixture types: O, P, 

(imprint in sand) would be created to make the fixture mold. From this mold, the manufacturer would 2S.haey 

create a shell for casting. Hot metal is poured into the shell for rough casting. After the casting cools, the 

shell is removed and the casting imperfections are filled by hand and chasing off of the flashing at the Sens 

seams and paint lines. The final process is finish buffing and finish application. The second floor public spaces are a combination of main stairs, stair galleries, stair corridors, senate 

lobbies, anti-chambers, hearing room, senate chambers, vestibules, senate parlor, and senate committee 

Original Conditions room. In these areas the light fixtures consist of sixteen different fixture types: D, O, T, V, W, ZAG 

The original fixtures were an incandescent type at 110 V-DC. The fixtures were a combination of simple EE en enn ia 

and omate brass with glass globes, chandeliers, brass post lamps, wall sconces, and hanging pendants. Third Floor 

A lighting survey form was developed for each original fixture in the public spaces. This form was u i ret ’ g i ! 

specific to details and also included a photo of the fixture type. In the West Wing project the field survey The third flons public spaces are a combination of stair galleries, stairs, senate gallery, lobbies, and 

forms were then given to the selective removal contractor who took the fixtures down. Ad ditional senate committee rooms. In these areas, the light fixtures consist of seven different fixture types: O, U, 

comments as to the fixture’s condition were noted before boxing the fixture for storage. The fixture V, W, DD, EE, and EAE. 

passed to the electrical contractor who cleaned, repaired, and reexamined the fixture for any variations 

from the form. The electrical contractor eventually hangs the fixture. With this past procedure in mind the Fourth Floor. 

South Wing fixture form was updated and improved. In addition to the field survey, the existing drawings The fourth floor public spaces are a combination stair halls, corridors, and committee rooms. In these 

were reviewed. areas, the light fixtures consist of four different fixture types: H, I, M, and O. 

The owner had previously determined that office fixtures, if not original, would not be reused. Therefore, Southeast and Southwest Pavilions: Ground and First Floor 

new fixtures were not surveyed. 5 oo : 
These floor spaces and exterior spaces are a combination of entrances, vestibules, porches, porte 

The following sections include description of the original fixture types and original locations. Public cocheres, and pedestals of balustrade. In these areas, the light fixtures consist of six different fixture 

spaces are addressed followed by private spaces. All fixtures were originally incandescent fixtures wired types: D, M, P, T, U, and XA. 

for 110 volts and direct current. During the Capitol’s conversion to alternating current from 1958 to 

1963, the fixture sockets were replaced with AC rated sockets. The Capitol is now using 120 volts. 

New fixtures, although not surveyed, are referenced by photo and location. 
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Basement —- - 6 
The Basement spaces are a combination of toilets, ante room, storage areas, mechanical space, corri- ee — a oS / 

‘ ‘ ee ——rtrté‘“‘“_O Ff : 

dors, and stair hall. In these areas, the light fixtures consist of five different fixture types: I, J, K, EAE, - aoe . Gar 

Grid oor eet —hCUmrrs—S—COG 4 | a | 

The ground floor private areas are a combination of toilets, tax commissioner offices, Board of Health | a — 41 - 7 

Offices, Board of Control Office, Rooms 13S, 17S, 18S, lobbies and corridors, storage vaults, and tt ee - 

toilets. In these areas, the light fixtures consist of five different fixture types: H, I, J, K, and M.  — - , 

First Floor : ae meee ee 

The first floor private areas are a combination of toilets, insurance department offices, coat rooms, : . -. La. CA = . _ 

Board of Control offices and corridors, storage vaults, and toilets. In these areas, the light fixtures ee oa 7 Ss 

consist of nine different fixture types: H, I, J, K, M, T, V, W, and X. > ee i. sia ’ 4 

Second Floor Me ac ae ee 7 1S == 

The second floor private areas are a combination of toilets, corridors, coat room, offices, telephone _ N 7 _ | | bd -  S 

room, retiring room, and document room. In these areas, the light fixtures consist of eight different : aan a ££ | Q 7 | a — 

fixture types: J, L, M, V, W, AA, BB, and CC. —— ESCO —. 

The third floor private areas are a combination of toilets, corridors, senate offices, coat room, and 

closets. In these areas, the light fixtures consist of seven different fixture types: J, L, T, U, V, W, and y 

DD. y 

Fourth Floor 
4 , . “ = : | 

The fourth floor private areas are a combination of toilets, corridors, stairs, closet, and tank room. In : 4 k Roe 

these areas, the light fixtures consist of five different fixture types: I, J, K, M, and O. : 4 iw : : ce. 

Fixture Types | c 
A ) 

Type A Fixture: This fixture is an 8-lamp post light with smaller opal globes at the crown anda large “4 y o— 

opal globe at the pinnacle. The body is an ornate bronze clustered pier style column with lion heads and “= Se 

feet, Greek fret work, and acanthus leaf crown. This fixture is located at the Ground Floor exterior : : 
} Figures 323-331 

entrance to the South Wing. Top row: Fixture types A, B, and C 

Type B Fixture: This fixture is a 3-lamp surface mounted fixture with a large opal globe and an ornate — — aes ae 
i f £ ¢ ; Bottom row: Fixture types G, H, and I 

brass body embellished with acanthus leaves and bead and reel. This fixture is located in the Ground Photos: Affiliated Engineers 

Floor vestibules. 
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Type C Fixture: This fixture is a 7-lamp surface mounted fixture with an ornate cast brass body, six 6" 

opal globes, and one 12" opal globe in the center of the fixture. The body consists of a bead and reel 

eee cee style running molding at the globe mounting neck and a polished brass stem with acantus leaf echinus. 

= —- : This fixture is located in the Ground Floor entrance lobby and main corridor. 

—— ioc ‘ Type D Fixture: This fixture is a 10-lamp surface mounted fixture with a large opal globe in the center 

= aa Loe eee : ; and small opal globes around the perimeter. The body is ornate brass embellished with acanthus leaves 

<5, et ¥ “ fi and bead and reel molding. This fixture is located in the Ground Floor entrance lobby, main corridor, 

“7 and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions entrance; the First Floor entrances; and the Second Floor stair 

galleries. 

Type E Fixture: This fixture is a 1-lamp torch style wall sconce with a 10" opal globe and an ornate 

brass body. The fixture consists of an ornate brass wall mounting plate with acanthus leaves, a brass 

ees _ bracket arm, a petaled shaft with acanthus leaf and pineapple pendant at the base and guilloche at the 

Seo - _ globe base, and an oak leaf festoon at the arm and shaft connection point. This fixture is located in the 

~*~ _ 7 Ground Floor entrance lobby and main corridor. 

; a e * _ Type F Fixture: This fixture is a 3-lamp ring/chain hung fixture with a 14" opal globe and an ornate 

' : o _ Fe _ brass echinus. The echinus is embellished with bead and reel style running molding, acanthus leaves with 

f ee - | ines | _ petals, and bead and reeling at the ceiling mounting plate. This fixture is located in the Ground Floor stair 

a = 24 7 corridors. 

ral : _ Type G Fixture: This fixture is a 1-lamp torch style wall sconce with a 10" opal globe, an ornate cast 

: brass body, and wall brackets. The fixture consists of a large brass wall mounting plate with two floral 

; : | rosettes, a channeled support bracket, and a petal and beaded crown at the lamp/globe base. This 

See. fixture is located on the main stairs between the Ground and First Floors and the First Floor Stair 

ae re tt =. ae 
Rr age e,| | te | i goo Type H Fixture: This fixture is a 4-lamp chain hung fixture with brass shade with bead and molded 
aN i oe : : ee £ i e ee , : | I L : : 4 1 a 1 * , trim. This fixture is located in the Basement committee rooms; the Ground Floor Commissioner’s 

4 fy per Be ee | & _ | | 4 ‘ =: 2 Offices, Library, and Board of Health Offices; the First Floor Board of Control Accountant’s Office; 

~~ y Po oe , | = ee | | | ' 3 es and the Fourth Floor committee rooms. 

_. Sous a ee | se 1 lL = | | a ih , wv Type I Fixture: This fixture is a 3-lamp wall mounted candlestick style wall sconce with glass tulip style 

so SSt eee * ee L ba | i | | 1 a | | % a shades. The wall bracket and support brackets are brass with scroll style brackets. This fixture is 

- Ra _. i te 4 be a | he - * Ps woe ; : located in the Basement toilets and mechanical space (air filter chamber); the Ground Floor 
——_ if t—iC ee | 7. iy = ae Commissioner’s Offices and Board of Health Offices; the First Floor Board of Control Accountant’s 
i UU Cm | Po ag . 8 Office; and the Fourth Floor committee rooms and tank room (mechanical space). 

Figures 332-340 Type J Fixture: This fixture is a 3-lamp stem mounted fixture with brass bead molded stem and a 

ae (en: ee Opes t Rare i RLM type reflector. This fixture is located in the Basement toilets; the Ground Floor Commissioner’s 
Middle row: Fixture types M, N Special, and O ot . 
Bottom row: Fixture types P. Q and Q Special Offices, Board of Health Office, Room 17 Lobby, and toilet; the First Floor toilets and coat rooms; the 
Photos: Affiliated Engineers Second Floor toilets and coat room; the Third Floor toilets, closets and coat rooms; and the Fourth 

Floor toilets and closets. 
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Type K Fixture: This fixture is a 1-lamp stem mounted fixture with brass bead molded stem and a re : 

RLM type reflector. This fixture is located in the Basement tax storage vault; the Ground Floor storage y a ~ / / — 
vaults; and the First Floor storage vaults. - i : _ : 

Type L Fixture: This fixture is a 1-lamp surface mounted fixture with brass bead molded base and rs “ i . _ 
opal globe. This fixture is located in the Second Floor telephone rooms and the Third Floor closets. is 1 a : a No ling or pita Catal : 

Type M Fixture: This fixture is a 4-lamp surface mounted fixture with a large opal globe and a brass - * sm 1 _ wee . ne ae 
crown with polished bead molding. This fixture is located in the Ground Floor toilets, porches, and L i . — . pen ; a 

porte cocheres; the Second Floor east and west corridors; the First Floor coat rooms and corridors; f 7 ee _ as ee a 

and the Fourth Floor corridors. LS i | i _ _ fe r 

Type N Special Fixture: This fixture is a 3-lamp surface mounted fixture with omate brass body and ao he 

opal globes. The body is embellished with acanthus leaves, reeding, and cross banding. This fixture is LS = ssmenrocemmamanm, 

located in the Ground Floor secondary stairs, corridors, and east and west lobbies. -_ | {oo _ — «4 a . 

Type O Fixture: This fixture is a 1-lamp torch style wall sconce with an ornate cast brass body. The 3 2 CO _ 2 ae 4 A 
body consists ofa pineapple style pendant at the base with a polished brass shaft with molded necking a F - , | | ».4_. 1 

at the base and top. The echinus consists of acanthus leaves and a horizontal bead and reel with a 10" Ff. | ea 
opal glass globe. This fixture is located at the Ground Floor secondary stair intermediate landing; the £ [ _ - | : / a7 me 

First Floor secondary stairs; the Second Floor secondary stairs; the Third Floor secondary stairs; and ol : Vo, | ae 
the Fourth Floor secondary hall stairs. ow 5 Ng ae US gee f 

Type P Fixture: This fixture is a 5-lamp surface mounted fixture with a brass reed basket and copper - se - a . ee oes i 

foiling fora large marbled glass diffuser. The body is ornate brass embellished with festoons, acanthus ff. *» ® 
leaves, fretwork, fleur-de-lis, and pineapple pendant. This fixture is located in the First Floor entrance, ee cr 

main corridor, and elevator lobby. Ls 

Type Q Fixture: This fixture is a 5-lamp torch style wall sconce with four bare lamps and one 8" opal _ GD aN id or L _ > ¢  . 

globe. The body is ornate brass and is embellished with acanthus leaves, beaded brackets, reed and oS -y ES 3 Ff 

banding, guilloche band, and pommel pendant. This fixture is located in the Ground Floor main stair . - _ F Las _ a awe bs ; ; i 

corridor. | we seed 

Type Q Special Fixture: This fixture is a 5-lamp torch style wall sconce with an ornate cast brass . oe co : co 
body with four lamps and an 8" opal globe. The fixture consists of two boss or patera style wall mount- - . 7 i a , | 
ing plates with acanthus leaves and beaded brackets which support the main shaft. The shaft consists of 3 ” , — - ] Ne a : - 
a polished brass neck at the lamps and globe, acanthus leaf echinus with a reeded and banded horizon- ' oe _. | ~ 3 = § 
tal band at the top bracket, a reeded shaft with cross banding and guilloche band at the bottom bracket, 7 C. a . eo bl . __. 

and apommel finial at the bottom. This fixture is located in the First Floor main corridor. oes oe ee 
Figures 341-349 

Type S Fixture: This fixture is a 1-lamp wall sconce with a 10" opal globe and an ornate cast brass Top row: Fixture types S, T, and U 

body. The fixture consists of a large brass wall mounting plate with acanthus leaves and a bracket arm Middle row: Fixture types V, W, and X 

with acanthus leaves, bead and reel, and channeled shaft. This fixture is located in the First Floor main ray op oseigngh Pat nin ign in 
: Photos: Affiliated Engineers 

corridors. 
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TT Type T Fixture: This fixture was indicated on the original fixture schedule, but no detail was shown. 
_ _ _ _ This fixture is located in the First Floor vestibules and corridors; the Second Floor secondary stairs; and 
_ C Lon 7 _ : the Third Floor north, west, and east corridors. 

boa ; . 7 os Type U Fixture: This fixture is a 3-lamp chain hung fixture with a 14" opal globe and an ornate brass 
pee” amy = D echinus. The globe echinus consists of bead and reel style running molding and acanthus leaves with 
4 . : LP rl a | petals and bead and reeling at the ceiling mounting plate. This fixture is located in the Ground Floor 
a ie : _ : a a e vestibule, the Third Floor north and south corridors, and Senate gallery lobbies and corridors. 

a y . _ a Type U Special Fixture: This fixture is a 3-lamp chain hung fixture consisting of a 14" opal globe with 

a _ 7 | an orate brass echinus and pommel style pendant at the base of the globe. The globe echinus consists 
rr—“O“(COiwC ofa bead and reel style running molding and acanthus leaves with petals and bead and reeling at the 

i A ceiling mounting plate. This fixture is located in the Ground Floor vestibule. 

: ES Type V Fixture: This fixture is a 6-lamp chain hung chandelier with six 5" opal globes and an omate 
- 2 . _ a . - cast brass body. The body consists of a pineapple pendant with acanthus leaves and bead molding. The 

: p oe _ aa i Co main body consists of an egg style with volute style brackets supporting the lamps. This fixture is located 

: bt | | pacts o Se . in the First Floor lobby, Board of Control Offices, and Insurance Offices; the Second Floor committee 

: Pr ~ ue AM S | es = i - : — rooms and document offices; and the Third Floor committee rooms and offices. 

ee - oo a a i ' e ie 2 me i ‘ . Type W Fixture: This fixture is a 3-lamp candlestick style wall sconce with three polished brass 

bit a = “ : i i a ee a t G } eae yf i - cauliculus from the brass base and supporting tulip style brass cupo for lamp socket mounting. This 

ee See _ icles fad 7 fixture has had the original tulip style lamp shades replaced with G style lamps. This fixture is located in 
Ae ~~ = | ee the First Floor Insurance Offices and Board of Control Offices; the Second Floor committee rooms; 

L £ eel L and the Third Floor committee rooms and offices. 

ree Type X Fixture: This fixture is a 3-lamp chain hung chandelier in the tulip style. Ithas an ornate brass 

: _ 7 “ ; body embellished with bead molding, acanthus leaves, pineapple pendant, and volute (scroll) style 

a4 2 : brackets, This fixture is located in the First Floor Insurance Office, Lobby, and Library. This fixture 
’ deviated from the original drawing, 

8 | | i | | =| | i — Type Y Fixture: This fixture is a post fixture with an ornate cast base, shaft, and crown anda 12" opal 
oe Vy «= M ener i Lop globe. The post base consists of four smaller bases which support the main base decorated with water 
| ae _ aan —_ — | | ; i" 4 [ nu = leaf banding and large acanthus petals. The main shaft consists of a fluted and channeled shaft with 

eye ee te flabell form ornaments, patera, oak leaf festoons, and acanthus leaf and pineapple finial at the base. The 

Bee ah oe fae” echinus consists of acanthus leaves and scalloped ovum style petals. 

ee ber aya ‘ Type Z Fixture: This fixture is a 3-lamp surface mounted fixture with three G style lamps, which 
| | ue 0 a replaced the original glass globes, and an ornate cast brass body. The body consists of bead and reel 

Figures 35 0-3 38 trim at the lamp base and acanthus leaves at the mounting bracket and at the base of the mounting stem. 

8 i ny ota eit ue aoe G This fixture is located in the Second Floor Senate circular entrances. 

Bottom row: Fixture types II, PP, and SA 

Photos: Affiliated Engineers 
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Type AA Fixture: This fixture is a 5-lamp chain hung chandelier with five opal globes and an ornate a Til : . ——rrt—<“<—<‘ ‘ Om 

brass body with acanthus leaves, bead molding, volute style brackets, and pineapple pendant. This a : a i | ‘a <g : 

fixture is located in the Second Floor President’s Office and other offices. = = ec a : vo BS i : i a ’ : 2 

Type BB Fixture: This fixture is a 3-lamp candlestick style wall sconce with an oval brass base with ee ee a | : _ : : 4 vo oe oes 

water leafing, volute style brackets, and ovum lamp brackets. This fixture is located in the Second Floor Ee pe Dj bi = peony : i : : i ( : | | ea . 

Type CC Fixture: This fixture is a 3-lamp surface mounted fixture with a half sphere glass globe and an bE be lw NY : a i : aE) i ) i. | \ , se | — 
ornate brass crown embellished with acanthus leaves. This fixture is located in the Second Floor Senate ve ee. | A al om | i Not i | Ve Gy oe 
Lobby and office lobby. | Thal =e 
Type DD Fixture: This fixture is a 5-lamp ceiling mounted tulip style fixture with tulip style glass shades eh | / ES REG ea 

and brass body. The body is embellished with volute style lamp brackets, bead molding, and pendant. aes 

This fixture is located in the Third Floor committee rooms and offices. : — =a 

Type EE Fixture: This fixture is a 10-lamp stem mounted fixture with an ornate cast brass body and — Le : : 3 ; 

marbled glass diffuser. The fixture consists of a marbled cut glass shade with copper foiling and leaded — { ae “ 7 ; 

joints with a pineapple style pendant at the base with acanthus leaf crown above the pendant. The : L ROR ie x Pee IK 
echinus consists of Greek fret work, fleurons, oak leaf festoons, acanthus leaves with fleur-de-lis, finial, Ps : Ko A ws oR 
bead and reel style running molding, and acanthus leafing at the ceiling mounting plate. This fixture is a < = 3 oO Cy 

located in the Third Floor stair galleries. 

Type FF Fixture: This fixture is a 10-lamp ornate cast brass post fixture. The Corinthian style post ' 

plinth has small horizontal clustered piers consisting of rosettes, bead molding, palm leaves, and guil- . 

loche banding. The post consists of nine G style lamps cradled in brass tulip style brackets and an 8" as 

globe in the center mounted on an ovum motif bracket. The echinus is a combination of acanthus leaves, 

egg shaped ovum, and guilloche with palm leaf capital. The main column or post consists of palm leafing 

on the shaft with a banded and reeded base with four eagles on a reeded horizontal shaft with cross 

banding. This fixture is located at the Second Floor main stairs. / r 

Type GG Fixture: This fixture is a 6-lamp chain hung chandelier with ornate cast brass body and six 4 é 

opal globes. The body consists of acanthus leaves at the globe necking and the main body with bead 

and reel running ornament above a pineapple style finial. The globes are ring hung from a brass rosette. i ee 

This fixture is located in the Second Floor Senate Lobby. ]. [ 

Type II Fixture: This fixture is a 1-lamp torch style wall sconce with an 8" opal globe and an ornate = 

brass body. The fixture consists of a boss or patera style wall mounting plate with sculptured fruit and : 

leaf vignette and volute style omamental bracket with acanthus leaves and fluted shaft. The echinus s 

consists of acanthus leafing. This fixture is located in the Senate Lobby. Figures 359-365 
Top row: Fixture types SB, SC, and TU 

Type PP Fixture: This fixture is a desk lamp with brass base and stem. This fixture is located in the Middle row: Fixture types XA, EAE, and EAF 

Second Floor Senate at the reporter’s desk. Bottom row: EAI l 
Photos: Affiliated Engineers 
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.—rt(<“C:S*wW”SC Type SA Fixture: This fixture is a 20-lamp chain hung candle style chandelier with a brass ornate 
: oo (_. oo body. The body is embellished with acanthus leaves, ovum style petals, bead and reel, and molding. This 

oo . F _. _. fixture is located in the Second Floor Senate Parlor. 
Lo : rl COrtsts~—i—OsiOOOSCOCSCSCSC s 

5 % de ce —_ a. ‘Type SB Fixture: This fixture is a 8-lamp chain hung candle style chandelier with a brass ornate body 
_ + | fF 2 CO embellished similar to type SA. This fixture is a smaller companion to type SA. This fixture is located in 

ha A . 2 . oer the Second Floor Senate Parlor. 

- i es be _ — - ————— Type SC Fixture: This fixture is a 3-lamp wall mounted candle style wall sconce with brass wall plate 
7 F a oo 2 _ Lo . i = and volute style brackets. This fixture is a companion fixture to Types SA and SB. This fixture is located 

Lo ae oo ~“ — a = i in the Second Floor Senate Parlor. 

iia | 6=6©6ClU A oo Ls | e TU Fixture: This fixture is a 1-lamp surface mounted fixture with an ornate brass body embel- c | Pee el ee Typ iP 
Se ee Ne ——— lished with acanthus leaves and bead and reel molding. This fixture is located in the First Floor second- 

.  « «= ~-t . i «=. i ws ©. @ “4, ,.. Or y 
Melis] 7 ae |. ee a r‘’7* “= Type XA Fixture: This fixture is a 5-lamp ornate post fixture with five large opal globes. This 
> et a sa Sa Cam. Corinthian style fixture is set on a plinth style base and is embellished with acanthus leaves, ovum egg, 

ee “oT (9 oo eC tr and dart style crown. This fixture is located in the First Floor balustrade. 

— eitleneaieg hae 7 Type EAE Fixture: This fixture is a 5-lamp surface mounted fixture with a half sphere glass globe and 
a I a ——— ornate brass mounting base embellished with acanthus leaves. This fixture is located in the Basement 

a 8 TE age: corridor; the Second Floor Senate Chamber; and the Third Floor Senate Gallery. 

oy — fF Type EAF Fixture: This fixture is a 2-lamp surface mounted fixture in the tulip style. The body is 

7 ; : 8 — / ornate brass embellished with beading, acanthus leaves, and pendant. This fixture is located in the 

ee CT Basement stair hall and the Second Floor Senate Chamber. 

oe o = : a ; : 7 oo Type EAI Fixture: This fixture is a candlestick style wall sconce with an ornate cast brass body. The 

A ~~ _/ ey | a : body consists of a boss or patera style wall mounting plate with acanthus leaves and volute style orna- 

| — ff inseR any ee mental bracket. The bracket has a pineapple pendant with acanthus leaves and a reeded shaft with 

OP a as peheeuney (| Ae | faeces stylized cross banding and capped with acanthus leaves and a bouquet finial at the top. The lamp 

. a . : i eee _ if wae panes . of of a a We Vo brackets consist of a fluted volute style with acanthus leaves at the lamp neck. This fixture has had the 
| .—i—“( iw Cee lc lw i Duh Scot ou 2a a Sang el aap oe 
oe rr Pee GUOU UE EN WE ee Peis glass globe replaced with G style lamps. This ; j , i Davee ly uehe eens ee | 

Pd | eee | 0lUlClcll 
el ee Se oy yo. Existing Light Fixture Conditions 

eC Re ee The South Wing lighting as it exists today has evolved throughout the life of building in different con- 

_ — Nab ragy! Se struction and remodelling projects. In 1925, lights were added to skylights above the Senate Chamber. 
Tl eee The conversion of departmental spaces to private office spaces for legislators was a major change to the 

eet 4 re oes NAWB, gad NC original lighting. It is assumed the chain hung and surface mounted incandescent fixtures ideo seen 

: aa” i i itol project to convert the wirin; Middle row: Fixture types ND, NE, and NG were added to the private offices in the A2He. In May 1963, the Capito Pr )j ig 

Bottom row: Fixture types NH, NI, NJ of light fixtures from “DC” power to “AC” power was completed. The project for conversion from AC 

Photos: Affiliated Engineers 
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to DC power at the Capitol was an on-going project from 1958 to 1963. This project included replac- eee os 

ing all the “DC” incandescent light fixture sockets with “AC” rated sockets and replacing the branch i Te = es). C=. 

Another major remodeling project to the South Wing was in November 1963, which included replacing A ari cecr ‘y | a8 Le 

most of the inefficient incandescent fixtures on the Basement, Second, Third, and Fourth Floors with VS leaeeiaten tl ao ee 

efficient fluorescent fixtures in the private spaces. The incandescent fixtures in the public spaces are still | he eee 4 0  ¢£ a | eerie 

the originals. In this same time period, lighting was added to the South Wing and dome area. There were aed i i i 4 “ J i) aa L a ie a LZ _ z 

(12) 500 watt quartz fixtures added to the South Wing. oO pi DL | ee |. x 

In addition to the replacement of fixtures on the 1963 project, there was also a central lighting control _ | “ ee = ——— 7 oo . 

panel added in the Basement to control lights in the public spaces on all floors. This included the cupola 7 : — 7 _ , | 
ee TA STR aN IN Pe ee LC Se ne 

lighting, rotunda lighting, cove and comice lighting and lighting of public spaces on all the wings. This a hhc rrr cl ( Crh 

system consisted of a “GE” master motor control panel, relays, rectifiers, and contactors. The relays for >_> + | — & 

each floor were located in the janitor’s closet in the old abandoned distribution boxes on each floor. — | : , - 

In 1968, the toilets on each floor were remodeled and lighting was changed from incandescent to energy _¢ ‘ _ | 

efficient fluorescent fixtures. In 1970, the Ground Floor lighting was upgraded from incandescent to a _ ko - 

energy efficient fluorescent fixtures in the private spaces. In March 1985, the Second Floor area was 7 std : _ = — 

remodeled and the lights were rewired and new switches added in Rooms 227S-237S and Rooms ik 3 — <-. 
2038-2138. Dre =. lti“<i«ir oo 

The survey to document the existing lighting consisted of reviewing existing drawings at the Capitol and a _ 3 ai <— 2 : ac | 

a field survey of each floor and every room and documenting fixture types for given spaces. — ——e fe 2 - : A 

Public Spaces i ee caput ges 
The light fixtures in the public spaces as noted in the original light fixture report for the Ground through ee of Pos ‘cniausteheeitar we 
Third Floors are still the original light fixtures. These fixtures have had minor modifications since installa- ae e j re de | ¥ : = ss a 

tion. Changes include replacement of “DC” sockets to “AC” sockets, replacement of glass globes to oe L q i Ht ibe + Fe — 

acrylic globes, replacement of chandelier and wall sconce glass shades with replacement glass shades, Se | . q 28) . oe 

and in some cases some fixture glass globes have been replaced with “G” style lamps. Rp a = | mae Ct : 3 A 2 eo . EXIT | 

Theirs pe csingin the pblie spacesareasoted tne ee eee 
Basement eee) “ 7 Gee » 4 —— . 

New type: NA. eae OE — 
Figures 375-383 

Ground Floor Top row: Fixture types NK, NP, and NO 

Original types: A, B, C, E, F, G, N, and Q. Middle row: Fixture types NS, NW, and NY — 

New type: Modified C. Bottom row: Down lighting, lighting over Senate Chamber, and standard exit light 

Photos: Affiliated Engineers 
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First Floor original fixtures remain in rooms 206S, 207S, 208S, 210S, 211S, 224S, 235S, 2388, and 239S. These 

Original types: D, O, P, Q, S, T, and Y. fixture types include V, W, AA, BB, and X. 

New types: NB, NI, NJ, and NK. 

Third Floor 

Second Floor The Third Floor private spaces are a combination of toilets, corridors and private offices. In these 

Original types: D, O, T, W, Z, FF, GG, II, SA, SB, and SC. spaces, the light fixtures are a combination of pendant, surface and recessed mounted fluorescent 

New type: NB. fixtures. Fixture types include NA, NB, and NC. The original fixture Type W remains in Room 3148S. 

Third Floor Fourth Floor 

Original types: O, U, W, and EE. The Fourth Floor private spaces are a combination of toilets, corridors and private offices and mechani- 

New type: NB. cal/electrical rooms. In these spaces, the light fixtures are a combination of fluorescent and incandescent 

fixtures consisting of types NA, NB, NE, and NH. 

Fourth Floor 

Original types: None. 

New types: NA and NB. 

Private Spaces 

Basement 

The Basement spaces are a combination of toilets, shops, and mechanical/electrical spaces. In these 

spaces, the light fixtures are a combination of incandescent and fluorescent fixtures consisting of types 

ND, NE, NG, and NH. 

Ground Floor 

The Ground Floor private areas are a combination of toilets, private and staff offices, janitors closets, 

and electrical closets. The light fixtures are a combination of surface mounted and chain hung incandes- 

cent fixtures consisting of types NW, NY, and NS. 

First Floor 

The First Floor private spaces are a combination of toilets, corridors and private offices. In these 

spaces, the light fixtures are a combination of pendant, surface and recessed mounted fluorescent 

fixtures consisting of types NA, NB, and NC. 

Second Floor 

The Second Floor private spaces are a combination of corridors and private offices. In these spaces, 

the light fixtures are a combination of incandescent fixtures which may be assumed were added in the 

conversion to legislators offices in the mid 1970s. Fixture types include NW, NP, and NQ. Some 
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Marble imiccca (| jpcecanaecaecccaceeen OE | 

The stone work in the South Wing of the Wisconsin State Capitol is a wonderful example of the quality ay | | i = L = ees | | i a 

and emphasis to detail taken with the design and construction of the building. Each piece of stone was mre ro) i | u sei | | a 

carefully selected for design intent and meticulously installed with the highest level of craftsmanship. a EP y= A | bl , 

There are three basic stone types in the South Wing: granite, marble, and limestone, with many varieties = oa) a OE 
of each of these stone types — - a 

The granite quarried in Wisconsin included Wisconsin Green and Wausau Red from Marathon County, =| - i — ‘ 

and Waupaca Red from Waupaca County. The Athens limestone came from Illinois, and the Kasota = i H uf J Re eS ai . 
limestone from Minnesota. Marble included Hauteville and Escalette from France; Hawkins Company es sf ‘eemeeeee eee \ . 

Brown, Meadow Gray, Roseal, and Pink Tennessee from Tennessee; Napoleon from Missouri; White a vee ————————— | , 

Rutland, Lyonaise, Sylvan Green, and Verde Antique from Vermont; Siena and Tavernelle from Italy; | id 
Numidian from Algiera, and Verte Antico from Greece plus other speciality marbles. The most promi- | j "ec _ a J ies 

nently used stones are the Meadow Gray marble used as floor pavers in toilet rooms, the Minnesota ~~ oS E i | The many varieties of marble and types of 

Kasota limestone used for the walls, and Athens stone for floor pavers in private corridors. ee a at ' \ ) decorative finishes combine to create a refal 
De 2 oo sense of beauty in the Barrel Vault.Decorative 

The stone design includes a carefully chosen palette of colors and exotic stone types selected for the og | ‘A ea Re “| Pike River Red Granite pilasters contrasting with 

more significant public spaces such as the Senate Chamber, Senate Parlor and the Senate Lobby. The — 1 9 SE = Kasota Limestone walls increase the sense of 

— neutral colors, in the gray palette, are used as the standard paver in the public and private corri- — & Sires Slater 

The support structure for the floors is a system of clay tiles spanning between the steel building structure. 08 

On top of the clay tile is a three to six inch layer of cementious fly ash. The fly ash is topped with a two oe 328 i oul 

to four inch layer of concrete. The tile is laid on a wet 1/2" thick mortar bed. This provides an adhesive a, et = 

bond between the floor tile and concrete sub-base. The floor tiles are laid with a 1/16" wide gap, and ea ee » Ss : 

filled with a grout mix. es Oe 

The wall is constructed with twelve inch by twelve inch by four inch clay tiles. The clay tiles are laid ina ak Ne 
running bond pattern with a one quarter overlap from course to course, as compared to a one half ee a = ee 
overlap found in a standard running bond. The wall panels are adhered to the sub-strat with setting Pee Se oa 
mortar. This provides a sufficient bond to hold the stone panels in place, as some stones are in excess of Peas <i ant 

eight feet long. The marble panels in the toilet rooms have a wainscot cap attached to the top edge of eos Se d Pe c 

the 7' panels. This trim piece is set with small copper pegs drilled into panels and trim. ae aes 

The stone base trim is connected to the wall with two methods. Small amounts of plaster or setting e a tS aaa — 
mortar were placed behind the base trim, and it is also mechanically bonded to the wall with copper 2 Jae Figure 385 

wire. The wire appears to be left over electrician wire with the cloth insulation still wrapped around it. pe i py oe oe Lad Ls The Second Floor balustades repeat the theme of 

The wire is plastered in the wall and base. The plinths are adhered to the wall in similar fashion. The fa Se ee re” contrast developed in the “grand stairs” railing 

toilet partitions and wall stone are capped with a carved marble molding approximately 5" high. The Me eae Pies ay ss eis tus a gh 
molding is attached to wall panel with grout and copper studs. ; 
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C — Te. Z og | iy pee : - The stone cuts and pattern design vary from a simple rectangular paver laid in a running herring bone 

a a j 4h i a i tL used in the hallways to more elaborately cut pieces placed in highly intricate patterns used as accent 

- Were a eRe ite / oe panels. 

SS - — Basement 

: le Se Public Spaces 

i - : : : a | Figure 386 The grand stairs extend to the Basement level in the South Wing. The spaces adjacent to the stairs were 

| oS <a a. This decorative floor pattern is originally designed for public use which accounts for the use of marble and limestone in this space. 

— see — used to further emphasize the Varieties of stone used in the Basement included limestone, granite, and marble. The limestone is used 
ee iierarchical level of the First Pues pe ae biter ae el a A toe 20 

Oe c ae Finer Phe soul oad ofthe on the walls and for the door casing. Marble and granite is used for the floor pavers, the decorative 

corridor. floor panels and boarders. 
be ~—sPhoto: Kahler Slater : : ie i : : : 

The wall stone in the public corridor is the original Kasota Limestone installed at the time of construc- 

IE are 1 eee tion. It has been placed in a running bond pattern with narrow mortar joints. The wall panels have been 

i | Paes il designed to be proportional to the space with raised limestone columns accenting the panel size. The 

eo iho Noo So. I / main corridor running ina north south axis has four sections. The cross corridor extending east and west 

. / : i - / . between the two elevators is divided into five sections. It appears these engaged pilasters in this area are 

— La only decorative, not serving any structural purpose. The wall stone is 7 courses high and is installed to 

ee the underside of the ceiling. 

— r—— — cc s os The floor is constructed with the original stone pavers installed at the time of construction. The wall, 
— : igure — . “y: 

The marble floor patterns, with ceiling and floor were all designed as —— parts; ~ a panels relate directly to oe coiling and 

———r—“‘“OOOCO*t*tOC*C*C*C(CS elaborate marble details, work: ‘iin walls. There are four and five floor panels in the respective corridors. The panels are outlined with a 

- 2 ee _ — § Ss eonjunction wi th the paneling Wausau Red Granite. The north-south corridor has a square shaped marble stone within the granite 

Ce —  —e__Tivtto devcloped in the Kasota border; the east west has a circular shaped marble centerpiece. 
a ee ee =~ Photo: Kahler Slater 

: Private Spaces 

There are marble walls in the snack bar’s storage area. Originally this room was the women’s toilet 

room. The wall and floor stone appears to be intact and has remained as it was originally installed 

despite the new use of the space. The floor and wall stone is in basically good condition without any 

— : : major cracking or broken pieces. The walls are soiled at areas touched with feet and hands. 

Dg A Figure 388 Ground Floor . 
PP | | Te pattern in marble appears to Public Spaces 
Fr rt—“CssSsCSsCséséiCiséNis_CO(CSOform a square due to the cutting ‘ apeais : 
Ce ehLULr a and laying methods. The method The Ground Floor has the most floor stone of any of the floors in the South Wing with decorative panels 

Cf. ee called bookmatching requires the in the floors of the public areas and large areas of wall marble. The panel sizes are proportional to the 

Co EEE [a emtire block to be cut in half and spaces and relate to the grid and shape of the spaces. 
ee .  - | then each half cut again in the 

: De va 3 oe ; same direction. 

ae woe Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Upon entry the floors of the revolving doors and the other two entrances are constructed with Athens a 8 g 

Stone, White Rutland, and Lyonaise. The entrance lobby is three large decorative insert panels, each oe pecs enema i ey 

composed ofa design with geometric patterns. A similar pattern type is repeated in the stair galleries. eee Ss 
| —rrti—“‘i—i—OSO—OSOC—:~:~—C”C;:C; ‘:;*” 

The panels in the main corridor leading from the entry lobby to the grand stairs are proportionally larger a Ce LL 

than the panels in the stair galleries and the entrance lobby. The center piece in the panels includes Ll. oe oe ._ 

circles, rotated squares, octagons, and half octagons. The center pieces were carefully chosen and _ . 3 o [_ 

sequentially cut from single stones to provide a continuity of graining ina bookmatch fashion. The long | ee hh r—C 

corridor walls of Kasota limestone are divided with engaged pilasters and indented relief panels. The Ei a - .  hlUd|l 

wall panels are spaced at approximately fourteen foot intervals. There are four Napoleon Marble ae ae ee fe | 

columns, in sets of two, at the entry to the main corridor, and two sets of Roseal Marble columns at the | Ff i CU 

other end of the main corridor. 
a aa | 4 le 

One of the most significant changes on this floor was the creation of a new double door to access the an — | 

offices. This was cut through the limestone wall at the north end of the main corridor. | 4 |. L | 
i. > ,  . Co 

The grand stairs are constructed with Meadow Gray marble treads and risers, stringers and rails from | 44  § a 7. [| Figure 390 

Hauteville marble, and balustrades of Doughtery Brown marble from the Hawkins Company. The Sop ao Fa 4 Wiehe (avereaied saithe Kae ta Limestone 

secondary staircases which run continuously from Ground to the Fourth Floor are constructed of | a ee ee... corridor walls on each side of the First Floor 

Meadow Gray marble treads, risers and landings. The corridor belting the rotunda is also composed of — ——— which houses a braonze tochere. 
— Ce Pilates Healer ‘Slater 

1  §  ;j ,. | fe / 

| bil wi i Ulti( rsts—S 

_ Figure 389 |UD 
-—  =—r—s————sMhshMs——™s A variey of decorative marbles are used to create ao ce Figure 391 

_ ——rti‘i‘COé™COTrs—S~—~<—<—sSsS<S<=X this floor pattenr based primarily around a White . . / : This double set of Napoleon marble columns is 

Ss photo: Kahler Slater et Photo: Kahler Slater 
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elaborate marble patterns but was not part of this report. This corridor will be addressed with the stud Private Spaces Pp P' y 

of the Rotunda. The original floor panels of the lobbies and corridors in the private spaces among the offices were 

composed of Meadow Gray and White Rutland marble along with Athens Stone with a Napoleon 

marble base. Originally there was a large corridor and lobby which accessed the State Board of Health 

offices on the wing’s west side, and two corridors and a lobby which accessed the Tax Commission on 

the wing’s east side. These corridors were removed when the wing was remodeled in the 1980s and 

ir Ee mee multiple offices were put in. The rooms are now arranged in a suite type plan being accessed by anew 

ee ee shorter corridor on either side. All floors are currently covered with carpet and no decorative stone 
yO ea Es remains in the private spaces of Ground Floor. 

“ os — — — = : oo: ae - First Floor 

G cae se oo ae = a ee 4 Public Spaces 

fe ae 5. 5 3 . 2 Seem i — The original floor stone is located in the public spaces along the stair galleries, the stair corridor and the 
os 8 a Eee . main corridor. A wide palette of colors and numerous stones are used in the decorative floor panels in 

a es eo i oy oe the corridors. The stones include: White Rutland, Sylvan Green, Yellow Siena, and Meadow Gray 
ee cee ee pone oa 4 marble with Athens Stone . The size of the floor panels is designed to fall between the Kasota limestone 

ts oe poe a engaged pilasters and foreign speciality marble relief panels on the walls along the main corridor. In the Saye Poe gaged p gn spe 
fo Fs ; as 5 Figure 392 stair gallery and stair corridor areas the panels relate to the column structural grid and the rhythm of the 

See ms nee : Bs hs j ee : The dark Doughtery Brown marble balusters grand stairs, fountains and elevators. 

oo“ 0 Pee a SS math oe bekier — eels ae At the terminus of the main corridor is an octagonal space with an elaborate floor tile design with over 
- = , ee Oe ge 0 of the stair na easily hundred pi fst ' on f eigh ieties. Th Is in th led with —_ Ss ee ee to the contrast of the red granite pilasters against two hundred pieces of stone in a minimum of eight varieties. The walls in these spaces are paneled wit 

a. Re the Kasota Limestone in the Grand Stair and Kasota limestone. 
ee ae © =) Barrel Vault. This contrast increases the sense of 

a =e ee detail and importance in the space. Fs  . ee P ip Private Spaces 
— ON SN Photo: Kahler Slater 

t The original floor panels of the lobbies and corridors in the private spaces among the offices were 

he VX composed of Meadow Gray and White Rutland marble along with Athens Stone with a Napoleon 

Ea : ie . i 7; | marble base. The Insurance Department (107S), on the wing’s east side, originally had a small marble 
‘ pe ohm floor with marble base which served as a lobby area adjacent to the business counter. The remainder of 

ob aa gen, | CG the room was carpeted. Currently all spaces are carpeted and the original marble floors may exist below 
Diy a ome ig : 

to es ff “CU the carpeting. 

- - ee aa " 5 < ~~ . igure 393 5 ‘ Public Spaces 

ee — al (tf t t's ign attempt ‘ 2 : : C—O y oe >» -—s , % ; ae dajhas eo ie. © The Second Floor has a wide range of stone used on the walls and floors with special decorative work 

| ; ee : as eeengee— §— blocks were incorporated into the emphasized in the main corridor, Senate Chamber, Senate Parlor and Senate Lobby. The secondary 

C3 Ff A “6S »~ = marble floor patterns on the staircases are composed of Meadow Gray marble. 

i SCophoto: Kahler Slater 
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The grand stairs are composed of two staircases which flank the open corridor space which extends Senate Parlor 

from Ground Floor. The staircases are made entirely of marble with balusters of Dougherty Brown from The floor is divided into uneven thirds by rectangular floor patterns in stone and marble. A variety of 

the Hawkins Company, and treads and risers of Meadow Gray. The walls extending up to the decora- Gray and Pink Tennessee, Verde Antique, Tavernelle, Red Lyonaise, and Red Numidian marbles form 

tive plasterwork in the barrel vaulted skylight space also include Kasota limestone walls and engaged borders around larger rectangles of White Rutland Vermont marble. Additional uses of marble in this 

pilasters of Pike River Red Granite. 

The main corridor at the top of the grand stairs has a grand appearance with Kasota limestone walls and 

Wausau Red Granite engaged columns. Hauteville and light Siena marble are used as insets above the Uh 

ironwork covered windows. The grand doorway features a large Siena marble plaque with “Senate” Pee oe 

carved and gilded. The floor is composed of three large sections with two rectangular patterns and one as a 

diamond pattern. Each pattern is composed of multiple pieces of Gray Siena and white Rutland marble Co oS 

with a perimeter of Athens Stone around the entire space. 2 ae - J a 

Three panels, approximately eight by eight feet flanking each side of the grand stairs, are placed in the 4 = | 

stair galleries. Two panels on each side include translucent floor lights integrated in a grid design with eR ae i, 

White Rutland and Verde Antique marble, and Athens stone. The remaining panel matches the size of Es 

the floor light panel but is constructed entirely of stone. The floor panel proportions are designed to SSS shew 

integrate with the walls and ceiling design. er es a 5 
neg a ee : 

The Senate Lobby features Kasota limestone walls with engaged pilasters. A variety of pattems with eG ge - Ve a ; a Ng 

gray and yellow siena, white Rutland, and Verde Antique marble along with Athens limestone are used Ae Sie 

es eae me ee The level of detail in the Senate Chamber is 

Senate Chamber | = — | ~—s continued to the smallest details as shown in the 
oo Ont ae _- ~—™ = ~—s or naattenesss of this column base.. 

Constructed of Italian Tavernelle Fleuri marble, the walls reveal a soft cream yellow tone, with a great Photo: Kahler Slater 

deal of texture but very little veining. The columns and pilasters, a French Escalette marble, shows a 

generous amount of veining and coloring. These marbles were supplied by Andres Stone and Marble So See RRP 

Company of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Between each set of pilasters is a pedimented doorway to the _— SS 

circular entrances. Also constructed of Italian Travernelle Fleuri marble, the doorways feature a pedi- — Sa _ <— 

ment with a plain tympanum and a raking cornice. The doorhead, directly below the horizontal cornice, Src ow Coe hr 

is decorated with a carved festoon cradling an hourglass. The doorways leading from the antechambers oo i o 

(loggia) into private corridors or the Senate Lobby also have an ornately carved architrave cornice of -— oe : 
ee r—e—S 

Italian Travernelle Fleuri marble. a (a Figure 395 
eee (= The decorative cornices above the 

Senate Chamber Vestibules ae \ ~~ Senate Antechamber (loggia) 
c : eo : age : = elt «Crtsti‘(<‘ié‘éSCSCSC;CMo rs, iss carved of Taaveerncelllee 

The marble floors in the Chamber Vestibules were originally designed in a circular pattern directly (oe a —~—— marble. The high degree of 
relating to the space shape. These floors have since been covered with carpet. Removal of the carpet We a ce detailing is only found in the 

will verify their condition. << ee Lg Senate Chamber. 
Lt | SCpnoto: Kahler Slater 
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room include Verte Antico (Greek #1) marble plinths at the base of the mahogany columns and for the Private Spaces 

fireplace mantles and surrounds. The east and west side private corridors were originally designed with pavers of Athens Stone with a 

marble base. Currently some spaces have been altered with additional marble tile and/or carpet. 

| ea ity Tl et 
| ie [a aaa lL ee 

Lee ; HEC EP ; A | 

me hl 

RBG Se es eo? , : | hee : 

Sire ek oe See = ow 

ee rr ‘2 e : 
. See -— : : 

Ee, a rr | Figure 398 
“5% Figure 396 . - i | = -- + © Marble Plinths were used at the wood cased 

ie Verte Antico marble is used through out the - _ — : : i a a banquettes. These were incorporated with the 

ao _ Senate Parlor in the column base, wall base and —_ = — r—“—i—OCOCOSC—CO - marble floor base in the lobby areas for the 

e ee ym decorative floor banding.. _ ~~ _ Senate Galleries.. 

Be is PMOL Kahlensinior lr ——“‘“‘C‘COCRCNC.UOOCO*PP hott: Kaahhlerr Slater 

PR ee eer I | 

RR GB eee Figure 399 
LO ee 0 (The decorative border framing the 
Tg at / (= — e ; = ( = floor of White Vermont marble is 

WO Figure 397 comprised of many types of 
BI Forte Antico marble is used Carle, The thin linear strips 

wil Ppa. he a _ ay 4 prope around the fire place in the > ~  - a = . oe a a - running along the top and bottom 

See vee ee ae {= Senate Parlor and continues _ — oe . a al of the square are Verte Antico 

er ee ee Sect ——— ee = round the rooms perimeter in the <—e, | ie ok Se — marble from Greece, only found in 

a eee meee Photo: Kahler Slater Saat een “Se Photo: Kahler Slater 
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The marble on the Third Floor is the original stone field pavers of Meadow Gray marble laid in a running a lrece:,,, ll rel 

bond pattern around large rectangular areas of Athens stone rectangular patterns with Hauteville marble . _ La 8 AAS > 
plinths. The Pike River Red Granite plasters flanking the grand stairs extend to the top of the decorative CUM -— 

metal railings. The stone is in good condition although there are obvious cleaning stains streaking verti- . — oe \ 

cally from stone to stone. Kasota limestone is placed on the back side of the pilasters facing into the _ ee . 

stair galleries. This gray marble field is also used in the cross corridor and the four stair galleries. The a f — . 

stone is laid in the general direction of the space including the gallery lobbies. le ' i = j 

The Senate Gallery lobbies are an elongated hexagonal transition space to the Senate Galleries and the ¥ - : _ a A 

floor pavers respond to this change. ‘ | anne , a : 

Private Spaces | gy 

The Athens stone floor and Meadow Gray marble plinths in the private corridors, as evidenced by the cme _  .. 7 + tap 
original drawings and the other wings, are laid in a running bond pattern with a continuous border. The SS. 

stone in the east and west corridors was covered with carpet at the time of the survey.  .@©&=2©=;7]©Srtrtrtrti‘=‘ReEE Figure 400 

——rt—“‘“_iOCOOCOCOCOCOCOC~—C~C~*O The base and perimeter stone of Meadow Gray 
: a —rs—_ _ _. o 3 marble frames the Athens stone flooring used 

Fourth Floor _ - _ _ _ - - _ ._ - through out the corridors on the Fourth Floor. 

Public Spaces Ss Photo: Kahler Slater 

The public areas, such as the east and west stair corridors, and the connecting corridor between the two f 

sides of the wing, have the original Athens stone floor pavers surrounded by Meadow Gray marble - : _. | 

pavers and plinths. The pavers are laid in a running bond pattern and have only minor grout problems. a ee : _ | i 

The private spaces included a corridor on the west side with the Athens stone and Meadow Gray - | = L 

marble used in the same configuration as mentioned in previous spaces. a ee | 

The corridors are currently covered with a carpet tile which makes it difficult to evaluate the condition of | : LL ! e f uy : 

the underlying stone pavers. _ ee 
7 oe Le 

Southeast and Southwest Pavilions—Ground Floor mn | | c= 

Both pavilions on the Ground Floor are composed of Kasota limestone walls with 1/8" engaged pilas- | | | . 

ters. The floor, following the room’s circular space, has various marbles radiating from a square pattern | 5 | eo i 

in the center. The small entrance doorways have a marble floor with a simple pattern. The middle Pe Pf | Figure 401 
doorway has had the center marble piece removed and is replaced with a floor mat. | ‘ | __‘The marble stair was partially covered on the 

. | Fourth Floor to allow for increased accessibilty. 

. Typical of this type of floor the pavers are Athens 

stone framed by a Meadow Gray edge band and 

iy base. 
fd Photo: Kahler Slater 
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: Southeast and Southwest Pavilions—First Floor 

Both pavilions on the First Floor are composed of Kasota limestone walls with 1/8" engaged pilasters. 
ae SS The floor, similar to the Ground Floor, follows the room’s circular shape but has a more complex pattern 

: - - : oo _ 7 ee of marble pieces. An eight pointed star is centered from which other marble pieces radiate to the wall. 

= | —t All toilet rooms, with the exception of small private ones, were originally located on each floor on both 

: 2 wee : ae sides of the wing. Originally fifteen public and five private rooms existed. Currently only nine public and 

_ EE Ee two private toilet rooms remain. All toilet rooms were designed with a McMullen Gray marble floor, 

eo 3 — : base, and wainscot cap, and Meadow Gray walls, stall and urinal partitions. The marble toilet partitions 

a : , : | : are approximately six feet high. Where the panels intersect with other stone the pieces are interlocked. 

—— i J Lee i i = When a toilet room’s function changed the marble either remained or was removed to storage. Fre- 

C—_— : quently marble floors have been covered by carpet. 
- =. | | i Figure 402 

<a i = Ge, The toilet rooms have an intricate coordination of i 
_ aie tren many different marble surfaces. The Meadow Janitors Closets 

8 Gray wall panels around the perimeter were cut The original janitor’s closets exist in pairs, one in each secondary stair corridor, on the Ground through 

d “| —_ we corso he sie siak, marie the Fourth Floor. These closets have Meadow Gray marble walls and a cut Athens stone mop sink. 
e an 1 artilions. . b a 

- Photom Kahler e eter One mop sink has been replaced with an aggregate composition. 

aa o Maintenance History 

LL — Until recently the tile grout was being removed and replaced on a rotating basis, whether it was neces- 

, L 2 _ / _ sary or not. The walls and floors were being washed with harsh detergents and solvents. Grout removal 

fo .... was performed with a gritted cutting tool which was removing portions of the stone. The harsh deter- 

al i: — gents were leaving permanent residue and staining. As a result it has been determined that the holistic 
aioe i — _ _ ee grout removal approach and heavy use of detergents has been detrimental to the stone. Stone cleaning 

ED - | i and grout removal is now performed only ona select basis. 

oF / Survey 
— - | : The South Wing marble survey included making a map of all the stone in the wing. This meticulously 

: . ‘ | | recorded the stone size, any damage, and condition of the grout. Stone which might be removed during 

. C y | oe the restoration project was assigned a number to insure its proper location during reinstallation. Indi- 
| a, : / i _ L vidual drawings were completed of all the walls, floors and ceilings containing stone. These drawings act 

[oe 0 = i - as an appendix to this report and may be referenced for any particular space. 
oe, | 7 L 

/ ‘ ; ae ; Figu re 403 
_ a Q The Meadow Gray urinal and toilet stall parti- 

2 : tions were precisely fit into the wall panels in the 

_ —. men’s toilet. 

: : Photo: Kahler Slater 
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: oS [ee " 
7 : LC : 5 

i Co rr——— i |  ———— oe 

| 5 4 : i _— Figure 404 iC  —rst—eO= | o 
— L le. (be The majority of stone drinking fountains are ~~ + 4 
oe ee mounted and functioning in the corridors. This i FE 
ig ee | type of stone drinking fountain is mounted on a =| Ff j 

— — plaster wall and found in the private corridors. ss @ —— 
: Photo: Kahler Slater  — — ' 

. 7 Me ee Lo - |. «Figure 406 
: Se a : Pee Like the toilet rooms, the Janitor Closets are lined i ——— Pe m 

L |g oe | | with Meadow Gray marble wall panels. The 
, pe _ fixtures and stone slop sink are incorporated into 
to oe Ce rp ; sl Pe [ )=—réi‘<‘(CW~.~#CHEe *paaneeis<«. 2lULUmUrUr DC : oe tlm : : o 2. Photo: Kahler Slater 

 r—r——C 
| lUmUmUmUmrmrmr~—~—~—r~—~S~srstiSCSC‘CU<CQM 

a 0l0mUmUmUmCmC—“‘“‘COCOCOCOCOCOCOCOC:wé*#W _ 

lUCUltwstCiCawsei—SS—‘iCi‘CO a _ 
eT | COL —rit— De : — 

—= i, 
oO _~~=— Figure 405 ES Pp ——C~SCSC@FFigre 407 

— ——rlrlr—~—~—~—~—~—~——ULU.L. 8 | The Kaootta Limestone walls of the Senate Cham- od? — r— es . The four squares of marble have 
—rt—r—~—~”r—N—T—U—.._—_—>SUT———_. ber Lobby have a carrveédd stone drinking fountain a ~~... been placed with a bookmatch ———r—“—r—C—~—~—~—~—~—F—™nm' * : . = === = = 2...) 7 

-—  +@+@2&=~©=~—~—CO— ncrrporated into the wall tiles. Lh ee tens 4 design. 
SCs Photo: Kahler Slater ae Photo: Kahler Slater 
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A me Radiator Enclosures 

Ap | aul ey Original Conditions 
4 ie i ie a Radiator enclosures are a frame which incorporates the brass grilles and conceals the cast iron radia- 

. er | | : | os re tors. The enclosures are found below each window opening and are made of quarter sawn white oak, 

a iA i : es i | i, r) except the Senate Parlor, President of the Senate, and staff office. These are made of mahogany. There 

Vi 1 | Pops: are eight window openings on each wing’s side per floor, four on the south end of the Ground Floor and 

y | i 1 : = ‘ i | 4 five on the south end of the First, Second and Third Floors. The radiators in all toilet rooms, as well as 

0 ji i oe a i all Fourth Floor radiators, were left exposed. The radiators on the Ground and First Floor corner 

E | ‘ 24 a . pavilion entrances are concealed behind the marble walls with brass grilles set into the marble to allow 

7 7 a i i : - / for air flow. The Second, Third and Fourth Floor corer pavilion rooms originally had exposed radia- 

<l — l et se, The size and shape of the enclosure was determined by the size of the window opening, the size of the 

~< : ] —— | 7 : ; Figure 408 : j radiator and the required air flow design. Where the windows extend close to the floor the radiator was 

ta > | id LD | : eee : Boas 2 os A recessed into the floor structure, therefore the height of the enclosure was minimal as found in the First 

: a i i Ve: ua S radiator (b Base! aie Aa fote Noe the Coen ike Floor windows on the south end. In contrast, the window sills on the south end of the Ground Floor are 

eG See = sof the enclosure’ front face as a tacking surface for high above the finish floor, therefore the enclosures are high. 

a - additional wiring. : ‘ : 

Mi : i Photo: Rakion Slate All enclosures have a brass grille on the top or “stool” portion for the warm air to raise through and 

infiltrate the room. The location of the floor level grille was designed in two different ways. The first 

rr incorporates the grille in the front panel’s face; and the second mounts the grille ina metal bracket 
parson is. ae inserted in the concrete floor directly in front of the enclosure. The second option required a trench to 

7 ; [ ere [22 | be formed in the concrete floor. 

a : | = = 4 = Of the radiator enclosures in the South Wing, nine employ the method of incorporating the brass grille in 

oie i poe the front panel of the enclosure. Four enclosures are on the Ground Floor’s south end and five enclo- 

a | | | La | : i = = sures are on the Third Floor’s south end. The remaining radiators have either a floor mounted grille or 

’ 7 : L He S28 The cast iron radiator behind the wood enclosures had to be accessible for adjustments and service, 

a. Se . _ therefore the enclosures were designed to easily dismantle. This was accomplished by utilizing dovetail 

Se a dado joints for both the stool and the front panel. These joints allow the stool to slide into the room 

= A es a a _ parallel with the floor while the front panel slides perpendicular to the floor exposing both the top and 

| ees front of the radiator. The accompanying trim pieces with the stool and front panel are permanently in 

ee , Mii a place within the window opening, and are incorporated with the various window wood trims. 

: ey The stool is constructed similar to a picture frame with four separate wood pieces forming a frame for 

e oe = the brass grille. The grille has been recessed so it sits flush with the top. Brass screws secure the grille at 

es . _— ie Figure 409 typically eight points around the frame’s perimeter. The Third Floor windows have two operable win- 
ons pumas | &) oo This radiator enclosure has incorporated a grille in 

- | | Le the three panel front. 

0 Photo: Kahler Slater 
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dows per opening and as a result have a one piece wooden stool with two separate grilles. se ae 

The enclosures without a front grille have recessed panels. Each enclosure has a different front panel tc oo oe 

configuration dependent on the height and length of the overall panel. Each front panel is divided into 3 — LU 

panels of equal size on the Ground and Third Floor while the First Floor’s enclosures have one elon- | i _ | 
== lL 

gated decorative panel. Marble panels are used as enclosures in the Senate Parlor to enhance the a ee Ca 

room’s appearance. The south end of the First Floor and the east/west sides of the Second Floor do = ee | i _— 

not have enough height in the front panel to incorporate decorative panels thus they are flush panels. The = =e So fe, 

south end’s First Floor front panels are approximately three inches in height. = as aS | : | = 

The front panels with a grille tend to be high above the finish floor. The four enclosures on the south end = : Gee prc | 

of the Ground Floor are approximately three feet high and three and a half feet wide which makes for = i ae me _ ne e | 

three tall thin decorative panels above a brass grille at the base. The Third Floor south end enclosures 4 | eee pe 

are similar except the opening extends beyond seven feet. The opening for the grille is routed so the ex ; a 

grille is flush with the wood. een ae. : 

To protect the wood enclosure’s interior from being scorched by the heat and to retain the heat all ere 

exposed faces were lined with an inch of asbestos containing material held in place by a layer of copper. 2 a woes ® Figure 411 

The edges of the copper are folded under and between the wood trim that forms the frame for the stool pe The radiator in the Fourth Floor Hearing Room 

and front panel. exists without the usual enclosure. 
am. Photo:Kahler Slater 

| oKiNG WEST Te _. 

Cl 0 at Sa Se at ad et rr 
=a Ya ot ie ft fe ee me — 

yt a ] es | 

— "ee [ Fo COCOFigure 412 
: —- & LL a : ‘ 
(ogame reer: = | ——_ This detail of typical enclosure construction 

: oe - § shows how a quarter sawn white oak enclosure 

. : Figure 410 -_. oe ~~ ~—_swas fit with a marble base. The sliding stool top 

a : The painted exposed radiator exists in all the toilet Samet wee Hee ey se pack tial hewn 2 
eee ee : ; ime memeee = SSC clearly visible components. 
a ~~ — hE . rooms without a wood enclosure. oe EMt<~S~—stss..CSC. Photo: Kahler Slat 
ee So Photo: Kahler Slater Cone lLlUlUlUmUmUmUmUmUmUmUmUmUmUmUm oto: Kahler Slater 
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we ABE! a Existing Conditions 

 . Se Sa The existing conditions of the enclosures vary floor to floor and room to room. Typically the enclosures 
— VeX i ——<—<_— — 

Yas Vo Set in rooms used by the staff members ofa legislator have had more abuse than the legislative offices due 
ee — ee 

: : ee , ie = = Se SS to the increased amount of traffic. The upgrade of the data and electrical lines to the outer offices during 

©]. the 1980s caused more damage to the wood enclosures than 50 years of general use. 

— hUChCrCUGf ee During the 1980s rehabilitation project, the enclosures on the Ground Floor and the east side of the 
_ Se 22 LY PET geisies 3 ee i PLO} 
ss eae eras Sook Uy Figure 413 ; ‘ Second Floor were removed, stripped, stained and installed. A few individual trim pieces were re- 

i is - : ey Pe } me . Cee _ placed, all stools and front panels are original. When the original Insurance Department Office (107S) 
= Be = _ os — a | tion. The floor grilles have a aM became the Joint Committee on Finance Hearing Room in the mid-1980s the installation ofa raised 

a “a. , : aS i been split to accommodate the two platform altered the three radiator enclosures. The front panel originally was about one foot two inches 

| gt separate radiators. above the finish floor with the grille located in the floor. The installation of the six inch high platform 

a ° ae Photo: Senior Siaies: resulted in the need to relocate the floor grille to the new level and to box out an extension of the tunnel 
cei : (a to direct the air flow. Access to the radiator was also limited because the platform was directly attached 

ges : a - — to the radiator’s front panel no longer allowing it to be lifted out. The damage to the enclosures on the 

ll eer—~—C—“iC;SCOUCaCO Figure 414 south end of the First Floor has resulted from a close proximity of 3 inches to the floor and an adja- 

- i |. THA os eas tinee Was cency to the front of a window which opens up to an outside porch. People tend to walk across the 

LD a : added in the Southeast round stool and damage both the wood and the brass grille. When Room 306S was divided in the 1980s by 

.—ti‘“—S : hearing room to mimic the origi- placing a movable partition wall perpendicular to the window opening, the radiator enclosure was split in 
ee i foal enclosures and to p ees the half. Both the ori stool and front panel were removed and replaced with plain sawn oak flush panels 

i : : — fin tube heating. The primary P “P P P 
— =a, a da ao | differences from the original in order to properly direct the heat into the divided room. Overall, the enclosures have signs of water 

7 we : ee —Siencclsures are the basic construc- damage from potted plants, condensation from room window air conditioners, sun damage, and wood 

SS iB fon ay well as the appearance of warpage. 
 j~ #«§= ~~ #& == | panel for ventilation instead of New radiator enclosures were added to the Second Floor southeast corner pavilion. However, the new 

——— eg = the brass grille used elsewhere. enclosures enclosed a new fin tube system, not the original cast iron radiators. These enclosures were 
ee ee geet ee nee Te ee ee Sere designed to be similar to the originals, but were constructed of quarter sawn white oak and stained the 

wei cee same. However, the construction method of the enclosure is different. 

af rr 
on >< eeetemcnsennne ee 

oy | 
o j : | 
eon a | | 

| Y Lo F u ‘i ke “= ees | eee Figure 415 
| ss i J is Ay | The original radiator has been 

—_ ~~ CS dg ip =, eer. == eplaced with a modern model with 

i S _ oS fe Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Railings | rr 
The interior metal railings, with the exception of the Fourth Floor accessible ramp railings and the Third to «9 ' noe 

Floor southwest corner office railing, are the original railings installed at the time of construction. De- | 8 : 
signed by Post to be an integral part of the interior finish plan for the South Wing, the electro-plated oo oe - 

railings were originally highlighted to achieve a subtle bronze appearance. The subtle golden appearance oy c : a 

complements the decorative finishes plan. The tracery appearance of the metal work contributes to the | a 

integration of natural light and the sensation of openness throughout the wing. The use of natural forms ae i 

within the design is repeated throughout the iron work and is found in other decorative elements. u Ve i _ | 

Interior metal railings are used in a number of locations in the South Wing: the stair galleries, the second- b BN , 

ary stairs, the Senate Chamber, the Fourth Floor accessible ramp, and the Third Floor southwest corner ui | NS ret 

office railing. V2 LN 2 ee | 

ors Noo LA 
Three arched openings with decorative railings on each side of the Third Floor overlook the large barrel alee SS y i" 
vaulted space above the grand stairs. A highly ornate decorative railing spans the opening. The railings 2 SS a. _ Figure 416 
are constructed entirely of metal including the top rail. Each railing is designed with three panels. The a ____ The stair railings to the Fifth Floor are simplified 

large center panel is designed around a stylized Wisconsin ‘W’. The organic based design is an ab- -_ - -—. from the secondary stair railings. 
3 Pas é i i A : So .. ~— Photo: Kahler Slater 

stracted vase with spiraling vines symmetrically growing to the right and left sides of the center. The ‘W’ 

rises in an embellished border above the vase. The proportions of the spiraling vines are similar to the 

Ionic capitols used throughout the grand stair. The center panel is approximately six feet wide with two : : Le 

smaller panels on either end. The design of the side panels has similar proportions to the center panel. / pore ” ae - Zs 

Secondary Stair Railings ee : - ou a: 

The secondary stairs located on each side of the north end of the South Wing continue uninterrupted / 7 gl Le < _ 
from the Ground to the Fourth Floor. A smoke door separates the access to the Basement, and a short i yr ~ - _ 

hallway exists to the Fifth Floor stairs. There is no decorative metal railing work at the Basement. The a sa _— | . 

decorative railings begin at the stair newel post on the Ground Floor. The exposed sides of the stringers ] - ann ; Ad i " ie | 

are an elaborately detailed multi-layered frieze. The elevation includes a continuous fourteen inch wide a |. ~— Sw ch a tines Re 

wave molding and an abstracted linear band of branches and oak leaves. eo : = ea ‘| 4 i 

The iron work between the stringer and handrail is a repetitive open panel constructed with three a = oe : : ty 
quarter inch bar stock on either side of a vertical column of paterae. The panels are approximately thirty ————————— ee Ske Se 

two inches high and are supported by a continuous flat bar stock. There is a series of paterae placed a | rf A Vy ry ie ial Ty i Ye y i | 
within a guilloche decorative pattern above the panels, and the railings are capped with a mahogany | : A / i | | i i i | | | | a | el 

handrail. | i : Fi i fi ‘ : Th Ae i rues 

The design of the secondary stair includes the integration of natural light. The wall opens at the floor 4 . Se eee The secondary stair railings run uninterrupted 

levels into the stair galleries. The open metal railings is similar to the stair rail and provides a feeling for | . — Sg 8 from the Ground to the Fourth Floor. 
7 Ln Photo: Kahler Slater 

openness for the secondary stairs. 
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— The railings for the stairs leading to the Fifth Floor are a simplified version of the secondary stair railings, 
- containing the panel shapes without the elaborate detailing. 

NN Senate Chamber 
SS Sr A decorative cast-iron electroplated railing with a wooden handrail was originally designed and imple- 
ar mented by the architects for the gallery’s front. This railing, which remains, is designed in repetitive 

o™~ — sections. Each main section, with a floral/vegetative ground, is highlighted by a large palmette motif 
. .» — > flanked by sections with fasces centered in smaller cartouches. Below the railing is a metal ornamented 

hi Se > — te | frieze with wave molding punctuated with rosettes. The center palmette section in the north gallery was 
i ; “ _ _~)). | designed to hold a clock. Hecla Ironworks of Brooklyn, New York, constructed the decorative metal 
ed tl work in 1912. The cast-iron railing remains in place but is tarnished. The railing’s height was extended 
me A ——i‘<‘it;é‘i‘( | oF by placing an additional metal railing on the wooden handrail’s top in a manner unsympathetic to the 

N | i LE os = original. The original clock has been replaced. The present clock’s interior works are exposed. 

Ve ee —CCFigure 418 Accessible Ramp Railing 
toa : ee The cocoate air r ailin gs are topped by a : The accessible ramp provides access from the Fourth Floor elevator lobby to the offices. The railing is 
at. pt pendeail with an tare: handrallon simply designed without any decorative elements and is constructed with aluminum stock material. This 

: Photo: Kah leaSiaier ramp is discussed in Chapter 7 with the Americans with Disabilities Act requirements. A similar railing is 
used with a set of steps on the Third Floor in the southwest corner office. 

elie on 

| 

i. | Lhrt—SSSC 

a eee 

ers p = fee ~ Ce 

2 l | | °° Ape 8. fb Mee 

' | ie Figure 419 a aN) 2 oe : Ps se, = oa ‘ i vi Sy [ : Ct Figure 420 
: | The recently installed accessible ramp, although , Ce Ee) a | ___ The grand staircase is overlooked 

|____ hot meeting code, provides access to the Fourth oo : See otek ae NE ORO | ay on the Third Floor from decora- 
: Floor. 1G ——SS a ee Pat tive metal railings. 
Do Photo: Kahler Slater ee ee” Photo: Kahler Slater 
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sai ak ee a] y 

‘ : ws ee s ‘ B a . 

: i Figure 421 
ee ee Another panel detail of the Senate 
ee cian = Gallery shows the elaborate 
a floral/vegetative design. 
Se a Photo: Kahler Slater 

— oe . 

SF Fe SC Fiigurre 422 
Le ee a A detail of the Senate Gallery 
ee a . railing shows a cartouche with a e a oe er i a ; / — ae ee fasces. Electrical conduit has 

ae “eee Photo: Kahler Slater 

ll 

: . Figure 423 
aT = a The Senate Gallery railing has 
e [| 5 been modified by an addition to 

|... = the railing’s top. 
ne . Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Structural System South Wing 
The structural system description will encompass the South Wing and the adjoining Southeast and Basement 
Southwest Comer Pavilions. This preliminary description is based primarily on a review conducted by Original Conditions 
Graef Anhalt Schloemer and Associates of the working drawings of George B. Post and Sons and the Column Footings 
original construction photographs. An in-depth report will be completed after the selective removal Post’s Basement plan indicates the existing interior column footings are concrete rectangular spread 
phase of the project and will be incorporated into the South Wing Historic Structure Report as an footings bearing on hard pan. The excavation plan indicates the footings were dug as pits typically 
addendum. The description of the structural system will begin at the South Wing footings and founda- oversized by 2" in each plan dimension. The bottom of the pits are typically at -16’6", or 6’6" below the 
tions and proceed floor by floor. The existing structural system is for the most part hidden behind brick Basement finished floor (-10’0"). The bottom of the footings near the previous Capitol old boiler room 
or clay tile walls, arches, and ceilings. The only parts of the structure exposed to view are the skylight are at -26°6". The top of the footings are -2’0" below the existing Basement floor (Figure 5S. 1 ). 
roof trusses, elevator penthouses, and basement tunnels. Interior column footings are typically reinforced with two layers of steel I-shaped grillage beams, placed 
No specifications were found in the files or archives for the South Wing. Specifications for the West in pairs under columns to distribute the weight load over the footing area. The steel grillage beams in the 
Wing were found and are assumed to be the same for the South Wing steel. Specifications for the West upper layer are closely spaced directly under the steel building columns, with the top of the grillage 
Wing indicate all steel for beams and columns was to have been made by the open-hearth process and beams typically 2°6" below the Basement finish floor. The grillage beams in the lower layer are located 
was to contain not more than 0.08% phosphorus or 0.04% sulphur in the finished product. The steel directly under the upper layer and spaced evenly across the footing. Grillage beams vary in size, quan- 
was also specified to exceed 60,000 to 68,000 pounds per square inch for ultimate strength, and to tity, and depth. Footing sizes also vary and appear to depend on column loads. Minimum concrete 
have an elastic limit of not less than 32,000 pounds per square inch and an elongation in 8" of not less cover around the steel grillage beam is 6" (Post’s Drawing 518-1001). 
than 25%. A test bar made from the same steel used for beams and columns was to have been bent 
cold 180° without fracture to a curve the diameter of which was equal to the thickness of the pieces Foundation Walls 
tested. Foundation walls are typically unreinforced concrete walls on continuous spread footings. The wall 

thicknesses vary; typical east and west exterior foundation walls are 4’6" thick. 

Concrete wall footings vary in width and thickness. The bottom of the footings is typically at -16’6". 
Details of the footings indicate they were poured in sections called lifts, with each consecutive lift smaller 
in width (Post’s Drawing 518-1001). Drawings indicate reinforcement in the bottom of the footings. The 
exact size and quantity of the reinforcement could not be found on the drawings. Concrete foundation 
walls extend to elevation -3’0", or 3' below the Ground Floor. Typical openings in the foundation walls 
are reinforced with steel lintel I-beams cast into the walls spanning the length of the opening. 

RZ 
A>, 71 / & Ae Tunnels 
a <3 i p oe Mechanical tunnels below the Basement are shown on both the architectural and mechanical basement 

t. IS a Rie i plans, Drawings 518-1101 and 518-1120, respectively. The plans indicate the tunnel floor slab is a4" 
= : e bs tate oe . ls ” @ a Be ‘ 2 concrete slab, the walls are 8" brick, and the tunnel ye slab is an 8" concrete slab reinforced with 6" I 
ay E a3 a aL Pe ( i Tie be eee ' Figure 424 or channel beams spaced at approximately 3’6", spanning perpendicular to the tunnel. 
ee a Pe a asa ed a : aa The South Wing is shown in the first 
: = a Una, Lt | is x fe Me ic i i me Page en stages of construction. Note that the Basement Slab 
lB ING wines sl ; rfl 4 fe s East and West Wings are completed The thickness of the Basement concrete slab-on-grade could not be found on the structural drawings. In 
oe 4 awh el ld ‘ al el we ae cae — old capitol the West Wing the concrete slab-on-grade varies from 4" to 5" in thickness. The existing concrete slab- 
Bs = _—_ me a gett i ul i i" i | Boe a eo Tare on-grade thickness for the South Wing will be determined during selective removal. 
ae es = ras ae Eh AS = = ae us: Hi. Stériea 1 Society 
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Changes 1980-1992 
31 

= 3 

At the west foundation wall of the South Wing, at Room B26S, a new 4' x 4' opening was installed om : 

through the existing concrete foundation wall. i : if, fone oe Sasecnent Bhi 

Ground Floor ) “0 8] 

Original Conditions >! puree tenn 

The Ground Floor structural system consists of a concrete slab over clay tile arches. The clay tile arches Y paaae PNT apeh RE = 

are supported by a steel frame at the interior of the building with load-bearing brick masonry around the Ebest fe Cole £8°24-25and 26, 

perimeter of the South Wing. The top of the finished floor is typically at elevation 0’0". 

Floor System 

The Ground Floor structure is made up ofa 4" concrete slab. The slab is cast on 2 1/2" of cinder fill Lem Cini NET psement Fae f- i oF 

bearing on 12" deep flat hollow clay tile arches. The 12" clay tile arches span perpendicular between eo j 

parallel lines of I-beams or channels typically spaced approximately 4' on center. Tie rods, 3/4" in ¥ PR UC ars ; 

diameter, are located 5" above the bottom flange of each beam and are spaced at 7' maximum on center i | Plrrcmserareretertl + 

to take out the horizontal thrust from the clay tile arches. aaa Na RE | iE Figure 425 

Post’s drawings show a combination side and end construction flat arch. This type consists of side Elerion for Co 50nd 42. | oe Ore e erenge teams ip 

construction skews and keys and end construction inters. The clay tile arches serve two purposes: first, Post Drawing 518-1001 

they support the concrete slab and floor live loads, and second, they fireproof the steel structure. The 

flat clay tile arches are lightweight systems compared with other systems of fireproofing available durin; : 
ae eet net ise oe tena. : Gia Foor Pricbed Bose +2 OO" 

Post’s time. The typical live load capacity of the existing flat clay tiles arches spanning 4' is over 400 qe a : 

pounds per square foot (p/ft). > : 
% : : 

Today, a comparable steel system would be a composite floor system. Composite floor systems are 1 ao 
3 4 ( Seat 1% re 

comprised of metal deck and a concrete slab spanning perpendicular to steel beams spaced 5’10" apart : Be eae 

and steel beams fireproofed with cementitious fireproofing. The composite floor system spanning Bag ye: Ly 
3 PARE. 

between steel beams would have a capacity of 150-200 p/ft. ibis eee 

ie S.5 he 
eH oe| S 

Steel Floor Beams ent 2 

The I-beams and channels (purlins), which support clay tile arches, range in depth from 8" to 12". (frrished Prose Based ae reed: { 

. a ws . . Le ES 

Purlins typically run east-west except along the exterior load-bearing walls where they run perpendicular etn pee, 2 

to walls. Steel girders (large I-beams) which support purlins, run perpendicular to purlins and span Ranh Loe aL 
: 5 x i Reagaeerd 

between steel columns. Girders vary in depth from 12" to 20". Along the east and west exterior ma- Wey ines RON 

sonry load-bearing walls, the beams straddle each side of the first column. The beams bear on a channel , e ‘ Birie is gettes aa 7 
s : «LSet ey . Ree 8 

bracket riveted to the column flanges. Typical beam connections to columns or girders are double oo 5 1g ee 

angles. All connections are riveted. Today, connections would be bolted and/or welded. : Hard Poa. 

Along the first row of the interior columns, running parallel to the exterior east and west walls, are two Section thro. sick walls. Figure 426 

Noerders (1h i 1 : i i This drawing shows footing lifts (steps). 
girders (I-beams), located 1' away from the column center lines to provide space for the vertical ; Post Drawing 518-1001 
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shafts between the columns. I-beams or channels are used to frame out openings at all stair openings, Columns 

elevator openings, and other openings through the floor slab. At the exterior masonry load-bearing The columns are typically built-up sections of two types. The first type consists of two channels spaced 
walls, steel framing is designed to bear at the masonry piers, located between windows. Beams typically 9 1/2" apart with lattice plates connecting in an X formation across the channel flanges. The second type 

are pocketed 12" into the brick masonry and bear on steel-bearing plates. of column consists of a plate with four attached angles, forming an I-section. Column bases are rein- 

forced with angles and wing plates to transfer the column load to grillage beams in footings. The size of 

the plates, channels, and angles comprising two built-up column sections varies and appears to depend 

eel eee ec on the column axial load (Post’s Drawing 518-1014). Columns were typically spliced at 2' above the 

if fh 2 Ground Floor. Locations of column splices at the Second, Third, and Attic Floors vary and are either at 

Ke eS a 
o a — oS 4 Below the Ground Floor, fireproofing of the steel columns consists of concrete encasement with sur- 

a fo. 2 Ff e y rounding brick. At the channel/plate columns, the final brick encasement varies from 291/2" x 32" to 

ca S — : S - - a y 28" x 32". At the I-shaped columns, the final brick encasement typically measures 21" x 21". Above the 

7 — vs = “ i Loo Ground Floor, fireproofing of the steel columns consists of concrete encasement with terra cotta and 

| 1" we plaster. At the channel/plate columns, the final dimensions of the columns are 26" x 26". At the I-shaped 

= >. a Pl 7 : columns, the final dimensions of terra cotta encasement are 193/4" x 193/4". Columns 52 and 53 near 

_ a : a re ao : the two grand stairs at the north end of the South Wing stop at the Ground Floor. 

ee a 4 Gre 6 ae Load-Bearing Masonry Walls (Below Ground Floor) 
> 3 oe 2% s a Bs . Sey Exterior load-bearing walls are shown on Post’s drawings as a composite wall with brick masonry on 

=f ee oe Bis) _ a " ten => = s the interior face and granite veneer on the exterior face. Load-bearing masonry walls typically are 

i oe, Pe 8 ae 2 supported on top of the concrete foundation walls at 3' below the Ground Floor. Thickness of the 

eo Ft eA masonry walls varies, with 2’6" inches the minimum width of the brick masonry on the interior face. 

Fie Rg a. | ples ee hoa Sa oid okie ie pone: Interior load-bearing walls are constructed of brick masonry. They are typically located along the north 

i ae ing in an X formation across the channel flanges. wall of the South Wing, at the Southeast and Southwest Round Rooms, along the grand stairs at the 

L 1 Photo: Kahler Slater north end, and at the mechanical shafts at the north end of the South Wing. These interior load-bearing 
walls vary in thickness from approximately 2' to 5'. 

Changes 1966-1980 

: The stairwell to the Basement at the southeast storage vault near column 8 was removed. No drawings 

baer 4S of the infill structure were found. The infill structure at the opening will be determined during selective 

oo eT seer removal. The stairwell to the First Floor at the storage vault near columns 26 and 27 was removed. No 

HE ae. as lesaoh a B LL aE information regarding the structure used for infill at the opening was found. 
I Le Sak i f fi Be} a Roto bie ese HORI . 
MAN oa oho = lana oon ee ee Figure 428 First Floor 

A typical combination side and end Original Conditions 

isan owing as a Bat The First Floor structural system consists of a concrete slab over clay tile arches. The clay tile arches 

Sketch based on “Pocket Com- are supported by a steel frame at the interior of the building with load-bearing brick masonry around the 

panion US Steel” by US Steel perimeter of the South Wing. The top of the finished floor is typically at elevation 14’6". 
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Floor System mental 12" deep I-beams are added under each interior stone column around the Senate Chamber. 

The floor structure is similar to that of the Ground Floor (see Ground Floor—Floor System). Supplemental 12" deep I-beams run north-south perpendicular to purlins at a spacing of approximately 

2’0". The supplemental I-beams were added to carry large concentrated gravity loads from each of the 

Steel Floor Beams sixteen interior stone columns around the Senate Chamber. 
The steel floor framing is similar to that of the Ground Floor, except as noted below (see Ground Y ‘ Cote : 
Floor—Steel Floor Beams). Differences between the Ground Floor and First Floor framing occur Atthe aa Floor galleries, adjacent to the — interior stairs, San wp bei steel mae (3x3x3/ 

inly at the stairs. At the First Floor, stair opening/stair framing is required to access the Ground Floor 8 or 3 x3 x 1/2) were added to support the floor lights. Angles are located on top of the 8" deep I- 

storage of the original vault 127 near columns 25, 26, 27, 30, and 31 (Post’s Drawing 518-1102). At 

the First Floor, there is no floor framing between the grand stairs at the north end of the South Wing. 

Feast er; 1 , poccrepran anita NST RTO Fraster- 

Columns ea eee 
Porc ireseeiib: | | OR HOR | 

Fora description of the columns see Ground Floor—Columns. (ee ne ‘th | ace 

neo OU) Cao 
anon rovers = BOSSE ARO ie Load-Bearing Masonry Walls 5 fl Hal 5 A “| ie ee fy a 

; er > ; ; ee te eet * ) py peers 3 The ocsiiaid load-bearing mile are shown on Rost s denying as a composite wall with brick mAeney f acne aL |: fracayc] 5) 

on the interior face and granite veneer on the exterior face. Thickness of the masonry walls varies, with cafes | OR pas RF 
y - - : 

2' being the minimum width of the brick masonry on the interior face. Interior load-bearing walls are Wa 2 . Le - : 

constructed of brick masonry. They are typically located along the north wall of the South Wing adjoin- Pc kEFl Coble with 17-Phe. : Abr all plot -& angle Cols. : 

ing the central portion of the Capitol, at the Southeast and Southwest Round Rooms, along the grand Terra Colla de Concrete (aings: Figure 429 

stairs at the north end, and at the mechanical fresh air intake shafts at the north end of the South Win, see ONS ow See enone ae 
Sa8i etal oe oa , Fh exterior a Columns Above, Ground FRG ; ‘ for columns above Ground Floor. 

The interior load-bearing walls vary in thickness from 2' to 5'. Be er as oer Post Drawing SIG 110! 

Changes 1966-1980 ; 
The stairwell to the Ground Floor at the original storage vault 127 near columns 25, 26, 27, 30 and 31 =H far f = : 

was removed. No information was found regarding the structure used for infill at the opening. pcisnoes fl | | ee Pater | 
mie ee a A Vee 
ee eae nee | oe | 

Second Floor : 

Original Conditions aca cy P Toes rt fae | L 

The Second Floor structural system consists of a concrete slab over clay tile arches. The clay tile arches ——a cl ls ‘ew eg ah 

are supported by a steel frame at the interior of the building with load-bearing brick masonry around the te ie 3) % Pa lt 4 a : a if a | . 

perimeter of the South Wing. The top of the finished floor is typically at elevation 29’6". Oa = cei | es L 
f =f a Wd he ae ac : 

ieee looker Con 8 ~~ = 
Floor System Buch & Conte Cosing Bike Gore Gag 

The floor structure is similar to that of the Ground Floor (see Ground Floor—Floor System). Ee d 

Lee Gk i (fe 
SP tif a | he} A a: | ; ode | 

Steel Floor Beams i i | fF ol sl 5 ae i if ee A. a ain 

ing is simi 4 tet cota it) | Bs Re ee a dt igure The steel floor framing is similar to that of the Ground Floor, except for the areas around the Senate Ares + | : ae Bak : ra | ‘Typical details of masonry courses 
Chamber and grand staircase (see Ground Floor—Steel Floor Beams). At the Second Floor, supple- Yb Te | bee a i MN = around steel columns. 

Shdbakeaaes | i TG Oe ER ee Post Drawing 518-1101 
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beams (purlins) spanning east-west. Along the gallery floor, adjacent to the grand stairs, 12" deep girder out 6' to 9' around the perimeter of the Senate Chamber opening. Twenty-four inch deep girder I- 

I-beams spanning north-south support the 8" I-beam purlins (Post’s Drawing 518-1004). beams weighing 80 pounds per foot (p/ft) straddle each side of columns 9, 14, 18, and 20 and run east- 

Spanning between columns 31 and 32 is a built-up boxed transfer girder which supports two steel west — to the ene one masonry walls. On the north side of the Senate Chamber, 24" 

columns (struts) 4’6" from each end of the girder. The boxed transfer girder is comprised of two 12" See et ee eee re at Sate i dee Paha a stupa Sa aga 

deep I-beams spaced approximately 16" apart with plates top and bottom riveted to flanges of each 12" eee rece! va saan yo er edie ee ed ee abicanee 

I-beam. The thickness of the plates are not noted on the drawings. The boxed transfer girder supports eaten ? ee — topes pclggavinlir Tr c 

two strut columns and the Third Floor framing along the north side of the Senate Chamber. = 9 — = apiecmaing) ee . sects igs 
radius of the opening. Perimeter 15" deep I-beams span between the 24" deep girder I-beams and 

has columns. The balcony steps are framed with 8" deep I-beams spanning perpendicular to the 24" deep 

For a description of the columns see Ground Floor—Columns. The following steel columns under the pines lrbeams (pst. Diaping SAB Oh). 

Senate Chamber stop at the Second Floor: columns 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 31, and 32. A 24" deep girder I-beam spans between columns 37 and 40 and supports the columns that extend to 

North of the Senate Chamber, columns 38, 39, 45 and 46 stop at the Second Floor (Post’s Drawing the Attic Floor. The columns support the Attic Floor framing at the north side of the stair hall. The 

518-1004). columns are located 10’3" from the end of the girder and run to the 30" deep girder I-beam at the Attic 

Floor. 

Load-Bearing Masonry Walls 

Exterior load-bearing walls are shown on Post’s drawings as a composite wall with brick masonry on Columns 

the interior face and granite veneer on the exterior face. The thickness of the masonry walls varies, with For a description of the columns see Ground Floor—Columns. Two strut columns bearing on the boxed 

2' the minimum width of the brick masonry on the interior face. Interior load-bearing walls are con- transfer girder between columns 31 and 32 at the Second Floor support two 24" girders at the Third 

structed of brick masonry. The interior load-bearing walls are typically located along the north wall of Floor along the north side of the Senate Chamber. These strut columns stop at the Third Floor. 

the South Wing adjoining the central portion of Capitol, at the Southeast and Southwest Round Rooms, 

along the grand stairs at the north end, and at the mechanical fresh air intake shafts at the north end of Load-Bearing Masonry Walls 

the South Wing. Interior load-bearing walls vary in thickness from 2' to 5’. The exterior load-bearing walls are shown on Post’s drawings as a composite wall with brick masonry 

on the interior face and granite veneer on the exterior face. Thickness of the masonry walls varies, with 

Third Floor 2' the minimum width of the brick masonry on the interior face. Interior load-bearing walls are con- 

structed of brick masonry. They are typically located along the north wall of the South Wing adjoining 

Original Conditions the central portion of the Capitol, at the Southeast and Southwest Round Rooms, along the grand stairs 

The Third Floor structural system consists of a concrete slab over clay tile arches. The clay tile arches at the north end, and at the mechanical fresh air intake shafts at the north end of the South Wing. Interior 

are supported by a steel frame at the interior of the building with load-bearing brick masonry around the load-bearing walls vary in thickness from 2' to 5'. 

perimeter of the South Wing. The top of the finished floor is typically at elevation 460" around the 

Senate Chamber and 44’6" at all other locations. Fourth Floor (Attic Floor) 

Original Conditions 

whan aussi ares on “aaricate  Glound Fido Fibor Sysean) The Attic Floor dae pmctatal syetemncensigin ofa concrete ab, The clay tile arches are et by 

; asteel frame at the interior of the building with load-bearing brick masonry around the perimeter of the 

South Wing. The top of the finish floor is typically at elevation 61’0", and 59’8" at the floors adjacent to 

Wei oa 5 hia Ae eo A aeiecoy avant the east and west stair wells and elevator shafts. The top of the roof elevation along the west and east 
g ar to that ; : 

Floor—Steel Floor Beams). No floor framing exists within a circular radius of 24' directly above the woleyaes: 

Senate Chamber. At the balcony overlooking the Senate Chamber, 24" deep girder I-beams cantilever 
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} 

Floor System the perimeter of the stair hall at the north end of the South Wing, 12" deep girder I-beams span north- 

The floor structure is similar to that of the Ground Floor, except as noted below (see Ground Floor— south between the columns. A 30" deep girder I-beam spans 33’6" between columns 37 and 40. 

Floor System). The roof structure is located along the first exterior column bay on the west and east 

portions of the South Wing. The roof structure is made up ofa concrete slab varying in depth. The slab Columns 

is cast on 2"—3" of cinder fill poured over flat hollow clay tile arches. Post’s drawings did not indicate For a description of the columns see Ground Floor—Columns. 

the depth of the flat clay tile arch. The clay tile arches span perpendicular between I-beams running 

east-west spaced approximately 4' on center. Tie rods, 3/4" in diameter, are located 5" above the Load-Bearing Masonry Walls 
bottom flange of each beam and are spaced at 7' maximum on the center to take out the horizontal Exterior load-bearing walls are shown on Post’s drawings as a composite wall with brick masonry on 
thrust from the clay tile arches. the interior face and granite veneer on the exterior face. The thickness of the masonry walls varies, with 

2' the minimum width of the brick masonry on the interior face. The interior load-bearing walls are 

Steel Floor Beams constructed of brick masonry. They are typically located along the north wall of the South Wing adjoin- 

At the roof structure along the first exterior column bay on the west and east portions of the South ing the central portion of the Capitol, at the Southeast and Southwest Round Rooms, along the grand 

Wing, 10" deep I-beams spaced 4’2" apart run east-west and bear 12" onto the exterior masonry wall. stairs at the north end, and at the mechanical fresh air intake shafts at the north end of the South Wing. 
At the first interior column, 20" deep I-beams straddle each steel column and bear on the channel Interior load-bearing walls vary in thickness with 1’8" the minimum. 

brackets riveted to the face of the columns. These 20" I-beams run east-west and bear on the exterior : en ik , a ee 
i ; i . c At the north wall of the South Wing adjoining the central portion of the Capitol, Post’s drawings indicate 

masonry wall piers. Eighteen or twenty inch deep I-beams run north-south supporting the exterior wall , 2 : 
SN find 10” deep I-beamns. These [beams Span between the 20" deep E-beams noted wood — work used to brace the masonry arch during construction. False work consists of 4 x 12 

above (Post’s Drawing 518-1006). The top of the steel is typically 58’7" or 58’2" near the north end. a ee ee ee ee 

At the floor structure, steel floor purlins are 8" or 12" deep I-beams spaced 3' to 4' apart. These purlins Roof 

span east-west along the east and west exterior walls and north-south along the south exterior wall and Original Conditions 

oe the south and pon ces atthe Senate f hamher ceiling! pening, The Bee floor piners aS i - The roof structural system consists of steel trusses spanning 30' east-west down the center of the South 
Piper ons pally. SDs peswecl steel Soins pad supporting pases framing perpendicu- Wing supported by a steel frame and a concrete slab/flat clay tile arch roof on each side of the trusses 
lar to the floor girders. At all stair openings, elevator openings, and other openings through the floor supported by steel frame and load-bearing brick masonry around the perimeter. 
slab, I-beams or channels are used to frame out the openings. Typical beam connections to columns or 

girders are double angles. All connections are riveted. Roof Slab 

The steel framing around the Senate Chamber ceiling opening consists of 20" deep beams spanning The roof structure is made up of a concrete slab that varies in depth. The slab is cast on 2"—3" of cinder 

east-west and supporting 8" purlin I-beams. Twenty inch deep girder I-beams are supported by a 42" fill bearing on 12" flat hollow clay tile arches. For a description of flat clay tile arches see Ground 

dee; plate girder spanning north-south 42’8" between columns 7 and 26, and 8 and 23. The 42" plate Floor—Floor System. 

girder is a built-up section composed of a 5/16" plate for the web and flanges consisting of two 6 x 6x 

9/16 angles and two flange cover plates (top and bottom) 7/16" by 14" by the full length of the beam Steel Trusses 

and 7/16" x 14" x 27’0" at midspan. Built-up sections are riveted together to form the plate girder. At At the south end of the South Wing, steel trusses span east-west 30' and are typically spaced approxi- 
the corners of the Senate Chamber ceiling/opening, 12" deep purlins span diagonally between a 20" mately 4' on center. The trusses are typically referred to as warren trusses with double angles compris- 

girder I-beam and a 42" plate girder. Along the perimeter of the Senate Chamber ceiling/opening, a ing top and chords and single angles comprising web members. Truss panel points (location of vertical 
built-up beam consisting ofa 15" bent channel and 6 x 4x 3/8 angle (riveted together) spans around the web members) are typically 50". The top and bottom chord angles are double 3 x 2 1/2 x 5/16 angles, 

perimeter of the 286" diameter opening. The perimeter beam is supported at eight equally spaced and web angles are 3 x 2 1/2 x 5/16. Top chords slope with truss peak at elevation 82’1 1/2" at 

points around the opening at the 12" I-beams, 20" I-beams, and 42" plate girders noted above. midspan. Bottom chord elevation of truss is 74’ 10 3/4" at the bottom leg of the double angles. Web 

Be ete Chamber Siah sscmrun pd tenshetaoltesseschovetaes bade 2a eliaa adel ve members are connected to top and bottom chords with 5/16" gusset plates. All connections are riveted. 

F These trusses support the Senate Chamber ceiling by rods suspended from trusses to radial angles 
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SS supporting the ceiling. Skylights and copper roofing span between trusses on metal ribs spanning 

San eae bee ff Msn Pee er Oe ‘oe perpendicular to trusses on the top chord of the trusses. 

2S Sea : ee aa Atnorth end of the South Wing, steel trusses span east-west 336" and are spaced approximately 4' on 

k: rT | | a ! et : ae vik : if center. Trusses are typically referred to as modified warren trusses with double angles comprising top 

nis | 1 a | ) | is 4 | ‘ | 3 i BS : ee /| i and bottom chords and single angles comprising sloped web members. Truss panel points (intersection 

1. ‘ ' it = hi oy a “3 | Siegel no AM of web members) are typically 6’8". Top chord angles are 3 x 2 1/2 x 5/16 and web angles are 3 x 2 1/ 

epee | i tee Pea, OA Nt. ; ; 2x 5/16. Top chords slope with truss peak at elevation 82’1 1/2" at midspan and the bottom chord at 

; oer I: a | cc ey te leap 4 ¥ Pal elevation 74’ 10 3/4" (bottom leg of angles). Web members are connected to top and bottom chords 

Te Rd + ee an va a with 5/16" gusset plates. All connections are riveted. These trusses support the ceiling over the grand 

He FE eee Aa ei ine ues scams eh i stair hall by suspending angles from trusses to angles supporting the ceiling. Skylights and copper roofing 

es L : | ok | : nbn | fe i ee zit : ’ span between trusses on metal ribs spanning perpendicular to trusses on the top chord of the trusses. 

iatilnoe mae (es Bh Ye BS bit He, es . 
ORS ee 2 es acs q 3 é Boe! ee | The steel trusses at south end of South Wing are supported by 36" deep plate girders spanning approxi- 

3 ; nae Sosa Soe 1 ade Augen: co gu0e: oil to lew mately 27' and 41' respectively and by 24" deep girder I-beams spanning approximately 21'. Plate 

eh seas : ss ; oped girders are built-up sections with 27' girders composed of 5/16" x 36" web plate, two top and bottom 

fi | [ise q i cae : Te chord angles (6 x 4 x 7/16, and 5 x3 1/2 x 5/16), and vertical web stiffeners located under each truss. 

iH ' | * pace Nee ie ge noes leah i ; | The 41' plate girder is composed of a 3/8" x 36" web plate. The top and bottom flanges are composed 

i a er t pte Es ie pose | : i of two angles (6 x 4 x 1/2) and three flange plates (3/8" x 14" x 35’8" lg, 3/8" x 14" x 280" Ig, and 3/8" 

: | = Tr bi oe co i a L ; x 14"x 190" lg). Vertical web stiffeners angles (5 x 3 1/2 x 5/16) are located under each truss. 

: | a & é | rs = : oe pS ee qe —_ é Steel trusses at the north end of the South Wing are supported by 18" and 20" deep girder I-beams 
mie C et 1S I  asier i P mah Fo o'R spanning north-south between columns 40, 44, and 54 and the north masonry wall, and between 

i H-- u “ q " as a ; qe “He : a oS is RN ie columns 37, 47, and 51 and the north masonry wall. Along the east and west sections of the roof, 12" 

foe coma [ Lf yt a bata ee = i om pt deep I-beams spanning east-west are spaced approximately 4' on center. Twelve inch deep I-beams 

ti} S : 4 i co eee ‘pies iat : a slope toward the exterior load-bearing walls. They are supported by the same steel girders that support 

aS ; mr ~ oo e if r ; eer Meet | the steel trusses described above and by exterior load-bearing brick masonry walls. 

[| I eae ret ole. > oo. ce) ' . oe) Re ae At the elevator penthouses, 15" deep elevator machine I-beams weighing 54 p/ft support elevator hoist 
; | | : | a | ts r 2 | mobo er: Sf ON magn oe oe c and equipment. The roof of the elevator penthouse is framed with 8" deep channels. At the skylights 

ae ed ’ ie | | of | 1s ae mech meee sivon tba | a over the east and west stair wells are 12" deep I-beams around the perimeter of the opening. 

| | opt B ; jal ie ; pees | bet 

sc ee ef Se Bieta fo eae 
« 6 eT | sai ; ; mceaieamcing ca. hE For a description of columns see Ground Floor—Columns. 

oe eee 
Load-Bearing Masonry Walls 

Exterior load-bearing walls are shown on Post’s drawings as a composite wall with brick masonry on 

Figure 431 the interior face and granite veneer on the exterior face. The thickness of the masonry walls varies, with 

This drawing shows a portion of the original structural Third Floor Plan.. 2' the minimum width of the brick masonry on the interior face. The interior load-bearing walls are 

Post Drawing 518-1005. 
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constructed of brick masonry. They are typically located along the north wall of the South Wing adjoin- reinforcement in the bottom of the footings is expanded 3" no. 10 gauge placed at 6" above the bottom 

ing the central portion of the Capitol and at the mechanical fresh air intake shafts at the north end of the of the footings. Foundation walls extend to elevation -3’0", or typically 3' below the Ground Floor. 

_ South Wing. Interior load-bearing walls vary in thickness with 1’8" the minimum. Typical openings in the foundation walls are reinforced with steel lintel I-beams cast in wall spanning the 

length of the opening. 

Changes 1970-1992 

The roof over the elevator penthouse was replaced. Ground Floor 

Original Conditions 

Southeast and Southwest Corner Pavilions The Ground Floor consists of two structural floor systems. At the Round Rooms the structural system 

No drawings were found for the Southeast and Southwest Corner Pavilions. The drawings labeled consists of a concrete slab poured on clay tile arches. The clay tile arches are supported by steel I- 

Northwest and Northeast Corner Pavilions were probably the original drawings for the Southwest and beams, which in turn are supported by load-bearing brick masonry walls or steel columns. Atall other 

Southeast Corner Pavilions that had been relabeled when construction documents for Northwest and areas beyond the Round Rooms the structural system consists of a concrete vaulted slab supported by 
Northeast Comer Pavilion drawings were issued. The description of the structural system will begin at steel I-beams. The I-beams are supported by load-bearing brick masonry walls or steel columns. The 

the Southeast and Southwest Comer Pavilion footings and foundations and proceed floor by floor. extent of the concrete vaulted slab will be determined during selective removal. The top of the finished 
floor is typically at elevation 0’0". 

Basement 

Original Conditions mi loon Syste | 
Gahiies Keotings At the — Rooms ee Ground Floor structure is ne up of a4" concrete slab: The slab is cast on 2 

Post’s Basement plan indicates existing interior column footings are concrete rectangular spread footings 1/2" of cinder fill bearing on 12" deep flat hollow clay tile arches. The 12" clay tile arches span perpen- 

bearing on hard pan. The excavation plan indicates the footings were dug as pits typically oversized by 

2" in each plan dimension. At the Southeast Corner Pavilions, the bottom of the pits are typically at - 

16’6", or 6’6" below the Basement finished floor (-10’0"). At the Southwest Comer Pavilions, the , i : 

bottom of the footings near the previous Capitol old boiler room are at -26’6". The top of the footings Hs 4 : AR : 

are at -2’0" below the existing Basement floor. The interior column footings are typically reinforced with nen, ES pep 1 

two layers of steel J-shaped grillage beams. The steel grillage beams in the upper layer are closely ar = Sr gee oe =| i 

spaced directly under the steel building columns, and the top of the grillage beams are typically 2’6" <u HI Ll ee, i Apes val a 
below the Basement finish floor. The grillage beams in the lower layer are located directly under the = | H ‘ £ i: pe gc a aed i ae 

upper layer and are evenly spaced across the footing. Grillage beams vary in size, quantity, and depth. ; (oe = = oo Cis Seis 4 mnie, é 
Footing sizes also vary and appear to depend on column loads. Minimum concrete cover around the ‘ere eee | MS pct ¢ i | i “he a 
steel grillage beam is 6". ee 3 to i a. vse. aR) 4 pon abe 

Doe Ee el TD arpa tent i omer JUS fon Bn eect preter Foundation. Walls ta “chorea ri et i: a r ‘i 9 =. f Sona i ng i ea 

The foundation walls are typically unreinforced concrete walls founded on continuous spread footings. a , ; 

Wall thicknesses vary. Foundation walls under the grand stairs are typically 2”7" wide running the length y 

of each face of stair. Foundation walls at the Round Rooms vary but are approximately 3' thick above Deere 

the footings. Concrete wall footings vary in width and thickness. The bottom of the footings is typically 

at -16’6" at the Southeast Corer Pavilion and -26’0" at the Southwest Corner Pavilion. Details of the Figure 432 

footings indicate they were poured in lifts, with each consecutive lift smaller in width. Drawings indicate A sabriecneeed section from an architectural drawing shows column placement and material 
relationships. 

Post oe 518-1011 : 
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Figure 433 

A partial section from an architectural drawing shows column placement and material relationships. 
Post drawing 518-1012 
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. dicular between 12" deep I-beams typically spaced about 4'. Tie rods, 3/4" in diameter, are located 5" . ee ern 
fi above the bottom flange of each beam and are spaced at 7' maximum on the center to take out the [ae Foe Sons 
: horizontal thrust from the clay tile arches. : ee ated} 

, ; Bi a E i i : : Stes, a fount 2 MEDS ~~ tS fy 

i Post’s drawings show a combination side and end construction flat arch. This type consists of side KS SS 

: construction skews and keys and end construction inters. The clay tile arches serve two purposes: first, ee LB o A\ 4 won APS = 5 

they support the concrete slab and floor live loads, and second, they fireproof the steel structure. The oe ae ae wy re Oe Fe ss y WN — 

flat clay tile arches are lightweight systems compared to other systems of fireproofing available during e Ly Lp io : | he f <& 

r Post’s time. The typical live load capacity of the existing flat clay tiles arches spanning 4' is over 400 p/ ao Py etd ON oo eee fof BIE Ss — . 5 | Meee Nh /, A on 
In other areas beyond the Round Rooms, the Ground Floor structure is made up of vaulted concrete a p i | Z \ 

arch spanning 4' perpendicular between 15" steel I-beams. Post’s drawings do not indicate the thick- If eee ‘ AN fo : \\\ 

ness of the vaulted concrete arches. Tie rods, 3/4" in diameter, are located 5" above the bottom flange i" eS a nae Peas = 

of each beam and are spaced at 7' maximum on the center to take out the horizontal thrust from the Re a Ape > BAA Area” HY is 

vaulted concrete arches. 7 (if \ CoS - . 
i : Se XQ 

Steel Floor Beams fof ‘ fi 

At the Southwest or Southeast Round Rooms, 12" deep I-beams (purlins) support the flat clay tile 5 : & Ay, fe s Zz x 

arches. Purlins typically run southwest at the Southwest Round Room or southeast at the Southeast 3 Fe UEP EEO REN ce eee Ae 

Round Room and span approximately 22’6". Twelve inch deep girder I-beams spanning perpendicular 4 Z Lg | KA 

to purlins support each purlin. The girders are located at each end of the Round Rooms and span a A. f ates Xe NY 4 

approximately 21’6" between load-bearing brick masonry walls or between columns | and 4. At other f i x a ~*~ ee 4 
areas beyond the Round Rooms, 15" deep I-beams (purlins) spaced approximately 4’3" on center e : H aS on : 
support the vaulted concrete arches. The purlins typically span 16' and are supported by 15" deep ; Ly Sores ee : \ Y : ft os 

girder I-beams or exterior load-bearing brick masonry walls. The girders span between columns and a em piaemiees re ee a as a 
straddle each face of steel columns. i moh pos eine Be 

Columns ae , ao fe 
columns are typically H-sections and not built-up sections. Sizes of columns vary from 10 to 12 | Bere) - DECOND TLleom-2gte - : 

ee: penis a, from 54 to 105 p/ft. Base plates and ~ plates are indicated on ao as ae on eee Srkooe te. on 
thick. Drawings indicate fireproofing of steel columns consists of concrete encasement with surrounding er ; ae 
brick. Final brick encasement typically measures 25" square. Fireproofing of steel columns under the . ! : | ue ‘ 7 
four large round ornamental columns consists of 32" square concrete encasement except for 4" x 4" nll ™ ; 4 1 
block-outs at each column comer. : 

Load-Bearing Masonry Walls 

Exterior load-bearing walls are shown on Post’s drawings as a composite wall with brick masonry on 

the interior face and granite veneer on the exterior face. Thickness of the masonry walls varies. Interior Uigmre 4st : ; 
SN gett Walls are constructed of brick and ee : ‘alsework Was used to brace arch during construction. 

‘ost drawing 518-1013 
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eG... See. | Vs AX Me First Floor 
Vict te is “| i (ae _ a= Original Conditions 
Nhe CR need i a -, ; : 

bee elec toe Oy A | a es See Dd nee e The First Floor/roof consists of two structural floor systems. At the Round Roonss the structural system eee te ee ee ip Se e . ; 
io pate il 4 ae a ae : a5 Mec consists of a concrete slab over clay tile arches. These arches are supported by steel I-beams, which 

| grt Ce ee eh are in turn supported by load-bearing brick masonry walls or steel columns. At all other areas beyond 
id : eT li eer er wa Brule. i the Round Rooms the structural system appears to consist ofa concrete vaulted slab supported by steel 
Diy ce Mt 4 A NM ic - I-beams. The steel I-beams are supported by load-bearing brick masonry walls or steel columns. The 
eet | yd | ay h a extent of the concrete vaulted slab will be determined during selective removal. The top of the finished Oo | i) TY : Sets : : ; ‘ oo 14; Lo [I iia shh |) WERE ji8 Figure 435 floor is typically at elevation 14’6", and the top of the roof slab varies. 
Pe i tH Mee A LL |) The leaded glasswork over the 

Cot ee | Ea as 1 ae poe i = Se Senate Chamber is suspended by Floor S 
ET ——srods from steel trusses. oor System 

ee eemeteheemele Photo: Kahler Slater At the Round Rooms the floor structure is similar to that of the Ground Floor (see Ground Floor— 
Floor System). At other areas beyond the Round Rooms, the first roof structure is made up of vaulted 

UT AA ie concrete arches spanning 4' perpendicular between 15" steel I-beams. Post’s drawings do not indicate 
a | a — 7 a mee tT) j i | | j f i 4 a " the thickness of the vaulted concrete arches. Tie rods, 3/4" in diameter, are located 5" above the bottom 
a | ee 2, a i) | | | ae mt | I L T y a | flange of each beam and are spaced at 7' maximum on the center to take out the horizontal thrust from 
ee LE TR eee the vaulted concrete arches. 

% See seen rpenmies Leena eT Steel Floor Beams 
eee eo tds earch  e The First Floor steel floor framing is similar to that of the Ground Floor, except as noted below (see 

iy ale Sees Sete emaihn on he Ground Floor—Steel Floor Beams). Differences between the Ground Floor and First Floor roof a es ee box Ce igure : 2 ; : i : ; 4 a ie : a Tizcsteel frown ahdmublille rode framing occur mainly near exterior stairs. Roof slab exists over the driveway and adjacent to the slab. 
~ oe < SS | eens support the leaded glasswork which 

>. ie a hiram (crcuuneoteeee acts as a ceiling over the Senate Columns 

Oe Cinber Steel columns are typically H-sections and not built-up sections. Sizes of columns vary from 10 to 12 oe Photo: Kahler Slater ; : eutlay : ‘1 
inches; weights vary from 54 to 105 p/ft. Base plates and cap plates are indicated on drawings as 3/4 

ae ar ae ae ‘ thick. Drawings indicate fireproofing of steel columns consists of concrete encasement with surrounding 
on Ae a oe <a ee 7 a brick. Final brick encasement typically measures 25" square. Drawings indicate fireproofing of steel 
“ J (opens coe rememonnneenhs = J columns at the four large round ornamental columns consists of 50" round concrete encasement. 

— 4 | — ee i Load-Bearing Masonry Walls 
Sa roe Exterior load-bearing walls are shown on Post’s drawings as a composite wall with brick masonry on 

— > 1. fe es the interior face and granite veneer on the exterior face. Thickness of the masonry walls varies. Interior 
Te Q a ns load-bearing walls are constructed of brick and vary in width. 

_— » \ ——— — Figure 437 
Pe a 6 y gee ars tb Over the grand stairs, roof 

tel trusses support the vaulted ceiling 
A -” ; —————, iy ae by suspending angles from the 

fo A ee SS Photo: Graef Anholt Schloemer 
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or 
sf z 

Second Floor CL Se 

= Original Conditions oe en sae 

At the Second Floor Round Rooms the structural system consists of'a concrete slab over clay tile Dl Lo ad 2 a 

arches. The arches are supported by steel I-beams, which in tum are supported by load-bearing brick —— . —— —— — = 

masonry walls or steel columns. The top of the finished floor is typically at elevation 29’6". saat hase s ee pay = : 

A Floor System . pr “\O ' ay are S : 
Atthe Round Rooms the floor structure is similar to that of the Ground Floor (see Ground Floor— 2 cena Ee) 
Floor System). oS ———————— — Figure 438 

: ey At the west stairs a fifteen inch deep 
Sinha Tia De | I-beam supports the elevator 

The Second Floor steel floor framing is similar to that of the Ground Floor, except as noted below (see 4 oo ee Se me, Photo: Graef Anholt Schloemer 

Ground Floor—Steel Floor Beams). 

Steel columns are typically H-sections and not built-up sections. Sizes of columns vary from 10 to 12 =e / 6 2° > e. . 
inches; weights vary from 54 to 105 p/ft. Base plates and cap plates are indicated on drawings as 3/4" fe “0 <7" in 
thick. Drawings indicate fireproofing of steel columns consists of concrete encasement with surrounding > 8 ee 
brick. Final brick encasement typically measures 25" square. aon = ee ee ow 

; Load-Bearing Masonry Walls : ee ye : — i 

Exterior load-bearing walls are shown on Post’s drawings as a composite wall with brick masonry on es } os 

the interior face and granite veneer on the exterior face. Thickness of the masonry walls varies. Interior ag =a : 5 rere Figure 439 
load-bearing walls are constructed of brick and vary in width. ee a: A new roof is in place over the 

2 epg ct eae elevator penthouse. 
Third Floor ea ok Sees Photo: Gra ef Anholt Schloemer 

Original Conditions ee "SR 

At the Third Floor Round Rooms the structural system consists of a concrete slab over clay tile arches. (a ca _ — 

The arches are supported by steel I-beams. The steel I-beams are supported by load-bearing brick Poo Cl 
masonry walls or steel columns. The top of the finished floor is typically at elevation 446". <i rrrrr—“—COOrsrs—~s—OSOSCis 

Floor System | — oo 2 
At the Round Rooms the floor structure is similar to that of the Ground Floor (see Ground Floor— - | 

Floor System). oo. : 

Steel Floor Beams ps een os 7 e ‘ : . ea ie arches span four 
The Third Floor steel floor framing is similar to that of the Ground Floor, except as noted below (see ea 3 feet between steel I-beams which 
Ground Floor— Steel Floor Beams). The Third Floor soffit is hung from the Attic Floor. : = a are encased in concrete. 

; : Photo: Graef Anholt Schloemer 
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Columns Roof System 

Steel columns are typically H-sections and not built-up sections. Sizes of columns vary from 10 to 12 The dome consists ofa reinforced concrete slab spanning between 15" steel I-beams (ribs). Twelve 

inches; weights vary from 54 to 105 p/ft. Base plates and cap plates are indicated on drawings as 3/4" steel ribs form the dome. Three tension rings comprised of 15" I-beams or channels are located at the 

thick. Drawings indicate fireproofing of steel columns consists of encasement within brick interior walls. center, middle, and base of the dome. The concrete slab varies in thickness, and the size of the rein- 

forcement was not found on Post’s drawings. All steel rib and tension ring I-beams are encased in 

Load-Bearing Masonry Walls concrete. The ceiling soffit over the Attic Floor is shown hung from the roof steel rib beams. 

Exterior load-bearing walls are shown on Post’s drawings as a composite wall with brick masonry on 

the interior face and granite veneer on the exterior face. Thickness of the masonry walls varies. Interior Load-Bearing Masonry Walls 

load-bearing walls are constructed of brick and vary in width. Exterior load-bearing walls are shown on Post’s drawings as a composite wall with brick masonry on 

the interior face and granite veneer on the exterior face. Thickness of the masonry walls varies. 

Fourth Floor (Attic Floor) 

Original Conditions Summary of South Wing Structural System 

Atthe Attic Floor Round Rooms the structural system consists of a concrete slab over clay tile arches. The South Wing structural system consists of a steel frame (steel columns and beams) at the interior of 

The arches are supported by steel I-beams. The steel I-beams are supported by load-bearing brick the building and load-bearing brick masonry around the exterior. 

masonry walls or steel columns. The top of the finished floor is typically at elevation 59’8". At the attic 

roof slab beyond the Round Rooms, the structural system consists of a concrete slab over clay tile Foundations 

arches. The arches are supported by steel I-beams, which in turn are supported by load-bearing brick The interior steel columns bear on rectangular spread concrete footings reinforced with steel grillage I- 

masonry walls or steel columns. The top of concrete roof slab varies. beams. Exterior load-bearing brick walls bear on unreinforced concrete foundation walls below grade. 

Concrete foundation walls bear on continuous unreinforced concrete spread footings. 

Floor System 

At the Round Rooms the floor structure is similar to that of the Ground Floor (see Ground Floor— Floor System 

a inca The typical floor is composed of a concrete slab poured over flat clay tile arches. Clay tile arches span 

between steel beams. The clay tile arches also encase the steel beams and provide fire protection. 
Steel Floor Beams 

The Attic Floor steel floor framing is similar to that of the Ground Floor, except as noted below (see ae 

Ground Floor—Steel Floor Beams). At the attic roof slab, the ceiling soffit located at the Third Floor is 
hung from steel I-beams. The interior steel columns are comprised of built-up latticed channel sections or I-shaped steel sections. 

Columns are encased in concrete and/or brick for fire protection. 

Load-Bearing Masonry Walls 

Exterior load-bearing walls are shown on Post’s drawings as a composite wall with brick masonry on Roof System 

the interior face and granite veneer on the exterior face. Thickness of the masonry walls varies. Interior The roof structural system consists of steel trusses spanning 30' east-west down the center of the South 

load-bearing walls are constructed of brick and vary in width. Wing supported by a steel frame and a concrete slab/flat clay tile arch roof on each side of the trusses 

supported by a steel frame and load-bearing brick masonry around the perimeter. 

Roof 

Original Conditions Summary of the Southwest and Southeast Corner Pavilion Structural 

The structural system consists of a concrete dome supported by steel rib I-beams, which in turn are Systems 

supported by load-bearing brick masonry walls. The Southwest and Southeast Comer Pavilion structural system consists of a combination interior steel 

frame (steel beams and steel columns) and load-bearing brick masonry around the perimeter of the 

Southwest and Southeast Comer Pavilions. 
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F Foundations 

: The interior steel columns bear on rectangular spread concrete footings reinforced with steel grillage I- 

beams. Exterior load-bearing brick walls bear on unreinforced concrete foundation walls below grade. : 

Concrete foundation walls bear on continuous unreinforced concrete spread footings. 

Floor System 

Atthe Round Rooms, the floor system is composed of a concrete slab poured over flat clay tile arches. 

Clay tile arches span between steel I-beams. The clay tile arches encase the steel beams for fire protec- 

tion. Atall other areas beyond the Round Rooms, the structural system consists of a concrete vaulted 

slab supported by steel I-beams. The I-beams are supported by load-bearing brick masonry walls or 

steel columns. The concrete vaulted slab encases the steel beams. 

Columns 

The interior steel columns are comprised of steel H-sections. Columns are encased in concrete and/or 4 
brick for fire protection. 

Roof System ! 

The structural system consists of a concrete dome supported by steel rib I-beams supported by load- w\ j 
bearing brick masonry walls. es f\ pal =} A é 

ee ee Figwre 441 
ae Re) Va Framing for Third and Fourth 

eee Ce ae Teed Sha and qe See oe pediments are in place for the First 

ee et Foor 
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di Wood Trim 
LL Le ——— The majority of the wood trim used in the South Wing relates primarily to the private spaces such as the . ern, : : y iS P y Pp P 
len | corridors, offices and legislative hearing rooms. Wood trim in the public spaces is limited to door trim 

\ ' | Sees Fi assemblies in which the doors are placed and often additional treatment takes the form of an elaborate 

+. : Sr ae a pediment. Other public spaces where wood trim is featured is the Senate Parlor. 

f BS eS ; There are three types of wood used in the South Wing. The majority of the interior trim is the original 

, pa ee Figure 443 quarter sawn white oak installed at the time of construction although A frican Mahogany is used for the 
gl e F | e oo c= al t = A typical wood wainscotting layout wainscot in the Senate Parlor, Senate President and staff office. At the areas of recent remodeling a 

) ere CC shows adaptations with a brass lower grade of flat cut oak has been used. The South Wing trim includes: base molding, chair rail, 

a. : oe vey — srille located in place of a panel picture rail, wainscot, door and borrowed light casing along with custom pediments and hand carved 
: —— So and wiring tacked to the base. pantie aldetithon tent 

: Photo: Kahler Slater sg 8 g . 

The difference between the two grades of white oak are readily apparent. The quarter sawn oak has a 

PO = ee aa tighter grain with golden highlights called flakes, and the flat cut oak has a much wider grain with out any 

— £_ ae visio 

fe fea Ve Construction 
— “ a le | ee | . | i He The trim anchoring system is integrated with the clay tile walls. During the wall construction wood 

| 6h COR 2 sg blocking, approximately four inches by twelve inches by three quarters of an inch thick, was placed in- 

rasan egpemamme ’ Ae a Figure 444 between the clay tile units at three locations: baseboard, chair rail and picture rail. Grounds, horizontally 
E _ ) = & i a a io All the original wood trim is quarter placed wood strips, were nailed to the blocking, providing a consistent level surface for floating the 
i : : — —< ee cL Co sawn white oak. It is typically used plaster walls and attaching the various trim. 
a ; & | _ in the secondary corridors and the 

oe sis (offices, as the main corridors The baseboard trim is constructed using three sections: the shoe piece, main baseboard, and base 

bo r oo ee 7 ee. eure ble. molding or base cap which returns the trim to the wall at the top. The chair rail is also constructed using 

z ae Oo sae rs three pieces. The rectangular central section has a cap piece at the top and bottom. The cap pieces are 

. i prormnaaememcrsety integrated with the door casing and borrowed lights. The picture rail serves as the beginning of the 

i a l0hUmUmUmU radius for the coves and is usually cut from a single piece of wood. 

i ba dis = : = — General Condition 

he The trim within the offices is generally in fair to poor condition. Since most of the walls are solid clay tile, 

2 : i i ae without a cavity, the wiring has been surfaced applied with nails and screws to the walls and base 
Poe ae. molding. This has caused the trim to crack and split, and in some areas the wood has been rendered 
lief | cor i i unusable. 
Park a. 
Shale Ht Figure 445 

/ U ree e a This detail shows how the chair rail 
if i ie a is fitted into the door frame and 
i isi : molding is used to blend the edges. 
| Lee ne Photo: Kahler Slater 
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& | |) = | ~COFFigure 446 > tf | Figure 448 3 I Mi Ae. The First Floor windows are the only ones found (oC This photograph shows a typical door casing with 
7 | with this decorative cornice.  . i | the quarter sawn white oak jamb. 
ot Photo: Kahler Slater PO a I Photo: Kahler Slater 
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7 F p if cae ay Fe es [ 
OO Lee soe RS : 
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Hee CC Se 

f 5 > Figure 447 se 
oe & a A typical corridor illustrates the wood trim used for | 

a : _l picture rail, chair rail, and door casings. Typically Sanne ..—._—_—C Figure 449 
Sy 4 | i the base is marble in the corridors while a wood § ~32@=©=—E—: Shown framing an access panel, this casing profile 
fo Dl base is used in office spaces. - iis typically used for framing windows and doors. fe — Pa py gees ee a el — Photo: Kahler Slater cm 4 Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Si a_i Basement 
- (ee ——- a The trim in the basement is limited to the casing around the door and borrowed lights leading from the 

| ] a eal 6 main corridor to the basement rotunda. This casing is not original and was installed during a subsequent 
_ 8 ie P| 4 8 ou 8 ret 

ig poe on 2 renovation. The door jambs are wood with a marble casing. 

ae ere oe i wi Ground Floor 
<a tl i ie as : : ———— / a Po * Fieereea50 The original private corridors on the east and west sides of the Ground Floor have been removed. Two 

ee M ee This detail demonstrates the typical corridors have been constructed adjacent to the Main Corridor and new trim has been installed in these 
——— leg | ‘Sinishing technique where the wood spaces. Two new doors were installed at the northern end of the main corridor. The trim matches the 
OO — 3 . a eae ae ae os current trim at the original opening at the southern portion of the corridor. The jamb detail has been 
—. _ p Ale Roe a ’ Oe eee Sie changed. Typically leather doors are hinged at the ground and head and in order to accommodate a 
...tiCO®NCCt;COCOCtis.ztdCCCC ie §=§= Photo: Kahler Slater door swinging in both directions a concave relief is made in the jambs. These jambs have been replaced 

to accommodate a standard double door. 

ci §=—6—6h6hmhmhs First Floor 

a rrr—~—D Oo The First Floor has been extensively remodeled. The trim along the west corridor has been added 
_ eS r~— Cs  #é-F during remodelings. The only original trim is located outside Rooms 114S and 115S. This includes the 

= borrowed light casing and door casings and jambs. The majority of the trim on the east side appears to 
SS Se be original. The large pediments at the terminus of the Main Corridor are original. These have basically 

ee po remained intact except the glass in the west portion of the octagon has been replaced with a oak ply- 
f | | : as i 

4 _ ie : Figure 451 wood. This was done to accommodate a new suspended ceiling which dropped below the level of the 
oe . : These outlets have been frequently clerestory glass. 

2 fitted into the wood base to solve 
. the increase of electrical office SecondiFicor 

demands. 
ne Photo: Kahler Slater The majority of the trim on the Second Floor is the original installed at the time of construction. The 

i Senate President’s office and adjacent staff office has the original mahogany wainscot. 
—  —C=“=E Le SS 

—. 4 iy 7 ee Senate Chamber Parlor 

—=—<Sséi‘<—‘ HE? = The Senate Chamber Parlor has the original African Mahogany wainscot and pilasters installed at the 
———~—~—~—~— GR Poi & sc, mcmama gina gany p 

| | Y a SS time of construction. The stark contrast in sap and heart wood, and the depth of the finish provides a 

_-. | / a rich appearance. The quarter engaged pilasters are capped with a hand carved capital. 

aft f Figure 452 The Third Floor has been extensively remodeled especially in the office spaces. The trim along the walls igu y pecially sp 
j ‘Typical trim work at the intersection adjacent to the Senate Galleries are generally original. The office side of the corridor on both sides of 

ae x oo i of the window and radiator enclo- the wing has non- original flat cut oak. 
7 — 330°36 sure also shows the wiring tacked 

— co on : [along the window frame. 
nat : tis: Photo: Kahler Slater 
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ee ‘ 

a i Fourth Floor 

: ori ginally had one private corridor and four large rooms. The remodeling on this floor 
ces sand anew corridor on the east side. The trim along the west wall of the new : 
iging | quarter sawn oak. Even though this area has been remodeled the original trim has 

ct e. Th 1e trim on the east side is flat cut oak. The west corridor is predominately original 

shite oak. The large hearing room at the south end of the wing has a two tier desk. This 
ed with a flat grain oak. 

y 
Po 

ci are! fully surveyed and categorized by profile type, wood species and condition. A profile 

ed to record the exact profile of the component pieces, and actual sections will be re- J 

: Note 
on 

18-1149, 28 February 1911, Wisconsin State Capitol Drawings. 
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a SF a? Py Chapter Six 
ie 4 ZS Fe PE EN ss 

een! gieem\ | = 
i Sammemmmeemenne || % . —S c see ae Ph Q tap te i he building systems chapter includes an overview of the original and existing conditions in the 
eon me a A be = > or ao ; foo a ; South Wing regarding HVAC, plumbing, electrical, fire protection, central clock, and vacuum 

—* acne ; ae AQ a ga es —e4 = = systems. HVAC systems include ventilation, heating, control systems, temperature, and humid- 
0 ee ——, “a s a, : ete — pac ee ity control. Plumbing systems include domestic hot and cold water, chilled drinking water, storm sewer, o onl et ea Ses Des" nig id sanitary waste and vent, sprinklers, and fire protection risers. Electrical systems include lighting; power in 
ee a acacia ee anaes regard to outlets and switches, motors and motor controls; communications including telephone, modem, sxe ee = = Sacer ce —— computer, fax, cable TV, data; elevators; and fire detection/annunciation. 

“ <— eo... ee - The information included in this section has been gained by field survey, review of original construction 
By ——— — : enter ie _— and subsequent remodeling drawings, and interviews with Department of Administration personnel 

sak re % ; i FM . = i = is aa familiar with the Capitol. 

oe Olle Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning te oe a ee aa me = a 

fo | 4 Pa oe Original Conditions a. 2. =. - oo “ati _ oo | i * a The ventilation system for the South Wing was constructed between 1912-1913 by the Mueller Com- 
a LL ae | o a pl 2 ——— pany of Milwaukee, WI. According to the original contract established by the Capitol Commission and 
i om i 7 eee signed January 20th 1912, Mueller Company was to perform the construction of the Heating and 

ee y 4 ' = “7 ay q Ventilation work of the South Wing, and the Southeast and Southwest Comer Pavilions. The construc- [23 é i Eyl @ Ee - | 4 tion was to conform to plans, drawings, and specifications for such work by Geo. B Post & Sons, 
Lo be al o } Ma a a : * =a : L Architects. For the sum of thirty-eight thousand four hundred seventy-two dollars ($38,472.00) Mueller 
— a es a , =, ‘ Company completed the South Wing work and would later go on to construction of the North Wing. In 

- a> a - coe ; aa research through the State Historical Society of Wisconsin archives relating to the Wisconsin State 
/ . a - : . 5 Pe eee . Capitol, records were found regarding original building contracts, construction correspondence, original a3 Ze ae —~ specifications, and the general files of the Capitol Commission. Mechanical drawings on the original 
. _. —— oe ~ by i Sa oe blueprint canvas exist at the State Capitol and were used in this historic research report. 
. i <Vg an Ff 4 : as Bs 4 se y A v4 The ventilation system for the South Wing was designed with the technology of its time. The original 

ae 7 / ey * ss — ventilation system, which is still in service, is a constant volume air system which draws in fresh supply air 
a Estill a through a filtering chamber and tempers the air through a steam preheat coil. The ventilation unit, which 

Figure 453 may be referenced on Plan 518-1120, used two large centrifugal fans located in the Basement. Located 

The view from the Senate Gallery allows for many of the systems to be seen. Large curved brass between the tempering coils and air filtering chamber was a steam heated evaporative type humidification 
grilles are visible aligned with the marble column capitals as well as numerous light fixtures used unit. In conjunction with the ventilation unit, an exhaust system composed of one double intake centrifu- 
in lighting the chambers. gal fan was located in the “attic space” which is commonly referred to as the Fourth Floor. Photo: Affiliated Engineers 
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Fresh air serving the ventilation system was drawn into the building at the base of the dome at the smaller than the diameter of the blast wheel. The fan wheels consist of large number of curved blades, 
Observation Deck (sixth level). At the Observation Deck, fresh air enters at two louvers and is con- curving forward at the periphery, each presenting at least six cups in its width. Fan blades were sup- 
ducted to the Basement supply fans through two masonry vertical shafts located at the north end of the ported only at each end and were to be riveted on both sides to the heavy annular steel plate rings. 
wing in the area where the wing connects to the rotunda. These steel plates rings were rigidly connected by “Spiders” to the driving shaft. 

Centrifugal Fans The original centrifugal fans which are still in use bear the stamped nameplate of B.F. Sturtevant. This 

manufacturer produced fans during this period from a factory in Boston, Massachusetts. Mueller 

The following is a paraphrase of the original specifications and illustrates the equipment design using Company may have erected these fans at the Capital upon their shipment and arrival to Wisconsin. 
some of the original terminology. The centrifugal fans were composed of full steel plate housing enclosing Centrifugal fans, and motor pedestal were mounted and securely fastened onto the 12" channels and I 
the multiple-cupped blade wheel. The housing was built ofa number 10 gauge steel plate rigidly braced beams placed over the fresh air intake shaft. The Fourth Floor centrifugal fan and motor/shaft pedestal 
with angle irons to provide support and minimize vibration. Intakes into these housings were to be fitted were mounted on 8" and 12" channels which were riveted to the Fourth Floor beams. The following 
with a “Frustum” piece, having the narrow end at the fan inlet. The narrow end was required to be table summarizes the performance and physical data of the centrifugal fans supplied. 

Supply Unit Exhaust Unit 

eum oro Blast wheel, diameter 58-1/4" 52-1/2" 

Lr Shaft of Fan, diameter 2-15/16" 4-7/16" 
oo | a : | ~ Motor, horsepower - HP 19 25 

ea le Static Pressure 3/4" N/A 

‘ad y _y . ee the L _ . | i : The double intake centrifugal fan Tempering Heat Coils 

Fi Rr RA L located on the Fourth Floor 5 Wa ; : : s 
r A — eee a a | co served as the return fan for the The tempering heating coils were compiled of two batteries of coil bank each connecting to the two 
. = NS ‘ | ; _. : entire wing. The return fan is the centrifugal fans located in the Basement. Each tempering coil was composed of a twelve row section 

ho ET . eG — vi a : "y Py ‘actured by B.F. arranged in two groups of six sections. The fresh air would pass over a total of twenty-four rows of 1" 
i . \y Ao - oa Photo: Affilia Be Srctheees steel pipe. Each section was to be approximately six feet long and seven feet ten inches high. Each 

battery of tempering coil contained over 1460 square feet of heating surface area. The tempering coil 

meee rn connection to the air filter chamber was constructed of 10 gauge steel plates. A jacket enclosing the 

o . si i ee >= a oe _ : tempering coil provides a bypass chamber on the leeward side of the coil’s connection end which allows 
eee fresh air passage to the fan. The jacket constructed from 10 gauge steel plates was design to be remov- 

nee : able for future access. The tempering coils were provided by the fan manufacture, B.F. Sturtevant 

C ewe ass oe 
. — Vee ey oh papal tic tor etal Air filters were built into an area called the Air Filter Chamber as shown on Plan 518-1120. The filters 
- . ve _.. _ —— a si oe ithe: Satie Wing These consisted of a wooden frame with a copper wire netting, covered with cheese cloth. This apparatus was 

as ‘Ss x‘ a _ en ‘| supply fans are the original fans designed to filter particles, dust, and other foreign matter from the fresh air. Changing the filter was 
2 a4 | | : : : 2 a \ manufactured by B.F. Sturtevent mostly likely a time consuming maintenance item. The total filter area was required to be a minimum of 

Ss f a ol. : : 1540 square feet. The original framing incorporated a two pass air system to develop the required filter 
a |, Photo: Affiliated Engineers 
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P area. The wood framing was to be properly seasoned and protected against moisture. Structural iron = 2 i oS 
a) ee er 

was added to the framework to stiffen and anchor to the floor and ceiling of the air filter chamber. The i a 7 4 4s 

: iron framework was required to be encased in copper sheeting. ne a) a a : 

Humidifier . ery - — a 
; The humidifier, located between the air filter chamber and tempering coil, was an important part of the poe :s. __. ee ‘ 

: system because it maintained humidity requirements of its occupancies and archived materials. The 7 _ ia = — aie i : 

; humidifier consisted of an evaporating coil of 48 lineal feet of 2-1/2" brass pipe submerge in a evaporat- i « oe bh ee igure 456 4 + | te ! , ing tank 2 feet by 7 feet and 10 inches in depth. Water supply to the evaporating tank was controlled by ee _ a ' ro The low pressure steam line serves 

a ball float valve to maintain submergence of the coil at 2". Steam and return condensate lines were Le i. a: one of two injection steam humidi- 
os oy i Cr —"B |  —___ fiers currently housed in the connected to the evaporating coil and controlled by a humidistat located upstream of the tempering toe be ie / e By eicnGlattiomini 

coils. a : a | Photo: Affiliated Engineers 

Ductwork Distribution nm 

Mueller Co. furnished, erected, and supplied the galvanized sheet iron ducts as shown on the Post bis 

drawings 518-1120 through 518-1125. The system of tempered supply air ducts were connected to the ea : ; 
outlet of the two centrifugal supply fans in the Basement and extended to the tempered air supply grilles s —- 
and registers throughout the South Wing. a 
ry r : a: : 4 ey Figure 457 

e exhaust air system connected the return grilles and registers to the double inlet centrifugal fan One of two automatic fiberglass roll 
located on Fourth Floor. Return grilles located in the corner pavilions serving the Basement, Second, asain ___ filters serving the ventilation unit is 
Third and Fourth Floors tied into the common exhaust fan through the “Barrel Vault” attic. r the only filter media device used in 

’ : | __ the South Wing. Each supply fan has 
All ducts were constructed of galvanized iron and varied from 16 gauge to 24 gauge depending on side * Me | two roll filter devices. These 
dimension. Slip joint connections were made to provide a smooth inside surface to minimize the turbu- ee, BE | fiberglass filters replaced the 

lent airflow losses. Ductwork was suspended by galvanized iron angers and clips to the building ee oe ced oe 
structural steel. All tempered air ducts above the Basement, whether in walls, partitions, furring or ; 
Suspended ceilings were covered with 1/2" asbestos air cell insulation, secured by wire and pointed up ar — — ———— ” 

‘ 4 : . sr yO ee (Nee co with plaster. Tempered air ros exhaust ducts oe eee and attic spaces were ital with 1 q; ‘Sl SiN 3 a ome. So Oe ; 
magnesia block, securely wired and covered with a tight drawn and sewed canvas wrapping. Also, the ay Se! 1 Jen we 6 | oo Qa, 
ceiling above main distributing and exhaust ducts in Basement was covered with 1/2" thick asbestos *s 2 2 Se ee eo 

secured with wire lath, finalized with plaster finished. a Ng i oe a ne 

et Pale = Lo 
Fusible Dampers me: Si — 

Fusible dampers were installed in supply and exhaust air ducts for vaulted spaces located on Ground, ae Le ee hl a 
First and Second Floors. These dampers and frames were made out of number 12 steel sheet. Dampers | |) .\ =. Sieirdidsa 
were held in the open position by two discs of metal solder with an alloy which would melt and release Lp a ” oe : He : “| i oe - > a J Ve The exhaust fan located above the 
the damper at 150 to 170 degrees. ee iY LC Senate Chamber skylight maintains 

a iad agape | , 3S ge, _~—s the space temperature in the attic. 
Le ld Te Photo: Affiliated Engineers 
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Existing Conditions ventilation system and its distribution system did not extend services to these areas and presently cannot 

The building’s original ventilation system serving the South Wing, for the most part, is still in use today. support these functions in the matter of dust containment, safety, and ventilation. Over the years, the 1" 

Retrofitting the existing system for the modern convenience of air conditioning was not an original design magnesia block covering on all ductwork in the Basement area was removed. It is possible that the 

intent nor could past remodeling projects incorporate the physical requirements necessary for installation deterioration from vibration and mechanical abuse made its removal necessary. 
of air conditioning. Therefore, limited remodeling has been done through the years. : 

Through the years, miscellaneous projects have enhanced the maintenance of the present system and ne 

has extended the service life. Replacement of the air filters from the original cheese cloth linen frame to The Ground Floor has some original ductwork still in service, but this is primarily confined to the risers. 
the present automated fiberglass roll filter has simplified maintenance. The evaporative humidifiers have The Ground Floor has probably seen more remodeling changes and function than any other part of the 

been replaced with an injection steam manifold system currently used today. Electric motors serving the South Wing. During the 1960s, a significant amount of work was performed in converting the storage 
centrifugal fans were replaced during the conversion of DC to AC technology. The most significant vaults and stairwell passage to First Floor into private office spaces. In doing so, the ventilation system 

enhancement to the ventilation system was implemented in 1979 under the Energy Conservation was removed and replaced to serve these new areas. In 1984, the Ground Floor was completely 

Project. This project consisted of modifying existing controls and operation of the ventilation unit by retrofitted which included demolition of walls, ceiling, wiring, and ventilation system. i 

adding economizer controls and ductwork to reduce outside air requirements during cold weather 
conditions. First Floor 

What remainiedsntact through the years ese the Geibtil canieitiasV airs eachetiun ale aia elekay: Most of the original oe still remains in service on First Floor. In 1978, the remodeling project 

outside air and exhaust louvers and approximately 90% of the main distributing dito for supply ail a a5, me ie Ave ee oe er . i secon ee er 

exhaust. As previously indicated, the existing ductwork is not suitable for air conditioning Ri isd lp pgm sea ead 
7 concerns to the original character of the South Wing. 

The following list includes remodeling projects that have changed the ventilation distribution system in 

private spaces over years. The ornate Senate Chamber and Senate Parlor have been protected from Second Floor 

remodeling. The ventilation system serving these spaces are original. Most of the original ductwork still remains in service on the Second Floor. A minor remodeling project 

1929 Ventilation fans installed above Senate skylight was implemented in 1964 on the east side space into the Majority and Minority leaders offices. The 

1935 Capital plan revised original grilles still remain in use. To accommodate these changes, the ductwork was extended to better 

1951 Capital plan revised serve the current occupancies. 
1964 Majorremodeling on all floors except the Basement 
1966 Architectural plans revised Third Floor 

ee ma ianaaeel i Substantial remodeling has been done on Third Floor to rooms which were originally large open type 

1979 Heat system renovation committee rooms. Committee room were subdivided into individual staff and legislative offices. Most of 

1979 Energy conversation project the original ductwork remains in service on the east side spaces of the floor. However, as a result of 

1980 Architectural plan revised additional walls, none of the offices have the required supply and return grilles. Some of the existing east 

side offices have either supply air grilles, or return air grilles only. In a few rooms neither supply or return 

Basement grilles exist. In the south and west remodeled areas, lay-in acoustical ceiling tile and lay-in commercial 

Almostall of original ductwork still remains at the Basement level. Ductwork, along with mechanical diffusers and grilles have been installed. The supply air ductwork added is an extension of the original 

piping, imposes significantly on head clearances throughout the travel work aisle, making much of the system, but offers better supply air distribution. Omissions of return air grilles in these areas has ham- 

Basement area usable for only storage and miscellaneous mechanical equipment. In 1951, the South pered the overall air circulation. The remodeling project did not provide provisions for air conditioning 

Wing Basement plans were revised to incorporate Capitol Services which includes a carpenter shop, to these offices. The public spaces and Senate Gallery seating areas still remain with original services. 
mason shop, painter’s work room, janitorial services and storage, and the public commons area. The 
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} 

Fourth Floor correspondingly limited temperature ranges produced by the boilers. The normal operating pressure of 

Pole ‘of the original ductwork still remains on the Fourth Floor. In 1978 an energy conversation project high steam pressure was approximately 175 pounds per square inch or 377 degrees Fahrenheit. Low 

E i q implemented which installed a large return air ductwork though the “Barrel Vault” skylight to the pressure steam for normal operation was approximately 10 pounds per square inch or 240 degree 

; resh air intake shafts. Over the years the Senate and Assembly committee rooms were divided into Fahrenheit. 

i oe yate spaces to better serve these occupancies. The ventilation system serving these spaces is are ; 

i "missing supply air grilles, or return air grilles to adequately serve this spaces. In 1929, a small ventilation 

FL fan was installed in the Senate Chamber skylight, drawing in return air from the adjacent lecture room. 7 ees z= 

_ Ductwork was also added to the double inlet centrifugal fan to further reduce the overall temperature 4 © | i ; 

above the Senate Chamber skylight. Pe 
ee 7 NN EO - b> : NUE Steam Distribution yt 

; The previous Capitol boiler room was located next to the South Wing in the Capitol destroyed by fire in = “a a | 
‘ 1904. The operation of the boiler room played an important part in the construction of the new Capitol. by ele J Lo ae 

F ____ Theboilerroom not only continued to serve the remains of the old Capitol, but provided temporary ” Te 4 . ¥ é “ é : L : y 

___ steam services to the new Capitol. 4 Sen ae est 

a Inan early session of 1907, the Capitol Commission was empowered by the Legislators to execute the : a yy } \ = dj 
‘ ; construction of an off-site power plant, the Capitol Heat and Power Plant, that would furnish heat, light ee ae 
F and water to the new Capitol. This power plant erected on the corner site of East Washington Avenue : a on 4 

F: and Blair Street would be interconnected to the Capitol by an underground utility service tunnel. This : : Oo | = 
Hr service tunnel extended approximately 526 feet up the middle of East Washington Avenue and entered a a ; ; Y a — Baily 

the newly constructed East wing. J.W. Mitchell Contractor from Madison, WI completed this tunnel in — aS ie : | Figure 459 
~ 1909 and was paid $51,171.41. High and low pressure steam and condensate return lines were in- SS ot Ja —s Low pressure steam lines serve the ventilation 

PP stalled to service the Capitol heating system. A twelve inch water main was also installed in the tunnel. be Q q units’ tempering coils. Valving for coils is at a 
a The boiler room was dismantled sometime during the construction of the South Wing in 1910-11. New 1 7 - ms serviceable height for maintenance. 
— 4 ¢ erties! areyuce Boog te i Photo: Affiliated Engineers : steam services from the power plant served the Capitol beginning sometime in the year of 1911. 

F The steam distribution provided for the South Wing was installed by Mueller Company from Milwau- oS Pd | —# — 
kee, WI. The contract for the steam service and equipment was incorporated into the Heating Ventilat- - & wh tees 7 ne | 
ing Work for the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Comer Pavilions. a Figure 460 

: J : 3 i! j ; 2 erecemeenerommmenen, piece ____ The exposed radiator located The heating of the South Wing of the Capitol was serviced by 5 inch high pressure and 12 inch low — a Ce UE CC“COCéeenneatth the windows was a typical 
Pressure steam lines located in the Basement of the South Wing. The function of the high pressure steam | 2 i: _ IE installation for all perimeter toilet 
line was to serve mechanical equipment such as pumps, humidifiers, and the domestic hot water drum. . | rooms on Ground, aa st, om 
The low pressure steam line provided was to serve the tempering heating coils and the perimeter heating : 7 8 ee ee ee j v t ‘ j : South Wing. The steam control valve system serving Ground, First, Second, Third, and Attic Floors, including the Southeast and Southwest ee CC and thermostatic trap are located at 
Pavilions. The 3 inch condensate return line was temporarily drained to the sewer until the completion of — —rr———=E"B''C==’“ the inlet and outlet of the radia- 
the North Wing. The original steam heating system was confined to limited operating pressure and rr rr _ Np 

pln Photo: Affiliated Engineers 
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High Pressure Steam the other branch line serving the east side of the building. Cavity spaces concealed in the exterior 
The 5 inch steam line extended from the south wall of the East Wing through the Southeast Corner masonry walls between each window provided the vertical transport of the steam lines to the cast iron 
Pavilion into the South Wing’s Basement. A 3 inch branch line continued on through the Southwest radiators beneath the windows. The exceptions to this layout are the entrance lobbies on Ground and 
Corner Pavilion to the West Wing’s tie-in connection. From this 5 inch main in the South Wing, multiple First Floor, the Senate Chamber and Assembly Committee room on Fourth Floor. At the entrance 

branch connections were extended to serve: steam pumps, evaporative humidifiers, and the heating hot lobbies, the radiators were located in the public spaces to minimize the cold drafts during the winter. The 
water drum used for domestic water services. The ventilation system section may be referenced for Senate Chamber uses radiators in the ventilation system to temper the large air quantities into the space. 
additional information regarding this terminal equipment. The high pressure line, in the Basement, was The large spacious Assembly Committee room on Fourth Floor has radiators near the windows but also 
oriented to control thermal expansion by providing expansion loops and anchors as required. The included interior radiators to serve the heat loss of the skylights and south wall. 

aca loops, though indicated differently on Post’s drawing 518-1120, were provided in the The original specifications illustrate the details and intent of the low pressure steam system. A complete 
paviltoars Basement areas. system of return piping connecting all radiators and coils with the vacuum system, and vacuum and 
The original specifications illustrate the details of the high pressure system. Sound transmission and receiver pumps was provided according to the original drawings. All branches were to be looped and 
vibrations control was incorporated into the design layout. The high pressure steam line was to be anchored to allow for expansion and contraction. End of mains, or the last section of pipe, of the 
installed beneath the galvanized iron ductwork. Branch connections, whenever possible, were to con- perimeter heating system was to trapped and connected to the return main by 3/4 inch vacuum valves 
nect to the top of the main pipe. Shutoff valves were provided on all branch connections, one near the and bottom of all steam risers were also to be trapped and connected to return lines riser by 1/2 inch 
main pipe and the other near equipment. All traps were to have a bypass valve and three control valves. vacuum valves. Branch runouts to radiators and connections were to be made with “distributors” to 
The high pressure steam line also served as a standby system to the low pressure steam line serving the prevent leakage and insure proper circulation. Relief pipes from risers, or equalizing pipes was to be a 
tempering coils. A pressure reducing valve regulated the steam pressure in the bypass line. High pres- minimum of | inch. The size of pipe for horizontal mains and risers were indicated on drawings. Low 
sure piping over 5 inches was to be “standard guaranteed full weight steel pipe” with “Van Stone” pressure steam was to be installed beneath galvanized iron ductwork. Low pressure piping over 5 
flanged ends with weldless rolled steel flanges. Fittings were to be “extra heavy iron flange fittings”. inches was to be “standard guaranteed full weight steel pipe” with “Van Stone” flanged ends with 
Smaller steam pipes were to be “extra strong wrought iron pipe” with “extra heavy gun iron flanges or weldless rolled steel flanges. Fittings were to be “extra heavy iron flange fittings.” Smaller steam pipes 
screw fittings.” Flange joints were to be packed with corrugated copper gaskets. Screw joints were were to be “extra strong wrought iron pipe” with “extra heavy gun iron flanges or screw fittings. Flange 
made tight without packing. Valves greater than 6 inches, a heavy pattern, with babbit seat and bronze joints were packed with corrugated copper gaskets. Screw joints used were made tight without pack- 
trimmings by Crane Company were to be provided. Valves were to be self-packing while open and ing. Valves greater than 6 inches, a heavy pattern, with babbit seat and bronze trimmings by Crane 
under pressure. Valves under 5 inches were to be provided by Crane, Fairbanks, or Jenkins Brothers Company were to be provided. Valves were to be self-packing while open and under pressure. Valves 

and to be made of steam metal and finished trimmings. High pressure steam lines, drips and steam traps under 5 inches were to be provided by Crane, Fairbanks, or Jenkins Brothers and made of steam metal 
were covered with magnesia sectional covering, canvas jacketed and banded together. An extra cover- and finished trimmings. Valves 2 inches and under were to be iron bodies with brass trimmings excepts 
ing of 10 ounces of canvas was drawn tightly on high pressure steam. Prior to the extra canvas covering, exposed radiator areas where nickel-plated trimmings and polished wooden wheels to were used. Low 
two coats of tinted, cold water paint were applied. pressure steam lines, drips and steam traps were covered with magnesia sectional insulation, canvas 

jacketed and banded together. Two coats of cold water tinted paint were applied to the covering. An 

Low Pressure Steam extra covering of 10 ounces of canvas was drawn tight and sewed. 

The low pressure steam line was laid out to follow the high pressure steam line through the Southeast 
and Southwest Pavilions and South Wing Basement. A 12 inch low pressure steam line extended from Radiators 
the East Wing to the South Wing. A 8 inch branch line continued on toward the West Wing’s tie-in Radiators were a very common heat-distribution device used in steam heating systems. The combination 
connection point. The primary function of the low pressure steam was to serve the steam heating risers of radiated and convected heat from the cast iron radiators maintains the comfort temperature in the 
in the wing and corner pavilion areas. These riser provided steam to all of the radiators located private space. Radiators placed in the space are typically located beneath the window to offset the greatest heat 

offices and public entryways. The steam heating system serving these risers was connected into the loss and drafts. The general effect of an enclosure around a radiator restricts the air flow and diminishes 
perimeter loop system located in the Basement. The low pressure main steam line provided two, 6 inch the proportion of output due to radiation. However, the effects of convection heat dissipated along the 

branch connections to serve the perimeter loop system with one branch line serving the west side and outside of the wall dispenses the heat into the space more evenly. The effects of bronze painting for a 

radiator reduced the heat emitted by 10% or more. 
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F The radiator and coils provided in the South Wing were designed to warm all rooms to 70 degrees age. Condensate lines were to run beneath the galvanized iron ducts in the Basement. Pipe material was 

Fahrenheit and the corridors to 60 degrees Fahrenheit in zero degree weather. Radiators specified were to made of “extra strong wrought iron with extra heavy gun iron flanges”, unless screw fittings were 

i to be manufactured by the American Radiator Company. These radiators were to be connected at the indicated. All flange joints were to be packed with corrugated copper gaskets. Screw joints were to be 

retum to the vacuum system with the proper size water seal motor vacuum valve. On the supply side, a made tight without any kind of packing. To meet the criteria of the vacuum system, all joints were to 

7 thermostatic valve of the heat regulating system controlled the room radiator. Refer to the section made with black asphaltum lead with cast iron fittings. A test of 40 pounds per square inch of air 

p discussing the pneumatic controls used in the South Wing. Radiators enclosed as part of the space’s pressure for six hours was required by the Contractor to conform to the vacuum system. Condensate 

i, architectural features were specially built by the carpenters and iron work contractor. Specific details lines were to run under electric conduits. The specification indicated that in unavoidable conditions a 

: regarding these enclosures are discussed in Chapter Five. The Mueller Company not only installed the drip pan made of 16 ounce copper was to be used to prevent damage to switchboards, elevator 

radiators for the South Wing, but also furnished and set all register faces for the radiators. The top and machines, motors, etc. Shutoff valves were installed in the return line at the foot of each riser. 

outlet registers were made to be stationary and bottom intake register to be removable. The “Fretwork” 

was also removable with the register faces. Floor registers were stiffened by ribs to support foot traffic. Steam Pump 

The contractor painted all the radiators and exposed pipe with one coat of lead and oil paint and one The steam pump was installed ona suitable foundation in the pump pit. One 12 inch by 10 inch by 12 

coat of gold bronze. Any radiator behind a grille was painted two coats of black Japan varnish. inch direct acting single cylinder wet vacuum pump and one 6 inch by 4 inch by 6 inch receiver pump by 

American Steam Pump Company were specified. These pumps were brass fitted with brass valves. A 

Condensate Return pump governor attached to the vacuum pump regulated the pressure to prevent vaporization. A 1-1/2 

Ina two pipe distribution system, the condensate was returned from the radiators to the individual inch high pressure steam line provided steam to drive these pumps. A system tying the exhaust pipes 

gravity returned riser system located in the perimeter wall chases. Two main condensate lines in the from the steam pumps with a main grease extractor served steam into the fan heater coil. A pressure 

Basement, starting from each pavilion would loop around the perimeter collecting condensate from the reducing valve by Kieley, 2 inch by 4 inch, was installed in the exhaust pipe. The vacuum pump dis- 

risers, ) 

At the south end of the Basement, these two condensate lines merged together and drained by gravity ee eee ee ee 

toward the trench area near the underground air intake shafts. Once within the trench area, the conden- | 4 | : Fy fi C= 
sate piping from the humidifiers, tempering coils, and end of main traps were tied into the main gravity 4 , 4 a J | f 

return system. The gravity return system then connected into the vacuum pump. = bi Sing a a : 

The vacuum pump in the gravity return system was used to maintain a subatmospheric pressure in the Yi po Reise ey 

return line at all operating conditions, thus reducing the partial pressure or air in the system. The vacuum | a , yr \ Le > 

system also helped to counteract the resistance of the piping system by increasing the pressure differ- 4 fj , rene y. : , 

ence between the steam supply and the condensate return. The supply steam would provide rapid 2 ke 83 8" 
circulation and even heating in the cast iron radiators. The vacuum pump would separate the air from the A | | P| = beige — £ 

condensate and expel the air to the atmosphere. The condensate was discharged to a local receiver €i 4 vp | S pe 

pump. The local receiver pump discharged the condensate through a line feeding the crawl space wy yo .. i - : te 4 , 

beneath the central portion of the rotunda and into the North Wing. In the North Wing, condensate lines : iy YA ~o : : i, Se s 4 . e 4 
were tied together from all Wings, connected into the underground tunnel, and returned to the Capitol ye F 51307 Pe 7 

Heat and Power Plant. The concept was to return the water back to the boilers to minimize the boiler q } F ~ Baer Sada 

makeup water. ey r — “es . | The condensate lines drain by gravity into the pump 

The condensate return lines were installed according to sizes indicated on the drawings and were to % i\ 7 — . Be td ponders Buri ig Sortie rom Ht . pol” location, the condensate is then pumped beneath the 

accommodate field conditions during the progress of work. All pipe work was to incorporate provisions . : oe Ne ‘ - —_—siBasement Rotunda through the tunnel to the 

for expansion and contraction, water hammer, and provide correct pitch of pipe for condensate drain- @ a | \ rd oe Nori aeiaR 
et..lU UCU Photo: Affiliated Engineers 
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charged water to the receiver pump which pumped the hot water temporarily to the sewer. A 3 inch line replaced the original hot water drum. The direct absorption humidifiers serving the ventilation unit 
was later provided to the receiver pump to discharge the hot water to the North Wing upon completion. replaced the evaporative humidifiers. The steam radiators still remain in the original place within the 
The vacuum and receiver pump were provided with local shut-off valves and check valves. The con- wooden enclosures in fairly good condition. In some of the remodeled areas of the South Wing, steam 
tractor was required to provide a warranty for the system for two years. The vacuum system company radiators were removed and replaced with new steam convector coils. A convector is a heating element 
provided supervision for the entire installation period. The contractor was required to paint three coats made up of multiple small tubes interconnected by a large amount of blades or fins which transfer 
of pure linseed oil with white lead and gilt lined. The finish coat was vanish. emitted heat to the air moving up through the enclosure. The convector conveys heat equally to the 

effects of a radiator, but less costly. The radiators are still controlled by the pneumatic thermostat in each 

Existing Conditions space. The condensate return system connecting to all of the radiators in the South Wing has changed 
In general, the building’s original low pressure steam distribution system serving the South Wing remains significantly over the years due to the pipe leakage of the vacuum system. Once the vacuum system 

in the current service as it did 82 years ago. The steam distribution system is still able to adequately develops a leak in the system the vacuum pump cannot maintain the desired subatmospheric pressure in 
serve and maintain the comfort level of the building, even through the function and the assignment of the the system. The correction to the condensate system converted the present system to a natural gravity 

space has change significantly over the years with the addition/dismantlement of walls. drainage system with mechanical return pumps as support. The conversion required the replacement of 
; Ny SESE 2B 2: vacuum valves at each riser, and local radiators with thermostatic traps. The vacuum pump and receiver 

is eee aan Se, cate ae ny or asic pump were removed at some time to accommodate the installation of a condensate pump with receiver. 
ee, Soon ne ne oe i: 8 ore Tey ote sie or a The only renovated project registered on file by the State was the 1979 Heating System Project in 

steam system coincided with the service life and rising maintenance cost of the existing equipment. which shut-off valves and traps were replaced on the low pressure steam and condensate lines. A few 

The Capitol Heat and Power Plant currently furnishes steam, power and lake-water to the Capitol as it minor revision, also included, were the replacement of radiators to convectors in the entryways into the 
did when original constructed in 1910-11. The recent addition of chilled water services to the Capitol Capitol. 
has been designed to serve future renovation/remodeling projects. The power plant still resides on the 

corner of East Washington Avenue and Blair Street. Its structure, distant and recessed into the business Ground Floor 

section of the city, has aged with time, but continues to be an important facility, but not only to the The Ground Floor has probably seen more remodeling changes and function than any other part of the 
Capitol. The power plant currently serves other building in the downtown district, GEF-1, 2 and 3, 1 South Wing. The steam distribution system retains most of the original radiators and piping distribution in 
Wilson Street Building, and the 101 E. Wilson Street-Administration Building. The power plant houses 3 the private offices. Steam valves and traps at each riser were replaced in 1979 Heating System Project. 
boilers producing 103,000 Ib/hr of steam, 3 chillers capable of 2050 Tons, and 2 turbine generators This project also replaced the radiators at the entryways into the South Wing and the Pavilions. 
capable of 2000 KW of power. Services to these buildings are interconnected by an underground 
tunnel extending up East Washington Avenue to the Capitol Square down Martin Luther King Jr. First Floor 
Boulevard, and to Wilson Street. The utility services in the tunnel have all been replaced to accommo- Nearly all of the original radiators and piping distribution serving the First Floor remain in service. Steam 

date a wae of the power plant and some cases the tunnel has been modified or extended to valves and traps at each radiator were replaced in the 1979 Heating System Project. In the entryway at 
provide new services. ; the pavilions, the original steam radiators were removed and replaced with steam convectors. The 

renovation of the men’s toilet room 103S during 1966-80 into private offices required the removal of 
Basement the radiator and the replacement with a steam convector. The architectural enclosure was constructed 
Over the course of time, the 5 inch high pressure steam line and branch connections serving the South during this renovation project. 
Wing and other wings was removed because of the replacement of equipment no longer requiring steam 
power. This included the removal of steam pumps, evaporative humidifiers, and the hot water drum. The Second Floor 

low pressure steam still remains in its’ original configuration. Steam traps, valves, and insulation have The Second Floor has made several modifications to the toilet rooms over the years, including the 
been alll replaced with new materials and accessories. The low pressure steam lines continue to serve elimination of the women’s and men’s toilets, 201S and 204S. These toilet rooms were converted into 
the original tempering heating coils, and perimeter radiation system with newly extended services to the private offices between 1910-1951. The original radiators were removed and replaced with steam 
hot water tank and the direct absorption humidifiers. The hot water tank used for domestic water convectors. The architectural enclosures were constructed during these renovation projects. The steam 
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charged water to the receiver pump which pumped the hot water temporarily to the sewer. A3 inch line replaced the original hot water drum. The direct absorption humidifiers serving the ventilation unit 
was later provided to the receiver pump to discharge the hot water to the North Wing upon completion. replaced the evaporative humidifiers. The steam radiators still remain in the original place within the 
The vacuum and receiver pump were provided with local shut-off valves and check valves. The con- wooden enclosures in fairly good condition. In some of the remodeled areas of the South Wing, steam 
tractor was required to provide a warranty for the system for two years. The vacuum system company radiators were removed and replaced with new steam convector coils. A convector is a heating element 
provided supervision for the entire installation period. The contractor was required to paint three coats made up of multiple small tubes interconnected by a large amount of blades or fins which transfer 
of pure linseed oil with white lead and gilt lined. The finish coat was vanish. emitted heat to the air moving up through the enclosure. The convector conveys heat equally to the 

effects of a radiator, but less costly. The radiators are still controlled by the pneumatic thermostat in each 
Existing Conditions space. The condensate return system connecting to all of the radiators in the South Wing has changed 

In general, the building’s original low pressure steam distribution system serving the South Wing remains significantly over the years due to the pipe leakage of the vacuum system. Once the vacuum system 
in the current service as it did 82 years ago. The steam distribution system is still able to adequately develops a leak in the system the vacuum pump cannot maintain the desired subatmospheric pressure in 
serve and maintain the comfort level of the building, even through the function and the assignment of the the system. The correction to the condensate system converted the present system to a natural gravity 

space has change significantly over the years with the addition/dismantlement of walls. drainage system with mechanical return pumps as support. The conversion required the replacement of 
‘ Hg OUEST: 28d: vacuum valves at each riser, and local radiators with thermostatic traps. The vacuum pump and receiver 

kee the years, the pee cor ae ae Oa orn aeons pump were removed at some time to accommodate the installation of a condensate pump with receiver. 
eee Soca ne bea es peeien i ae wy: Mime, However, the major changes tothe The only renovated project registered on file by the State was the 1979 Heating System Project in 

steam system coincided with the service life and rising maintenance cost of the existing equipment. which shut-off valves and traps were replaced on the low pressure steam and condensate lines. A few 

The Capitol Heat and Power Plant currently furnishes steam, power and lake-water to the Capitol as it minor revision, also included, were the replacement of radiators to convectors in the entryways into the 
did when original constructed in 1910-11. The recent addition of chilled water services to the Capitol Capitol. 
has been designed to serve future renovation/remodeling projects. The power plant still resides on the 
corner of East Washington Avenue and Blair Street. Its structure, distant and recessed into the business Ground Floor 
section of the city, has aged with time, but continues to be an important facility, but not only to the The Ground Floor has probably seen more remodeling changes and function than any other part of the 
Capitol. The power plant currently serves other building in the downtown district, GEF-1, 2 and 3, 1 South Wing. The steam distribution system retains most of the original radiators and piping distribution in 
Wilson Street Building, and the 101 E. Wilson Street-Administration Building. The power plant houses 3 the private offices. Steam valves and traps at each riser were replaced in 1979 Heating System Project. 
boilers producing 103,000 Ib/hr of steam, 3 chillers capable of 2050 Tons, and 2 turbine generators This project also replaced the radiators at the entryways into the South Wing and the Pavilions. 
capable of 2000 KW of power. Services to these buildings are interconnected by an underground 

tunnel extending up East Washington Avenue to the Capitol Square down Martin Luther King Jr. First Floor 
Boulevard, and to Wilson Street. The utility services in the tunnel have all been replaced to accommo- Nearly all of the original radiators and piping distribution serving the First Floor remain in service. Steam 

date aS expansion of the power plant and some cases the tunnel has been modified or extended to valves and traps at each radiator were replaced in the 1979 Heating System Project. In the entryway at 
provide new services. : the pavilions, the original steam radiators were removed and replaced with steam convectors. The 

renovation of the men’s toiletroom 103S during 1966-80 into private offices required the removal of 
Basement the radiator and the replacement with a steam convector. The architectural enclosure was constructed 
Over the course of time, the 5 inch high pressure steam line and branch connections serving the South during this renovation project. 

Wing and other wings was removed because of the replacement of equipment no longer requiring steam 
power. This included the removal of steam pumps, evaporative humidifiers, and the hot water drum. The Second Floor 

low pressure steam still remains in its’ original configuration. Steam traps, valves, and insulation have The Second Floor has made several modifications to the toilet rooms over the years, including the 
been all replaced with new materials and accessories. The low pressure steam lines continue to serve elimination of the women’s and men’s toilets, 201S and 204S. These toilet rooms were converted into 
the original tempering heating coils, and perimeter radiation system with newly extended services to the private offices between 1910-1951. The original radiators were removed and replaced with steam 
hot water tank and the direct absorption humidifiers. The hot water tank used for domestic water convectors. The architectural enclosures were constructed during these renovation projects. The steam 
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Wisconsin Archives. The original plumbing riser diagram and architectural drawings exist at the State ment in building construction and prestigious structures during the “Turn of the Century.” The State of 

Capitol. These records and the architectural drawings were reviewed for this Historic Structure Report. Wisconsin did not adopt nor implement commercial plumbing codes until the late 1920s; however, the 

The plumbing system for the South Wing was designed according to the codes of the Building Depart- Cts ai Madicmn/ orcas probably: spoke aboubthe sanity wegnlation atioon ielsiaitie and 

ment and Examining Board of Plumbers of New York. New York City was renowned for its advance- apartinent dwellings, George B. Post's design coupled with the City of Madison's Ordinances defined 
the plumbing regulation for the Capitol building. 

Spanner ] rt = ¥ | The Ice Water System provided in the South Wing represents the main potable water source distributed 

ei: 8 se throughout the Capitol building. An artesian well, a part of the old Capitol destroyed by a fire, exists in 

. fh - a : : a : the midst of the South Wing site. The old artesian well extended down 51 feet from the surface in an 

: Y 1 . 7 1 oval shape. Placed at the well pit’s foot was a 3 inch well line encased in a 8 inch pipe extending down 

a a eee “ 900 feet into the earth’s soil. A Blake pump served by 1-1/4" steam line from the old boiler room was 

yo ‘ Pe . . a a located in the well pit and connected to the 3 inch well line. The well water was pumped to the supply 

. =< wl . o tank at the surface. This artesian well provided water services to the old Capitol. It is not known if the 

i — % a : | : _ artesian well provided services during the construction of the newly constructed wings of the Capitol. 

s 2. s eS However, provisions in the construction of the South Wing were to adopt the artesian well as an viable 

oe a. ee i drinking water resource. In May 1909, D.W. Mead as consulting engineer surveyed and presented a 

eo ey | sketch of the proposed pumping system of the artesian well. It appears this pumping system was 

—. eae! 
OF o ee — The proposed design of the artesian well was to remove the Blake pump, steam services and 3 inch 

i , fie This air compressor remains as an emergency Floor of the South Wing. A Number 4 Harris pump served by 1 inch compressed air line was lowered 

fh cae system to the compressed air system. into the 8 inch casing approximately 300 feet. The well pump, suction tank, or house pump were nota 

ee ee ee etre Cie sipneeyriacnesem part of the plumbing work for the South Wing. A 2 inch suction and discharge line was attached to the 

f ia Harris pump. 

_ ae a was it oe my The ground water was pumped from the artesian well to the drinking water tank located in a storage 
: - _ a] : | ne = room on the Attic Floor adjacent to the Assembly Committee room. The drinking water tank was 

= ae : : e oe ie : a = designed as a closed pressure tank. A 3 inch supply line from the bottom of the tank extended back 

cr ja 5 | | é down the chase to the Basement to serve the ice tank. The ice tank with its cooling coils and foundation 

= [| ae ic u Co zt be , _ inte AH ; work was removed from the West Wing and placed in the South Wing near the artesian well. The 
ft ec ee, CC is duplex air compressor ‘ % z i : 

te 4 a  . replaced the original air compres- circulating pumps from the West and East Wings were also removed and placed in the same location. 

J oe ie a . $ ‘ , i Ao sors and operates by alternating The new South Wing circulating pump was placed next to the other pumps. Future expansion for the 

7 7 t 4 a ae yh)? | od i e a akg — we a q ies North Wing pump was allocated next to the ice tank. The circulating pumps were connected to the ice 
ig se ‘“ a JOE ee = . J : on =e mute aioe ee sid tank which delivered ice water to each wing. In the South Wing, the circulating pump delivered drinking 

= in. ee ihe HVAC contols Weed iinthe water to a 1 inch supply line riser up to the Attic space and back down the other side returning to the 

a. = oo, a entire Capitol. cooling coil in the ice tank. The risers extended 1/2 inch branch lines to each fixture. 
ee Photo: Affiliated Engineers 
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The type of plumbing fixtures used for the drinking water system were the ornamental fountains and the safe pan was made of 1/4" plate iron and was turned up on its edge 4 inches on all sides. The iron plates 

half shape moon fountains basins. The ornamental fountains were placed in the Public corridors near the were riveted and caulked together. Two coats of Eureka paint were applied to the tank, cradles and 

elevators on Ground and First Floor. These fountains were recessed into the marble walls with distinct safe pan. A 2 inch waste connection was installed and carried down to the Basement slop sink. The 

architectural features. The bronze metal faucets were configured into an ornamental head piece with tank had a 2 inch overflow and 1-1/2" sediment pipe with individual valves. A manhole was also in- 

special arranged handles made by the Iron Work contractor. An ornamental-shaped cup with a univer- stalled on the upper part of the tank. The drinking water pipes used for the South Wing were made of 

sal double-jointed 3/16 inch chain fastened into the marble stone. The cup was made of nickel silver wrought iron and tin lined. All connecting pipes, supply lines, circulating lines to the faucets and parts 

witha silver plated finish. The half moon shape fountains were placed within the private sector of the were also tin lined. Fittings, couplings and valves also needed to be tin lined. All piping in the Basement 

South Wing. These marble basins were not as ornate as the public corridors but still matched the decor were covered by a minimum 1 inch of magnesia sectional covering with an additional finish of number 10 

of the Capitol. Standard compression faucets were made by J.L. Mott Plate 4793A and mounted on cotton duck. A final finish was applied to all piping with three coats of tinted asbestic paint. Any ex- 

the cantilevered basins. The following list the location of the drinking fountains provided in the South posed piping and finish work around fixtures were to be brass pipes, traps, fittings, escutcheons, etc. 

Wing: Brass pipes were seamless drawn tubing annealed extra heavy and tinned inside and out. Brass pipes 

556" Vga Hinde Publis Areas were manufacturer by American Tube Work. 

27S — Ground Floor West Private Areas 

120S First Floor Public Areas Domestic Water Services 
122S__ First Floor Public Area The domestic water services includes the hot and cold water lines serving the South Wing. The domestic 

1248 _ First Floor Private Corridors water service was supplied by direct pressure from the Capitol Heat and Power Plant and entered the 

Fz00. Watery wor Erevane nin East Wing’s Basement. A twelve inch lake water main served the Capitol. Water lines were routed from 

ee the East Wing through the crawl tunnel beneath the Rotunda’s Basement Floor to serve each Wing. 
234S Second Floor Senate Lobby Area 

324S Third Floor Public Corridor 

326S Third Floor Public Corridor ‘ Sal eats SOR matress nals Naat 

410$ Fourth Floor Public Corridor [eee CCC” 
4128 Fourth Floor Public Corridor oY | OO 

The original specifications illustrate the drinking fountain details. The circulating pump was an electric, a . | 4 i co 2 : / . . / 

direct-connected pattern with low speed motor, screw form, equal to the Quimby Co. with a flow rate Ce J 1. - : pe 

of 10 gallons per minute. Parts of the pumps were made ofa bronze metal. The contractor was to oe: ! hh 7 i. 
provide a foundation for the pumps by assembling a tier made of enameled bricks with a fine axed esi i oon te - . o a 

bluestone cap. The water portion of the pump was covered with 1-1/2 inch magnesia block, wired and a : . | C i . ae Fase | [ 
encased in a Russia iron lagging banded with brass bands and spun brass heads. The existing ice storage | . AY 4 a 

tank was 4 feet by 6 feet by 4 feet high made with a 1/4" iron plate. The storage tank was riveted and . : Log | ae yp ie 

caulked together at the joints. The ice box was also constructed with a well braced, tight fitted cover yf e iB t he ee Pa 

with hinges on one side. The tank was fitted vith four vertical looped coils each containing 50 lineal feet | kee i oa | ose a 

of 2 inch brass pipe. Coils were to be supported and braced to withstand the wear and tear of the me ¢ 4 = e ers 

broken ice. The ice tank was also encased with two layers of 1-1/2 inch magnesia block, wired and | ee & Se 

finished with narrow beaded white oak string with top and bottom bands of brass. The cover was fitted , om ee Ciswe 464 ; 
r . pw Pa aleae SOC PER > © 3s += ... This old artesian well extends down approximately 

with a pulley and weights for easy lifting. The attic drinking water tank, cylindrical in shape, was made of — ce MN 9 = -00 feet beneath the South Wing Basement. A 

1/4 inch thick plate iron. The iron plate joints were riveted and caulked together. The tank stood 5'-6" in — i hand operated well pump has been installed and 

diameter and 12 feet long with oval heads. The tank was supported by three pairs of steel cradles which Y : - 2  F — — oS . oe weekly to maintain the preservation 

sere flanged and 1i0Ged soar cea ees an, mee Sate el We a 2 a S rl Plate: “Affiliated Engineers 
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A6 inch water line entered into the South Wing at the pump pit, one of the entrances into the crawl of a water gauge, thermometer, sediment pipe and manhole cover. Steam connections were provided by 

tunnel. The 6 inch water line was extended up to the Basement ceiling and routed to the west side of the the Steam Heating Contractor. The hot water drum was also insulated with 1-1/2 inch magnesia block, 

Wing. Apparently, the water line was divided: one connecting to the 4 inch fire line while the other securely wired on by the Steam Heating Contractor. A 10 ounce canvas jacket was applied to the outer 

served as the 6 inch building supply. The 4 inch fire line most likely was installed as a temporary fire line layer of insulated drum. 

ie oi Capitol ee acon = al de So na ak * the sri pel The evaporative humidifiers located in each filtering chamber served the ventilation unit in the Basement. 
St furth a : ees . 2 
ae . ret Bree y Supp ae ie aad ie gy ae o A 1-1/2 inch water connection tied into the open tank. The plumbing contractor installed a ball float 

the elevator to the outside wall of the west side of the Wing. A high pressure reducing valve was in- : ers i 
. i . : : valve and adjusted the water level to submerge the steam coil with 2 inches of water at all times. 

stalled at this location to lower the system pressure. A 6 inch bypass with three valves was installed to 

connect to the water filters system. The 6 inch line was routed through the Basement with branch The sweeping system or otherwise known as the vacuum system required a 1-1/2 inch water connection 

connections serving each particular fixture and equipment. These included a 4 inch line to the hot water to the pump. The water served as a water seal between the pump and the collecting system. The fine 

drum, a 1-1/2 inch to the sweeping system, a 1-1/2 inch to the humidifier, and connections to vertical dust was collected by the water and drained to the local sewer line. Specific details on the sweeping 

risers serving toilet fixtures. system are discussed further in this chapter. The plumbing contractor was to provide only the vertical 

The water filt Aid cathen Fl dike wah aia k eatin risers and outlets marked as sweeping taps. Piping material was to be galvanized wrought iron with 
e = r filters oa placed on the a oor near the west side wall witha ne ye tion. Durham fittings. All risers installed were 2 inch for Ground through First Floor while other floors above 

The brick foundation was covered with a 4 inch fine axed bluestone. The water filters similar to the 2 . : ¥ A 
a " : berit's \ : were 1-1/2 inch. All sweeping taps branching off the main were to be 1-1/4 inch. 
Robert Style O” represented a double cylinder water filter with 6 inch connections. Steam connections 

were installed on the discharge of the water filter for purposes of cleaning the filter media. The filter The distribution of the Domestic Water services were to route hot and cold water lines across the 

media type was to be provided by the manufacturer’s recommendation. Proper shut-off valves were to Basement ceiling to the individual risers near the structural columns. The risers served the upper floor 

isolate each filter for future service. toilet rooms. A drip pipe was connected to all of the riser lines. In the drip pipe a shut-off valve was 

The hot 1 Mok ii ae heats 1 installed near the bottom of the riser. The drip pipes were connected and drained to the slop sink on the 

. : ee y A h i one ais whee de a ihe na an i Basement Floor. A circulating pipe, 3/4 inch in diameter was connected at the top of the hot water riser 

et ee lap ee ae eee eee . bes: eee and return to the bottom of the main circulating line of the drum. A drip pipe and shut-off valve was also 
water drum made of a galvanized C.H. Number | shell with welded head was riveted and caulked. The CoN bie SUSSTAE WN ; ie y 

F ae ‘ connected to this circulating riser similar to the cold line. All of the piping was to be covered with a 
drum stood 8 feet long and 30 inches in diameter. The drum was suspended by wrought iron hangers. oy ; 3 i i i 
Thowieasorecite asPiES TSUAE Lich sdusales Ale bi ite wae “ minimum of | inch of magnesia sectional cover with an outer jacket of number 10 cotton duck. The 

aa a en Tanck set ee eee number 10 cotton duck was sewed on and painted with three coats of tinted asbestic paint. The follow- 

ing list summarizes the number of toilet rooms and fixtures served by the Domestic Water System. 

B7S Women’s Restroom 5 water-closets and 4 wash basins 

ere B9S Women’s Toilet Rm. 1 water-closet and 1 wash basin 

 ,rrrtrti‘aSeOOOCstisSsi‘(‘(aEC B10S_ Men’s Toilet Rm. 1 water-closet and 1 wash basin 

lL | 1S Men’s Restroom 3 water-closets, 6 urinals, and 3 wash basins 

oo a Uw 103S Men’s Restroom 2 water-closets, 4 urinals, and 3 wash basins 

fb nee. * ae i 131S Private Toilet Rm. 1 water-closet, and 1 wash basin 
gg Srt~—~—™ pe emesis 1358 Private Toilet Rm. 2. water-closets, and 1 wash basin 

a rr ——_—CCéthalf moon shaped basin is located ; 1 43 wash basi 
a ——_ SOUP ing. The basin represents George 204S Men’s Restroom 2 water-closets, 4 urinals, and 3 wash basins 

a > ow i | ....____s—B. Post's original design. 210C Private Toilet Rm. 1 water-closet and 1 wash basin 

eee | se = Photo: Affiliated Engineers 216S Men’sRestroom 4 water-closets, 4 urinals and 3 wash basins 
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301S Women’s Restroom 3 water-closets, and 3 wash basins Flushometer, flushometer’s handle, seat and cover hinge of the water closet; flush valves and handles of 
315S__ Men’s Restroom 2 water-closets, 3 urinals and 3 wash basins urinals; flush valves, faucets, pail hook and braces of slop sinks; and faucets, waste and handles of wash 401S Women’s Restroom 3 water-closets, and 3 wash basins ' basins were to be white metal, polished and finished. 

408S Men’s Restroom 2 water-closets, 2 urinals and 3 wash basins 

The domestic water system served several types of fixtures used to facilitate the men’s and women’s Rain Water Conductors 
toilet rooms. The types of fixtures specified were based from a J.L. Mott Iron Work’s catalogue which The Rain Water Conductors for the South Wing are unified together by a perimeter drainage system in 
illustrated the type and quality required. J.L. Mott Iron Work supplied the original fixtures to the South the Basement ceiling. The perimeter drainage system begins at each localized conductor whether at First 
Wing. The type of fixtures seen in the Capitol were: water closets, urinals, slop sinks, and wash basins. Floor or Fifth Floor. The rain water traveled down these risers and merged into the main drainage line 

The water closets were to be knownas a “Beekman” deep seal siphon concealed jet with flush rim near the perimeter of the wall. The perimeter drainage system, 8 inches in diameter, served along the 
recessed. The pedestal base was to havea top inlet connection for the flush valve with a heavy brass west and east side of the Basement walls and merged at the south end into the 18 inch common main. floor flange bolted and covered with China caps. The flush valve was to be a Simplex lever, plate The 18 inch common main drops to the floor and exits the South Wing to tie into the city storm system. 

5118R. A cabinet finish seat and cover with heavy post hingeshaving ball heads was installed to each The rain water conductors were made of wrought iron pipes. Alll risers connecting into the perimeter line 
water closet. A 4 inch soil and 2 inch vent pipe were to be properly connected to the main vertical line. were Y-branch fittings. The plumbing contractor was to installed the rainwater conductors up to 2 feet 
The water closet bowl was to be supplied with 1-1/4 inch diameter pipe with an flushometer attached. of the gutter line or roof where present lead pipes were installed in the early construction phase of the 
The water closet and flush valve was set away from the wall so that the supply connection can attach an South Wing. 
angle valve with detachable key handle and thimble to shut off the water. A check valve was also The rain water boxes shown in the roof, Third and Fourth Floor, and the gutters along the skylights, 
installed between the flushometer and the main supply line. cornices and the First Floor’s south porch were to have 2 foot lead pipe connections to the copper 
The urinals were to be known as a “Newport” vitreous porcelain lipped flushing rim urinal with an boxes. Temporary leaders were placed in the early construction phase and extended ten feet out the 
integral porcelain strainer trap and water sealed brass trap. A Simplex flush valve set, for either hi gh or nearest window until the interior construction phase began. Gutters also installed early on were made of 

low pressure, was installed with a stop valve with a detachable key handle. The urinals were fastened to hot pressed copper, The copper joints were tinned and soldered with flush rivets. Rain water boxes the marble back” were made of copper in a 10 inch square with a 3 inch depth. All boxes covered with a 10 inches 

square lattice work, woven brass sheet 3/32 inches thick. The drains for the floor of the South Porch 
The slop sinks were to be a heavy vitreous “Richmond” glazed inside and out with a white enameled and platform of the comer Pavilion were cast bronze floor drains with perforated hinged covers. 
finish outside and a porcelain enameled finish inside. Each sink was fitted with a Simplex flush valve 
placed in the center between the air chambers. A stop valve was also provided. A long nozzle witha Soil and Waste 

pet — aa ee ene eee ee re Fees paren wena cold The soil and waste drainage for the South Wing was an extension of the return ice water and domestic 
water ney, Wall cacutcheoms were also necessary arcessorics. water services which collects the sanitary waste from each fixture. Sanitary waste risers were distributed 
The wash basin was installed with a 15 inch by 19 inch heavy vitreous “Manhattan” oval basin with an near the structural columns close to the location of similar fixtures above. The drinking fountains in the 
open overflow. Bowls were to be grounded to a true surface and fastened to the marble tops. Heavy public areas were located in common locations where the waste riser could collect several waste lines 
basin clamps mounted to the marble tops and were used to fasten the bowls. The wash basins were into one riser. However, not all risers were able to service multiple waste lines. These particular spaces 
provided with a “Metropolitan” waste, having a pop-up stopper and four-arm handle. A 1-1/2 inch were the private toilet rooms on First Floor, and the President of the Senate’s toilet room on Second 
regulated cast-brass trap with self-closing siphon ejector pattern basin faucets for hot and cold supply Floor. All these risers extended down into the Basement ceiling. The sanitary waste risers also served as 
were attached to the wash basin. Heavy four-arm handles matching the waste were installed to the hot the main vents which were vented to the roof. On the west side of the South Wing, sanitary waste lines 
and cold water faucets. All piping around the fixtures was to be brass heavy nickel-plated material. Air were tied into two common headers extending across the Basement ceiling. The common headers were 
chambers 1 inch by 18 inches long were supplied on the hot and cold supply pipes to avoid noise and pitched towards the east side and dropped along columns 19 and 33. These 5 inch sanitary lines would 
water hammer. eventually merge together underground. A 6 inch sanitary line from the Basement restrooms were also 

placed underground and would tie into the 8 inch main line before exiting the building foundation wall. A 
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| house trap was installed in the 8 inch main line at the perimeter wall. A cast iron box 18 inch by 24 inch 

wd po contained the house trap which was covered with a cast iron plate. A 6 inch air pipe located outside of 

_ , a the Wing entered through the Basement wall and was connected to the top of the iron cover. The 8 inch 

S . oe r CO sanitary main exiting the South Wing tied into the Martin Luther King Jr. Drive sewer line which also 

eee pe Siig 
| aa — F — i ; a The original specification describes the soil and waste drainage system. Underground cast iron pipes 

a a F. | 3 4 and fittings made of “Extra Heavy” was caulked with spur oakum and molten lead. The cast iron pipe 

i [| |. : / - : : was used from the South Wing’s house trap to the intersection of the connection of the East Wing to the 

4 . 4 o | _ . 4 present large egg-shape sewer located on the Capitol Square. Wrought iron pipe was used for all 

LC lcr drainage systems in the South Wing except where exposed pipes attached to fixtures were to be brass 

— .« = oo 4 pipe. All fittings for vent pipes were cast or malleable iron steam/water fittings. Fittings for waste and 

a 4 . ae ’ 4 |. a soil pipes were to be “Extra Heavy” cast iron recessed and threaded drainage fittings. All pipes were to 

a (23 bo continuously descend not less than 1/4 inch per foot. All branches connected to the main were to be Y- 

. 2 | ae | oe Le Figure 466 branch fittings. Each riser was connected by a Y-branch with a brass screw cap at the end of the main 

es A 2 a This floor mounted water closet is typical of those bed sper services. yp eo were to be 1-1/2 inch crue - short run se to wash basins and 

i f= [ used in the South Wing toilet rooms. The 1968 2 inch diameters for urinals, sinks, and long runs to wash basins. 3 inch waste pipes were used for slop 

| fF  =—™e = ~~ Plumbing Renovation Project replaced the water sinks. 4 inch waste pipes were used for four water closets or less. Waste pipes extending above eleva- 

8 _ 7  -. - closets in the South Wing. tor machines or electric motors were to be provided with a 14 ounce drip pan which hung below the 
es §=—- Photo: Affiliated Engineers : : : ; : - 

pipes. All pipes were to be tested by filling the riser with water for a period of 24 hours and tested for 

oxo sisi ies ceive) Cie ay leaks using peppermint/smoke. Traps were to be “Extra Heavy” lead except under basin which were to 

————————— 2 be brass nickel-plated. Traps for the wash-basin were 1-1/2 inches, 2 inches for sinks and 3 inches for 

— : oS A — = a : Most of the original plumbing work has been renovated through the years for the South Wing. The 1968 

: ~~ _ | oh eae y _ Plumbing Renovation Project replaced the ice water system, domestic water services, the drainage 

oo i & Dad ay y system, rain water conductors, and waste and soil. The potable water system serving the South Wing 

- - | So FG Se and the other wings is currently served by the Madison City Water Department. A eight inch water main 

tT i : - ; | | 2 : . enters into the North Wing where a booster pump distributes the water throughout the Capitol. A4 inch 

: ce 4 | - i. a 4 oO city water main also in the South Wing has been valved off and remains as an emergency system. Both 

_ - _ : _ = ol 2 { a of the City water mains are metered. The artesian well no longer serves the Capitol Building as potable 

: | @ a ee water, but still remains in operation. A hand pump is connected to the 8 inch well casing and is operated 
: be 4 a 4 - : ) a ona regular bases to maintain the preservation of the well. Other services such as the sweeper system/ 

C bef oe oe vacuum pump and evaporative humidifier no longer serves the South Wing. Water connections to these 

7 L. | . _ a a Figure 467 particular equipment have been removed. The existing plumbing generally complies with the current 

- 13 — . i oo These typical wall mounted urinal fixtures in the plumbing codes. Other issues such as handicapped facilities have been incorporated into the public 
: : : ee South Wing toilet rooms were installed in the 1968 restrooms. 

a a 8 Plumbing Renovation Project. 
ne Mit = «Photo: Affiliated Engineers 
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The Ice Water System was renovated before the major 1968 Plumbing Renovation Project. The original fixtures in the existing restrooms have been replaced. The following list summarizes the renovation 
ice box, coils and pumps have been dismantled for some time. The renovation work done over the projects regarding the toilet rooms and the current fixtures that remain. 
years no longer shows the remains of the original ice water system. The artesian well is the only signifi- Renibaaled BISwweIersR ea eS mperciGscieand 4 wash Baghe 
cant piece of the original design. Today’s ice water system relies on refrigeration equipment which B6S Retiring Room Removed 
circulates city water through the evaporator and distributes it to the drinking fountains. The heat from the B9S Women’s Toilet Rm. Removed 
city water is cycled through the evaporator where it is air cooled. In the Basement near the pump pit, 2 Revised New B10SMen’sToiletRm. 1 water-closet and 1 wash basin 

refrigeration machines provide the service to the South Wing’s drinking system. The drinking system Revised * 1S Women’s Restroom 3 water-closets, and 3 wash basins 
continues to serve many of the original drinking fountain basins. The original faucets have been replaced Remodeled* = 23S_ Men’s Restroom 2 water-closets, 3 urinals, and 3 wash basins 
for all of the fountains including the ornate fountains in the public corridors. Despite the amount of signing peeing a . nr cs SRA sliciooeshs ee 
renovation projects in the private offices area, the South Wing continues to serve many original drinking 1188 oe — o ae ee ed 
fountains. The following list summarizes location of the existing drinking fountains compared to the 131S Private Toilet Rm. Removed 

original design. 1358S Private Toilet Rm. Removed 

Naied 149 Peake peDmaae 2018 ee Restroom Removed 

25S Ground Floor Public Areas —— Lien Reson Removed é 
Renioved 27 S8w «Giounil ElocubvestPianiterAveas 210C Private Toilet Rm. 1 water-closet and 1 wash basin 

1208... First Floor Public Areas Remodeled 216S Men’s Restroom 2 water-closets, 4 urinals and 3 wash basins 
1228 First Floor Public Area Revised 243S Women’s Restroom 2 water-closets, and 3 wash basins 

Removed 1248 First Floor Private Corridors 3018S Naussacls Restroom 3 water-closets, and 3 wash basins 

Reward 1288 FirstFloor Private Hall 315S Men’s Rea 2 water-closets, 3 urinals and 3 wash basins 

232§ Second Floor Senate Lobby Area 401S pen 's Restroom 3 water-closets, and 3 oF basins ‘ 

234S Second Floor Senate Lobby Area ile o Men’ Skea a 2 water-closets, 2 urinals and 3 wash basins 

390A nicehird Bloor Piblie Gomidor ndicates restrooms with handicap accessibility. 

326S Third Floor Public Corridor 

410S Fourth Floor Public Corridor Rain Water Conductors 

412S Fourth Floor Public Corridor The rain water conductors, a part of the 1968 Plumbing Renovation Project, replaced most of the 

vertical risers serving the perimeter roof gutters and drains. These new conductors still remain in the 
Domestic Water System original chases. The rain water main conductor in the Basement was removed and replaced with a 
The domestic water system is supported by the central city water main which enters the North Wing and copper material pipe and insulated with a fiberglass material. The 8 inch main merges into the existing 18 
distributes city water to the South Wing. Similar to the drinking water system, the domestic water inch common main located at the end the Wing. The South Wing ties into the City central storm system 
system ties into the 4 inch water line which extends beneath the Rotunda and enters the pump pit in the which drains down State Street’s storm sewer. 

South Wing. The city water line is routed through the Wing serving the necessary hot water tank, fixtures 

and local hoses. The domestic water services no longer provide services to the sweeping system or the Waste and Soil 

evaporative humidifier. These particular equipment no longer exist today. The water filters that once The waste and soil lines were also replaced during the renovation of the major plumbing work that 
served the South Wing have also been dismantled. The domestic water system continues to serve hot occurred in 1968. Sanitary waste risers still are distributed near the structural columns close to the 
and cold water lines to the vertical risers feeding the toilet room fixtures. The hot water system is location of similar fixtures above. All these risers extend down into the Basement ceiling. The sanitary 

currently being softened by a brine system located in the South Wing’s Basement. The hot water storage waste risers also served as the main vents which were vented to the roof. On the west side of the South 
tank has been replaced several times. The hot water storage tank continues to be served by the low Wing, sanitary waste lines were replaced and reattached into two common headers extending across the 
Pressure steam. Other significant changes to the domestic water system was the elimination of fixtures Basement ceiling. The new common headers slope towards the east side and drop along columns 19 
and restrooms which have been a part of ongoing renovation projects for the South Wing. The original and 33. These 5 inch sanitary lines eventually merge together underground. A 6 inch sanitary line from 
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the Basement toilet rooms was replaced and installed underground. The 8 inch main line exiting the The overall drawings and specifications for the Capitol incorporated many innovative ideas, including 

building foundation wall was also replaced during 1968. The house trap was removed at the perimeter space function, exiting, and material selection. A specific example is the exterior of the Capitol. It can be 

wall including the 6 inch air pipe located outside of the Wing through Basement wall. The 8 inch sanitary considered a monumental achievement in stone craftsmanship, but the physical attribute of stone is also 

main exiting the South Wing still ties into the Martin Luther King Jr. Drive sewer line which also serves functional in that it is fire resistant. The structural steel framework in conjunction with clay tile plaster 

the East Wing. walls and floors also supplements the integrity of the structure. 

: § The fire suppression system for the South Wing was constructed by the plumbing contractor Chas 
Fire Suppression System Wilkins Company. While little information could be found on this company, the original drawings and 

Original Conditions specifications by George B. Post & Sons does provide further insight into understanding the original 

The fire suppression system for the South Wing was part of a large master plan conceived by George B. design. A review of Post’s documents involving the fire suppression system indicates that the plans are 

Post, local fire marshall and the Capitol Commission with the goal of protecting the new Capitol from not original canvas drawings, but are “on-site” blueprints or working prints. These fragile prints indicate 

fire. As the previous Capitol on this site was destroyed by fire, a fire suppression system was important. the layout of the fire lines serving the Capitol. The original specification covering fire lines is located at 

the State Historical Society of Wisconsin Archives. 

comes ee a The fire suppression system, composed of two intricate systems acting as one, included an exterior fire 

eS protection loop and an interior fire protection riser system. The exterior loop was designed to engage a 

. _ 4 ae ‘ : 1 —af : i: fire from the perimeter of the site. The interior riser system was design to combat potential fires within 

_ / _ - _ -_—- ee . The design of the Capitol Square aids in the fire fighting operations. Between each wing, four distinctive 

i: i : irri _ _ Figure 468 streets converge directly to the entrance of the Capitol. From this vantage point, the Fire Marshall 

_ —_ es —_  . ‘ : : A / vo pe : sO OMON d would be able to assess the situation and take appropriate action to control the situation. To assist in this 

ren ——r—“(—ite | in the South Wing toilet rooms. The process, a central 10 inch water loop circles the Capitol. This primary central water loop system is 
. CO aS S—CCériginaai faucets have been replaced connected by a 12 inch main tie-in from the Capitol Heat & Power Plant. The Capitol Heat and Power 

ver thee years. Plant located four blocks from the Capitol, pumps lake water up to the Capitol Square in the event of ee _ Photo: Affiliated Engineers the fire. This primary central water loop system serves 44 fire hydrants and 4 pumper connections 

BoE ob obsess surrounding the Capitol. The fire hydrants include 8 in the drive-up circle area, 8 in the Madison City 

ee Sa = ag oe i & on 4 terrace area, 16 beneath the Pedestrian’s stone wall, and 8 near the approaching Pedestrian terrace. 
ae. - A . ' . ah - > | oe ae The pumper connections include 4 in the Pedestrian’s stone wall at each drive-up circle. 

“Ey 7. mia = The city of Madison also provided eight hydrants at the perimeter site to enhance the protection of the 

: pa a = i —. te fs 9 ci ot ' —s i Capitol Square. The capacity or diversity of the fire suppression system is not specifically known, but 

E a - % a | | - or. o> : 1 _ ] this design approach indicates the limitation of the City of Madison’s fire department and equipment 

e a . ome oe Kieure 469 South Wing Distribution 
a ee Cts These water softeners are part of 

/ - ee i : i a L _ - : 8 4) the domestic hot water system. City Similar to other constructed Capitol wings, the South Wing was served by two 4 inch fire lines. One fire 

ang i =} Cae ee ae —= Po sae i a f is ee yee £6 line enters through the east Basement wall while the other service line enters through the west Basement 

Sr ren “off Voted Bhulicors: ee wall. Both fire lines tie into the Capitol Square central water loop system. Once these fire lines enter the 
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Basement, the lines divide into four risers near columns 1, 48, 6, and 43. The layout used a symmetrical The following list identifies some of the renovation projects that have been implemented since the 

design approach. The four risers served the upper floors, Ground through Fourth Floor. At each floor, a construction of the South Wing. 

2-1/2" branch line extended off the vertical riser at an elevation of 6- ne feet from the floor line. Each ine South Wing—Dome Riser Pump Added 

branch line was to be served by a local fire hose rack. The custom fabrication of these hose racks by 1937 Sprinkler System Installed in Basement 

the Iron Work contractor and the subsequent fire hose cabinets are further discussed in Chapter 5 under 1951-66 Brass Fire Cabinets Installed 

“Fire Hose Cabinets.” 1968 Plumbing Renovation—Complete Upgrade of South Wing Fire Services 

1968 Plumbing Renovation—Addition of North Wing Fire Pump Room 

Specifications 1968 Plumbing Renovation—Capitol Square Rehabization 

oF aC ey : tobi ; 1968 Plumbing Renovation—Fire Alarm Flow Switch 
The original specifications illustrate the components used in the building ‘ i suppression system. The 1970 Capitol Heat & Power Plant—Replacement of Lake Water Pumps 

fire line was made of a wrought iron pipe with screwed couplings for all joints and connections. A four 1990 North Wing Renovation—Capitol Fire Pump Relocated 

inch check and gate valve were provided in the branch fire line located outside at the main central water 

ch 7 mela Wing. The oor sks i main bi falondi tn ve the og ae line Capitol Square—Perimeter Zone 

t i t A 
came ot rot ee : nai Sedna lade His inkd feetaen AiO Dobe During the 1968 Plumbing Renovation, the Capitol Square has seen the phasing out of the interconnec- 
central water supply pressure to keep this valve open. : 3 3 s ‘ uh 

tion of the perimeter zone from the branch lines serving each wing. The original master plans were 

At each outlet on all stories, a brass gate valve 2-1/2 inches was placed with hand wheel down with a revised to accommodate the overall expansion of the lake water campus system not only to the Capitol 
cast-brass collar butting against the wall. The outlet of the valve was to have a nipple threaded for the Square, but to other government building in the Isthmus district. This shift in master planning transferred 

connection of the fire hose. All brass work was an electroplated bronze finish to match the decorative the water supply distribution from the Capitol Heat & Power Plant to the local city water department. 
hose racks. Once the fire suppression system was assembled a hydraulic test pressure of 300 pounds The City of Madison extended water services to the North Wing Basement, and a new fire pump was 

per square inch was applied to insure against deflects. All fire lines in the Basement were to be covered added to serve the entire Capitol Building. Another substantial change was the removal of sixteen fire 

with a minimum of 1 inch magnesia block sections with an outer covering of No. 10 cotton duck. Three hydrants on the Capitol Square located beneath the pedestrian’s stone fence wall. Other changes 

coats of asbestic, fireproof paint was applied to the outer covering. At each hose rack, 100 feet of fire included replacement of the eight fire hydrants with gate valves located in the grass terrace and renova- 
hose in four 25 foot lengths of 2-1/2 inch diameter were installed in the South Wing. The fire hose tion of the pumper connections at each drive-up circles within the pedestrian stone wall. 

specified a “Simmons white linen, S-diamond” braid fire hose with brass couplings. A brass nozzle with 

a 5/8 inch tap and stop cock was connected to the fire hose. 

Existing Conditions > es ak | 

The original fire suppression system serving the South Wing has been renovated over the years to the a . , sce at SY oS 
extent that the only original part of the system remaining is the perimeter water loop system that circles ee pene — a 

the Capitol. This remaining section may have been removed as well. What is known are the existing —— tt itl 
conditions of the fire suppression system remaining from the 1968 Renovation Project. The existing fire a a yi GF 

suppression system does not meet current codes because of the lack of fire protection sprinklers - 7 Po 7 

throughout the Capitol. Normally a building with this type of occupancies requires a full sprinkler _ | : es —— F 470 
: BAe ; i « igure 

system. The only area presently sprinklered - the Basement shop Spares, An acivation ofa sprin kler , ‘ _ os ... WME This existing domestic hot 

system can cause extensive water damage to important decorative finishes and materials. Extensive i is Ry | water tank serves the South 
damage can also span to other areas such as surrounding floors below or adjacent spaces. The installa- : _ co a - 4 and East Wings. Low pressure 

tion ofa sprinkler system throughout the Capitol is not desired because of the potential for severe water aS A ay 4 <4 steam continues to serve this 
‘ _ re 7 . hot water tank located in the 

peo Basement of the South Wing 
. . Sie @ Photo: Affiliated Engineers 
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South Wing Distribution the event ofa fire. The brass fire cabinets are located in the following general areas: Stairwell Exit 

Basement (B88), Stairwell Exit (B11S), Facility Commons Area (B14S), Storage (B22S), and Carpenter Shop 

The 1968 Plumbing Renovation project of the South Wing fire suppression system was a complete Area (B26S). 

replacement and upgrade of fire services. On the east side, the 4 inch fire branch main was removed 

and replaced with a 4 inch city water main to serve the domestic water system only. At the west side, Ground Floor 

the 4 inch fire line was severed from the central water loop system 4 feet outside the Basement wall. A The fire lines continue up from the Basement from the four risers near columns 1, 48, 6, and 43. At 

Siamese connection was added which currently feeds into the South Wing Basement. In addition to this Ground Floor, a 2-1/2 inch branch line extends off the riser to serve each fire hose cabinet. The location 

project, the dome fire riser pump was removed from the Basement. The South Wing is currently ser- of these brass fire cabinets serve the following areas: Open Stairwell (24S), Open Stairwell (28S), 

viced from the North Wing Basement fire pump. A 6" fire line from the North Wing extends down into a Private Corridor (29S), and Private Corridor (32S). 

tage beneat the Central Portion of the Basement rotunda area which aeg Pam POE ‘peace. In Post’s original plans, the private corridors did not have a fire hose connection from the main riser. The 

OPEL STIS ae as cold watch, condenagtr reform, aod ee mre Np oeeey. hice nae 1968 Plumbing Renovation project added the brass fire cabinets and extended fire services to them. 

tunnel. The fire line enters the South Wing from the pump pit and then divides into two branches routed 

through the Basement area. As previously indicated, the fire line serves four risers near columns 1, 48, First Floor 

6, and 43. Other services include, two individual sprinkler systems in the Basement shop areas and 4 : : : : 

fire hose cabinets in Basement general areas. Fire hoses have been removed from the fire cabinets Tee ie Bnes SAGE ING, up fn pesto es First Wlone At ihe tomnrionts: rg polmnns : G8, Grand 43.8 

throughout the Capitol due to the folding creases which have occurred over time and tend to weaken 2-1/2 ane branch line cree off the as to mate each BrCHORS cabinet. The location ar these brass 

the hoses. Also, the hoses contained asbestos. The Fire Department now provides their own hoses in fire cabinets serve the following areas: Joint Finance Committee Room (1075), per a a. ee 
Open Stairwell (1238S), and Private Corridor (144S). An additional fire connection was added in the 

1968 Plumbing Renovation in the private corridor 144S. 

a ee Second Floor 

i ee : The fire lines extend further up to the Second Floor. At the four risers, near columns 1, 48, 6, and 43,a 

i Sl ps - | - 2-1/2 inch branch line extends off of the riser to serve each fire hose cabinet. The location of these brass 

i ae fire cabinets serve the following areas: Senate Area—Telephone Room (218S), Senate Area—Tele- 

, | eo phone Room (2228), Open Stairwell (2258), and Open Stairwell (2288). The location of these fire 

oI - L _ < | i connections and cabinets still remain according to Post’s original plans, although the fire hoses have 

oo z i i | oo been removed from the cabinets. 

| ag = Third Floor 
Lo 7 4 . i Z ’ a The fire lines risers continue further up to Third Floor. Near columns 1, 48, 6, and 43, a 2-1/2 inch 

| | ; PS | : branch line extends off of the riser to serve each fire hose cabinet. The location of these brass fire 

| i th i cabinets serve the following areas: Open Stairwell (316S), Open Stairwell (3198), Public Corridor 
oe = gt \ 2 4 Figure 471 (321S), and Public Corridor (322S). The location of these fire connections and cabinets still remain 

_ > 4 ig : | a A 6" fire line extends beyond the west side wall of according to Post’s original plans. 

| x : i y | = the South Wing Basement to serve as a Siamese fire 

i : a se — 8 connection located in the drive-up circle. This Fourth Floor 

_ Siamese fire connection provides the local fire ‘ : 

| S —- 8 ~—_— department access to supply water and pressure in The fire lines risers end at the Fourth Floor. A 2-1/2 inch line from the riser to serve each fire hose 

io = the event of a fire. cabinet. The location of these brass fire cabinets serve the following areas: Senate Committee Room 

_ Photo: Affiliated Engineers 
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(403S), Senate Committee Room (403S), Open Stairwell (413S), and Open Stairwell (414S). The First Floor 

location of these fire connections and cabinets still remain according to Post’s original plans. The First Floor public spaces were a combination of a main corridor, stair galleries, stair corridors, main 

corridor and hall and niches. There were four distribution boxes (electrical panels) for power located on 

Electrical this floor; one in each of the two janitor closets, lobby 1148, and corridor 132S. There were no recep- 

ae tacles installed in the public spaces on this floor. 

Plans were prepared by the Pattison Brothers for George B. Post & Sons, 101 Park Avenue, New iSocond Floor 

emai ea oe 5 on Peet ~ sea ee mae Hiieonanrig The Second Floor public spaces were a combination of main stairs, stair galleries, stair corridors, 
ighting circuiting, and heating and ventilating equipment connections. The original specification for the ; ; : 

i we Senate Lobby, anti-chambers, Hearing Room, Senate Chamber, vestibules, Senate Parlor and Senate 

athe amt Serer ne oa ae ae Pore eran aa by page ps waco committee room. There were four distribution boxes (electrical panels) for power located on this floor; 

@ fs Be eee ee ee eae at ones Se one in each of the following rooms: two janitor closets and telephone rooms 225S and 2288. In these 
fuses, lights, service feeders, panelboards, branch wiring and a switchboard. The electrical contract was ; : . 

ri the HGP é F301 Sates Madison. Wi the Sa f areas, there was one receptacle located in the committee rooms, Chairman and clerks office, and 

epre : ’ Sana nf aS nets He ce ma i ie peat pie mete tas Senate Chamber. There were no receptacles in the Senate Parlor, President’s office, clerk’s office or 

000 on January 23, . However, this sum did not include the light fixtures. ,000 sure ae ae : 
Sergeant at Arms office indicated on the original drawings. These rooms may have had receptacles 

bond was provided by American Surety Company of New York to guarantee that the Electrical Con- . : i : a : * fs 
6 7 added during the original construction phase. 

tractor would complete the contractual agreements. The General Electric Company supplied the 

switches, bus bar, fuses and fuse cutouts for construction of the new switchboard. The switchboard Third Floor 

equipment cost was quoted at $250.00 F.O.B. Schenectady, New York. : f Baise ¥ i , : : 
The Third Floor public spaces were a combination of stair galleries, stairs, Senate Galleries, lobbies and 

Original Conditions Senate committee rooms. There were four distribution boxes (electrical panels) for power located on 

The oiiehintcackl ‘ gal ae tension from the East Wi sapatabag r this floor, one in each of the following rooms: passage 321S and 322S and two janitor closets. On this 

ELEN Ses i ab ae ali ls i picpercinserone oar gpa nay usmecsaraeoe edie floor, there were no receptacles indicated on the original drawings, but probably had receptacles added 
of feeders consisting of 3-2,000,000 CM lighting feeder, 2-2,000,000 CM power feeder, 3 #000 BGS dente iad tae se oe i! ™ 

feeder for Watchman Lights and four #12 BGS for battery wires. The feeders served a new General . 

Electric switchboard which was located adjacent to the existing stairs in the South Wing Basement. This Fourth Fitor 

switchboard included a light bus bar, a power bus bar and a Watchman’s light bus bar. This switchboard F ae. | s : 

power bus bar served two 19 hp heating and ventilating fans, a 10 hp well pump, a 3 hp drinking water The Fourth e po pelle spaces ‘oa a combination stair halls, ae and ee rooms. There 

pump, a2 1/2 hp vacuum sweeping motor, two 32 hp elevators and distribution boxes (electrical were four distribution boxes (electrical panels) for power located on this floor; one in each corner of the 

panels) in Basement and four vertical risers which in turn served electrical panels on each respective sain 2 oo ithe Resa se ee ore wos b Clogets. These Waa tae Se 
floor and a25 hp ventilating fan on the Fourth Floor large committee Room 403S and all other rooms on this floor had no receptacles. 

Public Spaces Private Spaces 

Gia Ricak Basement Floor 

The Ground Floor public spaces were a combination of entrance lobbies, stair corridors, main lobby, be Bascment was a a oe a Peel aie aee eRe a Dee eonidoe es 

main corridor, office corridors, and stair landings. There were four distribution boxes (electrical panels) py a Pipmncchanical ae — pritchbaas ae ee, 7 

for power located on this floor and one in each of the two janitor closets, main lobby and closet. There ae ore sand two distriguiion boxes (electrical pamela) Sax pawer A fow eee i sigs wed 

were no receptacles installed in the public spaces on this floor. were located in mechanical spaces and drop cords were scattered throughout. The switchboard served 

two 19 hp ventilating fans, a 10 hp well pump, a3 hp drinking water pump, a 2 1/2 hp vacuum sweep- 

ing motor, and two 32 hp elevators in the Basement and a 25 hp ventilating fan on the Fourth Floor. 
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) 14 iii Ground Floor 

Et f.. 509 sin The Ground Floor private areas were a combination of toilets, tax commissioner offices, Board of 

/ | oe Health Offices, Board of Control Office, Rooms 13S, 17S, 18S, lobbies and corridors. Receptacle 

ke a a a installation was minimal due to little power demand in the early 1900s and consisted of one receptacle in 

i | bees i a the smaller offices and two receptacles in the larger accountants and business offices. 

= .lrlrmrmhLhrrrrrs—~si “OOOO 5 

Ped | cated i. ‘ _ First Floor 

| 4 - : : 4 The First Floor private spaces were a combination of toilets, Insurance Department offices, coat rooms, 

: ' ao —— / Board of Control offices and corridors. There was one receptacle each located at proof readers and 

1. ai SS ae ee ad stenographers stations, deputy commissioner’s office, actuary office, board room, secretaries’ offices. 

|G ) gc os The larger office spaces included two receptacles in the Insurance office and Accountants office. 

— a a Second Floor 

“| oe gi ie ie | The Second Floor private areas were a combination of toilets, corridors, coat room, offices, telephone 

: — oo. Ti . room, retiring room, and document room. There were no receptacles indicated on the original drawings 
:  . ~~ .. Figure 472 e 2 “ 

> 2 é A. ped Branch panelboards and system junction boxes in for private spaces on this floor, but receptacles were probably added during the original construction 

je (| oS gg electrical closets are located on Ground through phase. 

2 Oy Photo: Affiliated Engineers s 
Third Floor 

_ Se The Third Floor private spaces were a combination of toilets, corridors, Senate offices, coat room, 

_ < iv Baas closets. There were no receptacles indicated on the original drawings for private spaces on this floor, 

~*~ = ‘i+ 00hCtéC«*S but receptacles were probably added during the construction phase. 

oe pae ne Fourth Floor 

 rt~“‘OCO—OCiSS — | The Fourth Floor private spaces were a combination stair halls, corridors and committee rooms. There 
— _ — Wi a 7 

— a were no receptacles indicated on the original drawings in private spaces on this floor, but receptacles 

Vs , | @ oe were probably added during the construction phase. 

——_—ti(i‘(CaC;i‘(‘(ié;:; | 

re Rerteeh eae 
— —— Ls oe . The South Wing power as it exists today has evolved throughout the life of the building in different 

i — | i. | Le construction and remodeling projects. In 1934, the original bus bar and knife switch style switchboard 

eee er r—“—CS—S was replaced with a new 120/208V, 3 phase, 4 wire, 300 KVA-substation. 

fae 3238 + Bie: b. 
ee In 1958, the project to convert from D.C. power to A.C. power was started and continued as an 

_ =... ongoing project until May of 1963. This included replacing existing D.C. motors and branch 

oa. . - - : : Be Figure 473 panelboards on each floor. 

a - Tin Boperuem A 20200) syntchbod serves Another remodeling project was completed in 1964 and remodeled the first, third and Fourth Floor 
‘ — elevators and branch panelboard risers. 

oo Photo: Affiliated Engineers spaces and added receptacles in office spaces. 
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In 1970, the ground floor was remodeled to include a new underfloor duct distribution system for So a a 

power (receptacles)/telephone and data cabling and floor outlets. This project brought the ground floor ge rr : 

up to the latest technology in power and communication distribution for an office environment. There | - ‘ 7 

were numerous small remodeling projects between 1970 and 1986 and included remodeling the Senate — a. _ a 

Area in 1984, the Hearing Room (318S) in 1985 and a new power distribution feeder to each floor in : : ea : ‘ a a 

1985. This new distribution system included a new 4" riser from the substation in the Basement to a new _ . | oe se a _ 

electrical closet on each floor which included a new branch electrical panel, isolated ground panel and - = = (28 a 

power junction box. The existing branch electrical panels in the janitor closets on each floor was refed | a sil a a 4 

from this new distribution riser. This project brought the distribution system into the 1980s for the . ; = = - ~ : a 4 , : 7 

increased power demand in the office environment. ee os _ is aw 4 , 

In July of 1989, the renovation and repair of the primary and emergency secondary distribution system oF dq a oy : 4 : ' : 

was started. This project included new conduits and feeders to the Basement of the east wing and new ce | \| eo bo : i 

electrical vault (manhole) in the north east comer of the South Wing to refeed the South Wing new | a es Vs : 

substation/switchboard. The new substation was a square “D”-QED-3000A, 750 KVA, 120/208V-3 Fe Nee, ctectrical panel (1958 addition) and 
phase, 4 wire. At this time, the existing 300 K VA transformer at the existing substation was removed — a 4 saa illaiseibution me (electrical panel) ina 

and the remaining switchboard section was refed from the new switchboard. The new switchboard - a Le a, janitor’s closet, typed for each floor, has been 

served heating and ventilating motors, distribution and branch panelboards, elevators and the clock ; 4 _ H converted to a lighting relay cabinet. The branch 

system. The existing substation fed branch panelboards in the Basement and upper floors. It also fed oo : / on a - RE ATE RES pnd mecentacle, dpadsien ihe 

elevators, heating and ventilating motors in the Basement and Fourth Floor. , Photo: Affiliated Engineers 

Ground Floor —< fF ee 
The Ground Floor public spaces consist of a combination of entrance lobbies, stair corridors, main ; > - a 7 7 “LF. 

lobby, main corridor, office corridors, and stair landings. There are six branch electrical panels for Joe i : . | 

power located on this floor, one in each of the following rooms: two electrical closets, two janitor oo i | [ks 

closets, lobby and closet. There were no receptacles installed in public spaces on this floor. a es 

The First Floor public spaces consist of a combination of a hearing room, main corridors, stair galleries, > s ==. - 7 i Se 

stair corridors, main corridor, and hall and niches. There are six branch electrical panels for power ~ a i oamouene : 

located on this floor, one in each of the following rooms: two electrical closets, two janitor closets and [= ag ; 

lobby 114S and corridor 132S. There are no receptacles installed in the public spaces on this floor, Po oe 4 2 

except for the hearing room. The hearing room has general receptacles in the seating area and at the = 

main desk. oo ' is 

Serene eer, a q : oe electrical panel serves Basement 120/ 

The Second Floor public spaces consist of a combination of main stairs, stair galleries, stair corridors, 2 eo S «208V loads. 

Senate lobbies, anti-chambers, Senate Chambers, vestibules, and Senate Parlor. There are six branch — Be an Photo: Affiliated Engineers 
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electrical panels for power located on this floor, one in each of the following rooms: two electrical Private Spaces 

closets, two janitor closets and telephone rooms 225S and 2288. In these areas, there are general Basement Floor 

receptacles located in the Senate Parlor and Senate Chamber. There are no receptacles in the main The Basement areas are a combination of toilet rooms, ante rooms, storage areas, corridors, paint and 

stairs, stair galleries, stair corridors, Senate Lobby and vestibules. carpenter shops, and mechanical/electrical spaces. The mechanical/electrical space includes a substa- 

tion/switchboard and a secondary switchboard and heating and ventilating equipment, air compressors, 

Third Floor domestic water pumps and branch electrical panels for power. General receptacles are located in 

The Third Floor public spaces consist of a combination of stair galleries, stairs, Senate Gallery, lobbies mechanical spaces and in the paint shop. The carpenters shop has a surface mounted wireway system. 

and Senate committee rooms. There are six branch electrical panels for power located on this floor, one The switchboards serve branch panelboards in the Basement and risers feeding branch panelboards on 

in each of the following rooms: passage 321S and 322S, two janitors’ closets and two electrical closets. each floor, elevators, ventilating fans, air compressors, and a return air ventilating fan on the Fourth 

On this floor, there were no receptacles in the public spaces, except for general receptacles in the Floor. 

committee room. 
Ground Floor 

Fourth Floor The Ground Floor private areas are a combination of toilet rooms, private and staff offices, janitor 

The Fourth Floor public spaces were a combination stair halls and corridors. There were seven branch closets, electrical closets, lobbies and corridors. There are general receptacles in the corridors and 

electrical panels for power located on this floor. There are three in the mechanical/electrical room and lobbies. The private and staff offices have receptacles on all the walls, and floor receptacles fed from the 

one in each of the janitor closets. There are general receptacles in the large committee Room and all under floor duct system. 

other public spaces on this floor have no receptacles. 
First Floor 

The First Floor private areas are a combination of toilet rooms, staff and private offices, lobbies, janitor 

s se Nina closets, electrical closets, and corridors. There are general receptacles in the corridors and lobbies. The 

x hs — ~~ private and staff offices have receptacles on the walls and average four receptacles per office. 

7 a %, one Se The Second Floor private areas are a combination of toiletrooms, corridors, staff and private offices, 

- ee : . a - * ‘ janitor closets and electrical closets. There are general receptacles in the corridors and lobbies. The 

I | 7 = - - : private and staff offices have receptacles on the walls and average five receptacles per office. 

| a‘ a a Bue | oo 

i . | f 4 a The Third Floor private areas are a combination of toilet rooms, corridors, staff and private offices, 

i '- 2 = ; i corridors, janitor and electrical closets. There are general receptacles in the corridors and lobbies. The 

‘= 8 OG private and staff offices have receptacles on the walls and average four receptacles per office. 

-. 1 aoe Ge The Fourth Floor private spaces are a combination stair halls, corridors and private offices and me- 

oo CC a Figure 476 : chanical/electrical room. There are general receptacles in the corridors and lobbies. The private and 

. | - fF _— Thee oe substction Miya staff offices have receptacles on the walls and average four receptacles per office. 

E- 2 0=—tse—s—s—sSa SPhoto: Affiliated Engineers 
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Communications ofa telephone located at the janitor’s desk in the corridor off of the lobby entrance. The bell call system 
Specification and Contracts in the public spaces consisted of an annunciator at the janitor’s desk in the corridor off the lobby 

The original South Wing electrical plans indicate communication equipment was prepared by the entrance. The Watchman’s Clock System had key stations located in the toilets on each side of the 

Pattison Brothers and incorporated on the same electrical plans as the power plans (dated 1911). These wing. There were no secondary clocks located in the public spaces on this floor. 
plans showed the extension of the telephone and telegraph systems from central equipment in the West 
Wing of the Capitol. The design also included a Watchman’s clock system, a secondary clock system First Floor 
throughout and a buzzer call system in some spaces. The electrical specification was prepared by The First Floor public spaces were a combination of main corridors, stair galleries, stair corridor, main 
George B. Posts & Sons and dated December 16, 1911. The communication section of the specifica- corridor and hall and niches. The First Floor telephone system in the public spaces consisted of tele- 
tion covered a Watchman’s clock system, telephone system, secondary clock system and telegraph phones in lobbies 114S and 128S. There was no bell call system installed in public spaces on this floor. 
wiring. These systems were to be installed by Harloff Pence Co. (Electrical Contractor) and the Tele- There were Watchman’s clock key stations located in the toilet rooms on each side of the wing. There 
phone Company. These systems were included in the original contract price of $14,000. The Telephone were no secondary clocks located in public spaces on this floor. 
Company was to install all wires, instruments and switchboards. The Electrical Contractor was to 

provide the round iron outlet boxes with brass coverplates. Second Floor 

The Second Floor public spaces were a combination of main stairs, stair galleries, stair corridors, the 
Original Conditions Senate Lobby, anti-chambers, hearing room, Senate Chamber, vestibules, Senate Parlor and Senate 

The original communication system consisted of a telephone system, secondary clock system, Committee room. The Second Floor telephone system in the public spaces consisted of telephones in 

Watchman’s clock system, telegraph, and call buzzer system. The telephone system consisted of wiring committee rooms. The bell call system in the public spaces consisted of push buttons, bells and annun- 
and conduits from central equipment in West Wing to the new switchboard installed by the Telephone ciators. The buttons and bells were located in the committee rooms and the Senate Chamber. Annuncia- 

Company in the South Wing. The telephone outlet boxes and instruments were installed in selected tors were located in telephone rooms 225S, 2288S, 2308S, and 236S and the Senate Parlor. There were 
spaces on all floors. The telegraph system consisted of three pairs of #14 B&S wires run in conduit and Watchman key stations for the clock system in committee room 2088 and toilets 201S and 216S. 
extended from the existing Capitol system and terminated in a baseboard outlet box on the Second Secondary clocks were located in committee rooms and the Senate Parlor. 
Floor in Southwest corner Pavilion. The Watchman clock system consisted of a master clock located in 
the Basement near column 54 and key stations located on each floor, a total of twenty stations were to Third Floor 
be provided with brass covers. The Watchman clock system was supplied by Electrical Supply Com- The Third Floor public spaces were a combination of stair galleries, stairs, senate galleries, lobbies and 
pany of Madison, Wisconsin and was manufactured by the ECO Magneto Clock Company of Boston, Senate Committee rooms. There were no telephones installed in public spaces on this floor. The Third 
MA. The system cost approximately $265.00 to install. The secondary clock system consisted of an Floor bell call system consisted of push buttons in the committee rooms which were connected to the 
extension to the South Wing from the existing master clock located in the East Wing Basement. The annunciator at the usher’s desk on the Third Floor. There were Watchman key stations for the clock 
system was a pneumatic time clock system with the new secondary clocks matching the existing master system located in the toilet room 301S and 3158S. Secondary clocks in the public spaces were located 
clock (12 inch plain white dials) except in the Senate Chamber where the clock had etched dials and in the committee rooms. 
brass cover. The call system consisted of push buttons, bells and buzzers and annunciators. The system 

was installed in selected spaces as designated in the specification. The push buttons were of the Fourth Floor 

“USEM” type and the 3 inch bells and buzzers were a vibrating type as manufactured by Farady. The The Fourth Floor public spaces were a combination stair halls, corridors and committee rooms. The 
annunciator was a gravity type with annunciator bell ina metal or hardwood case. Fourth Floor system had telephones in the committee rooms and no bell call system installed. A Watch- 

man key station for the clock system was located in the assembly lecture hall/committee room (Room 
Public Spaces 4038). Secondary clocks were located in Committee Rooms 4028, 4068, and 4078. 

Ground Floor 

The Ground Floor public spaces were a combination of entrance lobbies, stair corridor, main corridor, 

office corridors, and stair landings. The Ground Floor telephone system in the public spaces consisted



ee Re OP OS . Private Spaces 

7 os oe — oe s . ae Basement Floor 

i Be -. oo The Basement area’s private space is a combination of toilet rooms, ante room, storage areas, shops, 

: : - : - ] 1 2 | 7 2 7 : 7 and mechanical/electrical spaces, corridors and stair hall. The telephone system in the private spaces 

: cas - — a . Cy = so ae consisted ofa switchboard and telephones at the electrical switchboard room B-11 and the tax commis- 

Fs ce - — sion vault room B3. There were no devices for the bell call system located. The recording dial master 

: ee a oe 7 J , a clock, and battery system for the Watchman’s clock system was located near column SA and adjacent 

: ee oe + | J _ Figure 477 to the stairs. There were no clocks located in the Basement for the secondary clock system. 

oo = . 0 oo This photo shows a typical clock 
ay es PR Me i Cee * “9 eae 7 These sori Ground Floor 

— i. a : : So ea Seahie aoe ceo The Ground Floor private areas were a combination of toilet rooms, tax commissioner offices, Board of 

oe Photo: Affiliated Engineers Health offices, Board of Control office, Rooms 13S, 17S, 18S, lobbies and corridors. The Ground 

: Floor telephone system in private spaces consisted of telephones located in the Commissioner’s offices, 

e— a ro we Y y Board of Health offices, Rooms 13S, 17S, 18S and corridor. The Ground Floor bell call system 

sal oll a a consisted of push buttons in the Commissioner’s offices, which annunciated in the library, secretaries’ 

CC ee oa ‘ La Pre office, stenographer’s office. The Board of Health offices included push buttons, buzzers and bells. 

all big 7 aoe ate hy There were Watchman key stations for the clock system located in Room 17S of the Board of Health 

i , es H s i oe (southwest corner) and the business office (Room 6S) southeast comer. Secondary clocks were located 

e fs | ‘ v a pa fae 2 ee A prs 478 in the business office, stenographer’s office, library and Commissioner offices, the Board of Health 

in wee hm UU tt main telephone terminal board offices and Room 17S and 18S. 
i oS Pee for the South Wing is located in the 

| wee a Soe o Basement adjacent to the electrical 

=e 0 ENT ah y ae rT bean : . ams a oe hone wirtng The First Floor private areas were a combination of toilet rooms, accountant’s offices, Insurance 

ao . : re = =< ‘ Na 1 a | ua aN i Ree une fragt neg Department offices, coat rooms, Board of Control offices and corridors, and storage vaults. The First 

ee SSCO*=CéP*hoott::: ‘Mfffiaatedd Ecngineeerrss Floor telephone system in private spaces consisted of telephones located in the Insurance Department 

office, Commissioner’s offices, Actuary office, board room, library and stenographer’s area. The First 

: 7 a. / . a eis { ie 2 8 1v Floor bell call system consisted of buzzers and annunciators, bells and push buttons. The buzzers and 

. i Pot ue —_— buttons and bells were located in the accountant’s office, secretary office, stenographer’s office, board 

2 oe ts ae Fe AA room, library, actuary office, Commissioner’s offices. Annunciators were located in the Insurance office 

-— a. py a : a and stenographers room 106S. Secondary clocks were located in the Insurance office, Commissioner’s 

i oe ae a offices, library, Board of Control, Accountant’s office and Secretaries’ office. 

FT rigure 479 

oe . : | ‘ v : - | he font ee fot gio ae bate The Second Floor Lise areas were a combination of toilet rooms, corridors, coat oo Ree 

i a e 7 ae Ll . bee alarm boxes) were installed in telephone room, retiring room, and document room. The Second Floor telephone system in private 

_ it. : 1 - ed o electrical closets in the 1985 spaces consisted of telephones in all the private offices and the telephone rooms 2258S, 2288, 230S and 

1 7 - _ 7 blatine A ge Pe 236S. The Second Floor bell call system consisted of buzzers, bells, push buttons and annunciators. 

/ oo | Photo: Affiliat Hf d Bath ard. The buzzers, push buttons and bells were located in the Sergeant at Arms office, Chief Clerk’s office, 
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document room, Clerk’s office and committee rooms. The annunciators were located in the Sergeant at — te - / Ee 4 
Amns’ office, Senate President’s office, and Senate Parlor. Watchman key stations were located in the -— | ay oo ' 
Senate President’s office toilet room and the Senate Committee Rooms. Secondary clocks were ” ‘ “——_ fe 
located in the Senate President’s offices, Clerk’s offices and Sergeant at Arm’s offices.  feseuunue ee 

phe legs aare ie | Third Floor Gree .e : i 
The Third Floor private areas were a combination of toilet rooms, corridors, senate offices, coat room, i T ak : : . . . : yj A t 
and closets. The Third Floor telephone system in private spaces consisted of telephones in the Chairman es < jpe eee @ abe ey 

< a pe FO ae ise Saget in ok : and Clerk’s office. The Third Floor bell call system consisted of an annunciator at the Usher’s desk in = iT Ne Le 
the corridor which was activated by the push buttons in the committee rooms, Clerk’s offices, on the wee | Ri IE SS — | Ke 

ee. tates i s second, third and Fourth Floors. There were Watchman key stations for the clock system located in the DS Vimmes — eee Wa 
iS ae eee F “ Clerk’s offices (Rooms 307S and 311S) in the southeast and southwest corner of the wing. Secondary y Vy RY “-  — , enatat es ba 

clocks in the private areas were located in the Clerk’s offices. aU OS IS eran at ‘pe P of A : Tr 
RGB Sea 

Fourth Fl Naar \F Sa yf our. oor TASS CCA 
The Fourth Floor private areas were a combination of toilet rooms, corridors, stairs, closet, and a tank : Nase: JE Sena Lee This data patch panel and rack system is located in 
room. The telephone system in the private spaces consisted of a telephone in the fan room. There was 7 = Va , i a 7. \ __ the Fourth Floor mechanical room and serves the 
no bell call system, no key stations for the Watchman’s clock system, and no secondary clocks located a 1) ON PT he Fourth Fi loor data outlets. atthe : ‘ -  -. | } Photo: Affiliated Engineers in private spaces on this floor. 

—. oe : Existing Conditions ’ @ lS 
The South Wing communication system as it exists today has evolved throughout the life of the building i C 4 : AN (— 7 | yl : i. 
in different construction and remodeling projects. The Building Communication Systems consist of a kee ll 
telephone system, sound system, data system, clock system and computerized voting machines. The first eee oe | 
remodeling project was in 1925 and upgraded the telephone system. In 1929, an access and buzzer 4g . | ie oe 
system was installed in the Prohibition Office. In the 1970s, the Security Surveillance Television System = aos EY Lo ae 
covering the rotunda and exterior areas and new sound systems were installed. In 1975, acomputerized _ oe a xe : 

Boe CO voting system was added to the Senate Chambers. _ Se on i | Z ee 

The Ground Floor areas are a combination of entrance lobbies, stair corridors, lobbies, main corridor, rs ft f ‘ 
office corridors and stair landings. In these areas, there are no clocks, telephones, sound system, data ss fe] a Jit | 
outlets or security system in the public spaces on the Ground Floor. i 19 tape | 

oes) fog F 

. oS This sound rack system serves the hearing room on 

. wa | i the Fourth Floor. 
oo ho i Photo: Affiliated Engineers 
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ee i a i 

Pe Ae First Floor 
(ae et” The First Floor areas are a combination of hearing rooms, main corridors, stair galleries, stair corridor 

| . Ca : ; Pe oe i . and hall and niches. In these areas, there are no clocks, telephones, sound system, data outlets, or 

a Vee : security systems in the public spaces on the First Floor. 

id ee ae ; Second Floor 

. if - °? ra oo oe . The Second Floor areas are a combination of main stairs, stair galleries, stair corridors, Senate Lobby, 

fe wea eh ee Senate Chamber, vestibules, and Senate Parlor. In these areas, there are no clocks, telephones, data 

aE i ie  ° outlets. The Senate Chamber has a sound system. 

i | | re BO . The Third Floor areas are a combination of stair galleries, stairs, Senate Gallery, lobbies and Senate 

ae | a on 4 oes committee room. In these areas, there are no clocks, data outlets or security system. The Senate Gallery 

| AA ay lf lobby has a public telephone and the Senate Gallery has sound speakers and recording jacks as part of 
pe ee 4 a ‘ a a ee Figure 482 the sound system. 

. ieee Telephone terminal boards and conduit risers in 

7 ny i. | tA\ Ge Ve 7 a4 se es electrical closets (1985 project) on each floor serve Fourth Floor 

& atm > telephone outlets on the floor. rates 2 J 

+ Re Photo: Affiliated Engineers The Fourth Floor areas are a combination of stairs and corridors. There are no clocks, sound system, 

data outlets or security system in the public spaces on this floor. In the main corridor, there is a public 

| j | L a : | oe 1 : : A oS 7 f y Private Spaces 

. . bog [oat oo oF The Basement Floor areas are a combination of toilet rooms, ante room, storage areas, corridors, paint 

\ | i eS a FU and carpenter shops and mechanical/electrical spaces. The master clock controller and slave unit is 

| \ bf. a 7 ee located on this floor. There is no sound system, data outlets or security system on this floor. The paint 

a “~ . - | |e. and carpenter shops have telephone outlets. In the mechanical/electrical space, the main telephone 

4 |) hr CS terminal board for the south wing is located. 

a | Fae te 

a sll a Hh | ee 

ce 4 og The Ground Floor areas are a combination of toilet rooms, private and staff offices, janitor closets and 

ne ry Sen ae a electrical closets, lobbies and corridors. There are no clocks, telephones/data outlets, sound system 

i {") aa A a 7 A devices, fire alarm devices, security devices in the closets, lobbies and corridors. In the electrical closet 

eB a “Uf on each side of the wing, there are data system and fire alarm system conduit risers and associated 

Poh Oe oe  £ ie (au o a eee : junction boxes and also a telephone terminal board in each closet and a computer patch panel. The 

oa ons x OS, WZ td BOE L epee cele 7 lesa a clocets lobbies, staff and private offices have sound speakers and volume controls, wall clocks and telephone 
: a . ae (1985 project) on each floor serve data outlets on : 

“Y" 7) \ the floor. outlets in the wall and floor mounted telephone outlets. 

RR oe Photo: Affiliated Engineers 
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First Floor fixture schedule for each room and a drawing of each fixture type. The original Contract Drawing was 

The First Floor areas are a combination of staff and private offices, lobbies, janitor closets, electrical revised in January and August of 1910, July 1912, December 1913 and January and March of 1914. 

closets and corridors. There are no clocks, telephone/data outlets, sound system devices, or security The original electrical specification for the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Corner Pavilions 

devices in the closets, lobbies and corridors. In the electrical closet on each side of the wing, there are was prepared by George B. Post & Sons on December 16, 1911. The specification covered switching 
data system and fire alarm system conduit risers and associated junction boxes, a telephone terminal and control of light fixtures, mounting and brass sockets, by Edison Co. The proposal by the Mitchell 

board in each closet, and computer patch panel. The lobbies, staff and private offices have sound Vance Company of New York City, New York was accepted on January 25, 1912 to supply the light 

speakers, wall clocks and telephone outlets. The corridors have fire alarm system signal devices. fixtures for the South Wing, Southeast and Southwest Comer Pavilions for the sum of $25,287.81. 

The original fixtures were incandescent type at 110 DC voltage. The fixtures included a combination of 

Second Eloor simple and ornate brass fixtures with glass globes, chandeliers, and brass post lamps. 
The Second Floor private areas are a combination of toilet rooms, corridors, staff and private offices, : ; ee 

janitor closets, and electrical closets. There are no clocks, telephones/data outlets, sound system a abe So si — a fe a oo oe a 

devices, fire alarm devices, security devices in the closets and lobbies. In the electrical closet on each brass Fapiara nap not cnaneed mnichaneoler (0) years the dabricesen Re Oe oRsparns : 

side of the wing, there are data system and fire alarm system conduit risers and associated junction fixtagy paiienn and therereating a clay model for approval bis the Architect, 4.c7n¢. eRayne Crprintia 

boxes, a telephone terminal board in each closet, and computer patch panel. The corridors, staff and sandiacnentnd temgalen the fixamemald, abesiin Ache SBPIOVES Poasantel:Heomhis molds the 

private offices have sound speakers and volume controls, wall clocks and telephone outlets in the wall aes nae suatice nabelt tre eng ihahatgneta inliees Boraed ate ihesiell Sorsouphcasting: 
After the casting cools, the shell is removed and the casting imperfections are filled by hand. The final 

and floor mounted telephone outlets. f ; piper 
process includes finish buffing and finish application. 

Third Floor 

The Third Floor private areas are a combination of toilet rooms, corridors, staff and private offices, 

corridors, janitor closets, and electrical closets. There are no clocks, telephone/data outlets, sound 

system devices or security devices in the closets, lobbies and corridors. In the electrical closet on each 

side of the wing, there are data system and fire alarm system conduit risers and associated junction 

boxes, a telephone terminal board in each closet, and computer patch panel. The staff and private oo 1 aa ye . 

offices have sound speakers, wall clocks and telephone outlets. The corridors have fire alarm system i co — - i 

signal devices. wis. ft 
im he oF 

The Fourth Floor private areas are a combination of stair halls, corridors, janitor closets, electrical/ i oo ne bef ae - 

mechanical room, and private offices. There are no clocks, telephones/data outlets, sound system . Lea sl a 

devices, fire alarm devices, or security devices, in the closets, stair halls and corridors. In the electrical/ i - : f oaks.) i 7 

mechanical room, there are data system and fire alarm system conduit risers and associated junction ‘ : | iF : ' a | 

boxes, a telephone terminal board in each closet, and computer patch panel. The private offices have : | ibe i a 4 

sound speakers, wall clocks and telephone outlets. Gee 5 

Specifications B comocoud a ie Figure 484 
site ; : This wall mounted public telephone is located on 

The original south wing light fixtures were designed by George B. Post & Sons, 101 Park Avenue, New re = the Fourth Floor. 

York City, New York in 1908. The Contract Drawing 518-1654 dated December 8, 1908 included a ed Photo: Affiliated Engineers 
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Light Fixtures Original Conditions and Existing Conditions electric. With the hydraulic the net load raised is greater than the maximum load capacity of 

The original conditions and existing conditions for all light fixtures are included in Chapter Five-Interiors, machine when loaded, and with the electric the net load is about 1/2 of the load of maximum 

in the Comprehensive Surveys section. This section will enumerate all fixture types and their descrip- Ca ean hon ent: } 

tions. The maintaining and repair expense on the highest type electric elevator is very good compared Pp P' 
with the hydraulic. There is the wear and tear on cables in both cases and there is no advantage 

Eltvatone of the hydraulic over the electric (considering that hydraulic machine installed with the intent to 

secure greatest economy) for in this case there are more cables required than on an electric and 

Kaestner & Co. were contracted for the elevator work in the South Wing of the Wisconsin State larger cables working over sheaves usually of diameter far too small for best wear. The repairs 

Capitol. Their plant was located at 241-261 South Jefferson Street, Chicago, Illinois. Their South Wing required on the hydraulic take much longer time, and cost of this material for repairs is usually 
contract was dated 1 July 1911. Kaestner did all the original elevator work for the Wisconsin State greater. To pack a ram, replace cups in plungers of stop valve and operating valves, is greater 

Capitol. expense than replacing carbons on controller or brushes on motor or for necessary oiling. 

The follow ingin.a bricpuatishap itil Kabhie @-Oo Uehitel ae CadintComemdsion corhpartn Third; Service and comparison of Operation. For service the electric passenger elevator of the 

‘ : P ae : P i iI highest type is equal to any hydraulic. Its acceleration is gradual in as short a time, the stop is 
electric elevators to hydraulic plunger elevators. The principal points of the comparison were power smooth and without. jar. And the running is equally as smooth as the hydraulic. 

used for each load carried on the elevators and the constant expense of repairs on hydraulic elevators. : ; { 
Electric clevainns were nictalled nqheC@mital Fourth; Comparative safety of these different types. Regarding the safety of these two types, it 

eee is a misstatement to assert that the plunger hydraulic elevator is the safest of elevators. The steel 

Regarding the best type of Elevator to select for Passenger Service, there are many conditions column or ram under the car is the only safety device employed. In a high building we would not typ gi 
that must be taken into consideration before that best type can be recommended. use a 6" column of the usual weight of a ram to support a crowded car of passengers without 

A few years ago there was no question that the best type of Passenger Elevator [at that time the ete ssc hangs scar tii iS aie ee eee ery oe bie! 

only one], the hydraulic, and of this type it was only a question whether to install a vertical counter weiaiis aud oy which talks all the gt aiaor ihe niunget pa foshe wright ofthe 

horizontal or plunger type. In the past decade great advancements has been made in the con- eae Een = ie Eee Es eae thie eae Rue Pecan, : 

struction and adaptability of the Electric Elevator for passenger service, until now it is on an i shacip ina ae va ; " bint ta eScRHeiehal’s ia adatiea in va aainentd dings 

equal footing with the hydraulic for all services, and, in many cases, is preferable to the hydraulic pate Seen sree 8 P, Ose 8 
elevator for economy of service and safety. follow. If the ram did not buckle and an accident be caused by this, this greater load added 

af suddenly when car is descending would greatly increase pressure in cylinder and cause car to 

Let us consider the most important points in making the selection. come down at a dangerous speed even if it did not drop, and there is no safety device to secure 

First; the first cost of equipment and installation. The cost of equipment and installation is always : pete ees planes penne rash acraniners ait ja ote type of slevator 

less with the electric machine and often for high grade type 100% under the cost of the hydrau- pices prs nese frp Sean pain gs Senin apne pharm Peer tog 
lic ” in the way of bursting pipes and failure of stop valve and operating valve. 

Second; the economy of operating and maintaining. As to the cost of operating and maintaining The plunger elevators now operate at the Wisconsin Capitol Building are by no means a fair 

the difference is greatest where a single electric elevator is compared with but one hydraulic San es es oe ee oat bis rear es joo eters 

operated by separate pumping plant, either by electric or steam pump. In this case the electric i — = 1 iaiiiegireriaritian ei — - soee ile — a ii 

can be operated on half the cost of the hydraulic. Where there are a number of elevators and ee —— peineyraebenanireammER ae —— saiannemvedine ee i 
these distributed about large building, the comparison of operating cost is practically the same as cables are intended, no doubt, only to support the counterweights and not to compensate for 

in the first instance. While the mechanical efficiency of a plunger elevator is greater than a worm thehuorseciof pine 

geared hoisting machine, the power required for every trip is the same regardless of load, while With the Best improved types of electric elevators of which the Kaestner Machine is the repre- 

with the electric the power consumed is in proportion to the load, and is least with the average sentative type, the danger to safety from wear to cables is insignificant. Only such size cables are 

load. The losses are greater from piping and transmitting of power as compared to the electric used as required for ample working safety which work over large diameter drums, and sheaves, 

transmission of power. Furthermore, the gross load is greater and the horsepower required consequently cable wear is less than on the hydraulic type. The car can never jump by sudden 

greater for the hydraulic for the same capacity elevator, than for the electric machine; since the stopping or reversing as in case of the hydraulic. The limit stopping device on the Kaestner 

load can not be counterbalanced on the hydraulic machine and is counterbalanced on the Machine will absolutely prevent car travel beyond the limits thus preventing danger of tearing 
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cables out of car and counterweight safety grips are provided for the car which prevents falling have one advantage in that they are mounted on the piston itself, and thereby ina measure are 

of car should cables be broken; This device brings car to a gradual stop and avoids jar and operated by the motion of the piston. 

shock tear when stopping." After the dust-laden air has met the water in the suction port and has been thoroughly mingled 

with it during its passage through the suction and discharge valves, it is discharged into the 

Existing Conditions exhaust chamber, which is shown in the picture which we are mailing you under separate cover. 

The existing conditions of the elevators will be addressed when all the Capitol elevators are updated at When the air enters the discharge chamber, it is consequently thoroughly washed and all the dust 
one time. This report will be placed in Book I—Comprehensive. has been ab sorbed by the water. The exhaust chamber contains only afew bafile plates, which 

aid in the separation of the moisture from the air in this chamber, which separation is effected 

mainly by the expansion of the air. The consequences are that the air is exhausted at the top of 
Vacuum System the chamber ina pure and dry state, and that the dust with the water is discharged at the bottom 

Original Conditions at the outlet shown, and carried through a pipe to the nearest sewer. 

Palm Vacuum and Turbine Vacuum each installed their individual system in one wing of the Capitol fora It will be seen on the Blue Print that the bearings in the cylinder heads are also water packed, 

trial base, Palm in the West Wing and Turbine in the East Wing. Palm Vacuum Cleaner Company was and the wear on these bearings is brought to a minimum, as the crosshead outside of the front 

awarded the contract to install the vacuum system in the Wisconsin State Capitol. They were located in end bearings take all the vertical stresses at this end, and as the suction port in the piston is so 

Detroit, Michigan. According to the Capitol Correspondence, Palm Vacuum wrote the following De ortioned that the pull upwards on the piston by the vacuum in the air piping between the 
’ ae: ‘ cylinder and the tank at the average working vacuum if 5" mercury equals the weight of the 

mechanical description of the vacuum cleaning system: i : 2 od : . 
piston, suction valves and piston, it will consequently be seen that the rear piston rod bearing 

The vacuum producer is of the reciprocating, piston type, horizontal, double acting. The piston is only has to carry at times a portion of the weight mentioned when the vacuum at the pump is 

held in the center of the cylinder bore by two bearings in the cylinder heads, and a clearance either below or above the average working vacuum, which is computed at 5" mercury. 

space of about 1/64th of an inch is maintained between the piston and the cylinder. The piston is The lubrication of the pump is entirely automatic, as aside from the water packed parts inside the 

cast from solid aluminum and the cylinder is lined with a bronze bushing pressed in the cast iron cylinder, only the crosshead, the crank pin and the main bearing journals are oil lubricated; the 

and bored out in place. crosshead and the crank pin by the oil splash method, the oil being contained in the lower crank 

The water is admitted and shut off by an automatic water valve mounted underneath the pillow case. The main bearings are ring oiled. 
block at the fly wheel side and operated by weights in the fly wheel and a sleeve moving on the The piston speed of these pumps varies from 100 ft. per minute with the smaller machines to 
crank shaft between the fly wheel and the bearing. It will be seen that as this water enters the 138 ft. per minute with the larger sized six-sweeper machines, the strokes being 4-1/8" and the 
clearance space between the piston and the cylinder under City water pressure, that it will be speed 200 revolutions per minute. The motors which we use for driving these pumps have a 

forced out between the cylinder and the piston at all times, while the machine is in operation, and speed not exceeding 1200 revolutions per minute, and are as a rule belt connected to the 
that thereby not only the piston becomes packed, but also it is made impossible for any dust to pumps, but if specified will be equipped witha silent chain drive and proper chain guards. 

enter between the piston and the cylinder. A portion of this packing water at the top of the 

cylinder is naturally sucked with the air and the fine dust into the suction port in the cylinder and From the printed specification of the Type “R” six-sweeper cleaner equipment, you will note that 
through the suction valve. During this operation, the dust becomes thoroughly mixed with the the bearing surfaces have been designed on most liberal lines, particularly when considering the 
water and a straining of the air is thereby effected. slow speed of the moving parts, and that the maximum speed per square inch on the piston by 

: the vacuum does not exceed from 5 to 6 pounds. 
You will note on the enclosed Blue Print the general type of the valve which we employ on the 

pump. They are shown on the Blue Print to be made of metal with a rubber seat. This construc- EFFICIENCY: 

tion is somewhat changed, as we are now using a solid rubber valve of special design moulded in From the description of the mechanical design of the pump, we believe we have thoroughly 
one piece. This valve renders the pump almost noiseless, and is besides, extremely light, requires demonstrated to you that the air is handled through the pump at the minimum expense of power. 
no springs for accelerating its motion, and has almost no noticeable wear, as it is of the swing The construction of the pump enables us to entirely do away with any straining device for 

type, operating around a pin with a motion of only about 8 degrees. The proportion of these extracting the fine dust from the air. 

valves are very large, and consequently do not require a high lift for giving the full opening of the 
passing air. The type of pump which we are using, the piston pump, in itself, assures us of the highest pos- 

: sible efficiency obtainable, and in addition, all tight fitting piston rings or other packing have been 
The discharge valves which are mounted on the side of the cylinder are not shown on the Blue eliminated by the system of the water packing described, and the peculiar construction of the 
Print but are of a construction identical to that of the suction valves. Of course, the suction valves valves renders the passage for the air through them as free as possible. 
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The consequences of this construction are that we have obtained an efficiency of at least 1005 ness for being able to sufficiently increase the vacuum as the resistance to the air current is 

higher that of any other cleaning system on the market. increased for satisfactory cleaning of fabrics, such as carpets and rugs. At the same time, the 

We gaunulie ta moive @rihy Gilera orelans0'A. iengurob dee dices tangy in @ nba? iin a. a large air displacement which renders it as efficient as any other system for bare floor 

equal to the rated sweeper capacity of the system), when these lengths are connected simulta- es 

neously to any opening in the sir line, 75 cu. ft. of free air per minute, and we further guarantee As you know the characteristics of a vacuum system cannot be tested by measuring the air 

that the maximum power consumption of the pump when operating at rated speed and full load displacement through one certain orifice, and the vacuum maintained behind it, but itis necessary 
condition will not exceed 1 H.P. per sweeper. to repeat this test with several orifices of different sizes in order to measure the air displacement 

' ; a : ‘bl ifferent : ce 
You undoubtedly will be surprised when we state that the clearance space between the piston iain spon oe att wiggle signed tains Sor 

t eae é : : such as bare floors and carpet sweeping, as it has been thoroughly demonstrated that not only 
and the cylinder head at the end of the strokes is twice as large as the piston displacement. This | irdispl : fl ; Hithannaknens 

is of course, entirely opposite to standard rules for designing vacuum pumps, as it has always ee ee — 
‘ ; EEN ee : ordinary positive type of vacuum pump has great difficulty in fulfilling, but that also a higher 

been acknowledged that this clearance space should be reduced to its minimum. We admit that aaah : : ous : 
: : : J vacuum must be maintained at the cleaning nozzle when cleaning fabrics, in order that the loss in 

by such large clearance space it has been necessary for us to considerably increase the piston enn . reetes : 
; : : : the air displacement may not be too great, which condition is extremely difficult for the types of 

displacement in order to move the desired amount of air under the vacuum, but we have re- cpt eer at 

sorted to this increase in manufacturing cost in order to obtain certain characteristics which we ee yi 
consider of vital importance. We wish to give you herewith the result of test which we recently made on one of our machines. 

You undoubtedly are well familiar with the fact that with the fan type of pump the load is in- as inst eivra YaCuumn ape at displecement Den aaeepri due fr beige menenest neh & 
: i t Le orifice connected to the outer end ofa 50 ft. length of hose. The air was measured by a pitote 

creased as the vacuum at the pump is decreased, and that with the ordinary form of positive fan inside di " The pi d that the orifi : 
ibctp the Ipiad x dabtensed as te vals oy the pienpl ie nucce ned tube of an inside diameter of 2-5/8". The pitote tube was so arranged that the orifice against 

Le nig 4 which the air was striking inside the tube could be adjusted from the center of the tube to the 

We have found and proven by thorough tests and indicator cards, that with a vacuum pump of inside circumference, and four readings were taken with each nozzle at points in the tube repre- 

the piston type with automatic valves, the maximum load lies almost exactly at the point where senting geometric centers of four zones on equal area of 1/4 if the entire area of the inside of the 

the vacuum is maintained at the pump, equal to half the maximum vacuum maintainable with a tube. Gasoline was used in the oil gauge for measuring the pressure of the air, and this gauge was 

closed system. placed at an angle to the horizontal line of 30 degrees. The result of the test was as follows:- 

When designing these pumps we aimed to place the maximum load at the average working Orifices at Oil Column 
vacuum at the pump. We considered this average vacuum to be closely at 5" mercury. Conse- pump inin. Zone | Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Average 

quently, we made the clearance space of such proportions that the pump will maintain ona 1.330 0.8 0.75 0.65 0.55 0.69 
closed system a maximum of from 10 to 11" mercury. This arrangement places the maximum 1.000 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.625 

load of the pump at between 5 and 5-1/2" mercury, and as the vacuum is decreased or in- 0.775 0.65 0.6 0.5 0.45 0.55 

creased below or above this point, the load is automatically decreased, and on a closed system 0.663 0.5 0.45 0.45 0.4 0.45 
only the friction losses remain as a load on the pump, which is approximately one quarter of the 0.447 0.22 0.20 0.18 0.15 0.1875 

full load. By this design, we have done away with the necessity of relief valves or mechanical GS yaaa eae VES oft cous Free air displacements 

unloaders, which not only complicate the construction, but also give chance trouble. ; 4 : 
inches water inches Mercury cu. ft. per minute 

As the average working vacuum at the pump with the full number of sweepers in operation there 2-1/8 3.0 76.89 
lies nearly 5' mercury, and as the maximum vacuum maintained at the pump is about 10", it will 5-1/4 Bok TB7 

be seen that the increase in vacuum at the pump, as one or more sweeper are eliminated, is very 14-1/4 3i5 68.65 
slight, and that consequently nearly uniform vacuum is maintained at the pump, independent of 32 4.0 62.09 
the number of sweepers in use. In other words, we have as far as practical, imitated in this piston 81 6.4 40.07 
pump the one good quality in the fan machine, viz. the nearly constant vacuum under different PROPORTIONS OF THE AIR CONDUIT 
sweeping conditions. 

2 ; i AGS i i i in th intained at th 
We have produced as air moving device of the piston pump type capable of maintaining a foam ne shove festreadings, youll nats iiet oe serps in fie NACUUEL IDES a sti 

f a : 0 orifice or cleaning nozzle, and the vacuum maintained at the pump or the tank at the pump in 
maximum vacuum ofat least 10" mercury at the pump, and consequently of sufficient positive- A : . 

every instance is less than 3" mercury. 
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Three or four years ago, Engineers and architects as a rule specified a certain vacuum to be porousness will permit of the finer dust escaping through the bag. In each case, the oil which is 

maintained at the pump, and made no stipulations in regard to the vacuum to be maintained at used as a lubricant with these machines will in time become saturated with fine dust, and the 

the cleaning nozzle. Today it has undoubtedly become an acknowledged fact among Engineers consequences we need not mention. 

i f leani t th i : : i srs 
and Architects who made a — \Gateemmsranies: eee ae With the fan types of pumps, which are not capable of producing very vacuum at the pump, it is 
not the vacuum at the pump is a criterion on the actual work done, and that consequently, the : : : oat : 2 ee 

: g Sed EASA Suk impossible to use an effective straining device, as it would reduce the air displacement of the 
lower the vacuum at the pump is for a certain vacuum at the cleaning tooi, or in other words, the : : : 

2 mae : pump considerably, and consequently, these systems have found it necessary to permit of the 
less the difference between the vacuum at the two ends of the line is, the more efficient the i ‘ : ‘ 
Bs fncs the losses finer dust to be exhausted with the air and carried through the chimney or other flue to the 

~ : atmosphere and there be scattered, to again be deposited in the buildings through the windows, 
We undoubtedly, have to thank the fan type of pumps for having finally made this fact acknowl- or inhaled by children on the play Grounds, etc. It seems rather ridiculous that a device for 

edge universally, and it is rather surprising today to know that so many cleaning systems still removing dust should also be a device for scattering the dust and distributing the germs con- 

insist of maintaining proportions which were considered correct several years ago, but which tained in it in a way that certainly cannot be called sanitary. 

ee ely out ofreason. The fact that we are able to confine all the dust, depositing the heavier particles in the bucket 

The writer knows of an engineering concern in this city who once made a test on one of these and the finer substances with the water into the sewer without the use of any straining devices of 

systems and found that the system when using a 1" hose had a total efficiency between the work any kind, we believe, will be considered a distinct feature in our favor. 

actually done at the cleaning nozzle and the input of power at the motor of 4% by simply MAIN 

increasing the size of the hose from 1 to 1-1/4" this efficiency was increased to 8% an increase ae 

of 100%. It is of no use trying to deny that fact the Architects and Engineers today are as a rule not at 

With our system, we use 1-1/2" hose and are proportioning the size of the air piping corre- eablldiniaiel deg ac miraiines —_ ' mene oni » ee a Lees — nie 
: mous : : deplorable fact that the past experience with various cleaning systems introduced in the market 

spondingly, so that the raise in the vacuum from the cleaning tool to the pump under any condi- : : ; : : 
: : " : seas a have been that not one of them has universally given satisfaction without a great deal of trouble 

tion will not exceed 3" mercury, which we believe is a condition that should be absolutely Ae teas : : 
Bt tibon when considering any up-to-date cleaning system. in trying to maintain permanent efficiency of the system. As a rule, cleaning plants are not under 

fc the care of expert Engineers, and the hardest problem in vacuum cleaning engineering to our 

DUST SEPARATION minds has been to bring out a type of machine which will retain its efficiency permanently 

Our basic patent of water packing enables us to entirely do away with any form of straining ee See a 
device. The heavier particles gathered during the cleaning are carried through the hose and pipe We believe that you will have discovered from the mechanical description of our pump that we 

lines and are deposited by gravity in thee qualizing tank at the pump, which tank consists only of have intended, even at considerable sacrifices in the cost of manufacturing, to so construct our 
a hollow steel shell without containing any obstructions of any kind to the air current. machine that almost no care or attention is required for its continued proper operation, and we 

The air enters the tank head at a tangent to the circumference, and the outlet from the tank is ea Se ey Rae s pvpuens te — mes ae 
: f ow " devices, and the extremely slow speeds of the moving parts will without question place it ahead 

from a pipe carried through the center of the tank head, down inside the tank about 18". Conse- 4 : iS iar nee es : 
: : A i of anything yet produced for cleaning purposes when considering simplicity and long life, and we 

quently, the air current takes a downward spiral motion before it returns and enters the central : : ; Digests 
ane hee ; 3 y : : believe that ultimately this characteristic will mean more to the purchaser than the first cost of 

piping, which is connected with the pump. By this method, all the heavier particles are by gravity ae 
extracted from the air and deposited in the bucket at the bottom of the tank, but the fine dust ee 
passes through the pump itself, and is discharged with the water to the sewer, as above de- 

scribed. Existing Condition 

Every cleaning system on the market, outside of ours, either uses a straining device or else The vacuum system originally in place in the Capitol is no longer being used. It is not known how much 

scatters the fine dust in the atmosphere with the exhausted air. Ifa straining device is used, it is of the original piping is still in place or has been removed through remodeling projects especially 
either of the wet type, that is a water bath on the principle much the same as a Turkish pipe, or projects which have involved the removal ofa wall. The small door caps, at which the vacuum machine 

else it is some form ofa cloth bag. In either case, it will easily be seen that no complete straining was attached for use, are still evident throughout the building. 
of the dust can be accomplished, as the air bubbles which pass through the water, no matter 
how small and broken up by the so called atomizer, when they reach the surface of the water 

must break and deliver to the air above the surface whatever dust is contained in them, and as 

the cloth bag must be porous in order to admit the air without too much resistance, and this 
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Notes 

'F. A. Hecht, President, Kaestner & Co., to Lew F. Porter, 17 March 1908, Capitol Commission 

General Files, ser. 833, box 6. 

*John S. Palm, Palm Vacuum, to E. P. Worden, 24 May 1913, Capitol Commission General Files, ser. 

833, box 9. 
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a Chapter Seven 
a CODE ARAL YOIS .2rs02 

a eons : [eee r F : he present Capitol is the third structure to be built on what is called “Capitol Square.” The first 

Bef be = os Capitol, built in the 1830s and 40s, had been removed to make way for the second Capitol 

ee _. - 7 which was built in the late 1850s and enlarged in the 1870s. This second Capitol burned in 

6 soa E . A 1904. The present Capitol was constructed over an eleven year period from 1906 through 1917. No 

: = Q | : a me : specific set of codes directed the construction of any of these buildings as the State of Wisconsin 

— _ 2 | ; : : 2 ol 2 adopted it’s first building code in 1914, eight years after construction started on the present Capitol. 

8 : a a — | : . So igoe The fire in the second building may have contributed to the state’s adoption of statutory requirements 

ee | : cd a | : = requiring fireproof construction in new buildings, especially public buildings. Preservation ofrecords in 

oe = . - | . : & ere am = the new building took on prime importance as many records were lost in the 1904 fire. At the time, 

= : ce . Z : o : ee safety in architectural design relied largely on the designer’s ability and expertise to determine the area 

: : _ ‘ 2 : es a requirements, fire resistance and egress patterns. 

) . - The architects’ good sense was an important facet of the ability to design safe and functional architec- 

: : _— o 2 ture. In the past these considerations may have been taken for granted by clients who were depending 

EN 2 i upon the architect to know what to do. The advent of building codes and the increased introduction and 

a : ‘i N — 2 : o use of new building materials and construction techniques gradually led to specific safety requirements 

— \s ‘ _— —— for occupants. Examples include providing multiple protected exits from floors above and below 

hemes ground, and the knowledge of the flammability and burn rates of various materials. This resulted in 

a . construction ratings for structures based on their fire resistance. 

George B. Post and Sons’ experiences with structural design and their utilization of advanced construc- 

2 | tion practices qualified them to execute designs that were fire-safe, structurally advanced and functional 

within the practices of their time. They were at the forefront of architectural technology on the East coast 

x aR in the later part of the nineteenth century and produced many buildings with advanced structural designs. 

s 1 ss : The Capitol was a product of the accepted standards of design and construction for the time, and was a 

pu premier example of modern fireproof construction. However, the development of increasingly more 

— strict and exacting standards for the safe design of buildings and the spaces within has resulted in the 

- circumstance now, where the Capitol, if evaluated in accordance with contemporary building codes, has 

: many areas which do not comply with the requirements of the code. 

poe History of Codes Relating to the Capitol 

Figure 485 Original Fire Safety Codes 

Identical ramps located on each of the Fourth Floor stair corridors allow accessibility. However, Post was well aware of the drawbacks of wood frame construction and the extreme flammability of 

they do not comply with ADA Section 4.8 due to the sharp incline and the low railing height. those structures. The size and heights to which buildings were being constructed by the late 1800s had 

Photo: Kahler Slater 
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already led Post and others into steel and reinforced concrete construction. Clay tile and plaster walls, corridor or lobby which led to a main corridor. Few instances occur where the only exit from a room 
steel framed floors with clay tile arch in-fill with concrete toppings and plaster ceilings below were the led to another room. 

Uc ae ae nee eae The corridor belting the rotunda in the Basement was originally free from doors the entire way around. 

a“ 3 ; This allowed free passage from one wing’s basement area to another. The restaurant in the middle of the 
By New York City Code, circa 1911, the capitol would have been considered a class I fireproof Basement was accessed from the North and South Basement public corridors. The stairways under the 
structure which meant that all the structural members and support walls were made of incombustible grand staircases also allowed for egress from the Basement to the Ground Floor. 

oe eae Sunlowis dead — Pees ee aad — The Ground Floor had groups of rooms which exited into lobby or corridor areas which then exited into 
rating. The code also stated that permanent interior partitions must be constructed of incombustible tieduin sal belout ‘Thus pinta comrade cuald clues <cattahie cotuilils or in the wind eaeeancee. : : é : t Le Gs e main public corridor. This pul g materials. Clay tile, gypsum block, and or brick masonry were typical materials used to attain an incom- 
bustible wall assembly. The code placed no limitations on height or area. The First Floor main public corridor extended approximately two-thirds into the floor. Small corridors 

and lobbies were connected from each room or suite of rooms to the public corridor such that only 

Original HVAC Codes short distances were required for exit to the public corridor. The storage vaults (125S and 127S), 

At the time the Capitol was designed in 1906 the State of Wisconsin did not have an established gov- meaty Pee ere Pe Ors Roe ned ot Da nag OOO Gas a 
erning code, It is likely, in the absence of a governing Wisconsin Code, Post directed the design ap- oquidts ec lobby. 

proach for the Capitol from his understanding of New York codes. These codes may have included Good egress patterns exist on the Second Floor because there is so much public space with the Senate 

some requirements for minimum space temperature and ventilation. However, in 1914, during the Chamber and Senate Parlor. Offices either exited into side corridors or into rooms which exited into the 
Capitol construction, the Industrial Commission was established. This commission was given the power Senate Chamber or Senate Parlor. 

to establish cane codes to pope ote and a aa the work te pepe ous Allrooms except the Senate Committee Room #5 (3098S) exited into side corridors on the Third Floor. 
rs fee Soe sata Pen sei nneryeott ee See a These side corridors led directly to the stair corridors or the transverse corridor adjacent to the north 

ries aos —_ ~ gh See eae _— oni veeerard = ven —— gallery. Due to Senate Committee Room #5 position at the wing’s end it can be accessed from both 

Decomennbome. While the eee oe ie ee re ide | mln re arg os sides of the wing and an egress pattern flows around the wing as long as the room’s doors are not 
occupant health and comfort was a PHORNy, Ventilation was a by both natural and callie lockedurethe dare ake lacked ile side canes bees me dead aide: 

cal means. Large operable windows provided access to outside fresh air as well as temperature relief 

during warm weather. Skylights in the roof also allowed for air exchange. The combination of the large The Fourth Floor provides only one corridor to the Assembly Committee Room and Lecture Hall 
operable windows with operable skylights on the Fourth Floor created a siphoning effect of air through (4038S) at the wing’s end. The hall is not readily accessible from a hall or corridor on the east side as 

the Capitol when opened in the proper manner. The importance of the skylights became apparent in the one as to go through a Senate Committee Room to gain access. 
1970s when they were removed and the air flow stopped. 

Original Structural Codes 

Original Egress Patterns Due to Post’s schooling as a civil engineer before his architectural training, he may have had formal 

Itappears that Post was thinking about circulation and egress patterns throughout the building as there training in bridge and railroad construction which would have made him knowledgeable of design limits, 
are many ways to exit the floors and each wing. The primary exit was through two sets of stairways in loads and early structural techniques. He knew how to couple the engineering requirements with the 
each wing. The grand stairs were connected from Basement to Second Floor, and the secondary design for the current building technologies for steel, concrete, masonry, clay tile arches, fireproofing and 

stairwells connected the Basement to the Fourth Floor. Each of these stairways also provided access to steel. Post’s specifications for the Capitol indicate stringent material strength properties for steel and also 
the stair corridors or stair galleries which adjoined the corridor belting the rotunda which led to entrance extensive testing of steel used for beams and columns. His drawings indicate that soil borings were 
doors on Ground and First Floor, or to other wings where egress could occur. required for the South Wing. Visual inspection by the architect of the subsoil under the footings was also 

noted on the drawings. However, the extent of the soil testing was not found in the drawings or the 
Although floors vary as to the number of egress patterns provided to the grand stairs or the secondary apiorane 

stairways, overall there exists a means to exit each floor. Generally a room would exit into a secondary 
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Original ADA Codes type of open spaces that the building has in the rotunda and corridors. The impact of such code modifi- 

The American Disabilities Act-Title III Public Accommodations and Services Section which went into cations on the highly decorated surfaces would be devastating to the historic integrity of the building. 

effect in 1992 is a contemporary mandate from the Federal Government to provide public access for all This report led the Wisconsin Legislature to pass legislation in 1989 creating an exemption for the 
individuals. The passage of this act was due to the continued limited access to public buildings and building from the Wisconsin Building Code. In practice this would allow the required master planning to 

facilities for individuals with disabilities. At the time the Capitol was builtno laws existed nor was there a proceed without addressing specific violations of the code if equivalent degrees of safety and protection 
body of private design rules which would have guided an architect in this aspect. could be devised and implemented. The requirement to maintain the safety of the occupants and con- 

ii ; F ‘ ‘ sable tents of the building would still apply. In addition the exemption allowed for the use of innovative means 
— are limited features in the Capitol design where Post might have been considering access along to provide for safety without submitting to extensive, damaging alterations to the building fabric or 

with general circulation, but many more places where there can be no such assumption. All of the major physical appearance. 

components of accessibility as defined by today’s standards are violated in some manner. 

Entrance to either the Ground Floor or the First Floor could only be made by ascending steps. The 1995 Wisconsin State Building Code 

— acannon deniotiole - iiapreennesinten - Rerenenen avons Seatelly The current Wisconsin State Building Code consists of the New Building Code, the Historic Building 
wide, but due to steps to the Third Floor Senate Committee Room #5 (3098S) and steps to the entire one sat f sate « e 

Fourth Floor, disabled people would have been limited to using the Ground, First, Second Floors, and a _ ane ~ ae Byline ose al ee Lt 2. Ng ae hg ee ee oe tt 
: é ee : es effect in 1914 with the latest amendment in 1991. The Historic Building Code deals primarily with 

portion of Third Floor only. However, as indicated in the Senate Chamber description in Chapter Three, : J mags : i A 

Post indicated that the east antechamber in the Senate Chamber would provide seating for visitors. P ate i, ens buildings, i becaps pplicable ta isn a tense Oc enemies Lhe 

Thus, if an individual could get past the steps on Ground Level there was access to Senate proceedings Fofina Binding Hoc reas sieaestet in tances been senended premio ie ee 

without any further stairs to manage. Another area of limited access was the basement restaurant. fees 

Access to the restaurant from the North or South Wing Basements was gained only by descending four New Building Code 

steps. Toilet rooms gave no consideration for access to individuals in wheelchairs. These previous The New Building Code which would have governed the master planning proposal of the Capitol, if it 

examples illustrate the nonaccessibility of a wheelchair-bound individual, but accommodation for indi- had not been made exempt, consists of: (1) Chapter 51: Definitions and Standards for New Building 
viduals with sight and hearing impairments were also given no additional consideration. An additional Code for structures built after 1991; (2) Chapter 52: General Requirements for New Building Code for 

area of concern is that the doors have operating handles with round knobs, and are not appropriate for structures built after 1991; (3) Chapter 54: Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings for New Building 
use by people with limited use of their hands. Code for Structures built after 1991; and (4) Chapter 69: Requirements for Barrier- Free Environments 

for New Building Code for structures built after 1994. Wisconsin adopted the American with Disabilities 

C apit ol Ex empti on in 1989 Act (ADA) Federal guidelines of 1991 to create this chapter. 

By the 1980s a need for a master plan for the building’s use became apparent. A desire to direct the ChapterS1isconcemed with access to aitic/roof, attic compartments, fire resistance ratings, openinigs 

upcoming work toward quality restoration and information rehabilitation was realized. However, it in rated construction, interior finishes, safety glazing, handrails, guardrails, headroom, stairway identifica- 

became apparent that much information was needed about the building in order to evaluate it for long tion, and fire-division walls. Chapter 52 is concemed with high rise building sprinkler systems, individual 
term planning. A part of the body of information required related to compliance with state building room sprinkler systems, windows, atriums, recycling space, sex designation for toilets, location, light and 

raden i ventilation for toilet rooms, size of toilet rooms, floor and base in toilet rooms, walls and ceilings in toilet 

rooms, enclosure of toilet fixtures, and toilet fixtures. Chapter 54 is concemed with the scope of office 

Apreliminary building code study was performed in 1988 detailing compliance with the 1986-87 buildings, construction, height and area, number of exits, exits from office suites, exit distance, type of 
Wisconsin Administrative Code including the current editions of the Standard Building Code, The exits, exit width, capacity of building, exit doors, enclosure stair/shaft, minimum quantity of facilities per 

Historic Building Code and the Building Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning Code. The conclusion floor for toilets, changing rooms, isolation of hazards, fire extinguishers, standpipes, fire alarms, and 

drawn from this study was if major remodelings were to take place, major alterations would have to be signs. Chapter 69 is concerned with accessibility requirements for new buildings. This chapter specifi- 

undertaken in the building as well to make it comply with current code requirements. cally deals with barrier-free design for new buildings. Since Wisconsin adopted the American Disabilities 

Many modifications would have to occur to the public spaces because current code does not allow the Act Federal Guidelines 1991 to create this chapter all references in the tables will refer to ADA Title 

II-Chapter Four for specific technical requirements. 
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By the current standards of the New Building Code, major violations occur in the building. To comply Existing Building Code for Structures Prior to 1914 
with the codes would require drastic changes to the historical integrity of the Capitol and the subsequent The Existing Building Code for the Capitol consisted of two parts: (1 ) Chapter 160: General require- 
costs to modify the building to conform to present codes would be high. A specific example is the ments and (2) Chapter 161: Office requirements. Chapter 160 is concerned with buildings affected, fire 
Central Rotunda with its open stairs and open space extending deeply into each wing. These spaces do resistive construction, combustible decorations, standard exit doors, fire extinguishers, and fire alarm 
not pass the atrium requirements of the present code and would require extensive partitioning under systems. Chapter 161 is concemed with floor loads, fire alarm systems, automatic sprinklers, standpipe/ 
current code. extinguisher, lighting, and passageways. The Existing Building Codes do not require any additional 

Although exempt from the codes the architects involved with past Capitol restoration/renovation provisions to those requirements in the New Building Codes and are less stringent. 
projects have complied with issues that are necessary and obtainable. A specific example is the correc- 

tion of the door swing. The original doors did not swing in the direction of egress. However, without Architectural Approach for Compliance 
considerable work the doors can be refitted to swing in the direction of egress. An interest in complying Fire Safety 
with the codes have obliged the architects to examine each floor specifically to see how corrections can 
bemade. By looking at the space for the codes’ requirements, means were found to make the building The Capitol as a structure is inherently fire resistant. Constructed ofa steel skeleton with clay tile arches 
code compliant in many instances. and cast-in-place concrete floors, brick and granite exterior; and clay tile and plaster interior walls, the 

likelihood ofa fire occurring which would involve the shell of the building is very small. The numerous 
Americans with Disabilities Act-Title III Public Accommodations and Services Section is a federal alterations and additions to the building that have damaged the clay tile and plaster barriers around the 
mandate which requires that buildings open to the public follow accessibility requirements. However, steel structure exposing the steel to potential harm needs to be addressed. In those cases, the urgency to 
Chapter 69 of the Wisconsin State Code for accessibility requirements was adopted by Wisconsin and recover the steel is a priority. The original fire resistive integrity of the building should be maintained. 
even though Wisconsin has adopted the Americans with Disabilities Act-Title II] the State remains 4 5 i bound to all titles including accountability to the Federal Government. The areas of noncompliance that could be altered in a future reconstruction project without harming the 

historical significance of the wing are: (1) two hour ratings for shafts and miscellaneous openings; (2) fire 
Historic Buil ding Code pa Hea a into the basement level; oy smoke divisions per floor; (4) installation of addi- 

tional fire extinguisher to compensate for the minimum seventy five feet code requirement. 
Chapter 70 for the Historic Building Code purpose is to: (1) provide alternative building standards for 

preserving or restoring buildings or structures designated as historic buildings; (2) facilitate the restora- Egress 
tion of historic buildings so as to preserve their original or restored architectural elements and features; pet AS 
(3) encourage energy conservation; (4) permit a cost-effective approach to historic preservation and Contemporary codes universally require that floors and — ee ——— sca erermaan 
restoration; (5) provide for the health, safety and welfare of occupants and visitors in qualified historic mum area have a minimum oe? Pardons ey si as 
buildings; (6) provide a process for the department to grant variances in order to permit the proper is iapionenige did not apparently — at the time of the a design. Except for the Ground Floor, the 

preservation or restoration of qualified historic buildings; and (7) provide a reasonable means of access public corridor on each floor terminates at the end of the wing at aign ne yest nvinvens aos to historic buildings for people with physical disabilities. codes would require enclosed fire-rated stairways at the end of the wing exiting directly to exterior 

grade. Instead, by definition, these corridors terminate as dead end corridors, a clear safety violation by 
The legislative body has exempted the Capitol from all buildings codes in order that it maintains its contemporary standards. All exiting presently requires visitors and occupants to move toward the 
historic elements and features. In the restoration/rehabilitation of the Capitol all efforts are being made to rotunda in the center of the building where an abundance of stairs and choices exist for descending to 
provide energy conservation and cost effective measures with materials and labor whenever feasible. By First Floor for exiting out the pavilions or to the Ground Floor with exits out each wing’s end or the 
studying Chapters 51, 54, 69, 160, 161 of the Wisconsin Building Code all efforts are being made to pavilion doors. 
address the health, safety and welfare for occupants and visitors. By addressing the American Disability 
Act Guidelines all efforts are being made so that all spaces in the South Wing will be accessible for Floor Egress Patterns 
people with physical disabilities without altering the historic fabric of the building. The building evaluation The Basement has acceptable egress patterns although the distance apart is minimal. 
method provided by Chapter 70 for determining code compliance for qualified historic buildings will not 
be doneas all issues have been addressed in studying the prevailing building codes. The Ground Floor has an acceptable egress pattern with the minimum of two exiting options, one at the 

building’s south end and one at each pavilion. 
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The First Floor has egress problems due to the configuration of the office layouts, not by the wall ADA Requirements 

placement. The center room (1308S), off the main corridor, was originally a lobby. Currently the double 4.2 Space Allowance and Reach Ranges 

doors leading to Room 1298S are locked due to its function as a staff office. The arrangement of the This section establishes the minimum space for the passage and turning of wheelchairs within areas on 

furniture blocks doors from adjoining offices, preventing their use as exits. the accessible route and the clearance around and the approach to objects within the accessible route. 

The Senate Chamber on the Second Floor is flanked by offices and a corridor. The Senate Chamber is While each floor complies with the single width passage of 36" most floors do not provide the minimum 

accessible through side doors from the corridors and when the doors are unlocked the Senate Chamber Width of 60" for two wheelchairs passing. The requirement for a minimum 60" turning diameter cannot 
could function as a second exit from the corridors in an emergency. If the Senate Chamber doors are be found in most staff offices, legislative offices, and/or storage areas due to overcrowding, the layout of 

locked the comidarstenninate in dead ends. furniture, and use of staff space for storage. The public corridors do provide adequate turning opportu- 

nities within the minimum required two hundred feet. The approach to objects such as drinking foun- 
The Third Floor has acceptable egress patterns. All areas have the minimum of two egress options and tains, telephones, and fire extinguishers varies. 

in most cases there are four or more. 

The Fourth Floor’s egress pattern has problems due to the location of the hearing room (403S). When 4.3 Accessible Route 

the hearing room is locked, it creates two dead-end corridors. When the hearing room is left open the This section is concemmed with meeting minimum standards and providing an area of rescue in an emer- 

egress pattern is complete. gency. The first concern includes meeting minimum standards for floor surface treatments, proper slope, 

Additional egress situations include: (1) the door swing. Some interior doors do not swing in the direc- coe eee a a Shae, oe estes — miowing mcpens: the soe 
tion of egress although many exterior egress doors have been altered to meet the code; (2) signage. concern regards providing an area of rescue in which disabled individuals may congregate for yarns in 

Signage for the South Wing is minimal. Exit signs are in place in public corridors but are not consistent in Cape Siam ctheagcary: Shotouiy ng aiegnprcarronity eye hoe ee ree 

private spaces. The charts may be referenced for specific areas of noncompliance; (3) number of exits. 

A person is required to exit the building by going in a direction to the rotunda. After arrival in the oe Obie 
rotunda the actual number of exits available meets or exceeds the minimum number required by current Objects that protrude into the accessible route is the focus for this section. While the concern is prima- 

code to egress. The total number of exit stairs is approximately double the amount required. tily for an individual who is visually impaired, this requirement also affects those individuals with a 
wheelchair or a walking disability. It is important that an individual know the headroom and the obstruc- 

American with Disabilities Act-Title II Public Accommodations and Services tions within a path. The main obstructions in the South Wing are: (1) the size and location of the brass 
Section fire extinguishers; and (2) a number of marble drinking fountains in private corridors. Head room 

The Americans with Disabilities Act-Title II Public Accommodations and Services Section was passed Se gases nara op ona amamempana oa fo 

by the Federal Government and went into effect 26 January 1992. Due to the scope of the restoration/ : : 

rehabilitation project and technical requirements, the Capitol falls within Section 4.1.7 Accessible 

Buildings: eid Preservation. posal tule ool “alterations to a qualified historic building or ~ ne Pace wee ‘ : : 

facility shall comply with 4.1.6 Accessible Buildings: Alterations, the applicable technical specifications oe PINs a ae ee ae pra te accessible sue are there ee eee ations aches 

of 4.2 through 4.35 and the applicable special application sections 5 though 10 UNLESS it is deter- section. Changes in floor levels greater than an half an o gay not allenee 34 aoe 

mined in accordance with the procedures in 4.1.7(2) that compliance with the requirements for acces- a eee ome tac 0 area in quceacaianetiiics hee ee ee ereshold 

sible routes, ramps, entrances or toilets would threaten or destroy the historic significance of the building Which may have shifted over the years. 

or facility in which case the alternative requirements in 4.1.7(3) may be used for the feature.”! Through- 

out this section The Americans with Disabilities Act-Title III Public Accommodations and Services i ee eae canes 
Section will be referred to as ADA. This section will be addressed in Book II-Site of the Historic Structure Reports for the Capitol. 
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A pee ee r i i i i i istori i eo ee Pood This section will be addressed in Book II-Site of the Historic Structure Reports for the Capitol. 
we. 8 LL OO : 

= @  @F 4.8 Ramps 

i aT ao i This section is concerned with both exterior and interior ramps. The exterior ramp located at the ground 

>. =a ee level of the Southeast pavilion complies with the requirements. However, the two ramps on the Fourth 

Se \ a eet Floor exceed the maximum allowable slope of 1:12 and the handrails do not comply with size, location 
fc tee ee on ? 

il a i ee i} A “A Si be lad " 4.9 Stairs 

il A Ss Accessibility of stairs includes the height and depth of risers and treads, the tread’s protruding distance 

w lig \ ey i a \ ~ Rs a from the riser’s nose, and the height, configuration, location and diameter of the stair railing. Due to the 

Re Woy ak eo - variety and number of stairs within the wing each staircase has different areas in noncompliance. All of 

oe ae ih i vai sel eee cbt 0 eee a the stairs are original and are composed of materials which do not alter easily. Specific examples are the 

ae 5a i - a ~ comply with the clear passage rule of ADA, Section treads and risers which are made completely of marble. Altering the nosing would be difficult to imple- 

Se eae 4.2. Although most occupants and no visitors have ment without altering the stairs significance. In addition the secondary staircases have a railing made of 

ee - .. access to these areas, the Capitol employees have decorative cast iron with a wood cap. A complete redesign of these handrails to comply with the ADA 
Pe ee limited access. 

nal SSS ESE Photo: Kahler Slater 

1 Die (||) ea | | 

Cl . & Figure 487 ee [ee All fire extinguisher boxes protrude from the wall 

of | _ 3 Typical private corridors adjacent to offices have Lon 2 | SS—™tétS SC Somore than 4" and do not extend to the floor far 

af | ___ the minimum 36" clearance for wheelchair passage | & Ss... rr enough. All boxes do not comply with ADA Section 

@ | —_as stated in ADA Section 4.2.1. = _ 44: 
___ Photo: Kahler Slater : oe oe Photo: Kahler Slater 
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guidelines would be required. A redesign of the handrails would also be difficult to implement without five percent of the hardware knobs on the accessible routes are original hardware and do not comply 

altering the architectural significance. The chart referring to stairs may be referenced for specific details. with ADA grasping requirements. 

4.10 Elevators 4.14 Entrances 

This section is concerned with the accessibility of the elevators. These concerns include: (1) the ap- This section pertains to loading docks and other exterior elements that will be addressed in Book II-Site 

proach to the elevator; (2) the reaching distance to the call buttons; (3) the audio and visual signal in the Historic Structure Reports for the Capitol. 

detecting the location of the car within the shaft and the arrival of the car; (4) the leveling of the car floor 

to the building’s floor; (5) Braille and raised lettering on the elevator jambs indicating the floor; and (6) 4.15 Drinking Fountains and Water Coolers 

the elevator car’s size. This section is concerned with the accessibility of the drinking fountains within the accessible route for 

The absence of hall lanterns indicating the location of the car within the shaft is the most prominent both individuals who utilize a wheelchair and for those who have difficulty bending. There are a variety 

violation on the outside of the elevators. The hall call buttons are above the 42" minimum height but are of drinking fountains in the South Wing of which none meet all the requirements. 

within the side approach distance of 54" as stated in Section 4.2. The Kasota stone walls on the 

Ground, First, and Second Floors would have to be compromised for these issues to comply. Within the cA Sete win ria: Menke i : 

cabs there is a shortage of one to two inches in width and depth. The interior call buttons require a new ‘ >» : ‘e F | i Se <S 

panel with up-to-date raised and Braille buttons which should be lowered to meet the requirements. RS es ee 

4.11 Platform Lifts (Wheelchair Lifts) ee es 
There are no platform lifts within the South Wing. — S  ) > - ae | | / : - 

— a a \ oO q : Figure 489 
4.12 Windows — | 1 2 ae i A ear oe eee The head room clearance in the 

e / co e _. \e i s a , io bottom of the pipe is 4'-0". Most 
4.13 Doors _ Pe ‘Pe ae | Cie eee || — headroom clearances do not meet 

This section is concerned with the accessibility of the doors and its components within all accessible a aaa — c 3) ie a wii eo 2 ous 

routes. These concerns include: (1) the size of double leaf door openings; (2) clear width of all door 6 ee ee ee 
openings; (3) maneuvering clearances in approaching a door; (4) the distance between two doors ina agers : f Bio ote we 
series of doors such as an airlock and vestibule; (5) the size, shape, and location of hardware and the ete Hy if bel 9 ay | | F a 

ease of use, especially with a closed fist; (6) and the requirements for power assisted doors. a ote SE 4 = b- | i 

The double leaf opening in the Southeast Ground Floor Comer Pavilion complies because it has been Le : beg EN et 4 = 

equipped with a power assistance device. Most doors comply with the 32" clear opening rule. The — e pee | al oa 

notable exception is the women’s toilet stall doors. These doors do not comply due to the installation of = — - es . ai 

a waste basket on the door’s inside face. Maneuvering clearance in front of some doors in office areas Te = a 

has been compromised by the installation of movable partitions and/or furniture. The majority of inward TT cs oe Cal i pS Bei 

swinging doors do not allow for a minimum of 18" clear space from the latch side of the door to walls or = eu ul Ml I PTS es es ean ramp installed in the 

obstructions on the other side. Noncomplying doors ina series occurs at each pavilion entrance, at the ee 0LU goa =a bf %% 1980s at the Southeast Pavilion 
Ground Floor entrances at the wing’s end, and at the Second Floor men’s room. The doors on the a oF a, | Ci Ground Floor entrance does comply 

Ground Floor’s south side meet the minimum exit door width requirements but the Ground and First ee oe RMN aint 
Floor pavilion doors do not. In order to comply, the integrity of the pavilion would be sacrificed. Ninety 4 ‘ 
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CF ee 4.16 Water Closets 

eae Le - There are no water closets in the South Wing as defined by the ADA guidelines. Reference should be 

- wire made to Section 4.17. 

oe ae 
4.17 Toilet Stalls 

Oe This section is concerned with the accessibility of the toilet stalls. It covers: (1) size of the stall; (2) size 

| = and location of the grab bars; (3) toilet seat height; (4) door size; and (5) location of the flush control. 

ee Allissues have been surveyed and each toilet room may be referenced in the code charts. 

fo  ~=— 3 This section pertains to the accessibility of urinals. Originally all urinals were located on a raised plat- 

| | form within the toilet room. In the 1980s the Ground Floor men’s toilet room was altered to meet the 

| =o prevailing codes with a clear floor access to all urinals. On all other floors the urinals remain as originally 

ee ; 
~~ oe Figure 491 implemented. 

wp Ba | Aas Se A typical handrail of the secondary staircases shows 

. i es the diameter of the top wood cap, the overall height, 4.19 Lavatories and Mirrors 

ee bese vt oF ds CLR SON, all of which do not This section is concerned with the location, clearances, height and faucet controls of lavatories and the 
| comply with ADA Section 4.9. . 4 see : 

M PRoide Kallen Slater mirrors. All toilet rooms except for those on the Ground Floor do not comply with this section. 

aii 4.20 Bathtubs 

pe There are no bathtubs in the South Wing as defined in the ADA Accessibility Guidelines. 
Po 

ig 

ee oe 4.21 Shower Stalls 

2 S| There are no shower stalls in the South Wing as defined in the ADA Accessibility Guidelines. 

oe  — 
4.22 Toilet Rooms 

7 : 3 : =P This section pertains to the accessibility of the entire toilet room. Individual sections, such as 4.13, 4.17, 

ie 4.18 and 4.19, have discussed the individual issues. No single toilet room, men or women, is com- 

| ow a pletely accessible. There are five women’s and four men’s public toilet rooms in the South Wing. The 

Ground Floor toilet rooms meet some guidelines. The remaining toilets are in a similar configuration as 

= “ a . All toilet rooms display numerous obstacles. Each entrance door exceeds the allowable weight limit. 

2 Figure 492 The doors are fitted with knobs instead of levers, and the door closers are not calibrated for a slower 

_ f= © This grand stair from the First Floor down to the closing speed. The thresholds are within the 1/2" maximum height limit. Five of the nine toiletroom 

=. ‘ ms oe Ground Floor does not have a handrail on the left entrance doors do not allow for the required 1'-6" clear space from the latch side to a wall or obstruc- 

E oo el i side, a requirement of the Wisconsin State Building tion as stated in Section 4.13. 
- Pre. Code and ADA Section 4.9. 
oe Po Photo: Kahler Slater 
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: | | mes : 
: : == | | | ae in, + i | Figure 495 

a =. | POMEL eC. Es. ; 
——r—ti—___ 8 eke! =———S—S«STT*he- pavillion exterior doors on both Ground and 
| — rt—el_lU Ss eS i a Cee i | 

= | ri—i—‘—O Figure 493 oS 7 i _ First Floor in both the Southeast and Southwest 
re _ = The installation of a movable partition within inches  * ee Pavilions do not comply with ADA Section 7.13.4 

¥  & » ~~~ of the doorknob violates ADA Section 4.13.6 for 3 | for double doors nor with Section 7.13.7 for doors 
. tt maneuvering clearances. _ Ff /_ ~———sCin a series. 

~-—Ss~P*hoto: Kahler Slater i =~ Photo: Kahler Slater 

ee — 1 coe >. 

ee og ee - ,rrrrr—sO_ 

| — — hee a a 

— oo + ee (it 

-— eee 
 @ ae ae or 

es | So 1 ee. ee a Wes 
— Oe (oe 

—  . _ i on 

‘| oe _—e™ _ | i Figure 496 
: Co LC r. Figure 494 | ea These historic leather clad doors violate ADA 
i oo i The Second Floor men's room on the West Side does es pees Section 4.13.4 which states at least one half of a 

LS not comply with ADA Section 4.13.7 regarding 4 oe double door must have a minimum 32" clear open- 

a : — ~~. doors in a series. - ing. 
0 Ss~RPrhoto: Kahler Slater co : . oo a Photo: Kahler Slater 
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hn i _.—)_ Added in the 1970s this drinking fountain meets the —r—C — _ This drinking fountain is accessible to those in a 
a f 2~=—SE—._.__,__ side approach ADA requirements, Section 4.15, but _ _~—_ ___ wheelchair using a side approach only. It is not 

s not spout height or controls. a 2 —— | accessible to those with difficulty bending. 
5 en == Photo: Kahler Slater pS : 0 ~—sPhoto: Kahler Slater 

a ve se 

-—:=—_s_—esaesesr i . 

CC , ro a _ me ig 

ff 7. io 38 i = & : 

Ce be Figure 498 Eo Figure 500 

e 5 This original marble drinking fountain is inacces- _ es | An original urinal layout included a 4" rise directly 
is ea fo ae sible from a forward and side approach. It is fitted a - e. : in front of the marble fixture which is a violation 

- with a glass filler device. _— - : of ADA Section 4.18. 
__ Photo: Kahler Slater _ Oo : Photo: Kahler Slater 
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In 1988 the Ground Floor underwent a major remodeling, including both toilet rooms. The rooms were 4.29 Detectable Warnings 
reconfigured according to the Wisconsin State Building Code prevailing at that time. The result is that Detectable warnings will be referenced later in this chapter in the Engineering Approach for Code 
these toilet rooms are close in complying to the ADA requirements. The ori ginal marble lavatory counter Compliance section. i 
tops were modified to accommodate height requirements. Knee space and height requirements were 
met by lowering the sink 4" and removing a portion of the countertop apron. The mirror, soap dispenser 
and towel dispenser were also relocated to meet the guidelines. Because of these changes other ele- sAtoNnsON ag nae 
ments around the sink units had to be altered. For example, the brushed stainless steel supporting leg r—C 
had to be lengthened and the surrounding marble wall panels had to be reconfigured. bi 9 9 a 

The toilet stalls in the Ground Floor toilet rooms do not meet the ADA guidelines in regard to: overall ; a. ae _ 

depth of the stall, toilet seat height, grab bar location and size, toilet paper dispenser location and the E — — a 
clothes hook height. The overall width of the stall is correct. In the women’s toilet room, the sanitary Po mt Ul 
dispenser location on the back side of the doors protrude into the 2'-8" minimum clear opening required = ot oo 
for the door opening. q 1 | | ee oe 

a a 
4.23 Bathrooms, Bathing Facilities, and Shower Rooms fe . = [ — 

Pe ce ULUlUlUlmltrr—~—~— There are no bathing and shower facilities in the South Wing. ma —rrr~—~— 

Lavatories are discussed in Section 4.19. rr ti‘ OCis—sSO 

4.25 Storage ae S . _ — A typical ceil toilet rooms si i the 
: : 2 site oth em : — unit is too low and the knee space is too low. The There are no storage areas in the South Wing as defined in the ADA Accessibility Guidelines. : "  ____ faucet handles do not comply and the mirror is too 

4.26 Handrails, Grab Bars, and Tub and Shower Seats eee — Photo: Kahler Slater 
This section pertains to the requirements for grab bars and handrails. As stated in Section 4.9 regarding 
Stairs, the handrails on the main staircases do not comply. The grab bars, as discussed in 4.22, do not seca a agg oom 

4.27 Controls and Operating Mechanisms | V & Ea Ce | cg Bd 
This section pertains to the accessibility to controls and operating mechanisms. Examples include: paper : Le ol _ e . 
towel dispensers, toilet paper dispensers, soap dispensers, sanitary napkin dispensers and receptacles. - | { de . ie —— - =. . 
The majority of the dispensers do not comply. ae oe ; 

me | Figure 502 
4.28 Alarms : @ AS eee zi ee : aia an espe faraieny on ite . 

os as — pee | round Floor illustrates how the Alarms will be referenced later in this chapter in the Engineering Approach for Code Compliance — : Ls i S i Ce lavatory unit was raised, the knee 
section. ioe i ib | 28823! space expanded, and the mirror 

| eae | : : Eee §— lowered. 
He i Photo: Kahler Slater 
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4 aeone Structural Compliance 
Si fe ing i imited i ing. A directory i dt i : ue f : 2 7. ee va —— poe c ae en a 9 — “acca The clay tile arches spanning the steel beams have a minimum live load capacity exceeding 400 pounds Floor wall near the exterior doors which indicate major offices. The letters “South” have been lettered oa ; ve p Tah a : f ne “ait : i per square foot. This live load capacity exceeds the minimum requirements as specified in the Wisconsin ona globe on a ceiling fixture on the Ground Floor. Exit signs, are placed on each floor in compliance Wea EE : i i : ‘ ae i i Administrative Code for design loads. Typical floor beams and columns will be reviewed later and that with code requirements. Within the public spaces all office doors are lettered with the office or 3 é , : : ’ gates Sear 4 ; ji S bs information will be an addendum to this report. The floor beams and columns in the Capitol’s West individual’s name occupying that space. Most toilet rooms are either lettered “Men” or “Women.” Other é ae é ; 4 TSOLH ¢ : ; : : 5 : Sees y Wing were found to exceed minimum Wisconsin Administrative Code requirements for design loads. It signage includes: “Senate” above the Senate Lobby’s iron doors. No existing signage provides the ‘ ; DY : : : E : ‘ is expected that the South Wing would also exceed those minimum loads. required raised letters of Braille. All signage does not comply with the color contrast rule nor height 

restrictions. There are no signs indicating where you are located within the building. A comprehensive As mentioned previously in regards to fire safety, there is concern due to the number of alterations and 
wayfinding/signage study is currently underway for the entire building. additions which have damaged the clay tile and plaster barriers around the steel structure exposing the 

steel. Areas where the steel structure is exposed needs to be re-covered to protect the steel in the event 
4.31 Telephones ofa fire. Clay tile or brick encasements can be repaired and/or cementitious fireproofing placed over 

Accessibility of public telephones is the concern of this section. The only available public telephones are ae josed spun — eae fireproofing will need to meet Underwriter Laboratories and 
on the Second and Fourth Floors and they do not comply with accessibility requirements. Wisconsin Administrative Code Requirements. 

4.32 Fixed or Built-in Seating and Tables Engineering Approach for Code Compliance 
Built-in seating in the South Wing is limited to the lobbies adjacent to the visitor galleries (Room 327 and Plumbing 
pce the Senate Chamber. Each lobby contains one built-in seat. No built-in tables exist in the The plumbing systems consist of sanitary waste and vent, domestic cold and hot water, chilled drinking 

sien lak water, and storm drainage. These systems are covered by the Wisconsin Administrative Code and there 
are no planned exceptions to be taken to compliance with this code. The Americans with Disabilities 4.33 Assembly Areas . ae : : : sass Act will be complied with to the greatest practical extent with regard to toilet, lavatory, and drinking 

This section is concerned with accessibility to areas of assembly. The Senate Chamber is accessible for fountain design and locations. Refer to ADA issues discussed in this chapter. 
visitors who might sit in one of the antechambers outside the inner Senate Chamber’s ring of columns. 
The Third Floor gallery areas for the Senate Chamber are not accessible to those in wheelchairs. The Automatic Sprinklers 
Fourth Floor Hearing R: due t installed in the stair corridors, are accessible for individual : sibs se: Z : ae inwhesla pies aie hu ie oot : am co ae Gs Requirements for automatic sprinklers and fire standpipe risers are governed by Wisconsin Administra- 

i . : _ ae tive Code Chapters ILHR 51 and ILHR 52, and ILHR 54, ILHR 52.01 requires every building more 
ASA -Riitomnated Tolley Machines than 60 feet in nett, built a July 2, 1974, to havea coments —- — —— Fire 

. ; department standpipes are required by ILHR 54.15(2) for all buildings over 60 feet in height. This section is not applicable to the Capitol. 

Since the Capitol was built prior to 1974, the requirement for a complete automatic sprinkler system is 
4.35 Dressing and Fitting Rooms not applicable. With the expectation that water from : ee — would cause more damage to 
This section is not applicable to the Capitol. the building than a oe the . approach is to — oe oe sivas in the Seeenteate 

only. These areas will be determined when the occupancies are finalized. The building has an existing fire 
Due to the historic fabric and integrated designs of all features within the Capitol the compliance to standpipe system which will continue to serve the building. Although the Capitol will not comply with the 
ADA requirements will require an additional amount of skill from the restoration team. code requirements for automatic sprinkler systems for new buildings because it is exempt from the 

requirement because of its age, the fire department standpipe system will meet the requirements of the 

current code. 
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Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning The Code makes exceptions for buildings which require different conditions because of specific use, 
The Wisconsin Administrative Code Chapters ILHR 63 and ILHR 64 are the main governing codes for service, or nature. The historic significance of the State Capitol would likely have allowed the building to 
heating, ventilating and air conditioning for buildings in the State of Wisconsin. The National Fire Protec- be exempt from these codes even if the Legislature had not passed a bill exempting the Capitol from 
tion Association (NFPA) 90 also applies and generally provides requirements for fire and smoke code requirements. Therefore, the flexibility exists to implement systems which are most beneficial for 
control. ASHRAE 62 provides guidelines for ventilation for indoor air quality assurance. These Codes the building. 
or Standards are quite detailed, and a complete review of their requirements is outside of the scope of The code does not require humidification. However humidification will be provided to improve occupant 
this report. However, key points are discussed in the following paragraphs. comfort and to help maintain stable environment for the decorative finishes and artwork. Space humidity 
The contemporary heating and cooling systems design approach was established during the design of will be controlled by central steam injection humidifiers located in the air handling system housings. 
the Capitol North Wing Restoration and Renovation Project and was previously implemented on the Relative humidity will be maintained at a maximum of 30 percent but the setpoint will be reduced as the 
North Wing and West Wing Restoration and Rehabilitation Projects. Some minor enhancements have outside air temperature falls. This will be done to minimize the chance for condensation problems in 
been made in response to new information and experience gained from the North Wing and West Wing building exterior walls which have no vapor barrier. 
projects. The design approaches are directed by the 1987 Master Plan established to guide the restora- NFPA 90 provides requirements for fire and smoke dampers in ventilation systems. This code requires 
tion and renovation of the Capitol. fire dampers at building fire separations. The fire separations are generally established by the architect 
In 1985, an air conditioning study was commissioned resulting in a report which evaluated several and would often exist between each floor and at various locations at each floor. The open atrium design 
possible design approaches. The criteria used to evaluate the alternatives included temperature and of the Capitol would present numerous problems with providing true fire separations if current code 
humidity control stability, acoustics, energy consumption, zoning, flexibility, dependability, maintenance, requirements were applicable. 
code compliance and first cost. Although the energy cost was high, the forced air constant volume 
reheat system was selected because it is considered to provide the best temperature and humidity 
control stability. This stability is important to protect and preserve the decorative finishes and artwork 
which are an important attribute of the Capitol. _ = 

Ventilation for the Capitol will be based on the Wisconsin Administrative Code and ASHRAE Standard 3 
62 which provides guidelines for the amount of outside air which should be provided for indoor air ; 
quality. The rooms of greatest occupancy will dictate the ventilation rate of the overall building. : _ / 

Space Temperatures will be maintained at 72°F + 2°F year-round. ILHR 64, Table 64.05 requires that _ : — 
heating systems be designed to maintain 67°F minimum temperature for heating a building of this occu- B - |. : 7 - 
pancy. Therefore, the building will be in compliance with this aspect of the Code. es s : “ - : y : - 

Air conditioning is not required by the Code. However, the Code does require a minimum air change Lo : | = —— 2 
tate of 6 per hour, ILHR 64.06(1)(b). This requirement can be reduced if air conditioning is provided to im a8 _ 
offset the heat gain. Because the building will be air conditioned, the air change rate required to accom- - | oe a. 
lish air conditioning is the basis of design. The air change rate will vary with the programmed occu- ee 
pancy requirements of each specific room. ee ee — i | 

ee ~~ — 
The Energy Conservation Code, Chapter ILHR 63, 63.21(1)(a) allows the use of constant volume : te — 
teheat systems, similar to the system approach proposed, provided the supply air temperature is con- Lo Figure 503 
trolled at the highest temperature that will satisfy the cooling requirements of the room most above fe — ~~ _siThis available public telephone room in the South =n empea: Tico sey vilsinplonein he Soh Wing i oe 

= i Photo: Kahler Slater 
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Fire dampers should be provided in the ground floor as a separation between the Basement and Ground There are two areas in power where exceptions might likely occur. The space available in some of the 

Floor. Smoke dampers are required by NFPA 90 and should be provided to isolate the air handling areas designated for electrical closets are too small to allow one hundred percent of the service access 

equipment from the rest of the ventilation distribution systems. Smoke detectors should be provided in required by code. The space provided will be workable but will probably not meet the code required 

the air and return air plenums to stop fans and close smoke dampers if smoke is detected. This is in clearance. This means that service technicians will need to be more careful when servicing the associ- 

accordance with the Code. ated equipment. Also, it will likely be necessary for some ductwork and potentially some piping to cross 

Recause-Sane-and artiolis baosinidlane mobprdiiiied stuppentioans) satdavonlenstrAvuieieaiidhe over Me aoe substation in the Eperient This is not allowed by the BLES However, ee isnot 

dénigmatedsan an Siisland bfieefcly ince: Taede aiennit chanld Inaveilielfiec deiniperetiaitach deatt-ivhicl considered a — ees Some prpieyinn by means ofa sheet metal drain pan may be installed to 

serves the room. The rooms should be accessible from the fire department ladder trucks for evacuation. isp biel ie Tht ttdes ape ee oe pas be = to a eet 
pliance it is anticipated that the electrical power systems will be designed in full compliance with this 

Life Safety a 
NFPA 101 provides the requirements for life safety, primarily relating to a fire in the building. This code Note 

provides guidelines for emergency egress including emergency lighting and emergency power, and also 

for fire detection and annunciation. Each of these systems should be designed in accordance with this '“Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities, Section 4.1.7 
code. Accessible Buildings; Historic Preservation,” Federal Register 56, no. 144 (26 July 1991): 13. 

The South Wing should have smoke detectors located in each room for alarm in the event ofa fire. 

Alarm homs and strobe lights should be provided throughout the building to provide both audible and 

visual alarm annunciation. The horn/strobe units should generally be located in corridors. However, 

when an occupied room has more than two doors/walls separating it from the horn/strobe, a dedicated 

horn/strobe should be provided for that room. 

One room on each floor should be designated as an “island of safety” room. This room should be 

protected by fire dampers and is intended as a place where occupants can go for some protection if 

they are unable to exit the building. These rooms should be accessible from fire department ladder 

trucks for rescue. A green strobe light should be provided above the door of each “island of safety” 

room to identify these rooms for occupants. Also, electric door strikes should be provided on the doors 

to these rooms to automatically unlock them in the event ofa fire. 

Because of the potential for great misuse of fire alarms, pull stations will not be provided anywhere in 

the buildings. A public address system will be used by security personnel to provide instruction to 

occupants in the case of an emergency. 

Electrical 

The National Electrical Code (N.E.C.; NFPA 70) and the National Fire Protection Association 

(NFPA) 101 - Code for Safety to Life From Fire in Buildings and Structures, governs the electrical 

design approach with respect to code compliance. N.E.C. provides requirements for electrical power 

distribution and wiring methods. This governs most of the electrical work involved in the Capitol. Some 

exceptions to the code are necessary in working with the goal of providing modern services, such as air 

conditioning in the existing building, with minimal impact on the historical fabric. 
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BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

al 1992 | 1992 | 1998 | 1998 | 
Does Does will Will 

| Comply Not Comply Not 1992: 1998 | 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 

|] SECTION $1.02-19 | 
ATTIC COMPARTMENTS i ' N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Attics of combustible construction shall be 
divided into areas of not greater than 3200 

| sq/ft. by firestopping. 

Ground 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 

First 
N/A N/A N/A N/A , 

Second 
N/A NA NIA N/A 

Third 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 

I 

5 % Fourth Attic space has unprotected steel. Attic space will remain as is. 
v v 

No combustible elements. 

c Fifth 

N/A N/A NIA NIA 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

—— ii . en a sina . 

| 1992, 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 2 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 51.02-18 | 
ACCESS TO ATTIC/ROOF N/A NIA NIA N/A | 

Every attic compartment shall be provided | 
with access from the floor below. I 

| i 
| | 
| Ground | 

| N/A N/A NIA NIA | 

| 

| 
| | 

First | 
N/A N/A N/A N/A | 

| 

| 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Third 
NA N/A N/A N/A 

. z Fourth Every attic space is accessible. All attic spaces will remain accessible. | 

v v 

I 

: Fifth 
N/A N/A N/A N/A



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 

CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 
New Building Code 

For Structures Built After 1991 

| 1992 1993 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

| Comply | Not | Comply | Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

i SECTION 51.049 1) v v 1) Many shafts are not firestopped. 1) All shafts will be firestopped. 
OPENINGS IN RATED ; 

| CONSTRUCTION : | 
| 1) Openings around mechanical or 
|] electrical penetrations in rated Noors or 2): v v 2) There are no fire dampers. 2) There will be no fire dampers. 
}] walls shall be fire stopped, F e 

Ground Iv v 1) New shafts are firestopped. 1) Any new openings will be firestopped. 

2) Duct openings in required rated floor 
and walls shall be protected with fire 
d: . See al: hanical i f a es 2 Y /__| 2) There are no fire dampers. 2) There will be no fire dampers. port. 

First 1) Y v 1) Many shafts are not firestopped. 1) All shafts will be firestopped. 

2) v v 2) There are no fire dampers. 2) There will be no fire dampers. 

1) v v 1) Many shafts are not firestopped. 1) All shafts will be firestopped. 

i 

2) v v 2) There are no fire dampers. 2) There will be no fire dampers. 

Third 1) v v 1) Many shafts are not firestopped. 1) All shafts will be firestopped. 

: 2) / / | 2) There are no fire dampers. 2) There will be no fire dampers. 

F Fourth v v 1) Many shafts are not firestopped. 1) All shafts will be firestopped. 

| v J 2) There are no fire dampers. 

Fifth 1) v v 1) Many shafts are not firestopped. 1) All shafts will be firestopped. 

a) v v 2) There are no fire dampers. 2) There will be no fire dampers. 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
. For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does Does Will Will | 
Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 | 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 
|] 3 
-{| SECTION 51.03 1) v v 1) Many shafts are not firestopped. 1) Shafis will be firestopped. 

FIRE RESISTIVE TYPE -A- 
Building elements shall have the fire 227 v 2 
resistance ratings as outlined in chart 
51.03A in the code. 3) N/A N/A N/A N/A 

1) Concealed draft openings must be Ground nv v 
firestopped. 
io anv v 
| 2) Stairs must be of noncombustible 
construction. 3) v 4 3) Main corridor doors are not 20 minutes rated. 3) Main corridor doors will not be 20 minutes rated. 

First Iv | 3) Doors of main public corridors shall be | ) y | 
| & minimum of 20-minute fire door, 5 os 7 | 

: 3) v v 3) Main corridor doors are not 20 minutes rated. 3) Main corridor doors will not be 20 minutes rated. | 

I Second . Ib v v 

| 27 v 

3) v v 3) Main corridor doors are not 20 minutes rated. 3) Main corridor doors will not be 20 minutes rated. 

Third “1) v v _ | 
I 

ow v 

= 3) v v 3) Main corridor doors ‘are not 20 minutes rated. 3) Main corridor doors will not be 20 minutes rated. 

é Fourth nv v 5 | 
| 

27 v 

£ 3) v v 3) Main corridor doors are not 20 minutes rated. 3) Main corridor doors will not be 20 minutes rated. 

Fifth I) v v ‘ 

| 27 v 

3) WA | NA | NA | N/A |



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTII WING 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Struct, es Built After 1991 

| 1992 | 1992 | 1998 | 1998 . ] 
2 | Does Does Will Will I 

Comply | Not |} Comply | Not 1992 1998 | 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 51.14 
| SAFETY GLAZING i ’ N/A N/A N/A NIA 

} Glazing in interior and exterior doors and 
| in skylights shall be safety glazing. 

| Ground Exit doors do not have safety glazing. Exit doors (historic doors) will not have safety 
5. v v glazing. 

i 

| 
Exit doors do not have safety glazing. Exit doors (historic doors) will not have safety 

v v glazing. 

Third | 
| NIA N/A N/A N/A 

a Fourth Skylights do have safety glazing. 
v te 

i 

! Fifth 

} N/A N/A N/A N/A | 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
2 Does Does Will Will | 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 | 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 

SECTION 51.07 | 
|, INTERIOR FINISHES v v | 

| Interior finishes must conform to the 
|) requirements of table 51.07 in the code. 

| 
Ground 

| Z 7 

First 
v v 

Second Draperies do not conform. Draperies will conform. 
v v 

Third 
v v 

| ? Fourth 
I v v 

| | 
i] 

Fifth 
: z v 

I 
IL Sn i ca cl a ea oii nial on sd sama ns a



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not i 1992 1998 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 51.162 } 
GUARDRAILS, - , NIA NIA N/A N/A 
Guardrails shall be 3 feet 6 inches in 
height and provided in locations as 
required by this section. 

Ground 
N/A NIA N/A N/A 

First Guardrails are typically 36" high. Guardrails are historic and will not be altered. 
v v 

| : 

| Guardrails are typically 36" high. Guardrails are historic and will not be altered. 
v v 

Third Guardrails are typically 36" high. Guardrails are histéric and will not be altered. 
v v 

‘ 

; % Fourth Guardrails are typically 36" high. Guardrails are historic and will not be altered. 

v v 

I 

‘ Guardrails are typically 36" high. Guardrails are historic and will not be altered. 
v v 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
e For Structures Built After 1991 

| 1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
I Does Does Will Will 

I Comply Not Comply | - Not 1998 | 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply I 

SECTION 51.161 Basement 1) v v Stair railings are 35" high. Railings are historic and will not be disturbed. | 
HANDRAILS | 
Handrails are required on all stairs of | 
more than three risers, to divide stairs Intermediate rails to prevent passage of 9" diameter 

| over 8 feet in width and on all ramps with 2) v7 v object. 
a grade change of more than 2 feet. Sahai mies aps ere k . , 

| 1) Handrails shall be 30 to 34 inches in Ground 1) v v Stair railings are 36" high. Railings are historic and will not be disturbed. 

height and 2) intermediate rails shall be 

| designed to prevent the passage of an < = : ere 
object with a diameter of larger than 9 Grand stair handrails do not comply to the Grand stair handrails will not comply to the 

| inches, 2) v v intermediate rule. intermediate rule. 

First 1) v v Stair railings are 36" high. Railings are historic and will not be disturbed. | 

Grand stair handrails do not comply to the Grand stair handrails will not comply to the 
2) v a intermediate rule.” intermediate rule.” 

1) v v Stair railings are 36" high. Railings are historic and will not be disturbed. 

* A variance was obtained on March 8. 
1976. Intermediate rails to prevent passage of 9" diameter 

Nv A object. 

| Third 1) v v Stair railings are 36" high. Railings are historit and will not be disturbed. 

| | 
| Intermediate rails to prevent passage of 9" diameter 
| : nv J object. 

z Fourth 1) v v Stair railings are 36" high. Railings are historic and will not be disturbed. | 
| 

| ‘ Intermediate rails to prevent passage of 9" diameter | 
| Ziad. v object. 

| Fifth 1) v v Stair railings are 36” high. Railings are historic and will not be disturbed. 

| Intermediate rails to prevent passage of 9" diameter 
yv “a object. SaDeTEI
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BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTII WING a 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards es 

New Building Code 

For Structures Built After 1991 

I 1992 1992 1998 1998 

| Does Does will Will | 
Comply Not Comply Not | 

| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 51.165 Basement Stairs do not have floor level identification signs. Signage will be addressed, | 

| STAIRWAY IDENTIFICATION : v v . | 

|| All stairways serving 4 or more floors 
shall have floor level identification signs, 

eee Stairs do not have floor level identification siens,. |_| Signage. will be addressed. | 
v v 

Perret Stairs do not have floor level identification signs. Signage will be addressed. | 
v v | 

Stairs do not have floor level identification signs. Signage will be addressed. 
v v 

| ! 
| Third Stairs do not have floor level identification signs. Signage will be addressed. | 

| v v } 

| 2 | 

| | 7 STi ee 

v v 

Fifth Stairs do not have floor level identification signs. Signage will be addressed. 

7 v v 

|| I 

. BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

——— icc eee ea eee eee ieee esieontiililneiima 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 51.164 Basement Headroom is limited by obstructions. Headroom will be made available. 
HEADROOM v v 
Stainvay headroom shall not be less than 
7 feet and means of egress shall not be 
less than 6 feet 8 inches. | 

Ground | 
v v | 

| 
| 
| 

: | 
First || 

| v Z | 

; | 
i | 

I 

1 Third 
v v 

= Fourth 
v v 

Fifth 
v v 

I 
a SSSA peace nen ——EEE = ee



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built Afier 1991 

f [ee ee ES fg a SCE hee Ene eed oe ne LS ce a é eae ace oa ] 
1992 1992 1998 1998 

| Does Does will will 
|| Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 

| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 51.24 Basement South Wing lacks: Will comply, except there will not be any manual | 
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM r ‘ 1, Manual pull stations (vandal concem). pull stations installed. 

i] Interior fire alarm systems required under v v v 2. Smoke detection. 
ss. ILHR 54.17. 56.19 and 57.17 shall be 3. Adequate annunciation devices, horn strobes 
designed and constructed in confonnity scattered about. 

pegtar ths folowing repulretstente Ground South Wing lacks: Will comply, except there will not be any manual 
1) All alarm systems shall consist of v v v !. Manual pull stations (vandal concer). pull stations installed. 

operating stations on each floor. 2. Smoke detection. ; 
2) Every fire alarm system shall be 3. Adequate annunciation devices, hom strobes 

electrically operated or activated by Scattered about. 
non-combustible, non-toxic gas. First South Wing lacks: Will comply, except there will not be any manual 

3) coded fire alarm system shall be v v7 v I. Manual pull stations (vandal concem). pull stations installed. 
| provided in buildings more than 3 2. Smoke detection. 

| stories in height. 3. Adequate annunciation devices, hom strobes : 
| 4) Operating stations shall be scattered about, : 

prominently located in an accessible 

position at all required exit doors and | Second South Wing lacks: Will comply, except there will not be any manual 
required exit stairways. v v v 1, Manual pull stations (vandal concer). pull stations installed. 

5) All alarm systems shall be tested at 2. Smoke detection. 

: least once a month and a record of 3. Adequate annunciation devices, horn strobes 
the test shall be kept. scattered about. 

Third South Wing lacks: Will comply, except there will not be any manual 
v v v 1, Manual pull stations (vandal concem). pull stations installed. 

2. Smoke detection. 
3. Adequate annunciation devices, horn strobes 

2 scattered about. 

: Fourth South Wing lacks: Will comply, except there will not be any manual 
v v v 1, Manual pull stations (vandal concer). pull stations installed. 

2. Smoke detection. 
3. Adequate annunciation devices, hom strobes 
scattered about. 

: Fifth South Wing lacks: Will comply, except there will not be any manual 
v v v 1, Manual pull stations (vandal concern), pull stations installed. 

2. Smoke detection. 
3. Adequate annunciation devices, horn strobes 

L scattered about. 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

ee a pear = = ~ = = = —— =) 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

7 Comply Not Comply Not 1992: 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 51.02-13 Does not comply in related sections.” Will comply. | 

FIRE-DIVISION WALLS v v | 
Fire division walls shall not have less than | 
a 4-hour fire resistive rating as specified I 
in s, ILHR 51.04 and shall comply with | 
‘one of the following conditions. 

Ground 

| 
I 
I 
| 

N/A N/A N/A N/A | 

* $1.02-9 Imbedded Materials NIA NIA N/A N/A 
51.047 Fire-Rated Door Assemblies in 
Fire-Rated Construction 
51.048 Fire Window and Glass Block 
Assemblies in Fire-Rated Construction Thi 

ird 

| oe Es 

| - Fourth 

NIA N/A N/A NIA 

N/A N/A N/A NIA |



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
‘ CHAPTER 52 - General Requirements 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

} 192 1992 1998 1998 | 
| Does Does Will Will 

| Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 

| SECTION 52.01 Automatic sprinklers would not be required in this The use will not change. | 
HIGH RISE BUILDINGS ' v v Building, unless the use was changed, since it was | 

| Automatic sprinkler systems are required built prior to 1974. . I 
in high rise buildings (more than 60 ft. in | 
height) built after July 1974. | 

Ground 
v v 

First : 

iv v | 

: Third | 
v v 

: Fourth 
v v 

Fifth 
v v 

i 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 51 - Definitions and Standards 

New Building Code : 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 51.245 Basement South Wing lacks smoke detectors. A complete automatic smoke detection system will be 
SMOKE DETECTORS v v installed. 
All required smoke detectors shall be 
approved by the department and shall 
comply with the provisions of NFPA 72E 
or NFPA 74. < a 

Ground South Wing lacks smoke detectors. A complete automatic smoke detection system will be 
v v installed. 

First South Wing lacks smoke detectors. A complete automatic smoke detection system will be 
j v v installed. 

South Wing lacks smoke detectors. A complete automatic smoke detection system will be : 
i v v installed. 

Third South Wing lacks smoke detectors. A complete automatic smoke detection system will be 
v v installed. 

. Fourth South Wing lacks smoke detectors. A complete automatic smoke detection system will be 
v v installed. 

South Wing lacks smoke detectors. A complete automatic smoke detection system will be 
v v installed. | 
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BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 52 - General Requirements 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

[ 1992 $992: 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply. Comply 

SECTION 52.02 No exterior access available. Exterior access will be made available. 
WINDOWS ‘ ' v v 
Fire department access is required to 
every Noor or basement not protected by } 
an automatic sprinkler system. The | 
minimum requirement for access is to 

| have openings on at least one side of the | Ground oe 5 | building. 

| 
First 

v v 

Third 

| v v | | | 

| ‘ Fourth 
| v v 

| Fifth No exterior access available. Exterior access will not be made available. | 7 ¢ | 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 82 - General Requirements 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
| Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 52.012 1) v ez 1) Basement does not have window openings as 1) Basement will be sprinklered. | INDIVIDUAL ROOM specified, it is not sprinklered. 
Limited area and partial automatic fire 2) N/A N/A 
sprinkler systems. 

3) v v 3) Basement storage areas are not sprinklered. 3) Basement will be sprinklered. 1) Windowless floor level, automatic fire: 
|| sprinkler system protection shall be Ground !) NIA N/A N/A N/A | provided in all basements and floor levels es 
where openings are specified in s. ILHR 2) NIA N/A N/A N/A 
52.02 are not provided. 

I) 3) N/A N/A N/A N/A 
2) Laundry or trash collection rooms, — 1) N/A NIA N/A NIA 
automatic sprinklers shall be provided in 
all laundry and trash chutes and terminal 2) N/A N/A N/A NIA 
rooms, 

eae 3) WA | NA N/A N/A 3) Automatic sprinklers systems shall be 
i provided in all storage areas exceeding 1) N/A N/A N/A N/A | 100 sq. ft. 

2) N/A N/A N/A N/A 

3) N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Third 1) N/A N/A N/A N/A 
| 

2) N/A N/A N/A N/A 
| 

53 3) NIA N/A NIA N/A 

Z Fourth 1) N/A N/A N/A N/A 

2) N/A N/A N/A N/A 

3) N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Fifth 1) v v 1) There are no window openings as specified, it is 1) Fifth Floor will not be sprinklered. 
not sprinklered. 

2) N/A N/A N/A N/A 
i 

3) v v 3) Storage rooms are not sprinklered, 3) Fifth Floor will not be sprinklered. * |



a 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
: CHAPTER 52 - General Requirements 

- New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
I Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not i 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION $2.24 The South Wing does not house the recycling space, } The Building will have designated space somewhere | 

| RECYCLING SPACE ' * v v although there is a space within the Building. in the Building. | 

All buildings under the scope of Chs. 
ILIIR 44 to 62 shall provide a separate | 

| room or designated space within or | 

| adjacent to the building for the separation, 
| temporary storage and collection of : 
| recyclable materials likely to be generated NIA NIA NIA NIA 

| by the building occupants. I 

i! 

First 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 

I Second 
: NA | NA | N/A | NIA 

Third | 
N/A NIA N/A N/A | 

I 

| oo Fourth | 
N/A N/A N/A N/A | 

Fifth 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 82 - General Requirements 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

0 ea ee leanne eae aaa aeisenenisaiiiaienniaoail nina aii a 7 

| 1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does Does Will will 
Comply | Not | Comply | Not 1992 1998 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 52.07 Basement 
ATRIUMS N/A NIA NIA N/A 
The atrium portion of the code is complex 
and contains many interrelated 
requirements, Review of this section is in 
a general nature. ~ 5 

Ground In general, the Rotunda and Grand Staircases do not | The Rotunda will not conform to the code due to it’s 

v v conform to the code. There is no smoke control or historic nature. 
detection system, and no enclosure between the 
Rotunda and means of egress do not exist. 

I In general, the Rotunda and Grand Staircases do not | The Rotunda will not conform to the code due to it's 

v v conform to the code. There is no smoke control or historic nature. 

5 detection system, and no enclosure between the 
Rotunda and means of egress do not exist. 

| Second In general, the Rotunda and Grand Staircases do not | The Rotunda will not conform to the code due to it’s 

I v 4 conform to the code. There is no smoke control or historic nature. 

detection system, and no enclosure between the 
Rotunda and means of egress do not exist. 

Third In general, the Rotunda and Grand Staircases do not | The Rotunda will riot conform to the code due to it’s 

v v conform to the code. There is no smoke control or historic nature. 
detection system, and no enclosure between the 

Rotunda and means of egress do not exist. | 

I : Fourth | y 

I N/A N/A N/A NIA | 

| 

Fitth | 
NIA N/A N/A NIA |



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 52 + General Requirements 

x New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

—E pe seligeieeetaeeenieesaoeaeidalias SES —EEE cones = —— 7 

[ 1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 52.53 W NIA N/A N/A N/A 
LOCATION, LIGHT AND 1 ¢ 
VENTILATION 
All toilet rooms must be located as to 
open to outside air and light. All toilet M N/A N/A N/A N/A 
rooms with more than one water closet 

|| must be ventilated. pone | ae ¢ | 

| 
Mv v 

First W v v Signage will be applied. | 
| 

M N/A N/A N/A N/A | 

wy z | 

M ¥ v | 

| Third Wd 7 

: Mv Z | 
A Fourth Wie: v 

| 
I 

M ¥ v 

Fifth W N/A N/A NIA N/A 

M NIA N/A N/A N/A ea Sa = ae j 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING z 
CHAPTER 582 - General Requirements 

New Building Code 

For Structures Built After 1991 

[ 1992 1992 1998 1998 ] 
Does Does Will Will 

| Comply | Not | Comply | Not 1992 1998 
: CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 52.52 Basement W NA NIA N/A N/A | 
SEX DESIGNATION | 
Each toilet shall be marked with regard to 
the sex which uses it; words such as MEN 
or WOMEN in letters not less than I" M N/A N/A N/A N/A 
high or symbols may be used. 

Ground WV v 

An exception is made for private toilets 
directly off a private office. : | 

M ¥ v 

| WwW v v No designation on door. Signage will be applied. | 

| M N/A | NIA N/A NA 

| wv v 

M ¥ v 

| Third Wd v 

| & M 7 v 

I . Wv v 

| MV 7 

| WNA | NA.| NA N/A 
| 
| 

| | | M N/A | NA N/A NIA be pti a
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3 ff Every toilet room shall have the entire is f 

i floor and the side walls to a height of not } 4 
q less that 4" of a material impervious to. M NIA NIA N/A 

water, 
We v All toilet rooms far exceed the 4" base level. 

Mv v | 

wv v . All toilet rooms far excced the 4" base level. | 

| M N/A N/A NIA N/A | 
I 

i| 

| Wow v All toilet rooms far exceed the 4" base level. | 

I ] 

Mv 7 | 

| Third West oo All toilet rooms far exceed the 4" base level. | 

| : Mv wed 

D Fourth wv v All toilet rooms far exceed the 4" base level. | 

| | 

| | 
| MV 4 

| Fifth WNA | NIA NIA N/A 

| : M NA | N/A NA | NIA | 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING ‘ 

: CHAPTER 52 - General Requirements 
. New Building Code 

3 : For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does | Does | will | Will | 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 | 

| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 

| SECTION 52.56 W NA N/A N/A N/A 
| SIZE OF TOILET ROOMS | 
| Every toilet room shall have at least 14 I 

|| sq.ft. of oor area with a minimum width Z 
| of 3° and at least 100 cubic fect of air M N/A N/A N/A N/A 
| space for each water closet and each 5 es is - = * o x 

|| urinal in addition to the space required for IWS v Toilet rooms meet all requirements for size and air Toilet rooms mect all requirements for size and air | 

| lavatories if installed within the toitet Spnceltor toilet moons: sree Toe FOHEs Con | 
}| room. 

} 

| Mv y | 

| First Ww? v Toilet rooms meet all requirements for size and air Toilet rooms meet all requirements for size and air } 

space for toilet rooms. space for toilet rooms. : | 
| : | 

I M N/A N/A N/A N/A 

| Wv v Toilet rooms meet all requirements for size and air Toilet rooms meet all requirements for size and air | 

space for toilet rooms. space for toilet rooms. I 

M ¥ v 

| Third wv v Toilet rooms meet all requirements for size and air Toilet rooms meet all requirements for size and air | 

| space for toilet rooms. space for toilet rooms. | 

: Mv iv. : | 

| : Wv v Toilet rooms meet all requirements for size and air Toilet rooms meet all requirements for size and air 

! space for toilet rooms. space for toilet rooms. | 

| Mv v 

| wwa | NA N/A N/A | 
| 

| MWA | NA | NA | WA |



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 52 - General Requirements 

New Building Code 
z For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply | Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 52.59 Basement W N/A N/A N/A N/A 
| ENCLOSURE OF FIXTURES 5 i 

1) Water closets and urinals within a toilet 

room shall be arranged to ensure privacy. 

M N/A N/A N/A N/A 
2) A space of 6 - 12" shall be left 
between the floor and the bottom of each | Ground Wii’ < 

| partition. The top of the partition shall be 
|| 5-1/2 - 6’ above the ground (same for 

doors). Mv v 

3) Water closet compartments in toilet First Wy v 
rooms shall not be less than 30" wide and 
54" deep, with a clearance of not less than 
24" between the fixture and the door. 

M N/A NIA NIA N/A 

: Second Wwv v 

| M ¥v v 

Third wv v 

* Mv v 

. Fourth Wv v | 

| 
M v v i 

Fifth W N/A N/A N/A N/A 

| M N/A N/A NIA NIA = = 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 82 - General Requirements 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 © 
Does Does will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 

| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 
i 

| SECTION 52.58 W N/A NIA N/A N/A | 
| WALLS AND CEILINGS I 
|| The walls and ceilings of every toilet 
| room shall be completely covered with 
smooth non-absorbent materials. M N/A N/A NIA N/A 

The interior surface of walls and partitions Ground wv v All walls and ceilings comply with the code. | 

shall be of light color to improve 
illumination and facilitate cleaning. 

M ¥ v 

First Wi v All walls and ceilings comply with the code, | 

M N/A N/A N/A N/A. i 

Second Wie v All walls and ceilings comply with the code. 

| Mv v 

Third wv v All walls and ceilings comply with the code. 

I 
: Mv v | 

e Fourth Wd v All walls and ceilings comply with the code. | 

Mv v 

Fifth W N/A N/A N/A N/A 

I 
M N/A | NIA N/A N/A |



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 

For Structures Built After 1991 

| 1992 1992 1998 1998 
| Does Does Will Will 
| Comply | Not | Comply | Not 1992 1998 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 
I 
| SECTION 54.001 j Basement | 

| SCOPE ' v v | 
}| This classification includes office | 

|| buildings including places where not more | 
than 100 persons assemble for recreation, 
entertainment, worship or dining purposes. 

Ground 
v v 

I 

First The Joint Committee on Finance Room (107S) The Joint Committee on Finance Room will remain 

v v capacity is over 100 people. It does have two means | unchanged. 
of egress. 

The Senate Chamber capacity is over 100 people. It | The Senate Chamber will remain unchanged. 
v v does have multiple means of egress. 

Third 
v v 

* Fourth The Hearing Room at the South end of the 4th Floor | The Hearing Room will remain unchanged. | 

we v has a capacity of well over 100 people. It does have 
two means of egress. 

I 

Fifth 
v v 

f 
¥ 

$ 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 52 - General Requirements 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 
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foes 1992 1998 1998 , | 

Does Does Will Will | 
Comply Not Comply Not 1998 | 

| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 

| SECTION 52.60 W NA} NIA N/A NIA | 
| FIXTURES } 
|| This section describes in detail the | 

following fixtures: I 
| 1) water closets M N/A NA N/A N/A I 
| 2) urinals 

3) hand-washing and dry facilities Ground wv < 
4) drinking facilities 
5) bathing facilities 

tort 
6) lavatories Moz v 

First wv v 

| M N/A N/A N/A N/A 

WZ ¥ 

Mv v 

Third wv 7 

: M v v 

2 Fourth Wwv v 

M ¥ v 

Fifth W NIA N/A N/A N/A 

M N/A N/A N/A N/A se se bas = pers = oecneness J



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
‘ For Structures Built After 1991 

[ 1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply | Not Comply Not 1992 

| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 
| 

SECTION 54.02-1 6 plus’ exits 6 plus” exits | 
NUMBER OF EXITS ps v v | 
Every Noor must have two enits, 

| Ground 3 plus” exits 3 plus’ exits 
v v 

First 
v v 

| 
| 

4 plus’ exits 4 plus’ exits I 
v co 

Third 4 plus’ exits 
v v | 

| é Fourth 4 plus’ exits 4 plus’ exits I 
v v | 

* Multiple exits available in adjoining 
wings. 

Fifth 2 exits 2 exits 
| v v 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 

CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 54.01 Basement South Wing Basement has 21,460 sq/ft with no Sq/ft will remain the same. An addition of smoke 
CONSTRUCTION, HEIGHT AND v v subdiving walls. As a building in whole, the barriers will be provided. The Basement will be 
AREA Basements have 98,060 sq/ft. sprinklered. 
The building is of type -A- construction, 
has 4 street exposures, is not sprinklered, 
is 4 stories and about 75 feet high (the - 7 . 7 ; dome is an additional 150 feet), From Ground South Wing Ground Floor has 19,667 sq/ft with no Square footage will remain the same. 

table 54.01-1 the allowable area per floor - Y subdiving walls. 
is limited 29,500 sq/ft. 

South Wing First Floor has 18,626 sq/ft with no Square footage will remain the same. 
v v subdiving walls. 

South Wing Second Floor has 17,960 sq/ft with no Square footage will remain the same. 
Vv v subdiving walls. 

+ 
Third South Wing Third Floor has 13,575 sq/ft with no Square footage will remain the same. 

J v subdiving walls. 

5 Fourth South Wing Fourth Floor has 10,745 sq/ft with no Square footage will remain the same. 
v v subdiving walls. 

Pre eat at cal South Wing Fifth Floor has 730 sq/ft. Square footage will remain the same. 
| v v



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
I Does Does Will Will 

| Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply: 

| SECTION 54.02-4 Exit distance is more than 150 feet. The Basement will be sprinklered, therefore, it will | 
| EXIT DISTANCE ‘ - v v comply with the 300 feet minimum. I 

}} Exit distance allowed is 150 feet. This | 

| may be increased to 300 feet if a | 
. | complete sprinkler system is provided, 

ee Exit distance is less than 150 feet. Exit distance will be less than 150 feet. 
v v s 

| : 

| eee Exit distance is more than 150 feet. Exit distance will be more than 150 feet. 
v v 

See Exit distance is more than 150 fect. Exit distance will be more than 150 feet. 
v v | 

| 
eigimie el Exit distance is more than 150 feet. Exit distance will be more than 150 feet. I 

v v | 

i Fourth Exit distance is more than 150 feet. Exit distance will be more than 150 feet. | 
v v | 

I 

| 
| Porat Exit distance is more than 150 feet. Exit distance will be more than 150 feet. | 

| 

5 BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

S New Building Code 

: For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does Does Will Will i 
Comply Not Comply Not 1998 | 

| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 

SECTION 54.02-3 Basement There are no office suites. There are no office suites planned. | 

OFFICE SUITES 
One exit from office suites of 1800 sq/ft. 

|| or less is acceptable. i 

| Ground Office suites are well below 1,800 sq. ft. Office suites will be well below 1,800 sq. ft. I 
: v v | 

| First Office suites are well below 1,800 sq. ft. ‘Office suites will be well below 1,800 sq. ft. 
v v 

Second Office suites are well below 1,800 sq. ft. Office suites will be well below 1,800 sq. ft. I / / | 

Third Office suites are well below 1,800 sq. ft. Office suites will be well below 1,800 sq. fi. | 

v v I 

e Fourth Office suites are well below 1,800 sq. ft. Office suites will be well below 1,800 sq. ft. 

v v 

Fifth Similar to Basement Similar to Basement 

| v v 

Mh hae EE —EEE at ——— —



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings : 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

[ 1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 

SECTION 54.04 Hl 

REQUIRED EXIT WIDTH ‘ ' v v 
The required exit width calculated by 
section 51.15 for stairs is 240 inches and 
262 inches of doors at the ground floor. 

Ground Actual exit width for stairs is 464 inches (not Exit width will not change. 
v v including grand staircase). 

; Exit width at doors is 1.160 inches’. 

{ 
| 

v v | 

| 

i 

|| * 60% of the doors are 2-1/2 inches less me v a 
| than minimum width. 

z Fourth 
v v 

| 

Fifth | 
J / | 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 
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1992 Too. 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 

|| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 54.03 Basement Exit are stairways. Exit are stainvays. 

TYPE OF EXITS f v 
At least one half of the exits required 
shall be stairways or standard exits to 
grade. 

Ground Exit are standard exits to grade. Exit are standard exits to grade. 

v v 

First Exit are stairways. : Exit are stairways. 

v v 

’ 

Exit are stairways. Exit are stainvays. 

v v 

Third Exit are stairways. Exit are stairways.” : 

v v 

I 

Fourth Exit are stainvays, Exit are stainways. 

v v 

Fifth Exit are stairways. Exit are stainways, 

v v



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings ; 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

- ere See eee a = i cai 

I 1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

| Comply Not Comply Not 1992 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

|| SECTION 54.06 Basement Exit doors in BIS do not swing in direction of Exit doors in BIS will swing in direction of egress. 
| EXIT DOORS ‘ f 7 Y egress. 

Every exit door shall be a standard exit 
door. Exit doors serving over 25 people 

shall swing in the direction of egress. All 

exit doors, other than th inciple 4.) 5 er SiRcees he walk Tose sen ae tare Exit doors at the comer pavilion are narrower than | The doors and the door openings are historic. No 
ee : : To 7 allowed. changes will be made to comply with code 

: v Exit doors in 129S, 124S, 142S do not swing in Exit doors in 129S, 124S and 142S will swing in 
| v direction of egress. direction of egress. 

| 
I v Exit doors at the corner pavilions are narrower than | The doors and the door openings are historic. No 

allowed, changes will be made to comply with code | 

Exit door in 229S does not swing in direction of Exit door in 229S will swing in direction of egress. 
v v egress, 

| 

Third Exit doors in 323S and 320S do not swing in Exit doors in 323S'and 320S will swing in direction 
v v direction of egress. of egress. 

i 
I 

* Some exit doors do not currently Fourth 
(1992) have exit signs. New signs will wv af 
be provided per code. 

] 
| 

Fifth 
v v 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 

For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 54.05 

CAPACITY OF BUILDINGS v v | 
The calculated occupancy for the SOUTH | 

| WING per this section is as follows: 
basement = 105 people 
ground floor = 97 people 
first floor = 91 people 

second floor = 83 people = " 
third floor = 69 people 

| fourth oor = 50 people 
| fifth floor =__2__people 

total = 497 people The location of the Page Staff and the Joint Although the Page Staff will be relocated, the days 
v v Committee on Finance Hearing Room on this floor that the Committee meets will exceed occupancy. 

2 y of 91 le. 
The calculated occupancy for the eciecie ae oocupaneyS fe 
BUILDING per this section is as follows: 
basement = 420 people 

ground floor = 389 people The Senate Chamber area, when in Session, will No changes will be made. 
|| first floor = 365 people v v exceed the occupancy of 83 people. 3 
second floor = 333 people 
third floor = 275 people 
fourth floor = 200 people 
fifth floor =__3 people fs 

c - : ae eee 

* On an average day, the occupancy for | Fourth When the Hearing Room is in use. the occupancy No changes will be made. 
the BUILDING including tenants and WA v limit will exceed 50 people. 
visitors is 1.700 people. 

Fifth 
v v



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992. 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 1992 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 54.12 Women's v v There are no public toilet facilities available. There will be both a Men‘s and Women's toilet 
TOILETS ' £ facility. 
All toilet facilities shall comply with the 
requirements of this section.” Men’s v v 

Minimum quantity per floor required per é . ‘ " - 
calculated occupancy loads: Ground wv v The fixture count exceeds the code in both rooms. Fixture count will remain the same. 

1 water closct for each sex 
0 urinals required 

1 lavatory for each sex Mv e 

First Wv v The fixture count exceeds the code in both rooms. Fixture count will remain the same. | 

M v v There is no Men’s room. There will be no Men’s room. 

Ww v The fixture count exceeds the code in both rooms. Fixture count will remain the same. 

MY v 

Third wv v The fixture count exceeds the code in both rooms. Fixture count wilf remain the same. | 

MY v 

Fourth Wv v The fixture count exceeds the code in both rooms. Fixture count will remain the same. 

MY v 
* See Chapter 69 for accessibility. 

Fifth wv Vv With occupancy of 2 people. no facility is required. With occupancy of 2 people. no facility is required. 

MY v 

Oar eee ee a a ett ahs edge si cieelieinamau 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 54.08 v v Exit stairs are not enclosed with 2 hour rated Exit stairs will not be enclosed with 2 hour rated 
ENCLOSURE STAIR/SHAFT construction, construction. 
All stairs and shafts shall be enclosed by 

2 hour fire rated construction. v v Elevator shafts do not have a complete 2 hour Elevator shafts will have a 2 hour enclosure. 

enclosure. 

Ground v v Exit stairs are not enclosed with 2 hour rated Exit stairs will not be enclosed with 2 hour rated 
construction, construction. 

v v | 

v v Exit stairs are not enclosed with 2 hour rated Exit stairs will not be enclosed with 2 hour rated 
construction. construction. 

I 

Miscellancous shafts do not have a complete 2 hour Miscellaneous shafts will be 2 hour rated enclosure. | 

v v enclosure, | 

Second v v Exit stairs are not enclosed with 2 hour rated Exit stairs will not be enclosed with 2 hour rated 
construction. construction. 

v v 

Third v v Exit stairs are not enclosed with 2 hour rated Exit stairs will not’be enclosed with 2 hour rated 
construction. construction. 

I 

| ‘ ¢ / | 
I Fourth v v Exit stairs are not enclosed with 2 hour rated Exit stairs will not be enclosed with 2 hour rated | 

| construction. construction. | 

Miscellaneous shafts do not have a complete 2 hour | Miscellaneous shafts will be 2 hour rated enclosure. 

v v enclosure, Ss 

Fifth v v Exit stairs are not enclosed with 2 hour rated Exit stairs will not be enclosed with 2 hour rated 
construction. construction. 

v v SEIT es



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTII WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built Afier 1991 

— SS = Sane 

1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 1992 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 54.14 The shop areas do not have a 2 hour rated enclosure. | All hazardous areas will have a 2 hour rated 
ISOLATION OF HAZARDS, , v v enclosure. 
All hazardous areas of the building must 
be isolated by 2 hour fire rated 

construction. I 

Ground 
v v | 

| 

First 
v v 

Third 
v v I 

| 
| ; 

a Fourth 
v v 

Fifth 
v A 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTII WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does Does Will Will 

I Comply Not Comply Not 1992 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 54.13 
CHANGE ROOMS : N/A N/A N/A NIA 

| (1) Change rooms equipped with storage 
facilities for street clothes shall be | 

| provided where employees are required to 
| Wear protective clothing due to the nature 

} of the employment and where employees | Ground ; 
are exposed to toxic materials and NIA N/A NIA NIA 
industrial poisons. Separate storage 
facilities for street clothes and work 
clothes shall be provided for employees 
who work with industrial poison. First 

: NIA N/A N/A N/A 

Second | 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 

I 

| 
Third 

| NIA NA N/A N/A | 

ae Fourth 
N/A N/A N/A NIA 

| 
I I 

I 
Fifth | 

N/A N/A N/A N/A



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

[ 1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply: i 

SECTION 54.15 Standpipes are a wet system not a dry system as Standpipes will remain a wet system. 
STANDPIPES ' . v v required. 
Dry standpipes shall be provided in 
buildings over three stories in height, i 

Ground Standpipes are a wet system not a dry system as Standpipes will remain a wet system. 
v v required, 

First Standpipes are a wet system not a dry system as Standpipes will remain a wet system. 
v v required. 

Standpipes are a wet system not a dry system as Standpipes will remain a wet system. 
v v required, 

Third Standpipes are a wet system not a dry system as Standpipes will rerhain a wet system. 
v v required, : 

3 Fourth Standpipes are a wet system not a dry system as Standpipes will remain a wet system. 
v v required. 

Fifth Standpipes are a wet system not a dry system as Standpipes will remain a wet system. | 
vw. vA required. | 

a a | 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does | Docs | will | Will | 

i Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
|_CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 54.145 There is no extinguisher within the public area. An extinguisher will be located in the public area. 
I FIRE EXTINGUISHERS v v There is more than 75 feet travel to a fire 
}) Fire extinguishers shall be provided as per extinguisher. Extinguishers will be provided to meet the 75 foot 
| NFPA 10-1981. requirement. 

| 
Ground 

2 v v 

| First . 
| v v 

} 

| 
| v v 

Third 
v v 

+ Fourth 

v v 

} , 
| Fifth There is more than 75 feet travel to a fire Extinguishers will be provided to meet the 75 foot 
| v v extinguisher, requirement,



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

f z EE slg gaealaead Lae Ge neailcbke Eee lea ae eaiaiahins cies . i T i 1992 1992 1998 1998 I 
Does Does Will Will | 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 | 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 

SECTION 54.19 This type of signage does not exist in the Wing. Signage is planned for the Wing. 
SIGNS ' ‘ v v 
Signs indicating the maximum number of 

| persons on each floor for whom stairways 
and other exits have been provided must 

be prominently displayed. ; . z a 5 : : : 
ri This type of signage does not exist in the Wing. Signage is planned for the Wing. 

v v 

ies ae te This type of signage does not exist in the Wing. Signage is planned for the Wing. 
v v 

Peto This type of signage does not exist in the Wing. Signage is planned for the Wing. | 
v v 

Third This type of signage does not exist in the Wing. Signage is planned for the Wing. 
v v 

; | 
: oe This type of signage does not exist in the Wing. Signage is planned for the Wing. | 

v v | 
I 

| ¥ Pte | This type of signage does not exist in the Wing. Signage is planned for the Wing. | 
| v v | 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 54 - Factories, Office and Mercantile Buildings 

New Building Code 
For Structures Built After 1991 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

; Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 54.17 Basement A manual fire alarm system does not exist. A manual fire alarm system will not be provided. 
FIRE ALARMS v v 
A manual fire alarm system shall be 

provided in buildings four or more stories : 
in height. 

Ground | 
¢ v | 

First 
v v - 

|| 
4 I) 

Second 
| 

v v | 

Third 

v v 

| 
I 

é Fourth | 
7 ¢ | 

Fifth 
v v



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 160 - General Requirements 

Existing Building Code 
For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

: 1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

| Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 160.02 Basement 
FIRE RESISTIVE CONSTRUCTION! v v 
Walls, partitions, columns, floors, ceilings, 

| roof and stairs are of incombustible 
material and steel is protected. 

Ground 
| v 7 

First Some interior beams are not protected. Beams will be covered. 

v v | 

Second 
v i | 

| 
Third } 

v v 

| ; Fourth Roof trusses are not protected. Roof trusses will not be protected. 
| v v 

| 
I 

lL ganar: eens phere commas plese ee 9 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 160 - General Requirements 

Existing Building Code 
For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

—— a a a a = 
| 1992 | 1992 | 1998 | 1998 | | Does Does will Will | 
| Comply Not Comply Not 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 160.001 Basement The existing Buildi ¢ applies si | - N 2 Building Code applies since the 
| BUILDINGS AFFECTED v v building was started in 1906. 
|| The existing building code shall apply to 

all buildings erected prior to the effective i 
date of the first building code, October | 
1914, 

| Ground | 

v v | 

I 

| First “ ’ | 
| 
| 3 : 

i. 
Third 

v v 

i Fourth 

v v | 

Fifth 
v v |



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTII WING 
CHAPTER 160 - General Requirements 

Existing Building Code 
For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

[ 1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply a 

SECTION 160.27 Nv v 
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS ‘ : 
1) Where fire extinguishers are required, 

they shall be of a type approved by the 2) There are not enough extinguishers. Location 2) Number of extinguishers will increase. |.ocations 
department. 3) v v should be improved. will be obvious. 

2) Extinguishers shall be conspicuously Ground Dal. a 
located where they will always be readily 
accessible and so distributed as to be 
immediately available in event of fire. 4 
They shall be hung on hangers or set on 24 A 

brackets or shelves so that the top of the First Dey. wv 
extinguisher is not more than 5* above the | 
floor. 

2) There are not enough extinguishers. Location 2) Number of extinguishers will increase. Locations 
2) v v should be improved. will be obvious. 

Second )v v 

2) v v 

Third Do v 

: 2A v 

é Iv v 

2) There are not enough extinguishers. Location 2) Number of extinguishers will increase. Locations 

s 2) v v should be improved. will be obvious. 

Fifth Iv 

‘ 2) There are not enough extinguishers. Location 2) Number of extinguishers will increase. Locations 
2) v v should be improved. will be obvious. | 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 160 - General Requirements 

Existing Building Code 
2 : For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

I satideiaihiealediemi italia liamascamiies| Higcecaiamonageh \aaneos ual mani ccued ian alee labemtanite bial . = AE a ‘ caninal 
1992 1992 1998 1998 I 
Does | Does | will | Will | 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 i 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 160.24 Basement 
| STANDARD EXIT DOORS N/A N/A N/A N/A 
|| 1) Every standard exit door shall swing 
| outward or towards the natural means of I 
|| egress. 

No revolving door shall be considered as Ground Iv wv 1) Exit doors swing towards the natural means of I 

a standard door. egress. - 

]| 2) A standard exit door shall have such z 4 Ra deen eat 
fastenings or hardware that it can be 2) v v 2) Hardware does not conform. 2) Hardware is historic. It will not be changed. 

opened from the inside without using a First iy 1) Exit doors swing towards the natural means of 
key, simply by pushing against a bar or egress. 
plate. 

2) v v 2) Hardware does not conform. 2) Hardware is historic. It will not be changed. 

| Third 
NIA N/A NIA N/A | 

| 

= Fourth | 
N/A N/A NIA N/A 

Fifth 
N/A N/A N/A N/A



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 160 - General Requirements 

Existing Building Code 
For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 | 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 160.37 
| COMBUSTIBLE DECORATIONS : N/A N/A NIA N/A 

All drapes, curtains or other combustible 
decorations shall be Nameproof. 

Ground 
N/A N/A NIA + N/A 

I 

{ 
I 

N/A NIA N/A N/A | 

Drapes are not flameproof. Drapes will be flameproof. 

v v 

| 

Third 
N/A NIA N/A N/A 

. Fourth 
| 

N/A N/A N/A N/A | 

Fifth 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 160 - General Requirements 

Existing Building Code 
For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

1992 1992 1998 1998 ] 
Does Does Will will | 

. Comply Not Comply Not 1992 | 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 

I SECTION 160.29 Basement Currently no fire alarm system is in place. Fire detection/alarm system will be in place. (Not a | 
FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS v v manual pull alarm.) | 

The section goes into detail of the | 
location, sounding device, electrically | 
Operated, operating stations, testing and | 
wiring of fire alarms, | 

Ground 
v Z | 

First 
v v 

: | I 

Third 
v Ce 

" Fourth 

v v 

Fifth 

; v v



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 161 - Office 
Existing Building Code 

For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

| 1992 1992: 1998 1998 
| Does Does Will Will 

I Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 161.03 i Basement 
| STAIRWAYS ‘ 

| Every stair shall be enclosed with a | 
minimum of one-hour fire resistive 
partitions and doors. Monumental stairs 
from the street Noor to the second Noor 
need not be enclosed if they are Ground 
partitioned off at the second floor. 

Refer to 54.08 Chart. 

' | 
u Fourth | 

| 

‘ 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 161 - Office 
Existing Building Code 

For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

1992 1992 1998 1998 ] 

Does Does Will Will | 
Comply Not Comply Not 1992 I 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 
I 

: SECTION 161.01 | 
EXITS | 
Minimum number of exits per floor is I wy | 

| Refer to 54.02-1 Chan. 
|



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 161 - Office 
Existing Building Code 

For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 1998 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 161.05 Basement 
| CAPACITY OF BUILDING , ' 
The total capacity of the building shall be | 
calculated allowing one person for every 
75 sq/ft. of net floor area occupied. 

i Se 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING : 
CHAPTER 161 - Office 
Existing Building Code 

For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

aes ee a ee 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

| Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 161.04 Basement 
| WIDTH OF STAIRS 

In this unsprinklered building the total 
exit stair width required by calculation is 
240 inches, 

a: Paria 

I 
2 I 

| 

| 
\



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 

CHAPTER 161 - Office 
Existing Building Code 

For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

f 1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does | Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 161.07 All passageways are in compliance. 
PASSAGEWAYS ‘ : v v 
Passageways must be kept clear and 
unobstructed at all times. 

Ground All passageways are in compliance. 
v v 

First All passageways are in compliance. 
v v 

All passageways are in compliance. 
v v 

Third All passageways are in compliance. 
v v 

E Fourth All passageways are in compliance. 
v v 

Fifth All passageways are in compliance. 
v v 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 161 - Office 
Existing Building Code 

For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

7 ao serene a eee Segoe eeeeeesieeeeie ee pa - 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will : 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 161.06 Basement 
EXIT DOORS 
All exit doors shall be standard exit doors. 
Every stairway exit door shall be within 
20 ft. of the stair unless the passageway is 

| one-hour rated. Every exit door, except at 
}| the ground level, shall have an exit sign, | Ground 

|| Refer to 54.05 Chart. 

| 
I 
| é 

i! 
|| 

| |



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 161 - Office 
Existing Building Code 

For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

—=== iS ——— 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

E | SECTION 161.09 Basement Shops in Basement do not have adequate Extinguishers will be installed in all hazardous areas. 

| STANDPIPE/EXTINGUISHER , v v extinguishers, 

First aid standpipes and/or fire 
extinguishes may be required in hazardous 
areas. 

| Ground 
v v 

First 
| v y 

I 

Third 
| a v 

s Fourth 
| it t 

} Fifth 
| v v 

i 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 161 - Office 
Existing Building Code 

For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

| 1992 1992 1998 1998 

Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 161.08 All stairs and passageways have adequate lighting. 

LIGHTING v v 
All passageway's and stairs shall have 
lighting per code. 

Ground All stairs and passageways have adequate lighting. 

v v 

First All stairs and passageways have adequate lighting. 
v v 

All stairs and passageways have adequate lighting. 
v v | 

| | 
Third All stairs and passageways have adequate lighting. 

v v 

& All stairs and passageways have adequate lighting. 

v v 

Fifth All stairs and passageways have adequate lighting. 

| v ¢ 

er ee ee ee etait sea :



BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
: CHAPTER 161 - Office 

se Existing Building Code 

For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

| 1992 1992 1998 1998 
} Does Does Will Will 
| Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 161.11 Fire alarm system is not required. A partial fire alarm system will be provided. 
FIRE ALARM ' ! ae Y 
A fire alarm system is not required. 

| ela Fire alarm system is not required. A partial fire alann system will be provided. | 

v v | 

eel Fire alarm system is not required. A partial fire alarm system will be provided. | 
v v 

Serr Fire alarm system is not required, A partial fire alarm system will be provided. 
v v 

| 
Third Fire alarm system is not required. A partial fire alarnf system will be provided. 

v v 

| 

2 ae Fire alarm system.is not required. A partial fire alarm system will be provided. 
v v 

PrRERE Fire alarm system is not required. A partial fire alarm system will be provided. 
v v 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
Z CHAPTER 161 - Office 
= Existing Building Code 

For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

| 1992 1992 1998 1998 
I Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 161.10 Basement Sprinklers are not available. Sprinklers will be added. 
|| AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS v v 
| Automatic sprinklers are not required. 
I I 

| 
| Ground Sprinklers are not available. Sprinklers will be added. 
I v v 
i 

| 

Sprinklers are not available. Sprinklers will be added. 
7 7 : 

| Sprinklers are not available, Sprinklers will be added. 

I v v 

| 

: Third Sprinklers are not available. Sprinklers will be added. 
: v v 

I 

e Fourth Sprinklers are not available. Sprinklers will be added. | 

¢ ¢ | 

| Fifth Sprinklers are not available. Sprinklers will be added. 
| 7 v 

SS ee a seam



’ ' 

BUILDING CODES ANALYSIS FOR SOUTH WING 
CHAPTER 161 - Office 

: Existing Building Code 
For Structures Built Prior to 1914 

1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does Does Will Will 

is Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 161.12 The existing floor capacity exceeds that which is 
FLOOR LOADS v v required. | 
Floors shall not be loaded beyond safe | 
load defined by the current building code. | 

| Ground The existing floor capacity exceeds that which is 
Z 7 required. 

First The existing floor capacity exceeds that which is | 
7 - required. | 

! 
| The existing floor capacity exceeds that which is | 
| v v required. : 

| | Third The existing floor capacity exceeds that which is | 
| 7 v required, | 

| : | 

s The existing Noor capacity exceeds that which is | 
| v v required, | 
| | 

i 
| 

Fifth The existing Noor capacity execeds that which is 
v v required. 

| 
LL ~ ——— L — casei eeeeial eeecepeeeennstetair Ke cecil s — ae — perenne ——



_ AMERICANS WITII DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

: Analysis for South Wing 
: Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

| 1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does Does Will Will | 

Comply Not Comply Not 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 4.2.2 v v Corridor which belts the Rotunda does not comply. Structurally, this corridor can not be widened. 
| WIDTH FOR WHEELCHAIR PASSING 

Minimum width for two wheelchairs v v Corridor B8S, north of elevator is 3°-0" wide for Corridor will comply. 
passing cach other is 60" (5'-0") 12'-0". 

Z, v Public corridors comply. Public corridors will remain the same. 

Ground Public and private corridors comply. Public and private corridors will remain the same. 

v v 

First v v Corridor 124S does not comply. Corridor will not comply due to original layout of 
marble floor. 

v v Corridors 128S and 142S do not comply. Corridors will not comply. | 
v v Corridors 144S and 114S do not comply. Corridors will be non-existent. 

| v v Corridors 132S and 147S do not comply. Corridors will maintain much of historic fabric and | 
will not comply. | 

v v Public corridors comply. Public corridor will remain the same. 

a Second v v Corridor 229S does not comply. Corridor will not comply due to original layout of 

marble floor. 

v v Public corridors comply. Public corridor will remain the same. 

I Third v pe Corridors 320S, 309S and 323S do not comply. Corridors 320S and 323S will not comply due to | 

I original layout of marble floor. 
v Corridor 309S will comply. 

v v Public corridors comply. Public corridor will remain the same. | 

} i Fourth All access corridors comply. All corridors will comply. | 

| v v 

| Fifth Corridors do not comply. Corridors will not comply. I ply ply 
I v v 
L NOTE: Entire floor is not accessible to wheelchairs. 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1992 1992 1998 1998 : . 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.2.1 Passageways do comply. Passageways will comply. | 
WHEELCHAIR PASSAGE WIDTH v v | 
Single wheelchair passage at a point is 
32", continuously is 36". 

Ground Passageways do comply. Passageways will comply. 
v v 

First Passageways do comply. Passagewayss will comply. 
v v 

Passageways do comply. Passageways will comply. 
v v 

Third Passageways do comply. Passageways will comply. 
v v 

A Passageways do comply. Passageways will comply. 

v v 

Pera Hae Passageways do comply. Passageways will comply. 
v v



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 

Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

|| SECTION 4.2.4 Basement v N/A N/A Either forward or parallel approach may be used at Vending will not be located here. 
CLEAR FLOOR OR GROUND SPACE, the vending machines. 
FOR WHEELCHAIRS (Around Objects) v v Fire extinguisher cabinets comply. Fire extinguisher cabinets will comply. 
Minimum 30" by 48" clearance for v v Janitor’s slop slink no in compliance. Slop sink will comply. 
stationary wheelchair positioned either v v Water cooler in compliance. Water cooler will comply, 

forward or parallel to object.* . ee > , heard ; : 
Ground v v Fire extinguisher cabinets comply. Fire extinguisher cabinets will comply. 

v v Drinking fountains comply. Drinking fountains will comply. 

v v Mail slot complies. Mail slot will comply. 

| First v v Fire extinguisher cabinets comply. Fire extinguisher cabinets will comply. 

| v v Drinking fountains comply. Drinking fountains will comply. 

| v v Mail slot complies. Mail slot will comply. 

*NOTE: v v Fire extinguisher cabinets comply. Fire extinguisher cabinets will comply. 
Approach clearances in Toilet Rooms to v v Drinking fountains comply. Drinking fountains will comply. 
be discussed in 4.22 v v Mail slot complies. Mail slot will comply. 

v v Telephones comply. Telephones will comply. 

Third v v Fire extinguisher cabinets comply. Fire extinguisher cabinets will comply. 
Drinking fountains ‘will comply. 

v v Drinking fountains comply. Mail slot will comply. 

: v v Mail slot complies. 

; Fourth v v 2 fire extinguisher cabinets comply. 
3 v v 2 fire extinguisher cabinets do not comply. 

v v Drinking fountains comply. 
v v Mail slot complies. 
v v Telephone complies. 

Fifth 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

I 

| | = a RRND sieclcpsnaiihliedieel seiseeee ese eile ili lciesseiemsceeeoasci ictal eee a | 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

I 
SECTION 4.2.3 v v Refer to 4.2.2 for corridor areas that do not comply. | Refer to 4.2.2 I 
WHEELCHAIR TURNING SPACE : i 
Minimum 60" (5°-0") diameter required to I 
make 180° tum.* Arrangement of equipment and furniture limits | 

v tuming. 

Ground v v 

Arrangement of equipment and furniture limits 
v tuming. 

v v Refer to 4.2.2 Refer to 4.2.2 | 

| | 
Arrangement of equipment and furniture limits | 

| v turing. 

v ¥ | Refer to 4.2.2 - Refer to 4.2.2 

Arrangement of equipment and furniture limits 
: *NOTE: v tuming. 

mols adi an Toilet Roopie ta:be 25 (arate v ¥ | Refer t0 4.22 Refer 04.2.2 * 
| discussed in 4.22 

| Arrangement of equipment and furniture limits 
: v turning. 

; Fourth v v 

Arrangement of equipment and furniture limits 

v turning. 

I Fifth Entire floor is not accessible to wheelchairs. | 

| N/A N/A N/A N/A



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 

Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

[ 1992 1992 1998 1998 
| Does Does will will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply | Comply 

SECTION 4.3 Basement Passing Space 
ACCESSIBLE ROUTE 5 ' 

| v v 
4.3.1 GENERAL 
All accessible routes shall comply with 

uf Ground 
4.3.2 LOCATION* 
*Location refers to exterior routes. All 7 Si 
exterior information will be found in 
another book. 

First 
4.3.3 WIDTH 
Minimum clear width is 36", except at v v 
doors. 
“Refer to 4.2.2. 

|| 4.3.4 PASSING SPACE Second 
If route is less than 60" width, then 

passing space shall be provided, intervals ee v 
not to exceed 200. 

4.3.5 HEAD ROOM , 
Refer to 4.4.2. rales 

43.6 SURFACE TEXTURES y % 
Refer to 4.5. 5 

4.3.7 SLOPE Fourth 
Refer to 4.8. 

v v 
4.3.8 CHANGES IN LEVELS 
Refer to 4.5.2. 

Fifth 43.9 DOORS ri 
Refer to 4.13. N/A NIA 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

= a ee . pe - a 
| 1992 1992 1998 1998 
| Does Does will will 
| Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.2.5 v v Fire extinguishers comply. Fire extinguisher will comply. 
FORWARD REACH z 

| Minimum low forward reach is 15". 
| Maximum high forward reach is 48". : 
| v v Janitor’s sink does not comply. Janitor’s sink will comply. 
| SECTION 4.2.6 Fen arias | SIDE REACH Ground v v Fire extinguishers comply. Fire extinguishers comply. 

| Minimum low reach is 9", 
Maximum high reach is 54" 

| * Drinking fountains to be covered under 4 v Mail slot does comply. Mail slot will comply. 

ee First v v 

| * Telephone to be covered under 4.31. 

v v 

v v 

‘ v v 

Third v v 

| 
| 5 v v 

| b Fourth v v 2 fire extinguishers comply. Fire extinguishers comply. 

v v 2 fire extinguishers do not comply. } 

v v Mail slot does comply. Mail slot will comply. 

Fifth 

N/A N/A N/A N/A



AMERICANS WITIL DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing, 
: Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1992 1992 1998 1998 ‘1 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.4 1 v v 1) Fire extinguisher cabinets protrude too far. 1) New cabinets will be installed. 
PROTRUDING OBJECTS | ' 2¥v v 

3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
44.1 4 v v 4) Fire extinguisher cabinet does reduce accessible 
GENERAL route, 4) It will comply. 
1) Objects projecting from walls with : os ¥ . R 9 

their leading edges between 27" and Ground | v v 1) Fire extinguisher cabinets protrude too far, 1) New cabinets will be installed. 

a 2 ae v 80" A.F.F. shall protrude no more than 
4", 7 3v v 3) Marble columns do not overhang. 

4V7 v 

2) Objects projecting from walls with 

sheir leading edges between the floor | First lv / v 1) Fire extinguisher cabinets protrude too far. 1) New cabinets will be installed, 
and 27" A.F.F. may protrude any Marble drinking fountain is within compliance. 
amount. 2V ei 

e . 3 NIA N/A N/A NIA 
3) Free standing objects on posts or 4 v 7 4) Drinking fountain does reduce accessible route. 4) It will comply. 

pylons may overhand 12" maximum 
from 27" to 80" A.F.F. 1 v v 1) Fire extinguisher cabinets protrude too far. 1) New cabinets will be installed. 

i : 2K v 
4) Protruding objects shall not reduce 3v v 3) Columns have no overhangs. 

clear width of accessible route. 4 v v 4) Drinking fountain does reduce accessible route. 4) It will comply. 

Third 1 v v 1) Fire extinguisher cabinets protrude too far. 1) New cabinets will be installed. 

2¢ v 
| 3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

I 4 v 
| 3 

: Fourth | v v 1) Fire extinguisher cabinets protrude too far. 1) New cabinets will be installed. 
2% v 

| 3.NA | NIA | NA | NIA 
I 47 v7 

| 
Fifth 

N/A N/A NIA | N/A 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1992 02. 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
DE SECTION 2 

poe FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.3.11 Does not comply to 4.3.11 one through five. No area of assistance is planned in the Basement. 
AREAS OF RESCUE ASSISTANCE 

v v 
43.111 
LOCATION AND CONSTRUCTION 
Rescue assistance of one of the following: A i 
1) stairway landing within smokeproof Ground Does not comply to 4.3.11 one through five. 43.1 Ld Item 6 will be followed as close as possible 

enclosure. v without harming historic elements. Areas of rescue 
2) Exterior exit balcony adjacent to v To our will not be adjacent to an exit enclosure, as there is 

| stairway. fullest no exit enclosure. An “Island of Safety" will be 
3) "Rated COP NISP ane Rajoseat to extent provided, Items 4.2.11.2, 4 & 5 will comply. 

SIDA... - : Does not comply to 4.3.11 one through five. 4.3.11.1 Item 6 will be followed as close as possible 
4) Rated vestibule adjacent to stairway. v without harming historic elements. Areas of rescue 
5) Stairway landing vented to exterior & v To our will not be adjacent to an exit enclosure, as there is 

separated from interior with 1 hour fullest : no exit enclosure. An "Island of Safety" will be 
SONI ION, extent provided, Items 4.2.11.2, .4 & .5 will comply. 

6) Room which is separated from other 
portions of building by a smoke Does not comply to 4.3.11 one through five. 4,3.11.1 Item 6 will be followed as close as possible 

barrier. Room shall exit directly into v without harming historic elements. Areas of rescue 

exit enclosure, v To our will not be adjacent to an exit enclosure, as there is | 

| 7) Elevator lobby which is pressurized as fullest no exit enclosure. An “Island of Safety" will be I 

required for smokeproof enclosures. extent provided. Items 4.2.1.2, .4 & .5 will comply. 

43.112 Third Does not comply to 4.3.11 one through five. 4.3.11.1 Item 6 will be followed as close as possible 

SIZE % v without harming historic elements. Areas of rescue 
v To our will not be adjacent to an exit enclosure, as there is 

z 43.113 fullest no exit enclosure. An “Island of Safety" will be 
oul ‘ hia orate " 
STAIRWAY WIDTH extent provided. Items 4.2.11.2, .4 & .5 will comply. 

I 7 Fourth Does not comply to 4.3.11 one through five. 4,3.11.1 Item 6 will be followed as close as possible 

|] 4.3.11.4 v7 without harming historic elements. Areas of rescue 
TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION 7 To our will not be adjacent to an exit enclosure, as there is 

fullest no exit enclosure. An “Island of Safety" will be | 
43.015 extent provided. Items 4.2.11.2. .4 & .5 will comply. 

IDENTIFICATION oe : | 
Fifth Does not comply to 4.3.11 one through five. No area of assistance is planned on the Fifth Floor. 

There are no exterior windows. 

v v



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES ¢ 

Analysis for South Wing 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

[ 1992 1992 1998 1998 
| Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply’ Not 1992 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.5 Basement 1 v v 1) Areas of non-slip resistant surfaces, 
GROUND AND FLOOR SURFACES ' 2 v v 2) Unlevel surfaces predominant. 

3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
4.5.1 4 NIA N/A N/A N/A 
GENERAL 
Accessible routes, rooms and spaces shall 
be stable, firm and slip-resistant. Ground Lee 7 3 

= v v v 2) Some marble thresholds are greater than 1/4". 2) Where thresholds are being removed for other 
4.5.2 reasons, they will be reinstalled in compliance. 

CHANGES IN LEVEL aae vi 
' 0" to 1/4" may be vertical, cals NIA NA NIA 

1/4" to 1/2" shall be beveled with slope < First lv f 

2. 2 v v v 2) Some marble thresholds are greater than 1/4", 2) Where thresholds are being removed for other 

1/2" and up shall be ramped per 4.7 or reasons, they will be reinstalled in compliance. 
4.8. 3 7 Z 3) Padding too thick 3) Carpet tile directly glued to concrete will be used. 

4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
4.5.3 
CARPET Second ty v 

Must be securely attached, if pad is used, 2 v v v 2) Some marble thresholds are greater than 1/4". 2) Where thresholds are being removed for other 

it must be firm. Maximum pile thickness reasons, they will be reinstalled in compliance. 

shall be 1/2". Exposed edges shall be Iv v 3) Padding too thick 3) Carpet tile directly glued to concrete will be used. 

fastened to floor surfaces. 4 NA N/A N/A N/A 

4.5.4 Third lv v cs 

GRATINGS Z v v v 2) Some marble thresholds are greater than 1/4". 2) Where thresholds are being removed for other 

| Maximum 1/2" wide spaces in one 4 is reasons, they will be reinstalled in compliance. 

direction, Elongated opens shall be placed 
perpendicular to dominant path of travel. ol: NA we Na 

2 Fourth 1 v v 1) Ramps are not slip resistant. 1) Will comply. 

| 2 v v v 2) Some marble thresholds are greater than 1/4". 2) Where thresholds are being removed for other 
reasons, they will be reinstalled in compliance. 

3v v 
4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Fifth lv v 
2) v Jv 2) Entire floor is not accessible to wheelchairs. 

3) v v 
4) N/IA N/A N/A NIA 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.4.2 Various piping, conduits and ducts are in violation. 
HEAD ROOM 
Circulation spaces shall have 80" (6°-8") v v 
minimum clear head room. 

Ground 

v v 

First | 
I 

v Ce 

Second 

v v 

| | 
I | 
| Third | 

: j 

i Fourth 

| v v 

| Fifth : 

| v v



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 

ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 
Analysis for South Wing 

Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

a aE ee See ee - — 
1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does |* Does will will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.8 
RAMPS ; ' 

N/A NIA N/A N/A 
4.8.1 

GENERAL 
Any accessible route with a slope >1:20 Ground 
shall comply with 4,8. 

N/A NIA N/A N/A 
4.8.2 
SLOPE AND RISE 

Maximum slope shall be 1:12. Maximum Fi 
rise for any run shall be 30". Ge 

483 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

CLEAR WIDTH 
4 Minimum clear shall be 36" 

Second 
4.8.4 

LANDINGS NIA N/A N/A NIA 

4.8.5 

HANDRAILS 
Third 

4.8.6 

| CROSS SLOPE AND SURFACES N/A NIA N/A NIA 

lao 

EDGE PROTECTION Fourth Slope is too steep; width is O.K.; landings are O.K.; | Ramps will be completely redesigned and shall 
4.8.8 = handrails do not have extensions, are not tall enough, | comply with 4.8. 
wee a v v and do not end properly. Cross slope and edge OUTDOOR CONDITIONS 

protection is O.K. 

NOTE: Exterior ramps will be addressed Fitth 
in Book Il: SITE 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.6 
PARKING AND PASSENGER 
LOADING ZONES 

4.6.1 through 4.6.6 will be addressed in 
Book Il: SITE 
“s Ground 

SECTION 4.7 | 
CURB RAMPS | 

I I 
4.7.1 through 4.7.11 Will be addressed in | 

fee ees oe eee 

T —



: AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

[ 1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will will 

| Comply Not Comply Not 1992 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.10 37 v 
| ELEVATORS (CONT.) i ' 

14 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
4.10.13 
CAR POSITION INDICATORS 
Visual and audible indication showing 
position of car within elevator shaft. Ground 3v o 

| 4.10.14 14 N/A N/A NIA N/A 

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS. 
If provided, meet with ASME A17.1- 

noe First nv v 

14 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

| Second lv v 

| 14 N/A N/A NIA N/A 

| Third 37 v 

14 N/A N/A NIA N/A 

| i Fourth 3 v7 v 

14 N/A N/A NIA N/A 

i Fifth 

| 
| N/A N/A NIA N/A 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

[ aa SOREN ASO ea as ee 8 eee Ee Pea ees Ras StS aa Reis ican ase Set ee Si | 
| 1992 1992 1998 1998 I 
| Does | Does | Will will | 
I Comply Not Comply Not 1992 

| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 

| SECTION 4.9 Basement lv v v v 1) Some stairs do not comply. 1) Some stairs will not comply. 
| STAIRS Mig v v v 2) Grand stairs comply. secondary stairs do not. 2) No changes made to existing stair configuration. } 

3 v v 3) Marble treads & nosing abruptly join the riser. 3) No changes made to existing stair configuration. | 
4.9.1 4 v v 4) Sevondary stairs do not have 2 rails, extensions, 4) Secondary stair rails will comply. { 
MINIMUM NUMBER or 1-1/2" clearance and are not at the correct height. 
Stairs required to be accessible by 4.1 2 
shall comply with 4.9 Ground lv v v 1) Some stairs do not comply. 1) Some stairs will not comply. 

2V7 v v v 2) Grand stairs comply. secondary stairs do not. 2) No changes made to existing stair configuration. —_} 
4.9.2 3 v v 3) Marble treads & nosing abruptly: join the riser. 3) No changes made to existing stair configuration. — |} 
TREADS AND RISERS 4 v v 4) Secondary stairs do not have 2 rails, extensions, 4) Secondary stair rails will comply. I 
Uniform risers and treads. Treads or 1-1/2" clearance and are not at the correct height. 

| minimum shall be 11". No open risers. First Iv v v 1) Some stairs do not comply. 1) Some stairs will not comply. 
. oe v v v 2) Grand stairs comply. secondary stairs do not. 2) No changes made to existing stair configuration. 

4.9.3 3 v v 3) Marble treads & nosing abruptly join the riser. 3) No changes made to existing stair configuration. 
NOSINGS 4 v v 4) Secondary stairs do not have 2 rails, extensions. 4) Secondary stair rails will comply. 

Undersides shall not be abrupt. or 1-1/2" clearance and are not at the correct height. 

| 4.9.4 iy? v v 1) Some stairs do not comply. 2 1) Some stairs will not comply. 

| HANDRAILS 2V v v v 2) Grand stairs comply. secondary stairs do not. 2) No changes made to existing stair configuration. 

| Stairs shall have continuous handrails on 3 v v 3) Marble treads & nosing abruptly join the riser. 3) No changes made to existing stair configuration. 

|| both sides, shall extend 12" beyond both 4 v v 4) Secondary stairs do not have 2 rails, extensions, 4) Secondary stair rails will comply. 
top and bottom tread. 1-1/2" between wall or 1-1/2" clearance and are not at the correct height. | 

a eos d ee epovesiait Third lv v v 1) Some stairs do not comply. 1) Some stairs will"not comply. 
| e é 2 v v 2) Secondary stairs do not comply. 2) No changes made to existing stair configuration, 
NOTES EXlcAoe attire Will be addressed in 3 v v 3) Marble treads & nosing abruptly Join the riser. 3) No changes made to existing eae configuration. — |} 

Ft, eae 4 v v 4) Secondary stairs do not have 2 rails, extensions, 4) Secondary stair rails will comply. | 
Book II: SITE. jz . I 

= or 1-1/2" clearance and are not at the correct height. | 

a Fourth lv Vv df 1) Some stairs do not comply. 1) Some stairs will not comply. | 
2 v v 2) Secondary stairs do not comply. 2) No changes made to existing stair configuration. | 

¢ e v v 3) Marble treads & nosing abruptly join the riser. 3) No changes made to existing stair configuration. | 
4 v v 4) Secondary stairs do not have 2 rails. extensions. 4) Secondary stair rails will comply. 

or 1-1/2" clearance and are not at the correct height. 

Fifth Iv v v 1) Some stairs do not comply. 1) Some stairs will not comply. | 
2) v v 2) Secondary stairs do not comply. 2) No changes made to existing stair configuration. 

| 3) v v 3) Marble treads & nosing abruptly join the riser. 3) No changes made to existing stair configuration. 

4) v v 4) Secondary stairs do not have 2 rails. extensions, 4) Secondary stair rails will comply. 

or 1-1/2" clearance and are not at the correct height.



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

~ 1993 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1998 | | CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 4.10 (CONT.) Basement Sv v 
| ; ' ov / 

4.10.5 Tod v 
| RAISED AND BRAILLE 8 v | | CHARACTERS ON HIOISTWAY 

i ENTRANCES 
| Provide on both jambs. centerline at 60" | Ground 5 v ¢ 

A.F.F, and minimum 2" high letters. ow y 
a v 

I 4.10.6 fev. ¥. 
| DOOR PROTECTIVE AND 
REOPENING DEVICE First iss Vf Z | 

6 v v I 4.10.7 lv - | 
DOOR AND SIGNAL TIMING FOR hi ? 
HALL CALLS 

4.10.8 Second 5S Vv v 
DOOR DELAY FOR CAR CALLS 6v v 

ew v 
A 8 wv v 

Third Sv v | 
6 v v | 

eZ 7 | 
: 8 v | 

i Fourth 5. v 
6v v 
‘Te. v 

Bw v | 

| 7 | Fifth 
I 

| Pa ea 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
: Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

| 1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 4.10 Basement 9 v v 9) Cabs are a few inches too small. 
ELEVATORS (CONT.) 10” v 

lv v 
4.10.9 12 v v 12) No braille or raised letters, both car controls and 

| FLOOR PLAN OF ELEVATOR CAR emergency buttons mounted too high. : 
6'-8" wide by 4°-3" deep. 

Ground 9 v v 9) Cabs are a few inches too small. 

4.10.10 10.7. “ 
FLOOR SURFACE We S ; ; 
Comply with 4.5. 12 v 7 12) No braille or raised letters, both car controls and 

s emergency buttons mounted too high. 
4.10.11 Pi ea few i I IELOMINATION LEVELS First *b F v S v 9) Cabs are a few inches too small. 

5 footcandles. ti - 

12 v v 12) No braille or raised letters, both car controls and 
4.10.12 

emergency buttons mounted too high. CAR CONTROLS | 
| Buttons minimum 3/4" dimension, shall 9: v v 9) Cabs are a few inches too small. 
|) be braille and standard raised alphabet lov v 

letters, no higher than 54" A.F.F. for side iv v 
| approach, 48" for front approach, 12 v v 12) No braille or raised letters, both car controls and 
| emergency button at bottom of panel with emergency buttons mounted too high. 

| cerns muni 3 AT Ean ee thud 9 v Y | 9) Cabs are a few inches too small. 
2 10v v 

lv 2 v 
12 v v 12) No braille or raised letters, both car controls and 

5 emergency buttons mounted too high. 

I 2 Fourth 9 v e 9) Cabs are a few inches too small. 
lov v 
lv v 
12 v v 12) No braille or raised letters, both car controls and 

emergency buttons mounted too high. 

| Fifth I 

| N/A N/A N/A NIA



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

r a ————— —— = PO ee eceaceiieaiaasaposioe . eee pine 
| 1992 1992 1998 1998 
| Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.11 
}) PLATFORM LIFTS ‘i ' 
| There are no existing lifis nor are there 
| plans for lifts, 

| 

I 

| 
} 

Fifth 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
: Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

| 1992 Looe: 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.10 Basement 1 N/A N/A N/A NIA 
ELEVATORS a7 v 

I 3 v v 3) Call buttons too high, 3) Buttons are in marble wall; will not be replaced. 
4.10.1 4 v v 4) No lanterns are present. 4) No lantems are proposed. 

GENERAL . 

4.102 Ground 1 N/A | NIA N/A NIA 
AUTOMATIC OPERATION oat < : ae — roe 
Automatic openers and self-leveling with z v v 3) Call buttons too high. 3) Sunors are in marble wall: will not be replaced. 

1/2" tolerance. 4 v v 4) No lanterns are present. 4) No lanterns are proposed. 

4.10.3 First 1 N/A NIA NIA N/A 
HALL CALL BUTTONS ay i. 

Centered at 42" A.F.F., visual Signals for 3 / v 3) Call buttons too high. 3) Buttons are in marble wall; will not be replaced. 
each register and answer and 3/4 4 vA vf 4) No lantems are present. 4) No lanterns are proposed. 
minimum dimension. 

4.10.4 Second 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
HALL LANTERNS aw, v 

Height at centerline minimum 72" (6°-0") 3 v v 3) Call buttons too high. 3) Buttons are in marble wall; will not be replaced. 

AF.F., 2-1/2" minimum dimension visible 4 v v 4) No lantems are present. 4) No lanterns are proposed. 

from the call button. 

Third 1 N/A NIA N/A N/A . 

atts v 

I io v v 3) Call buttons too high. 3) Buttons are in marble wall; will not be replaced. 

4 v v 4) No lanterns are present. 4) No lanterns are proposed. 

Fourth 1 N/A NIA NIA N/A 
eV v 
3 v 7 3) Call buttons too high, 3) Buttons are in marble wall; will not be replaced. 

4 v v 4) No lanterns are present. 4) No lantems are proposed. 

Fifth 

NIA N/A N/A NIA



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

[ 1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.13 9 v v 9) Historic knobs do not comply. 9) Historic knobs will not be alternated. 
DOORS (CONT.) ' t 10 v v 10) Door closers do not comply. 

| i v v 11) Doors are too heavy. 
4.13.9 12N/A NIA N/A NIA I 
DOOR HARDWARE | 
Gaeaeg OM pret erage | | Oe v Y¥ | 9) Historie knobs do not comply. 9) Historie knobs will not be alternated. | 
wrist to operate, 48" A.F.F. i v v 10) Door closers do not comply. | 

v v 11) Doors are too heavy. | 

4.13.10 v v 12) Toilet Room automatic doors do not comply. 12) Alteration required. 

DOOR CLOSERS 

From 70° open to 3" away from latch First 9 fd v 9) Historic knobs do not comply. 9) Historic knobs will not be alternated. 
shall take minimum of 3 seconds. 10 2. 7 

MW v v 
4.13.11 12N/A N/A NIA 
DOOR OPENING FORCE 
Interior doors maximum 5 Ibf. 

Second 9 v v 9) Historic knobs do not comply. 9) Historic knobs will not be alternated. 

4.13.12 10 v v 
AUTOMATIC DOORS AND POWER i v v 
ASSISTED DOORS 12N/A N/A NIA N/A 
Comply with ANSI/BIIMA, | 

Third . v v 9) Historic knobs do not comply. 9) Historic knobs will not be alternated. | 

10 v v 
i v v 
12N/A N/A N/A N/A 5 

% Fourth 9 v v 9) Historic knobs do not comply. 9) Historic knobs will not be alternated. 
10 v v 
iW v v 
12N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Fifth 9 v v 9) Historic knobs do not comply. 9) Historic knobs will not be alternated. 
10 v v 
I v v 
12N/A N/A NIA N/A 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1992 1992 1998 1998 / 
Does Does Will Will | 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply i 

SECTION 4.12 Basement | 
WINDOWS i 

|| (Reserved) } 

| | I I | 

Third | 

| 
|



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1992 | 1992 | 1998 | 1998 
I Does Does Will Will 

| Comply Not Comply Not 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

} SECTION 4.13 Basement lv v 
| DOORS ; ' 27 7 

3 N/A N/A N/A NIA 
4.13.1 4 v v 4) Double doors leading to Rotunda Cafeteria do not | 4) Automatic openers should be used. 
GENERAL comply. 
Doors required to be accessible by 4.1 } | shall comply with 4.13. acund on % | 

2 N/A NIA N/A N/A 
4.13.2 3 NIA N/A N/A NIA 

| REVOLVING DOORS AND av / N/A Y | 4) Double doors in Southwest Pavilion do not 4) Accessible entrance/exit will be the Southeast 
| TURNSTILES comply, Southeast Pavilion does comply. Pavilion. 

Shall not be only means of passage. First Rae: 7 

2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
4.13.13 3 N/A N/A N/A N/A \ GATES 4 v Y | 4) Double doors off of Central Corridor do not 4) Doors will not be altered, but will be left open. 

comply. 
4.13.4 
DOUBLE-LEAF DOORWAYS Second lv v E 

| Two independent door leaves at least one 2 N/A N/A N/A NIA 
shall meet 4.13.5 and 4.13.6 3 v v 

| 4 v v 4) All double doors on floor do not comply. 4) Accessible route doors will be left open. 

I Third so v 
| 2.N/A NIA NIA NIA 

3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
| 4 v v 4) All double doors on floor do not comply. 4) Accessible route doors will be left open. 

:. Fourth Pas / 
2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
4 4) All double doors on floor do not comply. 4) Accessible route doors will be left open. 

Fifth 1 NIA N/A N/A N/A 

2N/A N/A N/A NIA 
3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
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tae a9) 1998 1998 ] 
Does Does Will will | 
Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.13 Basement 5) v v 
DOORS (CONT.) 6) Vv v 

T)N/IA N/A NIA N/A 
4.13.5 8) v v 

| CLEAR WIDTH 
aaa 

| Clear opening 32". ae Se? 7 | 

1 4.13.6 6) v v v 6) 18" minimum clearance not available. 6) Will comply where ever possible. i 
} i E - : Nv v I 
| Cone Sees eaners AT 8) v v 8) Marble thresholds often do not comply. 8) Will be altered if removed and reset for other | 

| 18" minimum at latch side when on pull : ae | side with 60" clear behind. First Vv 7 | 
6) v v v 6) 18" minimum clearance not available. 6) Will comply where ever possible. i 

4.13.7 T)NIA N/A N/A NA 
TWO DOORS IN SERIES 8) v v 8) Marble thresholds often do not comply. 8) Will be altered if removed and reset for other 
Minimum 48" plus width of doors reasons. 
swinging into space. 

5j)v v 

| 4.13.8 6) v v 6) 18" minimum clearance not available. 6) Will comply where ever possible. 
THRESHOLDS AT DOORWAYS 7)NIA N/A N/A N/A 
1/2" maximum height. 8) v v 8) Marble thresholds often do not comply. 8) Will be altered if removed and reset for other 

| reasons. | 

} Third Sv v | 
6) v v 6) 18" minimum clearance not available. 6) Will comply where ever possible. 
Do 7 

8) v v 8) Marble thresholds often do not comply. 8) Will be altered if removed and reset for other 
. reasons, 

ij Fourth 5) Vv v 
6) Vv v 
T)NIA N/A N/A N/A 

8) v v 8) Marble thresholds often do not comply. 8) Will be altered if removed and reset for other | 

reasons. | 

Fifth Sv v | 
6) v v 
T)NIA N/A N/A N/A 

| 8) v v 8) Marble thresholds often do not comply. 8) Will be altered if removed and reset for other | 

Rectasetiemaas ssniineeieasensenesenandipieniaamanenneaaeiaeleen Be aN ee ee
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1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does Does Will Will | 

Comply Not Comply Not 1998 I 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 

SECTION 4.15 DRINKING Il | 
FOUNTAINS AND WATER CQOLERS 2 | 

3 NIA N/A N/A NIA | 

} 4.15.1 4 | 
MINIMUM NUMBER 5. | 
Shall provide one for wheelchair and one ani - oe 3 Bea 5 . | 
for people who have difficulty bending. Ground a 5 : 1) Marble drinking fountain does not comply. 2) Pele accessible drinking fountains will be | 

- installed, 

4.15.2 det y 
SPOUT HEIGHT 4 s 
36" A.F-F. S if. fe 

1 v vd 1) Marble drinking fountain does not comply. 1) Additional accessible drinking fountains will be 

} 4.15.3 2 ¢ v installed, 
| SPOUT LOCATION $v v | 
| Minimum 4” high spout of water. 4 v 7 

| 5 4 v 
4.15.4 

| CONTROLS 1 v v 1) Marble drinking fountain does not comply. 1) Additional accessible drinking fountains will be I 

] Comply with 4.27.4 2 z v installed, 
3V¥ v 

4.15.5 4 v v 
CLEARANCES 5 v v 

Eells 00s Wide and st? gi03I8) deepen 1 v v 1) Marble drinking fountain does not comply. 1) Additional accessible drinking fountains will be 
2 v v installed. 
3 v 
4 v v | 

s 5 v v | 

a Fourth | v v 1) Marble drinking fountain does not comply. 1) Additional accessible drinking fountains will be 
2 v v installed, 
3v v 
4 v v 

| 5 af f 

Fifth 1 
z 
3 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
4 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
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1992 EPS 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

| Comply Not Comply Not 1992 
|| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | ply 
| SECTION 4.14 ENTRANCES 

4.14.1 
MINIMUM NUMBER 
Refer to 4.1 and 4.3 

| Ground 

| * Will be addressed in Book II: 

Exterior 

| 

2 Fourth | 

| 

Fifth 

| 

l Cee eteaki ane De eee eel aaa eeeceieaeiened aca pS se a
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r: 
er 

I [392 1992 1998 1998 ] i Does Does Will Will i | Comply Not Comply Not 
K CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 4.17 Third td v 
TOILET STALLS (CONT.)  , ' Men's a v v 2) Toilet too low, 2) Toilet will not be altered. 

| . a v v 3) Stall dimensions do not comply. 3) Stall will not be altered, J 4.17.1 av 7 
|) LOCATION 

| Shall be on an accessible route . 
Fourth we v 

4172, Women's 2 v v 2) Toilet too low. 
WATER CLOSETS 3 v 7 3) Stall dimensions do not comply. 
Height of seat 17" to 19"; hand-operated a Y ¢ 
or automatic flush controls shall comply 

- with 4.27.4, Fourth iow v 
ie Men's 2 v v 2) Toilet too low. | es 3 v v 3) Stall dit ions d t ly. || SIZE AND ARRANGEMENT ee e piotall: Ss epsions donot comply 

| Minimum depth of 56", minimum width 
}| of 60". 
| Fifth 
} 4.17.4 

TOE CLEARANCES N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Front partition and one side partition shall 
provide 9" A.F.F. clear.SECTION 4.17 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 

ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 
i Analysis for South Wing 

Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1992 1992 1998 1998 | | Does Does Will Will 
‘i i . Comply Not Comply Not Woe I 

| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 4.16 
| WATER CLOSETS 

I 
| } 4.16.1 through 4.16.6 

| There are no water closets. Refer to 4.17 
| Toilet Stalls. 
| 

| biel ae : 
ie See 

I 

} 
| 

| | Third | 
| 
| 
| x
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a ac 7 senescence 5nd 

I 1992 1992 1998 1998 
| Does | Does | Will will 
| Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.17 Third v v 5) Does not have 32" clear opening. 5) Room will not be accessible. 
TOILET STALLS (CONT.) , ’ Men's 

v v 6) Does not have grab bars. 6) Will be an alternate style door with grab bars. | 
4.17.5 

DOORS 
| Toilet stall door shall comply with 4.13. | 

I z Fourth v v 5) Does not have 32" clear opening. 
| 4.17.6 Women's 

GRAB BARS v v 6) Does not have grab bars. 

One 36" minimum long on back wall. 
One 40" minimum long on side wall. 1- 

1/4" to 1-1/2" diameter. Fourth 5 v v7 5) Does not have 32" clear opening. 
Men's . 

6 v v 6) Does not have grab bars, 

Fifth 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 

Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

r ler = iscscnmenaasieiain ieee cele cece iar ‘ 

| 1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.17 1 

: TOILET STALLS 2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
3 

} 4.17.1 4 
| LOCATION 
| Shall be on an accessible route . Gund ee 7 

4.172 Women's iS v 

WATER CLOSETS 3 ¥ y 3) Stall dimensions do not comply. 

Height of seat 17" to 19"; hand-operated fist 
or automatic flush controls shall comply 
with 4.27.4. Ground heccehi ws | 

Men's ae v | 
f 4.17.3 3 7 v 3) Stall dimensions do not comply. | 
| SIZE AND ARRANGEMENT av Zz 

| Minimum depth of 56", minimum width 
of 60". 

First iv « 
4.17.4 Women's 2 v v 2) Toilet too low. - 

TOE CLEARANCES 3 v v 3) Stall dimensions do not comply. 3) Will provide altemate stall. 

Front partition and one side partition shall av v 
provide 9" A.F.F. clear. 

Second 1 v v 1) Doors in series do not comply. | 

Women’s 2 v v 2) Toilet too low. 
3 v v 3) Stall dimensions do not comply. 
av : v 

: Second 1 v v 1) Doors in series do not comply. I 
Men’s a v v 2) Toilet too low. 

3 v v 3) Stall dimensions do not comply. 
tv wo 

Third lv v ‘ 

Women’s 2 v v 2) Toilet too low. 2) Toilet will not be altered. 

3 v v 3) Stall dimensions do not comply. 3) Stall will not be altered. 

4g v |



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 
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Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

| 1992 1992 1998 1998 
| Does Does Will Will 

i Comply Not Comply: Not 1992 1998 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 4.18 Basement 

| URINALS ‘ ’ NIA N/A NIA N/A 

A181 
| GENERAL 

4.18.2 Ground 24 v 

HEIGHT Mes 
| Rim at 17" maximum height. . Dit a 

| 4.18.3 ee. v 

| CLEAR FLOOR SPACE First 
| 30" by 48" clear in front of urinals, Men's 

| NIA NIA Nii /, 
4.18.4 S WA 
FLUSH CONTROLS 
Hand operated or automatic at a 

maximum height of 44" A.F.F. Second 2S v 
Men's 

5 v v 3) Urinal floor raised 4", 

I 
| 4¢ 7 4) Automatic flush. 

| Third 2¢ v | 
I Men’s 

3 v v 3) Urinal floor raised 4". 

s 474 v 4) Automatic flush. 

| : Fourth ots ve 
| Men's 
i 3 v v 3) Urinal floor raised 4". 

47 v 4) Automatic flush. 

Fifth 
Men's N/A N/A N/A NIA 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 
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£992, 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 

SECTION 4.17 Basement | 
TOILET STALLS (CONT.) NIA N/A N/A NIA | 

; 4.17.5 | 
DOORS 
Toilet stall d hall ly with 4.13, Z 
Fe Sect SAN ey SUNN ed 5 7 > 5) Does not have 32" clear opening. 
I 4.17.6 Women’s . 

| GRAB BARS pew 4 Y 
| One 36" minimum long on back wall. 
One 40" minimum long on side wall. 

1-1/4" to 1-1/2" diameter. Ground 5 v v 5) Does not have 32" clear opening. 
Men's 

67 v 

First v v 5) Does not have 32” clear opening. 
Women’s 

v v 6) Does not have grab bars. 6) Will be an alternate style door with grab bars. 

Second v v 5) Does not have 32" clear opening. | 

Women’s 
v v 6) Does not have grab bars. 

_ v v 5) Do not have 32" clear opening. 

v 6) Does not have grab bars, 

Third 
Women’s N/A N/A N/A N/A 

| 
i 

= i i ig A a ar iii imme he a —innsensal



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 

ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 
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Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 
SECTION 4.19 | 
LAVATORIES AND MIRRORS f 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4.19.1 
GENERAL 

4.19.2 Ground 2) 43 v 

HEIGHT AND CLEARANCES pomen§ |)5)-% ss | 
| Counter at maximum 34" high knee space. 2 $ . | aw tate i 
| 29" minimum. av y | 

} 4.19.3 Ground 27 v 
CLEAR FLOOR SPACE Men's Vv Zz 
30" x 48" floor space in front of lavatory. 4) wh He | 

5) v v 
4.19.4 av Y 

| EXPOSED PIPES AND SURFACES 
No exposed hot water or drain pipes. First 2) v vi 

Women's 3) v v | 

4.19.5 4) v v 
| FAUCETS 5) of v 

Shall comply with 4.27.4. 6) 4 v 

Second 2) v v 
| ae Women's | 3) ¥ v 
| Bottom of mirror maximum 40" A.F.F, ay 7 u | . seats 5) 7 y 

| ; 6) v v 

5 Second 2) v v | 
| Men's 3) Vv v 

4) v v 
| 5) v Y 
| 6) v v 

Third 2) v v 
Women's 3) v v 

| 4) v / 
| 5) vi v 
| 6) v ¥ : Sess eer ale 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 
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I 1992 1992 1998 1998 
| Does Does Will Will 

| Comply Not Comply Not 1992 
| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.19 Third 2) v v 

LAVATORIES AND MIRRORS Men's 3)v v | 
4) v v v 

4.19.1 5) v 
GENERAL 6) v v 

4.19.2 
HEIGHT AND CLEARANCES Fourth 2) v v 

ee Counter at maximum 34" high knee space, | Women's 32v v 
29" minimum. 4) v v 

5) v v 
4.19.3 6) v v | 

CLEAR FLOOR SPACE é ! 
30" x 48" Noor space in front of lavatory. 

3 Fourth 2) v v 
4.19.4 Men’s 3v z 

EXPOSED PIPES AND SURFACES 4) v v 
No exposed hot water or drain pipes. 5) v v 

i 6) v v 

4.19.5 
FAUCETS 
Shall comply with 4.27.4. . 

4.19.6 N/A N/A N/A NIA 
|| MIRRORS 
Bottom of mirror maximum 40" A.F.F.



aa is , 
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7 Chapter 69 Wisconsin State Building Code 

: 1992 1992 1998 1998 | 
Does Does Will Will | 

| Comply Not Comply Not 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply ! 

| SECTION 4,22 Basement } 
| TOILET ROOMS ' f I 

} 4.22.1 through 4.22.7 refer to Sections 
) 4.13, 4.2.3, 4.17, 4.18, 4.19, 

| 4.23 BATHROOMS, BATHING 
FACILITIES, AND SHOWER ROOMS —_ | Ground 

} 4.231 through 4.23.9 there are no 
| bathing/shower facilities. 

4.24 SINKS 
4.24.1 through 4.24.7 refer to Section First 

4.19. : 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 

Chapter 69 Wisconsin Stare Building Code 

1992 1992, 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.20 Basement 
BATHTUBS - 
4.20.1 through 4.20.7 

| There are no bathtub facilities. 

| SECTION 4.21 | 
SHOWER STALLS Grouod 
4.21.1 through 4.21.8 
There are no shower stall facilities. 

I



AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDELINES 

Analysis for South Wing 
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f 1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

: | SECTION 4.26 Basement 2) v v 2) Historical railings on secondary and grand 
HANDRAILS, GRAB BARS AND TUB stairway does not comply. 
AND SHOWER SEATS 3) v v 
4.26.1 
GENERAL 4 v 

426.2 - Ground 2) v v 2) Historical railings on secondary and grand 

SIZE AND SPACING OF GRAB BARS stairway does not comply. 
| AND HANDRAILS vv “ 
|] 1-1/4" to 1-1/2" diameter with maximum 

1-1/2" between bar and wall. HL. s 
i First 2) v v 2) Historical railings on secondary and grand 

4.26.3 stairway does not comply. STRUCTURAL STRENGTH av 7 

4.26.4 
4v v ELIMINATING HAZARDS 

Area free of sharp edges and a minimum | Second 2) v v 2) Historical railings on secondary and grand 
of 1/8" radius. stairway does not comply. 

3v v 

dv v 

Third 2) te v 2) Historical railings on secondary and grand 
stairway does not comply. 

3) Vv v 

= 147 v 

é Fourth 2) v v 2) Historical railings on secondary and grand 

stairway does not comply. 
3) v v 

\ dv v 

2) v v 2) Historical railings on secondary and grand 
stairway does not comply. 

3) v v 

» ‘Av v 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
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1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply: Comply 

SECTION 4.25 
STORAGE 

| 4.25.1 through 4.25.4 

| There is no storage areas on or associated 
with accessibility. 

|
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- ee EE a a 
| 1992 1992 1998 1998 

I Does Does Will Will 
! Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 | 

|_ CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 
‘ i} 

| SECTION 4.28 2v v 
- | ALARMS ' 

4.28.1 : 3) / v 
GENERAL 

| 4)N/A N/A N/A N/A 
4.28.2 

AUDIBLE ALARMS Ground a)aw Y 
|| If provided: 
|| Exceeds sound level of space by 15 dbA 3) if v3 

or exceeds maximum sound level for 60 
seconds by 5 dbA. Not to excced 120 4)NIA NIA N/A N/A 

aba. First av / 
4.28.3 3) 7 v | 

| VISUAL ALARMS 
| || If audible alarms are used, the visual must 4) N/A N/A N/A NA 

| be used. 
Second 27 v 

4.28.4 
AUXILIARY ALARMS 3) v v 
For units and sleeping accommodations. | 

4)N/A N/A N/A N/A | 

Third av v 

3) v v 

. 4)N/A* N/A N/A N/A 

s Fourth 227 v 

3) v v 

4)N/A N/A N/A NIA | 
Fifth 2v v | 

3) v v 

4)N/A N/A N/A N/A 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
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1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

SECTION 4.27 Basement 
CONTROLS AND OPERATING 
MECHANISMS 
4.27.1 through 4.27.4 
Refer to 4.2. 

|
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1992 1992 1998 1998 1 
Does Does Will Will I 
Comply Not Comply Not 1992 | 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 
SECTION 4.31 

TELEPHONES ‘ ' N/A N/A N/A N/A 
4.31.1 
GENERAL 

4.31.2 r 
CLEAR FLOOR OR GROUND SPACE | Ground . 

: 30" x 48" clear floor space. NIA NIA NIA NIA 

4.313 
MOUNTING HEIGHT 
Highest operable part shall comply with First 
4.2.5 or 4.2.6. NIA N/A NA NIA 

4.31.4 
PROTRUDING OBJECTS 
Comply with 4.4. 

Telephones do no comply to any specification. 
4.31.5 v v 
HEARING AID COMPATIBLE AND. 

VOLUME CONTROL TELEPHONES | 

4.31.6 a 
e Third TELEPHONE BOOKS NIK NA ne NA 

4.31.8 

CORD LENGTH 

319 : 

a roe oe a 

v v 

| : 
Fifth 

| N/A N/A N/A N/A 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
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1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 

Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply | 

SECTION 4.30 | 
SIGNAGE | 

) 4.30.1 through 4.30.8 | 
| No signage is present. |
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ss rae [Se SE Se See ee Se See ee ee ae SSeS eps ee ag ese a | 1992 1993: 1998 1998 | 
I s Does Does Will Will 
H Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 

| CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 
| SECTION 4.33 \ 

| ASSEMBLY AREAS r 1 
} 4.33.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
MINIMUM NUMBER 

Note: Using Chart in 4.1 the Second Floor 
of Chamber requires one accessible area, 
the Third Floor requires four accessible Ground I 
areas. 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

| 4.33.2 
SIZE OF WHEELCHAIR LOCATIONS 
Provide 48" deep x 66" wide. 

4.33.3 NA N/A N/A NIA 
PLACEMENT OF WHEELCHAIR 
LOCATIONS 

Integral part of fixed seating. Provide seat | Second Dt we 
for companion beside chair. 2v v 

34 v 
4.33.4 Nv 4 
SURFACES . ae Third 1) 7 v Comply with 4.5. 3) ce ie 

3) v v ? 4) Z f 
Fourth 

! ‘ NA | NA | NA | ONA 
| a 

| Fifth 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
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[ 1992 1992 1998 1998 
I Does Does Will Will 

| Comply Not Comply Not 1992 
CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

|| SECTION 4.32 
| FIXED OR BUILT-IN SEATING AND 
TABLES 
4.32.1 through 4.32.4 
Not applicable.
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SS SS 

1992 1992 1998 1998 
Does Does Will Will 
Comply Not Comply Not 1992 1998 

CODE SECTION FLOOR Comply Comply 

| SECTION 4.34 Basement 
AUTOMATED TELLLER MACHINES 

| 4.34.1 through 4.34.4 
| Not applicable. 
I 

} 4.35 
| DRESSING AND FITTING ROOMS comm 

4.35.1 through 4.35.5 
Not applicable. |



Chapter Eight 

Cn weer Ss reserving historic properties as important reflections of the American heritage became a national 

A Gor ee Ee a ee t os = Historic Preservation Act of 1966. The National Park Service, on behalf of the Secretary of the 
ly / | = 4 bead ee Interior, is responsible for maintaining a list of properties which are significant in American history, archi- 
Y a (A Ba fe eed EE i \\ See tecture, archeology, engineering, and culture, and worthy of preservation. This list is the National Register 

Ci f Ae: == ees So BES SS Ea SS a) of Historic Places.! 

© lee eG 4 4 |b ‘ll © The Wisconsin State Capitol was placed on the National Register of Historic Places on October 15, 
CO PCs pacer os g co CY 1970. A copy of the National Register Nomination for the Capitol may be found at the State Historical 

ees “ [——l ee Pee cena Society of Wisconsin, Division of Historic Preservation Office. 

Lf i Wea i To be eligible for the National Register of Historic Places, properties must meet one or more of the four 
pire fa oie ds i oe ae gtd ae ed Sree Fe a specific criteria as defined by the Secretary of the Interior. The criteria are essentially the National 

1 iE] PES ! Peo eee Pee Gps | Register’s standards for evaluating the significance of properties. The significance of the Capitol as a 
ee Lest) aera estes ee ae ae Beste E whole will be discussed in detail in Book I-Comprehensive Summary of the set of Historic Structure 
pened sees Beers ee EE leer Reports. A brief outline of the building’s significance is included here as an introduction to understanding 
jee ee a = a oe | the context and significance of the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions. 

| pase Sees ae ——— : Se, The Capitol was nominated to the National Register under Criteria A, B and C as defined by the stan- 
1 Lee pea ame bd SS | | dards. These criteria are: the quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, engi- 

| | fe Oat Oe a ) | design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association, and: A. that are associated with events 
Ae eS ( that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattems of our history; or B. that are associated 
ae ae [ DES mel with the lives of persons significant in our past; or C. that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, 

| i — Samy ae Se ache oe ee | | period, or method of construction, or that represent the work ofa master, or that possess high artistic 

7 oe Rae ELA Spee onan Bib = values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack distinction. ” 
Py ee ol 

es Statement of Significance 
sua eed es od — nee The following is the excerpt from the National Register of Historic Places Inventory-Nomination Form 

ee ae eee regarding the Wisconsin State Capitol’s significance: 

oO oO oO oO oO Architecture, Sculpture. Significance in these areas is in the building’s beauty and exemplification 
of the post-Columbian classicism found in numerous public and private buildings from the time of 
the Columbian Exposition in 1893 to the Century of Progress in Chicago in 1933. The architec- 
ture of George Browne Post in this edifice is both masterful and pleasing. The Wisconsin Capitol, 

A typical composite plan illustrates by degrees of darkness the various areas of significance. unusual among statehouses of this country in its form and classic symmetry, is a source of pride to 
Taken from Kahler Slater AUTOCAD drawings. the people of the state. It is sumptuous but not overdone in detail. The exterior sculptural work of 
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such masters as Daniel Chester French, Karl Bitter, Adolph A. Weinman and Attilio Piccirilli App roach to Evaluation An alysis 

would be difficult to surpass and completes the harmony and beauty of Classic architectural style : j ; 
at its best. In the Capitol’s South Wing a wide spectrum of physical changes have taken place throughout the 

; ‘Idine’s lif : ‘ina. ‘ f : 

Invention. The Assembly Chamber contains the first electric voting machine used by a legislative reg mo eo ; oe : wea ne ss ran oe 
body. lite inventory was BL. Bobroff, of Milwaukee, and it vis installed in'1917. would include facets of restoration, renovation, rehabilitation, conservation and replication, many 

: : 4 ( q W 2B 2 : considerations were determined. The approach to evaluation and analysis utilized by the team was 

SE ee ete pis ne aa called “Evaluation of Significance.” This approach was an analysis of four codependent factors, each 

with serious damage and the loss of valuable state records. Destruction was not total, however, compe = oy glee tae ae (1) ae as ee 
and state government, which needed to be housed during construction of a new capitol, func- cance; (3) architectural context; and (4) architectural integrity. These factors were addressed for both 

tioned in temporarily repaired parts of the old building as the new one, begun in 1906, was built public and private spaces. The team analyzed each factor for each space in the South Wing by the use 

wing by wing. The new west wing was completed in 1909 and occupied by the Legislature that of composite plans developed from the original plans and from transitional plans. Each factor was given 

same year. The building was finally completed for full occupancy in 1917. a ten point rating and in the final analysis the ratings for each space were added to give an overall rating. 

The Capitol houses both chambers of the Legislature, the State Supreme Court, the offices of all This final rating assisted the team in understanding a realistic condition of each space and in determining 

but one of the state’s constitutional officers, and the Wisconsin Law Library. It also contains the how a space should be treated. 

G.A.R. Hall, a small museum devoted to Wisconsin’s role in the Civil War. 

In the Wisconsin Capitol, though not entirely in the present building, took place the historic Definition of Factors Analyzed 
progressive legislation and innovations in state government for which Wisconsin is noted. Some The factors analyzed to determine significance were: (1) architectural significance; (2) historical signifi- 
of sf legislation which was enacted in the current building includes the Workmen’s Compensa- cance; (3) architectural context; and (4) architectural integrity. Architectural significance specifically 
tion ct and the establishment oft the Industrial Commission in 191 1 ; the Unemployment Com- analyzed the manner in which the finishes, details, materials, and spacial configuration were designed and 
pensation Act in 1932; and creation of the Public Service Commission in 1931. The latter was ‘ : oad eee : g 
actually the continuation and renaming of the first state regulatory agency to control public implemented to make the spaces unique. Historical significance specifically addressed the history of 

service companies, which actually had its beginning in 1874 when, through the Potter Act, important events or individuals occupying these spaces. Architectural context examined each space’s 

Wisconsin railroads were first regulated. Prior to 1931, this regulatory agency, though its scope significance in relation to its original setting, especially its recognizability to the original building. Architec- 
had been broadened to include gas, water, telephone, and electric utilities, water power, and tural integrity examined the historic and transitional building fabric in regard to remaining original finishes. 

public transportation, had retained its original identify as the Railroad Commission. For the purposes of generating the composite plan in the final analysis the architectural and historical 

Other of Wisconsin’s historically significant, pioneering legislation in socio-legal areas which significance factors were combined. 
originated on the same site but not within the present capitol building are the first direct primary 

election law (1904), the first state civil service system (1905), and the first legislative reference Evaluation of Factors 
library and bill drafting service (1901), to mention some better known examples. : : 

In theory all four factors are considered equally important because these factors can be analyzed from 

Many other states, and in some instances ee Federal Government, have either adopted ce an objective viewpoint without human intervention. In actual practice a balanced evaluation and decision 

adapted to their Own Use Most of Wisconsin SOO e ee and forward-looking legislation, was often difficult. This was due to the fact that architectural and historical significance is a value judg- 
governmental practices, and state services which had their origin within the Capitol or had 5 ; = ba i 
originated in the immediately preceding building on the same site and were further implemented ment based upon perception. Perceptions of the condition of the building varied among team members 

in the Capitol which stands today? due to their varied knowledge of the building and their different professional backgrounds. Architectural 

i context and architectural integrity, due to the historical research, survey and recording activities, were 

Since the acceptance of the National Register nomination the museum contained in the Grand Amy of more objective in nature. Even though team members, due to their differences in training often gave 

the Republic Hall (G.A.R.) has been moved from the Capitol. subjective evaluations, a more cohesive assessment for architectural context and architectural integrity 

resulted than for architectural significance. 

Much of the individual evaluation of these factors took place in steps as recording and research were 

simultaneously in progress. The team met formally several times to develop the final evaluations. 
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Architectural Significance, Architectural Context and Architectural Integrity Architectural integrity examined the historic and transitional building fabric in regard to remaining original 

The three areas addressed for the evaluation were: architectural significance, architectural context, and finishes and existing finishes. A rating from ten points to one point was also used. A rating of ten indi- 

architectural integrity. Architectural significance, labeled “S” on the composite plan, specifically analyzed cated that all of the original fabric still existed within the space. Due to normal usage and wear coupled 

the manner in which the finishes, details, materials, and spacial configuration were designed and imple- with ordinary maintenance it was determined that no space would contain all of the original fabric 
mented to make the space unique. Architectural context , labeled “C” on the composite plan, examined therefore the highest rating in this category would be nine points. Each room would receive either a 

each space’s significance in relation to its original setting, especially its recognizability to the original minimum of one or two point rating due to its continued existence in the Capitol. 

building. Architectural context also considered the history of important events/individuals occupying 

these spaces. Architectural integrity, labeled “T’ on the composite plans, examined the historic and Composite Ratings 

transitional building fabric in regard to remaining original finishes and existing finishes. The composite plans were developed onto which the proposed evaluations were placed. The addition 
of the points of the three key factors evaluated determined the final significance score. The composite 

Procedures plans were hatched with three gradations to indicate room areas with significance ranging from “best” to 

The original Post floor plans and the transitional floor plans from 1910 to 1992 were computer drafted, “better” to “good.” 

providing the team with two major sources of information. The transitional plans were broken into In order to receive a “best” rating with the darkest degree of hatching, a room must have a rating of 28 

categories by years: 1910-1951, 1951-1966, 1966-1980, 1980-1992, and 1992 for current existing to 21 points. A “best” rating also indicated that this was a space which must be absolutely saved. A 
conditions. These plans clearly illustrated the remodeling which took place during each time period. “better” rating with a medium degree of hatching was determined by a score of 20 to 13 points and 

Pattems and trends of remodeling became evident. The values placed upon the different types of meant the room should be saved if possible. Good” rooms with a light degree of hatching received 

spaces, public versus private, by the caretakers of each time period also became apparent. By com- points ranging from 12 to 5 and were considered for saving if they conformed to the desired plan. The 

puter layering Post's original plans with the transitional sets of plans and the 1992 existing conditions composite plans were developed onto which the proposed ratings were placed and tabulated. 
plan, all the original and existing floors, walls, and individual spaces could be seen and compared. This 
procedure clearly illustrated where integrity remained, and conversely, where it had been lost. As aresult of this evaluation a consistent system was used to inform the restorationists and the Senate 

Committee of the wing’s condition. In this way the areas of significance were earmarked and recom- 

Utilizing these plans and other research information the team began development of the final evaluations. mendations were made by which the proposed floor plan could be reworked ifnecessary. This informa- 
The various drawings and research evidence were mounted on conference room walls, and thoroughly tion made a difference for the floors in the following situations. 

discussed and analyzed. The evaluation was conducted by a team of architects, interior designers, and 

researchers who were knowledgeable of the data gathered to date. Each category was discussed and a Evaliation Resi: 

rating scale based on ten points was established for each category. 
Public Spaces 

Architectural significance gave a rating of ten points for a space with the highest degree of finish, detail, All public corridors on the Basement, Ground, First, Second and Third floors received “best” ratings of 
artwork, and unique configuration. The classification system used by the decorative firm Mack, Jenney high significance. Alterations, if any, in these areas were minimal. These public corridors would remain 

and Tyler was also used as a determining factor. The Senate Chamber with the most elaborate degree of the same. The Senate Chamber, Senate Parlor, and Senate Lobby on the Second Floor all maintain high 

finishes, murals by Kenyon Cox, and unique circular shape received a ten rating. At the scale’s opposite significance. The public corridors on the Fourth Floor have experienced additive changes such as a 

end, a utility room with little finish, received a one rating. ramp for handicap accessibility and the skylights have been covered over. The Fourth Floor Hearing 

Architectural context examined each space’s significance in relation to its original setting and historical Room and the west corridor have a “best” rating but the skylights have been covered over. 

significance, especially its recognizability to the original building. A guiding determinant for this evaluation 

was whether an original occupant would recognize each space within the Capitol. A rating from ten Private Spaces 

points to one point was used to determine the architectural contextual value. A ten rating would indicate The significance ratings for the private spaces varied according to each floor. The Basement displayed a 

that not only would the individual recognize the space but that the space’s original usage would still be in high significance for a basement area but overwhelmingly showed the need for the basement area to 

effect. A five rating would indicate that approximately fifty percent of the original fabric was missing service the rest of the building. This need would override any desire to keep the basement in its original 

thereby making the space not easily recognizable. condition. Ratings for the Ground Floor iterated that due to the 1980s renovation little significance 
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remains. Therefore any plan which the Senate Committee would chose would be appropriate as there is 

little to restore. 

The First Floor has pockets of high significance. Examples include Room 107S, originally the Insurance 

Department Business Office, and the adjacent accessory rooms, 108S, 1098S, 110S, and 11S. Original 

rooms 1158, 116S and 106S also had high degrees of significance. Room 113S remains largely intact 

but has been divided.. 

The Second Floor, with the President of the Senate, the Senate Chief Clerk, the sergeant-at-arms 

offices, and the long corridor on the West Side maintains a highest degree. The East Side of the Second 

Floor maintains a low degree of significance due to the 1980s renovation. 

The Third Floor overall has a high degree of significance, and all rooms and the stair galleries ranked in 

either the “best” or “better” categories. However, much of the original fabric and configuration is hidden ; 

behind the alterations. Rooms 307S and 311S specifically are areas of high significance. 

The Fourth Floor’s east side has been changed by office additions, and the skylights have been covered 

over in the stair corridors. 

Summary 

The process called “Evaluation of Significance” brought the entire spectrum of alterations which had 

taken place throughout the life of the Capitol’s South Wing into clear view. Patterns, trends, and the 

magnitude of past remodeling projects were identified. Through this careful analysis of the survey and 

research work the team has been able to balance and combine the results of many distinct and complex. 

considerations. A more realistic view of the existing conditions in the South Wing prior to development 

of proposals or actual work taking place was evident. 

In the end, this approach which evaluated the rooms by a standard measurement, allowed the 

restorationists and the Senate Committee a more realistic picture of the conditions room by room. This 

process has educated all involved about the history of the South Wing, providing them with a more 

informed basis to formulate recommendations and make educated:decisions. This balanced analysis 

approach assisted in determining a more precise overall preservation plan for the South Wing. 

Notes 

‘National Register Bulletin 15, Guidelines for Applying the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, 1 

June 1982, U.S. Dept. of the Interior, National Park Service, preface. 

*Ibid., 1-2. 

3National Register of Historic Places-Nomination Form, NPS Form 10-300, Wisconsin State Capitol, 

1970, 4-5. 
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Chapter Nine 

SITE PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS 

r i , he Wisconsin State Capitol, like all edifices of the past, has come to us through time and 

history. During this period the building has undergone many changes of various kinds. This is 

| | especially true in the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions. As Architect George 

B. Post anticipated, the office and support spaces, through remodeling and alteration projects, have 

MIFFLIN STREET undergone constant change since the building was first occupied. These projects reflected the needs of 

% 2 : oO the occupants as times and government itself changed. The public spaces have remained considerably 

ee ) < { intact through the years. These grand spaces are the main definers of the Wing’s interior, providing the 

Semone 3 grandeur, spatial sequence, architectural details, artwork and symbolism associated with the American 

Sy YY a Beaux-Arts style of architecture. The fact that the public spaces have remained intact is a direct reflec- 

an A ( B&B Vv f tion of the respect and appreciation generations have had for these magnificent architectural spaces. 
4, 

a $ Ze GANG *\ s At the same time as this evolution of the building has taken place, the general perception of the Capitol 

ie eZ has also changed. This is a result of the nation’s changing awareness and appreciation of the past. A 

& TRG g g : a preservation mind-set is more evident than at any previous time. 
a WEST WASHINGTON AVE. EX 5 5 EAST WASHINGTON AVE. 4 Allthis hi ? ye yee 
iE : : . : = this history has been taken into consideration in deciding what should be preserved for the South 

o ae i z Vv, Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions. Asa preservation treatment plan was developed an 

of ee, SE. PAVILLION < 3 understanding that history cannot be undone was also recognized. This does not imply that past alter- 

oO QO, ma ” G a ations cannot be removed; rather it suggests a pure restoration cannot occur in all spaces. More appro- 

oy ( a priate than a pure restoration would be a combination of treatments including preservation, rehabilita- 

f 3 : tion, restoration and renovation. In addition, where it is appropriate a replication or recreation of the 

: J 5 \ : original can take place. 

Ls ° I vital : 
ee Guidelines for Restoration 

MAIN STREET Remodeling projects from about 1916 through the mid 1980s significantly altered many interior spaces. 

| | These projects introduced elements not in character with the building such as dropped ceilings, metal 

partitions, and suspended strip lighting. Skylights were covered over, large areas of offices were remod- 

HI S TORIC S TRUCTURE REP ORT eled, and paint schemes were changed to modern tastes. Original light fixtures were removed, original 

WISCONSIN STATE CAPITOL : furniture was sold, and window air conditioners were installed. By the late 1980s the entire building was 

S OUTH WING me’ showing significant signs of age, especially in the mechanical, electrical, and telephone systems. 

aS i Realizing significant utility improvements and interior changes were imminent in the Capitol, the Depart- 

4) ment of Administration developed Guidelines for Restoration in late 1980. The first step in the devel- 

opment ofa preservation plan was to identify what should be saved and why. This document outlined 

Figure 505 potential space use criteria, suggested architectural considerations for both interior and exterior, and 
Overall site plan of Capitol grounds 
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recommended further study of mechanical/electrical systems. It made a clear and appropriate distinction 6. Basement would house support functions, mechanical equipment, and flexible spaces. 

between public and private space hierarchy. These distinctions came about as a result of a review of the 7. All Master Plan work would be carried out in an appropriate sequence and coordinate with 

building by the Division of Facilities Management in consultation with Architect Shinji Yamamato. This legislative sessions. 

review ecissy that te spaces should = restored and/or vee Preservation aise vineacane In 1986 the development of the formal Capitol Master Plan was — by Al edialenive kubaton? 

of the public spaces, public chambers, Hearing Rooms, and other principal spaces was essential. High : ‘ _ Bre : 
on i c tat ; Committee. The charge from the Legislature included these directives: (1) to assure that the organiza- 

priority for preservation was given to public spaces and the exterior since these are the main definers of : : ‘ i : 
Bs. 10! : f E . tions to be located in the Capitol have sufficient and appropriate space for current and future needs of 

te building. proviging the grandeur, spapal mene RCO eS en a ae personnel and equipment; these needs should be met in a manner compatible with the high standards of 

associated with the Beaux-Arts style of architecture, restoration/renovation work that should be maintained in the Capitol; (2) to locate only those organiza- 

The document also recognized the contrast between the public spaces and the private office and support tions in the Capitol that are required to be there to carry out their responsibilities; (3) to minimize the 

spaces. It noted that the office/support spaces had undergone constant change since the building was frequency and/or duration of disruptions from the construction work associated with restoration, air 

occupied, reflecting the needs of the occupants as times and government itself changed. Therefore, office conditioning, asbestos abatement, and functional changes; and (4) to proceed with the construction 

and support spaces could be rehabilitated to accommodate changing needs and new systems as further work in the manner most economically possible and consistent with the functional and operational needs 

alterations and remodeling of the private space were assumed to continue. of the Capitol building occupants. 

As recommended by the previous report, a Capitol Air Conditioning Study followed in 1985. This study The committee’s goal was to develop a plan which would incorporate contemporary space needs and 

investigated various alternatives for air conditioning the building and upgrading the seventy year old ensure that the building would remain a working functional Capitol, not a museum. In this way the three 

mechanical systems. This study recommended a constant volume terminal reheat air system as most branches of government would fulfill their contemporary function and would be easily accessible to the 

appropriate for the building. An Electrical Power Capacity Study was also done at this time to access public. Several drafts were developed and revisions made. On 4 June 1987 the Joint Committee on 

future power needs of the building. Legislative Organization adopted the Capitol Master Plan. 

The Capitol Master Plan was envisioned as a working document, part of a continually evolving guide 

The Capitol Master Plan for the renovation and restoration of the building, not necessarily a final plan for the Capitol. The writers 

During the late 1970s and into the early 1980s many small remodeling projects took place in offices knew more information and additional studies would be required before implementation could occur. 

throughout the Capitol. These projects generated a considerable amount of noise, dust, and disruption They also realized changes would occur as more information was integrated into the plan. The Capitol 

which inconvenienced many occupants for months. Asa direct result of this disruption and inconve- Master Plan incorporated many of the recommendations from the 1980 Guidelines for Restoration 

nience, policy makers began discussing the development ofa comprehensive Capitol plan in late 1982. and directed that the public spaces be restored as much as possible and the office spaces be rehabili- 

: i : ny! s tpt ss ae tated and renovated. Private office spaces for 132 legislators would be provided. All mechanical, 

Sade - — discs led to formal meetings involying a a electrical, communication, and plumbing systems would be renovated to contemporary standards, and 

agencies, and Capitol building management. Once the process was initiated the concept of a plan began air conditioning would added. All artwork would be conserved. Hazardous materials would be removed 

to take on a life of its own. Building upon the principles of Guidelines for Restoration, the work group from the building: 

developed a very pragmatic approach to Capitol work. Briefly the key goals were as follows: 

Bare: ! any Since the late 1980s, the Capitol Master Plan has defined the scope of work in the Capitol through its 

1. The needs ofa historic structure and the needs ofa moder functioning seat of government would goals and guidelines. Although the overall objective was to balance the needs ofa significant historic 

Pea i ¢ ete UB structure with those ofa functioning seat of government, additional investigation and analysis beyond the 

- Some aeRO ane BoE Bepovaripaichebuienon Sa eee ee ete Capitol Master Plan’s direction have been required and takes the form of this Historic Structure 

3: Signe aed tsi Serer woeht Ve seuss ee he Covens oe Cee et Report. A summary of the Capitol Master Plan’s recommendations is necessary in order to compare 

weer oo Chamber and adjoining spaces, Assembly Chamber and adjoining spaces, the 1987 Capitol Master Plan with the proposed 1995 recommendations. The 1995 recommenda- 

realness eens doen tions have resulted from further investigation and analysis. 
4. All renovation/rehabilitation would be compatible with the building’s theme. 

' 5. Technology would be integrated to the fullest extent possible. - és 
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Summary of Capitol Master Plan Initially, the Capitol Master Plan drawings were overlaid with the existing floor plans and original floor 

The Capitol Master Plan isa thirty-five page written document plus drawings. Besides the written plans on CAD. The resulting overlay composite drawing provided an excellent opportunity to view the 

information, proposed floor plans for each wing and the rotunda basement were included. These plans number of original and existing walls, ceilings, and floors that would remain if the Capitol Master Plan 

were schematic in nature and lacked specific detail. Original or existing plans were not included. The work was accomplished. All remaining original fabric was highlighted on these plans for ease of identifi- 

Capitol Master Plan acknowledged and adopted the 1980 Guidelines for Restoration, the 1985 Air cation and evaluation. 

Conditioning Study and the 1986 Electrical Capacity Study. A study booklet for closely examining the detail of this information in combination with historical infor- 

The Capitol Master Plan discussed present building occupants, proposed occupants and probable mation was developed in 8 1/2" by 11" format. Contents of the booklet include original decorative 

locations for specific departments or entities. Information on the history and past occupants was not : painting classification diagrams, original George B. Post floor plans, existing (1992) floor plans and the 
provided. The Capitol Master Plan did not provide any information regarding the interior in terms of initial design development floor plans. In addition, te large scale Capitol Master Plan floor plans were 

the decorative finishes, artwork, or architectural details. Specific instruction concerning probe work to utilized by comparing them with the large scale existing and original plans. 

document the chronology of decorative finishes or the conditions of existing building components such With this information, the evaluation occurred. This phase evaluated all comprehensive surveys, docu- 

as grilles, hardware, doors, wood trim, marble, and lighting fixtures was not specified. The Capitol mentation, research, and preliminary analysis information developed to date in relationship to the study 

Master Plan did not include any photographic documentation of the Capitol. booklet and additional large scale Capitol Master Plan drawings. The evaluation focused on the 

The Capitol Master Plan discussed the exterior in respect to artwork, lighting, and exterior doors. amount of additional original fabric that would be lost, potential alterations to the architects’ original 
However, no information on the actual exterior surfaces or components of the building was included. intent, and potential changes to accommodate new systems and/or technology. The assessment of the 

on implications of the Capitol Master Plan for each floor is outlined. 
The disposition of original materials, non-original materials, or the reuse of materials was not addressed. 

Furnishings, original or proposed, was not addressed. Furniture was addressed in a cursory manner ° 

which referred to improvements for existing desks. Assessment of Preservation 

I i t Id be din the South Wi thwest 
The Capitol Master Plan referenced the 1980 Guidelines for Restoration in supporting the restora- n ari: the assessment of what ee on in . ou ing and Southeast and Southwes 

: : ee i re : Pavilions, a complex methodology involving the basic operations of comprehensive survey, documenta- 
tion of public spaces to original conditions, and indicated that all other non-public spaces should be L : k : : 

i nv ART : 3 tion, research, and analysis was used. Developing a detailed and accurate preservation treatment plan 
renovated to conform to the proposed configurations and space utilization. At the time the Capitol : i 

" ; Oe Shp depended upon the first three methods as codependent operations. The three operations were com- 
Master Plan was developed, the need for a comprehensive report on the Capitol, such as a Historic anes Ch j : t 

: posed of many individual complex tasks, yet in many respects all three occurred at the same time. As 
Structure Report, was not perceived. 3 A t : 

the comprehensive survey and research was undertaken some analysis was required to refocus interde- 

: i endent tasks and maximize the quantitative and qualitative results. 
Assessment of the Implications of the Capitol Master Plan » ” a 

The assessment of the implications of implementing the Capitol Master Plan was necessary for three ae URE SUEVSD, need aceite TS Meee means mei a 

key reasons: (1) the assessment would provide a greater understanding of the Capitol Master Plan; (2) ee eee? using peaeintes sina corms saeaet eae SPURNS: eee ae i 

the assessment would provide an aid in appraising what should be preserved; and (3) the assessment examining oatetiale, ssi EIN ees sii ae wanes Rennie a. = 

process would clearly define how the Capitol Master Plan should be amended. poles The documentation was the pens anne wine servant meee information:This 
recording was done in written and graphic form, including the measured drawings. The research focused 

In order to assess the implications that implementing the Capitol Master Plan might have had upon the on architectural and historical research. This research examined archival sources including correspon- 
South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions, a methodology was used which consisted of three dence, specifications, contracts, photography, and an examination of the original Post plans. A compre- 

phases: (1) the analysis of composite drawings of original floor plans and existing floor plans in conjunc- hensive analysis began when most of the survey and research efforts were completed. This analysis was 

tion with decorative paint diagrams; (2) the evaluation of the comprehensive documentation survey, the key transitional step between data and development of a preservation treatment. This entailed 
research, and preliminary analysis; and (3) the development of treatment recommendations for each analysis and evaluation of both the research and the recording efforts. 

space. 
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Appropriate diagnosis and evaluation which would result in solid preservation recommendations for the document. The recommendations and alternatives following are separated into major categories: general 

South Wing centered around three factors: evaluating the historical and architectural significance of each recommendations, interior architectural recommendations, interior mechanical and electrical recommen- 

area, identifying the integrity of each area, and identifying the context of each area. Architectural signifi- dations, exterior recommendations, and a brief summary with recommendations for further study. 

cance analyzed the manner in which the finishes, details, materials, furniture, and spacial configurations 

were designed and implemented to make the spaces unique. Historical significance addressed the General Recommendations 

history of important events or individuals occupying these spaces. Integrity examined the historic and be Ca ; : 
transitional building fabric in regard to remaining original finishes. Context examined each space’s Ganeael recommendations included the development of drawings, documentations, surveys, and a 

significance in telatisa to its onemal setting historic structure report and are further defined as follows: 

All of these factors were evaluated concurrently through use of key research and documentation findings s ep in pore onthe one Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions as presently exist- 

such as original design intent for each space; original and transitional use of each space; original and me, eee plans, sections, and sorb series developed, 

transitional occupants of each space; original and transitional materials; furnishings and furniture used in ee oe _ ues of the building were to be RORED REG, r 
each space, and extent of original walls, ceilings, materials, and finishes remaining in each space. 3. The building’s interior should be documented and surveyed. Specific components should include 

probe work to establish the chronology of decorative finishes; a comprehensive survey and 
Using a numerical rating scale of one to ten, one being the lowest and ten being the highest, each ele- documentation ofall building components suchas grilles, hardware, doors, wood trim, marble, 

ment was evaluated concurrently and given anumerical score based upon findings noted above. A fixtures and other items; a comprehensive search and inventory of original furniture should be 

composite score for each space was calculated. Three levels of composite scores were established to conducted with effort to refurbish and reuse original furniture when possible; all original materials 

categorize and clearly define the areas that must be preserved or restored, those that could be rehabili- or components should be documented, tagged, carefully removed ifnecessary or protected in 

tated, and those where renovation and/or alteration was acceptable. This became the basis ofa prelimi- place, and saved, refurbished and reused. 

nary preservation treatment plan. These drawings are illustrated in Chapter Eight-Evaluation of Signifi- 4. Interior space treatment should include a restoration of all public spaces to original condition ora 

Sa recreation of original conditions. Alterations to public spaces should be minimal. Alll significant 

The second phase of analysis involved assessing the implications of the proposed Capitol Master Plan non-public spaces which have retained a high degree of integrity and where context has not been 

in contrast to the developing preservation treatment plan. Also, factors impacting the proposed preser- lost should be restored. The Capitol Master Plan should be amended as necessary in these 
vation of individual areas, such as potential removal of hazardous material, locations of existing and areas. All other non-public spaces should be rehabilitated to conform to the Capitol Master 

proposed mechanical/electrical systems, structural system capabilities, the coordination of mechanical Plan. : 

and electrical with architectural systems, and potential restoration of decorative finishes were examined. 5. Exterior treatment should include a comprehensive survey of the South Wing and Southeast and 

Alternatives were proposed and compromises discussed where appropriate. Southwest Pavilions. 
. 6. A interior and exterior photographic record of the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest 

The preliminary plan for proposed treatment was reviewed with the State Capitol and Executive Resi- Pavilions should be made for archival purposes. 

dence Board and Senate Leadership. The State Capitol and Executive Residence Board is composed 7. A disposition policy should be developed in regard to all original and non-original materials or 

of sixteen members, including legislators, public officials, private sector architects, and interior designers. components with potential for reuse or salvage. This policy should include documentation, 

Responsibilities of the Board include overseeing all work related to the Capitol’s public spaces, the tagging, removal and storage designation procedures. A policy shall be developed in regard to all 

exterior, and Capitol Park. The proposed Preservation Plan was submitted and discussed at the 15 original and non-original materials or components with no potential for reuse or salvage. This 

May 1995 meeting... policy should include documentation and site removal procedures. (A preliminary policy has been 

Senate Leadership was represented on the project team by amember of the Chief Clerk’s office. This developed and appears at the end of this chapter and may be referenced for specific details.) 

person kept the Senate up to date on project progress and facilitated communication between the team 8. A Historic Structure Report should be completed for the South Wing and Southeast and South- 

and the Senate. Senate Leadership approved the proposed plans for the South Wing on 1 May 1995. west Pavilions. 

The third phase was the development of treatment recommendations for each area. This included 

specific recommendations for each space based upon the two previous phases for a comprehensive 
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Interior Architectural Recommendations should be retained. Toilet rooms should be made to comply with the American Disabilities Act stan- 

for the Preservation Treatment Plan dards in a manner sympathetic to the original. Renovation will include the removal of the interior parti- 

; tions and the Basement Floor. New under-the-floor utility tunnels should be implemented. New systems 

The following recommendations for the overall preservation treatment plan are the culmination ofa should include air handlers, fire pumps, and electrical substation and control systems. Rehabilitation 

complex analysis of the information contained in Chapters Two through Eight. This has been fused into a should take place in minor corridors and closets. The grand stairs space remains virtually intact at this 

detailed, comprehensive, floor by floor description of recommendations, specific preservation treat- level. The ceiling panels at the stairs are in fair condition. Decorative finish colors have been changed for 
ments, alternatives, and areas for further study. Each section begins with a brief description of the space, most of the painted frieze and beam areas. 

a brief discussion of the Capitol Master Plan’s implications for that space, proposed amendments, and 

possible alternatives for that space. This is contrasted with the recommendation/preservation treatment Ground Floor 

architectural plans which follow each section. The definitions regarding various types of preservation are Public Spaces 

placed in the Foreword and should be referenced. f : i i Ke 
The main corridor, entry vestibule, transverse corridor, and side corridor ceilings were elaborately 

ss decorated. The integrity of the public spaces is very high and context remains excellent. The entry 

j vestibules are the spaces on the Ground Floor in the Southeast and Southwest Pavilions. These spaces 

Publi Spaces contain highly decorated ceilings. 
Asmall area adjacent to the Basement rotunda contains a public corridor and grand stairs. The South , 
Wing Basement remainis essentially as originally designed except that a temporary snack shop, Room The Capitol Master Plan proposal for the Southeast and Southwest xouad mons was not specific 

BAS, occupies the former women’s toilet room and ante room. Some toilet facilities have been re- enough ie evaluate fully, it wes AST UbG both Foompaniauld nemainas yest buten sd esraored- 

moved, some partitions have been relocated or removed, mechanical systems have been modified, and Original fabric in the public spaces would be retained. 

paint colors have been changed. Most changes have been additive. 
Private Spaces 

Utilitarian Spaces The Ground Floor originally housed the Board of Health, Tax Commission, and related vaults. Prelimi- 

The basements of the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions are very utilitarian spaces and ee Ses eee ee ee Raa ee ee an 

have always been used as a mechanical equipment space, storage area, and building maintenance staff en pee eS ee ey ae a an Ors Wee 
shops. The integrity of the floor’s entire office space portion is very low as the result of several major remodel- 

ing projects. Approximately ten percent of the original integrity remains in these areas. 

Master Plan Implications et 

The Capitol Master Plan did not address Basement space. An assumption was held that the non- : saat cae os ‘ at eye 
public space in the Basement would remain utilitarian and that contemporary systems would be inte- The ae Master Plan proposed anew plan quite similar in eet and space utilization to the 

grated. However, no specific details were given for the usage or treatment of a space equal in size to eee ree of offices. It was assumed that the 1984 hier ar Reet bens ee 

any of the floors. The public space would serve as an entrance vestibule for the proposed cafeteria. HE Se Cot MCSE? F Veet EE EE HORE Oe ij cnenciehene me spony ' - — : 
Toilet rooms would replace the existing snack shop. use and layout of the floor for the Board of Health and the i argent The addition ofair — 

tioning was not accommodated, and the majority of systems inserted in 1984 would have to be rehabili- 

Recommendations perintiori 

The recommendation is to restore all public spaces and renovate the remainder of the Basement to Resoranienuadbas 

accommodate current/future needs. The public spaces, including the main corridor, transverse corridor, pee, ; . 1 2 ; P 
and grand stairs, should be restored with original decorative finishes re-created throughout. The grand The het Samy eet is to Presetve. all public spaces including the main corridor, entry vestibules, oo 

stairs ceiling finishes should be conserved. Alll original grilles, hardware, doors, borrowed lights, and transverse corridor. Decorative finishes eaunpers - re-created where scien The ae Sageal 

related trim should be reused. All original light fixtures should be reinstalled. All marble floors and walls should be restored, and the east and west side private offices should be rehabilitated. All original grilles, 
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hardware, doors, borrowed lights, and related trim should be reused. All marble floors and walls should Based upon preliminary probes, decorative finishes in the Board of Control area appear to have been 

be retained. Toilet rooms should be made accessible in a manner sympathetic to the original. elaborate and extensive, but most of these areas have been heavily remodeled and much original fabric 

Alternatives investigated included (1) retaining much ofthe existing Ground Dae ee aa has been lost. = — corridor “ wee as the stair galleries and secondary stairs have marble floors 

iit sitoie Ve, f nae arr gy i and walls, and significant decorative finishes. 
sand ceilings as practical in lieu of removing eleven year old material; (2) compromising significantly in 

regard to office size, and the efficiency of electrical, mechanical, and HVAC under-the-floor systems The secondary corridors and vestibules serving these rooms contain marble floors, plaster walls and 

design; and (3) integrating stencil patterns in the Senator’s offices as a decorative finish upgrade (pos- ceilings, and doorways with borrowed lights. Evidence indicates that the original decorative work 

sible designs to be determined by further probe work). consisted ofa simple three color paint scheme which has been covered over by contemporary paint 

schemes. . 

Grand Stairs Ascending from Ground to First 

The grand stairs space remains virtually intact at this level. The ceiling panels at the stairs are in fair Master Plan Implications 

condition. Decorative finish colors have been changed for most of the painted frieze and beam areas. The Capitol Master Plan proposal for all the public spaces was not specific enough to evaluate fully. It 
was assumed that all public spaces would remain and be restored. 

Master Plan Implications The Capitol Master Plan proposed a new plan quite different in configuration and space utilization 

The Capitol Master Plan proposal for the grand stairs was not specific. It was assumed that the from the 1992 existing plan of offices and the Joint Finance Hearing Room. This was in contrast to the 

ceilings would be restored as part of the overall conservation efforts related to artwork. floor’s original use as the Board of Control and Insurance Department offices. All portions of remaining 

: original fabric in office areas would be lost. It was assumed that all ceilings and interior walls in the office 

Recommendations areas would be removed to facilitate removal of hazardous materials and installation of new systems. 

Recommendations included both preservation and conservation as this public space should be restored The marble floors in these areas would have been removed. 

with original decorative finishes re-created throughout. All decorative finishes on the ceiling panels 

should be conserved. Recommendations 

The space in which the grand stairs ascend from First Floor to Second Floor is the largest interior public 

First Floor space in the South Wing. The space remains virtually intact since its completion in 1914. Decorative 

Public Spaces finish colors have been changed for most of the painted areas. The giant skylight needs repair. Marble 

The Southeast and Southwest round rooms serve as primary entrances to the First Floor of the South walls need to be repointed and cleaned. The metal railings need to be conserved. This public space 

Wing. The corridor belting the rotunda, stair galleries, stair corridor adjacent to the grand stairs, and should be restored with original decorative finishes re-created throughout. All original lighting fixtures 

main corridor serve as access to the First Floor offices. All spaces remain intact and contain highly should be reinstalled and the skylight should be repaired. 

decorated ceilings. The recommendation is that the original fabric in the public spaces would be retained. Public spaces, 

including the main corridor, vestibule, transverse corridor, side stairs, and stair galleries should be 

Private Spaces restored with original decorative finishes re-created throughout. Alll historic light fixtures should be 

The First Floor is the primary floor of the wing. In the South Wing, the First Floor originally housed the reinstalled where missing. 

ba ieee Lessard ii: oe — — —— os docmnentt. The recommendation is that office spaces on the east and west sides of the floor should be rehabilitated, 
these areas had decorative work dignifying their level of apaeianes, Decorative work throughout the saving as much original fabric as possible. The original Insurance Department office, now the Joint 

saat silimpaais papsictie hang bean rep neacniaye a Gloss Thang Class teva, Nay. of Finance Committee Hearing Room (1078), should remain and be restored to circa 1912 along with the 

tie offers ant ancillary spaces retain a high degree of integri Be Aino hernes no oo pea by. adjacent suite of rooms (130S, 111S, 1108, 109S, 108S). Major portions of the office space at the 

the Joint Finance Hearing Brom bes boop reenad eles auch Tecan 0g ie OU ea ees ore south end of the floor should be retained. All marble floors and walls should be retained. All original 

Most changes ete aacuiye. grilles, hardware, doors, borrowed lights, and related trim should be reused. 
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The level of rehabilitation relates primarily to the mechanical system. The First Floor toilet rooms do not The Southeast round room retains much original fabric although it has been remodeled several times 

require significant modifications for mechanical or architectural reasons; therefore, they will not be made with the addition of acoustic panels, radiator enclosures and new finishes. The Southwest round room 

accessible. This recommendation is allowable due to the adequate number of toilets on the Ground has been utilized by the Capitol Press Corps for a number of years and some integrity has been lost due 

Floor, Second Floor, and Fourth Floor which comply with the ADA requirements. to removal of original trim, lighting fixtures, and the built-in counter. 

The Joint Finance Committee Hearing Room could be subdivided into office areas if the original walls in 
pee Be Q Master Plan Implications 

that area remain intact and the changes are additive. Throughout the design process allowance should be 
made for future subdivisions if necessary. Stencil patterns may be integrated into Senators’ offices as a The Capitol Master Plan assumed the grand stairs were part of the public spaces and were to be 

decorative finish upgrade. The exact design of these will be based upon further probe work on the floor. restored. 

The Capitol Master Plan proposed a plan quite similar in configuration and space utilization to the 

1992 existing plan and to the floor’s original use with the Senate Chamber, Senate Lobby, and Senate 

Secand Floor } Parlor. All original decorative finishes should be re-created throughout. All original lighting fixtures 

should be reinstalled and the skylight should be repaired. All metal railings should be conserved. 

Public Spaces The Capitol Master Plan proposed a new plan quite similar in configuration and space utilization to the 

The grand stairs space is the largest interior public space in the South Wing. The space remains virtually 1992 existing plan and to the original use of the supporting offices. Major portions of remaining original 

intact since its completion in 1914. Decorative finish colors have been changed for most of the painted wall fabric in office areas would be retained. Some original fabric would be lost at shaft walls. It is 
areas in the drum and the barrel vault. The giant skylight needs repair. Marble walls need to be assumed that all ceilings and some interior walls in the office areas would be removed to facilitate 

repointed and cleaned. The metal gates and railings need to be conserved. removal of hazardous materials and installation of new systems. The marble floors in these areas may 

The Second Floor originally housed and continues to contain the Senate Chamber, Senate Lobby, have remained. 

Senate Parlor, and vestibules in the central areas as well as related leadership offices on the perimeter. The Capitol Master Plan proposal for the Southeast and Southwest round rooms was not specific 

The Senate Chamber is one of two legislative chambers within the Capitol. These unique areas have enough to evaluate fully. It is assumed that both rooms would be used as Hearing Rooms and that much 

extensive decorative finishes utilizing a wide variety of rich colors, stencils and artwork incorporated into original fabric would be retained. It is assumed that shaft walls in these rooms would be removed to 

ceiling panels and wall murals. The Senate Chamber and immediate surrounding spaces retain ninety- facilitate removal of hazardous materials and installation of new systems. 

five percent original integrity. 

Recommendations 

Private Spacks Recommendations for the public spaces, including the main corridor, vestibule, transverse corridor, side 
The private spaces of the Senate President had extensive decorative finishes which utilized a variety of stairs and stair galleries, are that they should be restored with original decorative finishes re-created 

rich colors and stencil patterns. Most of the decorative work has been covered over by new paint throughout. All historic light fixtures should be reinstalled where missing. All marble floors and walls 

schemes and in some areas a thin coat of plaster over fiberglass mesh. The corridors and vestibules should be retained. All original grilles, hardware, doors, borrowed lights, and related trim should be 

serving these rooms contain marble floors, plaster walls and ceilings, and doorways with adjacent reused. 

borrowed lights. Based upon preliminary probes of the wall in these corridors, the original decorative ees i 

work consisted of a simple three color paint scheme. The stair corridors and galleries have significant isa escapee a . restore the Senate Chamber, — Parlor, Senate Lobby, and vestibules to 

Se ork which has been lulls iepotaied: = origingl condition and integrate contemporary elements (voting warines PoRPRU STE: ievision. 

f lighting) as required for continued use. There should be an absolute minimum of original fabric modified 

The significance of most spaces on this floor is very high due to the relationship to the Senate Chamber. in these rooms. Artwork should be conserved. A disassembly/reassembly from the Senate Parlor side 

aeeast side of the floor retains about 20% integrity while the west side retains about ninety percent of the marble walls may be necessary to access existing mechanical and electrical systems. Detailed 

Original integrity. recommendations for the Senate Chamber area may be found in The Program Schedule for the 

7 E Senate Chamber by Joyce Inman, October 1993, located with the appendix material. 
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The recommendation is to restore the Senate President’s area as well as the related leadership offices. original fabric would also be lost at shaft walls. It was assumed that all ceilings and interior walls in the 
A major portion of original walls and ceilings throughout this area should be saved in place. All marble office areas would be removed to facilitate removal of hazardous materials and installation of new 
floors and walls should be retained. All original grilles, hardware, doors, borrowed lights and related systems. The marble floors in these areas would have been removed. 

_— let etegensli Okighl drapes ee - — eee one The Capitol Master Plan proposal for the Southeast and Southwest round rooms was not specific be refurbished and reused where possible. Non-significant office areas should be renovated. The east ‘ : a i aie e , ‘ enough to evaluate fully. It was assumed that both rooms would be used as Hearing Rooms and that side offices should be rehabilitated as well as the toilet room and the interior corridor on the west side. much original fabric would be retained. It was also assumed that shaft walls in the corridors leading from 
Both round rooms should be restored and utilized as Hearing Rooms. Toilet rooms should be made theswing intirhsawund yodms meal pa aaa CO RcileNs need ul eentaieaumiaes ie 
accessible in a manner sympathetic to the original. pric oPreirsysteis 

In the private spaces stencil patterns may be integrated into Senators’ offices as a decorative finish 

upgrade. The exact design of these will be based upon further probe work on the floor. Recommendations 

It is recommended that public spaces should be preserved with original decorative finishes re-created 
Third Floor throughout. All original lighting fixtures should be reinstalled in the public spaces. 

Fublis Spaces The recommendation is to restore the decorative finishes and lighting of the Gallery areas. Existing 
The Gallery space of the Senate Chamber occupies the central area of the Third Floor. The space seating should be retained but refurbished. Carpeting should be replaced or removed to expose the 
retains a very high degree of integrity. Changes have occurred to seating, wall decoration, floor cover- original floor ifstill existing. One Gallery area should be made accessible by the addition ofa small ramp 
ing, and lighting. Original fabric in the public areas and the galleries should be retained. and a wheelchair platform. Detailed recommendations for the Senate Chamber Gallery area may be 

The corridors and vestibules serving the committee rooms and the Senate Galleries contain marble found in The Program Schedule for the Senate Chamber by Joyce Inman, October 1993. 
floors, plaster walls and ceilings, and doorways with borrowed lights. The stair galleries and secondary The recommendation is to save a large portion of original office walls and ceilings. All marble floors 
stairs have significant decorative work which has been partially repainted. These public areas retain a should be retained. All original grilles, hardware, doors, sidelights and related trim should be reused. 

very high degree of integrity. Office space should be rehabilitated using as much original fabric as possible. 

Private Spaces The Third Floor should be made completely accessible by the addition of two ramps. To avoid a dead 
‘ : eee ° end corridor on both sides of the floor, an egress path must be maintained through the south end legisla- 

ere ofits Sout Wits Ori Pee tay eee ens ee ti a ne - desiengael tive offices. Third Floor toilet rooms do not require significant modifications for mechanical or architec- as well as related chairmen and clerks rooms. Although these rooms were to have significant decoration : f ; ERO ce ‘ 7 ; tural reasons, and will not be made accessible. This recommendation is allowable due to the adequate originally, reconnaissance probes have revealed no decorative finishes. These spaces have been remod- number of toilets on the Ground Floor, Second Floor, and Fourth Floor which comply with ADA 
eled several times with most changes being additive in nature. Overall the floor retains about seventy- oes j : e 
five percent integrity. Today this floor houses Senate offices. ce ; 

2 : i Alternatives include the following: (1) toilet rooms could be made fully accessible, and (2) Stencil The Southeast and Southwest round rooms retain about seventy-five percent integrity, although the z 5 i s : ‘ ; Asi y patterns may be integrated into Senator’s offices as a decorative finish upgrade. The exact design of Southeast round room has had acoustic panels and radiator enclosures added. Lighting and decorative oe ee ed Sh eee 
finishes have been changed. r Z : 

Fourth Floor (Attic) 

Public Spaces 

Pe are ea The Fourth Floor of the South Wing originally housed Senate and Assembly Committee rooms and the 
The Capitol Master Plan proposed a new plan quite similar in configuration and space utilization to the Assembly and Committee Room Lecture Hall. The original lecture hall, now a Hearing Room, has had 
1992 existing plan which contrasted with the floor’s original use as committee rooms and committee several types of suspended ceilings installed, skylights covered over, a two level hearing desk added 
chairman’s offices. Major portions of remaining original fabric in office areas would be lost. Some and paint schemes changed. 
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Private Spaces Room desks should be replaced and reoriented. The two round rooms should be utilized as Hearing 
The west side of the floor has been converted from two committee rooms into two legislative office Rooms. All original grilles, hardware, doors, and related trim should be reused. All skylights should be 
suites. Although original decorative finishes were to be modest on this floor, preliminary probes have replaced or uncovered. The integration of new mechanical systems should be placed above the ceiling. 
revealed very minimal finishes. Almost all spaces on this floor have had some alterations; most however Office spaces should be rehabilitated. i 

have been additive: All original light fi aiicieheen eased. The Fourth Floor should be made accessible by creating two ramps with marble floors with bronze 
The east side of the floor has been completely remodeled with a corridor and two legislative office suites railings. Toilet rooms should be made accessible in amanner sympathetic to the original. 

added and skylights covered over. Alternatives for the Fourth Floor included: (1) The Hearing Room space may be adapted to a more 
The side corridors have had suspended plaster ceilings added, skylights covered over, soffits added to intense use, such as multimedia conference center providing the remaining integrity is not compromised; 
conceal electrical conduits, and ramps added over marble stairs. and (2) Stencil patterns may be integrated into Senators’ offices as a decorative finish upgrade. The a 

Rahs ‘ t design of th ill b hi b: k on the floor. The Southeast and Southwest round rooms retain much integrity. Lighting and decorative finishes have PRESARIO TL is Perea ee Meer drs Cone Beh 
been changed. $ 

Fifth Level 
Overall the floor retains about eighty percent of its original integrity. Private Spaces 

ey The Fifth Level of the South Wing, as a very utilitarian space, has always been used as a storage area. Master Plan Implications ; van 5 ; ‘ 
The area remains as originally designed except that the skylights have been covered over and paint 

The Capitol Master Plan proposed a new plan quite similar in configuration and space utilization to the colors have been changed. 
1992 existing plan which contrasted to the floor’s original use as committee rooms. Major portions of 

remaining original fabric would be retained. Some original fabric at shaft walls, mechanical spaces, and Master Plan Implications 
four inolated ebatings anvtee ieee ticaring Room would be lost to integrate new systems ¥ is assumed The Capitol Master Plan did not address the fifth level of the South Wing, 
that all ceilings and interior walls in the east and west office areas would be removed to facilitate re- 
moval of hazardous materials and installation of new systems. The marble floor at the west side would 4 any Recommendations have been removed. The original stage area would be lost. 

The recommendation is to retain all interior walls and ceilings. All wood doors, related trim, and hard- 
The Capitol Master Plan proposal for the Southeast and Southwest round rooms was not specific ware should be reused in place. Existing skylights should not be removed allowing for the option of 

enough to evaluate fully. It was assumed that both rooms would be used as Hearing Rooms and that future restoration. Adequate ventilation and lighting should be provided for the intended storage use. 
much original fabric would be retained. It was also assumed that ceilings and shaft walls in the corridors 
leading from the wing into the round room would be removed to facilitate removal of hazardous materi- Fifth Level (Central portion) 
als and installation of new systems. : ; i f : 

This area of the Fifth Level is not actually part of the South Wing but part of the Central portion of the 
e building. This area consists of two vestibule spaces which provide access to the Fifth Level storage Recommendations i 5 

i : ; : . eo j rooms above the South, East and West wings and also access to the Sixth Level. The space has marble 
patapie one will be done in the public spaces with preservation in part of the corridors and floors with plaster walls and ceiling. Small windows overlook the pavilion dome roofs. 
rehabilitation in the corridor area adjacent to the barrel vault. The secondary stairs are to be restored. 

The original decorative finishes should be re-created in all public spaces that are being restored and The areas remain as originally designed except that a suspended plaster ceiling was added to conceal 
areas including the Hearing Room and the round rooms. All original lighting fixtures should be reinstalled fire lines added in the 1950s, simulated wood paneling was added at the window ledge, original light 
in the public spaces. fixtures were removed, and skylights over the stairs were removed. 

The recommendation is to save original walls, ceilings, and marble floors to the greatest extent possible. 
: The Assembly and Committee Room Lecture Hall (Hearing Room) should be restored. The Hearing 
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Master Plan Implications Constant Volume Reheat System 

The Capitol Master Plan did not address the Fifth Level of the central portion. The constant volume reheat system requires that reheat coils be installed in the supply air ductwork. The 

reheat coils would normally be installed in ceiling spaces throughout the building requiring large access 

Recommendations panels to be installed through the plaster ceilings for maintenance. Such a design would require schedul- 

The recommendation is to preserve all interior walls, ceilings and marble floors. All wood doors, related ing of maintenance work to avoid interruption of the building occupants for maintenance activities. To 

trim and hardware should be reused in place. The simulated wood paneling should be replaced with overcome these problems the proposed system places the reheat coils in the Basement and provides 

wood paneling. Historic lighting should be reinstalled. New perimeter heating units must be designed in a individual supply air duct runs to each space requiring independent temperature control. Locating the 
sympathetic manner. reheat coils in the Basement will allow maintenance to be performed with minimal disruption to the 

occupants. Lowering the Basement Floor also will allow the basement to be more useful because the 

Interior Buildin g Sy stems mechanical utilities will not encroach on headroom as much as it currently does. 

Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning The air handling equipment should also be installed in the Basement. The desire to locate this equipment 

‘ tena 6 ieee 2 i i in the Basement requires major renovation to provide adequate space for the needed equipment. It is 

Tee hentine, wentilating, ee cee anes ee —_ proposed that the Basement floor be lowered by approximately two feet to allow additional ceiling 

besniclity a pane bei = P novi Pemen eee the occupants, Eo cas at — space for the air handling units, distribution ductwork, reheat coils, and steam piping. Also, a utility 

ponte! an saponins fonctionsanihe Capitol for ROoiPant conaiort and fon pipirsticn obthe HEAINE tunnel is proposed which would bring the heating hot water and chilled water for air conditioning to the 
decorative finishes and artwork. A stable environment will help to preserve the historical finishes. South Wing fromi the miain mechanical room located in the North Wing: 

Master Plan Implications Each staff and legislator office should have independent temperature control as should the Senate 

The focus of the portion of the Capitol Master Plan relating to heating, ventilating and air conditioning Chamber, Senate Parlor, and all Hearing Rooms. For all practical purposes each room in the South 

was on air conditioning. The Capitol Master Plan did not specifically address heating systems. The Wing should have independent temperature control through its own individual supply air duct and reheat 
Capitol Master Plan referenced a 1985 study, commissioned by the Building Commission, which coil. Some minor spaces such as corridors and copy rooms may be combined on the same zone duct/ 

evaluated alternatives for air conditioning the Capitol, and recommended that the building be air condi- coil. It is proposed that the toilet rooms be heated only, using a fan powered cabinet unit heater, flush 

tioned to help preserve the decorative finishes and artwork. Some of the criteria used to evaluate the mounted in the ceiling of the toilet rooms. Ventilation air should be transferred into the toilet rooms and 

various alternatives included dependability, acoustics, maintainability, appearance, space comfort, and exhausted through a ducted exhaust system. 

ability to provide humidity control. The Capitol Master Plan also makes reference to the United States 

Capitol building which is fully air conditioned and reportedly has no problems with deterioration due to Hot Water Perimeter Heating System 
temperature and humidity fluctuations. The United States Capitol has a constant volume reheat heating, In addition to the air side system, a hot water perimeter heating system should be provided to heat the 

ventilating, and air conditioning system. room with exterior exposures. The perimeter heating units should consist of convector coils installed in 

the original wood radiator enclosures located below each window. The perimeter heating system is 

Recommendations needed to counteract the substantial heat loss at the windows and the cold drafts that result. The distri- 

Inkeeping with the priorities identified in the Capitol Master Plan, the heating, ventilating, and air bution piping needed for this system should be installed in the existing SB wall piping chases i 

conditioning system proposed consists of a constant volume reheat air distribution system and a hot which the steam perimeter piping currently exists. Where these chases occur in ome ively decorative 
water perimeter heating system. This type of system pear waleeanearaiseucaandineererethe walls which would be extremely difficult to repair, such as in the penate Parlor, it is anticipated ies the 

most stable temperature and humidity control for the building. However, this system presents some piping may be installed from either the floor above or below 10, minimize the disturbance to the finishes. 
difficult implementation challenges. In some locations however, marble, wood, or other finishes will need to be removed to allow access for 

removal of existing and installation of new duct and piping. 
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Humidification Master Plan Implications 

Humidification of the building should be accomplished through the central air distribution system by The Capitol Master Plan identified the need for additional toilet facilities to support the many large 
central steam injection humidifiers located in the air handling units. It is proposed that the humidity levels events which attract large numbers of people on the Capitol Square. The only potential solution pro- 
bemonitored in the return air system to obtain average building humidity. The humidity control setpoint posed by the Capitol Master Plan was to reopen the public toilet facilities at the exterior of the Capi- 
must be automatically adjusted to a lower setting as the outside air temperature falls to avoid condensa- tol, under the Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and Wisconsin Avenue grand staircases. These facilities 
tion in the exterior walls which have no vapor barrier to keep the moisture in the building. Condensation were original to the Capitol but were closed at some point and are currently used for Building and 
in the exterior walls could cause extensive damage to the masonry joints in the walls. Grounds equipment storage. The Capitol Master Plan did not address the sanitary waste and vent 

piping system. 
Controls — 

The proposed controls for the heating, ventilating, and air conditioning systems consist of computer Recommendations 
based electronic sensors and controllers with pneumatic valve and damper actuators. This system allows The sanitary piping for the most part is in good working condition. The horizontal piping runs in the 
accurate temperature and humidity sensing and processing with rapid response and inexpensive actua- basement will need to be reworked along with new heating, ventilating, and air conditioning duct and 
tors. The computer based system will also allow building operating and management personnel to piping to allow the needed space for these systems. The primary work involved with the sanitary piping 
monitor the operation of the systems and assist them in responding to heating, ventilating, and air condi- system will consist of this rework in the Basement. Some minor rework will be needed on other floors 
tioning system problems. where existing piping conflicts with new heating, ventilating, and air conditioning or architectural changes. 

f bee iis It was considered to replace all of the sanitary piping in the building. This was not recommended 
a toning because the system was replaced in 1969, and the materials used have a good life expectancy. It was In 1985 a report was commissioned by the Building Commission to study the alternative available for air also considered to reuse the existing toilet fixtures, lavatories, and faucets. However, this was not conditioning the Capitol. The study considered all conceivable system approaches for air conditioning recommended because the existing fixtures are not original to the Capitol, and recent experience with 

and identified four feasible alternatives to study. The criteria used to evaluate the alternatives included the North and West Wing Renovation and Restoration Projects indicates numerous problems with 
dependability, acoustics, maintainability, appearance, space comfort, and ability to provide humidity reusing these fixtures. Also, the cost of replacing these devices is relatively low. control. The four alternatives were also evaluated based on life cycle cost. The study resulted in a ; 
recommendation to incorporate several approaches to meet the needs of the various types of spaces Fire Protection 

___ that exist inthe Capitol including (1) fan coil units in the window seats of exterior zone spaces; (2) £ : § i . constant volume terminal reheat cooling in interior staff spaces: (3) single zone air han ili Lins lll aoe protection et of fire hose standpipes, with fire hose stations on each floor of the 
reheat cooling for each chamber; and (4) constant volume terminal reheat cooling for all museum and Capitol, and automatic sprinklers in select areas of the Basement only. 
library spaces. ‘ 

Master Plan Implication 
sa oie, an ee — be : re era ce : The Capitol Master Plan discussed the lack of alarm initiating devices in the Capitol as a primary 

re die sti : eae oeHeice ; ger : 5 sy} Se : concern. The alarm initiating devices are part of the fire protection system discussed in the electrical ly the study. The concept of lowering the Basement floor is credited with making the recom. systems portion of this chapter. The Capitol Master Plan did not address the fire standpipe or sprin- mended approach feasible. 
kler system. 

; Sanitary Waste and Vent Recommendations 
" , eee waste and vent cama serves the follet rogms janitor sores and other miggellanenus sinks The fire standpipe system is generally adequate for the building as it is currently installed. Some minor 

iy ' throughout the building. The system carries waste from the building to the City of Madison improvements should be made to make the spaces located in the basement more useful. It is recom- 
b) ‘ eemsystem. mended that the fire protection mains in the Basement be rerouted to avoid headroom constraints that 
et ; the fire main piping currently imposes. The rerouting needed will be determined in unison with the 
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programming of the use of the Basement by the appropriate occupying agencies. Also, automatic The transient fluctuations consisted of power sags and surges, voltage spikes, and high/low frequency 
sprinklers will be provided in Basement spaces that contain significant quantities of combustible materi- noise. The Capitol Master Plan also questioned the total capacity and quality of the electrical system 
als as programmed uses are determined. but acknowledged that the magnitude of the problems was not knownat the time of the Capitol Master 

It was considered to install an automatic sprinkler system throughout the building. However, this is not rem sities Gap ~~ Plax aera e cite arose we 7 the Department of 
recommended because the discharge of water from such a system would cause extensive damage to the tsi tes eles teehee Oe cata eh a ER aE CON ea 
decorative finishes. The use of automatic sprinklers is reserved for specific areas in the Basement where Subsequent to the Capitol Master Plan an electrical project was initiated to upgrade the electrical 
the potential for fire is greater and the potential for water damage is lower. service to the Capitol. To date the substations in each wing, including the primary switches in the North 

Wing and the South Wing substation, have been replaced. New power distribution panels have been 
Storm Sewer installed in electrical closets located adjacent to the round rooms on each floor. Some power distribution 

The storm sewer system consists of roof drains, gutters, and piping which gathers the rainwater from the panels still need to be a ae ee available sero: the piano! project. It is recom- 

building roof and transports it to the storm sewer mains which carry the rainwater to the City of Madi- mended that the electrical system in the Capitol be completed in the South Wing. 
son storm sewers. 

Recommendations 

Master Plan Implications A concealed underfloor electrical raceway system is recommended to allow routing of power for 
The Capitol Master Plan did not address the storm sewer system. convenience receptacles and for voice and data wiring. The raceway would use flush mounted floor 

receptacles, if floor slab thickness allows, and would provide flexibility for revisions to occupancy 

Révowiticndations naire and oie arrangements. At the same time the Py will help Bani the oe 

wiring which h t t th i i ts ts. wirin| The storm piping for the most part is in good working condition. The primary work involved with the err eat ar re ¢ changing aT Res oh o i i = ath eee ; : aoe : , d Retin at i 1 detracts from the appearance of the interior environment and is in violation of the National Electrical storm piping system will consist of some minor rework on floors where existing piping conflicts with Code 
heating, ventilating, and air conditioning or architectural changes. j 

Surf ted fl idered in lieu of flush ted tacles. flush It was considered to replace all of the storm piping in the building. However, this was determined to be ‘ace mounted floor receptacles were ee at in lieu of flush mounted receptacles. However lus 
‘ 3 4 mounted receptacles are recommended, if possible, because the surface mounted receptacles require an unnecessary because the system was replaced in 1969, and the materials used have a good life expect- : A ; eatin i re : ; ae electrical box to be installed above the floor, and this box has proven to be of some problem to occu- ancy. Modifications to the storm sewer system will be limited to minor relocation of piping in response : et : 

ait pants when furniture arrangements conflict with the location of these outlets. Flush mounted receptacles to the programmed needs of the building. - a‘ are considered more adaptable. 

Electrical Systems Lighting 
Power The lighting in the Capitol consists of lighting for general illumination for the activities that occur in the 
The electrical power systems provide power for the motors, lighting, and convenience receptacles Capitol. The lighting fixtures include both original light fixtures constructed of cast bronze and newer light 
located throughout the building. The power for the Capitol is generated at the Capitol Heat and Power fixtures that have been installed during the various remodeling projects. Generally the lighting fixtures can 
Plant and distributed from the North Wing primary switches at 5 KV, to substations located in each be discussed in the categories of public spaces, which contain most of the original light fixtures, and 
wing. The substations in each wing distribute power to the building at 208 volts. Lighting is provided at private spaces, which have mostly the newer fixtures. The newer fixtures are not consistent with the 
120 volts. historical appearance of the Capitol. Television lighting does not currently exist in the South Wing, buta 

desire to incorporate television lighting has been expressed. 

Master Plan Implications 

The Capitol Master Plan identified problems with the electrical power system in 1987. The problems 
involved transient fluctuations that affect both the power and grounding systems throughout the building. 
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Master Plan Implications television lighting in the South Wing ifappropriate. Television lighting could be provided by portable 

The Capitol Master Plan identified the need for better lighting in the staff and legislator offices. The lighting as it is currently done. This requires the inconvenience of numerous power cables which must be 

existing lighting is not considered adequate. At the time of the Capitol Master Plan, the Department of extended each time television lighting is needed. 

Administration had already contracted with two light fixture manufactures to produce light fixtures for 

the Capitol. These fixtures have already been used in the North and West Wing restoration projects. Communications 

The following were considerations given: (1) compatibility with the architectural integrity of the Capitol, The communication systems consist of telephone, television, and a monitoring system which allows 
(2) acceptable level of ambient light; (3) reflected glare from video display terminals; and (4) energy monitoring of voice activities in the Assembly Chamber, Senate Chamber, and Hearing Rooms through- 

efficiency. out the Capitol. 

The Capitol Master Plan also specified that skylight lighting at the Senate Chamber be revised to 

eliminate the existing florescent tube lighting fixtures. These fixtures cast a “railroad track” like shadow Master Plan Implications 

on the skylight detracting from the appearance. Also, replacement of the tubes on these fixtures was Communication systems were not addressed in the Capitol Master Plan. 

considered hazardous because the maintenance person had to place planking over the skylight and 

crawl across the skylight to access the fixtures. Recommendations 

The existing telephone wiring in the South Wing should be replaced with new wiring routed through the 

Recommendations new underfloor raceway system. Commercial television cable and in-house closed circuit video systems 

Strip fluorescent lighting should be removed from all skylights. New metal halide lighting should be will be provided in each office. Also, new speakers and recording jacks for audio monitoring of the 

installed at the perimeter of the Senate Chamber skylight and the grand stairs skylight similar to the Senate Chamber and Assembly Chamber should be provided in each office. Speaker selector switches 

installations completed in the North and West Wing skylights. Lighting of the Fourth Floor Hearing will be provided to allow the occupants to select either the Senate Chamber, Assembly Chamber, or 

Room skylights will be studied and appropriate lighting provided. The lighting for the South Wing staff Hearing Rooms. 

and legislator offices a anna re to pou better woe lighting in aecendanre — the Capitol The Hearing Rooms should be equipped with sound monitoring system which would allow voice 

egal es orropninte Hitanisancn Baa ines, eo roa uautiet ice. ia eo rebroadcast from the Hearing Rooms to the Press Room located in the West Wing Basement. The 

a ree ommerncted by thie Dear triees Se ene y om ae prs cme Hearing Rooms should be equipped with a privacy switch which should allow those in the Hearing 
North Wing and West Wing restoration projects. Therefore it is recommended that these fixtures also be L Lon 

: i : Rooms to turn off the microphones to eliminate rebroadcast. 
used in the South Wing where appropriate. 

eit, 3 PDoloo1 2m ake Wireless hearing impaired sound systems should be provided in each Hearing Room and in the Senate 

ee — P nee canis wot aries cose lighting euckan ype: foriainel fixoapes Chamber to allow hearing impaired persons to participate in or monitor the activities. 
should be reinstalled in all public spaces. If there is an inadequate supply of original fixtures reproduc- 

tions should be made. All original fixtures should be cleaned, repaired, rewired, and relamped to assure The Senate Chamber should have anew sound system which would improve the clarity of amplified 

their integrity. New ceiling mounted compact fluorescent dome fixtures should be installed in all second- speech. It was considered to allow voice rebroadcast from the Hearing Rooms to each office in the 

ary corridors, similar to those used in the North and West Wings. Fluorescent fixtures should be used in Capitol. This would require many selector pins on switches in each office and many additional wires to 

all storage and mechanical spaces. Ceiling mounted original hanging light fixtures and wall mounted be routed through the building. Thus far this has been considered unjustified. 

original sconces should be used in Leadership offices and other significant office spaces. If there is an 

inadequate supply of original fixtures reproductions should be made. Other offices should be equipped Data : 

with new metal halide indirect fixtures similar to those used in the North and West Wings. The data systems consist ofa computer network administered by Wisconsin Integrated Legislative 

Television lighting has been requested for the Senate Chamber, Senate Parlor, Joint Finance Hearing Information Services (WILIS). The system provides document exchange, word processing, E-mail, and 
Room, and the Fourth Floor Hearing Room. These areas will need significant study to determine ways other important computer functions for the legislative staff. The existing data system is a token ring 

of successfully integrating television lighting into the original fabric ofeach space. Television lighting was copper backbone system. 
successfully incorporated in the Assembly Chamber in 1987. This lighting may serve as a model for the 
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Master Plan Implications Each floor above the Basement should have an “island of safety” room which would be available for 

The Capitol Master Plan did not address data systems. occupants who cannot exit the building by stairways in the event ofa fire. These rooms should be 

. accessible from the exterior by fire department ladder truck to evacuate the occupants. All air ductwork 

Recommendations : to these rooms should be equipped with fire dampers, and the locks on these rooms, as well as the 

The existing copper backbone system should be replaced with a fiber optic backbone. This would allow locks on corridor doors that lead to these rooms, should automatically open in the event ofa fire to 

sufficient flexibility for future growth and improvements in technology. The horizontal runs should be assure that occupants could enter the room. 

copper and should be accessible through the underfloor raceway system. 

i : i : ; : Security 
Alternatives would include installation ofan all fiber optic system or a wireless data system. Both of ; i yet ‘ Lo ; : 

these alternatives would greatly increase the cost and are not considered justified. bins AY. Aysemiscnsiste of limited video monitonng threugh Micke cameras and done'window 
monitoring through contact switches mounted on selected doors and windows. The monitoring station is 

é : located at the Capitol Police office in the Basement of the North Wing. 
Fire Protection 

The fire protection system consists of smoke and heat detectors, alarm horns/strobes, interface to the Master Plan Implications 

in fire al it lighti t the building. d 
ee ee The Capitol Master Plan did not address the security system. 

ss Master Plan Implications | aig ani ie ers 
: Le JOR pooas ba eas ede , avONg 

. my a a oe are pas ones pal hicde aa Beilin raat Fama Be Video monitoring and door/window monitoring should be expanded to allow additional points to be 
consisting of insufficient alarm initiating devices. The only means of initiating a fire alarm with the existing : 3 3 ! ; 

d ; $ : monitored for additional security. Electric door hold-opens should be installed on selected doors to 
system is to manually pull the handle of the one pull station located at the information desk, or to open a P 3 : : 

: 5 ae : 3 3 allow the Capitol Police to quickly close doors in the event of an emergency. 
fire standpipe hose valve, causing water to flow, thus tripping a flow switch on the fire main. This system 

was predicated on the concept of maintenance or security staff physically checking all areas of the Alternatives could include card access for private office spaces. However, this would be difficult to 

Capitol during unoccupied hours. Due to reduced staffing this practice is no longer in effect. implement in the Capitol without compromising the historical appearance of the building. 

The Capitol Master Plan presented a potential solution to the problem which included manual pull Clock : 

stations at points of egress, smoke detection system, heat detection system, compartmentalization of eal i 
Basement areas, and installation of barriers to prevent smoke and flame spread both horizontally and The clock system consists of electronic clocks located in all occupied rooms in the South Wing. The 

vertically within the building. The Capitol Master Plan also recommended that a study of an engineered clocks are controlled by a central clock control panel located in the North Wing Basement mechanical 
smoke control system be included as part of the project. equipment room. 

Recommendations Master Plan Implications 

Many of the devices identified in the Capitol Master Plan are being incorporated in the South Wing. The Capitol Master Plan did not address the clock system. 

Smoke detectors should be provided throughout the building, and heat detectors should be provided in 

mechanical rooms. Architectural design should provide some compartmentalization of Basement areas Recommendations 

by individual room wall as well as fire separation barriers between each wing. Manual pull stations are The clock faces should be designed to complement the historic character of the Capitol. The clock 

not being provided because of the concern of false alarm being initiated by the public. An engineered faces should use Roman type numerals and the clocks will have a brass frame. 

a ee ace ant Sa Oe tate 2 e ial wipe, PRED es Sau mse The original pneumatic clocks could possibly be retrofitted to modern electronic drives. The quantity 

hahaha wt: Aaliinusrhie) rete ough— pei ore hoa raged wceagads ey Nc | and condition of the original clock bodies will not meet the needs of the building, and the expense would 
proposed. | 

be great to have the clocks replicated. 
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The Exterior 

The Capitol Master Plan did not address the exterior surfaces of the Capitol. A summary of the 

exterior is contained in Chapter Four and this study will be addressed in Book VIII-Exterior of the 

complete set of the Historic Structure Reports. 

Disposition 

The Capitol Master Plan did not address the disposition of any materials. A disposition list for the 

South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Pavilions appears at the end of this chapter. This list includes 

the following: 

1. Original materials/equipment to remain in place and be reused. 

2. Original material/equipment to be removed, rehabilitated, and reused. 

3. Original materials/equipment to be removed and disposed. 

4. Original materials/equipment to be removed and saved. 

5. Non-original materials/equipment which resemble the original to be removed and disposed. 

6. Non-original materials/equipment which resemble the original to be removed and stored. 

7. Non-original materials/equipment which resemble the original to be reused. 

8. Non-original materials/equipment which are contemporary to be removed and disposed. 

9. Non-original materials/equipment which are contemporary to be reused and stored. 

10. Miscellaneous information. 

Summary 

Itis realized that while the South Wing and Southeast and Southwest Historic Structure Report is : 

complex and quite extensive, it is not possible to have included every individual aspect or component. 

Addendums and appendixes to the report will contain information as it is found. Areas which need 

additional study include a comprehensive decorative finishes probe study, a comprehensive artwork 

conservation study, and an exterior condition study. 
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Original Materials/Equipment—Remain in Place—Reuse Second Floor 

Materials and equipment in this category are those original to the building, possessing a very high degree sian walls ; : 

on integrity, and are in very good condition. These materials are usually of the finest quality stone, metal, Staircase handrails 

or wood. These will remain in place and be protected during the construction project and cleaned or jaaivie floors, stairs 
conserved as part of the final stage of the project. Wainscots 

Marble handrails 

Baceient Marble toilet partitions 

Exterior window frames and casings 
Marble walls : : - 
Merle ‘ Public corridor doorway frames and casings 

. . i. Plastic ceilings and cornices in Leadership offices, Parlor and Chamber and lobbies 

eT ev . ake f ; j Borrowed lights, transoms, frames and casings 
Plaster ceiling and cornice in public corridor and stair : : 5 

Marble floors and walls in president toilet 
6" fresh water well 

Wood access panels 

Ground Floor 
Third Floor 

es cs Marble floors, stairs 

Merb : ; Marble toilet partitions 

a . oo ‘ baa “4 Marble toilet partitions 

— ng ARTE ee Staircase handrails 
a = es an eaguigs Railings at gallery 

Ae oncoorway casings Public corridor doorway frames casings 

First Floor Exterior window frames and casings 

hie walls Borrowed lights, transoms, frames and casings 

Staircase handrails Fourth Floor : 
Marble “ ies all Marble floors 
Quarter ree te O; ainscot Siaincads WaNdgails 

Marble handrails A : ‘ : 
Se toil ee Public corridor doorway frames casings 

M “i © 5; a P <a Be “A Exterior window frames and casings 

. . ee . a By Pear re Public corridor borrowed light frames and casings 

ee ey ames a Casings Remaining frames in original skylight openings 
Exterior window frames and casings 

Quarter Sawn White Oak pediment over doors and windows 

Plaster ceilings and cornices in S.E. offices and 

Joint Committee on Finance room 

Selected borrowed lights, transoms, frames and casings 
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Original Material/Equipment— Second Floor 
Remove, Rehabilitate, and Reuse Original brass grills and frames 

Materials and equipment in this category are oor mach are original to the building, possess a high Quarter Sawn White Oak doors, hardware & mail slots 
degree of integrity and are in good or fair ee sais these — - removed to foci tate the (ea anes eat vc 
restoration and rehabilitation project or to facilitate restoration or rehabilitation of the componentitself. Quester Sawn White Gok cliaic nile 
These will be inventoried, tagged, removed and stored and later restored or rehabilitated and reused. Toilet fixtures 
Much of this material is reused in original locations. Dineevaciitonte 

Original light fixtures 
Ground Floor Quarter Sawn White Oak picture rail (stained) 

Original brass grills and frames Quarter Sawn White Oak radiator enclosures 
Original furniture Marble threshold 
Doors, hardware & mail slots Marble drinking fountains 
Windows Mahogany radiator enclosures 
Original light fixtures All office related Quarter Sawn White Oak door casings and trim 
Quarter Sawn White Oak radiator enclosures Marble toilet partitions, sinks, wall panels, marble Floor 
Marble threshold Quarter Sawn White Oak borrowed light and transom sashes 
Marble toilet partitions, wall panels, sinks, partial marble Floor i 
Marble sink in painters shop Third Floor 
Toilet fixtures Original brass grills and frames 
Toilet accessories and mirrors Original furniture 

Quarter Sawn White Oak doors, hardware & mail slots : First Floor Quarter Sawn White Oak chair rails 
Original brass grills and frames Original light fixtures 
Original furniture Quarter Sawn White Oak picture rails (stained) 
Doors, hardware & mail slots Marble threshold and Floor 
Toilet accessories and mirrors Original light fixtures 

Chair rails Toilet fixtures 
Toilet fixtures Radiator enclosure 
All office related door casings Gallery seats 
Original light fixtures Marble drinking fountains 
Quarter Sawn White Oak picture rail (stained) Marble sinks, wall panels, partial marble Floor 
Quarter Sawn White Oak radiator enclosures ; Quarter Sawn White Oak borrowed light and transom sashes 
Marble thresholds & Floor All office related Quarter Sawn White Oak door casings and trim 
Quarter Sawn White Oak wainscot 

Brass vacuum covers Fourth Floor 
Quarter Sawn White Oak column casings in Hearing room Original brass grills and frames ; 
Selected Quarter Sawn White Oak borrowed light and transom frames, casings and sashes Original furniture 
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Quarter Sawn White Oak doors, hardware & mail slots Piping 

Quarter Sawn White Oak chair rails Wood access panels (corridor) 

Quarter Sawn White Oak borrowed light and transom sashes 
pailek anes Second Floor 

Marble toilet partitions, sinks, wall panels, partial marble Floor Cast iron radiators 

Marble threshold and Floor Painted picture rail 

' Marble drinking fountains Duct work 

Metal ladders to elevator penthouse Plumbing 

All office related Quarter Sawn White Oak door casings and trim Electrical 

Piping 
Original Materials/Equipment—Remove and Dispose Wood access panels (corridor) 

Materials and equipment in this category are those which are original to the building, usually have a good Third Floor 
level ofintegrity remaining but are poor Phesice! oe These oo areno long serviceable @astlicn padintore 
orare not compatible with new equipment being installed with the restoration and rehabilitation project. Painted picture rail 
The items ipthis op have no significant value and may be disposed of. Unique items may be saved Duct work, piping 
for the Capitol archives. Plumbi 

Ing 
Electrical 

Basement Wood access panels 
Mechanical equipment including fans, pumps, ductwork, coils Al damaged beyond repair woodwork 

Electrical equipment 
Plumbing equipment Fourth Floor 

Ceramic tile covered marble Floors (toilet rooms) Cast iron radiators 

Painted picture rail 
Ground Floor Blectical 

Cast iron radiators Plumbing lines 
Painted picture rail ; Wood grounds 
Duct work Lath and plaster 
Plumbing Clay tile and plaster partitions 
Electrical All damaged beyond repair woodwork 
Piping Mechanicals: return fan, associated duct work, piping 

First Floor 

Cast iron radiators 

Painted picture rail 

Duct work 

Plumbing 

Electrical 
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Original Materials/Equipment—Remove and Save Marble toilet partitions 
; Brass 

Materials and equipment in this category are those which are original to the building, usually have a good riences oe. oe 

level of integrity remaining but are in poor physical condition. These typically are no longer serviceable ‘ : a 
f : ft GOK ; ‘ Tain : *Badly stained pieces will be disposed of. 

or are not compatible with new equipment being installed with the restoration and rehabilitation project. 

These will be i toried, tagged, d and stored. The items in this group have some value and will aks : : 
SORT TPEPEERERE eeepc Aeon Set Stoned and jeter Sith Non-Original Materials/Equipment Which 

be saved for later use, use by others or sold as surplus. Unique items may be saved for the Capitol ane 
archives: Resemble Original—Remove and Dispose 

: This category includes materials and equipment added to the building through the past remodeling 

Basement projects (approximately 1950 through 1986). These items may look similar to original but lack detail or 

Metal covered wood doors quality. These are typically items which are in poor physical condition and/or cannot be removed intact. 

Marble toilet partitions These items will be removed and disposed of. 

Ground Floor Basement 
Corridor picture rails 

Quarter Sawn White Oak wood bases Ground Floor 

Marble toilet partitions Wood base 

fs Chair rail 
First Floor 

Picture rail 
Secondary corridor Quarter Sawn White Oak picture rails 

Quarter Sawn White Oak wood bases First Floor 

Marble Floor (west side: corridor, lobby coat room east side: @ old coat room/toilet room) Wood base 

Second Floor Sars oo. 
Picture rail 

Secondary corridor Quarter Sawn White Oak picture rails 

Wood bases Second Floor 

Marble sink unit . Wood base 

Marble Floor (east side @ old corridor location) Chairrail 

Raised marble Floor at urinals* Picture rail 

Third Floor Third Floor 

Secondary corridor Quarter Sawn White Oak picture rails Wood base 

Quarter Sawn White Oak wood bases Chair rail 

Brass vacuum covers Picture rail 

Raised marble Floor at urinals* 
Fourth Floor 

Fourth Floor Plane sawn door casings and doors 
Secondary corridor Quarter Sawn White Oak picture rails Wood base ’ 

Quarter Sawn White Oak wood base i Chair rail 

Picture rail 
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Non-Original Materials/Equipment Which Grills 

Resemble Original—Remove and Store Bectieabngete 
Elevator doors and enclosures 

This includes materials and equipment added to the building through the past remodeling projects Some doors 

(approximately 1950 through 1986). These items may look similar to original but lack detail or quality. Quarter Sawn White Oak chair rail 

These items are generally in good to fair condition and have some value. They will be removed and Quarter Sawn White Oak base 

saved for use by others or sold as surplus. Door and transom casings, trim and sashes 

Signage box (room numbers), in corridor 

Basement 
First Floor 

Ground Brass door hinges 

Janitors sinks 
First Floor Grills 

Plain sawn door casings, doors and non-brass hardware Electrical panels 

Elevator doors and enclosures 

Second Floor Hearing room desks 

Plain sawn door casings, doors and non-brass hardware 
Second Floor 

Third Floor Brass door hinges 

Plain sawn door casings, doors and non-brass hardware Janitors sinks 

Grills 
Fourth Floor Electrical pancis 

Plain sawn door casings, doors and non-brass hardware Elevator doors and enclosures 

ale 3 Radiator enclosures in S.E. pavilion 

Non-Origin al Materials/Equipment Electronic door opener @ S.E. pavilion 

Which Resemble Original—Reuse ; 
ae Third Floor 

This includes materials and equipment added to the building through the past remodeling projects /sintaiemnetoet 

(approximately 1950 though 1986). These items look similar to original and are complementary to the ‘ TESS | Bes 

original. These items are generally in good condition. These items will be either repaired, reused in place peutons ci 

or removed, repaired and reused. : 
Electrical panels 

Elevator doors and enclosures 
Basement 

Elevator door and enclosures ‘ Fourth Floor 

Electrical panels Brass door hinges 
Janitors sinks Janitors sinks ; 
Quarter Sawn White Oak Double doors with borrowed lights Grills 

Ground Floor Electrical panels 

Elevator doors and enclosures 
Brass door hinges 

Janitors sinks 
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Non-Original Materials/Equipment Which 1 x I suspended acoustical ceiling 
aif - Corridor public address system 

Are Contemporary—Remove and Dispose Poca nO Gea 

This includes materials and equipment added to the building through past remodeling project (approxi- Office speakers 

mately 1950 through 1986). These items are contemporary in nature and use and have no significance Bulletin boards 

to the building. These are typically items which are in poor physical condition and/or can not be re- Plug strip/wire molds 

moved intact. These items will have little value and will be removed and disposed of. Speaker system in Hearing room 

Vinyl Floors 

Basement . Plastic laminate stall doors 

_ Vinyl and ceramic Flooring 
Vinyl base 

Electrical outlets Platform and ramp in Hearing room 

Mechanicals: water softener, fire pump 1x4 suspended fluorescent tiles and grid 

Telephone 
Wood grain de-mountable partition system 

Pipe railings 
Wie Motdwiemold Second Floor 

Plastic laminate stall doors Corridor carpeting 

Concrete pads 
Ivory switch plates & outlet covers 

Misc., built-in wood shelves/storage Surface mounted 1 x 4 fluorescent lights 

Chain link fences and doors Contemporary incandescent lights 

Kitchen sink unit in snack bar Plastic laminate stall doors 

; Floor access panels Office speakers 

Metal grilles & louvers (toilet rooms) 

Ground Floor Plug strip/wire mold 

Corridor carpeting 
Sink units in two caucus rooms 

~ Ivory switch plate covers Brass “doghouses” 

Plastic laminate stall doors Acoustical panels in S.E. pavilion 

Brass “doghouses” 
Under Floor electrical chases 

Office speakers Third Floor 

Under Floor electrical chases E 4 

Metal access panels Corridor carpeting 
Metal grills & louvers 

First Floor Ivory switch plates & outlet covers 

Corridor carpeting 
2x4 acoustical ceiling tiles 

A.C. unit in vault space Surface mounted 1 x 4 fluorescent lights 

Ivory switch plates & outlet covers Plug strip/wire mold 

Circularceilinglights Fluorescent light casing 

Surface mounted 1 x 4 fluorescent lights Carpet and padding in S. W. pavilion 

Egg crate ceiling lights Metal studs and drywall walls 

Plastic laminate stall doors 
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“Acoustical” panels in S.E. pavilion General 

Vinyl Floors Misc. built-in shelves (closets) 
: Metal rail extension @ gallery seating Power/electrical wiring ; 

Vinyl base Data/communication wiring 
Metal rail and wood stair @ S.W. office 

Office speakers Basement 

Luminance 2 x 4 ceiling S.W. pavilion Allcontemporary furniture 

Fabric covered de-mountable partitions : Wall clocks 

Fourth Floor oe one 
Exitsigns : 

Corridor carpeting Fire bells and horns 
Accessibility ramps Thermostats 

Ivory switch plates & outlet covers 

Plastic 2” wire mold Ground Floor 
Surface mounted 1 x 4 fluorescent lights Allcontemporary furniture 
Ceiling mounted speaker Exitsigns 

Corridor loud speakers (2) Wall clocks 

Office and Hearing Room carpet Fire bells and fire horns 
Luminance ceiling 2 x 4 Wall mounted pay phones 
Fluorescent lighting over skylight Thermostats 

Metal grills and louvers Brass fire hose cabinets 

Movable partitions 

Wood frame/screen doors to Fourth Floor First Floor 
* Misc. fluorescent lighting All contemporary furniture 

Office speakers Exitsigns 
Vinyltile Wall clocks 
Plastic laminate toilet stall doors Fire bells & fire horns 
Fin tube heating Wall mounted pay phones 
1x2 metal acoustical ceiling tiles & associated duct work (Room 421 & east offices) Thermostats 

Two level hearing desk Brass fire hose cabinets 

Electric drinking fountain 

Non-Original Materials/Equipment Which Vinyl covered de-mountable partition system 

Are Contemporary—Reuse and Store Second Wiker 
This includes materials and equipment added to the building through past remodeling projects (approxi- Allcontemporary furniture 
mately 1950 through 1986). These items are contemporary in nature and use and have no significance Exitsigns 
to the building. These items have some value and will be removed and saved for use by others or sold Wall clocks 

as surplus. Fire bells and fire horns 
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Wall mounted pay phones Toilet Rooms 

Thermostats Some will remain as they are, some will be altered to improve accessibility 

Brass fire hose cabinets ; 

Electric drinking fountain Window Treatments 

Carpet tiles in S.E. pavilion Remove and reuse blinds (new) and associated hardware 

Wood book shelves in west anti-chamber 
Miscellaneous 

Third Floor Remove, save and reuse brass outlet plates/cover plates 

All contemporary furniture : 

Exit signs 

Wall clocks 

Fire bells & fire homs 

Wall mounted pay phones 

Thermostats 

Brass fire hose cabinets 

Louvers 

Vinyl covered cushions @ lobby benches j 

Carpet tiles in S.E. pavilion 

Fourth Floor 

All contemporary furniture 

Exit signs 

Wall clocks 

Fire bells & hors 

Wall mounted pay phones 

Thermostats 

Brass fire hose cabinet 

Miscellaneous Rooms and Information 

Fifth Floor 

Remove and dispose of all contemporary ceiling mounted florescent lighting 

Remove and dispose of all original radiators 

Remove, rehabilitate and reuse all door casings : 

Remove, rehabilitate and reuse three windows 
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; 1987 MASTER PLAN 

PROPOSED TREATMENT PLAN 

KAHLER SLATER PROPOSED PLAN | 
! ee Basement Through Fourth Floors - ; : :
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